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Abstract 

Simultaneous Interpreting (Sn Research has been dominated by cognitive and neuro

linguistic paradigms with little attention devoted to the simultaneous interpreter as a 

professional working in social, ideological and interactional contexts and to the 

interdependency between these contexts and actual SI performance. Different from 

the mainstream approach, Ebru Diriker's "De-lRe-Contextualising Simultaneous 

Interpreting: Interpreters in the Ivory Tower?" sets out to 'contextualise' SI behaviour. 

The first part focuses on the broader socio-cultural context around SI by exploring 

the (re )presentation of the profession( al) in the meta-discourse which suggests that in 

the general discourse interpreters are pre-dominantly (re )presented as professionals 

capable of identifying with the speaker and transferring the meanings intended by 

them completely, fluently and without becoming personally involved in shaping the 

'meaning'. As against this background, the second part explores the performance of 

interpreters and the nature of the interpreted utterance within the context of an actual 

conference. The findings challenge many of the widely held assumptions regarding S1 

and suggest that simultaneous interpreters do not render the meaning assumed to exist 

in the original but negotiate a meaning in context, their 'delivery' does not only 

represent the speaker but a multiplicity of speaker-positions and identifying with the 

speaker's 1 st person does not come naturally but creates a source of tension, 

vulnerability and strength for the interpreter. The findings also point to the mythical 

and purposeful nature of the meta-discourse, underscore the need to revise some of 

the basic assumptions in S1 literature and call for a more concerted approach to 

analysing actual S1 behaviour as a 'situated action'. 
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Klsa Ozet 

E~anh (:eviri Ara~t1flnalan a~rhkh olarak bili~seI ve noro-dilbilimsel 

paradigrnalarca yonlen~ dolaytslyla konferans yevinnenine, sosyal, ideolojik ve 

ileti~imsel ba@.amlarda gorev yapan bir profesyonel olarak yakI~t1manu~ ve bu 

baglamlarla e~amanh <;eviri perfonnansl arasmdaki ili~ki irdelenmemi~tir. Ebru 

Diriker'in "De-lRe-Contextualising Simultaneous Interpreting: Interpreters in the 

Ivory TowerT' ba~hkh tezi ise, ~zamanlt <;eviriyi belirli bir 'bagIama oturtmayt' 

ama<;;lamakta ve bu ama~la oncelikle, konferans ~evirmenin etrafindaki geni~ sosyo

kiiItiirel ve ideolojik bagIann temsilen konferans yevinnenliginin ust-soylemde nasll 

betimlendigini incelemektedir. Genel olarak, konferans yevirmeni, konu~macmm 

kastettigi anlaIDl tam, ~effaf ve anlarru bi~endirme siirecine taraf olmadan aktaran 

profesyonel olarak sunulmaktlr. (:ah~marun ikinci ktsrrunda ise, ger<;;ek bir konferans 

bagIammda ~evinnenlerin peIformansl ve '<;;evrilen sown' dogas! irdelenmektedir. 

Ortaya ytkan sonu<;;lar, ust-soylemdeki pek <;ok varsaytIDl dogrulamamakta ve genel 

kamnm aksine, <;evinnenlerin ozgi.in konu~mada varoldugu du~nulen 'i<;;kin' anlamt 

degil, sosyal bagIam ve ko~ullara gore olu~turduklan anlall11 aktardtgma, 'veviri'nin 

yalruz ozgiin konu~maclyt degil, <;evinnen tarafindan temsil edilen birden fazla 

konu~maC1yt banndtrdlgma, konu~macmm birinci tekil kullarumtyla ozde~le~menin 

<;;evirmen a91smdan gerginliklerle doll!, <;evirmeni kmlgan bir konuma sokan ama aym 

zamanda da gU<;;lu kllan bir sure<; olduguna i~aret etmektedir. C;ah~ma. aynca, 

e~zamanh <;eviri ust-soyleminin mitler banndlrdlgtm ve bunu bir amav ivin yapnguu 

iddia etrnekte, sozlu veviri yazmmm bazt ternel varsayunlanmn gozden gevirilmesi 

gerektigini vurgulamakta ve e~zamanh <;:evirinin 'bagIam i9inde gewek1e~n bir etkinlik' 

olarak ele ahnmasl i<;:in <;agnda bulunmaktadtr. 
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Key of Symbols 

Symbol 

+ 

{italics r 

[ ] 

(German) 

bold 

uh. urn. 

uh .. urn .. 

eh. em. 

eh .. em .. 

Explanation 

pause (5 seconds each) 

section taken up for detailed analysis 

complementary information to the transcription 

interference from the speaker's native tongue 

original speaker's voice rrrixing into the delivery 

short filled pause in English 

long filled pause in English 

short filled pause in Turkish 

long filled pause in Turkish 



INTRODUCTION 

Interpreting Studies (IS) can still be considered a young academic discipline. The 

proliferation of literature is promising both in terms of the increase in the number of 

publications and the scope of the material. The more recent academic interest in 

accounting for the diversity of interpreting activities categorized under 'community 

interpreting,l is injecting fresh air into a field whic~ in its short history, was mostly 

focused on the more 'glamorous' mode of simultaneous conference interpreting. 

Simultaneous Conference Interpreting which I shall refer to as simultaneous 

interpreting (SI) has definitely been the most 'visible' type of interpreting during the 

20th century. The boom in the number of international meetings of all scales has 

created significant demand for experts in interlingual and intercultural communication 

leading to the emergence of conference interpreting as a technology-assisted solution 

to the growing demand for efficient cross-cultural contacts. 

SI has always had an aura to it possibly due to the charm of the large 

conference halls and the highly specialised/institutionalised settings of the 

simultaneous interpreter-mediated conferences. Furthermore, the near-simultaneity of 

the delivery of the original speech and its interpretation into another language also 

seems to have added prestige and created an "awe at an impossible task miraculously 

done" (Shlesinger 1989a:8). 

The institutionalised settings of large international conferences hosting experts 

in various fields or the representatives of different countries coupled with the distance 

of the simultaneous interpreter sitting in a remote booth to the fucal event have also 

reinforced the conviction that SI takes place i..n more homogeneous settings where 

participants from compatible backgrounds have equal access to speak:. Both the 
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professionals and the academia have viewed the constraints and challenges of 

simultaneous conference interpreting as distinct and different from other forms of 

interpreting such as community, court, sign language interpreting where interpreters 

are expected to work with people of incompatible backgrounds and unequal status in 

face-to-face interactions. 

In fact, the scholarly interest m interpreting seems to have followed a 

hierarchy of its own with most of the scholarly attention being devoted to the most 

salient types and features of interpreting (i.e., conference interpreting as the most 

salient type and cognitive aspects of the task as the most salient jeature2
). The focus 

of SI research has varied from experiments on the role of memory and attention 

during SI to verbal-manual interference tasks, from the lateralisation of the brain 

hemispheres of interpreters to pupillometry tests and the effect of ear asymmetries to 

information processing models for interlingual communication. Within a field 

dominated by cognitive and neurolinguistic paradigms, little attention has been 

devoted to the conference interpreter as an individual and professional working and 

surviving in social contexts and to the interdependency between socio-cultural 

contexts and the presence and performance of conference interpreters. 

Despite a lack of interest in the relationship between conference interpreters 

and the socio-cultural contexts which surround them, the literature on other modes of 

interpreting such as court and community interpreting have placed an ai.'TIost exclusive 

emphasis on this aspect. There, the focus of research has been on how the mediation 

of an interpreter influences the interaction and the relations between the interlocutors, 

how it reveals, represents, reproduces and occasionally restores power differences 

between individuals as well as between individuals and institutions or society at large. 
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Scholars working on community interpreting have been very keen on analysing and 

questioning the position of the interpreter, hislher job descriptions, the implications of 

an interpreter-mediated interaction in and on various settings such as court 

proceedings, police interrogations, psychiatric interviews, refugee hearings, etc .. 

The literature on community interpreting has challenged the traditional notion 

of interpreters as non-involved 'conduits' (Roy, 1990: 81) and introduced new 

concepts into discussion like interpreters as 'cultural brokers', 'conciliators', 

'advocates' which foreground the active participation of the interpreter in the process 

of communication. 

In the research on community interpreting, ethical guidelines, assumptions of 

neutrality, completeness and accuracy as well as the impact of culture, power, class 

and language differences have been subjected to a critical (re )assessment. Different 

studies have looked at the role of interpreters as active participants and organisers of 

the interaction (Wadensjo 1993, 1998), the functions adopted by the interpreters in 

refugee hearings (Barsky 1994, 1996, Wurzel 1992), the impact of interpreters in the 

courtroom (Jansen 1995, Pym 1999), the moral dilemmas of court interpreting 

(Morris 1995, 1998), the position and strategies of the interpreters in political 

interviews (Baker 1997, Wadensjo forthcoming), police interrogations (Wadensjo 

1997), healthcare settings (Kaufert and Putsch 1997, Knoll and Roder 1988, Kadric 

and Pochhacker 1999, Roder 1995) and, though not categorised under community 

interpreting, even in sign language interpreted encounters (Roy 1989). Thus, the 

reciprocal impact of interpreter-mediated interaction on social, communicative, 

political, ideological, and cultural contexts have been a major source of interest in the 

literature on non-conference interpreting. 



Within this framework, my aim in this study is to focus on this neglected issue 

ill IS, namely, the nature of the relationship between the presence and the 

performance of conference interpreters and the socio-cultural and interactional 

contexts surrounding them. I will analyse the contexts around simultaneous 

interpreters both at the broader (i.e., macro) and the more local (i.e., micro) levels. I 

will descnbe the broader socio-cultural context around SI by looking at the meta

discursive representation of conference interpreters and interpreting by the various 

actorslinstitutions in and around SI and seek to understand the more specific 

relationship between the simultaneous interpreters and the socio-cultural and 

interactional context within the framework of a particular conference. 

The first chapter of this study is devoted to the theoretical framework 

grounding my research and to the definition of key concepts such as 'discourse', 

'context' and 'norms'. The first chapter also includes a critical review of the way 

current IS literature has taken up and accounted for the relationship between 

conference interpreters and socio-cultural/interactional contexts. 

Following the theoretical infrastructure and the critical review of the current 

status of research in this field, my second chapter will basically dwell on an analysis of 

the broader socio-cultural context around SI. To gain an understanding of the way SI 

is positioned in the broader socio-cultural context, I will look at the way simultaneous 

interpreters and interpreting are presented and represented in our language on 

interpreting., hence, in our 'meta-discourse'. I will seek answers to questions such as: 

Which aspects of conference interpreting and interpreters become foregrounded in the 

discourse of various parties? Who are these 'various parties' talking about conference 

interpreting? What do they prait'~ and criticise? How is a 'successful' interpreter and 
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interpreting performance defined? What is the criteria used to label an interpreter or a 

performance as 'poor'? What are the general expectations from an 

interpreter/interpreting performance? In short, how is conference interpreting 

(re)presented in our meta-discourse? 

The analysis of the meta-discursive representation of SI in this chapter will 

include a wide range of examples from general reference books, codes of ethics, 

websites of the professional organisations, a popular book, academic literature and the 

printed and electronic media (including both the media's own representation of SI as 

well as interpreters' self-representations on the media). With such an analysis, I intend 

to highlight those aspects of SI that are deemed more 'desirable', 'correct', 

'appropriate', and 'ethical'. That is, I intend to hint at the 'norms' foregrounded in the 

meta-discourse and gain an insight into the larger social, interactional and ideological 

context in which the conference interpreters are required to function and survive. 

After analysing the representation of conference interpreters and interpreting 

at the broader discursive level, I will narrow down my focus to the analysis of a 

particular conference. The third chapter will be devoted to the analysis of a 2-day 

conference held on May 29-30, 2000 at the Bogaziyi University in Istanbul on 

'Heidegger and Hannah Arendt: Metaphysics and Politics' (which I observed, 

recorded and transcribed), I will attempt to draw a comprehensive and multi-faceted 

picture about this event by giving information about the organisers, speakers, 

participants, position of the booths, how the interpreters act before and during the 

conference, what they demand from the organisers and speakers, etc.. I will also 

present my analysis of interviews with the organiser, speakers, users of SI and 
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interpreters so as to throw light on the different viewpoints regarding the position and 

performance of interpreters at that particular event. 

The fourth chapter will entail an analysis of the transcribed recordings of the 

conference. Based on my analysis of the transcriptions of the booth and the floor, I 

will try to understand the interpreting strategies common to both interpreters, as well 

as those that are more idiosyncratic. In trying to explain the similarities and 

differences in behaviour, I will attempt to integrate the possible impact of both the 

broader and more immediate socio-cultural and interactional contexts as well as the 

individual factors of the interpreters. In doing so, I hope to be able to present an 

extensive account of the dynamics of the conference situation and the complex 

network of relations between the parties directly and indirectly involved in the event. 

At the end of the Chapter 4, I will present my own evaluation of how the 

meta-discourse on simultaneous interpreting and interpreters relates with the findings 

of a real-life interpreting event. I will jUA-tapose the meta-discourse on SI '"vith my 

own assessments of the actual interpreting behaviour and hypothesize about the 

reasons behind potential convergences and divergences between what is said and 

what is done in conference interpreting. 

At the end, the interested reader will find an Appendix which includes the Key 

of Symbols used in the transcriptions together with the transcriptions of the whole 

conference. Both the original as well as the interpreted speeches have been transcribed 

so that the excerpts analysed in detail in the fourth chapter can be traced back to their 

original place within the general interaction. The complete transcription of the 

conference might also allow other researchers to analyse aspects that I have not 

focused upon or to look at the same data from other perspectives. Different 
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approaches to and studies on the same data can yield very interesting results regarding 

how the same material can be assessed differently from different viewpoints. In that 

sense, these recordings are also intended to serve the purpose of corpus-building in a 

field where obtaining real-life data seems easy but, for reasons that I will focus on 

later, turns out to be a real challenge in its own right. 



s 

Notes: 

1. As Roberts (1995: 8) mentions, the scope of community interpreting is ill-defined 

and this is clearly illustrated by the numerous designations used to describe this still 

nebulous concept: community interpreting, public service interpreting, cultural 

interpreting, dialogue interpreting, ad hoc interpreting, liaison interpreting, escort 

interpreting and medical or legal interpreting, etc .. The differences in the names seems 

to suggest significant differences in job-descriptions and settings. 

2.See Schjoldager 1995a 



CHAPTER 1 

GROUNDING THEORIES, 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1. GROUl'l"'DING THEORIES 

9 

KEY CONCEPTS AND 

Within the framework of the present study which explores the discourse in and on SI,. 

I will take the eclectic theoretical and methodological stance embraced by Critical 

Discourse Analysis (Fairclough 1992, 1997; van Dijk 1987, 1990, 1997; Wodak 1996, 

1997) as my general framework and expand on it by linking it to other theoretical 

concepts and stances on 'discourse' and the 'constitution of meaning , in language. 

Viewing discourse both as a specific form of language use and as a specific 

form of social interaction is one of the central tenets of Critical Discourse Analysis 

(CDA). Approaching discourse as a practical, social and cultural phenomenon and as 

a specific fonn of social practice or interaction shifts the focus from language or 

language use per se to language use in relation to various contexts because it implies 

"a dialectical relationship between a particular discursive event and the situation(s), 

institution(s) and social structure(s) which frame it" (ibid: 258). Since a dialectical 

relationship is always a two-way relationship it follows that the discursive event 

shapes and is shaped by these factors. As Fairclough (1992: 62) argues, 

"Discourse is socially constituted, as well as socially conditioned - it 

constitutes situations, objects of knowledge, and the social identities of and 

relations between people and groups of people. It is constitutive both in the 

sense that it helps sustain and reproduce the social status quo and in the sense 

that it contributes to transforming it". 
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Among the different scholars within the field of CD~ I see Nonnan Fairclough's 

more holistic approach as particularly relevant for this study because Fairclough 

adopts a more critical stance to his own field, criticizes some critical discourse 

analysts for overlooking the implications of power relations in and around discourse 

and challenges the tendency of certain analysts, including T eun van Dijk, to assume 

the possibility of more or less homogeneous discourses being (re)produced by 

homogeneous social groups. 

AJternativeiy, Fairclough, in his Critical Discourse AnalysiS: The Critical 

Study of Language (1995), incorporates the ideas of Michel Foucault, Antonio 

Gramsci and Mikhail Bakhtin, and allows room for various other theoretical stances 

such as those developed by Pierre Bourdieu and Rola.'1d Barthes to expa..ld the field of 

CDA to include relations of power, hegemony and intertextuality. His eclectic 

framework together with my own extrapolations of the works of the above mentioned 

authors also guides the present study. 

Discourse is ideological - According to Fairclough, discourse and ideology are 

intertwined. Drawing heavily from Foucault's work on discourse and ideology and 

Gramsci's work on hegemony, Fairclough argues that ideology and hegemony are (at 

least partly) discursive in nature. 'Ideology', seen as particular representations and 

constructions of the world that are instrumental in reproducing domination, and 

'hegemony' seen as the winning of consent in the exercise of power are thus produced 

and reproduced in discourse (ibid). 

According to Fairclough, also inherent to discourse is its constitutive nature 

whereby discourse contributes to shaping and reshaping the extra-discursive 

structures whose nature can be as diverse as vocabularies, turn-taking conventions, 
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relationships in the market, political and economic structures, etc. The constitutive 

work of discourse necessarily takes place within the constraints of the complex of 

economic, political and discursive/extra-discursive structures. 

Discourse is 'symbolic power' - As Pierre Bourdieu argues the production of 

linguistic utterances or expressions always occurs in particular contexts or 'markets'. 

The properties of these contexts or markets bestow particular discourses with a 

~ertain 'value'. While producing linguistic expressions, speakers take into account - in 

varying ways and different extents - the market conditions within which their products 

win be received and valued by others (Bourdieu 1992). 

In producing linguistic expressions, speakers assess the market conditions, 

and anticipate the likely reception of their linguistic products. Thus, speakers 

implicitly and routinely modify their expreSSIOns In anticipation of their likely 

reception which implies that all discourses are to some extent 'euphemised', i.e., they 

are modified by a certain kind of censorship which stems from the structure of the 

market but which is transformed into selj-censorship through the process of 

anticipation (ibid: 19). In Bourdieu's words: 

"Discourses are always to some extent euphemisms inspired by the concern to 

'speak well', to 'speak properly', to produce the products that respond to the 

demands of a certain market; they are compromise formations resulting from a 

transaction between the expressive interest (what is to be said) and the 

censorship inherent in particular relations of linguistic production (whether it 

is the structure of linguistic interaction or the structure of a specialised field), a 

censorship which is imposed on a speaker or writer endowed with a certain 
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social competence, that is, a more or less significant symbolic power over 

these relations of symbolic power" (ibid: 78-79, emphasis in the original). 

One of the central ideas in Bourdieu's work that is of particular relevance to the 

present study is the notion of 'symbolic capital'. According to Bourdieu, in addition 

to the classical idea of 'economic capital' there are other forms of capital such as 

'cultural capital' and ~symbolic capital'. While 'cultural capital' pertains to the 

knowledge, skills and other cultural acquisitions, 'symbolic capital' refers to the 

accumulated prestige or honour of persons, groups, institutions etc. (ibid: 14). 

It is precisely in the constitution and enhancement of the latter (i.e., symbolic 

capital) where discourse plays a fundamental role especially because in the field there 

is always room for one form of capital to be converted into another (ibid). That is to 

say, for instance, ~cultural capital' in the form of an education or skill in a certain 

specific field of knowledge can be used to enhance the 'symbolic capital' of those with 

that education or skill by increasing their prestige in the society wr-ich can, in turn, 

augment the 'economic capital' of the persons or institutions representing these 

persons by justifying them to higher salaries and fees. 

Discourse becomes 'legitimate language' - According to Bourdieu, the use of 

discourse in enhancing such forms of capital results in the constitution of 'legitimate 

language(s)' pertaining to specific fields. For Bourdieu, the power of words and 

discourses are not givens; they are determined in the dialectical relationship between 

language and language use, those who produce it, the social mechanism of production 

and those who receive it (ibid: 113). 

While 'legitimate language' shapes and takes shape in relation to social, 

historical, ideological, cultural and market conditions, it develops a certain repertoire 
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which involves and further reinforces aspects granting the language its 'legitimacy' 

and 'authority' in the first place. This repertoire is not static in nature, on the 

contrary, there is always a constant struggle between those who want to maintain it 

and those who want to change it. Thus, it is never 'complete' and 'final'. However, 

when analysed in synoptic shots, one can see certain features which look so natural 

and authoritative that they look like the sole and most correct forms of language and 

language use possible. 

Discourse creates and preserves 'myths' - The ease and naturalness with which 

discourse represents its object results from the 'myth-making' in discourse when the 

sign in one semiological system becomes the signifier in the other (Barthes 1998: 

115). It follows that myths are to be found in the 'meta-language' or 'meta

discourse' . 

The meta-language (i.e., meta-discourse) builds myths by naturalising the 

historicity and complexity of the relationship between the signifier and the signified. In 

myth, the semiological nature of the relationship between the signifier and the 

signified is rationalised and naturalised so that they stand like a 'factual system'. In 

Barthes words: 

"The world enters language as a dialectical relation between activities, 

between human actions; it comes out of myth as a harmonious display of 

essences" (1972: 142). 

Myth does not deny things, "it purifies them, it makes them innocent, it gives them a 

natural and eternal justification, it gives them a clarity which is not that of an 

explanation but that of a statement of fact" (ibid: 143). In myth the complexity of 
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human acts is abolished, dialectics are done away with so that we are presented with a 

world which is without contradictions; a world of "blissful clarity" (ibid). 

According to Barthes, with myth men do not have a relationship based on 

truth but on 'use' (ibid: 144), which means that the naturalisation and depoliticisation 

of the historical object is done for a purpose and according to some need. This also 

. means that all language use is marked with intentions and never neutral. 

Discourse is 'heteroglot' and 'dialogically' constituted - Seeing all language use and 

the meanings conveyed by language use as inherently marked with a plethora of 

voices and intentions constitutes one of the central tenets of .Mikhail Bakhtin's 

dialogical view of language and meaning. 

According Bakhtin there are no 'neutral' words and forms because words do 

not exist in a neutral and impersonal language waiting to be used by the individual 

speakers (1981: 294). Words and forms can belong to no one because language is 

saturated with intentions and accents, that is, words and forms do not exist in a 

vacuum or a dictionary rather they exist "in other people's mouth's, in other people's 

contexts, serving other people's intentions: it is from there that one must take ihe 

word, and make it one's own" (ibid, emphasis mine). 

In Bakhtin's terms, each instance of language use is an instance of 

'heteroglossia' precisely because each utterance involves both a repetition and a 

creation; a reflection and a refraction. In each instance, language bears the imprints of 

its current user as well as its previous users a.'1d thus implies "another's speech in 

another's language" (ibid: 324). 

In that sense, all language use is a 'hybrid construction' representing multiple 

VOlces and intentions just like the language use in a novel where an utterance 
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grammatically implicates a single speaker but actually contains within it multiple 

utterances, mUltiple speakers and multiple ideologies (ibid: 265). 

According to Bakhtin, in addition to being created in a dialogue between the 

current use(r) and all previous use(r)(s) of the same words and expressions, language 

use is constituted in the dialectical relationship between the current user and the 

potential addressee because as Bakhtin puts it: 

"Word is a iwo-sided act. It is determined equally by whose word it is and for 

whom it is meant. As a word, it is precisely the product of the reciprocal 

relationship between speaker mui listener, addresser mui addressee" 

(BakhtinIVoloshinov 1986: 86, emphasis in the original) 

It is this constant interaction between the speaker and all previous language use as 

well as the reciprocity between the speaker and the listener that constitutes what 

Bakhtin calls the 'dialogical' aspect oflanguage use. 

Meaning is also 'dialogically' constituted - According to Bakhtin, just like language 

use, meaning in language is not single-voiced either. It does not emanate from or 

result in a single individual. On the contrary, it is created in a dialogue. 

According to Cecilia Wadensj6, who grounds her analysis of dialogue 

interpreter-mediated interactions in Bakhtin's view of language and meaning, in the 

Bahktinian dialogical model "meanings conveyed by language use are conceptualised 

as co-constructed beiween speaker and hearer(s) in interaction" (1998: 41). 'Sense' is 

considered to be made in and by a common activity in contrast to the mono logical 

view of language where the meaning of words and utterances are seen as resulting 

from the speaker's intentions or strategies alone. 
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It follows that in the mono logical view of lang1]a~e, language use is assumed 

to ta...~e place in a 'vacuum' whereas in the dialogical view, social and interactional 

contexts that enframe the language use are considered to playa determining role both 

in the way the speakers use the language as well as in the way meaning is constituted. 

About the Theoretical Framework - Although facilitated by Fairclough's incremental 

approach to Critical Discourse Analysis, this eclectic, or to use a Bakhtinian term, 

'heteroglot' theoretical framework conjoined and explored above, basically reflects 

the way I see the interconnections between various theoretical concepts and stances 

regarding discourse and the constitution of meaning in language. With all its merits 

and shortcomings, it will be this theoretical framework that will guide my analysis of 

the representation of simultaneous interpreters and interpreting in the meta-discourse 

on SI (Chapter 2) as well as my analysis of the actual presence and performance of 

simultaneous interpreters in an actual conference context (Chapters 3 and 4) not to 

mention my final juxta- and counter-positioning of them (Chapter 4 and Conclusion). 

1.2 KEY CONCEPTS 

'Discourse' - Within the framework of this study and in line with the theoretical 

framework above, I will take' discourse' to suggest "both a specific form of language 

use and a specific form of social interaction" (van Dijk 1990: 164). I will see 

discourses as integral parts of their 'contexts' and assume a dialectical and mutually 

constitutive relationship between them. 

For practical purposes, I will differentiate between the language use of the 

various actors and institutions on SI ('meta-discourse') and the language use of the 

interpreters in their delivery ('discourse'). Thus, the analysis of the discourse of the 

various actors and institutions in Chapter 2 and the analysis of the interviews with the 
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conference interlocutors in a particular conference in Chapter 3 will constitute the 

'meta-discourse analysis' and the analysis of the transcribed conference recordings 

will be constitute the 'discourse analysis'. 

For me, this differentiation is only a practical differentiation and does not point 

to an inherent difference since I see all discourse - whether produced by the various 

actors and institutions on SI or by the interpreters in SI - as '''specific forms of 

language use and specific forms of interaction" (ibid). 

It follows that throughout this study, regardless of whether I undertake to 

analyse the 'discourse' on or in SI, my aim will be to gain an understanding of the 

relationship between the actors, their language use and the interaction and social 

contexts surrounding them. 

'Social Context' - In this study, I will use 'context' to refer to the physical, 

interactional, ideological, hierarchical, psychological and cultural circlli'TIstances that 

surround an event, action or discourse. 

Given that 'context(s), are not objective facts but subjective constructs, I will 

not claim to be in possession of the knowledge of the real and objective contexts 

surrounding SI. That is to say, both my analysis of the meta-discourse in Chapter 2 

(which I take to represent the broader social context around SI) and my analysis of an 

actual conference in Chapter 4 (which I take to represent the specific socio-cultural 

and interactional context around the interpreters at that particular conference) will 

primarily (and inevitably) elude to my subjective framings. 

Naturally, as any researcher, I will try to 'objectify the subjective' (Pym 1995) 

by presenting diverse recorded and written materials on SI in Chapter 1 and 

incorporating the views of all of the parties to the conference at hand in Chapter 4. 
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Yet, glVen that contexts have no objective definitions and no clearly defined 

beginnings and ends (van Dijk 1997), the limitations of the research area will depend 

on my subjective perceptions as the researcher and on the formulation of the questions 

grounding this research. 

'Norms' - Within the framework of Chapter 2 where I intend to explore the recurring 

representations of simultaneous interpreters and interpreting in the meta-discourse, I 

will take the concept of 'norms' in line with Gideon Toury's definition to suggest, 

«the translation of general values or ideas shared by a community - as to what is right 

and wrong, adequate and inadequate - into performance instructions appropriate for 

and applicable to particular situations, specifying what is prescribed and forbidden as 

well as what is tolerated and permitted in a certain behavioural dimension" (Toury 

1995: 55). 

Since full consistency and systematicity is impossible in any domain of human 

existence, I will understand norms as regularities of behaviour/views/expectations and 

consider them not as absolute but "graded notions" (ibid: 67) that are also historical 

and hence always subject to change. 

1.3 REVIEW OF THE CURRENT LITERATURE ON SI 

I have argued before that conference interpreting research has mostly focused on 

cognitive factors rather than on a more integrative framework which sees interpreters 

as individuals and professionals acting in social contexts whose very presence and 

performance shape and are, in turn, shaped by the social, communicative, ideological 

and cultural contexts surrounding them. As Franz P6chhacker, says: 

"Interpreting Studies tends to focus more narrowly on the cognitive 

'mechanics' of second-by-second processing rather than on holistic 
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conceptions of text, situation, culture, and the entire course of action in a 

professional interpreting assignment" (1995: 33). 

The scant attention given to actual interpreting behaviour in relation to the social, 

communicative, cultural and ideological contexts surrounding it could be associated 

with the difficulty inherent in accessing, recording, transcribing and analysing actual 

SI performances as well as the unproblematised argument adopted by both IS scholars 

and outsiders that communication in conference settings tend to be stable types of 

'exchanges of ideas' between a homogeneous group of participants sharing a common 

field of expertise. 

This conception coupled with the difficulty of obtaining and assessing actual 

corpora (not to repeat the salience of cognitive issues in SI research) have delayed, if 

not, hindered a sociological approach to SI aimed at understanding SI interpreting 

behaviour in contexts. 

Precisely because SI research has not focused on actual corpora, the 

arguments of some of the researchers who have dwelt on the relationship between 

interpreting behaviour and social contexts have also remained fairly generaL One such 

example could be Christopher Thiery's article on "The Sense of Situation m 

Conference Interpreting" (1990) where the author pointed to the importance of 

looking at the 'action' and 'power structure' in analysing the situation for the 

purposes of SI stating that such an analysis would make the interpreters more 

plausible without expanding on the practical and theoretical implications of becoming 

'more plausible': 

"Situation analysis inevitably encompasses not only the power structure but 

also the action ( ... ) The point I'm trying to make is that the interpreter should 
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not say, as he too often does, that all this 'is none of his business'. It is very 

much his business to be fully alert to what is going on, and for two reasons: it 

will make a more intelligent listener, and also a more plausible speaker" (ibid: 

43). 

Despite the significance of his point, Thiery's argument left unexplored questions of 

critical importance such as what plausibility implied in actual contexts as well as how 

interpreters turned into more 'plausible' speakers in actual contexts. 

Among the scholars to emphasize the importance of looking at actual 

interpreting behaviour in actual context(s), Bruce Anderson could be considered a 

pioneer. As early as 1976, Anderson argued that interpreting occurred "in social 

situations - situations amenable to sociological analysis" and contented that "in any 

such setting the role played by the interpreter is likely to exert considerable influence 

on the evolution of the group structure and on the outcome of the interaction" (1976: 

209). 

In 1978, Anderson published another article called "Interpreter Roles and 

Interpretation Situations" in which he interviewed 17 respondents (an interesting 

combination of Aile interpreters, students of Russian who had some experience in 

interpreting, a probation officer who also interpreted in court and a female social 

worker who "found herself interpreting for Spanish-speaking clients") and explored 

the way they assessed their 'identification' with their clients. All of Anderson's 

respondents were convinced that their duty was to convey the message faithfully and 

that taking sides was unethical. However, later in the interview when Anderson asked 

them to think of their actual interpreting experiences, many reterred to instances 

where 'identifYing' with the client had not been so easy thereby hinting at the fact that 
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the meta-discourse on interpreting (i.e., what the interpreters say) and actual 

interpreting behaviour (i.e., what they do) need not be the same. 

Miriam Shlesinger (1989) was the :first scholar to call for a more systematic 

analysis of actual interpreting behaviour. In her article in Target, Shlesinger started 

the debate about the possibility of extending the concept of 'nonns' to interpreting by 

defining her aim as "an attempt to launch a discussion aimed at examining the 

possibility of extending the notion of translational norms to (oral) interpretation" 

(Shlesinger 1989b: Ill). Despite her pioneering call, however, Shlesinger herself had 

concerns about the existance of nonns governing interpreting and said, 

"the limited cadre of interpreters for any given language combination in all 

but a few places of the world and the relatively short history of 

interpretation have probably not been conducive to the development of 

synchronic nonns as well as their evolution in time" (ibid: 112). 

In fact, as the first author to draw attention to the issue, Shlesinger recently indicated 

that she still had her doubts by reiterating that "the history of interpretation has not 

been conducive to the development of either synchronic or diachronic norms" 

(Shlesinger 1995: 124). 

Brian Harris, who responded supportively to Shlesinger's initial call, actually 

referred to a number of general practices and expectations which he considered as the 

'norms' in SI. According to him, the norm in professional interpreting was to speak in 

the first person: 

"The nonn in professional interpreting - we have to be careful to include the 

qualifier - that the interpreter speaks in the first person as if s/he was the 

orator. That is, if the speaker starts off, 'I'm happy to be here', the interpreter 
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too will paraphrase it as 'I'm happy to be here' in the target language and not, 

'Mr. X says he's happy to be here'" (1990: 115). 

Moreover, he added that interpreters were subject to the fundamental and universal 

norm of the "honest spokesperson", which obliged them to "re-express the original 

speakers' ideas and the manner of expressing them as accurately as possible and 

without significant omissions, and not mix them up with their own ideas and 

expressions" (ibid: 118). However, Harris did not explore how this 'universal norm' 

operated in practice. 

In the same year, Cynthia B. Roy (1990) published an article on "Interpreters, 

their Role and Metaphorical Language Use" where she analysed the metaphors in the 

meta-discourse on SI traditionally used to refer to the interpreters and the interpreting 

process. According to Roy, interpreters were traditionally referred to with 'conduit' 

metaphors because such metaphors allowed everyone to compress the complexity of 

the role of the interpreter into a singular analogy while foregrounding their non

personal involvement to both the insiders and outsiders. She believed these 

metaphorical descriptors included unexamined underlying assumptions about the 

passive role of the interpreter in a communicative process and stressed that: 

"The conduit metaphors and our underlying belief system masks the active 

process engaged in by all the participants; constrains our focus to the 

breakdown of communication; ignores the success of interpreters; neglects the 

roles and relationships between primary speakers, denies the power of the 

interpreter; and disrupts conversations about the management tasks of the 

interpreter" (ibid: 84). 
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Roy also underscored "the conflicting notions of reality" in the profession that 

emerged as a result of the discrepancies between what was said and what was done: 

"On the one hand, the field has come to expect relatively rigid standards of 

professional behaviour; while, on the other, many practicing interpreters 

comment on the differing realities of roles and functions in the smaller 'real

life' situations" (ibid). 

Anna Schjoldager revitalised the issue oflooking at actual SI behaviour by underlining 

the significance of analysing the 'norms'. In an article published in Target, 

Schjoldager (1995a) tied the scholarly disinterest in norms in SI to the epistemological 

status of the research field which foregrounded the cognitive constraints in SI rather 

than the underlying norms. 

In fact, in one small study with students, she also attempted to explore the 

regularities in interpreting behaviour and concluded that 'substitution proper' seemed 

to be a norm specific to SI suggesting that interpreters tended to deploy target-text 

items with little or no resemblance to the source-text item as long as that target text 

item seemed contextually plausible (Schjoldager 1995b). 

More recently, Daniel Gile also emphasized the need to finally start thinking 

about the norms in interpreting to "open up the researchers' mind to sociological 

concepts and working methods which have been neglected in the field of conference 

interpreting" (1998: 102). Gile underlined that the current focus of research gave the 

hard-nosed experimental paradigm excessive power and threatened further 

methodological development in the field by emitting the message: «if you want to be 

'scientific' and to be 'taken seriously', do 'serious' empirical work, preferably 

experimental, preferably with inferential statistics" (ibid). 
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In fact, already in an article he wrote back in 1991 about quality assessment in 

"Translation" - a term he uses to cover both translation and interpreting - Gile argued 

that "since Professional Translation is generated in and constrained by a social and 

economic context, these factors in quality assessment are important and do have 

practical corollaries" (ibid: 195, emphasis mine). 

Despite his emphasis on the constitutive and constraining role of the social and 

economic contexts, Gile also underlined that, on a theoretical level, basic quality 

criteria in SI were 'invariant': 

"However, a consensus exists concerning quality criteria that are more or less 

independent of the socio-economic context: clarity, linguistic acceptability, 

terminological accuracy and fidelity all contribute to high quality Translation, 

even though, as explained before, the weight given to them by individual raters 

may vary" (ibid). 

Although he seemed to retain these 'invariants' in his 1998 article as well (in the form 

of five rules that explained the 'selection of interpreting strategies') his own 

interesting and illuminating case study regarding the perception of fidelity among 

various types of assessors clearly pointed to the fact that there were significant 

'variations' not orJy in the weight individual raters attached to 'fidelity' but also in 

how they defined and what they understood by 'fidelity' in the first place. 

In the literature on conference interpreting, Franz Pochhacker's work could 

be ci.ted as that most focused on 'contextualising' SI. In his Simultandolmetschen als 

komplexes Handeln, published in 1994, Pochhacker attempted to broaden the 

theoretical framework of interpreting studies by adopting, while simultaneously 

testing, the tenets of the functionalist theory of translation and interpreting developed 
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by Hans Vermeer (1983; 1989) and Justa Holz-Mantarri (1984). His is the only study 

to date which provides an analysis of an actual conference (a 3 -day conference of the 

International Council for Small Business), approaching the interpreters output as 

"text-in-situation-and-culture" (pochhacker 1995: 33). Based on the conference 

recordings, Pochhacker analysed how interpreters dealt with 'forms of address' and 

'humour' in a particular conference context, though he did not expand at length on 

how these strategies shaped and took shape in the interaction possibly because his 

main focus was on the viability of the functionalist theory for simultaneous 

interpreting. 

Other lines of research that have contributed to expanding our understanding 

of the larger social framework around SI include the work done on conference-

typologies and user-expectation surveys. 

Conference typologies (Namy 1978, Niedzielski 1988, Gile 1989, Snelling 

1989, Pochhacker 1994) have aimed at positioning the conferences under 

investigation vis-a.-vis other alternatives while giving a general idea of the likely 

features to expect in a given type of conference regarding the homogeneity of 

participants, structural complexity, etc .. To cite an example, Technical Conferences, 

classified as Profile Type 2 in Pochhacker's hypertext profiles, were assumed to 

present a high degree of homogeneity among the participants, frequent use of visual 

support and a high degree of structural complexity compared to Press Conferences 

which were assumed to present less homogeneous group of participants, less use of 

visual material and less degree of structural complexity (for a schematic 

representation see Pochhacker 1994: 54-57). 
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Despite their usefulness in imposing some order on the fairly diverse and 

complex nature of 'conferences', the major set-back with conference prototyping (as 

in any kind of proto tying) could be associated with the risks involved in stereotyping 

events whereby researchers could overlook the individual features of actual 

conferences, to preferr..ng categorical generalisations. 

User-expectation surveys (Kurz 1989 and 1993, aile 1989 and 1990, 

Vuorikoski 1993, Pochhacker 1994, Kopczynski 1994, Cattaruzza and Mack 1995, 

AIlC 1995), on the other hand, have been useful in providing an insight into how the 

users of interpretation assessed SI. With the user-surveys, the attention has finaily 

shifted to the most neglected party in IS research, namely, the actual users of SI. 

Despite their undeniable importance, the major challenge with user-surveys has been 

the rigidly structured questionnaire format with pre-determined and rather ambiguous 

'quality criteria'. Adopted by the majority of user surveys, the biggest risk in such 

questionnaire formats could be the confinement of the answers of the respondents to 

whatever criteria are available in the format without checking their validity. 

One other risk could be the inescapable dilemma of the researcher's bias in 

defining the quality criteria. So that while, for instance, Kurz (1996) who used 

Buhler's (1986) questionnaire format for analysing user expectations at a medical 

conference, concluded that the strongest importance was attached to the 'sense 

consistency with the original' followed closely by the 'logical cohesion of the 

utterance', 'correct terminology', 'completeness' and 'fluency of the interpretation' to 

be followed by 'grammatical correctness', 'pleasant voice' and 'native accent' 

confirming, in her view, the "correctness of Seleskovich's theory" (ibid: 61), the 

results of the same survey could be interpreted quite differently if 'native accent', 
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'pleasant voice' and 'correct grammatical usage' were taken as fluency-constituents. 

Such a (re-)definition could easily lift 'fluency' to the top priority of the users. In fact, 

similar concern regarding the format of the user-surveys was most concisely 

expressed by Cattaruzza and Mack (1995) in their simple but striking question "Are 

we sure we are talking about the same thing?". 

To conclude, the current literature on SI rarely took a closer look at 

conference interpreters as individuals and professionals working in 'contexts'. The 

nature of the relationship between their presence and performance and the social 

contexts were not subject to much scholarly interest so that the relationship between 

simultaneous interpreters, their delivery and the interactional, socio-cultural and 

ideological contexts enframing them remained largely unexplored in IS research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LOOKING AT THE BROADER SOCIAL, IDEOLOGICAL AND 

INTERACTIONAL CONTEXT OF SI: HOW ARE 

SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETERS AND INTERPRETING 

(RE)PRESENTED IN THE META-DISCOURSE? 

As the title of this chapter suggests, the aim in this part is to look at the way 

conference interpreters and interpreting are presented and represented in the current 

meta-discourse on interpreting. Within the scope of this study, the meta-discourse on 

SI will be taken to represent the broader social, interactional and ideological context 

around SI. By analysing the meta-discourse of the various actors and institutions on 

SI, I hope to gain an insight into those aspects of SI which are foregrounded and 

deemed as 'correct', 'ethical', 'successful' as well as 'wrong', 'unethical' and 

'unsuccessful'. Hence, my main focus in this chapter will be on the 'norms' in the 

meta-discourse on SI and I will consider these 'norms' in the meta-discourse to reflect 

the demands from and conceptions of SI in the broader socio-cultural context of 

simultaneous interpreters and interpreting. 

The analysis in this section will include the discourse of the professional 

associations/institutions, codes of ethics, general reference books (such as dictionaries 

and encyclopedia), academic literature, printed and electronic media (including both 

the media's own representation of SI as well as interpreters' self-representations in 

the media) and a popular book published in Turkey. 

As this list suggests, I shall concentrate on material already available without 

attempting to generate new data of my own. Naturally, I can only include a fraction of 
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what has been written or said on SI but then my aim is not to cover everything but to 

analyse the discourse of fairly diverse institutional and individual positions with 

respect to SI . 

2.1 Discourse in the General Reference Books 

Dictionaries, encyclopedia and job outlines are some of the more 'general' reference 

books that provide information about interpreting and interpreters. Moving from the 

most general reference books (i.e., dictionaries) to the most specific (i.e., job 

outlines), I would like to look at the (re)presentation of interpreting in general and 

simultaneous interpreting in particular. 

Since dictionaries provide the most 'concise' and 'institutionalised' definitions 

on different subjects, I shall start by looking at two consecutive entries on 

'interpretation' and 'interpreting' in A Student's Dictionary of Language and 

Linguistics: 

"Interpretation: assigning a meaning to something you hear or read. 

Interpreting: the art of listening to a person speaking in one language and then 

immediately after (or even simultaneously) producing a spoken equivalent in a 

different language" (Trask 1997: 116). 

Clearly, while the first definition on 'interpretation' refers to the 'subjectivity' 

involved in assigning a meaning, the second definition on 'interpreting' refers to the 

'art of producing spoken equivalents' between languages. Interlingual interpreting is 

presented as the simultaneous substitution of linguistic equivalents across languages 

and, in contrast to other forms of interpretation, is kt!pt separate from the subjectivity 

of the person doing the interpretation. 
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This approach is not uncommon at al1. Here are the consecutive entries on to 

'interpret' and 'interpretation' in The Collins Cobuild Dictionary of English 

Language: 

"interpret: 1. if you interpret what someone says or does in a particular way, 

you decide that this is its meaning or significance. 

2. if you interpret a novel, dream, result, etc., you give an explanation of 

what it means. 

3. if you interpret a work of art such as a piece of music, a play, a dance, etc., 

you perform it in a particular way, especially a way that shows your feeliIlgs 

about it. 

4. if you interpret what someone is saying, you translate it immediately into 

another language, so that speakers of that language can understand" (Sinclair 

1987:763). 

Similar to the previous example, all forms of interpreting - except for interlingual 

interpreting - are associated with the active input of the person interpreting in shaping 

the object of interpretation (such as dreams, results, meanings of utterances and 

actions, piece of music, play, dance, etc.). The definition of interpreting between 

languages is the only one where the interpreting process is assumed to be independent 

of the interpreter's subjectivity. 

The difference between interlingual interpreting and all other forms of 

interpreting becomes more evident in the subsequent entry on the "interpreter": 
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"interpreter: 1. a person who repeats what someone else is saymg by 

translating it immediately into another language so that other people can 

understand it. 

2. a person who explains the meaning or significance of something. 

3. a person who performs a work of art in a particular way, especially a way 

that shows the performer's feelings about it" (ibid: 764). 

Very clearly, the interlingual interpreter is presented as the only 'interpreter' who can 

avoid his/her subjective involvement in the interpretation of the object at hand. While 

all other 'interpreters' seem to be constrained by their own subjectivity, the 

interlingual interpreter is depicted as a person who remains fully objective in the 

interpretation process by 'repeating' the speaker in another language immediately so 

that others can 'understand' what the original speaker means. 

The objectivity of the interlingual interpreter is further reinforced in The 

Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language where the focus is placed upon simultaneous 

interpreting. Accordingly: 

"In no other context of human communication is anyone routinely required to 

listen and speak at the same time, preserving an exact semantic 

correspondence between the two modes" (Crystal 1987:349). 

This depiction echoes the general conviction that simultaneous interpreters undertake 

an 'objective' transfer of the meaning between languages. The role of the 

simultaneous interpreter is seen as the 'preservation of an exact semantic 

correspondence' between languages. 
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A similar approach is to be found in Roda Roberts' entry in The Encyclopedia 

of Language and Literature (1994: 1732): 

"The goal of conference interpreting ( ... ) is a relatively smooth 

presentation of the cognitive content of the message, with the interpreter 

extracting the ideas from the oral discourse and reproducing them in an 

appropriate form and register in the target language". 

F or Roberts, the goal of simultaneous interpreting is different from the goal of, 

for instance, court interpreting where the transfer of features such as the 

speaker's hesitation, incomplete statements, redundancy, etc. are critical 

"because judges, lawyers and juries base their decision about a witness's 

credibility not only on what she/he says but also on how sheibe says it" (ibid). 

Transferring these features, i.e., transferring how a speaker says what sibe says, 

does not seem that important in SI. 

According to Roberts, interpretation is also different from translation 

because fidelity in interpretation implies fidelity to the meaning intended by the 

speaker whereras fidelity in interpretation implies the transfer of the intended 

message: 

"Fidelity in translation means above all fidelity to the authors stated text; 

whereas in interpretation it means above all fidelity to the speaker's 

communicative intent" (ibid). 

Similarly, according to Birgit Strolz ill her entry on "Konferenzdolmetschen: 

Fertigkeit oder Kunst?" to the Berufsbilder for Ubersetzer und Dolmetscher, 

interpreting is not about the substitution of words in one language with the words of 

another language: 
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"Interpreting is something completely different: it is the reproduction of a 

message in a language which necessarily makes use of totally different means 

of expression in terms of the words, speech forms and - images than those of 

the original language so as to carry over a speech with all its semantic, 

affective and aesthetic content" (1997: 100, my translation/ . 

Once again, there is a deliberate differentiation between interpreting and translating on 

the grounds that interpreting is not translating source language words into their target 

language word-equivalents but rather transferring the 'meaning in the original' using 

the semantic equivalents of the target language. ·Within this framework, accessing and 

transferring the semantic, aesthetic and affective content of the original can be both 

possible and unproblemtic in competent hands. 

2.1.2 Drawing together the analysis in this section 

To sum up, the representation of simultaneous interpreters and interpreting in the 

general reference books rests on the assumption of a 'transcendental signified': 

Meaning in language is seen as independent of its form and thought to emanate from 

the original speaker. The interpreter is presented as the 'objective' recipient of the 

meaning intended by the speaker whose task is then described as the transfer of the 

semantic, aesthetic and connotative content of the original message to another 

language. Interlingual interpreting is seen as distinct from all other forms of 

interpreting because while the definitions of all other kinds of interpreting (i.e., 

interpreting a pIece of music, work of art, dreams, even interpreting what others 

mean) foreground the active and subjective involvement of the person interpreting in 

shaping the end result, the interlingual interpreter is presented as capable of 
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'repeating' or 'reproducing' the exact semantic content of the speaker's message in 

another language. 

It is argued that, in contrast to, for instance, translation or court interpreting 

where loyalty to the original implies remaining loyal to the author's/speaker's stated 

text, loyalty to the original in SI means remaining loyal to the 'communicative intent' 

of the speaker. It follows that what really matters in SI is what the speaker says and 

not how s/he says it with the goal in SI being the 'extraction' and 'smooth' 

reproduction of the 'cognitive content' of the original discourse. 

2.2 Discourse of the Professional Institutions 

In this section, I will first look at the Codes of Ethics adopted by the VarIOUS 

professional organisations representing interpreters (though not only simultaneous 

interpreters) to explore the kinds of behaviour and performance that are deemed 

'ethical' and 'unethical' and then move on to an analysis of the general institutional 

discourse on SI to focus on the (re)presentation of simuitaneous interpreters and 

interpreting in the websites of the AilC (Association Internationale des Interpretes de 

Conference - International Association of Conference Interpreters) and SCIC (Joint 

Interpreting and Conference Service of the EU). 

2.2.1 Discourse of the Codes of Ethics 

Codes of Ethics are important discursive tools mairJy because they delineate the 

'ethical' from the 'unethical ' and de:i1'1e the kinds of 

behaviours/skills/performance that interpreters are required to adhere to and 

fulfill. 
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Seen from this angle, the Code of Ethics adopted by the AllC - the 

largest professional organisation representing conference interpreters - is a 

rather general one and refrains from defining what the perfOImance of an 

interpreter should be. Only in Article 3, it states that "members of the 

Association shall not accept any assignment for which they are not qualified. 

Acceptance of an assignment shall imply a moral undertaking on the member's 

part to work with all due professionalism" (AllC's Code of Ethics). Though the 

scope of 'professionalism' is left undefined, the depiction of a "good 

interpreter" in the website of AIIC can probably be taken to account for it (see 

. .., ..., ?) sectlOn ~ ...... _ . 

ITI's (Institute of Translation and Interpreting) Code of Ethics is more 

explicit in specifYing the performance requirements of interpreters, and in 

Article 4.3 states that: 

"A member shall interpret impartially between the various parties and, 

with due regard to the circumstances prevailing at the time, take an 

reasonable steps to ensure complete and effective communication 

between the parties" (ITI's website). 

Here, the emphasis is placed upon the interpreter as the 'gatekeeper' of 

'impartial', 'complete' and 'effective' communication. Taking reasonable steps 

for complete and effective communication is not considered to be an 

'intervention' jeopardisi..'1g the 'impartiality' of the interpreters because 

sustaining the communication is presented as an essential and natural part of an 

interpreter's job-description. 
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ADSIT's (The Australian Institute of Interpreters and Translators) Code 

of Ethics, in its Article 1 on "Standards and Decorum", also underscores the 

importance of sustaining and facilitating the communication process: 

"It is the responsibility of the interpreters and translators to ensure that 

the conditions under which they work facilitate rather than hinder 

communication" (ADSIT's Code of Ethics). 

Articles 1 b, 4 and 5 of the same Code, on the other hand, foreground the 

importance of 'impartiality', 'objectivity', 'accuracy' and 'completeness' in 

interpreting. For instance, Article Ib on "Honesty, Integrity and Dignity" states 

that "interpreters shall not allow personal or other interests to prejudice or 

influence their work" whereas Article 4b on "Objectivity" stipulates that "a 

professional detachment is required for interpreting and translation assignments 

in all situations". Accordingly, the interpreters are to withdraw from tasks 

where their objectivity is tr.reatened. 

Interpreters are also to withdraw from assignments ill which 

"impartiality may be difficult to maintain because of personal beliefs or 

circumstances" (Article 4a). Article 5, on "Truth and Completeness", gives a 

lengthy specification of what 'impartiality' and 'objectivity' in interpreting 

entails: 

"i. In order to ensure the same access to all that is said by all parties 

involved in a meeting, interpreters shall relay accurately and completely 

everything that is said. 

ii. Interpreters shall convey the whole message, including derogatory or 

vulgar remarks as well as non-verbal clues. 
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iii. If patent untruths are uttered or written, interpreters and rranslators 

shall convey these as accurately as presented. 

iv. Interpreters and translators shall not alter, make additions to, or omit 

anything from their assigned work" (ibid). 

Some Codes such as the one adopted by STlBC (Society of Translators and 

Interpretyrs of British Columbia) also explicitly state what the interpreters are 

not to do: 

'Members shall not use their professional role to perform functions that 

lie beyond the scope of a language professional, such as advocacy, 

counseling or improper disclosure of information" (STIBC's website). 

Thus, in addition to the strict requirements of 'loyalty' to the original speaker 

which bans all kinds of additions, omissions, abatements, etc., the interpreters 

are asked to refrain from going beyond 'the scope ofa language professional'. 

This also goes hand in hand with the much stressed issue of 

'confidentiality' in interpreting. For instance, Article 2 of the AIIC's Code 

called the "Code of Honor" underlines that interpreters are bound by "the 

strictest secrecy, which must be observed towards all persons and with regard 

to all information disclosed in the course of the practice of the profession". It 

also underscores that interpreters are to refrain from "deriving any personal gain 

whatsoever from the confidential information they may have acquired". 

Similarly, the Code of AUSIT, in its Article 2a, states that "information 

shared in interpreting and translating assignments is strictly confidential" and 
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that the "information gained by the interpreters is protected under the common 

law of legal professional privilege". 

The Code of Ethics of the ATIM (Association of Translators and 

Interpreters of Manitoba) also rules out "indiscreet use of confidential 

information to the detriment of a client or with a view to obtaining, directly or 

indirectly, a benefit for himself or for another person" (ATIM's website). 

Thus, Ethical Codes foreground the 'loyalty' to the original speaker 

banning any additions, omissions or abatements by the interpreter, 'impartiality' 

and 'objectivity' of the interpreter with regard to the original utterance, 

'accuracy' and 'completeness' of the interlingual transfer and 'confidentiality' 

regarding the information acquired during the interpreting assignments. 

2.2.2 Discourse of the Professional Organisations 

Similar to the views foregrounded in the general reference books, the professional 

organisations representing or employing simultaneous interpreters delineate between 

interpreting and translating. While translating is associated with a word-for-word 

transfer, interpreting is associated with the transfer of the 'semantic, connotative and 

aesthetic content' of the original message. In the website of AIlC, it is stated that: 

"T 0 interpret a speech is not to translate it word for word. To interpret a 

speech from its source language is to transfer its semantic, connotative 

and aesthetic content into another language, using the lexical, syntactic 

and stylistic resources of the second, or 'target' language for that 

purpose" (AIIC's website) 
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Similar to the AIle, the sere also distinguishes interpreting from translating. While 

translating seems to be associated with a word-far-word transfer, interpreting is 

associated with 'communication' where the emphasis is on tI~e transfer of the 'ideas' 

expressed by the speakers: 

"1t is the job of the interpreter to enable them [participants] to 

communicate with each other, not by translating every word they 

utter, but by conveying the ideas which they express" (Sere's 

website, emphasis in the original). 

Both the AIle and Sele see the 'content' of the original message as 

unproblematic ally transferable to the lexical, syntactic and stylistic resources of 

another language because they assume 'meanings' (i.e., signifieds) to be 

independent of 'words' (i.e., signifiers). It follows quite naturally that they 

present simultaneous interpreters as capable of attaining a 'perfect' 

understanding and transfer of the messages 'intended' by the speakers: 

"To interpret is first and foremost to understa.'ld the intended message 

perfectly. It can then be detached from the words used to convey it in the 

original and reconstituted, in all its subtlety, in words of the target 

language" (AIlC's website, emphasis mine). 

Grasping the intended message 'perfectly' and carrying it to another language, it 

is stressed, is not an ordinary task that anyone can undertake but a special skill 

which the 'qualified professionals' possess: 

"Interpreters are employed to ensure perfect communication across language 

barriers. Knowing a language is not enough. It is a job for which properly 

qualified and experienced professional interpreters are essential" (ibid). 
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According to the Alle, grasping and transferring the message intended by the 

speaker is secured by the fact that "a genuine interpreter identifies closely with 

the speaker, and while interpreting will adopt the speaker's point of view" 

(ibid). It follows that the finest reward for a • genuine , interpreter is to see the 

audience "acting as though the speaker and the interpreter were one and the 

same person" (ibid). 

According to the SeIe, conference interpreters always identify with the 

tone and convictions of the original speaker which they reflect with their 

delivery in the first person: 

''Conference interpreting deals exclusively with oral communication: 

rendering a message from one language into another, naturally and 

fluently, adopting the delivery, tone and convictions of the speaker and 

speaking in the first person" (SeIC's website, emphasis mine). 

Rendering the tone and convictions of the original speakers in a 'fluent' and 'natural' 

manner is not to be seen as problematic because, according to the AIle, professional 

interpreters are capable of thinking and reacting instantaneously "delivering the 

speakers message with the right expressions, emphasis and accuracy - all in a matter 

of seconds" (AllC's website). 

Moreover, according to the SeIe, "a good interpreter doesn't only know the 

language, he also knows the culture, grasps implications, captures allusions, doesn't 

miss a nod or a wink" (SeIC's website) which means that 'good' interpreters are 

capable of accessing both the explicit and implicit meanings intended by the speakers 

and also the meanings behind the winks and nods. 
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It follows that while working with 'good' interpreters guarantees a 'perfect 

communication across language barriers', working with 'poor interpreters' is prone to 

'imperfections' such as: 

"A poor interpreter may leave gaps, leave sentences unfinish~ have a 

very strong accent so that the listeners are obliged to put considerable 

effort into understanding what is being said. In the worst cases, 

communication may break down completely" (ibid). 

Clearly, the 'perfect' communication process is presented as one where the listeners 

do not have to 'put an effort' into understanding what is being said thanks to the 

presence of the simultaneous interpreter who is there to ensure a 'smooth', 'lively' 

and 'pleasant' delivery of the speaker's intended message even when working under 

pressure: 

"An interpreter must be a clear and lively speaker and despite working under 

pressure, an interpreter's delivery must remain smooth and the voice pleasant 

so as to prevent the listeners' attention from slackening" (ibid). 

Thus, regardless of the pressure and difficulties the interpreter faces, the end-product 

of the interpretation process (i.e., the 'delivery') is to sound smooth and pleasant- The 

'delivery' of a professional simultaneous interpreter is to come in a format that is easy 

to handle by the receiver without ever ceasing to be the 'exact' transfer of the 

message intended by the speaker. 

According to the representation of SI by both the AIlC and SCIe, meanings 

intended by the speakers are available and accessible for those who have the necessary 

qualifications to seize them, detach them from their 'carriers' (i.e., words) and re

attach them on to the 'carriers' of another language. It tallows that meanings loaded 
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unto the words by the speakers can be unloaded and reloaded into different languages 

by qualified interpreters. Qualified interpreters will not only preserve the 'message' 

during all the unloading and reloading but also facilitate its reception by the receivers 

by delivering it fluently and intelligibly. 

In short, during the transfer of a source language utterance to another 

language in SI by the competent professional, the 'content' of what the speaker 

intends to say remains unaffected while the 'packaging' is made more pleasant and 

easier to unwrap. This way, the parties to the communication can engage in an 

exchange of meaning-packages secure \"\lith the conviction that the intermediary (i.e., 

the simultaneous interpreter) will never touch what is inside but will improve the 

packaging to facilitate and encourage the exchange. 

2.2.3 Drawing together the analysis in this section 

To sum up, this section has examined the representation of SI in the Codes of 

Ethics and the general institutional discourse adopted by the various 

professional organisations. The Codes of Ethics were very strict about 'fidelity' 

ruling out all interventions in the original message be it in the form of additions, 

omissions or abatements. Moreover, the Codes were particularly cautious about 

emphasizing the importance of transferring the communicative intent of the 

original speakers rather then their words. 

'Impartiality' and 'objectivity' of the interpreter were also foregrounded 

by the Codes and interpreters were asked to withdraw from assignments where 

their personal beliefs and circumstances threatened the objectivity required in 

fulfilling their task. 
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In the Codes, 'accuracy' and 'completeness' of the interlingual transfer 

were also deemed as highly important and it was stated that interpreters were to 

convey the whole message including derogatory or vulgar remarks as well as 

non-verbal clues. 

While the Codes asked the interpreters to pay attention to the prevailing 

circumstances and take the necessary steps to ensure complete and effective 

communication between the parties, they were quite strict about 

'confidentiality' ruling out the use of the information acquired during the 

interpreting assignments. 

In the discourse of the professional organisations, on the other hand, 

interpreting was delineated from translating and while translating was associated 

with a word-for-word transfer, interpreting was associated with the transfer of 

the messages intended by the speakers. In the discourse of both the AIIC and 

SCIC, professional conference interpreter was presented as a professional who 

could grasp the intended meaning in the original, detach those from their word

carriers in the source text and substitute them with their semantic counterparts 

in the target text. Great emphasis was laid on the fact that simultaneous 

interpreters would never interfere into the 'content' of what was said and meant 

by the speaker. In fact, it was clearly stated that interpreters always 'identified 

closely with the speakers', 'spoke in the first person' and took pride in seeing 

the listeners act as though 'the interpreter and the speaker were one and the 

same person' . 

While remaining loyal to the communicative intent of the speaker, the 

interpreter was also presented as the expert who could 'facilitate' the flow of 
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transfer of the speaker's intended meanmg with a standard diction, native 

accent, smooth delivery and pleasant voice. Improving the 'packaging of the 

delivery', so to speak, was not seen as conflicting with the demands of 'fidelity' 

and 'accuracy'. On the contrary, taking the necessary steps to ensure a smooth 

and transparent communication in which the listeners did not have to put an 

effort into understanding what they were listening to was presented as a natural 

part of the interpreter's task. It was stated clearly that simultaneous interpreters 

were recruited to ensure 'perfect' communication across language barriers and 

only 'poor' interpreters would cause a breakdown in the flow of 

communication. 

2.3. Discourse of the Academic Literature 

According to Danica Se1eskovich, the forerunner of research on interpreting and the 

foremost representative of the ESIT school, interpreting entails a deverbalisation 

process where the interpreter converts the linguistic meaning in the original to a non

verbal 'sense': 

"Interpretation is not a direct conversion of the linguistic mearnng of the 

source language to the target language, but a conversion from source 

language to sense, the intermediate link being nonverbal thought, which, once 

conSCiously grasped, can then be expressed in any language regardless of the 

words used in the original language" (1977: 28, emphasis mine). 

In Seleskovitch's theoretical framework, interpreting is seen as a task of 

detaching the sense from the words that carry it. Once the interpreter 

consciously grasps it, this transcendental 'sense' can be reinstalled in any human 
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detach it from the words of the source language and re-express it in another 

language. 

A similar approach is adopted by Claude Namy who complements the 

general theoretical framework of Seleskovich based on the 'deverbalisation of 

the sense in the original' by defining 'good interpreting': 

'What is good simultaneous interpreting? I venture to suggest the 

following definition: It is the art of re-expressing in a language a 

message delivered in another language at the same time as it is being 

delivered~ the re-expression should be clear, unambiguous and 

immediately comprehensible, that is to say perfectly idiomatic, so that 

the listener does not have to mentally re-interpret what reaches him 

through the earphones" (Namy 1978:26, emphasis mine). 

In addition to reinforcing the conviction that simultaneous interpreting entails 

the 'art' of re-expressing the speaker's message, Namy specifies how that art 

should be performed. Accordingly, the re-expression of the original message 

should be clear, unambiguous and easily comprehensible, that is, 'perfectly 

idiomatic'. The task of the simultaneous interpreter is a smooth and tra..'1sparent 

communication process in which the listeners access the 'sense' in the original 

via a 'sense-wise exact' but 'form-wise improved' deliverj secured by the 

interpreter. This ensures a smooth and intelligible communication between the 

participants saving them the effort of 'mentally re-interpreting' what they hear. 
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Ensuring immediate intelligibility by improving the form of the original is 

necessary because, as Sergio Viaggio argues, unintelligible interpreting is, by 

definition, 'useless' and 'bad': 

"The interpreter must be made to understand that unintelligible 

interpreting, even if 'linguistically' unimpeachable, is useless; and that 

useless interpreting is, by definition, bad. He must be aware that he is not 

paid to understand, or to speak, but to be understood" (Viaggio 1992: 

311). 

According to Daniel Gile, one way of ensuring the efficiency of communication is 

discarding the 'secondary information' when it threatens the efficiency of 

communication. 'Personal information' contained in the original message constitutes 

'secondary information' which can be discarded by the interpreter under such 

circumstances: 

"Personal Information (. .. ) is by definition a pure reflection of the 

Sender's personality as manifested linguistically. It should therefure be 

followed if possible, but not if the costs in terms of communication 

efficiency (readability, clarity, strength of the target product, etc.) is even 

moderately high. In particular, Personal Information indicating, through 

graJTI..maticaI and other errors or regional expressions, that Senders are 

using a language other than their own, or that they come from a particular 

area in their country, should generally not be reconstructed in the target 

language, since they are not relevant and may distract the Receiver's 

attention from the Message. As for the case when Personal Information 

generates a negative image of the Senders, for instance by showing that 
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they are not well educated, Sender loyalty would imply that such 

information is not to be reconstructed" (Gile 1995: 62). 

Thus, these aspects of the original message can be avoided when they pose a risk to 

the efficient flow of the communication or generate a 'negative image' of the speaker. 

Such a strategy does not hann the principle of 'fidelity' because "the absolute fidelity 

rule is that the Message or Primary Information should always be re-expressed in the 

target-language Text' (ibid: 59). It follows that 'secondary information' such as the 

'personal information' contained in the original message can be eliminated without 

jeopardising the 'absolute fidelity' in transferring the 'primary information' when the 

interpreters think: they pose a threat the 'efficiency' of the communication or the 

'interests' of the speaker. 

In the recent emphasis on 'interpreters as cultural mediators' which seems to 

foreground the cultural differences between languages and language users in addition 

to the linguistic differences, the general belief in an unproblematic separation between 

the meaning and the word remains largely unchanged. 

For instance, according to Masaomi Kondo's summary of the seSSIOn on 

'Intercultural Communication' in the Proceedings of the Turku Conference on 

Interpreting, Helle Dam who adopts Kirchhoff's (1976) claim that interpreters should 

remedy the cultural noise inherent in intercultural cOlllllmnication underlines that in 

interpreting (and 'unique' to it) time constraints do not allow the interpreter to adapt 

the incoming message to the expectations of the target-text and 'cultural mediation' is 

basically undertaken by the speakers themselves leaving the interpreter less 'noise' to 

remedy (1997: 159). 
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It follows that the only real obstacles in eliminating the "cultural noise' in 

intercultural interpretation are seen and presented as the cognitive and time 

constraints in interpreting. 

Roderick Jones who also argues that simultaneous interpreters "must bridge 

the cultural and conceptual gaps seperating the participants" (1998: 4) justifies 

deviations from the letter of the original only when interpreters do so to bridge the 

cultural gaps and! or enhance the understanding of the original: 

"The conference interpreter must be able to provide an exact and faithful 

reproduction of the original speech. Deviation from the letter of the original is 

permissible only if it enhances the audience's understanding of the speaker's 

meaning. Additional information should be provided only if it is indispensable 

to bridge cultural gaps referred above: it should in no way involve the 

interpreter's adding their awn point of view to that of the speaker" (ibid: 5, 

emphasis mine). 

Similarly, in the literature on SI in Turkis~ Ok;;an Atasoy argues that interpreters are 

basically known as "people who ensure a transmission from the source to the target 

language without making others realise the differences between languages, people 

and cultures" (1997a: 123, my translation and emphasisl. It tallows that, 

"Tnose who have proven their professional success with their impeccable 

work are anonymous entities within the service gear just like an important 

machine taken for granted and expected to work properly all the time" 

(l997b: 201, my translation here and throughoutl 

To ensure an impeccable work, simultaneous interpreters 'filter' the meaning of the 

original utterance to eliminate the 'essential' from the 'inessential' and 'redundant': 
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"T 0 catch the meaning, to discover what s/he is perceiving and to carry that 

discovery to the target language, the interpreter has to filter it in hislher brain. 

In that filter, redundant words are eliminated and a summary is made, the 

essential is selected" (1997a: 12St 

Once in possession of that <essence', the interpreters can render it with a smooth and 

intelligible delivery: 

<'Now it is time for the most crucial point: Using a proper expression in the 

target language and ensuring the transition with comprehensible and proper 

sentences. In fact, interpreters should be most careful about this part: the 

delivery, the ability of expression" (ibid) 5. 

As Sezai ArusogIu, in an article titled "Some Observations on ImprovT.ng 

Simultaneous Interpreting" argues such a task necessarily requires ~perfect' 

interpreters. He underlines '<although we do not want to deify them, \ve do defend the 

point that interpreters should be perfect or close to perfect" (1998: 226t It follows 

that 

"only those interpreters who are good, successful, self-confident, self-aware, 

who know the topic and the languages and who strive for perfection in a 

universe of vast criteria should attempt this task, the rest should refrain from 

such an attempt right from the very beginllL'1g" (ibidl 

2.3.1 Drawing together the analysis in this section 

In the examples of academic discourse taken up in this section, the 'sense' in the 

original is seen as independent of the words that carry it. Thus, the signified is 

considered to be distinct from its signifier. Within this framework, conference 
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interpreters are presented as professionals capable of re-expressing the 'sense' 

in the original with an intelligible and smooth delivery in another language. The 

conference interpreter is depicted as an expert who 'filters out' the 'irrelevant' 

aspects of the original which pose a threat to the 'efficiency' of communication. 

Despite such filterations in SI, the essence of the speaker's message 

remains untouched because meanings are assumed to be immanent and not 

bound by the words that carry them. It follows, naturally, that the main task of 

the conference interpreters is to transfer what the speakers intend to say and not 

how they personally formulate that intention. In fact, 'improving' the how (i.e., 

the way individual speakers formulate their intentions in language) is a unique 

expertise of professional simultaneous interpreters and not indications of 

personal or subjective involvement in shaping the 'content'/'meaning' to be 

transferred since 'meanings' reside not in but beyond the words that carry them. 

2.4 Discourse in the Media 

In this section, I intend to analyse the discourse on SI in the printed and electronic 

media in Turkey between 1988 and today. All of the written and recorded materials in 

this section have been taken from the archives of the Turkish Conference Interpreters 

Association. In this section, I will first focus on the discourse of the media in 

(re )presenting SI and then concentrate on the interpreters' own representations of SI 

on the media. Moreover, in the first part, I will not only address the question of how 

but also the question of when simultaneous interpreters and interpreting are 

represented by the media so as to explore why SI gains 'visibility'. 

2.4.1 The Media's Representation of SI 
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Generally speaking, interpreting seems to have hit the news in Turkey for three main 

reasons: Big events, Big money and Big mistakes. 

In the first category, 'big events' such as the live broadcasts of the Gulf War 

and Kuwaiti crisis seem to have played a significant role in providing 'visibility' for 

simultaneous interpreters and interpreting in Turkey. Out of a total of 31 items of 

media coverage (press and TV) analysed in this section, 8 make direct references to 

live SI performances on TV. The differences in the 'fluency' of the delivery between 

professional and non-professional interpreters (i.e., the regular staff of the television 

channels thrown into the task of interpreting live from CNN) seems to have turned 

eyes to SI: 

"This year, our TV channels were caught unprepared. They probably could 

not arrange for 'professional interpreters'. Knowing English well and doing 

'simultaneous interpreting' are two separate tr.ings. Defne Samyeli, Elif Ilgaz 

know English well. They tried to do their best to decipher CNN. However, 

TRT and NIV did what they should by matching the voice of a professional 

who could interpret fluently with the scenes on the screen" (Sina Kologlu; 

ltAilliyet 18.12.1998, translation mine here and throughout this sectionl 

Among the other big events that have turned the media's attention to SI are the Italian 

Prosecutor Di Pietro's talk on the Mafia-State relations in Turkey, the UN's largest 

summit before the turn of the century on Human Settlements held in Istal1bul with 

dozens of simultaneous interpreters, the Istanbul Film Festival which used live 

simultaneous interpreting during the films, and the EU Summits where the interpreters 

attracted the attention of one of the journalists who said: 
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"Imagine you are giving a speech in a conference where by the time you utter 

the first syllable your words are interpreted into eight languages all at the same 

time. Nice and virtuous ladies who smoke fags inside the booths interpret 

every sentence you say letter for letter into English, French, Gennan, Italian, 

Portuguese, Dutch, and Greek" (Hadi Uluengin, J.'vfiIliyet 02.09. 1995t 

In addition to the 'big events', the media has turned its attention to SI for the 'big 

money' which the interpreters seemed to earn: 

"'In' Professions: 300 Dollars for Simultaneous Interpreting. Simultaneous 

Interpreters valued highly" CEkonomist 19.05.1996)10. 

"A conference with interpreters starts from 8.5 million TL" CHiirriyet 

02.09.1992)11. 

"Young girls no longer want to become models: The favorite profession of 

today is simultaneous interpreting. Simultaneous interpreting has as many 

challenging aspects as attractive ones. First of all, interpreters carry a 

tremendous responsibility: Is it easy to bear the responsibility of interpreting 

the words a speaker utters simultaneously and without making any errors to 

another language during a very important meeting?" CA1illiyet 02.09.1989)12 

However, the media has not always been so positive about whether simultaneous 

interpreters deserved that much money. T~e, for instance, the following excerpt 

which accuses Members of Parliament for recruiting simultaneous interpreters: 

"WASTING MONEY ON INTERPRETING C ... ) Even though numerous 

interpreters are employed by the Turkish Grand National Assembly, the 

Speaker and various cornmittee members are said to have brought in extra 
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'interpreting invoices' from their travels abroad. Hundred millions of lira is 

said to have been paid to the interpreters employed by Mr. Irfan Koksalan, an 

MP from ANAP, in his travels abroad" (Zaman 12.01.1996)13. 

In addition to the 'big money' earned by the simultaneous interpreters, the 'big 

mistakes' assumed to be made by them have also turned the media's attention to Sl 

One of such mistakes was an 'interpretation error' which occurred during Helmut 

Kohl's visit to Turkey: 

"Germany's Foreign Minister Mr. Klaus Kinkel referred to the comments of 

Prime Minister Mesut Y Jlmaz that were misunderstood due to an 

interpretation error as 'unacceptably tactless'. In a meeting in Antalya with 

German and Turkish press members, Mesut Yllmaz referring to German 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl, had said 'Old friends cannot become enemies'. 

However, these words were interpreted as 'Our old friend Kohl is our new 

enemy' leading to a new tension between the two countries" (Ahmet Kulahyl, 

Hurriyet 03.04.1998)14. 

Another 'interpretation error' was said to occur during the negotiations of a decision 

regarding human rights in the European Parliament: 

"Some of the expressions in the decision taken by the European Parliament 

yesterday on the progress of human rights and democratic reforms in Turkey 

are still being debated. While the decision was said to omit the phrase 'Turkish 

government, the PKK and the representatives of Kurdish organizations', the 

official decision later contained the same statement. It was reported that this 

confusion of expression stemmed from the interpretation of the decision into 9 

languages" (Turkiye 14.01.1995)15. 
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In short, three main reasons seems to have triggered the interest of the media in SI in 

Turkey. These were the 'big events' in which conference interpreters worked, the 'big 

money' which the interpreters apparently earned and the 'big mistakes' they seemed 

to make. In that sense, the media's interest in SI was mostly triggered by what it saw 

as either 'scandalous' or 'spectacular' about conference interpreters and interpreting. 

One aspect common in most representations was the emphasis on 'fidelity to 

the original'. Both the critical and the appreciative comments used 'fidelity to the 

original' (some even 'fidelity to the letter of the original') as their benchmark in 

assessing an SI performance. Fidelity to the original was followed by 'fluency' of the 

delivery and professional interpreters were praised and distinguished from non

professionals based on the fluency of their performance. 

2.4.2 The Interpreters' Own Representations of SI 

In contrast to the emphasis on the word-for-word and even letter-for-Ietter loyalty to 

the original in the media's representation of SI, professional interpreters addressing 

the media seemed particularly keen about emphasizing that SI entailed the transfer of 

'ideas' and not words: 

"Conference interpreting is the exact transfer of an idea voiced in one 

language to another. I'm saying 'idea' here because conference interpreting 

and interpreters are not parrots, if I may say so, who only interpret whatever 

words they hear" (Studyo istanbul, TRT 2, 25.09.1995, translation mine here 

and throughout this section)16. 

In their representation, professional interpreters underlined that SI implied the transfer 

of the 'ideas' and 'opinions' in the original and not just in any way but in an 

'intelligible' manner: 
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"Conference interpreting is the maximum transfer of ideas and opinions voiced 

in one language to another - this is never a 100 per cent transfer, it can be 99.9 

or so. It is about conveyjng ideas in an intelligible manner in another language. 

While the interpreter does this, slhe takes over the task of the speaker, 

replaces him. It is no longer the speaker whom people hear and observe, it is 

the interpreter" (Cumhuriyet 04.09.1989)17. 

Accordingly, simultaneous interpreters were presented as professionals who took over 

the task of the speaker and replaced him/her in the eyes of the target language 

audience. Their task was depicted as one of ensuring the maximum transfer of the 

'content' of the original. 

Interestingly enough, different from the representation of SI in the discourse 

of the professional institutions, codes of ethics, academic literature, and in complete 

contrast to the representation of SI in the general reference books, professional 

interpreters foregrounded the 'interpretation' involved in transferring the message of 

the original speaker: 

"A very good translator is someone who knows the most crucial words. But 

as we said in the beginning, in oral translation there is interpretation, the 

difference is there in the name of the tasks" ("Nfetis (:eviri 1988: 127, emphasis 

voiced in English in the original text)18. 

In fact, according to the professional interpreters, both those who interpreted and 

translated brought in something of their own (ibid). However, despite the 

'interpretation' inherent in the task of interpreting, the interpreters underlined that 

they never intervened or deviated from the original 'message': 
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"The message has to be conveyed very precisely. You cannot allow even the 

smallest deviation or the smallest intervention. For instance you may not agree 

with the speaker. In fact you may be people who advocate two totally 

different ideas. However, the only reason for your presence there is that you 

are an interpreter, you have a mission to fulfill. You are making an 

interpretation but the message must come across exactly. Maybe you will not 

find the best word but you will not use a wrong one either. You must give a 

correct rendition all the time. Precision, the transfer of the message is a must" 

(ibid: 130-131, emphasis voiced in English in the original text) 19. 

Thus, when the professional interpreters underlined that they 'interpreted' the original 

utterances this was basically to foreground that their task was not about 'translating 

words' but 'rendering the messages'. Transferring the words was seen as the task of 

the translators and the task of the simultaneous interpreter was depicted as one of 

'interpreting' the messages in a way wpich coincided with the way the message was 

initially intended by the original speaker. 

It followed that the challenge involved m accessmg and transferring the 

meanings intended by the original speakers could only be overcome by "people with a 

special talent" which apparently embodied the combination of "world knowledge, full 

mastery of the mother tongue, mental agility, the ability to think and come to correct 

conclusions on other's behalf, talent to act, stamina, smiling face, patience, physical 

and psychological fitness, knowledge of what goes on around the world and 

neutrality" (Cumhuriyet 04.09. 1989, emphasis mine)20. 

Despite the seeming reconciliation between the subjectivity and objectivity 

requirements in SI with the emphasis on the 'competence' and the 'special talents' of 
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the professional interpreters, the tension seemed to recur in the discourse of 

professional interpreters when the attention shifted back to actual instances of 

interpreting. 

For instance, m another interview with two other professional conference 

interpreters, one of the interpreters responded to the moderator's question on whether 

they rephrased the words of the politicians saying, 'Well, of course. We have such 

parliamentarians that if we were to interpret the way they speak, our audience would 

think the interpretation was bad". Her words were supported by the other interpreter 

who justified this strategy with the argument that "There is also another aspect. 

Interpreting is not the transfer of words from one language to another, it is the 

transfer of contents" (Ivimizdeki Dunya, TRT 2 02.06.1997)21. 

Similar to the previous examples, explaining the task in SI as the transfer of 

the original 'content' was used to justify a strategy indicating clear personal 

involvement of the interpreters in shaping the message. It was used to reinforce the 

conviction that such strategies did not jeopardise the 'fidelity' to the original because 

interpreters were to remain loyal to the 'message' of the original and not to its 'word'. 

The tension between the subjective involvement of the interpreters and the 

objective stance they were asked to adopt resurged when the same interpreters were 

asked to recount instances from their own professional lives. In that interview, the 

interpreters told of an interpreting assignment when during a conference they took 

their seats behind a top representative of the Council of Europe and an Uzbek 

Minister during an official dinner only to realise that the Turkish and Uzbek languages 

(thought to be affiliated with Turkish) had little in cor.:tIIlon. Realising that it was too 

late to say so, they invented most of the conversation throughout the dinner with 
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whatever they made out of the Uzbek language though they could not avoid the 

occasional puzzled looks indicating total confusion in the faces of the delegates. 

2.4.3 Drawing together the analysis in this section 

Looking at the discourse in the media, the interest of the printed and electronic media 

seemed to focus on SI either for spectacular or scandalous events (or both, if 

possible). Most of the excerpts analysed here highlighted the three B's that seemed to 

shift the attention of the media to SI. These were the Big Events, Big Mistakes and 

Big "Money. That is to say, interpreters hit the news whenever they took part in big 

events, seemed to make big mistakes or earn big money. 

Both the critical and awesome comments in the media foregrounded the 

importance of 'fidelity to the original speech' and some even underlined the 

importance of a 'letter-for-letter' loyalty. 

In contrast to the representation of SI in the media, conference interpreters 

addressing the media were careful to emphasize that their task was not about 

'translating words' but about the transfer of the original message from one language 

to another. They also underlined that interpreting involved an 'interpretation' on the 

part of the interpreter though they were careful to underscore that the interpreter's 

interpretation of the message coincided with the intentions of the original speaker so 

that an 'exact' transfer of the speaker's communicative intent was always secured. 

They reinforced this view by emphasizing the importance of the 'competence' and 

'talent' required of those undertaking such a task. 

However, the tension between the subjectivity and the objectivity of a 

professional simultaneous interpreter seemed to resurface when the interpreters were 

asked to recount their real-life experiences. In 'anecdotal' accounts, professional 
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interpreters hinted at both the subjectivity involved in interpreting as well as the 

impact of the social constraints on their performance. 

On the whole, in the more general and de-contextualised discourse, 

interpreters presented their task as an 'objective' transfer of the communicative 

intentions of the speakers whereas in the more anecdotal and hence contextualised 

discourse, they more readily referred to their own subjectivity as well as the recipmcal 

impact between the socio-cultural contexts and their performance. 

2.5 Discourse in a Popular Book 

In 1991, Belkls <;orak<;l-Di~budak - a professional conference interpreter - published 

her book Tane Tane Simu!tane as a collection of the striking and funny events which 

the author and her colleagues experienced in their careers. Tane Tane Simiiltane still 

remains the only publication on SI addressed to the non-professional audience in 

Turkey. 

According to <;ora..~91-Di~budak, SI is best represented with the words of 

Gloria Wagner who trained the first simultaneous interpreters in Turkey: 

«<You are a device. An electronic device. Don't ever forget that' our teacher 

Madam Gloria Wagner used to say, rest her soul in peace. This actually 

reflects one's stance to the profession. While simultaneous interpreters transfer 

the utterances of the speakers at the rostrum to another language, they cannot 

add even the shadow of their own existance, thoughts and beliefs. They do not 

have the right to do that. Even if they think what is being said is ridiculous or 

stupid, they cannot reflect that in their voice. They have to voice the views 

with a conviction that is parallel to the speaker's conviction even if they feel 

ashamed of them deep inside" (~orak91-Di~budak 1991:29-30)22. 
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The analogy between interpreters and "electronic devices' foregrounds the importance 

of absolute fidelity to the original utterance because, as electronic devices, the 

interpreters cannot have a subjectivity. In fact, as the author argues, any trace of 

subjectivity which emerges in the fonn of a feeling of shame or contempt regarding 

the speaker's words has to be kept under full control 

According to the author, fidelity to the original message is so important in SI 

that simultaneous interpreters never skip anything pertaining to the "essence' of the 

original utterance even when the speakers rush: 

'"I agree if the speaker is running, the interpreter cannot render what he says 

hundred percent. But what the interpreter will throwaway will only be a 

detail; nothing pertaining to the essence can be thrown away or skipped" (ibid: 

12)23. 

As electronic devices programmed to transfer the words of the original speakers, 

interpreters will not interfere into the content of the original even at the explicit 

requests of the employers: 

""Sometimes conference organisers come and say 'Don't interpret these, we are 

losing face in front of our foreign guests, just manage the situation'. The 

interpreters will disappoint them because their task requires them to interpret. 

They are a device. An electronic device" (ibid: 31_32)24. 

The analogy to an electronic device not only seems to serve the purpose of fu1fil1ing 

the general demand for an objective and impartial transfer in SI as voiced by the 

Ethical Codes (see section 2.2.1), general reference books (see section 2.1) and 

professional organisations (see 2.2) but also allows the interpreters to avoid 

surrendering to the demands of the employers. 
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In contrast to the representation of simultaneous interpreters as non-involved 

electronic devices a few pages ago, the author herself admits that the interpreters will 

take the necessary action to sustain the communication when and as they think is 

proper: 

"Ours is a civilised profession. We do not want to contribute to people stand 

up and confront each other. However, we do not have the right to censor 

something already said either. Between two harsh words, we might opt for the 

one that is relatively milder. We can build the sentences in a more civilised, 

etiquette-complying format and make the assault look less rude. But then,. 

these are more or less all that can be done" (ibid: 30i5
. 

In fact, in addition to such 'deliberate' interventions, the author contends that 

simultaneous interpreters will 'automatically' adjust their delivery to the needs and 

expectations of their target audience: 

"And when we interpret into Turkish we basically speak according to the 

average age of those in the room without even noticing that we do. It's not 

that when we enter a room, we take a look at the delegates and say 'These are 

young' and 'These are old'. But since our eyes keep roaming inside the roo~ 

our language is automatically shaped according those that we are facing. Just 

like a chameleon" (ibid: 114i6 . 

Similar to the way professional interpreters addressing the media (see section 2.4.2) 

reconcile their subjectivity with the objectivity requirements in SI, Corak91-Di~budak 

believes the 'automatic' or 'deliberate' involvement of the interpreters in shaping the 

message does not jeopardise the integrity of their depiction as 'electronic devices' 

because interpreters are not bound by 'words' but rather 'messages': 
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"We name our profession 'simultaneous translation' in Turkish but in the 

western languages there is a nuance there. They do not use the word 

'translator' for us. The word is 'Simultaneous Interpreter'. All oral 

translators are called 'interpreters', that is, a commentator. Tney know that 

simultaneous translation cannot be a word-for-word translation. What is 

transferred is the message. It is not about translating the sentence but 

transferring the message. You have to understand to convey, otherwise you 

will talk nonsense" (ibid: 101, emphasis in the original and in English)27. 

Once again, 'interpreting' is clearly delineated from 'translating' on the grounds that it 

does not entail a word-for-word transfer as in translating. It is the message that 

interpreters are to grasp and convey and not the word which also means that 

sustaining the flow of communication by 'opting for a milder word' than the one used 

by the speaker can only be considered as an intervention at the word level but not at 

the semantic level - the underlying assumption being that speakers always want to 

sustain the communication even when they use rude words. 

Similar to the discourse of the interpreters on the media (see section 2.4.2), 

however, the tension between the implied subjectivity in 'interpreting' and the quests 

for objectivity and loyalty in SI resurfaces as soon as the author starts recounting her 

own and her colleagues' real-life experiences as professional conference interpreters. 

To take a single example from the book, during a meeting: 

"Nuran goes to the French booth and suggests to the foreign interpreter there 

'If you want I can take directly from Turkish into Frenc~ rnat might be 

healthier than you going through the English'. Sure, why do it in a roundabout 

way when there is a direct way of doing it. The lady likes the idea and says 
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'Oh please come in'. Nuran takes a seat and puts on the headset. The sound is 

not too good anyway so Nuran fills in the gaps that she cannot hear and 

finishes interpreting the whole speech when the lady turns to her and says 

'That was a great speech you gave'. 'Oh! I just said what he said' says Nuran 

in attempt to avoid the situation but the lady knowingly sha.1ces her finger and 

adds 'Oh no, we listened to the other speech this same person gave last night. 

We know exactly how he speaks'. Some people (erroneously) call our 

profession spontaneous interpretation. Maybe the type of interpretation Nuran 

made that day could indeed be labelled spontaneous interpretation"(ibid: 

138i8
. 

Once again, real life accounts complicate and challenge the claim of an objective 

relationship between the interpreter and the message. '.-\ccessing and reproducing the 

meanings intended by the original speakers' seemes to work fine as a description of SI 

in de-contextualised presentations of the profession(al) but is defied by the complexity 

of the real-life situations as soon as the attention shifts to actual interpreting instances. 

The anecdotal accounts of actual interpreting behaviour unwitheringly foreground the 

individual as well as social constraints influencing the interpreting process. 

2.5.1 Drawing together the analysis in this section 

Similar to the previous section (section 2.4), in the popular book on SI, there seems 

to be two levels of discourse in representing SI. The first level is the general and de

contextualised (re)presentations of the profession(al) which do not refer to actual 

situations but describe the role and the image of the 'ideal' interpreter in vacuo, i.e., 

independent of socio-cultural and interactional contexts. The other is the more 
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anecdotal and contextualised (re )presentations of the profession( al) which refer to the 

'human' interpreter in socio-cultural and interactional contexts. 

In the de-contextualised (re)presentations of SI in the book analysed above, 

conference interpreters are depicted as electronic devices who never become 

personally involved in shaping what the original speakers say. At the same time, 

however, they are also presented as the 'gatekeepers' of communication who take 

action (such as softening the harsh words or opting for milder expressions) to sustain 

the flow of communication. The personal involvement of the interpreter under those 

circumstances is not seen to contradict the analogy to electronic devices and IS 

justified with the argument that SI entails the transfer of messages and not words. 

In the anecdotal and contextualised representations, however, the subjectivity 

of the interpreter and the impact of social factors surface very clearly challenging the 

ease with which the de-contextualised discourse presents them as professionals 

capable of accessing and reproducing the communicative intents of the speakers. 

Anecdotal accounts of professional interpreters hint at the unavoidable involvement of 

the simultaneous interpreters in shaping the delivery and point to the fact that the 

performance of the interpreters shape and take shape in the socio-cultural and 

interactional contexts surrounding them. 

The disparity between the quest for absolute objectivity and accounts of 

subjectivity in S1 are then subsumed under the generallde-contextualised argument 

that SI entails the 'interpretation' of the original meaning and subdued by the 

emphasis that the interpretation of the interpreters always coincided with and never 

changed the 'essence' of the meaning intended by the speakers. 
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Despite the seemmg reconciliation at the general/ de-contextualised meta

discursive level, the tension resurfaces as soon as the focus shifted back to accounts 

of actual interpreting performance. 

2.6 Concluding: The Meta-discursive (Re)presentation of Simultaneous 

Interpreters and Interpreting 

My analysis of the meta-discourse in this chapter pointed to two levels of discourse in 

(re )presenting simultaneous interpreters and interpreting: The first were instances of 

general/de-contextualised discourse which treated SI as a 'universal' phenomenon 

without referring to the particularities of specific interpreting contexts. Such general 

representations seemed to abound in the written and recorded materials analysed here 

and appeared in the discourse of the professional associations, ethical codes, general 

reference books and academic literature. 

The second were instances of specific/contextualised discourse which referred 

to SI in real-life situations. Such representations of SI occurred less frequently in the 

written and recorded materials and surfaced most visibly in the anecdotal accounts of 

the interpreters regarding their personal professional experiences. In the present 

corpus, they emerged in the popular book and when interpreters were specifically 

asked to talk about their professional experiences on the media. 

L'1 the general and de-contextualised discourse, simultaneous interpreters were 

depicted as competent professionals who could unproblematically access and transfer 

the meaning in the original speech while erasing out the impurities of the original 

'package' such as distinct accents, grammatical mistakes, regionalisms, flawed 

formulations, etc .. Improving the 'package' of the uriginal was seen as a natural and, 

in fact, essential part of the interpreter's task and not considered as a 'threat' to the 
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principle of absolute fidelity because 'meaning' was assumed to be independent of its 

word-carrier and taken to flow uni-directionally from the speakers to the recipients in 

line with a monological view oflanguage. 

On the other hand, in the more specificl contextualised representations when 

simultaneous interpreters recounted their personal professional experiences, their 

subjective involvement in shaping the 'meaning' to be transferred became very 

obvious. In such anecdotal accounts, simultaneous interpreters hinted at the personal 

interventions they made in formulating the 'meaning' and challenged the ease with 

which the general discourse claimed they accessed and reproduced the meanings 

intended by the speakers with a transparent, immediately intelligible and fluent 

delivery. In addition to being less frequent, anecdotal accounts were usually 

surrounded by features of the mainstream de-contextualised representation of SI and 

relegated to the marginal moments (,interesting events') in the lives of professional 

interpreters. 

Interestingly enough, simultaneous interpreters who actually told the 

anecdotes foregrounding their subjective involvement in shaping the message also 

sought to reconcile the gap between the quests for objectivity and accounts of 

subjectivity by emphasizing that SI implied an 'interpretation' of the meaning by the 

interpreter. However, they were also very careful to underli..'1e that the 

'interpretations' of the 'professional' interpreters ultimately always coincided with the 

meanings intended by the original speakers. Since SI concentrated on what the 

speakers said (semantic content) and not how they said it (lexical carriers), 

professional interpreters could transfer that what (i.e., the meaning intended by the 

speaker) in all its integrity. 
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To sum up, at the more 'formal' and 'institutionalised' level of discourse, the 

main emphasis was on the transparent and fluent transfer of the original meaning 

'untainted' by the personal and social factors related to the interpreter's mediation 

whereas at the more 'informal' and 'personal' level, the main emphasis was on the 

subjective involvement of the interpreters and the impact of the socio-cultural and 

interactional factors in shaping the meaning to be transferred. The tension between the 

'objectivity' of the interpreter as foregrounded in the generallde-contextualised 

discourse and the 'subjectivity' of the interpreter as implicated in the anecdotal 

accounts seemed temporarily subdued by the argument that interpreters always 

'interpreted' the original utterances and always did so in line with the communicative 

intentions of the speakers but resurfaced as soon as the focus shifted back to actual 

instances of SI. 
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Notes: 

1. The original quotation is ''Dolmetschen ist etwas ganz anderes: naemlich die 

wiedergabe einer Aussage in einer Sprache, die sich zwangslaeufig vollig anderer 

Ausdrucksmittel in Form von Wortern, Spracbformen, und -bildem bedient, als es die 

Originalsprache tut, urn so eine Rede mit all ihrem semantischem, affektiven und 

aestetischen Gehalt zu ubertragen". 

2. "Konu~ma suresince, dillerin, ki~ilerarasl ve kiilturlerarasl farkhhklanru 

farkettirmeden, kaynaktan hedefe c;:eviriJifade dogrultusunda aktannnm sagIayan 

ki~ilerdir" . 

3. "Normal ko~ul1arda gerc;:ekten rolunu benimseyen, dogru ve uygun c;:eviri yapan bir 

konferans tercumaru c;:ogu zaman konferansa katllanlar tarfindan farkedilmez bile. 

Mesleginde profesyonelce ba~anlanru karutlayanlar, kusursuz yah~malanyla adeta 

mevcudiyeti zaten varsaytlan onemii bir makinenin mutlaka muntazam c;:all~maslTIlll 

kabul edilmesi gibi, hizmet c;:arkmda tamamen anonim bir varlL.i.;.'11rlar". 

4. "Anlarken anlarru yakalayabilmesi, algliadlgun ke~fetmesi ve bu ke~fini c;:evffiyt 

yapaca~ erek dile ta~lyabilmesi ic;:in beyinde bir sozgec;:ten gec;:rrmeSl gerekir. Bu 

suzgeyte gereksiz sozcukler aYlklarur ve bir ttir ozetleme; esas olanm seyimi yapmr". 

5. "Artlk Slfa en bnemii, en hayati noktaya gelmi~ Erek dile a..ktanmda muntazam 

bir ifade kullanabilmek ve anla~Ilabilir dUzgUn ciimlelerle OU geyi~i sagIayabilmek. 

Aslmda sbziu yevirmenin en dikkat etmesi gereken; i~te bu sunu~ kIsrru, bu ifade 

yetenegidir" . 
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6. 'Xu~k:usuz tannla~ttrmaya e;:ah~rmyoruz aneak konuyla ilgili olarak deyim 

yerindeyse e;:evinnenin mukemmel ya da mukemmele yakm biri olmasl gerektigini 

savunuyoruz" . 

7. "iyi, ba~anh, kendine gUvenen, kendini tamyan, konuyu ve iki dili iyi bilen, 

gergekten bu geni~ ole;:utler dunyasmda mukemmele yakl~maya e;:ah~an e;:evinnenlerin 

bu i~e soyunmalan, digerlerinin de bu i~e en b~mdan hie;: kalkt~mamalan gere;:eginde 

yatar". 

8. "Bu Yll TV'lerimiz hazlrhkslz yakalandliar. 'Profesyonel tercumanlan' herhalde 

ayarlayamadllar! iyi ingilizce bilmek ile 'anmda tercume' farkb. ~eyler. Nitekim Defile 

Samyeli, Elif TIgaz iyi ingilizee bilen isimler. Ama dedigim gibi tercume ayn bir i~. 

Ellerinden geldigi kadar CNN'i e;:ozmeye e;:ah~tJlar. TRT ve NTV gerekeni yapt!. 

Ekrana getirdigi gori.intUnun altma abcI bir ~eki1de tercume yapan profesyonel ismin 

sesini koydular". 

9. "byle bir toplantlda konu~tugunuzu du~unun ki, siz daha 'leb' demeden 'leblebi' 

kelimesi ayru anda ve ayn ayn sekiz dile tercume edilmi~ oisun. KU9uk kabinlerin 

ie;:inde cigara igen ho~ ve erdemli kadmlar, soylediginiz cumleyi ham hamne 

Franslzeaya, Almanca'ya, Italyanca'ya, ispanyolcaya, Portekizceye, Felemenke;:eye, 

Daneaya veya Rumcaya yevirsin". 

10. "Gozde meslekler: Arunda <;eviriye 300 Dolar. Simultane e;:evinnenler el ustUnde 

tutuluyor". 

11. "Tercumanh konferans 8.5 milyondan ba~l1yor". 

12. "Gene;: klzlann gOzlinde artlk fotomodellik yok. Gunun favori meslegi simultane 

gevinnenlik C ... ) Cazip oldugu kadar zor yanlan da var simultane gevinnenligin ... Bir 
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kere yok biiyiik sorumluluk ta~lyorsunuz; son derece onemli bir toplantlda, bir 

konu~macmm agzmdan 91kacak soz1erini arnnda, hataSIZ, ba~ka bir dile yevirmenin 

sorumlulugu az ffil?". 

13. ''TERCOME iSRAFI ( ... ) Tiirkiye Biiyiik Millet Meclisi'nde yok sayIda tercuman 

istihdam edilmesine ragmen ba~kan ve ye~itli komisyon gorevlilerinin yurtdl~l gezileri 

iyin aynca 'tercume faturalan' getirildigi ogrenildi. Ozellikle ANAP Milletvekili Man 

Koksalan'm yurtdl~l gezilerinde kullandlklan tercfunanlara yUz milyonlar odendigi 

ortaya ylktl". 

14. "Alman Dl~i~leri Bakant Klaus Kinkel, Ba~bakan Mesut Yllmaz'm <;:eviri hatasl 

nedeniyle yanl1~ anla~Ilan Almanya'yla ilgili son soz1erini 'Kabul edilemez bir densizlik' 

olarak niteledi. Ba~bakan Yllmaz, ge<;:en Salt giinii Antalya'da Turk ve Alman 

gazetecilerle yaptl~ toplantlda Tfukye konu~arak, Almanya Ba~bakanl Helmut Kohl 

iyin 'eski dost dii~man olmaz' demi~ti. Ancak bu soz1erin Almanca'ya 'eski dostumuz 

Kohl, ~imdi du~maruffilz' diye <;evrilmesi, yeni bir gerginlik ylkmasma neden oldu". 

15. Turkish excerpt missing. 

16. ''Konferans tercumanll~ bir dilde ifade edilen fikirlerin ba~ka bir dile aynen 

aktanffildlf. Burada fikir diyorum <;:unkii konferans tercumanll~ ve tercumanlan 

duyduklan kelimeleri tekrarlayan tabiri caizse papagan degildir". 

17. "Konferans tercumanhgl, bir dilde ifade edilen du~ce ve :fikirlerin, mumkiin 

mertebe yi.izde 100 orarunda -ki bu hiybir zaman olamaz, yiizde 99.9 olur- ba~ka dile 

an1a~llabilir fikirler olarak aktanlmasl i~idir. Ve bunu yaparken <;:evirmen, 

konu~macmm gorevini ustlenir, onun yerini alrr. Dinlenen ve goz1enen artlk orijinal 

konu~macl degil, tercumandlr". 
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18. "(ok iyi bir yazili terciiman en can abCl kelimeleri bulan ki~idir. Ama, soziimiiziin 

en ba~mda soylemi~tik, sozlii <;eviride interpretation var, yani daha tanImIDdan ortaya 

<;1k:t1". 

19. 'Mesajl kesinlikle dogru iletmeniz gerekir. Mesajda en ufak bir saptmna 

yapamazsIDlZ. Ornegin, konu~maclyla ayru fikirde olmayabilirsiniz. (ok farkh fikirieri 

savunan ki~iler olabilirsiniz, ancak sizin orada bulunu~unuzun yegane nedeni terciiman 

olmamzdrr, sizden bir gorev beklenmesidir. Bu nedenle gayet tarafslZ olarak, mesaja 

sadlk kalarak 0 mesajl iletmeniz gerekir. Interpretation yaplyorsunuz ama mesaj tam 

olarak iletilmeli kar~l tarafa". 

20. "Genel kiiltiir, anadiline fevkalade hakim olmak, klvrak bir zekaya sahip olmak, 

ba~kasl adma dii~iinebilmek ve dogru sonu<;lara varabilmek, oyunculuk yetenegine 

sahip olmak, sinirlerine hakim olmak, giileryiizlii ve sabrrh olmak, <;ok gU<;lii bir fizik 

ve ruh konisyonuna sahip olmak, dunyada neler olup bittigini her an bilmek ve tarafslz 

olmak". 

21. "Bir de ~u var. (eviri bir dilden digerine kelimelerin degil i<;eriklerin 

aktarIlmasldlr" . 

22. '''Siz bir aletsiniz. Elektronik bir alet. Bunu hi<;bir zaman kafan1Zdan <;lkarmaym'. 

Nur i<;inde yatsm, hOCamlZ Madam Gloria Wagnerbize habire bunu soyler dururdu. Bu 

geryekten de ki~inin yaptlgl i~e olan tutumunu yiziyor. Simiiltane yevTImen, kiirsude 

konu~makta olan konu~ucunun sozlerini obiir dile aktanrken geryekten de i~e kendi 

ki~iligini, dii~i.incelerini, inanylanm bir golge olarak bile katamaz. Buna hakkI yoktur. 

Soylenen som giiliiny buluyorsa, bunu sesini kullanarak yansltamaz. Aptalca 

buluyorsa da oyle. Konu~ucunun inancma paralel inany i<;eren bir sesle soylemek 

zorundadlL i<;in i<;in utansa bile". 
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23. '~vet kabul ediyorum, konu~ucu motor gibi konu~uyorsa, yevirmen bunu yiizde 

yiiz veremez. Ama attl8t ~ey ancak bir aynntl olabilir, i~in ruhuna ait bir ~ey atIlamaz, 

atlanamaz. Bu delegeyi kandrrmak olur". 

24. "<;evirmen onu dii~kmkh8tna ugratacaktrr yiinkii onun gorevi bunu 

gerektirmektedir. Bir alettir o. Elektronik bir alet". 

25. "Bizimkisi uygar bir meslek. Salonda insanIann ayaga kalkIp birbirinin iistiine 

yiiriimesine katkIda bulunmak istemeyiz. Ama soylenmi~ bir s6m sansiir etmek gibi bir 

hakkImIz da asIa yoktur. A~a8t yukan ayru anIama gelen iki tane sert kelimeden 

nisbeten daha yumu~akya olarum seyebiliriz. Ciimleyi yok uygar ve etikete uygun 

kurar, saldmYI daha az kaba gostermeye yah~abiliriz. Y apilabilecek ~ey ~a8t yukan 0 

kadardlr" . 

25. "Yabanci dilden Tiirkye'ye yevirirken de ... kendimiz farkma bile varmadan 0 

salondaki ya~ ortalamasma gore konu~uruz. Yo, bir salona girince delegelere ~oyle bir 

bakIp, 'Bunlar geny' ya da 'Bunlar ya~ll' demeyiz. Ama salonda konu~urken gbziimiiz 

habire salonda gezinip durdugundan, otomatik olarak dilimiz kar~ImlZdaki insanIara 

gore bir havaya biiriiniir. Bukalemun gibi yani". 

26. "Meslegimize Tiirkye'de 'Simiiltane yevirmen' diyoruz ama ban dillerinde 0 

noktada bir niians var. 'Translator' sozii kullanIlmaz bizim iyin 'Simultaneous 

Interpreter' denir. S6ziii yevirmenlere hep 'mterpreter' denir zten. Yani yorumcu. 

S6z1ii yevirinin kelime kelime bir yevm olamaya~ bilinir yiinkii. Aktanlan ~ey 

anlamdlr. Ciimlenin yevirisi degil, anlamm aktanlmasl sozkonusudur. Anlayacaksill1Z 

ki vereceksiniz. Yoksa zrrvalarsilliz". 

27. "Nuran kalkIyor, Franslzca kabinine gidiyor, oradaki yabancl yevirmene 'isterseniz 

ben buraya gelip dogrudan Tiirkye'den alaYlm FranslZca'ya' diye oneride bulunuyor. 
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'Sizin ingilizce'yi dinleyip almamzdan daha saghkh olur'. byle ya ... tav~arun suyunun 

suyuna ne gerek var, daha dogrudan yolu varken. Kadm sevinerek, 'Arnan gelin' diyor. 

Nuran oraya otump kulakh~ taloyor.. .ses zaten iyi degil, Nuran da duyamadIklaruu 

kendi sagduyusuna uygun gelen bir tiirde doldurarak konu~uyor, bitiriyor. Kadm ona 

d6nuyor, 'Amma da gUzel bir konu~ma yaptlIllZi diyor. Nuran tabii '0 ne dediyse, ben 

de onu dedim' diyerek i~ten slynlmaya yall~lyor, ama kadm bilgiy bilgiy giilumseyerek 

sag elinin i~aret parmagmt salhyor ona. 'Y 00' diyor. 'Biz bu zatm yapt1~ ba~ka bir 

konu~maY1 dun gece dinlemi~tik. Nasll konu~tugunu biliyoruz'. Bizim meslege bazen 

insanlar (ya..."'1l1~ olarak) spontane yeviri derier. i~te Nuran'm 0 gUn yapt1~ tUr yeviriye 

spontane denilebilir belki". 
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CHAPTER 3 

SThfUL TANEOUS INTERPRETERS Al'i"'D INTERPRETING IN AN ACTUAL 

CONFERENCE CONTEXT 

This chapter focuses on simultaneous interpreters and interpreting in a particular 

conference context. I will try to understand how the interpreters 'position' themselves 

and how other parties to the conference 'position' the interpreters. In order to explore 

the position of the interpreters within the complex grid of demands, expectations and 

attitudes at the conference, I will try to depict the conference in detail by referring to 

my personal observations as well as to the interviews with the speakers, organiser, 

users of SI and the interpreters themselves. The next chapter, will complement the 

analysis here with an analysis of the actual interpreting performance at the same 

conference. 

3.1 DEPICTING THE CONFERENCE 

In what follows, I intend to depict a particular conference by presenting factual and 

observational information regarding a variety of issues such as the topic, venue and 

organisers of the conference, conference languages, interpreters and their recruitment 

process, documents made available to the interpreters, their preparation, general 

information regarding the organiser, speakers and participants, position of the booths, 

technical matters, as well as my own position as a researcher. This general depiction 

will be complemented with the analysis of the interviews I carried out with the 

organiser, speakers, users of SI and the interpreters so as to gain an insight into their 

positions on a variety of issues. 

3.1.1 Title, Date, Venue and Organisers of the Conference 
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The conference analysed for the purposes of this study was the "International 

Philosophy Colloquium: Martin Heidegger and Hannah Arendt: Metaphysics and 

Politics" which was held on May 29-30, 2000 at the Bogazi9i University, Kriton Curi 

Conference Room, Istanbul, Turkey. 

The main organiser was the Philosophy Department of the Bogazi9i University 

in collaboration with the Goethe Institute, Institut d'Etudes Francaise, Istituto Italiano 

di Cultura and Adam Publishing House. 

3.1.2 Languages 

Simultaneous interpretation was provided between English and Turkish throughout 

the conference and from French into Turkish for one single presentation in the first 

session of the second day. 

3.1.3 Interpreters and Recruitment process 

Three interpreters worked at the conference. Two interpreters worked on both days 

between English and Turkish and one came in the morning of the second day to 

interpret a single speaker from French into Turkish. The speech in French was only 

interpreted into Turkish so that the Turkish-English interpreters did not take a relay 

from Turkish. They rested as their colleague in the French booth worked. The 

discussion session for the French speaker was held in English and not interpreted into 

French. All three interpreters were free-lancers who worked with an interpreting 

agency. 

The orgamser, who was a professor in the philosophy department, went 

through the Public Relations Office of the university to contact the interpreting 

agency and did not get involved in the recruitment process. However he did ask the 
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PR Office to find 'experienced' interpreters. Once the contact was established, he 

phoned the agency for the names of the interpreters. He knew the names of the 

interpreters who would work between English and Turkish and was content with the 

recruitment (see the interview with the organiser in section 3.2.1). 

3.1.4 Permission to record 

I contacted the organiser and told him that I was doing my Ph.D. at the same 

university and asked him whether they would mind my recording the floor and the 

booth for my research. He said they would not, but advised me to consult the 

interpreting agency and the technicians. Although the organizer was rather positive 

about my request he mentioned being concerned about the risk of distracting speakers 

with the recording. He was partly relieved to hear that I would not be jumping around 

the rostrum with a hand-size recorder and that all of the recording would be done by 

the technicians. 

In order not to overtax his tolerance, I asked for permission to interview the 

speakers and the participants during the conference only when he saw that the 

recording was not disturbing anyone. Once again he was positive about my request. 

3.1.5 Technical matters 

The S1 equipment was provided by a professional company while the booths were the 

fixed booths of the conference hall. The organisers had not asked for the conference 

to be recorded so I contacted the equipment provider personally and requested them 

to record the conference (both the floor and the booth) for a research project. They 

were very friendly and said they would send a multi-track recorder. 
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To my disappointment, however, I found out on the first day that they had 

sent a single cassette recorder and could record either the floor or the booth. Their 

multi-track recorders were being used somewhere else. Since they were using the 

sound system of the university, the university technician was also present in the hall 

coordinating technical matters with the SI technicians. It transpired that the university 

also had a single-track recorder in the hall so I requested the university technician to 

record the floor and the SI technicians to record the booth. That meant sacrificing the 

synchronicity of the recordings from the start because the cassettes would not be 

changed simultaneously. 

The issue was further complicated by the fact that the technical room with the 

second recorder was one floor above the conference hall with a small window opening 

to the hall. This was also where the university technician sat. Thus, although I could 

see and talk to the SI technicians who sat next to the booths, I could not see and 

contact the technician of the university. 

To complicate things even further, the SI technician who came on the first day 

was replaced by a different colleague the second day. Both were new recruits and the 

impact of that would later show in the recordings. Disappointed, I asked the 

techPjcians to pay utmost care to the recording process and tried to convince them of 

the importance of their synchronicity. 

The human element, however, showed its unpredictability and when I started 

transcribing I realised the 'damage' incurred. First of all, the tapes were indeed not 

synchronised. Moreover, there had been a power cut during the first day which had 

possibly confused the recorder and erased some of the previously recorded material. 
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The biggest disappointment, however, was in the recordings of the second 

day. For some unfathomable reason, one of the cassettes that was supposed to be 

recording the booth during the interpretation from French into Turkish had also 

recorded the floor so that I ended up with two recordings of the floor and none of the 

booth. That was certainly very unfortunate for me because I had carried out 

interviews with the users throughout the meeting and the performance of the French

Turkish interpreter was rated significantly better than the English-Turkish interpreters. 

Most of the users thought this particular interpreter was great. In fact, in a coffee

break, two ladies went up to the interpreter as I was talking to him and congratulated 

him for being "very much in control of both the topic and the languages". 

My own impression of his performance was that it was very fluent and the 

language was very everyday and natural. It made one feel that there was nothing 

inherently or conceptually difficult about the speech. My initial aim was to see if there 

was anything characteristic of that performance. When I interviewed the interpreter 

on the same day right after his only turn, he told me the strategies he always followed 

(such as remaining fluent and coherent even if that meant skipping parts of the 

original, never staying behind the speaker, using a very persuasive and confidence

bestowing voice, using uncomplicated terms, etc.) which I would have liked to cross

check with his performance but unfortunately nothing of his performance, was on the 

tapes. 

One option was to make him re-interpret the text in the laboratory with the 

recordings of the original speech but I later decided that the data from the laboratory 

(with an interpreter 're-interpreting' a speech already interpreted before) would hardly 

be comparable with the spontaneity of the performance the Turkish-English 
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interpreters had to deliver. Even during his actual performance, the French interpreter 

seemed significantly more fortunate than his colle<l::,oues because he was only 

responsible for a single speaker whose text he had received earlier and was not 

expected to interpret the discussion session. Making him re-interpret the same text in 

a laboratory would only increase the concerns regarding its 'validity'. Therefore, I 

decided to omit a part that I had initially placed a lot of emphasis on and sufficed with 

presenting my interview with him. 

Despite these problems, I was able to transcribe around 120 pages of 

conference recordings which meant about 60 pages of matching and comparable data 

between the floor and the booth. Despite my regrets for some of the material lost, 

such 'accidents' seem inevitable in in vivo research \-..-here the researcher has little 

control over the numerous variables that might influence the research. Unless one 

works in a laboratory environment with everything planned and under strict control, 

unpredictability becomes the rule of the game (see section 3.2.3.3). 

3.1.6 Position of the booths 

There were two adjacent booths in the conference hall. The booths were located at 

the left hand side of the hall, to the front, very close to the rostrum - in fact almost 

facing the rostrum from the side. The rostrum was elevated and the interpreters could 

see the speakers at least wen enough not to complain. Such positioning of the booths 

was necessitated by the layout of the historical hall. The hall was not conceived as a 

conference center but converted into one as much as its original design as a chapel for 

the American College would allow. 

The position of the booths exposed the interpreters both to the speakers a.Tld 

to the audience. This was quite unusual because with the usual location of the booths 
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either at the rear or sides of the conference room, the interpreters got a direct view of 

the rostrum but not the faces of their listeners. Moreover, they remained largely out of 

sight for the audience while at work. In this case, however, the interpreters not only 

had a very direct and close view of the audience but were also exceptionally close to 

and visible to the speakers and panelists. 

The position of the booths seemed to exert a direct impact on the interaction 

between the interpreters and the participants. First of all, the participants managed to 

establish eye contact with the interpreters a few times when something went wrong 

with the transmission of the interpretation.. In fact.,. the participants also managed to 

signal problems to me while I was sitting in the second booth observing and taking 

notes of the conference. 

Secondly, the interpreters also made use of this proximity to their 'customers' 

such as when they made gestures to signal the need for a microphone. A couple of 

times they also knocked on the booth's windows to warn the participants to speak 

into a microphone. One of the interpreters even SUlek his head out to interfere directly 

in technical matters such as when the English-speaking panelists needed headsets. 

The interpreters were certainly not very comfortable moving around the booth 

because the space behind the booths (which they were also forced to share with the 

interpreting equipment and technician) was cramped and the parquet floors of the 

historical hall - recently restored - creacked ever:·'" ti..rne somebody mm·"ed. Although 

the space inside. the booths was quite adequate, the interpreters were also cramped 

inside during the first day when they had a studem from the Philosophy Department in 

the booth to assist them with the terminology. As the interpreters familiarised 
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themselves with the topic and the terminology, the student gradually moved from the 

inside to the side of the booth and finally left. 

3.1. 7 Participants 

Altogether there were about 35 participants inc1udi..TJ.g nine speakers. Around'one third 

of the participants on the floor listened to the interpretation into Turkish at one time. 

When Turkish was spoken, all of the foreign participants (there were about 8 of them; 

5 speakers and 3 listeners) followed the interpretation into English. Interviews with 13 

participants (Le., users of SI) from the floor revealed rather heterogeneous 

backgrounds and interests. This was quite surprising because the specificity of the 

topic, speakers of academic backgrounds, papers prepared and delivered in a typical 

academic fashion and the university as the venue had led me to believe that the 

audience would basically consist of scholars and students. It turned out that there 

were jurists, writers, a publisher, a political activist and even members of a spiritual 

society among the audience, and these different interests and backgrounds actually 

surfaced very strikingly during the last session of the conference (see Chapter 4, 

especially excerpts lr and Is). 

3.1.8 My position as a researcher 

My position as a researcher was facilitated by the fact that I knew the interpreting 

agency, the equipment supplier, all three of the interpreters and the university rather 

well. This certainly eased obtaining the permissionsfrom all parties. Moreover, it 

allowed me t6 trace the whole process from the beginning to the end including the 

recruitment, preparation and performance stages. 

During the conference, I was mostly in the vacant booth (except for one single 

session on the second day when the French - Turkish interpreter worked in it) because 
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it gave me a good view of the rostrum, the audience and the interpreters in the next 

booth thanks to a small fiberglass window between the two adjacent booths. 

The interpreters did not seem to be overtly disturbed by my presence perhaps 

because they knew me and were used to seeing me and working with me from other 

conferences. Their tolerance threshold was possibly also higher because both 

interpreters had academic backgrounds themselves. 

Yet, despite all the 'extenuating factors', I was there watching, listening, 

interviewing and even recording them so that questions related to my impact on the 

unfolding of data remained equally valid in this research just like any other research 

focused on exploring 'real-life' behaviour. 

3.1.9 Available documents, Preparations before the conference and the 

'Assistant' in the booth 

All of the official speakers at the conference had prepared papers. However not all the 

papers had reached the interpreters before the conference. In fact, out of a total of 9 

speakers who relied on their texts in their presentations, five were made available to 

Interpreter i\, three to Interpreter B and one to Interpreter C. However, one of the 

speeches was canceled at the last minute rendering a text given to the interpreters 

obsolete. Moreover, one of the texts available to the interpreters was in French and 

the English-Turkish interpreters did not have a copy of it probably because they were 

told from the start not to interpret the French speaker into English. Thus, out of nine 

speeches in English, only four 'valid' texts were made available to the interpreters 

before the conference. 

All three interpreters prepared for the conference: They read the texts, talked 

to other people about the terms, took notes on their texts and prepared glossaries. 
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Interpreter A also contacted the orgamser for some of the difficult terms and 

considering the conceptual load in conference on Heidegger, she asked the organiser 

to arrange for an assistant or a Ph.D. student to help them out with the terminology 

during the conference. 

Indeed, during the first day, there was a young philosophy assistant from 

Istanbul University who either sat behind the interpreters or stood somewhere very 

close to them. However, in addition to cramping the little space around the booths, 

the assistant was not used to the semi-verbal and written communication between the 

interpreters in the booth. When the interpreters 'signaled' a problem to him he either 

did not understand which term was problematic or gave loud or long answers. The 

interpreters had to warn him to write things down and lower his voice. Since the 

interpreters were overtaxed with conceptually dense and highly structured speeches, 

they had little time to process and incorporate his response. Both sides seemed rather 

frustrated with the process and especially Interpreter A occasionally made gestures 

that reflected her frustration with the way the assistant handled the task. As the 

interpreters 'warmed up', the assistant gradually moved away from inside the booth 

and then stopped waiting for an 'emergency call'. 

3.1.10 Turn-taking 

The interpreters took unusually long turns during the conference. Even though 

changing every 30 minutes or so is the general practice, during this conference, they 

took turns with every other speaker. Since most of the lecturers were allocated 

around 50 minutes, the interpreters also changed less frequently than usual though 

they did take fairly regular half hour turns during the discussion sessions. During the 

interviews, the interpreters admitted the difficulty of taking longer turns but 
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underlined that changing in the middle of a speech was almost impossible at this 

conference. They said it took unusually long to 'warm up' to the speakers so that for 

the sake of coherence it was important for one interpreter to interpret one whole 

speech alone. 

3.1.11 Speakers and Users of SI 

In the programme, there were 10 scheduled speakers. All of them were scholars from 

different universities. However, one of the speakers was canceled at the last minute. 

Out of the remaining nine speakers, one was a native speaker of English, one of 

French, three of German and four of Turkish. Some of the non-native speakers spoke 

English well but most had very strong accents and experienced difficulties in both 

expressing themselves and understanding the conceptually loaded questions in 

English. All of the foreign speakers listened to the English interpretation whenever the 

floor turned to Turkish. Interestingly enough, even though there was simultaneous 

interpretation, all of the Turkish speakers spoke English. Only during the discussions 

and only when there was a question in Turkish did they shift to Turkish. Moreover, 

none of them listened to the interpretation into Turkish. This was striking because a 

few of them experienced difficulties in understanding the questions addressed to them. 

This was certainly not a problem unique to the Turkish lecturers but what made their 

situation unique was that the Turkish lecturers never even opted to speak in Turkish 

or to the listen to the interpretation into Turkish when they could have. 

The participants, on the other hand, were from quite heterogeneous 

backgrounds and interests. The interviews showed that they were a very mixed group 

consisting of scholars, students, jurists, an author, a publisher, a political activist and 
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even members of a spiritual society (see the interviews with the users in section 

3.2.4). 

Most users of S1 said they knew some English but that it was not enough to 

follow the topic and/or the speakers. Some mentioned giving an ear to the original 

while listening to the interpretation, while a few of them also seemed to be following 

the original speeches from their texts. 

3.2 Interviews with the Organiser, Simultaneous Interpreters, Speakers and the 

Users ofSI 

3.2.1 Interview with the Organiser 

I interviewed the organiser of the conference during one of the coffee breaks. As 

mentioned before, the organiser was at the same time a faculty member and had a 

paper to deliver himself. Typical of a university organisation, there were no 

professional conference organisers and the organiser was very busy throughout the 

conference. 1 asked him the following questions in a flexible format and sequence: 

- Is this your first time organising a conference with simultaneous interpretation? If 

not, what are your prior experiences? 

- How did you contact the interpreters? 

- Did you assist the interpreters in their preparation for the conference? 

- What do you think is the role and task of simultaneous interpreters in general and at 

this conference in particular? 

The organiser mentioned having organised conferences with SI before. His pnor 

experiences with S1 had been "unsuccessful". Today, however, he was happy with the 

performance of the interpreters and there had been "no complaints from the listeners". 
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He tied the success of the interpreters to their interest in and knowledge of the topic 

and their adequate preparations before the conference. He also underlined the 

importance of assisting the interpreters in preparing for a conference of this kind. He 

was convinced that he had done his best in getting the papers ready for them. He had 

sent six papers to the agency and was unaware of the problems related with the 

distribution of the texts. Apparently, the interpreters had not notified the organiser of 

the two papers one of the interpreters was missing possibly because they thought it 

was the mistake of the agency and not the organiser. 

While recruiting the interpreters, the organiser had gone through the Public 

Relations Office of the university and had not exerted any control on whom they 

contacted for the job. He said he only told them to contact interpreters who were 

"familiar with the topic". The PR Office had called the agency that they usually 

worked with though the organiser said he called the agency later to check the names 

of the assigned interpreters. He said he knew the interpreters and their familiarity with 

the topic and was happy to hear they were coming to the conference. 

As for his expectations from the interpreters, he was convinced that a 

"mechanical translation" would not do: 

'1n philosophy, mechanical translation is never enough. The person has to be 

an insider to the subject. In fact, occasionally, the interpreters have to leave 

aside a word-for-word translation and improvise so that they can convey the 

meaning". 

He underlined that the interpreters had to "be in control of the topic" and "focus on 

grasping the meaning". Otherwise it was impossible to interpret philosophy he 

contented. When I asked him how he expected the interpreters to convey 'the 
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meaning' in a conference on Heidegger, he said the way was through 'familiarity with 

the topic and adequate preparation before the conference". 

3.2.2 Interviews with the speakers 

I interviewed five speakers (Jeffrey Barash, Andreas Grossman, Ingeborg Schussler, 

Christina Schues and Sylvie Courtine-Denamy) during the breaks and asked them the 

following questions: 

- Did you know there would be simultaneous interpretation in the conference? 

- If so, did you take the fact into account while preparing your speech and how did 

you do this? 

- Did you change anything in your style or content after seeing the interpreters this 

morning? 

- Did the interpreters have any special requests regarding your presentation? 

- What do you expect from the interpreters at this conference and what do you think 

about their performance? 

Four out of the five speakers interviewed said they knew there would be simultaneous 

interpretation. Interestingly enough, however, none of them had taken this fact into 

account during their preparations. That is to say, for instance, none of them had 

thought of speaking instead of reading or using less structured sentences to facilitate 

the task of the interpreters. 

Courtine-Denamy, for instance, was very aware that she would be interpreted 

because, as she said, she was only allowed to speak in French after a French-Turkish 

interpreter was found and confirmed. AJ.though her English was good enough to carry 

on the discussion session in English, she said she spoke in French because she could 
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not find one of Heidegger's books in English. Therefore she said she contacted the 

organiser to ask if she could speak in French. The organiser then contacted the agency 

for a French interpreter and confirmed that she could speak in French. Thus, 

Courtine-Denamy's difficulty in finding an English translation of Heidegger in France 

was compensated by the recruitment of a French-Turkish interpreter. Yet, despite 

direct evidence, she also did not prepare her paper with the interpreters in mind. 

On the other hand, Jeffrey Barash, who was the only speaker completely 

unaware of SI at the conference, said knowing it would not have changed his 

preparation because he did not "know anything about simultaneous translation". 

Thus, during their preparations for the conference, none of the speakers took 

the interpretation into account. All of the speakers, however, said they sent their texts 

to the organiser. Except for Jeffrey Barash, all of the speakers knew their texts were 

needed for the interpreters. Therefore, sending their texts was the only point during 

the preparation process when the speakers considered the potential existance of 

simultaneous interpreters at the conference. 

The interpreters became more 'visible' for the speakers with the start of the 

conference. Christina SchUes, for instance, mentioned the proximity of the booths as a 

factor in making her realise the existance of interpreters. The position of the booths 

had apparently also contributed to the interpreter's visibility: 

"They really work very close to us. I sometimes follow their gestures. They 

use quite a lot of them". 

Some of the speakers said they thought of reading their papers more slowly after 

seeing the interpreters at the conference. However, it was not until the interpreters 
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talked to them personally that they thought of changing anything substantial about 

their presentations. 

All of the speakers said the interpreters had talked to them regarding some of 

the terms. Moreover, the interpreters had asked them to "speak the texts", "explain 

the Heideggerian quotations", "not to rush" and to "take a breath between sentences". 

All of the speakers said they took those requests into account "as much as possible". 

F or instance, Andreas Grossman said he made a point of "reading the text more 

naturally", Christina Schues said she "explained the some of the concepts and 

quotations", Ingeborg Schussler said because of her poor English she could not 

deviate from the text but that she tried to "read it slowly and carefully" and Jeffrey 

Barash (who was the only speaker to talk without a text except when he quoted the 

philosophers) said he "spoke slowly" and "explained the Heideggerian citations more 

clearly" than he normally would. If the interpreter had not talked to him, he said, he 

would have just read the paper. He also thought the interpreter's suggestion to 

explain the citations had been "a good idea". 

Courtine-Denamy, on the other hand, was told by her French-Turkish 

interpreter not to deviate from the text without alerting him first. She said she 

remained close to the text and occasionally checked the interpreter with an eye: 

"I looked at the interpreter to see if he was suffering and also to understand if 

he could catch up with me. If I felt I was too fast, I slowed down". 

Ingeborg Schiissler, too, had tried to check how the interpreter was doing during her 

talk but she could not really understand whether everything was all right: 

"I wish I could see the interpreter better. I could not really understand if 

everything was all right. It would be better if they were sitting closer to us". 
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Thus, although none of the speakers took account of SI during their preparation, 

seeing the interpreters that morning, and most important, talking to them personally 

changed their approach to the interpreters and their task. 

Regarding their expectations from the simultaneous interpreters and 

interpreting, all speakers spontaneously referred to the difficulty of the topic. Some 

even admitted their own contributions to the challenge, such as Ingeborg Schiissler, 

who mentioned her English as a source of problem for the interpreters. The speakers 

said they expected the interpreters to "focus on the main points", "interpret the main 

argument of the speaker" and "concentrate on the speaker's message as much as they 

can". They did not voice any other more specific demands. Moreover, all of them said 

that they were satisfied with the performance of the interpreters. For instance, 

Andreas Grossman said: 

"I believe the interpreters are doing a good job. I can follow them. I have not 

had any problems understanding the interpretation". 

His views were reiterated by the other speakers as well m the form of "the 

interpretation is going well", "I have no problems understanding them", "they are 

quite good". Thus, the speakers seemed satisfied with the performance of the 

interpreters faced with what they believed was a difficult topic. 

3.2.3 Interviews with the Interpreters 

My aim in interviewing the interpreters during the conference was to avoid the 'cool 

down' effect of doing post-conference interviews. As one might expect, interviewing 

interpreters 'on the job' was not an easy task. The interpreters were overloaded 

during the conference, especially on the first day and had very little time to spare. I 

tried to catch them during the breaks or when the other colleague took a turn. One of 
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the interpreters was very willing to help and responded to my questions at three 

separate times during the first day. The other interpreter either prepared for the next 

speaker or took small naps in the booth when not working and rarely got out of the 

booth. When I asked her whether I could interview her she said she would be willing 

to tell me a lot not only about this conference but about interpreting in general but not 

'Just now". Even though I could not interview her throughout the day, we did manage 

to make an appointment for the end of the first day of the conference. The third 

interpreter only worked for 1.5 hours, did not interpret the discussion session and had 

very little time because he was going to work in another conference the same 

afternoon. I interviewed him in my car on his way to the next conference during the 

lunch break. 

During the interviews I asked the interpreters the following questions in a 

flexible format and sequence: 

- How do you view your position as a simultaneous interpreter? 

- What do you think are the general expectations from the presence and performance 

of interpreters? 

- How do you view your position in this conference? 

- Are there strategies that you are deliberately using today? 

- Do you think: your feelings and attitude towards the topic, speaker and/or the social 

context influence your delivery? 

3.2.3.1 Interview with Interpreter A 

Interpreter A seemed very conscious about her position as an interpreter. She said 

that it was a mistake to call their task "tercume" ("translation") and believed the more 
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appropriate name would be "communication". She said the interpreter was a "party to 

the communication" in fact "the one ensuring the communication". 

F or her, the way she was treated as a "communication partner" was very 

important. She made it very clear that the way she was treated shaped her 

performance saying <'the better and more appropriate I'm treated as a partner, the 

better service I deliver". She had complaints about the way she was treated that 

morning: "'This morning I came in very early" she said: 

<1: wanted to take my time to go through the texts and eventually talk to the 

speakers but the doors were closed, there were no chairs in the booth, no 

water and none of the speakers showed up until the very last moment. If they 

treat me like this then I won't tear myself apart to enhance the communication 

process. They will get whatever they deserve". 

When she was younger, she considered it a duty to separate her feelings from her 

performance: 

'1: thought I had to give an impeccable performance per se. I thought no 

matter how I felt or how I was treated I had to be 'good'. However, now, I do 

take such influences into account, I mean both physical and social, and 

interpret accordingly. After all, the headset and even the chair have an 

influence on my performance". 

She also thought that her voice reflected it when, for some reason, she felt bad about 

what she did or the way the speaker spoke. She complained that organisers thought 

working with interpreters meant "delegating the task of interpreting to some 

professional" : 
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'13ut that is not it. Using an interpreter means making sure they get the texts 

and their chairs. One of the speakers apparently prepared a glossary for me but 

he only gave it to me this morning. That is just too late". 

While preparing for the conference, she had personally called the organiser a few 

times to remind him of the texts. Once she had accessed the texts, she had taken them 

with her to another conference in Germany where she had met a well-known 

philosophy scholar who was her friend. 'We sat down together" she contended "and 

worked for a long time to actually create the Turkish terms for some of the words in 

English or German". Without the help of her friend, she said, this task would have 

been "impossible". 

Interpreter A also had complaints regarding the style of the speakers. 

"Actually there are no difficult topics, there are just difficult speakers" she said and 

went on to say that what mattered most was not the content of the speech but the 

speaker's relation to that content. She complained that the speakers at this conference 

were not speaking but reading: 

"Take a look at the texts in this conference. The speakers think they are 

speeches but the pages are full of footnotes. What are footnotes doing in a 

speech?". 

She believed the audience expected a 'coherent' delivery from them. "The audience 

places a lot of importance on coherence not only within a single speech but also 

between speeches" she said and mentioned not being too happy with the coherence 

she had established with her colleague that day: 

"I worked on the terms with a philosopher. My colleague, on the other hand, 

is a social scientist. Therefore, at times, we did not achieve a full harmony. For 
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instance with the term 'the other', one of us used 'oteki' and the other 

'digeri'. Neither is wrong, I know, but we have to use the one these listeners 

are most familiar with". 

She mentioned using German - a language she actively worked as an interpreter - to 

establish coherence in her delivery: 

"Sometimes even if the speaker is using the English, I insert the German word 

or term. For instance, I say 'Sorge' instead of or in addition to 'care'. Using 

the German word saves me time, increases the internal coherence, and helps 

me collect my mind. It allows me to utter something and to utter something 

right". 

She also thought 'fluency' was important and explained her views with an elegant 

analogy: 

"Interpreting is like wave-surf mg. If you stop, you fall. Just like in surfing, you 

try to prolong your time on a wave. You prolong its breaking point. From 

former experience, you can feel and hear that the next wave is on its way; you 

can feel the sprinkles on your face. If you sense a chance of moving to the 

other wave, you extend your time riding the current wave, you extend its 

breaking point until the next one arrives". 

Interpreter A also mentioned making use of last-minute warnings to her speakers. She 

said she talked to the speakers before their turns to clarify some points and to remind 

them of her wishes as an interpreter. The sarcastic way with which she had made her 

position clear to one of the speakers was extremely striking: 
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"I talked to most of the speakers and warned them to 'talk' and not to 'read' 

the texts. For instance, this morning I went up to Barash and told him 'How 

are you going to account for your deeds today when you meet Heidegger in 

the other world? What is he going to say when you tell him that you read his 

texts to a Turkish woman who heard of them for the first time and she had to 

interpret them simultaneously?,". 

She thought the strategy had worked. 

3.2.3.2 Interview with Interpreter B: 

Interpreter B believed that users of SI expected simultaneous interpreters to "grasp 

and transfer the main points" and deliver those "fluently and clearly". At least, he said, 

that was what he would expect ifhe was in their shoes: 

"Not everything needs to be translated but the main points must get across 

fluently and cleariy without the interpreter stuttering or getting anxious. If I 

were sitting there and watching speakers rush through philosophical texts in a 

language I didn't know I would hope that the interpreter would try to 

summarise the main points on the page instead of reading them falteringly" 

He believed that the audience would rather ~'suffice with the main points than deal 

with meaningless sentences or details". Since it was unlikely for an interpreter to have 

a background in Heideggerian philosophy, the best thing to do was to "focus on 

grasping and transferring the main points". Throughout the conference he said he tried 

to summarise whatever he could understand though he admitted: 
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«It's difficult to summarise a subject one is not familiar with but because the 

speakers read their texts and because the terminology is so difficult I basically 

try to summarise what I understood". 

He also mentioned that summarising meant omitting parts of the original: 

"I omitted things. For instance, I omitted sentences that started with 'that is to 

say'. I only interpreted those parts of the quotations that I thought were 

important. I interpreted the speaker's comments about the quotations. Once, I 

omitted the quotation altogether and only interpreted the speaker's 

explanation of it". 

Interpreter B had doubts about the acceptability of making omissions professionally: 

"I am not sure if these omissions are acceptable professionally, I mean in terms 

of deontology. But the only other option is to finish the speaker's paper five 

minutes after the speaker, slowly deciphering the last three pages". 

Although Interpreter B thOUght there was no other way to cope with the load of the 

conference, these strategies seemed to be causing a great deal of stress on him. He 

said he felt "great frustration" with his performance. He was convinced he could have 

performed much better had he been given all of the texts from the start: 

"If these texts had been given to me, I would have done much better. I am not 

a philosopher but I have done serious work on philosophy. Because of 

organisational defects, we create a lot of difficulty even for the most 

specialised interpreter, let alone someone who is absolutely unfamiliar with the 

field". 
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Like Interpreter A, Interpreter B had complaints about the speakers at the conference. 

He said all of the speakers were "reading the texts". He also wanted me to note the 

term "having-begun-beginning-being" which he had struggled with in one of the 

speeches that morning. He added "If you leave your interpreter face to face with such 

a challenge, then you have to take all kinds of measures to ease his life". 

While preparing for the conference, Interpreter B had gone through all of the 

texts available to him, noted down the terms which he knew were critical in 

Heidegger, looked them up, talked to people and prepared a glossary. Despite all his 

care, however, his performance that morning had not satisfied him. He said he did not 

have the time to read one of the papers that arrived at the very last minute and only 

grasped the meaning the speaker wanted to convey at the end and by then it that was 

too late. 

Interpreter B also thought that the conference was quite tiring, especially 

because of the long turns. He said 

'We change every 40-50 minutes or so. This is unique to this conference. 

We've split the speakers. If we changed in the middle of a paper, it would be 

three times more difficult for the second interpreter. I have rarely felt so tired. 

In one of the papers, the speaker was talking about 'paralysis' and in certain 

moments during the interpretation that is exactly how I felt". 

In complete contrast to Interpreter A, Interpreter B seemed frustrated with the 

frequent use of German at the conference. His second language was French and he did 

not know German. He said he felt lucky that one of the papers fbll of German 

quotations had landed in the hands of his colleague who knew German very welL Yet, 

despite his luck with the worst case, he had to struggle with many other instances of 
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German. He said he tried his best to pronounce the German words even if he felt he 

was pronouncing them wrong. It was easier when he saw the terms black-on-white 

but during the discussions it was very hard to repeat words like "Faktisitaet", 

'''Wiederholen'' and "Tatsaechlichkeit". He was probably trying to sort things out even 

during the break because he asked me if the word "T atsaechlichkeie began with a 

'da' or a 'ta'. He said he tried to interpret the German words into Turkish whenever 

he could but in some cases "the sentences just didn't make sense because the whole 

discussion centered around the nuances between these words in German": 

"I try to interpret those into Turkish when I can. I think I am a bit tense in this 

conference because actually I do understand that it is tough to translate 

original terms and much easier to leave them in the original language. But here 

it becomes impossible to find your way through these terms. I mean what if 

my colleague didn't speak German even better than English? All of the 

quotations one speaker made from Heidegger were in German". 

Interpreter B thought that this was a problem related with the organisation of the 

conference: 

"If this conference declares its working languages as English and Turkish and 

announces that there will simultaneous interpretation between the two 

languages then nobody should take the liberty to assume there will also be 

interpretation from German. I know the academic world a little and get the 

impression that this is a show-off There is an English translation of 

Heidegger's masterpiece Being and Time. Of course, they could discuss a few 

terms and their translations into English or they could say 'such and such a 
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term in English does not have the same connotation as Gennan' but there is 

absolutely no need to leave the whole quotation in the original". 

When he failed to repeat the Gennan words, Interpreter B said he made an 

announcement to his audience saying «You're listening to the Gennan" and stopped 

interpreting. He said he hoped that at least those who knew Gennan would follow 

from the original. He admitted feeling angry at the speakers at those times for not 

caring about the interpretation and the interpreter: 

"1 am not responsible for interpreting Gennan. I try to repeat the words as 

much as I can to help the listener but if I can't then I say 'You're listening to 

Gennan' and I guess I say this with slight anger. If these people know there is 

simultaneous interpretation then they have to think a little about the 

interpretation as well even if they don't care about the interpreter". 

Interpreter B thought such an attitude on the speakers part was a sign of disregard for 

the listeners as well: 

"They should pay attention to the people listening to Turkish but I have a 

feeling these people are here to talk to each other. I mean basically they don't 

want an audience. They either don't think or don't care that a couple of Ph.D. 

students or a dozen of postgraduate students could learn something from 

them". 

He thought under these circumsta..'lces announcing that the speaker was speaking in 

German remained as his only choice. Yet, being forced to make such an 

announcement and to deliver less than his best did not seem to come easy: 
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"So 1 tell the listeners that but 1 also realise 1 say it a little tense. 1 feel like 

reacting when they leave everything in Gennan in a meeting with interpreters". 

Last but not least, Interpreter B said he also talked to some of the speakers before 

their turns to ask for their texts, clarify some of the tenns and to tell them to "speak 

the texts". 

3.2.3.3 Interview with Interpreter C1 

Interpreter C believed that the task of an interpreter was to ensure "intelligibility". He 

said his job was to make the speakers and their speeches "become intelligible" in 

another language. He said he had done the same thing with the speaker he interpreted 

that morning: 

~1 made the speaker this morning intelligible. I wanted her to be as intelligible 

as possible for the listeners in the room. That is what everyone expects from 

me as an interpreter". 

Interpreter C had a clear set of strategies in mind. He said he applied those strategies 

all of the time and they always worked. First of all, to make the originals intelligible, 

he said he always used tenus that everyone would be familiar with. In fact, he 

admitted, he could not do it any other way. He did not know and thus could not use 

some of the "newly created tenns that neither he nor anyone else understood". 

In addition to using familiar terminology, Interpreter C was careful not to lag 

behind the speaker. He thought following the speaker closely was crucial for the 

credibility of the interpreter even if that meant skipping chunks of original speech: 

"1 always follow the speaker very closely. 1 never lag behind. Lagging behind 

shakes the confidence of the listener. I oroit and cut things but I never work 
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with a big delay. The listeners actually always excuse my hopping and skipping 

but lagging behind is catastrophic. If the speaker finishes and the interpreter 

finishes minutes later that is really bad". 

Interpreter C said he also placed a lot of emphasis on his voice. He saw the voice of 

an interpreter as his «most important tool" because it shaped the "first impressions" of 

the audience: 

"I make sure my voice sounds convincing. The voice of an interpreter is the 

first impression the listeners get. They basically look at the voice to make a 

judgement about the interpreter's performance". 

In addition to using a convincing voice, Interpreter B said he always made sure that 

what came out of his mouth "sounded good". He said: 

"1 don't care about what comes out of my mouth. I just care that it sounds 

good". 

Interpreter C said he felt lucky he did not have to interpret the discussion session and, 

despite his short presence at the conference, he thought this was one of the worst he 

had ever worked in. 

Like Interpreters A and B, he also mentioned talking to his speaker before her 

turn. In contrast to his colleagues, however, Interpreter C had told the speaker not to 

deviate from the text: 

"1 talked to the speaker this mornmg. 1 actually warned her not to omit 

sentences and skip pages without notifying me. I told her even if she felt she 

had to skip some parts, she had to let me know which page she wanted to 

move to". 
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He thought it always helped to talk to the speakers before they took the floor. 

3.2.4 Interviews with the Users 

I interviewed thirteen users, that is, around two-thirds of the SI users throughout the 

conference. I made the interviews during the breaks and asked them the following 

questions: 

- What is your area of interest? 

- Have you listened to simultaneous interpretation before? 

- How dependent were you on the simultaneous interpretation to follow the 

conference? 

- What kind of a performance do you expect from the interpreters in this conference? 

- As far as you have listened to it, what do you think about the simultaneous 

interpretation at this conference? What did you like and dislike about it? 

Out of thirteen respondents eleven had listened to SI before, only two said this was 

their first experience with it. In response to the second question on whether they were 

dependent on the SI, all of the respondents said they knew some English. Three of 

them said they knew English but it was "insufficient" so that they relied on SI to 

follow the conference. One respondent said he actually followed the floor and put on 

the headsets only "out of curiosity". One other stated that she listened to the 

interpretation but would have understood the last speaker much better had she 

listened to the original. All of the others said they listened to both the original and the 

interpretation depending on the speaker. For instance, Respondent 3 said: 
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"I listened to the interpretation half of the time today depending on the English 

of the speakers. If I could follow their English I did not use the 

interpretation" . 

When I asked him ifhe found the subject difficul~ he said: 

"No, philosophy is my field. I listen to the interpretation because I can't follow 

the language of the speakers not because I can't follow the topic" 

Similarly Respondent 6 said she listened to the interpretation because the speaker had 

a "very strong German accent" while Respondent 9 said he followed the original and 

the interpretation together with the text of the speaker. 

The third question regarding the area of interest of the speakers revealed the 

heterogeneity of the users. There was one writer, one publisher, one assistant 

professor at the Faculty of Law, SIX students from the departments of law, 

environment, philosophy, cmema and television. One respondent said he was a 

'political activist', one said she was interested in philosophy and two were members 

of Mevlana Karde§lik Cemiyeti - a spiritual community. 

The answers respondents gave to the open-ended questions on their 

expectations from and assessments of the interpreters were more complicated than the 

initial three questions. While some respondents referred to their general expectations 

others could not refrain from assessing the SI in the previous session. That was 

probably quite natural given that their impressions of SI were most heightened by the 

most immediate session. 

The respondents seemed to have two main eApectations from the interpreters 

in that conference. First, they expected the interpreters to be familiar with philosophy 
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in general and the topic of the conference in particular and, second, they expected 

them to convey the meaning of the original speech. 

Regarding their first expectation, eight of the respondents (Rl, 3, 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 11) mentioned that they expected the interpreters to be familiar with the topic. For 

instance, Respondent 3 said general knowledge on philosophy was not enough, the 

interpreter had to be familiar with Heidegger and Arendt. Respondent 7 thought it 

was the duty of the interpreter to become familiar with the subject matter: 

"If they are not fumiliar with the area, they should take the initiative 

themselves to learn the area inside out". 

Respondents 5 and 9, on the other hand, expected the interpreters to be "familiar with 

the concepts and terms". 

In addition to the expectation of general and specific knowledge on the topic 

and terms, seven respondents (R4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13) mentioned that they expected the 

interpreters to focus on conveying the meaning. The respondents, however, seemed to 

have different views regarding what constituted 'the meaning of the original'. For 

instance, Respondent 4 said what mattered was not the "word order but the transfer 

of the idea" and he expected the interpreter to "give his/ber interpretation of the 

meaning in the original by paraphrasing the original speech". 

Similarly, Respondent 8 stated that he wanted the interpreter to give a 

"summary in Turkish". He was convinced that in conferences of this kind, the focus 

was always on a few ideas and it did not really matter if the interpreter skipped some 

parts as long the summary contained the general notions. He said: 
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"I prefer summaries in such conferences. These conferences analyse only a few 

ideas, not more. Those keep coming up over and over again so that if you 

understand them missing one or two won't matter because they will surely be 

repeated again". 

Respondent 10, on the other hand, expected the interpreter to convey the meaning but 

without missing any of the terms, "especially the important ones". He said 

"philosophy is always characterised by a plurality of meanings and options" and 

believed it was the duty of the interpreter to "choose the correct correspondents for 

the terms in Turkish". He criticised the interpreters for missing some sentences and 

delivering a "fragmented meaning". 

Respondent 9 also said "conveying the words would not make sense, the 

interpreters have to render the meaning". For him, too, the correctness of the terms in 

Turkish was very important and he said while rendering the meaning the interpreters 

had to possess "a complete knowledge of the terms because the whole mearung 

changes with the way the terms are interpreted". 

Respondent 7 said he expected the interpreter to "convey the mearung 

correctly" but his concern was not so much with the correctness of the concepts in 

Turkish but with the "feeling behind the concepts": 

"They are talking about such concepts there that you've got to live them and 

feel them. The interpreters have to feel the meanings of the concepts to reflect 

those on to you" 

Respondent 13, on the other hand, expected the interpreter to convey the meaning in 

a way that reflected "the spiritual world of the philosopher": 
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"What matters is conveying the meaning. The interpreters have to grasp the 

essence and transfer it. They have to be able to convey the spirituai world of 

the philosopher". 

Thus, among those respondents who expected the interpreter to 'convey the meaning 

of the original', there seemed to be significant differences in defining what constituted 

'the meaning' in the original. For some, 'the meaning in the original' was the emotions 

behind the concepts, for others it was the spiritual world of the philosopher. For 

some, skipping a few sentences and terms did not matter as long as the interpreter 

summarised or paraphrased the general meaning, for others, the whole meaning 

depended on the interpretation of the individual terms 

The different expectations regarding 'the meaning of the original' also 

surfaced in the respondent's assessments of the actual interpreting performance. In 

response to the last question on what they thought about SI at the conference, some 

respondents voiced their criticisms of the interpreters for skipping sentences, terms or 

nuances. 

F or instance, in complete contrast to the expectations of Respondents 4 and 8 

who wanted the interpreter to summarise and paraphrase the meaning of the original 

at the cost of skipping some parts of the original, Respondent 10 criticised one of the 

interpreters for "missing many sentences and not catching up". Respondent 2 thought 

the interpreters were "missing important nuances" and Respondent 3 believed the 

interpreters were skipping some terms and losing the meaning. He said: 

"The whole discussion was on the philosophers' terms and concepts. For 

instance, Christina Schues used the word 'a priori' and you can say 'onsel 

bilgi' or 'dogu~tan varolan bilgi' for it but the interpreter skipped it. Later, he 
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interpreted some of the English definitions of that concept but the word 'a 

priori' never came out of his mouth. That term was very important in that 

paper. And when they miss the concepts, the meaning in the interpretation 

becomes disconnected. Moreover, they don't see what they miss. When they 

miss a concept they wait, say urn. uh. but when the concepts are gone you lose 

the whole meaning. Especially in this conference, they should be careful about 

not skipping the concepts". 

Therefore, in contrast to other respondents, this respondent believed it was not 

enough for the interpreter to paraphrase or explain the meaning of a concept, he 

wanted to hear the concept itself 

In short, there was basically no consensus among the respondents regarding 

what was to be transferred as 'the meaning' in the original. For some, individual 

concepts and terms were not that important and could be inferred from the general 

meaning summarised by the interpreter, for others the meaning was in the terms. 

While some expected an 'abbreviated version' of the original, others were harshly 

critical of the interpreters for skipping or not giving the Turkish correspondents of the 

terms. 

F or the last question regarding the actual interpreting performance at the 

conference, two respondents (R3, 12) said they were completely dissatisfied with the 

interpretation while five (R5, 6, 8, 11, 13) said they were satisfied. The rest did not 

make an explicit judgement. 

fu!Jong the satisfied group Respondents 11 and 13 were completely satisfied 

and Respondent 13 said ''I'm really pleased with the interpretation. We listened to the 

interpreters with pleasure. They are doing their job very well". Respondents 6 and 8 
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also thought the interpretation was "good" but believed this was so because the 

interpreters were reading from the texts. Respondent 8, for instance, was convinced 

that the interpreters were "either reading from the texts or making use of them" while 

Respondent 6 said: 

"1 think the interpretation was quite good because the sentences were 

meaningful and grammatical and the interpreter sounded relaxed when talking. 

But 1 think: he was reading a given text. I don't suppose this can be done 

simultaneously. They basically read the text and only if the speaker adds 

anything they interpret that. If they didn't give the interpreters already 

translated texts, simultaneous would be a fiasco". 

In complete contrast to these respondents, Respondent 2 thought the interpretation 

carried the flaws of a 'spontaneous delivery' which was inexcusable precisely because 

the interpreters were given the texts to work on before the conference: 

"1 don't think the interpreters worked on the texts. As far as 1 know they were 

given the texts before the conference because the texts are all available outside 

on the desk So I would expect them not to interpret as if they were doing this 

spontaneously simultaneously but rather in a way that would reflect their prior 

knowledge and study of the texts". 

Respondent 2 who was critical of the flaws in the 'spontaneous simultaneous delivery' 

was most disturbed by the "ungrammatical sentences which did not fit into the 

Turkish syntax". 

The pace and intonation of the interpreters also seemed to be important for the 

users but once again the users varied greatly in their definitions of the 'right' pace and 

intonation. F or instance, Respondent 4 mentioned that the "tempo of the 
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interpretation with all the ups and downs, prolonged sounds, abnormal slowness at 

times and occasional pauses was unbearable". Respondent 7 believed that the 

interpreters had to be lively even if the speakers were boring. He thought the 

interpreters had been monotonous especially in the afternoon session when everyone 

relaxed and slowed down whereas Respondent 5 thought the interpretation had been 

better than the original: 

"It might be better to listen to the interpretation if you don't want to get 

bored. Sometimes the voice and intonation of the speakers are unattractive 

and the interpretation makes it more bearable". 

Respondent 4 believed the interpreters had to be a little more "entertaining" and, 

referring to the "difficult position of the speakers" such as Schussler who had to speak 

English again after 40 years, he said "if the interpreter played a bit on the speaker's 

delivery, it could add some color. I can't claim this is an ethical rule but I think they 

should help the speaker a little". Thus, the interpreters were expected to 'improve' the 

delivery of the original by making it more lively, entertaining and fluent. 

The respondents also seemed to judge SI according to the tone of the 

interpreters' voices. The male interpreter (Interpreter B) was rated better. Respondent 

3 said "I like the voice of the male. He uses his voice well but maybe that's something 

you're born with". 

Both Respondent 3 and Respondent 9 were struck by the gestures of the 

interpreters. Respondent 9, for instance, noted that the interpreters spoke like they 

were the original speakers and went on to say, 

'1 watched both of the interpreters, they look like they have understood 

everything. It is as ifthey are the ones telling these things to us. Very nice". 
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For Respondent 3, on the other hand, the gestures of the male interpreter were not so 

welcome: 

"The male interpreter uses his hands and arms so much I occasionally missed 

his interpretation. His gestures are extremely lively and colorful but I guess 

sometimes he does more gestures and says less. That's a bit risky". 

Moreover, he thought that the listeners could be missing the mearung at times 

"because they were not following the gestures of the interpreters". 

While Respondent 10 said he really liked the Turkish and the choice of words 

of the male interpreter, Respondent 9 thought new Turkish terms like «ozsel" which 

the male interpreter used did not mean anything and «hung in the air". Respondent 5 

thought terms with Arabic origin were more daily and familiar. Thus, there was no 

consensus on whether old or new Turkish terms were better to use or whether one or 

the other interpreter was better in that sense. 

Respondents also had quite different views on the strategies of the interpreters 

regarding the German terms and quotations used by the speakers. For instance, 

Respondent 6 was disturbed by the Turkish term one of the interpreters used for 

'Ereignis' and thought interpreting such terms into Turkish made it worse. He said 

"Not every term but the important ones such as 'Ereignis' should be kept in the 

original language". However, he did not mention how the interpreter was to 

distinguish between the important and unimportant German terms. While Respondent 

9 also believed the German words should be left in German, Respondent 10 said the 

speakers always referred to the Latin origins of the German words and it would be 

more appropriate for the interpreters to preserve the Latin words in Turkish. 
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Respondent 11, on the other hand, believed interpreting the German terms into 

Turkish was better because it would "improve the thinking in Turkish". 

To sum up, although the criteria used by the respondents (such as fidelity to 

the original meaning, pace, register, voice, improved delivery) looked similar, there 

were great variations in the intersubjective definitions of what constituted the 

'correct' pace, 'natural sounding' Turkish, 'familiar' register, 'pleasant' voice and 

'improved' delivery. The respondents seemed to have different and occasionally 

completely conflicting definitions of the same general category. 

3.3 Drawing it all together 

Interviews are subjective accounts of reality. This is what makes them precious. In 

this study, interviews were used to highlight the views of the different parties with 

regard to position of simultaneous interpreters and interpreting in the 'same' social 

and communicative context. After all, despite the differences in their roles, the 

organiser, speakers, listeners and interpreters were temporarily parties to the same 

social and communicative context. 

Within this framework, the interviews with the various respondents revealed 

significant variations in their descriptions and evaluations of the position and 

performance of the interpreters. Taking into account both the interviews and my own 

observations, the conference on ''Heidegger and Arendt: Metaphysics and Politics" 

held on May 29-30, 2000 at the Bogaziyi University presented the following picture: 

The organiser who was at the same time one of the speakers at the conference 

had asked the PR Office of the university to contact 'expert' interpreters and was 

happy to hear that familiar names would be coming. He believed they were familiar 

with the topic and could overcome the challenge of interpreting philosophy with 
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adequate preparation. He was convinced that he had done his best by providing the 

interpreters with some of the texts. Yet, despite his conviction, he had, for instance, 

never thought of telling the speakers to take SI into account in their preparations and 

delivery. As a speaker he had not prepared for the conference with the interpreters in 

mind either. 

The organiser was also convinced that with adequate preparation and former 

experience, the interpreters could convey 'the meaning in the original'. He was not 

bothered by the fact that the whole conference was centered around the discussions 

between 'competent' scholars on what two philosopher 'meant' in a handful of terms 

and texts. Even though the scholars specialising on these philosophers seemed to 

disagree on the interpretation of even a single word, 'grasping and transferring the 

meaning' of the speeches delivered at the conference seemed possible for 'competent' 

interpreters. 'Competent' interpreters were thus expected to do what the 'competent' 

scholars apparently could not. 

Similar to the organiser, none of the speakers had taken SI into account during 

their preparations. A.fter seeing the interpreters around on the conference day, all five 

of the speakers interviewed had thought of reading their papers more slowly. Yet it 

was only after the interpreters had talked to them personally that they had thought of 

making more substantial changes such as speaking freely, explaining the quotations 

instead of reading them, etc .. 

Despite these last-minute remedies, the interpreters were not too happy with 

the attitude of the orgfu-llSerS and speakers towards their position before and during 

the conference. Both interpreters complained of organisational problems. Interpreter 

A said she had called the organiser over and over again to remind him of the papers. 
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She had arrived early the first morning to talk to the speakers but none of them had 

arrived early enough. Moreover, the booths had no chairs and water when she came 

and she had to arrange for it all. In contrast to her youth, she said, she no longer "tore 

herself apart" to enhance the communication when she did not get a proper treatment 

as a party to the communication. 

On the other hand, Interpreter B was very disappointed about some of the 

papers he was missing. He did not blame the organiser for it and thought it could well 

be the fault of the interpreting agency, nevertheless, he was upset with his 

performance that morning. He thought that the speakers were actually interested in a 

dialogue amongst themselves and admitted being "particularly tense" at the 

conference. 

Both interpreters had complaints about the way the speeches were prepared 

and delivered. All of the speakers were reading from highly structured texts, full of 

quotations and footnotes. Moreover, many were leaving the terms all.d even full 

quotations in German. Wnile that seemed to ease the life for Interpreter A who said 

she used the German terms to enhance the coherence and fluency of her delivery, it 

caused a stress on Interpreter B who believed they were impeding the quality of his 

delivery. In their own ways, both interpreters believed their presence was basically 

taken for granted, especially by the speakers who paid little attention to the 

requirements of an interpreter-mediated communication. 

The interpreters were not altogether passive in the face of such constraints 

either. They were quite meticulous about imposing their presence onto a setting that 

was not really planned to accommodate their needs and demands. For instance, to 

compensate for the general indifference towards their task, all three interpreters had 
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talked to the speakers to clarify some ambiguities and to remind them of their needs as 

interpreters. In one instance, the reminder was as sarcastic and unforgettable as ''How 

are you going to account for your deeds today when you meet Heidegger in the other 

world? What is he going to say when you tell him that you read his texts to a Turkish 

lady who heard of them for the first time and she had to interpret them 

simultaneously?". The strategy seemed to work since all of the speakers interviewed 

said they took the demands of the interpreters into account as much as they could. 

Thus, indirectly, the interpreters took part in shaping the way original speeches were 

delivered. 

In addition to these face-to-face talks, the interpreters said they made use of 

additional strategies to cope with the particularities of the conference. For instance, 

they prepared exceptionally carefully and consulted the organiser, other experts for 

the terms and formed glossaries. Moreover, they asked the organiser to appoint an 

assistant or post-graduate student of philosophy to be around the booth to help them 

out with the terminology during the conference. Despite the workload, they said they 

took longer turns (45-50 minutes) in order to minimise the problems of coherence in 

interpreting a speaker. To prevent a disturbing decalage and to sustain fluency, they 

said they tried to focus on the main points of the speakers. Interpreter A mentioned 

inserting in German words to increase the coherence of her delivery while Interpreter 

B hinted at the effort he put into keeping his delivery 'on the air' despite the frequent 

use of German during the conference. 

The task and position of the interpreters were further complicated by the 

significant differences in the expectations and assessments of the SI users. First of all, 

the surprising heterogeneity of the participants (consisting not only of scholars and 
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students but also a writer, political activist, publisher and members of a spiritual 

group) seemed to trigger fairly diverse and even contradictory expectations from the 

interpreters. 

Accordingly, a majority of the interviewees (8 out of 13 respondents) said they 

expected the interpreters to be "familiar" with the field. Moreover, many (7 

respondents) wanted the interpreters to "convey the meaning of the original" though 

there were significant variations in what they believed constituted that 'meaning': For 

instance, according to some respondents, the meaning of the original was the "feeling 

behind the concepts" while for others it was the "spiritual world of the philosopher". 

Some expected the interpreters to summarise and paraphrase the general meaning in 

the original and were not concerned about the parts that the interpreters would omit 

while others believed the meaning of the origL'1al depended on the exact transfer of the 

Heideggerian terms. Some expected the interpreters to use new Turkish coinages to 

convey the connotations, others wanted to hear daily and familiar terms. 

There were also great variations in the way the users assessed the performance 

of the interpreters. Even though the criteria used by the users in assessing the SI 

performance at the conference seemed fairly general such as the voice of the 

interpreters, pace of delivery, grammatical sentences, familiar terminology, 

appropriate register, non-verbal communication and the like, there were striking 

variations in what individual users understood from a 'fluent' delivery, 'pleasant' 

voice, 'appropriate' gestures, pace, register, etc .. What seemed (al)right for one 

respondent, bothered the other. 

F or instance, some of the respondents were fascinated with the gestures of the 

interpreters while others complained they were too distracting. Some were impressed 
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with the new Turkish terms, others said those "hung in the air". Some thought the 

interpretation was good because the interpreters were reading from the texts, others 

blamed the interpreters for sounding too spontaneous and unprepared despite the 

texts. Some thought the voices of the interpreters were monotonous while others 

preferred to listen to the interpretation because the voices of the original speakers 

were unbearable. 

Thus, what seemed like a fairly straightforward-looking 'academic' conference 

on philosophy was host to a wide range of different expectations and assessments 

regarding the position and performance of the simultaneous interpreters. The users of 

SI, the organiser and the speakers were not neutral towards the simultaneous 

interpreters. They imposed a series of complex and fuzzy demands on the interpreters 

and adopted a rather unproblematic view regarding their task while the interpreters 

were not neutral towards them either. In fact, the interpreters were clearly influenced 

by particularities and constraints of the social and interactional context around them 

and, despite all odds, found ways of imposing their presence onto a setting not 

planned to accommodate their needs and demands. 

In short, the analysis of an actual interpreting event within the framework of a 

two-day conference on ''Heidegger and Arendt: Metaphysics and Politics" held at the 

Bogazi9i University, Istanbul, clearly ruled out the possibility of the general 

conviction that simultaneous interpreters could 'interpret' the original meanings as 

intended by the speakers ensconced in the security of their booths addressing a 

homogeneous group of participants with compatible backgrounds and interests. The 

analysis clearly showed that little was pre-detemlined about the 'position' of 

simultaneous interpreters and demonstrated how this position had to be negotiated on 
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site amidst the complex and rather fuzzy network of relations, expectations and 

assessments prevailing in actual conference contexts. 
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Notes: 

1. Due to technical problems in recording the performance of Interpreter C mentioned 

in section 3.1.5 I will only present the interview with him. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANAL YSIS OF TRAl~SCRIBED CONFERENCE RECORDINGS 

In this chapter, I will analyse the transcriptions of actual recordings taken during the 

conference on "Heidegger and Arendt: Metaphysics and Politics" between May 29-

30, 2000 at the Bogaziyi University in Istanbul. In the analysis, I will rely on the 

transcriptions of the floor and the booth and complement them with my field notes 

regarding specific moments of interaction during the conference. 

4.1 Transcribing and Analysing Conference Recordings - Analysing actual 

interpreting behaviour is not a straightforward task. The first challenge is in 

transcribing the conference recordings. Representing oral language in writing is a 

complex phenomenon because it includes many variables that written language does 

not have such as intonation, pauses, slips, repairs, false starts, blends, non-verbal 

behaviour, etc.. As Powley and Watts argue «given that a transcription cannot 

represent everything featured in the original spoken language, it follows that any 

transcription is an interpretation by the transcriber of what is being said" (1987:147). 

In fact transcribing oral language could well be the topic of a lengthy philosophical 

discussion in view of Jacques Derrida and other poststructuralists who consider 

writing not as a mode of giving expression to speech but as a specific "timing and 

spacing of signification" (Giddens and Turner 1987: 208) .. 

It follows naturally that the transcriptions used throughout this chapter reflect 

my own understanding of the recordings. Thus, they are not the transcription but a 

transcription of the original recordings that I have produced for my own purposes and 

in line with my 'theory' as a researcher. 
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Since not only the constitution but also the analysis of data is "a reconstructive 

and not reproductive process" (Bliss, Monk and Ogborn 1983: 162), the analyses of 

the transcriptions in this section also reflect my hypotheses about the material in my 

hands. However, I will try to 'objectifY' these hypotheses by 1) analysing the selected 

excerpts from the transcriptions in their relation with the immediate social and 

communicative context of the conference, 2) incorporating the information given by 

the different parties to the communication (including the interpreters themselves) 

during the interviews analysed at length in the revious chapter, and 3) linking my 

analyses regarding the excerpts with the broader social, cultural and ideological 

context around SI whic~ for the purposes of this study, is taken as the rneta

discourse on SI analysed at length in Chapter 2. 

4.2 My approach to transcribing the recordings - Interested in understanding the 

relationship between the performance of simultaneous interpreters and the individual, 

socio-cultural and interactional factors surrounding them, I tried to transcribe the 

recordings in an easily readable way to foreground the 'position' assumed by the 

interpreters in the interaction rather than the more prosodic elements of transcribed 

speech. 

Faced with the impossibility of representing everything and the risk of 

complicating the transcription with each precision, I deliberately filtered out and/or 

simplified the representation of certain elements of oral speech. For instance, I did not 

transcribe the stress in speech. I opted to represent slips and blends with ordinary 

orthography rather than symbols which would convey the sound coloration more 

precisely. I marked pauses of up to five seconds with a single symbol ('+') which was 

sufficient for my own purposes but would be too lengthy an interval for a researcher 
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interested in the pauses. I transcribed the hesitations with the inteIjections 'uh' and 

'urn' although the human capacity to produce such sounds is certainly more diverse l
. 

As against such 'simplifications', I tried to be meticulous about inserting the 

barely audible comments and semi-verbal communication into the transcriptions. I also 

complemented the recorded material with my field observations during the 

conference. Some of these factors which were not readily available and immediately 

retrievable from the recordings gave me important hints about the 'position' of the 

interpreter. 

4.3 Unit of Analysis - During my observations of the conference, I was intrigued by 

the fact that the interpreters had used their 'delivery' not only as a site to interpret the 

speech of the speakers but also as a site to warn the speakers to use a microphone, to 

ask the users of SI to alert the speakers to the need for a microphone, to comment on 

the nature of the interaction on the floor and to respond to the accusations of 

misinterpretation. Such moments pointed to the tact that the delivery did not oPly 

represent the speaker in the floor but also the interpreter as a speaker in his/her right. 

My initial observations were reinforced as I transcribed the recordings of the 

conference. Whjle transcribing the recordings of the floor (i.e., the 'original' 

speeches), I inserted a new conversation line (i.e., hyphen) for every new speaker. 

Doing so when transcribing the recordings of the floor was quite easy because a 

change of voice unmistakably signaled a change of speakers. As I tried to do the same 

with the recordings of the booth (i.e., the 'interpretation'), however, I realised the 

challenge inherent in inserting conversation lines to the delivery of simultaneous 

interpreters. Although I was able to predict a change of speakers in most cases, some 

instances defied a clear delineation. For instance, where was I to insert conversation 
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lines in the following section (where bold letters represent the voice of the original 

speaker, brackets represent inaudible speech in the background, underlined letters 

represent the interpreter reporting the original speech, italic letters represent parts 

where the interpreter seems to be talking directly, and standard letters represent the 

interpreter talking 'as' the original speaker): 

"I don't know if I've answered your second question [inaudible remarks from 

the floor] But I mean that Merleau-Ponty has unfortunately we cannot 

interpret because the speaker speaking from the floor is not llsing a 

microphone. But, savs Mr. Onay, Merleau-Ponty has written on these topics 

and his early death has left his work inco unfinished. Uh. Many of Merleau

Ponty's expressions have been taken by Derrida but you know that better than 

I". 

Thus, both during the conference and while trying to insert conversation lines into the 

transcription of simultaneous interpreter's delivery, I was struck by the multiplicity of 

the 'speakers' represented in the 'interpreted utterance'. 

The multiplicity of the speakers in the 'delivery' was particularly striking 

because it ran against the general assumption that the delivery of the interpreters 

represented the original speakers. In SI, the person occupying the speaker-position on 

the floor (i.e., the 'I' on the floor) was expected to occupy the speaker-position in the 

delivery (i.e., the 'I' in the delivery). In fact, as Harris (1990) mentioned, adopting the 

speaker's 1st person was a 'norm' in S1 and, as the analysis in Chapter 2 showed, the 

meta-discourse of the various actors and institutions on S1 presented simultaneous 

interpreters as 'professionals' who could unproblematically identify with the speaker's 

'I'. Wit~n this framework, looking at instances where the interpreters did not (seem 
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to) adopt the speaker's 1 st person would mean looking at the deviations from the 

'norm'. 

Intrigued by my initial impressions, I decided to focus on the shifts from the 

seeming use oj the speaker's 'I' in the delivery and to call this unit of analysis 'shifts 

in the speaking subject '. I suspected that by analysing such deviations in the present 

corpus, I could gain an insight into when and why the simultaneous interpreters did 

not adopt the 'I' of the speaker and hypothesize about the particularities of actual SI 

behaviour and contexts. 

4.4 Format of the Analysis - Faced with the analysis of around 1200 minutes of 

recorded speech and 140 pages of transcribed recordings, one other issue was the 

presentation of the data in a way that would not abuse the patience of readers. One 

option was to expose the readers to all of the transcriptions and the analyses of the 

relevant sections within that corpus. Although this option had the advantage of 

showing the whole flow of the communication during the conference, it also carried 

the danger of boring and scaring many away. 

Another option was to take the excerpts I was interested in and analyse them 

seperate1y. This option could be more bearable for the readers but had the 

disadvantage of giving a very fragmented view about what the interpreters did, why 

they did it and how that specific instance of interpreting behaviour related with the 

interactional and social context surrounding the conference. 

As a middle way, I decided to present the uninterrupted How of 

communication in the last one and a half hours of the conference which corresponded 

to around 26 pages of transcriptions (13 pages of the floor and 13 pages of the booth) 

and to analyse the examples from the rest of the conference in the form of excerpts 
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lengthy enough to hint at their place and significance within the general flow of 

communication. 

Accordingly, in the analysis of the last 90 minutes of the conference (section 

4.5.1), the transcriptions of the interpreters' delivery (i.e., the booth) and the 

transcriptions of the original speakers' speech (i.e., the floor) will be juxtaposed for 

the reader to follow the flow. My analyses of the relevant parts within those 90 

minutes of conference interaction will take place at the bottom of the transcriptions in 

the form of a 'foot-text' complemented by my translation of the parts that are in 

Turkish. 

The analysis of the excerpts from the rest of the conference (section 4.5.2) will 

be presented sequentially. The initial text will feature the transcription of the booth 

and will be followed by the transcription of the floor. At the end of each excerpt, the 

reader will find my analysis of the relevant parts within the transcriptions. 

In both sections, the parts taken up for a detailed analysis will be 

parenthesized and enumerated in superscript. The section that I consider to be a 'shift 

in the speaking subject' will be italicised and underlined. In both sections, the 

transcriptions of the floor '{vill feature conversation lines for each new tum (i.e., each 

speaker). rne transcriptions of the booth, however, will not be divided with 

conversation lines for reasons elucidated in section 4.3. 

I hope this format, especially the one in 4.5.1, will allow the individual reader 

room for a subjective reading and assessment of the same transcriptions. Those 

interested in looking at the whole flow of communication in the conference (both the 

floor and the booth) can refer to the complete transcriptions of the conference in the 

Appendix. 
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4.5.1 Last 90 Minutes of the Conference 

I)BOOTH 

Interpreter A: Simdi bundan eh. sonraki ikinci panelistimizi Saym Ali Vahit Turhan'a 

soz vermek istiyorum. Kendisi Provence Universitesinde felsefe ve Aix-en-

Provence'da da politik bilim ta tabsili yaptI. Siyasi dii~iince tarihi ve siyaset 

fenomenolojisi alarunda yah~maktadrr. Su esnada Doktor Turhan istanbul'da Marmara 

Universitesinde og hOCallk yapmaktadlr. Esas ala yaymlan Pratik Felsefe Olarak Bir 

Siyaset Felsefesi Sonlulugun bir Felsefesi. Politika dela Fenomenolojiya: Etos e 

Aydos'tur. {Evet ~imdi sow kendisine veriyorum. Buyrun efendim. Pardon thought 

which seems ab. ben ~imdi Arendt'in kendimce onemli gordugum birkay du~uncesini 

sunacaglm. } 1a Sistematik degil sadece akhma geldigi ~ekilde bazl ~eyleri srralayacagrm. 

Hepimiz ~una mutlak surette katllmaktaylZ. Bizim toplantlilllZm amaCl her halUkarda 

felsefe politika arasmdaki ambivalent olan ili~kiyi bir ~ekilde ele almaktIr. Arendt's 

thought ve bu bence Arendt'in du~uncesinde de merkezi rol oynamaktadlr. Arendt 

pek yok eh. yontem uygulayarak aym soruya bir cevap bulmaya yah~rr yani felsefe ve 

politika birbiriyle bir ili~ki iyine girerler. NasIl bir ili~kidir bu? Politika, diinyada, 

1a. {(Interpreter B:) ... Uh. with that I uh. give the floor to Professor Ali Vahit Tuman. 

(Interpreter A:) §Q[[y, thought which seems uh. I am now going to present a couple of 

Arendt's ideas which seem important to me .. .} 

The interpreter apologizes in the 'deliver;' (i.e., interpreted I..!fterance) possibly for the delay 

in starting her delivery which might have occurred because she was in the wrong channel, 

forgot to switch on her microphone, etc.. ltV11atever the reason, the interpreter makes an 

apology in the 1st person and this blends into the speaker's because all preceding and 

fol/owing 'l's in the delivery represent the speaker. 
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1) FLOOR 

- Uh. Doctor TUfhan is now teacl'lmg at Marmara University in istanbul and his 

principle publications are La philo sophie politique comme philosophy pratique pour 

une politique de la finitude and uh. also Politike dela fenologia: Ethos e Aidos. {Uh. 

with that I uh. give the floor to Professor Ali Vahit TUfhan. 

- Thank you. Well I would like to make remarks and draw a attention some aspects of 

Arendt's thought which seems to me important. This is not a systematic paper just 

just remarks.} la Uh. we all agree, I suppose, and this is the uh. the object of our 

colloquium that there is a ambivalent uh. relation uh. between philosophy and politics 

and this relation in itself is a fundamental motive uh. in Arendt's thought. Uh. Arendt 

tried in various ways to find an answer to a same question. Uh. how do philosophy 

and politics relate? Uh. politics takes place in the world while philosophy involves a 

withdrawal from the world. The gap between philosophy and politics, the gap 

between thinking and acting, draw Arendt's critics and commentators to look for a 

missing link between the life of action and the life of the mind. This missing link seems 

to me provided by Arendt's uh. as she says uh. the mysterious faculty of judgment. 

Uh. why judgment is that mysterious? We all know that the third volume of Arendt's 

The Life of the Mind: Judging is left regretfully unfinished. Arendt referred to the 

faculty of judgment as the the most political of all human faculties. The political 

faculty par excellence. In her book uh. Eichmann in Jerusalem, she draws uh. by her 

observation of the thoughtless of Eichmann, a close relation between thh"'1king and 

jUdging. The absence of thinking is the absence of judging. And then in her directly 

political essays, the faculty of jUdgment is seen as a link or a bridge between thinking 

and acting but nevertheless while insisting on this relation, she seems to uh. keep these 
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hareke de eylemde eh. felsefe ile felsefe ise du~ soz1erde kendini gosterir. Du~unce ve 

eh. eylem arasmdaki ay aynm U9urum bo~luk burada onemlidir ve eylem ya~arm 

eylemin y~ann ile aklm ya~arm arasmda bir halkanm eksik oldugunu soyler Arendt ve 

Arendt ama kendisi bir yandan da ~unu seylemek suretiyle ya yargt dedigimiz gizemli 

fakUlteden sozetmekle bence bu halkayt olu~. Ha nis:in yargt gizemli olsun ki? A 

ama ne yazIk ki bunu sonuna kadar i~lememi~tir bu fikri. Arendt eh. yargmm 

yargIlamamn eh. politik fakUltenin en mUkemmel bi9imi oldugunu seyler ve insanlarm 

eh. en ge9irmi~ oldugu en onemli fakUlte oldugunu soyler. Kudus'te Eichmann isimli 

kitabmda Eichmann'! inceler ve du~unce ile du~unme ile yargtlama arasmda bir ili~ki 

oldugunu gorfu, du~unmenin olmadtgt yerde yargtlama da yoktur der ve dogrudan 

dogruya politik olan ara~ttrmalarm yaztlarmda yargt fakiiltesini yargIlamayt du~unme 

ile eylem arasmda da bir alk halka olarak kavrar. Buna ragmen bu ili~kiyi, bu ili~ki 

uzerinde durmakla birlikte Arendt bu iki yetkinligi du~unme ve eylemi birbirinden 

farkh olarak: ele altr. Simdi ben bu problemi burada neden tekrar ele almaktaytm? 

Bundan amaClID ~u ~udur. Arendt'in yargtlama teorisi dedigimiz ~ey politikayla du 

felsefe arasmdaki bagI olu~turur ve felsefe ve politika birbiriyle nastl bir ili~ki 

igerisindedir sorusuna bir cevap te~kil eder. Ben kendim bu 90zUm kar~lsmda dogrusu 

skeptik ~upheci bir tutum iyersindeyim. Zira du~unce ve eylem arasmdaki ili~ki tam da 

Arendt'in tehlikeli bulundugu bir ~eydir ve ele~irdigi bir ~ey ~eydir. Bu Batl'nm 

metafizik gelenegi oldugunu soyler. Plato'dan bu yana ve ondan Arendt i9in dogrudan 

dogruya yargIlamanm ozerkligini otonomisini tehdit etmektedir. Zira eylem eh. vasltasl 

eylem igerisinde yargtlama partikUler olanm teorik olarak geli~tiri1mi§ olan eVTensele 

tabi k11amaz ve Arendt i9in yargtlama faki.iltesi burada karanl1kla~tmlml~tlf bu 

metaflZik gelenekler yUzUnden. Zira burada esas olarak bir de diksiyon ili~kisi teorik 

ile pratik arasmda ve evrenseI ile partikUler arasmda kurulmu~tur. Eger Arendt, 
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activities, thinking and acting, quite as distinct. My uh. bringing out this problem en 

voix is to see whether Arendt's, what is called Arendt's theory of judgment, closes the 

gap between philosophy and politics in a sense that it provides a sort of a solution to 

the question how do philosophy and politics relate? I myself am skeptical about this 

solution because uh. the the ideal unity of thought and action is precisely what Arendt 

finds dangerous and and criticizes. It is the Western metaphysical tradition which 

originates uh. with Plato who precisely threatens for Arendt the autonomy of 

judgment by considering action as a means through which an end given by reason is 

realized. Here judgment is nothing more than an activity of subsuming particulars 

under theoretically derived universals. For Arendt, the very faculty of judging had 

been obscured by this metaphysical tradition's insistence upon sort of a deductive 

reason, deductive relation between theory and practice and between universal and 

particular. If Arendt wants to rescue uh. the faculty of judgment uh. from this 

domination of, let's say theoretical wisdom, it is not to conceive as conceive it as as a 

method of public deliberation or decision-ma.1Gng we we discussed uh. this question 

with Habermas uh. urn. Sheila Benhabib and also but she wants to, to my mind, she 

wants to restitute the the importance or the privilege of independent judgment. A 

Arendt speaks frequently of independent judgment. Donc, we know that the the 

lectures on Kant's political philosophy or Kant Lectures, judging, the most political of 

human faculties, is indeed moved, sort of moved from we discussed with Grossman 

uh. from the actor and confined to the domain of the spectator or the observer who 

has uh. withdrawn himself uh. from the scene of action. Arendt even goes as far as to 

say that the public realm is constituted by the critics and spectators and not by the 

actors and the makers. {This is a surprising shift uh. in emphasis uh. but well she 

makes between the actor and the spectator. un. this shift makes wonder uh. or uh. 
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yargIlama faki.iltesi ni yetenegini bu bu teorik bilgeligin hakimiyetinden kurtarmak ister 

ise 0 zaman bunu bir kamutsal karar venne eh. Habennas'm Sheila Benhabib'm 

vesairenin gordUkleri ~ekilde ele ahnmasma kar~ ytkrnak suretiyle bunu yapar yani 

yargmm bagunstzh~nm altInl ~izer. BagrrnslZ yargt def. Bildigimiz eh. gibi Kent 

Kant'm Kant hakkmdaki derslerinde eh. yargIlamanm en politik insan yetenegi olarak 

eh. Grosmann'la da bunu tartl~tIk ak insam aktor olmak konumundan ~Ikartlp spe goIii 

seyirci durumuna getirdigini yani a eylem sahnesinden uzakla~tlrdl~ soyler ve 

Arendt hatta ~u ~u kadar ileri ~oyle ileriye dahl gider. Kamu alam ele~tirel ve 

ele~tiren1erden ve seyredenlerden olu~ur a aktorlerden olu~maz. {Bu tabii ~ok ~~lrtlCl 

bir degi~im. Zira aktor ve seyirciyi birbirinden aymyor. Farkh noktalara getiriyor. 

Pardon pardon eh. Arendt'in aktor ve oyuncu ve seyirci arasmda yaptl~ bu yer 

degi~tinne manevraSl vita aktivarnn dan vazgeyip eksklusiv ola bir bi~imde vita 

kontemplativaya ffil gittigini insana dii~UndiiIiiyor.} Ib Zira daha erken eserlerinde 

Arendt yargllamayt eh. temsili politik aktorlerin temsili dii~iincesinin bir fonksiyonu 

olarak eh. yorgulaffil~ yor yorumlardl ama Kant Derslerinde ba;}a oyle geliyor ki 

1 b . {(Interpreter A:) ... This is of course a very surprising change because it seperates the 

actor from the spectator. Brings them to different points SOrry sorry uh. this shift Arendt 

makes between actor and player and spectator, does it make one think that it leaves vita 

activa and goes exclusively to vita contemplativa? . .j 

An apology made by the original speaker and adopted by the interpreter in her delivery. 

Interesting enough, when she voices the apology, the interpreter has not yet interpreted the 

section ("this shift makes wonder") for which the speaker is apologising. Thus the apology in 

the delivery does not refer to the same segment of speech that the original apology refers to 

which might suggest a wish to incorporate the apologies of the speakers regardless of their 

direct relevance to a specific segment in the delivery (see a/so 1d). 
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the, well sorry, the surprising shift in emphasis she makes between the actor and the 

spectator makes critics wonder whether judgment still participates in the vita activa or 

it is now confined exclusively on the vita contemplativa. } Ib In the early works, Arendt 

interpret interpreted judgment as a function of the representative thinking. All political 

actors exchanging their political opinion, their doxa in public. In Kant Lectures, it 

seems to me Arendt emphasizes the contemplatif and disinterested dimension of 

judgment which operates like an aesthetic judgment. Uh. Arendt takes surprisingly the 

Kantian taste judgment as a model for judgment of a impartial spectator. And the 

spectator is impartial, he leaves behind all contingencies, contingent conditions of his 

own perspective and exchanges this for the perspective of all others which gives them 

precisely his general standpoint. Uh. but how come that the taste which is uh. uh. the 

most private sense becomes uh. sort of a means of mental faculty of judgment, vehicle 

of the mental faculty of judgment which is supposed to express a non-private opinion. 

In a sense we could speak of a tension in Arendt's thought about judgment that is to 

say of a presence of two different perspectives of this uh. faculty of judgment, of this 

mental faculty. The judgment is no more a political faculty to think in the place of 

others, but rather the faculty to think for oneself without reliance upon opinion a..'1d 

doxa. But the second sense of judgment is also in a sense political but this time it is a 

it is political because there is no common world uh. common sense uh. sensus 

communis, we are, as says Arendt, in the forgetfulness of politics or the common 

world. There is maybe a continuity, I suppose, between uh. the the first type of 

judgment and the second type of judgment, between the actor and the spectator. {Uh. 

if we take into account, the decline of the public realm in our modern age, uh. I think 
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Hannah Arendt kontempiativ olan ve eh. dogrudan dogruya ilgi duymayan 

dezenterese boyutunu one 9lkartmaktadrr ve Kant'm begeni yargIsIID tarafslZ seyircinin 

yargtsl olarak: kor. Seyirci tarafslZdrr. Her tiirlii her tiir olumsal ~artm dt~mda bulunur 

ve kendi perspektifini biitiin otekilerin perspektiviyle perspektifleriyle degi~ toku~ eder 

ve genel bir noktayt nazara ul~rr ama peki 0 zaman en ozel anlamda begeni nasll olur 

da yargtlamada bir mental bir ussal ara9 haline gelebilir? Bir anlamda Arendt'in 

yargtlama konusundaki dii~iincesinde bir gerilimin oldugunu soyleyebiliriz eh. yani iki 

farkh perspektifin yanyana yeraldlgrru soyleyebiliriz. Bu ussal mental fakiilte 

konusunda iki farkh perspektif vardrr Burada artlk yargtlama bir politik fakiilte 

yetenek degildir. Ama daha ziyade insamn kendisiyle ilgili olarak dii~iindiigu ba~k 

doksamn dii~iincelerine ba~ OlmakSlZill dii~iindiigudiir ama ikinci anlamI 

yargllamamn gene bir anlamda politiktir fakat bu sefer politik olmasmm sebebi bir 

sagduyunun bir sensus komunisin olmamasldlr yani Arendt'in bu politikamn 

unutulmas1..da dile getirmi~ oldugu gibi yani zannedersem burada ilk yargtlama tipiyle 

ikinci yargllama tipi arasmda yani aktor ve seyirci arasmda bir siireklilik var. {Eger 

~unu hesaba katar isek 9ag1lTI1Zda kamuoyunun en. iddiasllli hesaba kamu alamrun 

pardon iddiaslru hesaba katar isek. Pardon -ioyle diyim bsIni aktor biitiin aktorler eh. 

zaten pardon taraflI aktor veyahut da tarafslZ yargI9 aslmda bagtmslZ yargmm iki 

eksenini olu~tururlar. Bir tarafta tarafh aktor ate tarafta ise tarafslz yarg19.} lcldle Eger 

1c/d/e {(Interpreter A:) ... ff we take into account in our age of the public opinion's uh. claim 

take the public opinion's §!2£fY.IC claim into account SOny let me put it this wayld the partial 

actor al/ actors uh. already §!2£fY.le the partial actor or impartial judge actually form two axes 

of independent judgement) 

There are three apologies in the interpretation but only one in the original which suggests 

that the interpreter has inserted two of hers into the delivery. The first (1c) is probably the 
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we could say that the political actor, sorry, the partial actor which is actor is always 

partial and the impartial spectator or the judge are two elements or two axes of 

independent judgment, maybe.} Icldle The question is whether we should consider 

judgment then as a bridge or a link: between political theory and political practice. If if 

the faculty of judgment in the form of a critical thinking, it judges particulars without 

subsuming them under general rules, rules which can be thought and learnt until they 

grow until they grow into habit then judgment is the most political of men's mental 

ability or activity. In considering the relation between politics and philosophy, in the 

light of the interactions of acting, judging, and thinking, we must I suppose avoid the 

the temptations of the partial actor and the philosophical withdrawal or isolation of a 

spectator. We need always the both and as the time and situation demands. 

- Thank you very much Professor Turhan. I will then begin once again with Professor 

S6zer and ask if there are comments from participants at the roundtable. 

-Thank you for the very detailed exposition. I mean detailed but touched also the 

essential points. Re uh. with regard in regard to the concept of judgment in Hannah 

interpreter's own apology for the initial choice of "kamuoyu" ("public opinion") for "public 

realm" which she then replaces with "kamu alam'~ The second apology (1d), on the other 

hand, seems to be the direct adoption of the speakers apology in the original speech 

because there is no apparent reason to necessitate an apology in the delivery. The third 

apology (te) clearly pertains to the interpreters initial confusion of the word "partial" (in the 

sense of 'biased' - "tarafll') with its homonym (in the sense of 'pertaining to a part' - uk/smi") 

in Turkish. Thus the third apology, most probably like the first one, stems from the 

interpreter. With one single apology in the original, the delivery ends up with three apologies 

signaling the multiplicity of the identities intertwined in the delivery. 
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biz yargIlamayt politik teori ile eh. politik pratik arasmda bir koprii olarak gorecek 

olursak. 0 zaman acaba eh. yarg1lama fakiiltesi kritik du~iincede genel kurallan 

uygulamakslZill ffil kendini gen;:ekle~tirir yani ah~kanhga donu~ eh. me mi~ haliyle mi 

bu kurallan bir tarafa brrakrr veyahut da politika ile felsefe arasmdaki ili~kiye 

baktlgmuzda ozellikle de eh. eylem. du~unce ve yargtlama ili~kileri ar;lsmdan 

baktlgmuzda zannedersem onemli olan burada tarafh aktar olma ile filozofun 

izolasyonu seyirci olarak izolasyonu arasmda bir se9im yapmak gibi bir tuzaga 

du~memeye gayret etmek zorundaylZ, durumun ihtiyacma gore. 

Interpreter B: Thank you very much Professor Turhan. I will then begin once 

again <;ok te~ekkUrler Sa)'l.ll Turhan. Simdi once so Profesor Sazer'e soracaglm. Bir 

~ey var rm, herhangi bir garii~u var rm? Thank you Te~ekki.irler very detailed 

explana aynntlh ama eh. esas noktalara ozsel noktalara deginen sunu~unuz i9in yak 

te~ekki.ir ederim. Yar Hannah Arendt'te eh. yargt kavrarm sozkonusu olunca eh. 

yargIlan eh. metafizigin elinden nasll kurtarabiliriz? Bu geryekten onemli bir sorun. 

Aynca Ali Vamt Turhan'm sozi.inu ettigi gibi ve bu zaten Arendt'ten bir almtldl. 

Ba~kalannm yerini du~unmek. Bu nasll mumki.indur? Ve bunun olyutti nedir? Bu 

geryekten eh. onemli bir sarull, gen;ek bir sorun. Ben eh. Ali Vamt Turhan'la ayru 

fikirdeyim bu konuda ama bence eh. ozellikle aklm hayatmda da tinsel hayatta bazl 

bolumler veya eh. pasajlar gosteriyor ki Arendt kendisi bu sorun konusunda sorunun 

farkmdaydl ve bu gU91ukleri a~maya r;all~lyordu. Bu sorun ir;in mumkti.n alan 

r;Ozi.imlerden biri, aradaki kavrarmndan kaynaklaruyor. Bu kavram yeni bir bir;imde 

du~i.inmenin kayna~ bence. Eh. metafizik bir di.i~i.incenin degil. Aynca di.i~i.inu~ten 

yargtya vesaire ger;ebilirsiniz. Peki oyleyse eger bu bo~lukta bu arahkta eh. ka eh. bu 
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Arendt, how can we rescue the judgment from the hands of metaphysics? This is 

really a big problem and also as Ali Vahit Turhan mentioned and this this was 

quotation uh. from Arendt, to think in the place of others. How is it how how is this 

possible and then what is the criterium for that? That makes uh. a real problem uh. I 

agree with Ali Vahit Turhan but I think that uh. there are some passages also and 

there are some chapters specifically in The Life of the Mind which shows that Hare 

Arendt herself was conscious of this problem and she wanted to overcome the 

difficulties and one of the places uh. one of the solutions possible solutions for this 

problem uh. comes I think from the concept of the in-between. And this concept, this 

concept is the source of thinking in a new sense in a not not in a not metaphysical 

sense. Also you can uh. pass from thinking evidently to the problem of judgment 

etcetera etcetera but if you remain then in that gap in that which is called by Arendt 

the gap that means the gap between past and future. If you then accentuate the 

temporal aspect of the problem, then I think that you must think really in the in

between because you must live in the in the in the in-between and then you must judge 

also. This is this is a necessity. I mean uh. this is not just uh. uh. pure theory, pure 

pure theory of judgment which is proposed by Arendt, she uh. she uh. gave us some 

indications to the to the uh. to the place of the problem, lieu de problem, that was I 

think her intention and in that respect I agree with F atmaglil Berktay also, she has talk 

of a space of difference. This space of difference then must be brought into our 

problem and then perhaps the judging, judgment also all these things must be re 

reconsidered from this point of view. Thank you. 

- Urn. thank you very much for your uh. exposition which I find illuminating in so far 

as it opens again some other spaces we need to discuss and uh. talking about the 

notion of space I want to continue here and say that uh. it seems to me they are in a 
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yankta durursaruz ge9mi~le gelecek arasmda ve za zamansal boyutunu ele ahrsaruz 

sorunun 0 zaman aradakini dii~i.inmek zOrudasffilZ yiinkii aradakinde y~amaktasffilZ 

ve yargtlamak zOrundasffilZ. Bu bu bir zorunluluk yani ~u demek istiyorum. Bu 

sadece an teori yargt. teorisi an yargt. teorisi degiJ. eh. Arendt1in ileri siirdiigu an bir 

yargt. teorisi degiJ.. Arendt bize sorunun yeri konusunda lieu de problem konusunda 

bazI ipuylan veriyor. Amacl oydu ve bu bakImdan Fatma Gill Berktay'la aym 

fikirdeyim. Kendisi bir farkhhk, aynm mekarundan sozetti. Bu farkhhk mekam 

tartl;;manuzm iyine sokulmak zorunda. 0 zaman yargt. sorunu bu a91dan yeniden ele 

ahnabilir. <;ok te;;ekkiirler eh. sergilemeniz iyin. <;ok aydmlancl buldum 9ii yiinkii eh. 

tartl;;mamlZ gereken bazI ba;;ka alanlara deginmi;; oldu ve alan veya mekan kavramma 

degindigim iyin ;;oyle devam etmek istiyorum. Bence iki mekan var. Biri yargtyla ilgiii. 

Yargmm eh. Hannah Arendt'te liy ozelligi var. Ozerktir, b~kalanrun yerine dli~iinmek 

var. Siz de bundan soz ettiniz. Ve aym zamanda eh. hiy kendi kendiyle yeli~kiye 

dii~memek gerektirir. Ben bu yok onemli, bence bu yok onemli yiinkil eh. yargt 

kapasitesi sozkonusu oldugu zaman kendi i9inizde ve kendi araruzda bir mekan alan 

a9ffil~ oluyorsunuz. Burada bir insan basit bir oznellik ku~ tuzagma eh. dil~miiyor. 

Burada eh. eh. 90gullugu gozoniine alan bir insan sozkonusu. Eh. tabii varhk 

sozkonusu oldugu zaman onunla baglantlh ola olarak eh. gori.inii;; de sozkonusu. 

Burada ki;;i kendini yeniden kurar. Burada yani eh. yargt kapasitesi sozkonusu 

oldugunda mekan ya da alan kavraml i~in iyine girer. Eh. mekamn sozkonusu oldugu 

bir ba;;ka konu dilnyadlr. Biz dilnyaya eger diinyadan 91k1yorsak girebiliriz. Dolaytslyla 

dii~iinme dii~iincesi bizi diinyadan 91karuyor ve yargt kavraml en azmdan eh. yargt. 

kavraffilllin bir boyutu eh. eylemle ele almdlgt zaman eh. diinyaya yeniden girmemize 

ve diinyaYl yeniden kurmanuza olanak eh. tamyor yani bir a91hm, ay1khk sozkonusu 

burada. Te~ekki.irler. Benim yok soyleyecek bir~eyim yok. Sadece bir~ey hatlrlatmak 
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way two spaces. The one the one is connected with the notion of judgment which 

actually has two three characteristics in Hannah Arendt. Its autonomous, second 

thinking on the place of the other which you have mentioned and also it uh. it is 

means also to think um. in tenns of no self-contradiction. I think this is very important 

because within the faculty of judgment you open the space between uh. in yourself 

and between yourself That is uh. here we have a notion of of human being which 

does not fall onto the trap of simple uh. subjectivity as actually somebody ask here 

also. Urn. it is already uh. human being which is him or herself thought as plural and in 

connection with the idea that the being is also the appearance, we are always urn. we 

constitute him or herself So in this reconstitution which is in link to the taculty of 

judgment, we have a notion of space. The other notion of space is which was already 

brought up several times, is the one L.1J.-between urn. uh. concerning the world. Also 

the world depends upon a consti a reconstitution, a re-entering but we can only re

enter the world if we get out of the world. In other words, urn. the notion of thinking 

takes us out of the world and the notion ofjudgmen~ at least one aspect of the notion 

of jUdgment, in combination with action, will enable us to re-enter the world and 

thereby reconstitute the world. So here we have another opening space. 

- Thank you. Urn. I don't have much to say except that I wanted to to remind that the 

necessity of of a personal judgment, the the insistence uh. of Hannah Arendt upon this 

faculty comes from the fact that the thread of the tradition is uh.broken forever and 

that we had, as as she says, as she puts it in to think now without any banister and she 

even says naked, in the cold. Therefore the judgment helps to to uh. againsl cold and 

nakedness. 
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istiyorum. Ki~isel bir yargmm gerekliligi, Hannah Arendt'in bu konuda, bu kapasite 

konusundaki isran, gelenegin siirekliliginin eh. ebediyen kopmu~ olmasldrr ve yargt 

burada eh. sa sogukta eh. a 9m191Plak kalml~ durumdaytZ. Dolaytslyla yargt gerekli. 

Cok te~ekkiirler sunu~unuz i9in ve eh. sizin soyledikleriniz bir baklma benim de 

sunu~umda soylemeye 9ab.~tlklanmla ilgili. Eh. birincisi eh. yargt neden eh. muamma? 

Eh. ci. niye ciddi olarak ele alma, niye ciddi bir bi9imde ele ab.nmab.? Arendt eh. bunu 

bu yargt kavramtm 90k ciddi bir ~ekilde vurguluyor { ama eger Arendt'in yakl~umnda 

du~unme her zaman deneyimler alamyla ili~kili olarak eh. ele almdlgma gore 

tekrarhyorum korru~aci duymuyor meld r;unkii 0 zaman Eichmann eh. Vakasl bir 

eksik yargt eh. yargt vakasl olarak gOriilmeli.} If Heidegger'in otuzlu yillardaki 

1f {(Interpreter B:) ... but if in Arendt's approach thought is always taken up in its relation to 

the realm of experiences I repeat because the speaker cannot hear the other one, then the 

case of uh. Eichmann should be seen as a case of lacking judgement case of judgement...J 

The interpreter inserts a comment into his delivery to account for the semi-verbal 

communication in the floor. The panelist does not understand a part of the question he is 

asked to answer and signals (with gestures and brief interjections such as "the?'? the other 

participant to repeat that part. The interpreter, on the other hand, has no problems with 

interpreting the problematic part ("realm of experiences") at the first time. However, because 

the interaction in the floor is prolonged with the original speakers who cannot understand 

each other, the interpreter cannot proceed either. This creates a gap in the delivery as the 

users of SI see and hear an interaction which they cannot relate to having listened to an 

unproblematic (i.e., 'corrected) delivery. Possibly to fill in this gap, the interpreter inserts the 

comment "/ repeat because the speaker cannot hear, the other one" which seems to 

explicate the nature of the problem in the floor. Note, however, that it is quite difficult to 

distinguish the speaker and the addressee in this comment. If the interpreter intended the 

speaker to look like he was giving the explanation, the comment looks odd because a 

speaker would hardly refer to his counterpart in a dialogue in the third person as "the 
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- Well thank you very much for your presentation uh. which in some way uh. brought 

up the points I tried to make in my paper. Urn. you first asked why is the faculty of 

judgment called or must be called that mysterious. And I think urn. if you take 

seriously that urn. urn. or why urn. it all Arendt picks up this this uh. concept of 

judgment and stresses it uh. uh. such uh. that strongly. {If you take seriously that urn. 

urn. in her uh. approach, thinking is always related to the realm of experiences uh. 

[inaudible remarks] that in her approach uh. thinking is essentially uh. uh. bound up 

with the realm of experiences [inaudible remarks] realm. It its bound up with realm of 

experiences [inaudible remarks] yes. Urn. urn. then the Eichmann case itself urn. urn. 

well can be urn. must be seen as an uh. example of a missing judgment as well as 

certainly uh. Heidegger's engagement urn. in urn. urn. in the uh. thirties in her 

approach must be uh. conceived as a uh. missing just missing of judgment.} If Urn. a 

missing of thinking uh. in terms of a critical or uh. uh. representational thinking as she 

also terms it. So urn. to come to your other point, I would say that indeed uh. 

different perspectives of judgment in her account uh. and I also see the tensions uh. 

speaker". He would probably prefer to address him directly and the sentence would look 

something like "/'1/ repeat jf you cannot hear". On the other hand, if the interpreter intended to 

report t.lJe floor, one would expect the delivery to look like "The speaker repeats himself 

because the other speaker cannot hear". In that sense, this brief insert clearly points to the 

presence of more than one 'speaking subject' in the delivery. Apparently, it is the interpreter 

who adds a comment of his own without explicitly changing the speaker's 'I' but without 

effacing his own traces either. Once again, we see the presence of multiple 'speakers' in 

What looks like the representation of a single speaker. 
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yakla~unmdan hareket edersek eh. Arendt'te bu bir eksik yargt, eksik du~unme alarak 

gorulmeli. Eh. bunu temsili du~unce alarak da adlandmyor. Oteki noktaruza da 

gelirsek, gen;ekten ta Arendt'in yapltmda farkh yargt kavramlan var elbette. Ben de 

Kant Konferanslarm [cassette change] Bu Hannah Arendt'in yargt)'l ele alt~mda bir 

donu~um sozkonusu. Y argt)'l dt~sal bir yargt olarak ele almak rni.imkiin degildir. Bence 

yargt eh. eylem alanma yerle~elidir ve her aktorde her oyuncuda oldugu kabul 

edilmelidir. Daha once boyle ele altyordu sorunu Arendt. Belki ell. bunu hepiroizin 

aktorler alarak ayru zamanda ba~ka1arma hikayeler aniattlgnm.n du~uniirseniz 

anlayabilirsiniz. DolaYlslyla dlinya hakkmda bir yargt veriyoruz. Dolaytslyla her 

defasmda yargtda bir aradaki vardtr. DolaYlSlyla tekrar vurgularnak isterim ki bu eh. 

Arendt'e kar~l Arendt'le birlikte dii~ii.nmektir yani dU~Uncesinin bir ktsnuru 

dii~uncesinin ba~ka bir klsffilntll kaqlsma ylkartmakttr. For me its very interesting to 

yak ilgin9 bir deneyim oldu benim iyin. Biliyordum ama burada daha somut olarak 

y~adtm. 0 da ~u; Hannah Arendt esas vurguyu yargtya koymaktadtr. Politikada esas 

vurgu yargt uzerindedir. Grossmann'la bir tartI~ma yaptlID. Eh. tabii Hannah Arendt'in 

yargtYl nasu temellendirdigi yok bilrnek yok zor bu yok ki~isel bir konu. Zira eh. tabii 

ke kendinizi ba~kasmm yerine koyabileceginizi soyleyebilirsiniz arna bu tarnamen bir 

hipotezdir. Eh. dolaYlslyla bu yargtrun nasu olu~turuldugu ve temellendirildigi yok 

onemli, sadece siibjektif olabilir. Burda bir tehlike oldugunu dii~iiniiyorum. DolaYlslyla 

~oyle bir soru sormak istiyorurn. Acaba Hannah Arendt ni9in~ Anstoteles'in de 

liberasyonunu duloyosis, buloyestaymru e~j, kar~ilikl1 bir de~oku~, echange 

entre'yi ni9in bir kategori olarak almamakta? Yani farkh insanlarm yargtlan eh. 

biraraya geliyorlar, temas ediyorlar, birbirlerine dokunuyorlar ve bir degi~toku~ oluyor 

yani bunu mu kastetmi~tir acaba? Deliberation bir kategori degildir. Bu son derece 

siibjektifbir yargt. Kant'ta da oyledir: siibjektiftir that point precisely eh. Profesor 
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between the Kant Lectures where the urn. somehow urn. well isolated or external 

spectator is very much stressed. Urn. uh. in comparison to uh. former account of 

judgment in the fifties. Uh. and uh. what I intended in my paper is uh. uh. of course 

also a kind of transformation or thinking further this uh. uh. Hannah Arendt's urn. uh. 

account of judgment and I would say that it is impossible to urn. urn. urn. urn. think of 

judgment in terms of an external judgment. I would say that judgment uh. uh. has to 

be placed in the realm of action and hence would be attributed to every actor urn. in 

the sense she formerly uh. discussed this point. Urn. and uh. you can urn. perhaps 

illustrate it urn. if you imagine that we all as actors are also telling stories uh. to others 

and uh. so come to uh. judgment of the world and in this way always already a in

between is involved in judgment. Un. but uh. this is again I would stress uh. a kind of 

reading uh. well against Arendt with Arendt, well with uh. another part of her uh. 

thinking. Thank you. 

- For me its very interesting to learn here that but I knew it also but its more concrete 

here that Hannah Arendt is uh. putting the accent of on judgment in politics but I had 

a discussion with uh. :Mr. Grossman, its very difficult urn. to know how she is 

founding the judgment. Its a very personal, subjective judgment. Certainly you say 

you have to place you uh. in the place uh. of the other but this is hypothetical. You 

can always say I place me in the place to the other but if you don't have categories to 

found your judgment I think there will be a big danger uh. that it can be only 

subjective, only subjective. Therefure uh. I uh. should like to put the question why 

Hannah Arendt is not integrating the category of deliberation by Aristote of Aristote 

[inaudible remarks] Deliberation. Buloyesis, buloyesis, buloyestay uh. echange 

(French). Uh. echange entre uh. You could imagine also that there are judgment of 

different persons and then they enter contact and they exchange their judgment. Does 
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Schiissler'in daha once de degindigine ben burada deginmek istiyorum. Mesela be~ 

Arendt'in yargt konusunda yargtlama konusunda her zaman eh. yekinceye sahip 

olmu~tum. Siz de bu problemi yok giizel adtm koyarak burada sundunuz. Sunu 

sormak istiyorum. Ozellikle Hannah Arendt'in Kiiltiiriin Krizi isimli rnakalesini 

hatrrlatmak istiyorum. YargJ.lama rneselesini esas olarak orda ilk ele alrr. Eger dogru 

hatlrhyorsam ~unu demi~tiniz: Refleksif statik yargt eh. esas olarak taraf olrnay~ bir 

ilgi se serdetmeyen yargtdrr. Ya ashnda politik yargt om itibanyla hiybir zaman 

tarafslz, ylkarSlZ olamaz. <;lkarslZ olamaz. Zira eh. burada esas olan ylkardrr yani ben 

politikada bence yok onemli bir nokta bu. Ben de bu eh. ba~kasmm yerine dii~iinrne 

konusuna bir~ey soylernek istiyorurn. A buna Hannah Arendt eh. rnantalitanin zihnin 

geni~lemesi, biiyiimesi adlru veriyor. Otekisi gibi ba~kasl gibi dii~iinrnek degil, onlann 

kaynaklar1P..1, dii~iince kaynaklanru da kendi dii~iincesi iyersine ahp, onu temsil etmek 

yi dir kastettigi. Bence bu yok onemli ve yok ilginy bir husus. Onemli zira aynm ve 

yogulluk iizerinde teoriIer geli~tirdiginizde bunun onernini gonlyorsunuz. Bir nokta 

buydu otekisi ise aktor mil seyirci mi, hangisinin gozi.i? Bence bu ikisinin arasmdaki 

aynm oldukc;a yiizeysel bir aynm zira bildigimiz gibi hem eh. aktor hem de seyirci 

sahnede beraberce bulunurlar ve birlikte kendilerini diinyaya sunarlar. Eh. bunu 

belirtrnek istedim. Ele~tirmenler veyahut da Hannah Arendt'in yargJ.lama teorisi 

ilzerinde g6nl~ bildirenler aylsmdan baktlgunda eh. ben bunu dogrusu bu yabaYl 

anlayamlyorum zira Hannah Arendt'in zaten bir yargt teorisi yoktur ki bu bir eh. Well 

in Arendt's sense but may be kendi i<;inde yeli~kili bir terimdir yilnkil boyle bir 

teorisi yoktur. Yargt teorisi yoktur Arendt'in. Simdi bu seyirci mi aktor mii rneselesine 

gelince. Bu da zaten dogrudan yargtyla ilgili. Kant'la konusundaki derslere bakahm. 

Orada tarafslZ, ylkarSlZ yargt sozkonusu eh. ye seyirci konumundaki yargty aylsmdan 

bakt soylilyorurn bunu. Doksaya gore dil~ilncesini olu~turan ki~i vesaire yani bir 
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jee she shpeak speak about this? [inaudible remarks] No. Deliberation is no category.

Maybe in the uh. passum. 

- Think its very subjective judgment. In Kant also its subjective. So. 

- I'd like to take up that point precisely in relation to what uh. Professor Schussler 

said earlier. Your objection to the use of judgment in your question cause I I I myself 

have long had reser certain reservations about Arendt's concept of judgment and I 

think you put your finger on the problem uh. in your talk. That's something that I've 

been trying to conceptualize uh. I I want to see if I've understood you correctly which 

is my question in fact goes back precisely to your comment and that is the following. 

I'm thinking especially of the essay of Hannah Arendt The Crisis of Culture in which 

she develops this notion of judgment and then extrapolates from that later and if I 

understood you correctly [cassette change] 

- The critics I mean uh. or the commentators uh. looking for the uh. for a theory of 

judgment in Arendt a are are missing the point because is there no theory of judgment 

uh. talking about. There is no theory of judgment in Arendt. No developed theory of 

judgment because there is a contradiction in term. How could be a judgment be base 

based on theory I mean well in Arendt's sense maybe. And the uh. the shift I was 

talking about from actor to spectator is somewhat the the two aspect of judgment I 

mean the judgment in in Kant's Lectures is disinterested judgment uh. not the 

spectatator or the judge uh. urn. who is making his mind uh. urn. and with 

withdrawing himself urn. from the doxa, opinion and all that stuff uh. uh. wanting uh. 

looking for a standpoint but as Jeff Jeffrey Barash uh. said just now, that's very 

difficult also and and I have no uh. solution in my pocket [laughs] for the just I I'm 

just looking about it and I don't have, I don't know if there is a theory of judgment in 
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noktayt nazar anyor ama Jeffrey Barash'm dedigi gibi biraz once bu <;ok zor bir~ey. 

Dogrusu benim eh. bu konuda hazIr bir cevablIIl, <;oziimfun yok. Hannah Arendt'te 

boyle bir yargI teorisi var InI? Dogrusu ben emin degilim. YargI ama yok onemli. 

{Butiin eh. i~ eserlerinde Hannah Arendt'in yargIlamaya geliyor donup dola~lp her~ey 

yani bir yargI9 var. Duyamryorum ki r;iinkii mikrofon kapa/z. Profesor SchuesUn de 

dedigi gibi duruma gore yargI meselesine donersek belki <;oziime yakla~1f1Z.} 19 Zira 

burda onemli olan eylem ve <;Ikarh eylem. Evet en. eger bu konu~ma iizerine 

panelistlerin soyleyecegi ba~ka bir~ey kalmadl ise ben g-ene dinleyenlere donup soz 

vennek istiyorum. Buyrun efendim. Thank you, I will Te~ekkiirleL Her~eyden once 

Profesor Turhan'a Eichmann ve Kudus'ten bahsettigi i<;in yak te~ekkiir ederim. Ben bu 

da benim akhmda bir metin olarak duruyordu ve aym zamanda sadece metin olarak 

degil metnin arkasmdaki bir alay alarak. Eh. panelden bunu saracaktIm. Bunu bu bir 

suru politik: soruna l~Ik tutabilecek biqeydi. Benim i<;in bir yok bakImdan yok rahatslz 

edici bir metin. Ben Eichmann'l eh. savunrnayl hiy tabii du~unmedim ama eh. bu 

her~eyden once an aniak veya anlama ile yargI konusunda bir mahal bir yer olarak ele 

19 {(Interpreter 8:) ... AII works of Hannah Jlfendt dwell sooner or Jater on judgement so there 

is always a judge I can't hear that because the microphone is off If we go back to judgement 

according to situation as Professor SchOes was a/so saying may be we get cioser to a 

solution .. .) 

Sudden shift in the speaking subject from the speaker to the interpreter (i.e., from the 1st 

person of the speaker to that of the interpreter). The interpreter cannot follow the 

contributions made without a microphone and by assuming the speaker-position in the 

delivery, he explicates the cause of the interruption which probably also acts as an indirect 

call to his listener and/or technicians for a remedy. Once he can hear again, the interpreter 

resumes the 'f' of the speaker and continues with the delivery. 
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Arendt. {It is just a point but judgment is very important. And all Arendt's works is 

on judgment I mean we have to. If we are human we have to judge [inaudible voices 

from the floor] uh. no more values? Is this all value? Indispensable value. 

- Maybe we have to get back then to our concept of uh. what Professor Sezer was 

saying before a situation and judgment in situation which would then be 

Aristotelian. } 19 Right? Uh. I mean we we uh. get back to that precise problem but it 

we can't resolve the prob the question in Kantian framework precisely because of the 

the necessity of acting and the interested action uh. which is precisely Aristotelian in 

that content I mean it might be a suggestion. IJh. if there are no other comments from 

the participants may I ask uh. if any of you would like to ask a question. We have a 

minute or two for, yes please. 

- Thank you. First I'd like to thank Professor Turhan for mentioning Eichmann in 

Jerusalem cause I had that in mind as a text and so not only the text but also the event 

behind the text is something that I would like to ask for comments from the panel 

about as a way of concretizing the so many political questions and for me its uh. a 

very disturbing text in many ways. Not naturally that I'm in the business of defending 

Eichmann in any way but I think of firstly as as a locus for the question of uh. 

understanding and judgment cause uh. I I feel that there is a the relationship between 

uh. understanding and judgment in Eicrilllann in Jerusalem is in a way has some of the 

element of verdict first and trial afterwards. It seems as if Hannah Arendt is compelled 

to understand Eichmann in a certain way and neither as a monster nor as someone of 

whom we can say there is an Eichmann in all of us in order for her to be able to 

condemn him for tris urn. for this scandal of genocide and urn. that is problematic in 

itself Also then comes the question of uh., I mean, should there be a necessary 

relation between judgment and understanding? And the .Jccond point that disturbs me 
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ahnabilir. Eh. Eichmann ve Kudus konusunda anlama ve yargt ko meselesi once eh. 

hiikiim sonra mahkeme gibi goriiniiyor. DolaylSlyla Arendt de Eichmann'! belirli bir 

bic;imde bir ~ekilde anlamak istiyor. Bir canavar olarak degil, eh. hepimizin ic;inde bir 

Eichmann vardrr gibi de degil eh. em. bu ey soykmm skandah iC;in onu mahkum 

edebilmenin yolunu anyor. Eh. bu var sonra ikincisi yargtlarla eh. anlama arasmda 

zorunlu bir ili~ki var ffi1? yani ikinci soru Eichan Eichmann'm eh. suc;lannm eh. 

kapsaffil hamizin. Heidegger burda eh. tabii ki Heidegger'in de suc;u var. Eichmann1a 

Heidegger arasmda belirli bir ili~ki var tabii. Her ikisi de yoldan 91knn~. Dolaytslyla eh. 

bunu daha da biiyiik bir eh. skandal var burda eh bir feI felsefecinin bu tiir hata 

yapmasl bir filozofun kiic;uk bir biirokratm yapmasl c;ok daha iyi anla~llabilir. 

Heidegger de suylu. D 9iincusii Arendt'in eh. to topluluk veya toplum veya cemaat 

uzerine sorusu. Eh. Gio Giorgio Argamben aracID8Iyla okuyorum Arendt'i. 0, onun 

ogrencisiydi. Burda egemen gUy ve ylplak hayat eh. Arendt'in eh. yapltmdaki dios'tan 

geliyor ve ylplak hayat eh. ksorunu homo saker bu. Eichmann ashnda bu pozisyona 

manevrayla sokuluyor. Bu metin iyinde ve yargtlandt8I biyim yok anlamh yiinkii bu bir 

dl~lama biyiminde yaplhyor. Eh. ve bu soylemden dl~laruyor. DolaYlslyla kendi 

davasmm usulii eh. nu bi anlayamlyor 9unkii yargtlamada Almanca kasltit olarak eh. 

dl~laruyor. Eh. yargly eh. biz yahudilerle diinyayt payla~mak istemedin. Biz de seni 

diinyaYl payla~mak istemiyoruz diyor. Mahkum ediliyor. Eh. infaz ediliyor. Ya eh. kiil 

eh. yakiliyor. Kulleri eh. israil'in aylklarmda denize atlhyor. Eh. soykmm eh. i~leyen 

herhangi bir insan iyin hiy kimse eh. vicdantm rahatslZ edemez. Bu yok rahatslZ edici 

bir~ey. Eh. affedilebilir ~eylerle afiedilemez ~eylerle ara ~eyler arasmda eh. bir aynm 

soru sorusu var burda. Bir sUy, bir skandal duzeyindeyse ne yapaca~z? Yani eh. SUy 

i~ledigi topluluk tarafindan yahttlan insanlar durumu burda sozkonusu 
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is the extent which the crimes of Eichmann are in the sense the error of Heidegger 

writ large and uh. that's sort of they are that there is a certain relationship 

unfortunately between uh. between Eichmann and Heidegger uh. uh. both being led 

astray but urn. I find this in some ways more more of a scandal that a philosopher 

should make this error than that a small bureau bureaucrat should make it. And urn. I 

think the third point that relates to the question of urn. Arendt and the community and 

urn. he here I was reading Arendt through Giorgio Agamben who in in a sense is like 

her disciple and urn. the considering this question of sovereign power and bare life and 

uh. which comes partly from the bios in Arendt's and urn. the question of bare life is 

life that can be killed and uh. this this is the Homo Saker and Eichmann is maneuvered 

into this position uh. within this text and uh. the way in which he is judged I think I 

think is very significant that it is done in the sense of an exclusion and however 

justified from the community. I mean this begins with an exclusion from discourse in 

that he is not able to understand the proceedings of his own trial because the 

translation into German is so deliberately bad and finally when he is condemned and 

this is done urn. urn. he is told so very wittily by the judge and deservedly in his own 

way that you didn't want to share this earth with us Jews and therefore we don't want 

to share the earth with you and after his execution he is cremated and his ashes are 

actually thrown outside Israeli waters urn. but I think this, okay, we might say noone 

is going to feel sorry for somebody who's committed genocide. This is the ultimate 

scandal but urn. I think this then leads us back to to the question of where are we 

going to make the distinction between something which is forgivable and something 

which is unforgivable between as of crime and scandal and urn. exactly where can we 

raw the line in somebody that we would isolate from the community or execute? 

Thank you. 
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{Agamben konusunu Onay'a btrakaca~ Lutfen kolm~acryl uyarzr mlSlnlZ 

mikrofolm eline alsm. Agamben benim arkada~lm degil. Bunu Agamben'i Onay'a 

btraklyorurn. } Ih Bu u9Uncti soruyu ona btrakIyorum ben. Ben Agamben'in yakla~umm 

bilmiyorum. {Eger sm anlayabildiysem, Arendt'in Eichhan'l Eichmann'l anlaYlP 

anlamadlgmt soruyorsunuz samyorum ++ Konu~a, salondan yapzlan kOlm§ma 

mikrofonsuz oldugu ir;in r;eviremiyoruz +...,.. - Well, my English is not that good to 

understand Benim ingilizcem sizi anlayacak kadar iyi degil.} Ii Eh. soylediginizi 90k 

a9lk anIayamadlffi. Acaba Hannah Arendt Eichmann'l anhyor mu anlam1yor mu 

bilmiyorum. {iki tiir anlama vardtr. Birinci tiir, 0 birincisine gelicem.} Ij ikincisi Ana 

1h {(Interpreter B:) I leave the issue of Agamben to Onay. Can you please warn the speaker 

to take the microphone in his hand. Agamben is not my friend. I leave that to Onay .. .} 

Sudden shift in the speaking subject from the speaker to the interpreter as the interpreter is, 

once again, cut off from the original speech because the speaker fails to use a microphone. 

Interesting enough, by assuming the speaker-position in the delivery, the interpreter not only 

explicates the cause of the problem to his delivery but a/so addresses his listeners directly 

instructing them to take action. Once the speaker starts using the microphone again, the 

interpreter goes back to his delivery in the speaker's 'I'. 

1i {(Interpreter B:) if I've understood you, you are asking if Arendt understood Eichann 

Eichmann or not I think ++ Because the comment. the comment made from the floor is not 

made into a microphone we cannot interpret +++ Well my English is not good enough to 

understand my English is not good enough to understand you ... } 

While speaking in the original speaker's 1 sf person, the interpreter suddenly shifts to his own 

and assumes the speaker-position in the delivery. By dOing so, he explicates the cause of 

the interruption to the delivery and makes an indirect call for a remedy. Apparently nobody 
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{[barely audible, without a mike] Well for the third question Agamben I'll I'll leave 

Onay to to to [laughter] Agamben is his great friend so [the interpreters shout 

'mikrofon']} Ih Oh sorry. I I I'll leave Onay to UI1L to answer urn. the third question. I 

can't do it. I don't know Agamben's uh. the if I if I understood you Fiona uh. you you 

are asking whether uh. urn. Arendt understood Eichmann or uh. uh. {did I? wha? 

did? Uh? Well. [Fiona repeats but her remarks from the floor are inaudible] Yes + + 

yes + yes ++ yes + + + Well my English is not that good to understand of it. I I'm 

sorry I couldn't get your point quite clearly I'm sorry.} Ii Uh. well I don't know ifum. 

Hannah Arendt understands Eichmann. {There there is two two sort of 

understanding, uh? There is one sort of understanding uh. and the second I I'll} Ij try 

and the second is uh. uh. is the {Hannah Arendt speaks of the somewhere of 

takes action because a fairly long section following this comment remains uninterpreted until 

the interpreter can hear the original again (represented in bold fetters) and can resume the 

speaker's '1'. 

1j {(lnterpreterB:) ... There are two kinds of understanding. The first kind, /'II come to that one. 

The second one .. .) 

This is an instance I noticed coincidentally while looking at 1 k. Because I had limited myself 

to looking at the 'shifts in the speaking subject' detectable from the delivery only, f probably 

missed many other such undetectable or hardly detectable shifts (i.e., blends into the 

speaker's 'IJ. Here, the interpreter inserts 'TIl come to that one" to his delivery withOLr7 

changing the speaking subject aithough the original speaker does not complete that 

sentence. The inserted segment possibly helps the interpreter to complete the unfinished 

sentence in the original and augments the coherence and fluency of his delivery. 
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{Hannah Arendt bir yerde unutmadan veya FranS1Zca soylersek afdan af etmekten, af 

ne zaman gelir? Forgiveness yani affetme. Unutkanlzk kelimesiyle affetme kelimesini 

karl§tlrdl bu konu§macz. Bu ~imdi iki fur iki fur anlama var.} lk Bir~eyi anlayabilirim, 

bir~eyi u eh. affedebilirim. {Eh. noktaYI tam anlamadlm. Size soma veririm. 

Eichmann'la Heidegger arasmdaki ili~ki? Boyle giderse konJeransm c;ogu ffevrilmeden 

kalacak isterseniz uyarzn} 11. {Eh. dU§Uncesiz, du§uncenin eksikligi Franslzca. FIT 

1k {(Interpreter B:) ... Hannah Arendt somewhere of forgetting or to say it in French of 

forgiveness, forgiving, when does forgiveness arrive? Forgiveness* that is forgiveness. This 

speaker has mixed up the word forgetfulness with forgiveness. This now there are two kinds 

of understanding .. .) 

* pronounced in English by the speaker. 

As the transcription of the floor shows, the interpreter is repetitively cut off from the flow in 

the room because partiCipants speak without a microphone (see also 1h and 1/). In addition 

to getting a very fragmented picture of the original discussion in the floor, the interpreter is 

faced with a primary speaker who mispronounces and confuses words and leaves 

sentences incomplete (see also 1j). In this instance, the speaker first says "forgetfulness" in 

English which the interpreter renders into Turkish as "unutkanltk". The speaker then 

continues with "pardon" in French and further confuses the interpreter by citing the quotation 

"quand est-ce que Ie pardon arrive?". While the participants try to help the speaker out with 

his English, the interpreter realizes that the initial "forgetfulness" was a mistake, shifts the 

speaking subject in the delivery, assumes the speaker-position and inserts a comment ("this 

speaker has mixed up the word forgetfulness with forgiveness'? which explicates the source 

of the mistake and the interruption in the delivery for his listeners. Note that his comment is 
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forgetfulness or pardon (French). I I I haven't read in in English uh. Ie pardon et 

quand est-ce que Ie pardon arrive? When the the wha wha [inaudible remarks from the 

floor] pardon, forgiveness, when forgiveness arrives? When? I don't knoW.}lk {There 

is two concept of understanding. I can understand something and I can forgive 

something but of {I didn't get the point and Eichmann [inaudible remarks from the 

floor] and the difference between Eichmann and Heidegger uh. well I'm sorry 

[inaudible remarks from the floor]} 11 {there is no thoughtless in uhf in uh. in in in 

not a neutral one. First of all, the 'interpreter fixes' and 'reinforces' the presence of a problem 

by openly declaring the 'mistake'. Secondly, he ascribes the 'mistake' to the speaker and 

avoids the risk of being associated with al/ the confusion. Last but not least, he discloses a 

rather negative attitude towards the mistake/speaker. This latter is possibly a result of his 

frustration in regularly warning the speakers to use a microphone while trying to understand 

their contradictory remarks 

11 {(Interpreter B:) ... Uh. I didn't understand that point completely. I'ff give it to you later. If this 

goes on like this, most of this conference will remain uninterpreted. Warn them if you want 

to .. .) 

Once again, the interpreter is cut off from the flow of communication in the floor because of 

overlapping remarks made without a microphone. Chaotic tum-taking and inaudible 

interventions from the floor challenge his task. Once again, he assumes the speaker

position in the delivery and calls his listeners to take action to remedy the situation. The 

interpreter seems to think that he and his listeners are in the same boat and that if he cannot 

follow the floor neither can his audience. However, the tone of despair in his comment 

("warn them if you want to,,) also suggests that he has his doubts about the effectiveness of 

the listeners in stopping the regular interventions made without a microphone .. 
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exces de pense yani eh. fazla dii~iince bu sefer de dendi ama niye deniyor bunlar tam 

ben anlamadrm. Heidegger taraf1ndan 90k fazla dii~iinme eh. Eichmann tarafindan da 

90k az dii~iinme ge eh. yokluk. Aym hataya gotiirO.yor.} 1m Bir tarafta 90k dii~e bir 

tarafta az dii~iinme. Aym hataya gotii.rO.yor. Heidegger kimseyi eh. gaz odalanna 

gondennedi. Tabii bildigim kadanyla. Bildigimiz kadanyla. Perhaps just a few words 

because Ali Vahit Turhan has passed me the question Soylediginiz ~ey biraz beni 

a~t1. Ge9en sene, Jacques Derrida'J'l eh. istanbul'da dinledik. <;ok giizeldi. Bu konuda 

eh. affetme konusunda. Ba~~lama konusunda. Eh. ama Derrida aym sorunun Hannah 

Arendt'te ortaya 9lla.~ bi9iminden bahsetmedi. insanhk Durumu kitabmda Arendt i9in 

affetmek, ba~~lamak bir uzla~ma bi9imidir ya da eh. ban~ eh. yaratma. Eh. her 

hikayenin benzersizligi diim geldikten sonra anIa~Ihr. Y ani degi~iremezsiniz. 

DolaYlslyla bu geryekle nasu uzla~abilirsiniz? Bu bir eh. hem tarihsel bir gergekliktir 

hem de ebediyen ge9mi~e kalmI~tlf. Bu i~te bir aftlf, bir ba~~lamadlf Arendt'e gore. 

Simdi eger Agamben'i bu bagIamda i~in iyine getirmek isterseniz. Homo Saker, me e 

<;lplak Hayat vesaire. Biitiin bu sorunlar. Peki niye getirmeyelim derdim, niyin olmasm 

derdim. Uzla~ma orada da olmasl gereken bir ~ey. Her yerde olmah ban~ma, uzla~ma. 

1m {(Interpreter B:) ... Thoughtless, lack of thinking, in French, exces de pensee, that is this 

time they say excessive thinking but l don't really understand why they say these. Too much 

thinking on the side of Heidegger and lack of thinking, absence, on the side of Eichmann 

leads to the same mistake .. .) 

Because he cannot hear the remarks made without a microphone, the interpreter is once 

again cut off from the discussion. As he tries to sustain ttie delivery with whatever he can 

make of the overlapping comments in the fioor, he first hears 'absence of thinking' followed 

by 'excessive thinking'in French. Faced with chaotic tum-taking, overlapping remarks 
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Heidegger but maybe thoughtless, absence de pensee [inaudible remarks] exces de 

pensee, exces, oui, excessive [the floor turns to French and the remarks are 

inaudible]} 1m 

- Too much thinking from one side, the side of Heidegger and absence you used 

absence or lack lack lack of thinking from the side of Eichmann leads to the same 

error. [inaudible remarks from the floor] 

- Not so worse with Heidegger uh? He never sent anybody to the the gas chamber as 

far as I know, as far as we know. 

- Perhaps just a few words cause Ali Vahit Turhan has passed me the question. Uh. to 

answer. Well we have last year we have heard so beautifully the talk of Jacques 

Derrida here in Istanbul about this problem, forgiveness, Ie pardon. And evidently uh. 

but Derrida did did not speak about the appearance of the same problem in Hannah 

Arendt. Arendt, for Arendt in the book The Human Condition foregiveness is a way 

of reconciliation. The life story uh. each life story is unique but it can be told or retold 

after the death comes. That means one can not change fu"lythi..llg. How can you then 

how we are going to reconcile yourself with this reality which is a timely and 

historical reality at the same time and which is passe forever. This is then forgiveness. 

The a way of reconciliation uh. according to Arendt is forgiveness. Now if you want 

to bring also uh. Agamben in that context· uh. homo saker, naked life, all these 

without a microphone and contradictor; terms lined up in French, the interpreter. once 

again, assumes the speaker-position in the delivery and makes a 'charged' comment which 

no longer calls for a remedy but reflects anger and resentment towards the speakers. 
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Hayat hikayesinin eh. umutsuz bir ~ekilde sona erdigi her yerde. {BuyUk bir tehlike, 

buylik bir tehdit var insan hayatma, insan du~lincesine, arada olma durumuna bu 

ko~ullar altmda ama bir uzla~ma ya da ban~ma, reconciliation zor hir kelime jngilizce 

uzla~ma veya ban~ma olmah. } In 

Interpreter A: {When you ask how to reconcile oneself with what happen 

Dunyada olanlarla ve dlinyada olanlardan sorumlu olanlarla nasu ban~uacak yani bu 

bence tabii anlamm anlamanm bize Mikrofon + by questioning like she does in The 

Origin of Totalitarianism, she questions like anlama tabii burada yardtmcl olacaktrr 

+ Mikrofon lutfen + Zannedersem eh. affetmekle ban~mak farklt iki ~eylerdir. 

Affetmek bir insana yonelir yani eger bir insan sizden onu affetmenizi istiyorsa onu 

affedersiillz ama ban~mak, rekonsiliasyon bamba~ka bir ~eydir. Burda pardon yani 

affetme sozkonusu degildir. Ozel bir ki~iye yonelrniyor. Ban~ma lVfikroJon lutfen ++ 

Bu dediginizden emin degilim.} 10 Siz eh. sizden af dilemeyen bir insana af niye 

1n {(Interpreter B:) There is a great danger, a great threat to the human life. human thought 

and to the state of being in-between under these conditions but uzJa§ma or ban§ma, 

reconciliation * is a difficult word in English uzla§ma or ban§ma must come .. .} 

* pronounced in English in the delivery. 

To convey the connotations of ''reconciiiationff
, the interpreter uses two words in Turkish. Not 

fuffy satisfied with his solution, he blends in a remark that explicates the difficulty in 

interpreting the word. Note that he does this without explicitly changing the speaker's 1st 

person in the delivery though the statement stands out because it refers to a problem in 

finding Turkish equivalents which could not be any concern for the original speaker. Once 

again the example paints to the multiplicity of the speakers occupying the 1 sf person 

('speaker- position] in the delivef1J and hence to the 'hybridity' of the interpreted utterance. 
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problems well uh. I would like to say, why not? Why not? Uh. the reconciliation must 

happen also there, everywhere, properly speaking where the life story has has come to 

an end. In a hopeless way, evidently. {And there is a big danger, there is a big menace 

to human life, to human thinking, to being in between uh. under these circumstances 

but a reconciliation must come. In each case. That's my how I understand it. } In 

- {Yes, just to add when you ask uh. how to reconcile oneself with what happened in 

that world and wit'1. those people who who were responsible what happened. It's 

precisely by trying to understand what happened. Understanding is the way to 

reconcile oneself I think with with the world [inaudible remarks from the floor] No 

but by questioning like she does in The Origin of Totalitarianism she she questions 

like with a hammer like Nietzsche [laughs] in all her works. Finally the answers come 

uh. and I think urn. to reconcile one oneself is not quite the same thing as forgive. To 

forgive is to forgive to somebody, to forgive to somebody who asked you to forgive 

him. If somebody asks didn't doesn't ask you to forgive, there is nobody to forgive 

but to reconcile oneself is is not the same. You you reconcile yourself with the world 

and you forgive to some uh. urn. sin avec quelq'un particulier with urn. Somebody 

particular [inaudible remarks from the floor] I'm not sure [inaudible remarks] I'm not 

sure [inaudible remarks]} 10 . I'm not sure you can forgive somebody who didn't 

10 {(Interpreter A:) When you ask how to reconcile oneself with what happen How is one to 

reconcile oneself with what happens in the world and those who are responsible from what 

happens in the world, that is, I think of course meaning understanding + microphone + by 

questioning like she does in the Origin of Totalitarianism, she questions like understanding 

wifJ certainly help us here. Microphone D/ease ++ I think uh. forgiving and reconciliation are 

two different things. Forgiving pertains to a person that is if someone asks you to forgive 

him/her you forgive but reconciliation is something completely different. Here it is not about 
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affedesiniz ki? Bunu ancak azizler ya da papazlar yapar. Ama gene de bu iyi bir 

sorudur diye dii~iiniiyorum. Bru;ka bir iyi soru bence ~u olabilirdi: Hannah Arendt ve 

Martin Heidegger acaba birbirlerini bindokuzyiizyedide ilk gordiiklerinde ne oldu 

acaba? Heidegger Arendt'e eh. bana beni b$la, beni affet dedi mi? Bana nn 

soruyorsunuz? Tamam size sorahm. Eh. ama ge ama maa1esefben ~imdi zamana da du 

zamam da du~iinmek zorundayu: diye hatrrlatmak durumundayun"Yanm saatimiz 

kalch korkarnn. Isterseniz eh. sorulan u9iincii konu~manm arkasmdan alalun ki u9iin9u 

konu~macuruza da yeterli zaman kalsm. U9Uncii konu~macumz Sanem YaZlC10glU. Eh. 

Sanem Y azlclOglu, ~u esnada ark istanbul Universitesinde Hannah Arendt'te eylem 

teorisi u.zerine doktora tezini biti~ bitirmek lizere. Evet buyrunuz Saym Sanem 

YazlCIOglU. 

Interpreter B: Dear participants and dear guests Evet saym katthmcIlar, saym eh. 

dinleyiciler. iyi haberim var yUnkU konu~mam on dakkahk bir konu~ma olarak 

hazrrlanmt~t1. Burada herkesin biraz yorgun oldugunu g6z6nune alarak ~imdi 

konu~mama ba~hyorum. Ki~isel amaClffi felsefeyle politikaYl ayrrmak olmadlgl iyin 

Arendt ve Heidegger tarafmdan ortak olarak kullanIlan bazl kavramlan ele alcaglm 

pardon, that is, forgiving. It does not perlain to a particular person. Reconciliation 

microphone please + I am not too sure. about that what you S<Jjd .. .} 

Three brief interjections of the interpreter regarding the use of microphone fol/owed by 

pauses in the delivery. Note that the delivery bears traces of three speakers. First of all, the 

interpreter speaking in the speaker's '/', secondly, the interpreter in the speaker-pasffian 

(shown in italics) and, thirdly, the original speaker's VOiC8 in the delivery (shown in bold), 

once again, pointing to the hybridity of the 'delivery' as a site representing multiple speakers 

aJl interiwined with each other. 
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forgive you, who who didn't ask you unless you are a saint or a priest but the good 

question within, one of the good question would be to to to wonder what happened 

the day when the first day when Hannah Arendt and Martin Heidegger saw 

themselves again in nineteenfifty? Did he ask her to forgive her to forgive him? 

- Urn. I I wonder in the interest of time if we should not begin the third of our talks 

uh. since we have we have half an hour, is that correct? So if you have questions + 

almost + okay we can surpass it. Let's, why don't we hold the questions uh. then for 

uh. after the third talk uh. so that we can give sufficient time to our third participant 

urn. who is uh. Sanem YazlclOglu uh. work working at the Philosophy Department of 

Istanbul University and who is just about to complete her Ph.D. thesis on uh. the 

theory of action in Hannah Arendt uh. she is the co-author of the Bibliography of 

Turkish Philosophical Publications and with that uh. introduction I give you the floor. 

- Urn. dear participants, dear friends. I have the good news, I have a good news for 

you because urn. my speech had already prepared as a ten minute speech. As I see that 

everyone here is a little bit tired so 1'm starting my uh. urn. exposition. As my 

personal personal aim is not to separate philosophy and politics, I will try to mention 

some of the concepts which are commonly used both by Arendt and Heidegger. When 

we turn to these concepts or thematic links we can see Arendt's transposition of 

Heideggerian dynamics of transcendence and everydayness from an exis exi existential 

to a political concept. This transformation became one of her major preoccupations. 

The relation between thought and action, philosophy and politics. During my speech, I 

would like to analyse human identity which is based on thought, speech and action 

and try to elaborate on their relationship with logos. If philosophy and politics or 

more broadly thought and action are not incompa.tible, what then are the links 

between them? I would like to begin with a question which is important for both 
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Bu eh. kavramlara veya tematik il bagIara donersek, Arendt'in Hayd. eh. e a~ma, 

transandans ve eh. giindeliklilik dinamigini eh. Arendt'in varaIu~sal bir alandan eh. 

politik bir kavrama donii~tiirdiigonii goriirtiz. Eh. bu eh. donii~iim asImda en onemli 

ilgi konuIarmdan biriydi onun yani dii dii~iinceyle eylem, feisefeyle politika. 

Konu~mam slfasmda eh. dii~iince, komu~ma ve e eylem iizerine yerle~mi~ insan 

kimligini ele alacaglm ve bunlann logosia ili~kisine degmecegim. Eger felsefe ve 

politika ya da daha genel olarak dii~iince ve eylem eh. bagda~maz degilse a zaman 

aralanndaki ili~ki nedir? Eh. hem Arendt hem de Heidegger i<;:in onemli alan bir 

soruyla ba~lamak istiyorum. Si sen kimsin? Eh. in insanhk Durumunda Arendt eh. eh. 

oznenin, ajamn, etmenin kimliginin eh. if~a edilmesini tart1~rr. Em. eh. insanlann 

kendilerini eh. benzersiz, biricik bireyler alarak ortaya koyduklanm ve diinyaya eh. 

benzersiz ki~ilik1erini eh. if~a ettiklerini soyier. Arendt eh. bir insamn kim oidugun 

sorusunu ne oldugu sorusundan aymr. Kendisinin soyledigi gibi konu~mada ve 

eyIemde insanlar kim olduklarml ortaya koyarlar. Eh. ki benzersiz ki~isel kirnliklerini 

eh. if~a ederler ve boylece diinya insal! diinyasma girerler. Bu if~a eh. kimlik konusu 

kim olma konusunda bu ii in~a bir insamn ne oldugundan farkhdlr yani ozellikleri, 

yetenekleri vesaireylen. Heidegger'e dondiigumiiz an Da-Sein eh. eh. elde hazrr olan 

bir varhk degildir yani bir ne degildir bir kimdir. Eh. kim sorusunun cevabl 

Heidegger'in dedigi gibi eh. ben araciligtyla, benin kendisi araciligtyla, ozne, benlik 

aracl1iglyla verilir. Eh. eh. Da-sein'm kimi a<;:lsmdan baklldlgl zaman diinyada olma bir 

Mitwelt yani diinyayla olmaktrr. Eh. ve eh. i<;:inde olmaktrr Heidegger'e gore yani 

ba~kalanyla olmak. Eh. eger Varhk ve Zaman'm egzistansiyel analitikine gore insan 

varhgl kendisine aym zamanda varlIgm eh. ba~ka varlIklann arasmda ve ile olmaSlmn 

if~a edilmesidir. Eh. Da-Sein'm eh. tasviri eh. bir if~a biyimini alIr yani ortiisiinii 

kaldlrma veya ke~fetme biyimini allf. Su ana kadar ortaya koydumaya <;:a1i~tlgtm ~ey 
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Arendt and Heidegger. Who are you? In The Human Condition, Arendt discusses the 

disclosure of the identity of the agent. She maintains individuals reveal themselves as 

unique individuals and disclose their unique personalities to the world. Arendt clearly 

distinguished the question of who from the question of what somebody is. As she 

puts; it in acting and speaking men show who they are, reveal actively their unique 

personal identities and thus make their appearance in the human world. This 

disclosure of who and the cont contradistinction to what somebody is namely his 

qualities, gifts, talents. When we turn Heidegger, Da-Sein is not an entity present at 

hand, is not a 'what' but a 'who'. The answer to the question of the who is always as 

Heidegger says in terms of the I itself, the subject, the self Considered from the 

perspective of the who of Da-Sein, the world-of-being-in-the-world is a withworld, 

Mitwelt, and being in according to Heidegger is a being-with-others. According to 

Being and Time's existantial analytic, human existence also shows itself is as a 

disclosure of being among being-with-others. The description of Da-Sein, as its 

disclosedness means, has the basic cha character of uncovering and or discovering, 

creating a clearing for Being. For its being a disclosedness, Da-Sein does not bring 

itself into accord with truth rather Da-Sein is always already in the truth. What I have 

invoked to emphasize so far is question of the who in its relation with disclosure. 

Disclosedness is directed towards the acting and speaking agent in Arendt while it 

was addressed to the Da-Sein-truth relation uh. in Heidegger. In her essay on Truth 

and Politics, Arendt distinguishes the two kinds of thinking. First one is authentically 

political because it is oriented towards the discourse between citizens who have 

different views of the common world whereas the second is authentically 

philosophical because it is solitary and oriented towards truth. What remains? The 

language remains. As A Arendt deliberately uh. names her article Article. Both Arendt 
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kim sorusunun if~a ile ili~kili oldugudur. if~a em. eh. Arendt'te eyleyen ve konu~an 

ajana, ozneye y6nelmi~tir. Burada eh. ve Da-Sein, He Heidegger'e gore Da-sein 

hakikat ili~kisine yonelmi~. Eh. eh. hakikat ve politika tizerine eh. denemesinde 

Arendt a iki tiir dii~iinmeyi eh. aymr. Birincisi eh.sahici, otantik bir ~ekilde politiktir. 

ikincisi ise eh. otantik olarak felsefidir 9fu1kii birincisi eh. ortak diinya ile il il ilgili olan 

olarak ortaya 9tkan degi~ik gorii~lerle ilgilidir. ikincisi yalruz ve hakikate yoneliktir. 

Eh. Arendt bir eh. bu konudaki makalesinin adma kasti olarak ne kalmaktachr eh. dil 

kalmaktadrr. Diin Profesor Schilssler'e bu konuda dinledik. Eh. hem Arendt hem de 

eh. eh. Heidegger i9in dil eh. bir ortak paydadrr ve her ikisi i9in de temel bir rol oynar, 

Schiissler'in soyledigi gibi. A;;a~daki aImtl eh. za Varltk ve Zaman'dadlr ve her ikisi 

i9in de geger1i geyerlidir 9iinkii dil hakkmda genel dii~iinceler be1irtmektedir. Almtl 

ba~hyor. Dil eh. Da-Sein'm eh. if~as edi1mi~liginin varolu~sal kurulu~unda bulur 

kaynaklanm. Eh. konu~gu zaman Da-sein kendini ifade eder. Eh. bu eh. bu ahntl 

ba~ka bir baglamda eh. eh. logos tor teriminin kendine yoneliktir. Bu ise eh. bu ins fi 

filozoflann projelerinde eh. kilit bir kavramdlf. Eh. Varh..1c ve Zaman'da logosun esas 

anlann soylemdir ama yorumlarla eh. akll, yargl, kavram, tarnm eh. zemin veya ili~ki 

olarak da eh. yevrilir. Eh. ki ayrn kitabm altmcl eh. boliimunde logosun eh. 

yorumbilgisinin eh. daha koklii bir ~ekilde varhk sorununu kavramaYl mumkUn k1ldlgl 

soylenir. Heidegger iyin eh. bu olanak m bu olanagm nedeni aletheya ile logos 

arasmdaki baglantl ile ilgilidir. Aletheya genellikle eh. eh. ge hakikat olarak tercume 

edilir. Eh. anlanu artlk: eh. gizli olmamak ya da if~a edilmek, aylklanmak anlamma 

gelir. Heidegger burdaki a eh. ba~ onekinin yani bi bi bir kar~lthk ve bir~eyden yoksun 

kllinrru~ltk oneki oldugunu soyler yani bir~ey almnu~, gotiiri.ilmi.i~ti.ir, 9ahnml~tlr ondan 

yani aletheya artlk hie; gizli olmamak, if~a edilmi~ olmak anlamma gelmektedir. Eh. 

aletheya ile baglantl ie;inde aletheyun eh. if~a etmek demektir eh. gizliligi ortadan eh. 
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and Heidegger, language is the common denominator, as is well known has a 

fundamental role. Yesterday we we all listened uh. Professor Schussler's exposition 

on this subject. The following quotation from Being and Time is valid for both of 

them as it represents their general considerations considelations considerations on 

language. Language has its has its roots in the existantial constitution of Da-Sein. Dis 

Da-Sein's disclosedness. In talking, Da-Sein expresses itself, this 'ex' uh. emphasized 

by Heidegger but uh. itself but also this quotation is addressed in different context in 

the very very term of the logos which can be understood as a key concept in their 

projects. In Being and Time, the basic signification of logos is given as a disc 

discourse and with interpretations it gets translated as reason, judgment, concept, 

definition, ground or relationship. In the sixth section of the same book, it is said that 

in the hermeneutic of logos it becomes increasingly possible to grasp the problem of 

being in a more radical fashion. For Heidegger, the reason for that possibility comes 

from the close connection between aletheya and logos. Aletheya is is given in the 

Introductory part of the Sophes which has been edited by Ingeborg Schussler with 

this desc description; aletheya which is commonly translated as truth mea.TIS to be 

hidden no longer, to be uncovered. Heidegger points out that the 'a' 'a' in aletheya is 

used in approprative sense that means something has been taken away, stolen from it 

then aletheya means to be hidden no longer, to be uncovered. In the connection with 

aletheya, alethevein means to be disclosing tru mu concealedness and coveredness of 

the world which appears in speaking or legein. Regard regarding to this uh. urn. I'm 

quoting; uh. the most immediate kind of uncor uncovering is speaking about things. 

Knowing or considering is always a speaking whether it vocalized or not. Here we 

can remember the Heideg:o-erian distinction of semantic and apofantic logos. As 
~O 

Taminiaux clearly indicates with the term semantic logos, Heidegger refers that every 
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kaldmnak eh. demektir. Eh. bununla ilgili olarak ayru kitaptan bir almtl yapar lZ 

yaparsak em eh. aylga ylkarmarun, if~a etmenin en dolaytmslZ biyimi eh. ~eyler 

hakkmda konu~maktrr. Eh. bi bilmek veya di.i~iinmek her zaman bir eh. konu~maktrr. 

Ses ses telleriyle dile gelse de gelmese de. Burada Heidegger'in semantik ve apofantik 

logos arasmda yaptlgI aynffil ha hatrriayabiliriz. Taminiaux'nun yok aylkc;a belirttigi 

gibi sematik logos ile Heidegger eh. her logosun anla~llabilir bir ~eyi ortaya 

koydugunu soyler. Eh. apofantik ile ise soylenilen ~udur; em. ken bir ~eyin kend kendi 

ic;inde, kendinden gorunmesi ve bunu bir teorayna sunmasl kastedilir. Arendt logos 

terimini eh. eh. konu~manm ve dii~iincenin primordiyal yani temel eh. birligine 

referansla ele ahr. Bu birlik eh. erken eh. Yunan polis hayatl ic;in karakteristik degildi 

eh. ve eh. aym zamanda logos eh. vatanda~lann sonsuz konu~masmda eh. eyleminde 

dii~iincenin ortaya ylktlgI anlaffillla geliyordu. Eh. dii~iincenin kendisi ise eh. 

vatanda~lann eh. ey birbirlerini iknasl iyinde eylemlerini yonlendiriyordu. {Eh. hayatm 

aklmda veya tin eh. p Gzilr dilerim aklm hayatmda veya tinsel hayatta Arendt bunu 

~oyle koyar:} Ip Logos kriteri, tutarh konu~ma eh. eh. ge hakikat veya ya eh. hata 

degildir anlanldlr. Kelimeler kendi ic;inde anlamh olara...~ ve dii~iinceler birbirine 

benzerler. DolaYlslyla konu~ma eh. anlamh ses bile olsa eh. zorunlu olarak apofantikos 

degildir. Bir onerme eh. i9inde aleytelyum veya pseodestay olan bir onerme eh. yani 

1p. {(Interpreter B:) ... Uh. in the mind of the life or pa §Q[[Y.life of the mind Arendt puts it in 

the following manner .. .) 

Interpreter's own apology in the 1st person for his own mistake in the delivery. Since the 

speaker's '/' does not change explicitly, the apology either blends into the speaker's T or 

blurs the speaking subject in the delivery (i.e., the identity of the one making the apology and 

the correction) pointing to the multiplicity of the identities present as the 'speaking subject' in 

the delivery. 
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logos shows something understandable_ By the term afopo apofantic it is meant that 

allowing something to be seen with itself and from itself and offering it to a theorein_ 

Arendt uses the term logos by referring it to a pri primordial unity of speech and 

thought this unity was characteristics uh_ characteristic of a of of the early Greek polis 

life and the politics which were conducted through this logos_ It also mean that in the 

citizens' endless talk, action disclosed thought while thought itself informed the 

actions of the citizens aday as they per persuaded one another. {In The Life of Mind, 

as Arendt puts it, the criterion oflogos coherent with speech is not truth or falsehood 

but meaning_} Ip Words meaningful in themselves and thoughts resemble each other. 

Hence speech though always significant sound is not necessarily apofandikos, a 

statement or pro proposition in which alethevein and pseidosdei thru thuday truth or 

falsehood, being and non-being are at stake_ Thus the implicit urge to speak is the 

quest for meaning, not necessarily quest for truth at that point uh_ quest for truth_ At 

that point, she indicates the basic policy taking precedence over all specific 

metaphysical fallacies is to inpret interpret meaning in the model of truth_ In both their 

understanding the term logos is disclosing, uncoverin~ unconcealing which is dis 

which is closed, covered or concealed_ Theretore it is possible to say that what is at 

stake at stake at the beginning is always something covered up_ In uh_ in uh_ in 

another words, something must be hidden before it reveals_ This description about 

logos overlaps with the i\rendt's desc distinction of private and public realm. As 

remember if uh_ as remember public realm always needs the private realm in its uh_ in 

its apprivative sense as a hiding place and the private realm is also a condition for 

someone who wants to come into the light of the public_ If this way of thinking is 

followed, the dialog wetbeen between me and mysdf becomes a hiding situation 

which can take place only in solitude and it constitutes a condition to be revealed by 
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hakikat ve hata iyeren bir cmenne eh. veya varhk veya varhk olmayam igeren bir 

onerme sozkonusudur burda. DolaYlslyla eh. burada soz sozkonusu olan eh. her 

zaman ustii kapannn~ bir ~eydir. Eh. biz bir b~ka ~ekilde soylersek bir ~eyin aC;lga 

c;tkmasl iC;in daha once gizli Olmasl eh. la.zundrr. Bu logos tarifleri eh. Arendt'in eh. 

ozel ve kamu alanlan arasmdaki ayrurun aynmla ust uste gelir. Kamu alam her zaman 

eh. ozel alana ihtiyac; duyar. Bu eh. bir~eyin c;e c;ekilmi~ ic;inden, a1mnn~ anlammda ne 

olarak bir gizlenme nedeni olarak ve ozel alan da eh. eh. kamunun l!?lgt alma 91kmak 

isteyen birisi iC;in gereklidir. Arendt'te eh. bu eh. giz gizlenme gizlemeyle a91ga 

c;!karma veya kapahyla if~ edilmi~ arasmdaki bu ili~ki eh. sadece eh. ozel ve kamu 

aynmm ile ilgili degildir aym zamanda dogrudan dogruya ba~lang19 terimiyle de 

ilgilidir. Eh. ba~langt9 en. insanm dogumlulugunun gergek1e~mesi olduguna gore 

dunyaya yeni gelen eh. eh. her zaman sonsuz olanaklartyla eh. kapatdn11~, ustii 

kapatl1n11~ bir varolu~tur. Arendt'e gore bu olanaklar eh. eylem ve konu~ma araclhgtyla 

gerc;ekle~ebilir. Eylem ve konu~ma eh. en. in insanm eh. ins giri~im yapma, inisiyatif 

alma kapasitesin iizerinde temellenmi~tir. Eh. inisiyatif alarak eh. ins an dunyaya insani 

dunyaya bir ba~lang19 yapar. Bunu Arendt ikinci dogum eh. olarak adlandmr. Eh. 

onun iC;in eh. insiyatif eh. yargtlama eh. gUcunun eh. eylem gUcunun ve konu~ma 

gUcunun bir toplaIDldlf. Bunlar eh. a91 aC;lga c;!kana kadar eh. ustii kapahdlrlar. Yani 

Arendt'in eh. ajarnn veya oznenin if~a ediImesi adlm verdigi ~ey eh. gizlenmeden veya 

kapatIlmadan eh. aylga bir ba~langtc;t1f. A91ga 9tkma veya if~a edilmeyene. Heidegger 

eger'in deyirniyle letes aretes aracliIgyla. Bu ~ekilde du~unerek en. hakikat yoneli~li ve 

anlamh politika veya felsefe arasmdaki eh. ay arasmdaki ili~ki baknmndan ortaya c;tkan 

zorluklan a9ak eh. eh. eh. aC;lkhga kavu~turabiliriz C;UILlcti bu ikisi aym madalyonun iki 

yUzU olarak ortaya y!kar. Once Profesor Sozer'e vericem sow. 
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discourse or speech. In Arendt this connection between hiding and revealing, or the 

closed and the disclosed can be seen not only in private and public distinction but also 

in the very term of beginning. As the beginning is the actualisation of human condition 

for natality, the newcomer is an existence who is always cover up his infi infinite 

possibilities. According to Arendt, these possibilities could be actualised in uh. 

through action and speech. Action and speech finds their ground in the in the capacity 

of to taking initiative. Taking initiative itself is a beginning through the human world 

which Arendt names second birth. By taking initiative, the acting and speaking agent 

chooses words or deeds which she he intends to do. Therefore initiative is a collection 

of power to judge, power to act and power to speak which are al always closed till the 

dimension they exist the to others. Thus what Arendt calls the disclosure of the agent 

itself is a beginning from hiding or closed or in Heideggerian terminology lethes 

through alethes. By this way of thinking we migh not we might not overcome the 

difficulties which are originated in truth-oriented or meaning-oriented politics or 

philosophy but might fulfill the gap between theoria and praxis by not seperating them 

by but by distinguishing them as they are two different sides of the same coin. Thank 

you. 

- Thank you very much and uh. I will then ask Professor Sezer to begin the 

comments. 

[barely audible] Uh. in so much as I understand your exposition uh. excuse me [into 

the microphone] In so much as uh. I understand your exposition, you have taken into 

consideration two destructions or deconstructions of the concept of logos. One, uh. 

as it happens in Heidegger. Heidegger deconstructs the old concept logos brinks 

bringink by bringing it close or closer to the concept of aletheya. This is perhaps the 

decon the Heideggerian deconstruction of logos. In so far as the logos can corne 
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Interpreter A: In so much as eh. sizin eh. tebliginizi anladlgtm kadanyla ~unu 

yaptllllz. Logos konseptinin iki dekonstruksiyonuna yer verdiniz. Bir, Heidegger'deki 

haliyle. He Heidegger eski logos konseptini dekonstriiksiyonunu yapar. Onu soker ve 

bu logosu aleteya konseptine daha yakrnla~tmr. Zannedersem, Heidegger'in 

dekonstruksiyonu bu. Logos, aleteyaya gore yorumlanabilir ise ve bunun mumkiin 

oldugu olyude degerlidir, deger kazarnr. Arendt'in ya aym konuda yaptlgI 

dekonstruksiyon ise belki b~ka bir yol izler yani bunu mu diyorsunuz? Daha 

dogrusunu daha dogrusu bunu size soruyorum. Du~unme ve 10 logos bir arada, 

du~unme ve konu§mayt beraberinde getirir ama Heidegger'e gore konu~ma ve eylem 

bir birlik olu~tururlar. 0 za zira eylem, 0 zaman dekonstriiksiyonun ajam olur. Hannah 

Arendt'te oysa geryek, hakikat Heidegger'de bu sefer ayru dekonstrUksiyon rohinu 

ustlenmi~tir. Simdi dogru an1amI~ mIylID, boyle mi? Sorumu tekrar edeyim mi efendim 

yoksa yeterince aylk mI? Sunu soruyorum tekrar ediyoflL."'l1. Her iki du~unur de bir 

dekonstruksiyon denemesi yaptuar logos kavrammdan. Ka katiliyor musunuz? Evet 

fakat iki ayn yol izlediler. Eh. Heidegger, logosu konseptinin dekonstruksiyonunu 

yaparken aleteya kavranuru kullamr. Oyle diyelim ama A Arendt ise tam tersine logos 

konseptinin dekonstruksiyonunu eylem konseptinin yardlHllyla yapar. Dogru mu, 

dogru anlamI~ nuYlffi? Kim isterse cevap versin, buyrun. Ba~kan bilir kimin cevap 

verecegini. Dogrudan cevap vermek istiyor musunuz? Evet. Evet tam da bunu 

soylemek istiyorum. Sadece eylem degil. Sunu soylemek istemi§tim ey eylem eh. 

sahneye ylkIp herhangi bir ~ey yapmaktan ibaret degildir. Eylemin bir backgroundunun 

oimasI gerekiyor. Bir hazrrlanma a~amasmm oimasI gerekiyor ve bu background sizin 

Kendi ba~lruza yaptlgtruz, yalruz ba~mlza, solirud iyersinde yaptlgtruz bir§eydir. 
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together or can be interpreted according to aietheya then it has a validity, it must have 

have val validity. The deconstruction uh. which is actualised by Arendt on the same 

topic follows perhaps other lines, do you mean it I'm. Am I, I'm asking. Thinking and 

a logos uh. brings together thinking and sp speech but according to Heidegger, speech 

and action build up a a unity then the action is the uh. is the agent of the 

deconstruction in Arendt. Although the concept of truth in Heidegger plays the same 

role as deconstructing. Is that true? Is did I understand you true uh. should I repeat 

my question or is it clear? 

- [inaudible remarks] 

- Uh. yes, I am asking I have said both thinkers have tried to deconstruct the concept 

oflogos, do you agree with that? Evet but in different ways. In the case ofHeidegger, 

Heidegger to try uh. tries to deconstruct the concept of logos with the help of the 

concept aletheya, let's say, but in the case ofuh. Arendt, other way around, she tries 

de de deconstruct to deconstruct the concept of logos with the help of concept action. 

Is that uh. is that true wha what I have understood? 

- [inaudible remarks from the floor] 

-Would you like to directly answer? 

- [inaudible remarks from the floor] 

- Maybe it is better. 

- [inaudible remarks from the floor] 

- Urn. yes, I I'm intend to say exactly this but not uh. urn. just action but action I I I 

uh. want to I I wanted to say that action is not something urn. as urn. as just going out 

and act. It had to be something prepared, background, it has a background and I mean 

this background is always before in in your solitude then {action is something uh. with 
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{Eylem, hem du§unmeyi hem de eylemi bir araya getirerek, logos pardon, hem 

eylemle dU§Unmeyi bir araya getirerek if§a eder, aylga <;1kanr.} lq Aleteyada ise eh. 

logos, Heidegger'in yorumuna gore aleteya ile ili§kisinde logos eh. haki hakikat 

anlammdadrr. Olduk<;a yogun ve ilgin<; bir eh. teblig sundunuz. Size te§ekkiir ederim. 

Eh. ba§langt<;ta sordugunuz siz kimsiniz sorusundan hareketle ben birka9 ~ey 

soylemek istiyorum. Kim tizerinde size soru sormak istiyorum <;unkti zira bir taraftan 

kim hem konu§mada hem de eylemde ortaya ytkar. Arendt de bunu s6yluyor ama kim 

bizim uzerinde konu§abilecegimiz bir objeye donu§ttirebilecegimiz bir kimse degildir 

zira aym zamanda siz dili merkezine oturttunuz yorumunuzun. Bunu bir tarafa 

koyaltm. A ynca bence siz acaba sizin gorii§i.inilze gore acaba Arendt ne o19ude bir 

dekonstriiksiyonisttir varhk ve gorii§i.i bir araya getirdigine gore. Yani ko usrunde 

konu§ulan kim olarak degil, konu§an kim olarak. Levinas'ta da boyle bir aynm 

gOriiyoruz. Sagen ve saying ve bir§ey uzerine konu§ma arasmda boyle bir aynnn 

Levinas'ta da buluyoruz. Konu§maruzm eh. sonunda <;ok dogru olarak antropolojik 

temeline Hannah Arendt'in degindiniz. Dogumluluk, nataliteden s6zetmek suretiyle. 

Ve burda ama kimin konstrilksiyonu bence g6zden kayboldu. Size onun 19in §unu 

sormak istiyorum. Acaba sizce Arendt'in kim nosyonu dilde kendini kunna ya nu 

baghdlr ve eger evet ise Heidegger'den sozettigimizde aym ayncahkh konumunu dilin 

uh. which uh. which uh. gathers both thought and action and reveal it by speaking} lq 

1q. ({Interpreter A) ... Action, by bringing together both thought and action, fogos2Q[[Y, by 

bringing together action and thought reveals it, brings it to the open .. ) 

The interpreter corrects what she sees as a mistake in the original. There is no cOlTection in 

the original but from her understanding of the previous parts, the interpreter seems to decide 

that "action" cannot bring together "action" and "thought" and replaces it with "/ogos". The 

remark is made in the 1st person so that it either blends completely into the speaker's Tor 

blurs the 'speaking' subject in the delivery. 
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and the aletheya uh. in the in connection with Heidegger uh. urn. addressed uh. its urn. 

urn. the the logos interpretation of Heidegger is urn. in its connection with aletheya 

just uh. addressed in in the in the urn. very phenomen of truth uh. in in the sense of 

truth, sony. 

- I think this was a very very compact and very interesting expoti exposhition so I I 

want to thank you and urn. I like to to follow up somewhat on your urn. 

introductionary question of uh. who are you and here I would urn. like to know some 

more about the who because I I think urn. on the one hand, as you say, the who 

appears in acting and in speaking, well this is also Arendt's she says. On the other 

hand, the who is not something we can talk about. I mean we cannot turn it into an 

object. Yet at the same time you are uh. taking language as urn. uh. central uh. part of 

your exposition. When I take this and then I see also that you also seem to think as 

also your former speakers did that being and appearance are united in Arendt then I 

wonder in what way Arendt becomes a constructionist in terms of uh. in terms doing a 

construction of the who not by speaking about but by speaking uh. which is urn. 

would be difference uh. also which we find maybe in Levinas between sagen urn. 

saying and uh. uh. talking about. I'm not sure about this precise translation here. Urn. 

when I uh. look at the end of your exposition, you uh. you referred quite uh. properly 

to the anthropological basis of urn. Hannah Arendt by mentioning natality and, of 

course, there could be also said mortality and all the rest which seem to escape the 

idea of a construction of a who and urn. So I'd like to ask you in what way you uh. 

would you think that urn. Arendt's notion of who depends upon uh. the idea of 

constructing oneself in language and and what way when we speak about Heidegger 

urn. we find here urn. well there I'm not sure actually whether I followed everything, 
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buluyor muyuz? Yani acaba Heidegger'de de benzer bir antropolojik temelden 

sozedilebilir mi? Hannah Arendt i9in soylediginiz gibi. Konu~maruzm ikinci kIsITIlm 

tekrar eder misiniz? Peki tekrar edeyim. Konu~maITIlll ikinci kIsITIl ~u. Heidegger i9in 

de logosun dekonstrtiksiyonundan sozettiniz ve dilin ayncahkh bir konuma 

geldiginden sozettiniz. Sizden ~unu ogrenmek istiyorum. Acaba sizce Heidegger'e de 

de du~un kendi Da-Sein nosyonu, du~uncesi i9in bir antropolojik temel verecek miyiz? 

Tlpla Hannah Arendt'te natalite ve dogumluluk arasmda siz burda vaka 

sozetmediginiz halde olan ili~ki i9in yaptlgunz gibi. Peki. Evve1a kimsiniz sorusuna 

gelince bence bu soru bu sorunuzu iki ~ekilde cevaplayabilirim. Belki de kimsiniz 

sorusu ile ozde~lik sorusunu soruyorsunuz. Kimsiniz di diye sorusunu kendimize 

sordugumuz zaman ben kimim diye sordugumuz zaman bu benim Arendt'e gore benim 

cevaplayabilecegim bir soru degildir. Zira bu soru benim kim oldugum sorusu 

ba~kasma yoneliktir. Her zaman oyledir. Benim kim oldugum, benim ozde~ligim 

kimligim daima ba~kasma ba~kasmda a91ga 91kar. DolaYlslyla bu noktada ~unu 

soylemek gerekiyor. Ben ba~kasl iie sadece dil ile bag kuranm ve bunun uzerinde 

durmu~tur Hannah Arendt. Heidegger konusunda ise dogrusu sizin tam olarak ne 

kastettiginizi anlamadlTIl. N e anlamda soruyorsunuz bu soruyu anlamadlffi. Yani eh. 

if~a etme a9lsmdan 1111 soruyorsunuz, diskloslr aylsmdan mI soruyorsunuz? ~unu 

soruyorum [cassette change] Konu~mamzda deginmediginiz iyin belki size hakSlzhk 

ediyorum ama merak ettigim ic;in soruyorum. Haylr, haYlf. Busbiitiin de ilgisiz bir soru 

degil. Bu sorun eh. yok bnemli bence. Son derece ka karma~L.1( konulardan 

sozediyoruz. Terirnlerden sozediyoruz. Daha once de bahsettigim gibi varolu~un 

varolu~ Heidegger'de de kendisini ba~ka1anyla olan varhkta gosterir. Being with 

others. Varhgm, eh. varhk kendisine ba~kasmda yani ben kimim sorusunda oldugu gibi 
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we find the same privileging of language or does Heidegger need also some sort of 

anthropological basis which you stated for Hannah Arendt? 

- [barely audible] the second part of your question seems 

- The second part of my question I'm supposed to repeat so I will try [laughs] Uh. I 

the second part of my question uh. urn. is for Heidegger he for Heidegger you 

mentioned also some de deconstruction of logos which you have discussed already 

and privileging of language and I like to know of you whether you think that also 

Heidegger needs an anthropological basis for his thinking, for his notion ofDa-Sein as 

uh. well as this Arendt in her notion of natality and for that matter also thinking and 

mortality which you didn't need to mention but she also spoke. 

- First of all the question of who are you. I I this is the question uh. always uh. occurs 

in in sorry urn. in in two sense I can answer [inaudible remarks] I can answer your 

question uh. of the identity, the identity qu question may be you mean uh. in the in the 

question of who are in the named named as who are you? Urn. with who are you? urn. 

if we can ask this to ourselves, who am I, like in the that form. this is uh. this is noT 

uh. not a question that I can answer according to Arendt as you know well. Uh. 

because the ques, this question, my identity is always directed to the other. Uh. My 

dis my identity always disclose itself in in the in the other. Urn. and that that shows uh. 

urn. it must be said that in that point uh. I connect with the other only uh. in terms of 

language. And Arendt clearly uh. uh. pointed out this. Urn. then urn. on Heidegger uh. 

in Heidegger's uh. point, I really uh. don't understand what you mean uh. by 

questioning it. In in what sense you ask you ask the question I didn't understand it. If 

you if you ask it on the terms of disclosedness or? 

- Well I was wondering in wha how far you could take an an analogy between Arendt 
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ba~kasmda gosterir. DolaYlslyla bu ik:i dii~iiniir arasmda bir bag var. Ayru soruyu 

soruyorlar. Ama bu soruyu ayru no yere yoneltmiyorlar. Arendt aktorii anlamaya 

yah~lYOr. Heidegger ise sorunun cevab1lll geryek ile vermek istiyor. Thank you very 

much for your presentation uh. Cok te~ekkiirler efendim. Ben de dilin yeri iizerinde 

duracagun Heideggerde ve Arendt'te. Bana oyle geliyor ki konu~ma olmadan eylem 

olmaz eh. bunu soylemek yok eh. mantlkh. Bunu anlayabiliyorum ve konu~ma 

olmadan da anlama olmaz. :iJ.gin9 olan insanhk Durumu'nda Hannah AIendt'in bir 

primordiyaIitiden bir praym bir primordiyaIiteden sozeder yam eylem ile konu~ma 

arasmda aym anda kaynaklanma yani Gleichurspriinglichkeit praymordiaIiteden 

sozeder. Bu noktada benim soylemek istedigim ~u. Benim anIadt~a gore 

Heideggere bir zmmi tepkidir ve ele~tiridir zira Arendt Heideggerin aynmmt 

yapmtyor. Sprache dile ve rede konu~ma arasmda. Rede, Rede. ingilizce'deki fark 

ba~Ia. Talk degil, talk degil. Konu~ speech and discourse diye terciime ettiler 

ingilizceye. Sprache ve rede, speech ve discourse. Yani burda ontolojik eh. zemin ini 

kaybediyor yani konu~mada aktor olarak bulunmayl. Tabu burda Madam Schiissler 

bunu gene siibjektivizm olarak niteleyebilir ama tabu siibjektivizmin yamnda bir ba~ka 

sebep de bence ontoloji ve metafizik meselesidir. Bence bu yok ilginy bir nokta zira 

l\rendt'in bir biyimde metafizik bir sistem geli~tinnek istemedigini eh. tlpkl eh. Sein 

und Zeit Zaman ve Varhk'ta oldugu gibi bir metafizik sistem geli~tirmek istemedigini 

gOriiyoruz. Isterseniz evvela sorulan toplayallm. 

Interpreter B: Cok kIsaca soyle soracaglm. KIsmen bir som ktsmen bir gOrii~ 

belirtecegim. Aletheyayt ktillam§llliZl yok begendi.TIl. Aletheya, Arendt'in felsefesinde 

nasI1 ele almabilir bunu gosterdiniz. Biitiin soylemek istedigim ~uydu. Plato da 

Aletheya kelimesiyle oynuyor dur eh. Cumhuriyet'te, Cumhuriyet kitabmda. Lethe 
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and Heidegger? So its maybe its maybe not fair because its not part of your exposition 

but it was uh. curiosity. 

- No, I think it is not uh. not unrelated question. Uh. [laughs] this this question uh. I 

maybe this is very short exposition for such an complicated complex uh. uh. terms but 

uh. in uh. as I tried to pointed it out, the existence shows itself uh. in Heidegger also 

in being with others. Then uh, what uh, what be uh. being reveals itself in the others, 

named the question of who. So I think this is the links, link between two philosophers. 

Uh. they they are asking the same question but they are not uh. uh. directed the 

question the same place. Arendt tried to understand the self uh. the the uh, actor uh. 

as Heidegger uh. wants wants an to give the answer of the question, with truth. 

- Thank you very much for your presentation. Um. I just urn. would like to pick up 

urn. the place of language in urn. um. yeah in Heidegger and Arendt. Urn. um. well it 

seems to me very understandable and plausible that there is no action without speech 

and and as there is no urn. urn. understanding without speech and vice versa urn. it is 

urn. however remarkable in The Human Condition urn. that uh. Hannah Arendt uh. 

speaks of a prime prime ordiolity, Gleichursprunglichkeit, prime primordiality 

[inaudible remarks] Gleichursprunglichkeit, [inaudible remarks] prime ordiolity of uh. 

action and speech [inaudible remarks] Primordiality [inaudible remarks] 

Gleichursprunglichkeit. Primordiality. I think that's the English term, right? [inaudible 

remarks] Okay, okay, let's, okay, well. The point urn. I wanted to make um. this is in 

my understanding urn. an implicit again an implicit recourse to Heidegger and at the 

same time it seems to me implicit critique because Arendt doesn't make Heidegger's 

distinction between uh. Sprache and Rede as the Rede [inaudible remarks] I think: the 

English differentiation is between urn. [inaudible remarks from the floor] no not the 

talk but [inaudible remarks] but speech and discourse. I think that' 5 the English 
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kitabma eh. nehrine gidiyor. Lethe tabii biliyorsunuz unutmaYI demek ve eh. hatlrlama 

bir bakIma eh. ortiilmii~ bir ~eyi ortaya ytkarma anlamma geliyor tabii. Eh. 0 ~ekilde 

bakabilirsek eh. benim soyledigimle sizin soylediginizi birle~tirebilirsek eh. ayru 

zamanda eh. aktor konusundaki kim sorusunu hatrrlarsak ve bu 0 zaman kimligi 

ortaya koymak, politik hattrlama, ve ve ko kolektif bir lcimligin eh. yeniden kurulu~u 

ve kamu ortammda eh. ortaya yIkt~. Hepsi bir arada ele almabilir. Her ~eyden once eh. 

konu~manIZl yok begendim. Eh. konu~marun eylemIe ili~kisini eh. ve tabii eh. eylemin 

en ileri bi9imi olan politik eylemin arasmdaki ili~kiyi vurgulamak istedim. Buna kar~Iltk 

~iddetin dilsiz ya da konu~maslZ oldugunu vurgulamak lazIm. Ben biraz metod 

konusunda Arendt'in eh. dekonstriiksiyonunun metodu konusunda biraz eh. bilgi rica 

ediyorum. Dekonstriiksiyon eh. logos, dekonstriiksiyon Arendt'te de var. Logosu, 

konu~mayl ve eh. Sozer'in soyledigi gibi eh. ama9 nihai olarak praksis 

dekonstriiksiyonde ama bunu yok iyi anlayamIyorum ve dolaYlslyla biraz daha 

kesinlikli bir~ey soylemenizi rica ediyorum. Biraz kesin1e~tirmenizi istiyorum there are 

no comments basically to Arendt, not I'm I'm not Ben logosu Arendt'in anlaYl~ma 

gore yorumluyorum. Aletheya ise benim yorumum olabilir. Heidegger ile Arendt 

arasmda bir ili~ bag kurabilmek i<;:in. Eh. insanm insanllk Durumu'nda eh. tinsel hayat 

veya aklm hayatmda da logos kelimesini Arendt biitiin dii~iinme, konu~rna ve eylem 

yapma eh. kapasitemiz i9in kullamyor ve eh. bu arada yargI kapasitesi de logosun 

altma giriyor. Arna bu bir dekonstriiksiyon degil ki, bu bir dekonstriiksiyon siireci 

degil ki, logosun dekonstriiksiyonu degil ki bu. Ben logosun bir dekonstriiksiyonunu 

yapnnyorum. Ben sadece Iogosu iki fey filozofun nasll alglladlgl konusunda bir 

kar~da~tlrma yaptlm. Soru var nn? I don't know if my Eger bilmiyorum sorum 

Andreas Grossmann'm sorusuyla ayru nu? Tam duyamadlffi. Tam aylk duyamadlm 
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translation. I'm not sure about this at the moment. Uh. so uh. she misses and certainly 

uh. uh. with a certain intention uh. misses uh. the uh. the attempt to ontologically 

ground urn. the speech urn. well the speech we have to do as urn. urn. with which we 

have to do as actors. So urn. this is in a way urn. a certain subjectivism as perhaps 

Madame Schussler would say. But again urn. urn. it has also to do of course with the 

question of urn. ontology or metaphysics urn. urn. and urn. well this is in my eyes an 

intriguing point. One can see that Arendt in a certain way urn. didn't want uh. to form 

uh. uh. a metaphysical system in the in terms as of Sein Sein and Zeit, Being and 

Time. 

- [barely audible] May I suggest that that we go on with questions and then because 

we don't have very much .. 

[barely audible] Okay we'll go all the way through. I I'll be very quick. I just have, its 

more of a comment then a question but its partly a question. I like very much what 

you said about uh. the use of the term 'aletheya' and in what way the term 'aletheya' 

might be uh. interpreted in in the framework of Arendt's philosophy and all I wanted 

to say was that urn. Plato also liked to play with the term 'aletheya' in The Republic, 

especially in the part of The Republic where after death uh. the various individuals go 

to the river Lethe and the lethe has this connotation of forgetfulness or forgetting and 

that bringing out of un concealment is also in a certain sense remembering. Its also in a 

certain sense bringing out of forgetfulness. And maybe ifwe look at it in that light, we 

can if I could tie together what you said with what I said, uh. it will be possible to say 

that also speaking about the who of the actor, of the agent that there is a tie between 

this notion of recovering identity between uh. political remembrance in Arendt, in 

other words, creating the conditions for a collective political identity and also 
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yunkii soyiediklerini Grossmann'm. Benim soylemek istedigim ~. Em. yimidorduncu 

bolum-unde Insanhk Durumu'nun bu eh. ortaya ylkarma meselesini ele aldl~ eh. eylem 

ve konu~marun ajan i9in yok onemli oldugunu bu ikisinin elele yiiriimesi gerektigini 

soyluyor. Eger konu~ma yoksa eylem eh. olmaz. Eh. konu~marun eyiemin yanmda 

konu~marun OImasl gerekir diyor. Dola)'lS1yla belki eylemin konu~ma a91smdan 

onemini belki bu sezgisel bir soru olacak. Bundan ~u sonucu y1karabilir rniyim? Eh. 

eylemin eh. konu~maya kendisini ortaya kOf koymak i9in ihtiyaCl var IDldrr? Hayrr 

9unkii Arendt'i anlayabildigim kadanyla hayrr 9u 9u bu yunkU bu ikisi yok yakmdan 

ili~kili ama eh. sizin soylediginiz kadar anlamda birbirine bagunh degil. Bir ba~ka 

kitapta eger yan1im1yorsam $iddet uzerine kitabmda Arendt, oturma da mesela bir 

eylemdir ama konu~ma yoktur mesela bir yerde i~gal iyin oturdugunuz zaman bu bir 

eylemdir. Konu~ma yoktur. Bu ikisi arasmdaki ili~ki diyor, konu~mas1Z eylemin kendi 

oznesini kaybetmesidir. if~a yoktur burda galiba Arendt aym zamanda bu eh. 

bolumde, insanllk Durumu'nda robotlarm da konu~maslZ eylem yapabilecegini 

soyluyor. Eh. bu konuyla ilgili mi bilrniyorum ama eh. sorumu degi¢reyim. B~ka bir 

eh. soru soraYlTIl. Daha genel bir anlamda. Eh. peki eylemin ozel ihtiyaci nedir 

konu~maya? Ne ne gi ne gibi bir ozel ihtiyacl vardrr konu~maya eylemin? (Unkii eh. 

yunkii ajan boylece kendini ortaya koyuyor. Eh. ileti~im kullanmak terimini kullanmak 

istemiyorum ama sizinle ba~ka nasii ileti~im kurabilirim? Ben konu~maml Tiirk~e 

yapa I'm going to speak in Turkish. Thank you for your uh. excellent presentations. 

You enlightened us. I'm not going to sp dwell on names here. As far as possible, I will 

try to be as simple as possible. I would like to dwell on the relationship between 

philosophy and truth. I'm going to touch upon your presentation and I'll ask you 

certain questions. I uh. consider philosophy to be thinking of a certain kind. Thinking 
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emergence in the light of the public sphere which would be aletheya in the Arendtian 

sense uh. if I've interpreted you correctly. 

- Just one sentence. First I I liked your expose very much and I just want to underline 

this uh. relation of speech to action and uh. action par excellence, political action 

whereas violence is mute, speechless. Just that. 

- I should want to have a better information concerning the method and the aim of 

obstruction in Ar de deconstruction in Arendt. If I understood well there is also uh. 

practiced deconstruction uh. by her that is to say she is dis deconstructing logos also, 

speech also, but as it had precised by uh. the colleague Sezer already uh. the aim is 

praxis finally but I don't understand this quite well and I want to have a precision, 

precision, yes? a precision [inaudible remarks from the floor] I want that you precise it 

a bit [inaudible remarks] 

- Basically to Arendt? Not I I'm urn. urn. well I interpret the logos uh. according to 

Arendt's understanding but aletheya maybe my add uh. uh. my uh. interpretation. 

Using the term term logos in the sense that uh. all our ability to think, speak and act 

and also very important judge uh. is uh. uh. un understood by the term logos. 

- But this is not a process of deconstruction oflogos 

-But I I I'm not trying to make a deconstruction oflogos. 

- But [inaudible remarks from the floor] 

- I'm just try, I just try to intend to to make a a compa..rison maybe between two two 

philosophers understandings of logos. 

- Uhuh. 

- Are there questions? Please. 

- I don't know if my question is uh. quite similar with Andreas Grosmann's. I couldn't 

hear uh. exactly, clearly his remark but uh. uh. its the twentyfourth chapter of The 
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Human Condition about revealing the whoness of the agent. Db. Arendt says that uh. 

action and speech is needed to reveal the whoness of the agent uh. but these two, 

action and speech has to go together, I mean uh. action lacks something if there is no 

speech, ififuh. it it isn't accompanied by speech. Db. so uh. maybe uh. I what what is 

the special need of action for speech? Can we conclude that, I mean, maybe its an 

intuitive question somehow, uh. can we conclude that uh. action needs speech to 

reveal itself? 

- No, because uh. as far as I understand logo a Arendt, I can say no because they are 

very closely connected with uh. the these terms are very clo closely connected but not 

not dependent as far as you uh. you think because urn. urn. in a in another book urn. 

urn. if I'm not wrong in On Violence, she she's is she she say she say she is saying that 

the sitting ins are also an action which are speechless but uh. it is really very important 

uh. the speaking agent uh as as a disclosure agent also uh. speaking and uh. acting 

agent. Uh. the connection between these, she says, uh. speechless action lose uh. her 

urn. lose its subject. 

Arendt also says uh. in this chapter in The Human Condition that uh. robots also can 

do action without without a speech. I mean I don't know if its its a a sentence, its a 

proposition but so maybe I change my question uh. I make it uh. I carry it to a more 

general sense. Therefore what is the special need of action for what is the special need 

of action for speech? 

- Special sorry? 

- Need of action for speech. Why action? 

- Urn. because 

- I mean 
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- because it reveals its agent and how can I commu, I don't want to use the term 

communicate but how can I communicate with you otherwise uh. uh. may be. 

- Okay. 

- [barely audible] Another question? Yes. 

- Ben konu~marrn Tiirk«e yapacagnn. Mersi. Efendim giizel a«lklamamzdan dolaYl «ok 

«ok te~ekki.i.r ederim. Hepinize, hepinizden 1~1k ahyoruz. Burada ben isimler iizerinde 

durmayacagnn. Miimktin oldugunca indirgeme olarak, konu~mamt «ok basitten almak 

istiyorum. F elsefe ve hakikat arasmda biraz durmak istiyorum. Sizin konu~mamza 

degineceglln, sizden ban sorular rica edecegim. Soyle ki, ben felsefeyi bir dii~iince 

olarak, tabii hepimiz, bunu ahyoruz ve dii~ce bir beyin jimnastigidir. Bir beyin 

firtmasl yaratlf. Bu beyin firtmasl da insam hakikate gotiiriir. Bunlar boyutlardlr, 

kademe1erdir, birdenbire hakikate u1a~Ilamaz. Mikrodan ba~layarak makroya Kadar 

insan kademe kademe bilin« a~amalanru yaparak bilinmeyen ufuklara kanatlanru a9ar. 

Boyle bir programm i9indeyiz insan olarak. 'Kim' sorusuna gelince ben biitiin 

filozoflan isim olarak tek tek asIa kabul etmiyorum, onlan bir biitiin olarak kabul 

ediyorum. Onlan kaynak olarak ben Descartes'a ba@anm. Dii~iiniiyorum 0 halde 

vanm, biitiin hakikat burda. {Evet demin konu~mamzda bir i..1Gnci ya~amdan 

bahsettiniz. Saruyorum. Bununla bir reenkarnasyonu herhalde devreye almak istediniz. 

Evet, liitfen rica edecegim. 

- Ee bu eh. ikinci ya~am degil ikinci dogum dedim belki yanh~ eh .. 

- ikinci ya~am tabirini kullandlruz da 0 bakundan konu~uyorum. 0 tahiri kullandlll1Z, 

ikinci ya~am dediniz [inaudible remarks from the speaker] <;eviri oyle geldi herhalde. 

<;eviri herhalde oyle geldi. Eh. ~unu soylemek ikinci dogum dedigi Arendt'in Arendt 

dogumu ikiye aytf1f. Bunlardan ilki bizim fiyolojik dogumumuzdur, annemizden belki 

dogumumuzdur. ikinci dogumumuz ise, bir birinci dogumumuz buduf, ikinci 
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is a brainstorm and this brainstorm takes a person to truth. These are dimensions and 

stages you can not reach truth immediately. From the micro level to the macro level 

uh. a person uh. reaches different stages and opens their wing towards the unknown. 

Now when we come to the question of who, I never accept philosophers one by one, 

by their names. I take them as a source to I I connect them to Descartes as a source. I 

think therefore I am, this is the whole truth. {Now a moment ago, you talked about a 

second life. I think so. Perhaps you talked about reincarnation here. Yes please talk 

about, will you please taLlc about this? This is not the second life. I I said the second 

birth. You used the word second life. This is not true. The translators very clearly 

said second birth. This is misconception, misperception +++ Arendt talks about two 

births. The first one is physiological birth. That's the first birth. The second birth, the 

second birth is uh. is our birth uh. into into human relationship.} Ir Perhaps the 

1r. Translation of the floor: 

{- ... In your speech, a moment ago, you mentioned about second life, I think. You probably 

wanted to bring in reincamation. Yes, please. 

- Uh. I did not say second life but second birth maybe there was a mis uh. 

- You used the expression second life that's what I'm referring to. You used the expression. 

You said second fife (inaudible remarks from the speaker) That's probably how the 

translation came. 

- That is probably how the translation came. Uh. I wanted what Arendt Arendt cal/s second 

birth. She seperates birth into two. The first one is our physiological birth, maybe our birth 

from our mothers. The second birth, this is our first birth, the second birth is uh. am I saying 

wrong*? Okay. . .} 

* "am I saying wrong" is pronounced in English by the speaker. 

The misunderstanding between the speaker and the participant regarding the meaning of 

"second life" in Arendt is resolved by accusing the interpreters for misinterpreting. As soon 
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dogumumuz lse eh. [to the panelists listening to the interpretation] am I saymg 

wrong? Okay. 

- Evet. 

- Em. Eh. ikinci dogumumuz ise eh. bizim eh. insanlar arasmdaki dogumumuzdur 

belki bir anlamda eh. buradaki konu§malarImlZda kar§l kar§lya geli§imizdir ve} lr 

as the interpreter hears the accusation in the original ("that's probably how the translation 

came"), he assumes the speaker-position and relegates the speakers from the position of 

those speaking to the ones spoken of in the delivery. In fact the interpreter does not even 

interpret the accusation but directly responds and reacts to it. Interesting enough, contrary to 

some of the previous examples where the interpreters refer to themselves in the first person 

singular or plural (1f, 19, 1m), here, the interpreter refers to himself and his colleague as "the 

translators" perhaps to clearly distinguish themselves from the speakers in the delivery. In 

addition to reaffirming their initial correctness ("The translators very clearly said second 

birth,,), Interpreter B actually re-directs the blame of the misunderstanding to the participant 

("this is misconception, misperception'? These comments by the interpreter stir up empathic 

smiles and comments among those listening to the English interpretation including the 

chairperson and some other panelists. The speaker who is meanwhile trying to clarify what 

Arendt meant by 'second birth' does not understand why the panelists are talking and 

smiling to each other, thinks its because of something she is currently explaining, tums to 

them and asks "am I saying wrong?". When the chairperson shakes his head, she says 

"okay" and goes on with her speech though still puzzled by the situation. Thus, the speaker 

basically reacts to an interpreter-induced interaction in the room from which she is 

completely excluded because, first of all, she is not listening to the delivery and, second, she 

is no longer being represented in the delivery. The delivery and original speech which are 

assumed to run as two paraJlel texts tum into two antagonistic texts and the communication 

in the room which is assumed to be shaped by the partiCipants in the haJl becomes shaped 

by the interpreter. Two points of further interest are that, first of all, the interpreters are 

indeed not 'guilty' of the miscommunication. The transcription clearly shows that the 
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confrontation that face to face here in talking. Perhaps eh. this is matured in politics or 

rebirth in the public realm. There is no other explanation. One is not talking about rein 

reincarnation here. Of course philosophy brings us to this uh. frontier in our life 

world. Uh. to go beyond this is to go beyond frontiers. So you say let us remain here. 

Then let us remain here. Thank you. Tekrar aym konuya da IsrariIylIll Yes, I insist 

on the same topic. I insist on the same topic. Now I'm quoting you. Between between 

philosophy and politics, I don't see a distinction. This is what I understood. Now 

here, urn. passionate ideologies can dive into politics. But philosophy is more cautious 

and its frontiers are thicker. Is this what you wanted to say? Political philosophy for 

instance there is uh. this philosophy of science but we consider politics to be science. 

Are you talking about political philosophy? And connected to this I don't know how I 

can introduce here. This is very difficult but I'll be try to be courageous enough. 

{Now let's see for instance uh. thought, action and speech. If I understand Heidegger, 

if I don't misunderstand him Heidegger sets up very converging relations. Then 

freedom of thought can be banned. There can be prohibitions with respect to the 

freedom of expression, thought, thought. Because uh. in action, this is universal. In 

action there are uh. constraints, limits on the basis oflaws. In this situation uh. there is 

the information society. A rationale brought by the information society which means 

that we can this is a matter open for debate. This is not very certain but but according 

interpreter says "second life" in the delivery. \M7at is even more interesting is that the 

participant who asks the question on 'reincarnation' happens to be one of the respondents in 

my user-interviews. She is a member of a spiritual organisation and, in the interview, 

underlines how she expects the interpreters to convey the "spiritual world of the 

philosophers" which can, in tum, say something about why she interprets "second fife" as 

"second birth" and ends up linking it afl to "reincarnation". 
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- E gayet tabu, anhyorum. 

- ve bu tabu tam olarak belki, A Arendt bunu politik eylem ic;:erisinde ki~inin yeniden 

dogu~u ya da kamu alanmda yeniden dogu~ olarak adlandmyor. Bunun eh. ba~ka bir 

eh. ac;:1klamasl yok herhangi bir b~ka reenkarnasyon ya da ba~ka spiri spirtiilistik 

av1klamasl yok. 

- Anhyorum, anhyorum 

- Ac;:1klamasl yok. 

- Tabii felsefe zaten dilnya ya~amtmlZda bizi bu Slflrra kadar getirir bundan otesini 

a~mak biraz srrlan a~maktrr. Onun ic;:in evet burda kalaltm derseniz yok te~ekki.ir 

ederim. Sagolun. 

- T ekrar ayru konuda IsrarhYIm. Eh. tekrar ayru konuda lsrarhYIm. Eh. sizin sozi.inUzii 

aktanyorum. Felsefe ile politika arasmda, bilmiyorum tam, bir aynm gormiiyorum gibi 

bir~ey anladlm. Yani burda eh. politik alana tutkulu ideolojiler dah~ yapabiliyor yok 

kolay ama felsefe burada biraz daha temkinlidir. Smrrh, smlrian daha kahnca. {O 

a91dan siz ~unu mu demek istediniz yani eh. politika felsefesi c;:iinkii mesela bilim 

felsefesi var eh. biz politikaYl da bilim sayanz. Hani politik felsefeden mi bahsetmek 

istediniz? Onunla baglantIh olarak, Heidegger'den yani nasil boyle bir giri~ yapanm 

yok zor ama gene cesaretimi toplayaca~. Simdi, mesela, ornegin, dii~iince, eylem, 

soz arasmda Heidegger apjadl~ kadanyla, yanlI~, yok iyi anIam anlam 

anIamtyorsam, eh. c;:ok yakm yakmsak ili~kiler kll11Ilu~ gibi geliyor. 0 zaman dii~iince 

ozgiirliigu en. yasaklanabilir bu durumda, yani yasakh olabilir yani dii~iince ozgiir 

olmayabiliyor. Bu durumda c;:iinkii eylemde [inaudible remarks] oZgiirliik alaru 

klsltladl~na gore diin yani evrende yani ~u y~adl~ffilZ diinyada klSlth olduguna gore 

yasalarla smlr1andl~na gore bu durumda eh. bilgi toplumunun getirdigi de bir siirey 

var. Getirdigi bir gerekge var. Demek ki biz dii~iinceyi de yani ashnda bu yok eh. eh. 
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to these theses, thought can not, may not be free. Thank you. I suppose I wasn't able 

to express myself very well. Because I don't understand how you can draw these 

conclusions from my presentation. But I did not say, let me correct something I did 

not say politics and philosophy are the same thing. Uh. I said they are the sa, the two 

sides of the same coin. These when you well think of a coin that turns around its edge 

when you throw it on the floor and you see one side at a certain moment and then the 

other side at the other moment. Unfortunately this can't be translated. The translation 

may be wrong. Of course it is always the fault of the translator. Yes! I did use 

expressly the word madalyonun iki yiizii which means the two sides of the coin in 

Turkish. Oh my God! [long laughter among all foreign guests listening to the English 

interpretation, someone from the audience of English speakers says "Poor translator" 

and the whole discussion stops with laughter and comments on what the interpreter 

said. Some English speakers tell their Turkish colleagues what has happened. One of 

the Turkish panel members says to another panelist "Tfukiye'de bulabilecegimiz en iyi 

<;evirmenler" ("The best translators we can find in Turkey") 2-3 minutes break]} is I I 

1 s. Translation of the floor: 

((Interpreter B:) ... Now, for example, for instance, as far as I can, if I'm not mistaken, 

Heidegger has established very close relations between thought, action and word. Then 

freedom of thought can be uh. banned, it can be prohibited that is thought may not be free. 

In this case because the area of freedom is limited in action that is since its limited in the wo 

in the universe, that is, in the world that we live in, since its constrained with laws and then 

there is also the process brought about by the information society. There is a justification 

that this brings which means that we can actually this is this is uh. uh. this is a debate in the 

political sense. It is not very clear, not very defined but, here, according to your thesis, 

thought uh. may just as well not be free. Thank you very much. 
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yani politik anlamda bir tartl~ma konusu. <;ok belirgin degiL belirlenmi~ degil ama 

burda 0 sizin 0 bu tezlere gore dii~Unce eh. 6zgiir olmayabilir de. <;ok te~ekkiir 

ederim. 

- Herhalde eh. ben eh. yeterince if iyi ifade edemedim yUnkii ben benim 

konu~malanmdan nasil bu sonuy yIknguu tam olarak anhyaIlllyorum ama eh. politika 

ve felsefe ayru demedim ilkin, onu diizeltmek istiyorum. F elsefe ve politika eh. bir 

pararun, bir bozuk pararun iki yiizii gibi eh. dedim daha yok. Eh. bunlar siirekli, bunu 

daha yok ben eh. yere attlgln1Zda siirekli etrafinda donen bir para imgesini hatrrlatIyor 

bana daha yok. Kimi zaman bir tarafiru kimi zaman diger tarafiru g6riiyorsunuz. Eh. ve 

[inaudible remarks. The person who asks the questions says something like 

"Terciimede bu aynm yok. Bunu bilesiniz" ("In the translation there was no such 

distinction. Just for you to know")] 

- Eh. yeviri yanll§ olabilir yii eh. ben size 0 tekstin sahibi olarak esas yevmYl 

soyliiyorum. (Long and loud laughters from the floor. The organiser who is one of the 

panelists says "zavalh terciimanlar" ("poor tra..'1S1ators"). The speaker stops. 

Somebody in the panel mentions the names of the speakers to her colle<l::,oue and then 

adds 'Tiirkiye'de bulabilecegimiz en iyi c;evirmenler ('The best interpreters we can find 

ill Turkey"). Somebody else adds ("Especially ill this subject")].} Is. 

- I probably uh. did not express it well enough because I don't really understand how such 

conclusions can be drawn from my speech but uh. I did not say politics and philosophy are 

the same. First I want to correct that. I said politics and philosophy are uh. more like the uh. 

the two sides of a uh. of a coin. Uh. they are in constant, I actually am reminded of the 

image of a coin which continuously tums around itself when you throw it to the floor. You 

see the one side at a certain moment and the other side at another moment. Uh. and 

(inaudible remark by the participant). 
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think. I like to say one Ben kii<;uk, eh. son eh. iki konu~maclya kii<;ucuk bir~ey 

soylemek istiyorum. Heidegger'in ve Arendt'in ortak bir yarn her iki ikisinin de politik 

felsefeci olmadan ka<;mmasldlr, reddetmesidir. Her ikisi de felsefe alarum aymr1ar' . 

- The translation may be wrong uh. as the owner of that text I'm telling you the real 

translation (long laughter among those listening to the English interpretation. One of the 

English speakers says "Poor translator" and the whole discussion stops with laughters and 

comments on what the interpreter said. Some English speakers tell the incident to their 

Turkish colleagues who were not listening to the delivery. One of the Turkish panel members 

tells the names of the interpreters and says to another panelist "TOrkiye'de bulabilecegimiz 

en iyi t;evirmenler" ("The best translators we can find in Turkey). The conference breaks for 

about two minutes)} 

The interpreter reacts defensively to yet another accusation regarding the interpretation. 

Once again, he assumes the speaker-position in the delivery and starts defending himself. 

His sarcastic remarks ("Of course it's a/ways the fault of the translator ... Oh my God!") evoke 

long laughters and comments among the English speakers listening to him. The whole flow 

of communication in the room changes because the users of SI start talking among 

themselves and tell the comments of the interpreter to their Turkish colleagues. The speaker 

in the floor is forced to stop talking because nobody is listening to her any longer. Note that, 

with this intervention, the interpreter not only changes the flow of communication but also 

the position of the original speakers vis-a-vis the interpreters. All of a sudden, the 'invisible' 

interpreter who is supposed to be interpreting' the floor starts 'regulating' it. Two points of 

further interest here are that the participant who asks this question also happens to be one 

of my respondents in the user interviews. There he caJls himself a 'political activist' which 

might say something about why he interprets the speaker's speech in a way that ties up with 

freedom of thought and censor (Note that in 1 r, the same speech is interpreted by another 

listener as suggesting 'reincarnation'). The second point concerns the last sentence in this 

excerpt where the speaker in the floor says "The translation may be wrong, as the owner of 

the text, I'm telling you the real translation", In a very striking fashion, this comment reveals 
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- I I think I like to say one once more sentence to the last uh. two speakers. Uh. I 

guess the one thing uh. Heidegger and Arendt have in common that they both refuse 

to both refuse to be political philosophers which means they both try to distinguish the 

spheres of philosophy and here philosophy is taken to be the search for meaning of 

concepts. Concepts like actiol1~ speech and so and so forth. So I think: urn. they are 

different questions posed and urn. then we discussed of course uh. how we can go 

from one sphere to another. But urn. sides or spheres can be taken as sides of one 

coin and I must agree but uh. for each side one must change the attitude, the the kind 

of questions. 

- Please come forth. 

- Eh. Tfukye konu~uyorum. Oncelikle Sanem Haruma eh. sorumu yonIendirmek 

istiyorum. Eh. kamusal alana veya kamu alarunda eylemin konu~mayla belirmesinde 

aktortin veya sizin deyiminizle ajarun kimIigini veya yeniden dogumunu 

geryekle~tirmesi eh. durumu ortaya 91kIyor fakat yine sizin deyiminizle Arendt'te logos 

baglammda dii~iinmeyi aynca bir dii~iinme eh. hakikate ula~mada bir ba~ka boliim 

olarak soylediniz, yarulmtyorsam yani ~unu soylediniz veya ~oyle soyleyeyim yani 

kamu alarunda eylemin konu~mayla be1irmesinde 'kim' sorusuna verilen cevap onaya 

900yor. Dogru. Bir de dii~iinme ile hakikate ul~mak diye ayn bir bagIam sozkonusu. 

- Bu tamamen Heidegger'de sozkonusu 01~ Arendt'te bu sozkonusu olmayan bir 

baglam yani belki yanlt~ anI~tlmt~ olabilir ancak buna i.~et etmedim yani Hannah 

Arendt'in dogru dogruluk zaten sonuy olarak onu belirtmeye 9a1t~lm [inaudible 

that even at a conference on philosophy where the speaker herself talks about how "agents· 

disclose their identity through speech" the 'original' speake: can claim the sale ownership of 

her text and its 'real' translation thereby completely denying the interpreters any chance of 

disclosing their identity in speech. 
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Burada felsefe kavramlann anlammm ar~asl mesela soz elL kavrarm eh. 

kavramm anlammm anla~:tlmaslUl, farkh sorular sorulur. Bu alandan b~ka bir alana 

nasll gegebiliriz ve ay bence bu iki alan aym filcirdeyim ay ayru. Bir madalyonun iki 

yiiziidiir. Ama miihim olan burda ne tiir soru soruldugudur. Eh. Tiirk~e 

konu~uyorum I'm going to speak in TurkislL First I would like to address Sanem 

Harum a question. Dh. the fact that action manifests itself through speech in the public 

realm the age means that the agent puts forth his discloses his or her identity through 

speech. But logos in your context is another aspect of reaching truth if I'm not 

mistaken. Let me put it the following way. In public realm, in the public realm uh. in 

the manifestation of action through speech then the the question with the question of 

who uh. there is disclosure. Then there is another context of reaching truth through 

thinking. This is only uh. true for Heidegger. This is not Arendt. Perhaps this may be 

misunderstood but I did not say this. For Hannah Arendt uh. truth I interrupted you. 

{I I'm sorry I interrupted you. No no go ahead, says the person. } It un. in uh. in the 

final analysis, Arendt's philosophy is meaning-centered not truth-centered. Therefore 

Arendt has does not have a problem of reaching truth. {Then the uh. fact of thinking 

is realized in the public realm too or reflection is a phenomenon that takes place in the 

public sphere. Nfeditatio~ contemplation sorry. Dh. no no. Hannah Arendt 

distinguishes between the private realm and the public realm.} lu lJh. the private realm 

1t . Translation of the floor 

{-... This is only true in Heidegger but not in Arendt's context, that is to say, it might have 

been misunderstood but I did not point out to that that is Hannah Arendt's true truth I BetuaJly 

wanted to say that as a conclusion. I'm sorry I interrupted you but just so that it doesn't lead 

to a misunderstanding later. Uh. uh. after all Arendt's philosophy is not truth-centered, its 

meaning-centered. That's why f think we cannot talk of any concern in Arendt uh. about uh. 
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remarks] {Afederseniz lafilllZl kestim ama daha sonraya yanh~ gitmesin diye.} 1t {Eh. 

eh. sonuy olarak zaten eh. Arendt'in felsefesi anlam merkezlidir, dogru merkezli 

degildir. Dolaytslyla Arendt'in eh. dogru eh. ya ul~mak gibi bir kaygJ.smdan 

sozedemeyiz diye dii~iiniiyorum. 

- Yani kamu eh. dii~iinme eh. eh. olgusu da .yine kamusal alanda geryekle~en bir 

hadise 

- Haytr ben benim an anlarugun 

- Yani veya ~unu soylemek istiyorum Eski deyimle te tefekkiir de kamusal alanda 

geryekle~en bir olgu mu? 

- Hayrr ozel alanda gen;eklenen bir ~eydir.} Iu Bana gore yani benim yaptlgun aynma 

gore, ozel ya~am diye ayrrdlgl Hannah Arendt'in bizim 0 kendimizle olan konu~maYl 

yapabilecegimiz alan olarak orada bulunmaktlr ve ayru zamanda eh. her iki alan 

reaching the truth. 

- So, its public, uh. the phenomenon of thinking still takes place in the public realm 

- No, as far as I can understand 

- Well I'm just trying to say. Is 'tefekkOr' to use the old word, a phenomenon that takes place 

in the public realm? 

- No, in the private realm .. .) 

1t. The interpreter shifts to reported speech to account for the chaotic tum-taking and 

overlapping remarks in the floor which make their proper sequential representation in the 

delivery very difficult. Shifting to reported speech enables the interpreter to reflect and 

redress the chaotic tum-taking in the delivery. 

1 u. The interpreter apologizes and corrects his initial so/utien for "tefekkOr" without shifting 

the speaking subject. The remark is made in the 1 st person so that for the listeners it either 

blends completely into the speaker's 'I' or blurs the speaking subject in the delivery. 
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is the sphere where we can talk to ourselves and at the same time between the public 

and private spheres, there is a connection which uh. which uh. makes which creates a 

situation where they both require each other. They can not exist without each other 

without each other. Arendt says this very clearly. In a situation uh. they can only 

disappear together or transformation into the social uh. in the same realm. Let me add 

something, Arendt I read The Human Condition from the Turkish translation. Earlier I 

had read Arendt partially in the eight in the late eighties. I would like to contribute 

something on labor. If this is a contribution. In many of the Western languages or in 

Hebrew or in Sanskrite, uh. at the etymological root of the concept labor there is pain, 

there is worry and that kind of connotations. This is what she said. And I thought of 

the uh. etymological root of the word labor in Turkish emek but I could not find the 

etymological root but then I found an Uygur a book addressed to the Uygur Turks. I 

found the root of this word emgek it was in Uygur but but emgek is also the root and 

so is emek of course. But ismet Zeki Eyiiboglu in his Etymological dic Dictionary, in 

Mongolian, it comes uh. the word emek labor in Turkish comes from the Mongolian 

uh. then there was no no real real relation established so its debatable. Now with 

respect to the Van Le Cook nineteenfortyone edition, emgek uh. uh. is used in the 

same connotation mentioned by Arendt. That is to say it con connotes pain. When I 

went on looking into this I found a survey dictionary of uh. the ~aricultural terms of 

the Turkish Language Institutes Institute and I found there emgek is used as emek in 

certain regions. Emgek the uygur word is used as emek the Turkish word. {Of course 

I said urn. but when when I I compare Uygur Turkish and in the Uygur Turkish uh. its 

used exactly in the same manner as Arendt says uh. as a connotation of pain. I uh. 

accept this as a contribution because I had not been able to reach the etymology of the 

word labor emek uh. in Turkish but you used the same thing on Arendt. Uh. you it 
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arasmda yani ozel alan ve kamu alaru arasmda birbirini gerektiren eh. bir baglantI 

vardlf yani birisi olmadan digeri olarnaz. Zaten Arendt de bunu yok aylkc;a eh. 

belirtiyor. Eh. her ikisinin de ortadan kalkmasl dedigi durum eh. birlikte gerc;ekle~ir 

yani biri kamu alaru gittiginde ozel ya~am da kalmaz diyor ya da tersi. 

- Veya toplumsal olana doml~me ayru anda gef(;ekle~mi~ oluyor 

- Evet toplumsal alana d6nu~me dedigi her kesimin de ortadan kalkI~ma i~aret ediyor. 

- Ben bir ilavede bulunmak istiyorum. Eh. Arendt'in insanhk. Durumu'nu Tfukc;esinden 

okudum ve daha onceden de Arendt'i seksenyedili ytllarda falan filan c;ok kIsmi bir 

~ekilde okumu~m. Eh. emek kavrann konusunda bir katktda bulumnak istiyorum 

eger katkIysa. Eh. belli ba§h Batl dillerinde, ibranicede olsun veya Sanskritc;ede oisun, 

yanh§ hatlflamIyorsam, emek kavrammm etimolojisinde, kokeninde aCl eh. soontl, 

endi§e gibi c;agn~lmlann bulundugunu eh. soyluyordu. Ben bunu Tfukc;e'de emek 

kavrammm etimolojisinde merak ettim fakat yeterince kaynaga ula§amadlm herhalde 

bu konuda fakat c;ok enteresan bir tesadufle eh. bindokuzytizkIrkbir yili baskIsl bir 

Uygur Turklerine yonelik bir kitapta emek kavrammm kokenini rastladlglID1 

zannediyorum. Eh. emgek olarak geyiyor.Emgek. 

- [barely audible] emgek? 

- Evet, emek kavraIDl fakat eh. aym zamanda kok emgek yani emek de oyledir mesela. 

Ama i§te ismet Zeki Eyliboglu'nin eh. Turkc;e Etimoloji Sozlugune gore Mogolca 'em' 

kokUnden geldigini s6yliiyor ama pek anla~Ihr bir ifade degil yUnkU em'le emek 

arasmda bir baglantl kuramadl ve tartl§mah 01 oldugunu soyluyor. F akat eh. Uygur 

Turkc;esinde, Uygur Turklerine y6nelik eh. Maneizm Propagandasl Elkitabl, Van Le 

Cook, bindokuzyUzkrrkbir YIh baskIsl. Burda emgek tam da Arendt'in bahsettigi 

anlamdaki bir c;agn~lmla kullaruhyor yani aCl iyeren bir 9agn~lmla kullaruhyor. Eh. 

daha sonra eh. devam ettigimde, Turk Dil Kurumu'nun en. Ziraat Terimleri Tarama 
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was translated as insanhk Durumu eh. The Human Condition but I think it should be 

insanhk Ko~ulu. This is a sematic or morphological well lexical debate in Turkish so 

I don't think it would interest our foreign guests. Ko~l means condition while durum 

means situation. Eh. so Sanem Hanlm says ko~l is better for condition in Turkish.} Iv 

Its not true This is not do eh. eh. Bu dogru degil. Heidegger'in son tahlilde dille 

hakikati ozde~le~digi dogru degildir. Tam tersine, bu if~anm ilk a~amalannda 

geyerlidir. Daha sonra bir b~ka yonde eh.. hareket eder Heidegger. Mesela Sofislerde 

is so less edit ettigim bu derledigim bu sofiste em. Heidegger ~oyle der. Eh. dil 

hakikate degil yanh~a gotiiriir. Logos hakikate degil yanh~a gotiirtir der 9iinkii logos 

9iinkii 'it' yani '0' sentetiktir. Hakikat rm logos mu bilemiyoruz. (:iinkii sentetiktir. 

tv. Translation of the floor: 

{. .. Of course in this second Tarama Dictionary that I I mentioned the concept of emgek is 

referred to with the connotation of pain but when I compared it with Uygur Turkish I saw that 

the two tenns were the same and in Uygur Tur,Qsh its used in exactly the same meaning as 

Arendt says. I'm saying this so that it may be a contribution. Thank you. 

- Thank you very much indeed. This is rea I take this as a contribution. Uh. frankly I could 

not access its etymology in Turkish. .. 

- Uh. yes I had the same problem and as a contribution. .. 

- But by the way, considering that there are guests interested in Arendt, you've used the 

same thing. Uh. it was translated as insanltk Durumu uh. uh. The Human Condition but I un. 

propose that we accept it as uh. insanllk Ko§ufu. If this can be accepted because each 

situation refers to a condition but not each each situation constitutes a condition. So its more 

appropriate to accept it as ko§ul. This is the difference between situation* and condition* in 

English} 

* pronounced in English by the speaker 

While this discussion takes place, the meeting is a/most 45 minutes over its scheduled 
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Sozliigu,nde yaruhmyorsam yetmi~bir Ylh basklsl olsa gere~ orda eh. emgekin, bazI 

yorelerde emek olarak kullamldlgrru gordiim. {Tabii bu ikinci bahsettigim Tarama 

Sozliigu,nde, emgek kavramt bir aCl eh. Stkmtl anlammda bir ~~tm olarak kullaruhm 

ama Uygur Tiirkyesinden kar~tla~dtgun zaman iki terimin aym oldugunu ve Uygur 

Tiirkyesinde tam da Arendt'in soyledigi manada kullamldlgmt gordlim. Bu belki bir 

katkl olabilir diye zikrediyorum. T e~ekkiir ederim. 

- Geryekten yok te~ekkiirler. Bu ger bir katla. olarak kabul ediyorum. Eh. etimolojisine 

ben Tiirkyede dogrusu ula~amamt~ttm yiinkO. 

- E evet yani 0 slklntlyt ben ya~adtm, bir katkI olsun diye. 

- Yalruz bu arada Arendt'le ilgilenen dinleyicilerimiz oldugunu da dii~iinere~ siz de 

ayru ~eyi kullamyorsunuz. Eh. insanhk Durumu olarak yevrildi eh. eh. The Human 

Condition ancak bunun eh. insanllk Ko~ulu olarak eh. kabul edilmesini ben 

oneriyorum. Burada ka kabul edilebilirse yiinkii durum, eh. her ko~ul eh. bir duruma 

i~aret eder ancak her her durum bir ko~ul olu~turmaz. Dolaytslyle bunun ko~ul olarak 

eh. kabul edilmesi daha uygun. illgilizcedeki bu situation, condition aynmtdlf.} Iv. 

finishing time. Moreover both the previous discussion on the etymology of the term 'emgek' 

and this one on the Turkish title of Arendt's book are related with the connotations of words 

in Turkish and are quite challenging to express in English. To complicate things even further, 

the interpreter has to tackle with overlapping speech and chaotic tum-taking in the floor 

because the speakers get carried away discussing the issue in their native language. As a 

response, the interpreter first starts reporting the speakers in the floor ("Uh. so Sanem 

Hamm says ko§ul is better condition in Turkish,,) and then assumes the speaker-position 

explicitly to voice his own comments regarding the specificity of the discussion ("This is a 

semantic or morphological welf lexical debate in Turkish so I don't think it would interest our 

foreign guests"). Thus, his position shifts from the one seemingly 'dubbing' the original 

speakers to the one 'reporting' and then, strikingly, to the one 'commenting' about them. 
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DolayIslyla logos zorunlu olarak hakikatin mekam yeri degildir ve bu ilginytir. Daha 

geni~ bir anlamda logas, logos zemaynendir. Zemayneyn Aristotel es aletheyadan 

farkhdtr. Bu ayru zamanda bir anlam ta~lf. B~ka bir~ey degil. Bu sadece i~aret eder, 

ifade etmez. Sadece i~aret etmek i9in. Tann ve ~eyin eh. gizi Slffl. Hakikat degil.. Bir 

bir ek yapmak istiyorum. {<;ok yaygm bir fikir Heidegger'in logosla hakikatl 

ozde~le~tirdigi fikri ama eh. Jimdi Sanem Hanlm konu§Uyor. Logosla legeyi 

birbirinden aylnyor. } lw 

Interpreter A: OK. I would uh. Ama toplantlffilZ1 bitirmeden once ben bu 

sempozyuma katllanlar adma ozellikle yurt d1~mdan gelenIer adma ~unu soylemek 

istiyorum. Burada bize gosterdiginiz konukseverlik i9in ozellikle size yok te~ekktir 

ederiz Saym Profesor S6zer, herkese Bogaziy~ Universitesi yonetimine de te~ekktir 

edeliz. Keza sizlere de yok te~ekkUr ederiz. Aym ~ekilde. Bu toplantlyI mumkUn kllan, 

bizirn buraya gelmemizi miimkiin kllan biitOn kurulu~lara da comertlikleri ve 

konukseverlikleri iyin aynca te~ekkiir ederiz. <;ok istifade ettik. Kurulu~lan saymak 

istiyorum. Goethe Enstitiitiisii, FranslZ Ara~tlfffia Enstitiisii, italyan Kiiltiir Enstirusu 

ve Adam Publishing eh. Yaymevi. Biitiin bu kuru1u~lar bizim bu topiantlyI gelmemizi 

ve toplantlmn yapllmaslfll mumkiin klldllar. Hem onIara hem de biitiin katlhmcllara bir 

kere daha te~ekkUrler. Aynca terciimanlara da te~ekkiir etmek isterim. Geryekten 

inarulmaz bir i~ becerdiler [Applause] Ve onlar da tabii bu sempozyumu miimkiin 

1w. {(Interpreter B:) ... I want make an an addition. Irs a very widespread idea that 

Heidegger identifies logos with truth but uh. now Sanem Hamm is talking. She is 

differentiating logos and legein. Okay, I would uh. But before we end our symposium. . .) 

The interpreter shifts the speaking subject in the delivery arid starts reporting about what the 

speakers say because the interaction in the floor is characterised by chaotic tum-faking, 

overlapping and inaudible remarks. 
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- Evet. Okay. 

- Bana gore. 

- Okay. 

- Its not true 00. uh. that Heidegger identifies in the last instance language with truth. 

On the contrary [inaudible remarks] No. Its only the way of this construction is a first 

00. is a first phases only and then he goes uh. in a in another direction. So he says for 

example in The Sophestes, in this big course I had this honor to edit. Uh. he says the 

logos is so less the place oftruth that in the contrary he is the place of falsity, of false, 

because logos is synthetetic, syn, synthetic, synthetic so he can combine terms which 

are not combined because he is it is synthetic. So logos is not necessarily the the place 

of truth and uh. that that's very interesting. Uh. logos in wider sense is Semainen with 

Aristotle. Semainen is not aletheyein. That's a difference. It's ail, it also mean 

something and nothing more and this may be in a manner only which is indicating and 

not expressing really something, only to indicate it. Yes urn. God, the secret of the 

thing, yes, not truth. 

- {Uh. I want to uh. answer uh. I want to make a add addition. 

- [barely audible] it is a very current opinion that Heidegger identifies logos with 

truth. 

- No, no he he himself dis discriminates [inaudible remarks] 

- He he himself distinguish uh. uh. logos and legein, legein also this well we can 

[inaudible remarks]} lw 

- I would, before Onay, I would like to say a word or two on behalf of the participants 

in this meeting, this symposium, uh. on behalf of especially those who've come from 

abroad and urn. who are extremely grateful for the urn. for the kindness and the 

hospitality of Professor Sozer of uh. for the Administration of urn. the Bogazici 
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laldIlar aksi halde birbirimizin ne dedigini anlamayacaktJk. Gordiiguniiz gibi dil yok 

onemlidir. Eh. ben de son olarak musaadenizle bir ~ ~ey soylemek istiyorum. 

Umanm ho~uza gitmi~tir bu kolokyumumllZ- Bunu yaparken ama'tlannnzdan biri de 

~uydu. Kendimizi kamuya a'tmak ve galiba yaptIk. BazI problemier yok degildi fakat 

bunlar esas olarak teknolojik problemierdi. Diinkii elektrik kIsmtl kesilme1erini 

kastediyorum ama neticede ustesinden gelmeyi ba~ardtk. BUgUn bu tiir problem biraz 

daha az oldu. {Profesor Barash dogrusu bana soyleyecek pek bir soz brrakmach ama 

ben de ozellikle katlhmcllara te~ekki.ir etmek isterim. Sablrlan i9i71. Dilim siir9tii 

sablrslzllk dedim. Ama sablr demek istemi§tim. Eh. 90k sabull sablrll bize 

zamammZZI a§mamlZ baklmzndan tahammiil gosterdiniz.} Ix Tabii aynca Bogazi<;:i 

1x. {(Interpreter A:) ... Professor Barash did not really leave me much to say but I too would 

like to thank the participants for their patience. That was a slip of the tongue. I said 

impatience but I had meant patience. Wrth a Jot of patience, you tolerated us for exceeding 

our time. Naturally I would also like to thank. . .) 

In his closing remarks, the organiser thanks the audience for their "impatience" instead of 

"patience" which the interpreter renders correctly as "sabtr"' ("patience,). However, the 

mistake in the original stirs up comments from the audience who try to show the speaker his 

mistake. Those listening to the delivery are inevitably excluded from this interaction because 

they never hear the 'mistake'. Possibly to give an idea about the interaction to his listeners, 

the interpreter inserts an explanato(1j remark without explicitly shifting from the speaker's T. 

In fact the interpreter inserts this comment into the speaker's '1'. Note that this comment is 

also slightly odd because even though there is no error to start with, the interpreter first 

announces the cause of a problem ("That was a slip of tongue") and then explains the 

problem which never occurred in the delivery ("I said impatience but I meant patience"). 

Interesting enough, although this remark in the delivery makes the speaker Jook like he is 

correcting himself (though in an odd way!), the original speaker never realizes his initial 

mistake. 
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University. Uh. we would like to thank you uh. extend our thank, heartfelt thanks to 

you. Urn. we would also like to thank all of those institutions that made it possible for 

us to come from abroad and to participate in this uh. symposium and whose 

generosity and hospitality uh. were of great benefit to us and uh. namely the urn. 

Goethe Institute, the Institute d'Etude Francaise, the Istituto d'Italia eli Cultura and 

also the Adam Publishing House, to all of these who have made our participation 

possible and this colloquium, symposium possible. I would like uh. to extend uh. our 

thanks on behalf of all of the participants. Urn. and um. last but not least, I would like 

to thank the translators who did such a uh. wonderful job in translating and uh. its a 

terrible [applause] and also made this colloq, symposium possible because otherwise 

we wouldn't have been able to understand each other and that's an essential part of 

language so thank you all. 

- Well just the very last concluding remark by my side. I hope that you have you have 

enjoyed our colloquium. One of our aims was to open us to the public and I think that 

we have done that. un. there were some problems but these were first of all 

technological problems with electricity yesterday but I I think that we have overcome 

it finally [laughs] and to today there were less problems in that direction. {Weil, uh. 

Mr. Barash didn't leave me uh. anything more to say uh. but I want uh. to express, to 

bring into expression, specifically my thanks to the participants uh. for their 

impatience, for their [inaudible remarks] uh. uh. impatience in general because it has it 

has taken so much time. We have overpassed [inaudible remarks] impatience with 

time with with our work because we have overgone [further remarks, barely audible 

"we have patience"] yes, you have patience [laughter] we have overgone the limits of 

time but I think that that was not a problem.} Ix Well I want to thank you also in 

addition to the university, to the Bogaziyi University which has made possible this 
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Universitesine da te~ekkiir etmek isterim. Bogaziyi Universitesi bu orgaruzasyonu 

mumkiin kiliru.~tlr. Ozellikle Organizasyon Komitesine ylirekten te~ekkUrler efendim. 
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organization and specifically to the organization committee. Thank you very much. 

[Applause] 
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4.5.2. Other examples of explicit or suspected 'shifts in the speaking subject' in 

the corpus 

2) BOOTH: 

Interpreter 8: Bu aynm eski, birinci aynma katllmlyor sadece bu. Onun i<;in 

yerle~tjriljyor. Ben Arendt'j boyle anhyorum. Sonra bana Merleau-Ponty'nin 

yapltlan i<;inde bir <;ogulluk, pluralite bulup buiamayacaglmizi sordunuz. Bu 

90k buyuk bir sorun eh. bu sorun. Bunu sormadlm. Eh. tamam 0 zaman 

mesele yok. Ama Merleau-Ponty, 0 kitapta, G6runebilir ve G6runmeyen 

ba~l!glnl ta~lyan kitap, bu kitabl bilen ba~ka, <;ok iyi bilen ba~ka 

meslekda~lanmlz da var burda. Sanlyorum G6runen ve Gorunmeyen kitabl, 

Merleau-Ponty'nin <;ok deney yaptl91 bir kitaptlr. Bu aldlglm eh. tesadUfen 

eh. buldugum bir al b6lumdur. Orada gergekten aYlrtmln aynmlndan, 

farkllllgm farkllllgmdan s6zediyor. Ne demek istiyor orda? Bunu Merleau

Ponty'nin genel du~Oncesi baglamlnda anlamak lazlm. {Bilmem ikinci 

sorunuza cevap verdim mi? [inaudible remarks from the floor] But I mean 

that Merleau-Ponty has Maa/esef sa/ondan konu§an konu§mael mikrofon 

kullanmadlgl k;in r;eviremiyoruz. +++ Ama benee diyor Onay Bey eh. bu 

konularda yazm!§tlr Merleau-Ponty ve tabii erken 61umu de yapltlnl yar, 

yapltmm tam tamamlanmadan kalmaslna yol a<;ml~tlr. Eh. Merleau-Ponty'nin 

bir<;ok deyimini eh. Derrida devralml~tlr tabii siz bu meseleyi ga benden de 

iyi biliyorsunuz.}2a {Peki son bir soru. Ordan konu§urlarsa r;eviremeyiz. 

LOtfen uyann. Mikrofona gelme/eri gerekiyor aksi takdirde TOrkr;eye 

c;evrilemeyeeek. If I Eger yanll~ anlamadlysam Profeser}2b Onay Sezer, 
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aynmln aynmlnln eh. eklenmedigini ic;ine yerle~tirildigini soyledi. Ben bunu 

soylemedim ... 

2) FLOOR: 

- This new difference is not added uh. to the old, the the first difference but I think 

that it is inserted into that difference. This is wha, how I understand Arendt and then 

uh. you uh. you have said, you have asked me uh. whether uh. we can find the 

plurality in in the works of Merleau-Ponty. This is a big question, a big problem uh. 

I'm not daring to uh. to deal with this [inaudible remark] Pardon? You didn't ask that. 

Oh! Thank you then then it is okay [laughter] But but Merleau-Ponty uh. uh. ex in 

that book The Visible and the Invisible, there are some uh. other colleagues who 

know also this books very well, uh. I think that the The Visible and Invisible is a book 

where the author uh. experiments very much and this is one of the passages I have I 

have found by chance and he he speaks there really of a difference of difference. What 

does that mean? Uh. evidently that must be searched, that must be understood then in 

the context of uh . .wlerleau-Ponty. {I don't know did I give you an answer to your 

second question. [inaudible remarks by the person who asked the question] 

- But I mean that Merleau-Ponty has written urn. uh. on this subjects also and uh. his 

premature that as uh. let his work unfinished and then many concepts, many 

expression which Merleau-Ponty uses are taken then by Derrida also. We see that, 

you know better perhaps uh. than me, yes.} 2a 

- {Okay, one last question. Yes please [inaudible] Can you, can you come here? 

[inaudible but something like "I can shout"] but they can not interpret. 

- If I did not understand uh. wrong uh. Professor} 2b anay Sezer has said that urn. the 

difference of difference is not added but inserted. It is an inserted ... 
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2a. 

{(Interpreter B:) .. .I don't know if I've answered your second question [inaudible 

remarks from the floor] But I mean that Merleau-Ponty has unfortunately we 

cannot interpret because the speaker speaking from the floor is not using a 

microphone. But, says Mr. Onay, Merleau-Ponty has written on these topics and his 

early death has left his work inco unfinished. Uh. Many of Merleau-Ponty's 

expressions have been taken by Derrida but you know that better than I. .. } 

The interpreter cannot follow the discussion in the floor because some of the 

comments are made without a microphone. Moreover, there is chaotic turn-taking in 

the room challenging a proper representation of the original turn-taking in the 

delivery. In response, the interpreter assumes the speaker-position and explicates the 

cause of the interruption to his delivery. As soon as he can hear one of the speakers 

again, he shifts to reported speech and thereby reveals which speaker he has started 

representing in the delivery. Once that is clear, the interpreter resumes the 'I' of the 

speaker in his delivery and continues interpreting. 

2b. 

{(Interpreter B:) Okay one last question if they talk from there, we cannot interpret. 

Please warn them. Thev have to come to the microphone otherwise thev cannot be 

interpreted into Turkish. If I If I did not misunderstand, Professor ... } 

Once again, the speakers in the floor speak without microphones. The interpreter 

shifts the speaking subject, assumes the speaker-position and explicates the cause of 

the interruption to his delivery. Moreover, he 'instructs' his audience to warn the 

speakers to use microphones. By addressing them directly and asking them to take 
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action on his behalf, the interpreter (re)positions the listeners from passive recipients 

to active 'collaborators' responsible from safeguarding the flow of the delivery . 

3) BOOTH: 

Interpreter A: Ben de Hannah Arendt'in eylem konusundaki du~Onceleri ile 

ilgili birkac; ~ey soylemek istiyorum. Arendt'in de Aristoteles'e geri donOp 

eylemin bir eh. ko mOkemmellik olarak ele alJnmadlglnl soylediniz. Eylem eh. 

kay konsepti konusunda ey Hannah Arendt Devrimle ilgili kitablnda ~unu 

hatlrlamak zorundaYlz der. Devletin kurulu~u ve her bOtOn bu ba~langlg eh. 

idesi ve onu anlmsama yani yeni eh. olan dOzeni hatlrlamak zorundaYlz. {Bu 

aslmda Aristoteles'den degil Romaillardan gelen onlara 6zg0 bir~eydir ve 

Arendt'in getirdigi yeni ~ey eh. son derece orijinaldir. a very short one, yes 

Eh, mikrofon efendim. + Mikrofon ne yazlk ki aqlk degil. I don't see in Being 

and Time, the tech, what you say, wha what argues about techno Eh. 

teknolojiyle ilgili argumanlar daha geg bir d6neme aittir eh. evet tamamen 

sizinle aym fikirdeyim}3a ama burdaki bu eh. 610me dogru varlIk bence 

tamamen buna ayklfl ama esas olarak insan kendisi karar verir eh. eh. ama 

gelecekle ilgili olan ~eylere insan karar ve karar veremez, gelecek 

Ereignislere, olaylara ama politik eylem teknolojiye bir eh. cevap verebilir. 

Politikle ilgili, politikayla ilgili dO~en eh. politikayla ilgili olan durum, teknolojik 

cevabln verilmesi gerekliligidir. Teknolojik eh. soruya. {Sorunun kendisi 

burda eh. yanlt~ olarak anla~llml~tlr ama sizin dediginize ben katillyorum. 

$imdi Arendt bu konuda ne eh. ~ekilde dO~OndO, bu bamba~ka bir sorudur. 

Mikrofon aq/k degil efendim + Eh. kilrsildeki mikrofon ne yazlk ki aqlk degil + 

Ha/a. Ben de sizin eh. dikkatinizi Barash'ln metnindeki bir pasaja takmak 
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istiyorum.}3b Sein und Zeit'ln dilinde 0 a ammsama degildir, yineleme, 

Wiederholung' dur. .. 

3) FLOOR: 

- I think I I like to say one thing more about Hannah Arendt concerning the point of 

action and and your uh. question whether or not she just goes back to Aristotle in 

terms of taking action as accomplishing. It seems to me that urn. the other str uh. 

strain of thought in in the concept of action goes back to the Roman spirit and uh. 

here she very strongly, for instance on her book urn. About Revolution, she makes a 

point that we need to remember uh. the the finding of of the state and uh. the idea 

well the whole idea of beginning and the whole idea of remembrance and when she 

refers to even to the American uh. dollars by by saying that uh. this novum 

olosecularum, so we have to remember the new order, {then this is not Aristotelian, 

this is very Roman and in that sense urn. she she brings in something new which is neit 

neither Aristotle nor Heided, Heideggerian but actually quite original. [inaudible 

remarks from the floor] 

- A very sh short one, yes [inaudible remarks] 

- Uh. I I don't see in Being and Time that that tech what what you say. What he 

argues about technology is a much later argument. lJh. I don't, I don't see in Being 

and Time because I think I see entirely what you say and I agree with you. I mean if 

you read, I don't see that in Beh'1g and Time. I think that the argument there is uh. a 

clear neglect of the political it seems to me but if you look at the later writings on 

technology, you're right} 3a in the sense that action can not have the kind of meaning 

that it has for Arendt, precisely because its not man r~ally who decides on the uh. on 

the advent of of future epocho cality on the coming of the Ereignis etcetera. This is 
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not a human decision and therefore we can do whatever we want politically. In fact 

uh. uh. it it what what what is misguided is the fact that we think that political action 

can give an answer to technology which it can't uh. for Heidegger. He's saying that 

you know, precisely, its precisely the the idea that through politics we can come to a 

some kind of resolution of the question of technology. It it is precisely the 

technological answer to a technological question and there he says that it's not uh. 

correct. {I mean its an answer that completely misunderstands uh. the question itself 

And there I think you're entirely, its entirely correct what you're saying. Whether you 

agree with that or whether Arendt could agree with that is another question. 

- [inaudible remarks, the Chairman tells the speaker 'Mikrofonu biraz indirin. 

Kendinize dogru tamam"(''Lower the microphone a little. Towards yourself')] and the 

other one to Christina Schues. lJh. I want to draw your attention uh. to a passage in 

the text of Barash.} 3b He says in the language of Sein und Zeit, it is not memory, 

Erinnerung, but repetition, Wiederholung ... 

3a. 

{(Interpreter A) ... This actually does not come from Aristotle but from the Romans, 

its unique to them and the new thing Arendt brings is uh. very original. A very short 

one, yes. Uh. microphone please ++ The microphone is unfortunately not on. I don't 

see in Being and Time, that that tech, what what you say. What he argues about 

uh. the arguments on technology belong to a later period uh. yes, I totally agree with 

you ... } 

The interpreter shifts the speaking subject, assumes the position of the speaker and 

explicates the cause of the interruption to her delivery. Once she can hear the floor 

again, she resumes the "I" of the speaker. Notice that for the listeners, there are three 
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speakers entwined in the delivery: The interpreter in the speaker's 'I', the interpreter 

in the speaker-position and the original speaker in the floor which shows the 

multiplicity of the identities present in the delivery. 

3b. 

{(Interpreter A:) ... The question itself has been misunderstood here but I agree with 

what you say. What Arendt thought uh. about this subject is another question. The 

microphone is not on + Uh. the microphone at the rostrom is unfortunately not on + 

Still. I also would like to draw your attention to a passage in Barash's text ... } 

Similar to 3 a, the interpreter assumes the position of the speaker and ascribes the 

interruption in her delivery to a problem with the microphone. The transcription of the 

recordings of the floor show that her comment works, the participants probably warn 

the chairperson who then tells the speaker to hold the microphone closer to his mouth 

and once the interpreter can hear again, she shifts back to using the 1 st person and 

resumes his T in the delivery. 

4) BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: Tahsa, burda eh. sizin burda, sizin burda benim burda dogup 

dogmu~ olmamlzdlr ama faktisite burda tekil olmamlz ve bir tekil kOltore ait 

olmamlzdlr. Eh. burda Heidegger'in gok 6nemJi bir aynml bu. Eh. bu 

sanlyorum iredung ile ba~ka bir kavram araslndaki aynmlna eh. tekabOI 

eder. Bu bu Tatsektung eh. a kar~llIk verir [a tense chuckle] Wiederholung 

ise eh. bizim belirli bir toplulugun eh. Oyesi olmamlza referans verir. Bu tabii 

olumsal bir noktadlr. .. 

4) FLOOR: 
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(missing) 

4a. 

{(Interpreter B): Tahsa* here is that you are born here and I'm born here but 

F aktisite* here is that we are single and belong to a single culture. Uh. this is an 

important distinction by Heidegger. lilt I believe this refers to the difference between 

Iredung* and another concept. This is met with T atsektung* (a tense chuckle) 

Wiederholung refers to the fact that we are a member of a certain group and this is ... } 

* mispronounced words shown with Turkish orthography 

This section stands out in the delivery because although some of the words resemble 

German they do not make sense. The interpreter seems disturbed by his delivery as 

well because he chuckles tensely. Even though the speaking subject does not change 

explicitly, his (mis-)pronunciation of German and the tense chuckle certainly blur the 

'speaking subject' in the delivery. The tense chuckle also foregrounds the importance 

oflooking at semi-verbal factors in analysing oral language. 

5) BOOTH: 

interpreter B: Zaman'da s6yledigi ~eyler eger bu yapltl daha sonraki 

dQ~Qncesiyle bir arada ele [cassette change] Eh. oteki soru ~u. Heidegger'in 

eh. dogum hakkmda yeteri kadar dQ~Qnmedigi dogru. Hannah Arendt'in eh. 

dogum konusunda gok dQ~undQgu dogru ama Hannah Arendt'in dogum 

konusunda s6yledigi ~eyleri, Heidegger'in eh. eh.du~uncesinjn igine 

bUtQnle~tirirsek ne olurdu, nasll bir bQtunsellige nasll bir etki yapardl? {Sir 

g6ru§ belirtmek istiyorum eh. SaYln S6zer'in soyledikleriyle. Wiederholung 

ve iner eh. Erinerrung konusunda eh. benim eh. Varhk ve Zaman konusunda 
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s6yleyecegim !?eylerde bu ikisi aymdlr. Almanca olarak Wiede, 

Wiederho/ungu aC;lkllyor yani yani sadece bir tekrarlamadan gok Cite 

bir!?eydir.}5a Eh. bu sadece bir tekrarlama degildir, Errinerungdur. Aym 

zamanda eh. bunu etimolojik anlamlyla allp bir!?eyin i9ine ginneye olarak 

g6rmemiz ve igini kavramak olarak g6rmemiz olarak eh. anlamamlz lazlm. 

{Eh. bu metafizik i!?te. Simdi Almanca o/arak aniattyor c;ilnkil yoktur diyor. 

DolaYlslyla bence diyor ikisi aynldlr <;Gnku Heidegger tekrarlamaYI eh. Varltk 

ve Zaman'tn ikinci klSmtnda Erinnerrung gibi aglkltyor.}5b Var zaten varelan 

her!?eye ele!?tirel bir cevap. Sadece bir tekrarlama degil yani. Bu aynl 

zamanda Almanca di diliyle de ilgili bir serun ... 

5) FLOOR: 

(missing) 

Sa. 

{Interpreter B:) .. .I'd like to express a view uh. about what Mr. S6zer said about 

Wiederholung and Iner uh. Erinerrung uh. in what I'm going to say about Being and 

Time, the two are the same. Explains Wiede Wiederholung in German so so its more 

than just a repetition ... } 

Sb. 

{Interpreter B:) ... Uh. this is metaphysics. Now he explains in German because he 

savs it does not exist. So he says according to me the two are the same because 

Heidegger explains repetition in uh. the second part of Being and Time with 

E' } nnerrung ... 

SaJb 
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In both cases, the interpreter starts reporting what the speaker is saying possibly 

because he cannot sustain the communication in the speaker's 'I' with numerous terms 

uttered in German. The flow of communication is interrupted for the interpreter and 

he responds by shifting the 'speaking subject' in the delivery. In reported speech, the 

interpreter can say something about the original speech and speaker without 

necessarily repeating or interpreting the German words. This seems to be his way of 

sustaining the communication as opposed to a more 'radical' method such as, for 

instance, switching off the microphone in reaction to the frequent use of a non-official 

language at the conference. In reported speech, the interpreter deviates from the 

speaker's 'I' but still remains 'on the air' thereby sustaining some kind of a flow in the 

delivery. 

6) BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: Eh. wieder, eh. wieder'i biraz ihmal ettim ama bu 6neki 

s6yledigim i'eye katlp, bu eh. i'u i'ekilde de ifade edebilirim s6yledigimi. 

Bunu genii' tarihsel boyut i<;inde anlayabilirsiniz ve anlamak zorundasJnlz. 

{Eh. batl dO~Oncesini yeneten eh. yenelii', anlam kendini PreSokratik, Sokrat 

6ncesi du~Oncede g6stermi~tir ve ortadan g6r, ortadan kalktlml~tlr. Hemen 

hemen kalkml~tlr ama eh. kelimeyi soy/emeye qa!J§lyor onun iqin bekliyoruz, 

ingilizce felaffuzunu buiamadl ama hal a kayboldugu halde ortadan eh. Batl 

dO~uncesini y6nlendirmeye devam etmektedir.}6a Bu anlam veya y6n 

ba~langl<;ta Batl du§uncesini y6nlendiren bu anlam hal a varllglnl 

hissettirmektedir ama + bi biraz 6rtulu bir bi<;imde dolaYlslyla eh. onu gene 

de onu kavrayabilirsiniz <;unku var. Bu da Wiederholendlr ... 

6) FLOOR: 
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- ..• and uh. I neglected a bit the reader but I can integrate this prefix also in what I 

said and this uh. in this manner urn. you can and you I think you have to understand it 

in a large historical dimension and uh. that is to say the sense, {the sense which all 

oriont which has orionted uh. Occidental thinking this essence has shown itself in a 

certain manner in the Presocratic thinking and then it has vanished or nearly vanished 

but it subsists, it uh. continues to oriont, to or or oriont oder (German)? To oriont, 

orionte? To oriont? (comments from the floor) Yes, thank you to to orientate 

Occidental thinking.} 6a It is present, is it present this sent, this sense which initianally 

orientated Occidental thinking continues to being present but only in manner which is 

uh. which is veiled, which is veiled and so you can grasp it again because its present in 

a certain manner and this is Wiederholung ... 

6a. 

{(Interpreter B:) Uh. the tendency uh. orientation sense has shown itself in Pre

Socratic thinking and then vanished, nearly vanished, but uh. the speaker is trving to 

sav the word that is why we are waiting. She could not find the English 

oronunciation but despite the fact that it has vanished, it continues to orient Western 

thinking ... } 

As is quite often the case at this conference, the interpreter is faced with a speaker 

who has serious difficulties in expressing herself in English. The speaker cannot find 

the correct pronunciation of the verb "to orient". She mispronounces the word before 

but the interpreter understands the word and interprets it into Turkish. When the 

speaker tries to use the word a second time,. however, she seeks help from the 

panelists who respond by telling her the correct pronunciation. Note that the speaker 

does not catch the correct pronunciation even when she thinks she does. In the fairly 
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long interval when the speaker tries to understand the correct word pronunciation, the 

interpreter assumes the speaker-position and inserts a 'comment' which explains the 

cause of the break in the delivery. By doing so, he probably accounts for the 

interaction in the room (as many participants are trying to help the original speaker 

out with the word 'orient') and ascribes the responsibility of the interruption to the 

speaker. Note that although his remark looks like a neutral description of the 

situation, it foregrounds the problem of the speaker by exposing it to the listeners 

("the speaker is trying to say the word") and reflects the interpreter's discomfort with 

the speaker-induced interruption to the flow of his delivery ("she could not find the 

English pronunciation", "that is why we are waiting"). 

7) BOOTH: 

interpreter B: Eger 6tekiyle ili~ki, Varllk ve Zaman'ln eh. varolu~9u 

analitiginde az geli~mi~se bu asllnda Heideg Heidegger'in 0 yapltta sordugu 

soruyla ilgilidir. Yoksa monadolojik bir dO~Oneeye yani kendi i9ine kapanan 

bir dO~Oneeye bagll degildir. Tam tersine eh. Varllk ve Zaman'ln eh. 

varolu~gu analiti da Oa-sein'ln varolu~gu analitigi den itibaren Heidegger eh. 

{Oa-Sein'm eh. temel bir 6zelligi olarak eh. dOnyada olmanm veede eh. veed 

halinde bir aglll§lnl eh. tanlml~tlr. Sir ba~ka ~ekilde s6ylersek Oa-Sein'm 

kendi varllgl OZilr diliyor konu§macf tekrar ba§IJyor. Ote te yani eh. Oa

Sein'm varllgmln esasl eh. ba~kalarla, ba~kalartyla birlikte olmaktlr, 

Mitseinfa hatta 6yle bir bunu gerektirmektedir ki ba~kasl, Oa-Sein'in kendi 

varllglnl anlayabilmesine izin veren otekini dinlemektir. Varllk ve Zaman'da 

~unu okuyoruz. Almtl bu. Oinlemek Oa-Sein'ln eh. varolu~sal aglk olu~udur. 

Bu da ba~kalanyla olma 61g0s0nde dogrudur. Oinlemek Oa-sein'ln eh. kendi 
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eh. varllk potansiyeli baklmmdan en temel ve en sahici aglh~tlr. Bir dosttur ki 

bu Oa-Sein kendi iginde onu ta~lr. Ahntl burda bitiyor. Oa-Sein'm 6tekine 

vecd iginde, ekstatik agillmi eh. eh .. ku~kusuz bir ~ekilde dolaYlslyla eh. 

kendi dOnyada eh. varolu~una ekstatik agtll~mdan farkslzdlr. Bir baklma 

onun dorugudur. ate yandan Heidegger'in Varhk ve Zaman'da Oa-Sein'm 

varolu~sal analitigini gergevesinde 6tekini, 6tekiyle ili~kjyi derinle~tirmedigi 

dogrudur. Ama eh. eh. Oa-Sein'ln bu ekstatik agillmmm s6yledigimiz 

yaplsmda 6tekine agillmm bu ekstatik bigiminin eh. igerildigini g6rQr ve 

b6ylece ba~ka, 6tekiyle ili~kinin temellerini bulur insan. {Bu varsaYlmlann 

tam anlaml Heidegger'in daha sonraki dQ~Qncesinde aglkga ortaya glkar. Bu 

dQ~Qnce dolaYlmslz bir bir ~ekilde ba§tan czOr dilerim bu dQ~Qnce eh. Varllk 

ve OO~Once Ozerine verdigi master dersleriyle hemen ara eh. ardmdan 

ba~lar.fb Bun dan sonra metafizik nedir eh. eh. dersleriyle ba~lar eh. devam 

eder Fribourg im Bras Brisgau'da ve nihayet eh. Beitraege zur Philosophie 

eh. eh. Betrage zur Philosophie adll ikinci yapltmda ikinci bir doruga eh. 

eri~ir. Bu ay go Alman idealizminin son ifadesini olu~turan Friedrich 61 

H6lderlin'le ortaya glkar. Eh. gok iyi bilindigi gibi Heidegger bu dO~Once 

iginde, giderek daha anlamll bir bigimde, eh. Oa-Sein'dan varllga d6ner artlk 

bal?langlg noktasl eh. Oa-Sein'm ke eh. eh. kendi varllglnl ele almaz. BOtun 

olanln dQnyadaki varllgml ele allr. Eh. burada amag bunun yapisl araclllQlyla 

Oa-Sein'm varllgml, varllgml da eh. eh. yorumlamaktlr gOnkO sonuncusu 

ilkinin pargasl haline gelmi~tir. Oa-Sein'm eh. vecd igindeki aglllmi sadece 

dunyadaki varllgl igin degil, varolan her~eyin varllgl igindir. Ostelik varllgm 

kendisidir ki Ostelik batOn geni~ligiyle eh. aglilmlyia eh. da 0 za bundan 

sonra Oa-Sein'l vecd iginde agar. B6ylece Oa-Sein bu varllgmm aglllmmi 
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butOn geni~ligi i<;inde Ostlenebilir. Aym zamanda Da-Sein'l 6tekine de a<;ml~, 

a«;ar. Her~ey a<;ml~ olur. Her~ey tersine d6nmO!?tor. Bu 6tekine a<;llmada dil 

elbette temel bir rei oynar ama soru ~udur. Eh. dilin 6z0 nedir peki? 

Heidegger bun a bir cevap vermek i<;in ~air Friedrich H61derlin'in dil hakklnda 

ne s6yledigine kulak verir. Burada Heidegger taraflndan Roma'da 

bindokuzyOzotuzaltl Yllinda veri len ve H6 H61derlin ve $iirin OzO ba~lIglnl 

ta~lyan bir konferans Ozerine yogunla~acaglz. Bu konferensda, H61derlin 

hakklndaki ara~tlrmalannl derinle~tirir. Da bunu daha ewel Brisgau 

Oniversitesinde bindokuzyOzotuzd6rt-otuzbe~ kl~ s6mestirinde yaptlgl bir 

master dersinde asllnda yapml~ eh. ele alml~tl ve bunun adlnl eh. eh. 

H6lderlin'in eh. Baladlan eh. Almanya ve Rhein diye eh. adlandlrml~tl. {Peki 

~imdi ~air ne diyor dil hakklnda? Bi bindokuzyOzde eh. eh. dOze/tiyor 

kendisini konu$macl binsekizyOzde eh. son bi9imi verilmi~ bir par9ada 

H61derlin dilin insan i<;in bir iyilik oldugunu, ein gut fuer den Menschen 

oldugunu s6ylOyor ama ne anlamdadlr ki dil insan i9in iyiliktir, iyidir? 

Her~eyden 6nce bir ara9 oldugunu, organon oldugunu s6 eh. 

s6yleyebiliriz.fc insan buna sahiptir ve 6tekiyle ileti~im kurar. Bu antropolojik 

ve ara991 kavraYI!? geleneksel kavraYI~tlr. Yunanillar bildiginiz gibi eh. insanl 

eh. insanl eh. dile sahip bir hayvan eh. olarak Han etmi~lerdir ama bu 

kavraYI~ dili insan i9in gen;ek 6z0yle kavrayabilir mi? Elbette dil bir Heti~im 

saglar. Dileti~im veya diyalog, Gespraech, das Gespraech, eh. kendini en 

hakiki bi<;imde ger<;ekle~tirdigi alandlr ama 0 zaman diyalogu nasll 

anlayacaglz. Heidegger burada eh. H6lderlin'in bazl mlsralanna kulak verir. 

Allntl. Bu bu OnlO ~iir, Friedensfeier adll bu OnlO ~iirin eh. ~iirden mlsralardrr 

yani Ban~a OvgO. Almanya'yla Fransa araslndaki ban~a 6vgO. 
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Binsekizyuzbir Yllindaki ban~. $imdi alIntlYI yaplYoruz. insanln ba~lndan gok 

~ey gegti ve gok se semavi ~eye ad verdi. Biz bir diyalog oldugumuza gore 

ve birbirimizi duyabildigimize gore. Burda allntl bitiyor. Bu sa, mlsralan bir 

eh. ip gibi tutarak Heidegger bu di diyalogu, fenomeno fenomenolojik bir 

analize tabi tutar. Sonug ~udur. Otekiyle gergek bir diyaloga girdigimiz 

zaman en geni~ bir bigimde ekstatik bir agillma, vecd iginde bir aglhma eh. 

girmi~ oluyoruz. Burada en sahici, otantik bir ~ekilde kendimiziz. Bu agillm 

kutsal olana ili~kimizi ig eh. fa fayn, igerir. Ve nihayet esas ozsel kelimeyi 

ortaya koyar. {Oil boylece insani Da-Sein'lmlzln en ust olaYln1 olu~turur. 

AlmancasInI dinlediniz. $imdi Heidegger'le birlikte diyalogu esas unsurlanna 

ayn~ ayn~tlrallm.fd Ba~langlg sorusu basittir. Bir diyalog yapmak ne anlama 

gelir? Was heisst nun ein Gespraech? Ba~lan eh. ilk bakl~ta anlaml ~udur 

bunun. Eh. kar~llIkll i iki muhatap birbir birbirleriyle eh. bir~ey hakklnda 

konu~urlar. Birbirlerine kon konu~an konu~arak, insanlar birbirlerine 

birbirleriyle konu~arak bu ~ekilde birbirlerine daha yakln hale gelirler yani 

birbirleriyle konu~mak Heidegger'in ifade ettigi gibi bi birbirimizi kar~llIkll 

olarak buldugumuz bir surecin mediyatoru, araclsldlr. Das Sprech vermittelt 

das suveynanderkommen. Bu anlamda konu~ma eh. edimi, diyalogda 

oncelik eh. ta~lr ama birbirimizle konu~mak igin birbirimize eh. 

anlayabilecegi bir~ey vermek eh. vermemiz anlamlna gelir ama eh. otekinin 

bir~ey anlamaslnl eh. saglayan edim, eger oteki kendisine soylenene bunu 

dinleyerek aglk oldugunu gostermezse, bo~una OIUf. Oyleyse kar~lltkll 

anlamaYI igeren birbiriyle konu~ma edimi degildir, kar~lllkll dinlemedir, 

birbiriyle kar~llikll olarak konu~maYI olanakll kllan. Muhataplann birbirlerine 

vecd iginde, ekstatik aglilml, eh. kar~lllkll dinleme bigiminde ortaya glktlQI 
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zaman diyalogda oncelik allr. Konu~ma degil ve an analiz ~oyle devam 

ediyor. Ama birbiri birbirini dinlemek i<;in ve birbirini anlayabilmek i<;in 

dinlemekte olamn, dinleyicinin, her~eyden once otekinin konu~abilecegi 

esas sozcuge dikkat etmesi gereklidir. Oteki ise eh. uygun olan kelimeye 

dikkat etmek zorundadlr. Bu anlamda onceligi alan yine sozcuk olmaktadlr. 

Ama bu sozcuk sa sadece konu~ma ediminden ibaret degildir. Tam tersine 

bu kelime ya da bu eh. ozsel esas dil her zaman hazlr olarak muhatabln, 

muhataplann ki konu~tuklan eh. nI birbirlerinin aniamalannl a<;lsmdan eh. 

mumkun kJlan budur. Boylece konu~ma ve dinleme aynl k6kten gelmektedir. 

E~ k6kenlidir ve baglmhdlr olanakhklan baklmmdan. Aynl dile baglmlldlr. 

Ashnda muhataplar temel olarak hep beraber eh. bir noktada 

yogunla~ml~lardlr larsa ancak bu 61<;Qde, yani aynl 6zsel dilin olanakllklan 

i<;inde top bir arya gelmi~lerse yani birbirlerine ekstatik olarak a<;lklarsa, 0 

zaman toplu olarak toplam olarak birbirleriyle kar~llIkll olarak konu~abi!irler. 

Bu aym ozsel dilin eh. olanagl ic;inde bir ara ekstatik biraraya gelme eh. 

diyalogun yaplsmda oncelik allr. Bu aynl 6zsel dilde biraraya gelmeye 

Heidegger Holderlin'le birlikte Gespraech adml verir. Buradaki 6nek 'ge' 

Almancada biraraya gelmeyi im imler. 0 zaman bu a~amaslnda anaiizin, 

oyleyse, Gespraech biraraya gelme 'ge', Gesprache, aynl 6zsel aym 6zsel 

dilde Gespraech, diyalogda 6ncelik ta~lr. Bu muhataplann kar~lltkll dinleme 

ve konu~maslna konu~maya a<;lk olmaslnl olanakll kllar. Holderlin bunu 

~oyle ifade ediyor. Biz bir diyalog oldugumuza yani biz bir Gespraech 

oldugumuza gore yani ozsel dilde bulu~abildigimize gore ve kend birbirimizi 

duyabildigimize gore, so allntmm sonu. Ama bu kelimeler daha da <;ok ~ey 

s6ylemektedir. Bize diyalog ic;inde ve diyalogun birliginden s6zetmektedirler 
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gOnkO biz bir diyalog oldugumuza gore diyor Holderlin. Asllnda Gespraech 

yani muhataplann aynl 6zsel dilde bulu~masl, aynl 6zsel diide bulu~masl, 

eh. bu ikisinin aym eh. dilde artak biraraya gelmesi kendilerini eh. ba~ Kendi 

aralannda ba~lang«;tan biraraya getirmi~tir. Oyle bir bigimde ki bunlar artlk 

izole, yalltllml§ 6zneler degildir. Bu kendilerini tam tersine temel alarak biz 

olan ° cemaatte veya toplulukta birle~, do!aYlmslz alarak birle~mi§lerdir. 

Aynl ozsel dilde bulu§ma a zaman biz aglstndan kurucu 6gedir. Diyaloga, 

aynen diyaloga, Kendi birligini verdigi gibi. Bu birlik ken diyalaga 6zsel alarak 

gereklidir gOnkO dagllma diyalogu ba~ konu~ma, gevezelik haline getirir, 

Gerede. Ama diyalogun birligiyle ilgili alan ba§langlgta eh. konu~ma ve 

dinleme edimleri degildir. Bu edimler, ba§ta soylendigi gibi, her bir ~eyle 

ili~kjlidir. Bu ili~ki araclllglyladlr ki yani ~eye ya da ~eyler bOtUnOne, 

s6zkonusu ~eyler bOtOnOne ili~ki igindedir ki diyalag eh. birligini kanltlar. 

{Eh. vecd iginde bir§eye aglk almak, diyalag 6zilr diliyor konu§macl bu ~eyin 

Kendi birliginde ve 6zde~liginde artaya glkl~ldlr.fe Burada eh. bu bu 6zsel 

kelimenin yani diyalagun birligini tern alu~turan bu 6zsel kelimenin yetenegi 

sayesinde alur ... 

7) FLOOR: 

- If the relationship with the other is then undeveloped in the extential analytic of 

Being and Time. This is in fact due to the very question which Heidegger poses in that 

work and not to monadologic thought which privilege closure on the self On the 

contrary, since the existential analytic of Da-Sein in Being and Time, Heidegger has 

recognised as {a fundamental trait of Da-Sein, the ecstatic opening to its Being-in

the-world which necessarily involves the ecstatic opening to the other. In other words, 
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the own being of Da-Sein implicates Being in the wo im im implicates, excuse me. In 

other words, the own being of Da-Sein implicates in so far as it is Being-in-the-world, 

the Being-with-others, Mitsein. It even} 7a implicates it to the extent that Da-Sein is 

finaling, that it is finally the listening to the other which allows Da-Sein to understand 

itself in its own most Being. We read in Being and Time, quotation; The listening to is 

the existential Being open of Da-Sein as Being with for others. Listening constitute, 

constitutes the very primordinal and authentic authentic opening of Da-Sein for its 

own most possibility of Being as listening to the voice of the friend which every Da

Sein carries with itself End of the quotation. The ecstatic opening of Da-Sein to the 

other is then certainly a part of its ecstatic opening to its own Being in the world, 

indeed in a sense of culmination. On the other hand, it remains true that Heidegger has 

not elaborated the reI the relationship of the other with the other in the existantial 

analytic of Da-Sein in Being and Time. But one finds, in the said structure of the 

ecstatic opening of Da-Sein, implying the ecstatic opening to the other, the 

presuppositions for a philosophy of a relationship with the other. {The full 

significance of these presuppositions become apparent in the later thought of 

Heidegger. This thought begins immediately with the Masters courses that he gave 

after Being and Time. It continues through 'What is Metaphysics?' his inaugural class 

at Freiburg in Brisgau and reaches a second apogee in his second major work entitled 

Beitraege zur Philo sophie } 7b Apoths to Philosophy, Von Ereignis, Of the Event. This 

was through his explication with the poet who gave the last expression of German 

idealism, Friedrich H61derJi..'1. As is well known, Heidegger accomplishes in this 

thought, in an increasingly significant manner, the turning, die Kehre, or the turn, 

from Da-Sein to Being. He no longer takes as is, as his point of departure the own 

Being-in-the-world ofDa-Sein in order to finally envisage the Being-of-all-that-is. But 
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he reverses the process and starts directly from that Being-of-all-that-is in order to 

reinterpret through its structures sose, those of the Being ofDa-Sein., by inserting the 

latter's structures into the former's. The ecstatic opening of Da-Sein is not then that 

for its own Being-in-the-World, it is immediately that for the Being-of-all-which-is. 

Moreover, it is Being itself, it is Being itself, das Sein selbst, which opening itself in all 

its amplitude open ecstatically through that uh. opens Da-Sein ecstatically through 

that so that Da-Sein may assume the opening of that Being in all its amplitude whilst 

at the same time, opening Da-Sein also to the other. All is inverted now. In this 

opening to the other, language of course plays an essential role. But the question is 

what is then the essence of language? Heidegger seeks to give an answer through 

paying attention to what the poet Friedrich Holderlin says about the language. We will 

focus here on a iecture given by Heidegger in Rome in nineteenhundredthirtysix and 

entitled Holderlin and the Essence of Poetry in which he resumes the research about 

H61derlin which he had carried out in a Masters course at the University of Brisgau in 

the winter semester Nineteenthirtyfour-five, The Hymns of Holderlin: Germany and 

Rhine. {What then does the poet say about language? In a fragment edited in 

nineteenhundred, eighteen hundred, excuse me, Holderlin says that language is a 

'good' for man, ein Gut fur den Menschen. But in what sense is the language a good 

for man? One would say first of all that it is a tool, an organon} 7c which men 

possesses and which enables him to communicate with the other. This anthropological 

and instrumal, instrumental conception of language is the traditional conception, the 

Greeks having defined, as you know it, man as an animal possessing language, zoon 

logon eshon. However, the question is if that conception grasp language in its true 

essence for man. Certainly, language realise it itself in communication, 

communication, communication or dialogue, das Gespraech is even the place in which 
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it realises itself in the truest manner. But how must we then understand dialogue? 

Heidegger here pays attention to some more words of Holderlin. Quotation. This is 

uh. these are words of the famous hymn entitled Friedensfeier uh. Celebration of the 

Peace, the peace between uh. Germany and France in eighteenhundredone. Quotation; 

Man has experienced much and named many celestial things, since we are a dialogue 

and can hear one another. End of the quotation. In taking these words as a leading 

thread, Heidegger submits the dialogue to a phenomenological analysis. The result is 

the following: When we are engaged in a real dialogue "With the other, we are involved 

in an ecstatic opening which is the wide, the widest as well as being the most 

authentically ourselves. {This opening involving our relationship to the divine, 

according finally the essential word, language proves to be the supreme event of our 

human Da-Sein, das hochste die Sprache is! das hOchste Ereignis des menschlichen 

Da-Seins. Let us now with Heidegger analyse dialogue in its essential elements.} 7d 

The initial question is simple. What does it means to carry out a dialogue? Was heisst 

nun ein Gespraech? At first sight that means that we, the interlocutors, speak to each 

other about something. It is speaking to each other that we come close and open 

ourselves to each other. Speaking to each other is then, as Heidegger expresses it, the 

mediator by means of which we reciprocally find each other, das Sprechen vermittelt 

das Zueinanderkommen. In this sense, the act of speaking takes priority in dialogue. 

But to speak to each other is to give each other something to understand. However, 

such an act of making the other understand something would be vain if the other was 

not open to what is said to him by listening to it. It is not then the act of speaking to 

one another which involves reciprocal understanding but it is reciprocal listening 

which makes possible the act of speaking to each other. The ecstatic opening of the 

inter interlocutors to each other in reciprocal listening takes priority in the dialogue 
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and not the act of speaking. But, and the analysis continues, but in order to be able to 

listen and to understand the other, it is necessary that the one who is listenina the 
0' 

listener is primordieally attentive to the essential word which the other may speak, just 

as the other must be attentive to the essential word which the other may speak, just as 

the other must be attentive to the same essential word which may be suit, suitable. In 

this sense it is again the word which take which takes priority. But this word does not 

now consist in the simple act of speaking. On the contrary, it is, this word or this 

essential language which always already makes possible that the interlocutors can can 

all in all, speak and make some thing understood to each other. Just as it makes 

possible that they can listen to and understand each other. Speaking and listening both 

are then co-originary, are co-originary and dependent in their possibility on the same 

essential language. In fact it is only under the condition that the interlocutors are 

primordially all together assembled, concentrated, in the possibility of the same 

essential language, in other words, ecstatically open to the latter, then they can all in 

all speak and listen to each other reciprocally. The ecstatic gathering, die ekstatische 

Versammlung, in the possibility of the same essential language reveals itself then to 

take priority in the structure of the dialogue. This gathering, die Versammlung, in the 

same essential language is what Heidegger calls with Holderlin, the Gespraech, the 

prefix 'ge' expressing in German the gathering together. It is then and that's the state 

of the analysis, it is then the Gespraech, the gathering, 'ge', in the same central 

language, Gesprache, the gathering in the same essential language, Gespraech, which 

takes priority in the dialogue which makes posSlble the opening of the interlu uh. of 

the inter interlocutors in reciprocal listening and speaking. Holderlin indicates this in 

saying, quotation; Since we are a dialogue, since we are a Gespraech that is to say, 

gathered in the same essential language and can hear one another. End of quotation. 
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But those words say more. They speak of us in dialogue and of the unity of dialogue. 

Since we are a dialogue. In fact the Gespraech, the gathering of the interlocutors into 

the same essential language, being their common gathering into the latter, has always 

already assembled them all among themselves, in such a way that far from existing as 

isolated jub subjects, they find them, themselves on the contrary primordially united in 

that community which is the us. The gathering into the same essential language is then 

cons, constitutive of the us, thus just as it gives to the dialogue its own unity, a unity 

which is indeed essential to it, since dispersion transforms dialogue into idle talk, ins 

Gerede. But it is not the acts of speaking and listening which are in the first place 

concerned with the unity of dialogue. These acts always as was mentioned in the 

beginning relating to something, it is through this relationship to something that is to 

say uh. relation to the thing, or complex of things in question that dialogue proves its 

unity. {Being ecstatically open to the thing, dialogue is the it, excuse me, being 

ecstatically open to the thing, it is the revelation of this thing in its own unity and own 

identity, thanks to the gift of the essential word, which constitutes, strictly speaking, 

the unity of dialogue .. } 7e 

7a. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... as a basic trait of Da-Sein, he has acknowledged its ecstatic 

opening to being-in-the-world. The speaker apologizes and starts again. In other, 

that is uh. the essence ofDa-Sein's existance is in its being-with-others, Mitsein ... } 

When the speaker apologizes and corrects a part of her speech, her correction bears a 

direct impact on the interpreter's delivery, (i.e., it forces him to undertake some kind 

of a correction as well) because he has already interpreted the beginning of the 

sentence which the speaker is correcting. Instead of repeating the apology of the 
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speaker in the 1st perso~ the interpreter prefers to report the original ("the speaker 

apologizes and starts again") possibly to ascribe the interruption to the delivery and 

the correction he is about to undertake to the original speaker. This example seems to 

point to a tension in 'identifying' with another speaker's 'I' in the delivery. This 

tension is probably always there but becomes very visible when the interpreter is faced 

with the mistakes and apologies of the speakers. That is to say, identifying with the 

speaker's 'I' might be more easy when the process of communication seems 

'transparent' and 'smooth' than when it looks 'fragmented' and 'problematic'. In 

problematic instances, adopting the 'I' in the delivery might be increasing the risk of 

being confused with the speaker which might, in tu~ explain why the interpreter 

prefers to 'report' the apology and the correction rather than rendering it in the 1st 

person. 

7b. 

{ (Interpreter B: ) ... The real meamng of these assumptions surfaces clearly in 

Heidegger's later thought. This thought directly from the start once again I'm sorrv 

this thought starts right after the master courses he gives on Being and Time ... } 

The interpreter apologizes and corrects a mistake he has made. For the listeners, 

however, the source of this correction remains blurred because until that moment the 

'I' in the delivery reflects the speaker. After this brief apology which is actually the 

interpreter's own insertion into the speaker's'!', the interpreter resumes the 'I' of the 

speaker. 

7c. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... So what does the poet say about language? In nineteen uh. uh. the 

speaker corrects herself in eighteenhundred, in a fragment finalised the~ Holderlin 



says that language is a good for the people, ein gut fUr den Menschen, but in what 

sense is it a good for the people, why is it good? First of all, we can say that it is a 

tool, an organon ... } 

Similar to 7a, the interpreter has just repeated the mistake of the original speaker and 

is faced with a correction that the speaker is undertaking in the original. He, too, has 

to accommodate for the correction and by reporting the speaker ("the speaker 

corrects herself'), he ascribes the initial mistake and the ensuing correction in the 

delivery to the original speaker (see lk, 7a). 

7d. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... Language is thus the supreme event of our human Da-Sein. You've 

listened to the German. Now, let us, y\lith Heidegger, dissect dialogue into its 

essential features ... } 

The interpreter probably cannot repeat the Gennan words and quotations in the 

speech of the original speaker. He is also not in a position to interpret them into 

Turkish because he does not speak German. Thus, because of Gennan quotations , he 

is temporarily cut off from the flow of communication. By resorting to reported 

speech, he fills in the potential gap in the delivery and explains the cause of the 

interruption to his delivery while hinting at what is happening in the original speech. 

7e. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... Being open to the thing ecstatically, dialogue, the speaker excuses 

herself, it is the revelation of this thing in its unity and identity ... } 

Similar to lk, 7a and 7c, the interpreter renders a section of the original speech which 

the speaker then corrects and repeats. The interpreter who is required to 
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accommodate for the initial mistake and the subsequent correction in his delivery, 

resorts to reported speech which allows him to ascribe both the mistake and the 

correction to the original speaker (see also lk, 7a and 7c). 

8) BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: Ostelik varllk kendini verdigi zaman eh. kalma egilimini 

g6steriyorsa, zamamn bir ba§ka 6zelligi ku§kusuz kaC;lcI, elden kac;an bir 

6zellige sahip olmak eh. tlr yani zaman zaman kopan bir~eydir. {Zaman 

Fohtriss'tir. Varllgm kendisinin de her zaman geri c;ekilmeye ve kendini 

yeniden saklamaya yeniden egilim g6sterdigi gibi. Bu 6zel bu son 6zellik 

yani kopmasl zamanm, zamana zamana tekrarltyor konu§macl kendini. Bu 

6zellik zamana, boyutlannm sebat etme egiliminin k6keninde olan ay aym 

hareketi ile eh. d6ner}8a Eh. gerc;ekte bu eh. hareket ba§ka bir boyutu ortaya 

koyar. .. 

8) FLOOR: 

- If thereby, the fortunate instant of dialogue tends to persist just as Being itself when 

is when it has given itself is tending to stay, another trait of time is certainly to be 

fugitive. That to say otherwise, time is that which tears away. {Time is F ortriss, its 

ravishment. Just as also Being itself always tends to retire and hide itself again. This 

last trait, that of tearing away, belongs to it, to Being, to the time, excuse me, this last 

trait, that of tearing away belongs to it, to the time by the same movement of its 

dimensions as that which was at the origin of the tendency to persist} 8a that of their 

extension up to and into another. In fact this movement represents yet another aspect, 

that of the unquiet passage, without respite or repose, of one dimension to the other, 
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in such a way that none of them is stable, but itself tears itself away as soon as it open, 

opens ... 

8a. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... Time is Fohtriss. Just like Being tends to move back and hide itself 

again. This trait, this last trait, that is, the tearing of time, to time, to time, the speaker 

repeats himself, this trait returns to time with the same movement as that which is 

present at the origin of its dimensions to persist ... } 

Once again, the interpreter shifts the speaking subject in the delivery and 'reports' that 

the speaker is correcting himself. Reporting allows him to ascribe the initial repetitions 

and the interruption in the delivery to the original speaker (see also lk, 7a, 7c, 7e). 

9) BOOTH: 

Interpreter A: 0, kendisi bu oykCtnCtn antagonisti. onun iki antagonisti vardlr. 

Eh. 0, pardon antagonist dedim yanll§. ° bu hikayenin kahramanldlr ve 

Onun iki antagonisti vardlr ... 

9) FLOOR: 

(missing) 

9a. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... He is the antagonist of the story and has two antagonists. Uh. oh 

sorry I said antagonist, wrong. He is the hero of the story and has two antagonists ... } 

Since the recordings of the floor are missing, there is no way of knowing who the 

speaking subject in this section is. Has the speaker made a mistake or the interpreter') 

Is the interpreter 'adopting' the speaker's apology and correction or is she 

apologising and correcting her own mistake? Just like listeners who could not or 
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possibly did not listen to the original at that moment, discerning the speaking subject 

from looking at the delivery alone is almost impossible. Another instance hinting at 

the 'hybridity' of the interpreted utterance. 

10) BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: {Te~ekkOrler. Gen;ekten de Profesor Sozer'e bu <;ok ilgin<; ve 

<;ok dQ~OndQrQcQ sunu~ i<;in te~ekkOr ederiz. Samyorum onbe~ dakikamlz ml 

var tartl~mak i<;in? En a en az onbe§ dakika diyor Saym S6zer. DolaYlslyla 

tartl~mamlza devam ederiz, edelim.}10a Onbe!? yirmi dakika. $imdi dolaYlslyla 

eh. s6z0, soz almak isteyen var ml acaba. Buyrun Profesor Barash. Her 

ikinize de <;ok ilgin<; konu~malannlz i<;in te~ekkOr etmek isterim. ik her ikinize 

de birer tane soru var, biraz kl!?klrtlCI sorular ama sizin konu~manlz bende 

bunlan uyardl. ilkini Profesor SchOssler'e soracaglm. Diyorsunuz ki 

Holderlin'in gOzel eh. mlsralan eh. bunu yorumlaYI!?lnlzl <;ok begendim. Eh. 

<;ok aym fikirdeyim ama ama Heidegger'in ileti!?im kavramlyla, ba!?kalanyla 

eh. Mitsein, ba!?kalanyla ileti~im eh. fikriyle <;ok gOzel bagladlnlz. 

Heidegger'in an anlaYI!?lmlza <;ok onemli bir katkl oldugunu dO!?OnOyorum 

bunu. Belki bu konuda birka<; '§ey daha soyleyebilirsin. Tam da eh. bunun 

bunun bir bo~lugu, bir bo~lugu nasll doldurdugunu anlatabilir misiniz? Eh. 

Holderlin'deki bu eh. Holderlin'in bu fikrinin eh. ba!?lnda soylediginiz gibi 

kendi i<;ine donen bir felsefe eh. oldugu izlenimi <;e eh. var Heidegger 

konusunda. Bu nasll degi!?tiriyor durumu? {Burada sorum biraz kl!?klrtlCI hale 

gelecek. Eh. Heidegger'in eh. eh. Almanya ve Rhein dersinde, Ho!derin eh. 

den bir !?iir daha var. Holderlin diyor ki Maa/esef Afmanca geviremeyecegim 

yani diyor 'biz yorumlanmasl mOmkOn olmayan bir sembolOz' diyor 
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Holderlin.}10b Sunu Heidegger konusunda kendi yorumunuz, ozellikle, 

Mitsein, yani ileti~im sorusuyla nasil i1i§kilendirirsiniz? {$imdi eh. Almanca 

oJarak Ho/derlin'; yeniden okudu. Eh. biz eh. imiz ama amlam anlaml 

olmayan bir im. Cok zor bir soru. Eh. samyorum ikinci ahntl sizin ku 

yaptlglnlz allntl nihilizm gagmda insanm ozelligine referans yaplyor.}10c 

OolaYlslyla evet 0 bir im. Sir muamma. Sir anlaml var. Sir~ey imliyor ama ne 

imledigini bilmiyor <;unku dilini yitirmi~ ya da dili yitirmi~ ... 

10) FLOOR: 

- {Thank you very much. Well indeed thanks to Professor Sozer for this very 

interesting and very suggestive expose. I think uh. we have some fifteen minutes or so 

for discussion. Is that right? [barely audible: W ell let' s see. At least fifteen minutes] At 

least fifteen minutes. I think we'd better go on with our discussion [Inaudible 

remarks] Fifteen or at most twenty minutes. Urn. so the floor is open for discussion. 

Please Professor Barash.} lOa 

- Uh. I wanted to thank you both for your very interesting talks. I I have two 

questions, actually one for each of you. Each of them is a little bit provocative but uh. 

each of them are stimulated by your talks. The first I will address to Professor 

Schussler. Urn. you cited the urn. beautiful of uh. Holderlin 'Seit ein Gespraech wir 

sind' uh. and I very much enjoyed the way in which you interpreted and and uh .. I 

very much agree with it. I'm also interested in the way in which you've tied it in with 

uh. Heidegger's idea of communication with others, Nfitsein. Uh. I thought that was 

very urn. very interesting contribution to the understanding of Heidegger. Urn. and 

maybe you could say a few more words about that [inaudible remarks] if you could 

say a few more words precisely about how that fills in the uh. a gap [inaudible 
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remarks] uh. how uh. the this idea of language in in Holderlin which uh. fills in a gap 

in the way in which Heidegger has been interpreted as having only a uh. a closed 

philosophy. As you said at the very beginning of your talk, a philosophy which turns 

on on itself If you can just draw that a little bit more but I'm I'm thinking about 

another phrase and {here's where here is where my question becomes a little bit 

provocative. Uh. I think its in Germanien Unser Heim in Heidegger's course on that in 

which he cites another verse from Holderlin which is one of my very favorite of all of 

Holderlin's verses where he says 'nin Zeichen sind wir Deutungslos" in other words 

we are a symbol without possibility of interpretation.} lOb {How would you uh .. draw 

that particular verse into your own interpretation of Heidegger and the problem of 

communication, problem of wIitsein, would be my question. It's a difficult question 

but uh. 

- Yes he says 'nin Zeichen sind wir Deutungslos und haben fast die Sprache verloren" 

he contin he says in another hy!11I1, Holderlin, we are a sign but without signification 

and we nearly lost the language. 

- Precisely 

- Yes, yes. You're uh. it's a very difficult question [laughter] but you're yes. How I 

do. Yes, I think the second quotation you are quoting now is the characteristic of man 

in the age of nihilism, of nihilism} 10c and so drast here, he is a sign. Yes, he is 

enigmatic. He signifies something but he does doesn't know what he is signL..-I)'ing 

because he has lost language, language. Yes, but uh. Heidegger says in the second 

chief work of him, principle work of him The Apothes of Philosophy, Beitraege to, 

Apothes to, Contributions to Philosophy uh. Vom Ereignis, he says that the concept 

ofDa-Sein is not an an-historical concept desto (German) uh. which defines man in an 
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an-historical way that the false interpretation saves him, false interpretation which is 

due to uh. Being and Time where he hisself he didn't precise the historical value of 

this concept. He says in uh. Beitraege zur Philo sophie that Being, the Da-Sein, is only 

a task for human being. He has to be in the Da-Sein in the future and I think this is the 

combinaiso, uh. combination of the two terms which you are putting in a contrast. On 

the one hand uh. language and Da-Sein open to the being and language is urn. has to 

fasten uh. to consolidate being in the uh. in the transience of time uh. but this is a 

project for the future. All of this philosophy of dialogue is a project for for future. 

And actually we are in the sitrus, in the situation that we have nearly nearly lost 

language ... 

lOa. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... Thank you. We would indeed like to thank Professor Sozer for this 

interesting and thought-provoking presentation. I think we have fifteen minutes to 

discuss. Min minimum fifteen minutes savs Professor Sozer. So we can go on with 

our discussion ... } 

The interpreter uses reported speech to clarify whom he is interpreting because there 

is overlapping speech and chaotic tum-taking in the floor. By using reported instead 

of direct speech, the interpreter acknowledges which speaker he is interpreting and 

imposes an order to the tum-taking in his delivery as opposed to the chaotic tum-

taking in the floor. 

lOb 

{(Interpreter B:) ... Here my question is going to become a little provocative. Uh. there 

is another poem from Holderlin in Heidegger's course on Germany and Rhein. 
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Holderlin says unfortunately its German, I can't interpret so he says we are a symbol 

without the possibility of interpretation. } 

The interpreter assumes the speaker-position in the deliveI"'j and explicates that the 

interruption in his flow is due to a quotation in German in the original speech. While 

the speaker seems to be the 'speaking subject' in the delivery until that moment, this 

brief but striking insertion by the interpreter directs the attention to the interpreter in 

the speaker-position. By 'reporting' the floor and 'commenting' on his position, the 

interpreter explicates and fills in the delivery with the cause of interruption. Once the 

floor returns to English, the interpreter returns to the speaker's 'I'. 

lOco 

{(Interpreter B:) How do you associate this with your interpretation of Heidegger, 

especially ~1itsein, that is, communication? 

- Now uh. she read Holderlin again in German. We are a sign but a sign without 

meaning. 

- That is a difficult question uh. I think the second quotation, the quotation you 

made, refers to the characteristic of man in the age of nihilism ... } 

Once again, the interpreter suddenly assumes the speaker-position in the delivery. 

The original quotation used by the speaker "Em Zeichen sind wir Deutungslos und 

haben fast die Sprache verloren" is possibly too long for him to either repeat or 

interpret. It interrupts his flow and disturbs the seeming parallel between his delivery 

and the original. Moreover, the interpreter does not know if the speaker will then 

spear the English version or not. Thus, with every German quotation, he is left in an 

uncertain position. To account for the quotation which he cannot deliver, the 
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interpreter prefers to report the original speech. By doing so, he ascribes the 

interruption in his delivery to the speaker while also hinting at what is taking place in 

the original speech. 

11) BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: Bu onemli. Bakm bir de §u var. Bu onemli. Eh. bu eh. mekan 

ic;indeki aradaki ancak zamansallik dolaYlslyla varolabilir. {Mek, zaman 

ic;inde mekan yani burda benee ilginc;. Bilmiyorum cevabl verdim mi? Eh. 

benee mekanla zaman arasmdaki bu i, bu ozel iIi§ki gerr;ekten r;ok aydmlatlcl 

diyor eh. Profesor Barash. Evet. Bence de aydinlatici yani mekan 

zamansalliktan baglmslz olarak ele allnamaz.}11a Zamansal mekanl tanlmlar 

ve yeniden tanlmlar. Mesele zaman ic;inde bir mekan bulmaktlr yoksa belki 

de za mekanln hic;bir anlaml yoktur. Te§ekkurler. Biz ben te§ekkur ederim. 

Ba§ka soru var ml acaba? Her iki sunu§la i1gili bir sorum var. Cogullukla ilgili 

ama samyorum her iki sunu§u, iki sunu§u farkll §ekillerde ilgilendiriyor. 

Profesor Schussler'e §u soruyu sormak istiyorum. Heidegger'in sizin 

Hejdegger'i konusundaki Heideggerin diyalog kavraml konusundaki 

soylediklerinizin ben ve oteki olarak, oteki konusundaki etkisi nedir? 

{Oiyalogu alIrsak eh. bir ve grup ic;inde diyalog allrsanlz bir c;ogulluk iyinde 

du§unmek zorundasmlz. 90gulluk duyamIYoriar. Eh. otekini, bir ba§kasl, bir 

oteki olarak blraklr bu diyalog.}11b Otekini bir mulk edinmeye girmeye, bir eh. 

kafaslnm, zihninin ayllmaslna izin vermez. Bir yabanclilk iyillde blraklr yani 

burda bir asimetri olabilir ben ile oteki araslnda ... 

11) FLOOR: 
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- The in-between is the in-between of past and future. But this is very important the 

spatiality exists or can exist only because of the temporal dimension. {It is a space in 

time. I find it very important and very interesting. Uh. I don't know if I uh. give an 

answer. 

- I agree, I hadn't thought of that pa.rticu1ar relation between space and time. It's very 

illuminating. 

- Yes, I find it very illuminating also. That means the space uh. first of all can not be 

considered out of the ternperal, temperality.} lla The temper, it is the ternperality 

which defines and redefines the space. It is a question of finding a space in time. 

Otherwise, the space has no sense perhaps. 

- Thank: you very much. 

- I thank: you. 

- Any other questions? + Yes, please. 

- Urn. well I have a a question which urn. concerns both papers. Uh. uh. it is a 

question about plurality. But I think it concerns both papers in different senses. Urn. 

uh. Professor Schussler 1'd like to ask uh. what the implication of Heidegger' s of of 

your insight into Heidegger's notion of dialogues are for the problem ofl and other as 

other. {It seems to me that if we take dialogue and uh. in particular a dialogue within 

a group then we have to have, and then you have to think also in terms of a plurality 

- In terms of? 

- lJh. plurality, plurality (someone in the audience "pluralite"] which uh. leaves the 

other as an other} llb and uh. which does not urn. which does not let the other into 
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some kind of appropriation or revelation. These are in a kind of mode of total 

strangeness. Yet there might might be a asymmetry between I and the other... 

lla. 

{(Interpreter B:) .. .Its a space in time here. I think its very interesting. I don't know if 

I've answered you? 

- Uh. I think this relationship between space and time is really very illuminating says 

Professor Barash 

- Yes, I also find it very illuminating, that is, space cannot be taken up independent of 

temporality ... } 

The interpreter shifts from the 1 st person in the delivery and uses reported speech 

possibly to account for the quick tum-taking in the floor and to reflect the change of 

speakers in the delivery. 

llb. 

{(Interpreter B:) .. .Ifwe take dialogue uh. in a uh. dialogue in a group uh. you have to 

think in terms of a plurality. Plurality, he cannot hear uh. this dialogue leaves the 

other as an other, as the other...} 

As soon as the interpreter hears the word "plurality" he renders it into Turkish. 

However, because the original speaker cannot find the correct pronunciation in 

English, other participants try to help him out and there is an innegligible interaction 

in the hall. This interaction creates a gap in the delivery arld the interpreter fills in that 

gap by 'commenting' on the cause of the problem in the floor. Thus, although the 

problematic segment in the original does not constitute a problem for the interpreter, 

the subsequent interaction in the floor resulting from that segment does. 

12) BOOTH: 



Interpreter B: In so much as I understand the question Soruyu 

anlayabildigim kadanyla Sanem Yazlcloglu a~agldaki noktalan vurgulamaya 

~1I~IYor. Bunlar tabii sorgulanabilir ~eyler. Eger eh. hikaye anlatmaYI eh. 

konu allrsak a zaman bunlar tartl~ma konusu olabilir. Hannah Arendt'te bu 

c;ok temel bir temadlr. Sir hikaye birisine anlatma anlatllmaktadli tabii ki biriki 

biri tarafmdan. {Ondan onra eger sorunuzu dogru anladlysam, Sa Sanem 

Hanlm ~unu soruyor. Eger eh. bir hikaye anlatlmloluyorsa a zaman bu bu 

durum bu durum bu hik eh. bu hikayenin hakkmda ani, hikaye anlatllan 

ki~inin kimligiyle nasll ilj~ki!dir? Bunu mu soruyorsunuz? Burdan sorulursa 

maalesef geviremeyiz [knocks on the booth's window] I mean that $unu 

demek istedim.}12a i benimle eh. ben benimle kendim ikinci olarak se benim!e 

siz eh. ve uc;uncu olarak eh. hikaye anlatlel, oteki ve oteki arasmdaki 

diyalog. Su uC; uC; tane diyalog var bence ... 

12) FLOOR: 

- In so much as I understand the question then uh. uh. Sanem Ya.zJ.ClOglu uh. wants to 

stress the following sides, the following points which come into question, which can 

come into question. Uh. if we uh. take into consideration uh. the story-telling which is 

a which is a main theme in Han Hannah in the writings of Hannah Arendt. The a story 

is told to somebody and by someone then uh. she wants to ask {if I if I have 

understood your question if this is the situation which a story-telling uh. can occur 

then uh. how is it how is is this related, how is this situation can is how is it related to 

the identity of the person about whom this story is told. Is that the question? 

[inaudible remarks by the person who asked the questior:] 
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- I mean that} lZa the first dialogue be, the first dialogue between me and myself, the 

second dialogue between me and you and the third one uh. is between story-teller, the 

other and the other. This is a third one, uh. I think ... 

12a. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... And then if I have understood your question correctly, Sanem 

Hamm is asking if uh. if there is story-telling then how is this this situation this 

situation related with the sto with the story whom with the identity of the story of 

whom this story is told to? Is this what you are asking? 

- If asked from there unfortunately we cannot interpret (knocks on the booth's 

window) 

- I mean that I wanted to say that ... } 

The interpreter suddenly deviates from the speaker's 18t person in the delivery, 

announces the cause of the interruption to his delivery and ascribes it to the original 

speaker who is not speaking into a microphone. Furthermore, he knocks on the 

window of the booth and with his gestures tells him to use the microphone. In so 

doing, he interrupts the interaction in the floor and directs the attention to himself 

Knocking on the booth's window seems to suggest that the interpreter feels quite 

justified to break the flow in the floor when his delivery is challenged by external 

causes, (i.e., causes that he himselfis not responsible for). 

13) BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: <;ok te~ekkurler. Biraz daha zamammlz olsaydl son 

soylediginizin we'll discuss it some other time. Yes, yes, sure, there is 

Oerrida'yla bir ili~kisi var ml diye sormak isterdim. Cok buyuk bir akrabal191 
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var elbett~. [cassette change] eh {ben ben bunu boyle goruyorum. Selki 

ba~kalan ba~ka torlO goruyordur ama eh. otekinin imlemesi eh. Levinas/da 

6z0r dilerim Derrida degilmi§ Levinas. Levinas'daki bu otekinin imlenmesi eh. 

eh. var Heidegger'de varllgln oteki gibi du~unulmesinden kaynaklanlr.}13a Eh. 

bir baklma antropolojik bir yeniden yorumlamadlr. Heidegger'in temel 

dO~uncesinin antropolojik bir yeniden yorumlanmasldlr. Levinas'i boyle 

goruyorum ... 

13) FLOOR: 

- {Thank you very much. 

- Well thank you very much. I mean if we had some more time I would have like to 

ask you if uh. what you said lastly uh. doesn't it have some affinity with Levinas for 

example uh. but perhaps we'll discuss it some other time. 

- Yes [ cassette change]} 13a 

13a. 

{(Interpreter B:) ... Thank you very much. If we had some more time regarding what 

you last said. We'll discuss it soem other time. Yes. yes sure there is I would have 

liked to ask if it was related with Derrida. Of course, it is closely related [cassette 

cahnge] lJh. this is how I see it. Maybe others see it differently but uh. the 

signification of the other in uh. in Levinas sorry it was not in Derrida but Levinas, the 

signification of the other in Levinas uh. uh. stems from being taken as the other in 

Heidegger... } 

The interpreter apologizes for a mistake he has made ill interpreting the question of 

the previous speaker. For the listeners, the identity of the person making the apology 
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becomes blurred. Even though the use of the past tense and the timing of the apology 

points to the interpreter, the 'I' in the interpretation does not change explicitly. That 

is, while the 'I' in "uh. this is how I see it" represents the original speaker, the 'I' in 

the sentence "sorry, it was not Derrida but Levinas" belongs to the interpreter, once 

again, demonstrating the multiplicity of the speakers present in the interpreted 

utterance. 

14) BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: Sana benim kulaklanma tuhaf geliyor dogrusu bu en aZlndan 

ama arkada~1 eh. ~air Herman Brock'un bir defaslnda Arendt'e yazdlgl pek 

itiraz edilemeyecek gibi g6runmektedir. {Sir insanln du~uncesi bu kadar 

kesinlikli a<;lk ve durustse seninki gibi 0 zaman eh. her zaman kontrol 

edilmemi~ romen romantik k6~eleri vardlr bunun. Almanca s6yfOyor §imdi 

aym §eyi konu§macl. E Eger bu eger farkll faaliyetlerin ... }14a 

14) FLOOR: 

(missing) 

14a. 

{(Interpreter B:) If a person's thought is so precise, clear and honest as yours, then 

there are always uncontrolled romantic corners. The speaker sqys the same thing in 

German now. If these different activities ... } 

The interpreter starts reporting the speaker. rne original recording is missing but in 

Andreas Grossman's text it becomes clear that the spea..lcer is reading "Wenn ein 

Mensch ein so praezises und klares und anstaendiges Denken wie Sie hat, gibt es stets 

unkontrollierte romantische Winkel" which is quite a long segment that the interpreter 

apparently cannot repeat in German nor interpret into Turkish. This probably creates a 
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gap in the delivery and by shifting to reported speech, the interpreter explicates the 

source of the interruption to his delivery and fills in the gap with an indirect account 

of the speech in the floor. 

15) BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: Now I'm going to speak in Turkish but you need headphones. 

You need headphones [this last sentence is basically shouted to the 

panelists since they do not have a headset to hear the interpretation and 

then the meeting stops, the interpreter goes out of the booth to organize the 

distribution of headphones - a pause of 25 seconds] Okay? Eh. ~imdi Now 

the topic is very complex. Therefore I don't think I'm going I'll be able to 

express myself with one or two sentences but nonetheless I will uh. ask 

certain questions. Of course uh. I wasn't educated in philosophy. I just read 

it on my own. I'm a self-made man in philosophy but this is sometimes an 

advantage because when I when I'm confronted with certain concepts when 

I'm confronted with certain concepts uh. then I can [knocks on the window] 

Channel two, channel two, channel two. Can you find it? Iki. Okay? [to the 

Turkish speaker from the side of the booth] ampirike geri d6nOn ampirike 

[laughs] so I come from a more empirical viewpoint because I don't have 

references to who said what in philosophy ... 

15) FLOOR: 

(missing) 

15a. 

The 'speaking subject' in the delivery changes as the interpreter assumes the speaker

position and addresses the English-speaking panelists directly. Since the English-
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speakers need headphones to listen to the participant who announces that he will 

speak in Turkish, the interpreter basically shouts this comment to his 'potential' 

audience. The proximity of the booth to the rostrum and the audience facilitates such 

direct communication. Once the interpreter attracts the attention to the need for 

headphones and interrupts the speaker in the floor, he leaves the booth, tells the 

technician to bring in the headsets for the English-speakers and then organizes their 

distribution. Note that, by doing so, the interpreter not only arranges the headsets for 

his 'potential clients' but also regulates the turn-taking in the floor. The Turkish 

speaker and hence the communication in the room stops temporarily until the 

interpreter signals the speaker to start again. 

ISb. 

Once again, the interpreter interrupts the speaker in the floor because some of the 

English speakers who have just received their headsets are on the wrong channels and 

cannot hear his delivery. In order to signal the correct channel, the interpreter 

interrupts the speaker once again and knocks on the window of the booth showing 

'two' with his fingers. He also shouts "Channel two, channel two. Can you find it" 

Iki. Okay?" thereby entering into 'direct' contact with the participants. Once he has all 

his 'potential clients' in the correct channel and ready to listen to him, he leans out 

from the side of the booth and tells the Turkish participant to repeat the question 

starting from "the empirical" ("ampirike geri dontin ampirike" - "empirical, go back to 

empirical"). Another striking example of how the interpreter can take explicit control 

over the tum-taking and the flow of communication on the floor. 
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4.6 What does the Analysis of Conference Transcriptions Tell about Actual 

Interpreting Performance? 

4.6.1 'Shifts in the speaking subject' 

In the analysis of transcribed conference recordings in this sectio~ my focus was on 

the instances of explicit or suspected 'shifts in the speaking subject' in the delivery of 

the interpreters. These shifts constituted deviations from the 'norm' in SI that 

simultaneous interpreters identified with the speaker's I st person and reflected that in 

the delivery. Thus, the focus of my analysis was on those instances where the 

interpreters did not seem to follow the norm and did not position the speaker on the 

floor as the speaker in the delivery. In the present corpus, 'shifts in the speaking 

subject' (i.e., shifts from the speaker's '1') occurred in three ways: 

1. The interpreters assumed the speaker-position and rendered the original with 

reported speech (It, lv, 1w, 2a, 5a, 5b, 6a, 7a, 7c, 7d, 7e, 8a, lOa, lOe, lib, 14a). 

2. The interpreters explicitly assumed the speaker-position in the delivery and made 

their own remarks/comments regarding the original speakers, speeches or any other 

aspect of the situation (It: Ig, lh, Ii, lk, 11, 1m, 10, lr, Is, lv, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 6a, 

lOb, lIb, l2a, l5a, l5bf 

3. The interpreters blended their own remarks into the delivery without explicitly 

assuming the speaker-position (la, lc, Ie, lj, In, lp, lq, Ill, Ix, 7b, 9a, l3ar 

In my corpus, 'shifts in the speaking subject' in the delivery became palpable in the 

cases of 

1. apologies by the spea.~ers and/or interpreters 

2. mistakes of the speakers and/or interpreters 
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3. overlapping speech on the floor 

4. semi-verbal interaction on the floor 

5. problems with the transmission of the interpreter's or speaker's voice 

6. challenging segments in the original speech 

7. accusations of misinterpretation on the floor 

Let us take a look at these instances to conclude how they have emerged in the 

present corpus and what they suggest about actual interpreting behaviour. 

Apologies - In the present corpus, 'shifts in the speaking subject' became palpable 

when interpreters had to handle their own apologies as well as those of the spea..l(ers. 

First of all, the interpreters seemed meticulous about rendering the apologies of the 

original speakers. Even when that apology seemed out of place (1 b, 1 d), they made 

sure that an apology made by the speaker also came out in the delivery. The 

interesting aspect was their use of reported speech in rendering some of the apologies 

of the speakers. In some instances, when speakers apologised for mistakes, 

mispronunciations, incomplete sentences, etc., the interpreters deviated from using the 

I st person of the original speaker in the delivery and resorted to reported speech in 

the form of "the speaker apologizes" or "the speaker corrects himself', etc. (7a, 7c, 

7e, 8a). 

Interestingly enough, they did not use reported speech for their own apologies 

(la, Id, Ie, Ip, lq, Iu, 7b, 13 a). When the interpreters apologised for a mistake they 

made, they always did so in the 1st person ("sorry", "excuse me", etc.) and because 

the 1 st person in the delivery seemed to represent the speakers, those apologies 
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blended into the speaker's 1 st person and looked like they were made by the speakers 

and not the interpreters. 

The tendency to report the speaker-induced apologies could suggest a 

deliberate attempt of the interpreters to separate themselves from the speakers in the 

delivery while the tendency to remain in the 1st person in interpreter-induced 

apologies could suggest either a deliberate attempt to blend the apology into the 

speaker's '1' or a spontaneous reaction of the 'real' speaker of the delivery (i.e., the 

interpreter apologising in hislher '1'). 

Mistakes - 'Shifts in the speaking subject' also occurred when the interpreters were 

faced with the mistakes of the speakers. In the present corpus, the interpreters tended 

to correct some of the obvious mistakes of the speakers (If, 1q, Ix). This could be 

associated with their desire to avoid the risk of being held accountable for them 

and/or their desire to sustain the flow of communication. 

The more interesting moments were precisely those when the mistakes 

corrected by the interpreters in their delivery led to repercussions on the floor in the 

form of comments, discussion, jokes, etc .. In such instances, the participants who had 

listened to the 'corrected' version ended up being excluded from the ensuing 

interaction and the interpreters felt compelled to accommodate for the ongoing 

interaction on the floor by inserting explanatory remarks to the delivery. In the present 

corpus, thes~ remarks were also made in the 1st person (1f, Ix) and thus blended into 

the speaker's '1'. 

On the other hand, when the interpreters interpreted the mistakes of the 

speakers which they then noticed, they took over the speaker-position in the delivery 

and ascribed the mistake to the original speaker (1k, 7a, 7c, 7e, 8a). Assuming the 
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speaker-position seemed to be a way of dissolving the image of 'complete 

identification' with the original speaker and possibly enabled the interpreter to 

differentiate himlherself from the speaker's mistake in the delivery. 

Overlapping speech on the floor - "Shifts in the speaking subject' also occurred when 

more than one speaker started talking at the same time (It: 1m, It, lv, lw, 2a, 6a, 

lOa, IIa, 11 b). Overlapping speech distorted the equation of a single speaker on the 

floor corresponding to a single voice in the delivery and challenged the interpreters by 

presenting them with more than one speaker to represent in their delivery. In such 

instances, the interpreters preferred to use reported speech, possibly to re-install an 

order to the chaotic turn-taking and to explicate whom they were 'voicing! in their 

delivery. 

Semi-verbal and non-verbal communication - Semi-verbal interaction, on the other 

hand, implied the presence of very brief verbal segments ('"the?", "huh?", etc.) usually 

combined with non-verbal components (puzzled look, gestures). These also 

challenged the interpreters because their shortness and non-verbalness deprived the 

interpreters of an obvious speaker and a meaningful length of speech to represent in 

their delivery. In such instances, the interpreters shifted to reported speech possibly 

because reported speech provided L.~em a means of verbalising and hence representing 

some of the semi-verbal or non-verbal components of the original speech (1f, It, Iw, 

Ila, lIb). 

Problems related with the transmission of the interpreter's or speaker's voice - In the 

present corpus, 'shifts in the speaking subject' also became evident when there were 

problems related with the transmission of the spea.1(erz' comments. Such problems 

were rather frequent during this conference because portable microphones were not 
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available and participants from the floor were asked to proceed to the microphone at 

the rostrum. Since the participants were reluctant to stand up and walk to the 

rostrum., many preferred to speak up from where they were without a microphone. In 

such instances, the interpreters assumed the speaker-position in the delivery and 

announced the source of the interruption to their delivery (lg, 1h, Ii, 11, 10, 2a, 2b, 

3a, 3b, 12a). Interestingly enough, they also occasionally called their listeners to take 

action and warn the speakers to use a microphone (Ih, 11, 2b). Assuming the speaker

position in the delivery when they could not hear the floor seemed to be a way with 

which the interpreters disclosed the cause of the interruption to their delivery and 

called for a remedy. 

Assuming the speaker-position and becoming 'visible' seemed to come more 

easy to the interpreters when faced with such 'external' problems. In two instances, 

the interpreters did not hesitate to knock on the booth's window (l2a, 15a) to alert 

the speakers to technical problems and in one of those instances they even interrupted 

the flow in the floor and left their booths to arrange the headsets when panelists did 

not have headsets to hear them (15a, 15b). 

Challenging segments in the original speech - Challenging segments of the original 

speech also prompted shifts from the speaker's 'I' in the delivery. For one of the 

interpreters, frequent use of German on the floor was a major reason for shifting from 

the speaker's 'I'. Although the interpreter tried to sustain the communication in the 

speaker's 1 st person by repeating the German words used by the speakers in the floor 

(even when his German pronunciation did not make sense as in 4a), there were times 

when he had find an alternative solution to 'parroting' long chunks of German 

quotations. 
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Accordingly, when faced with such challenging segments, the interpreter either 

shifted to reported speech and announced to his listeners that the speaker was 

speaking in German (5a, 5b, 8b, 8c, lac, 14a) or assumed the position of the speaker 

in the delivery and commented on the situation (7 d, lab). Reported speech seemed to 

be a tool whereby the interpreter conveyed the source of the problem effecting the 

delivery, filled in the ensuing gap with that explanation, and ascribed the responsibility 

to the original speaker. Assuming the speaker-position so as to comment on the 

situation, on the other hand, also allowed the interpreter to assert his feelings towards 

the original speaker/speech (lOb). 

Similarly, in other challenging situations such as when the interpreter had to 

interrupt the delivery because the speakers could not find the correct pronunciation of 

a word (6a), confused the word-order in the text (8a), could not understand each 

other (Ub), focused on a lengthy etymological debate (Iv) or when the interpreter 

could not cover the connotations of a term with a single Turkish word (In), did not 

hear the inaudible and overlapping remarks on the floor (If, 1m, It, lv, lw, 2a, 6a, 

lOa, lla, lIb) or heard contradictory terms (lk, 1m), the interpreters stopped 

adopting the speaker's T and either reported or commented on the original 

speaker/speech/situation. Shifting the speaking subject in the delivery under these 

circumstances enabled the interpreters to speak about the original speakers, disclose 

the source of the problem interrupting their delivery and even assert their own attitude 

regarding such instances. 

Accusations of misinterpretation from the floor - Perhaps the most striking instances 

of 'shifts in the speaking subject' occurred when problems of miscommunication in 

the floor were attributed to misinterpretation (1r, Is). In the present corpus, there 
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were two such instances and both accusations were apparently unjustified because the 

transcriptions clearly showed that the interpreters had not made the 'mistakes' they 

were blamed for. 

Faced with accusations of misinterpreting the original speaker twice, the 

interpreter 'on the air' assumed the position of the speaker in the delivery and started 

defending himself and his colleague. With that, the delivery of the interpreter which 

was supposed to represent the speaker's utterance became a tool which the interpreter 

deployed against the speaker. Using his exclusive access to the English-speaker's 

ears, the interpreter took sole control of the delivery, excluded the original speakers 

from the 'interpretation' and placed his argument to the center of the discussion at the 

conference. In lr, the sudden de-thronement from the speaker-position and the impact 

of the interpreter on transforming the social and communicative context was so 

unexpected for the original speaker that she suspected herself of having made a 

mistake in her theoretical argument. 

Interestingly enough, in both lr and Is, when the i.."lterpreter started self-

defense by assuming the speaker-position, he referred to himself and his colleague 

not as "we" but as "the interpreters". This seemed to indicate that the interpreters 

were aware of the muhiplicity of the identities represented in the T and considered 

the risk of being confused with the speakers in the delivery. 

4.6.2 Vulnerability of the position of simultaneous interpreters - The accusations 

of misinterpretation clearly pointed to the vulnerability of the interpreters. Throughout 

the conference there had been numerous other instances of miscommunication , 

between the speakers. Yet they had all taken place in a common language - English -

which meant that there was no one to blame except the participants themselves. 
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However, in lr and Is, the Turkish participants had listened to the Turkish speaker 

who spoke English from the interpretation and so there were the interpreters in 

between. Saving face by blaming the interpreter seemed much more convenient than 

facing the disturbing reality of one's own subjectivity. Especially in Is, it became 

strikingly evident that, even at a conference where the speakers argued for the "the 

disclosure of the agent's identity in speech", they did not hesitate to claim being the 

"owners" of texts and their "correct" translations. Clearly, disclosing one's identity in 

speech was not meant to apply to the position of simultaneous interpreters but rather 

'original' speakers. 

Clearly, co-existing with the speakers in the same utterance was a vulnerable 

situation for the interpreter. In their position, simultaneous interpreters could be held 

responsible from their own words and deeds as well as from those of the speakers and 

even from the general misunderstandings between participants. 

4.6.3 Tension of using the 1st person in the delivery 

The analysis also pointed to the tension inherent in adopting the 1st person of the 

speaker in the delivery. Interpreters seemed aware of the fact that their seeming non

presence in the delivery - reinforced through their adoption of the speaker's 'I' -

could be erased out in a moment leaving all fingers pointing towards them. They 

could always be held accountable for the mistakes, interruptions and 'flaws' in the 

delivery - even if they stemmed from the speaker. In fact 1r and 1 s clearly 

demonstrated that they could be blamed for things they never said and for not saying 

other things they did say. 

Adopting the'!, in the delivery meant establishing a vaguely defined and 

highly unpredictable communion with the speaker in the same utterance. It meant 
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temporarily uniting under the same T and assuming responsibility over the speaker's 

'words' and 'deeds'. Adopting the I st person in the delivery seemed to come more 

easy when the communication/interaction at the conference looked unproblematic and 

transparent but less so when it became fragmented and problematic. 

4.6.4 Power in regulating the 'speaking subject' in the delivery - Despite their 

vulnerability and the tension inherent in uniting under the same T with the speaker, 

the analysis also showed the power simultaneous interpreters have over the delivery. 

In Ir and Is, the interpreter who faced unjust criticisms did not hesitate to assume the 

speaker-position, interrupt the flow on the floor, relegate the original speakers from 

the one speaking to the ones spoken of in the delivery, and become the focus of 

attention of the social and communicative context. 

In fact, all of the excerpts analysed in this section signaled the fact that the 

interpreters were the only ones with direct control over the speaker -position in the 

delivery. Although adopting the T of the speaker seemed like their only choice, the 

1.1J.terpreters had options: They could assume the T of the speaker, disguise their own 

comments into the speaker's '1', expose the mistakes or apologies of the speakers or 

disguise them, expose their own mistakes or disguise them, assume the position of the 

speaker in the interpretation, as well as 'report' or even 'comment' about the speaker 

in the delivery. 

The multiplicity of the identities in the interpreted utterance became the 

interpreter's strength. The power in sllli4:ing between those identities acted as a tool of 

control for the interpreter. Amidst the constraints imposed by the nature of the work, 

the interpreter was not an altogether passive mediator restricted in control but an 

active regulator of communication. 
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4.6.5 'Hybrirlity' of the Delivery - The analysis clearly showed that the 'I' in the 

delivery did not only represent the original speaker. In fact the 'I' in the delivery could 

best be characterised as a 'hybrid' construct representing multiple identities such as 

the interpreter speaking on behalf of the speaker in the floor, the interpreter speaking 

about the speaker in the floor, the interpreter speaking on hislher own behalf, the 

interpreter speaking on hislher own behalf but presenting it as the speaker's. 

4.6.6 Interpersonal variations - In adopting these strategies, there were individual 

variations between the two interpreters. Interpreter B tended to take over the position 

of the speaker and explicitly speak in his own '1' more frequently. He was more 

inclined to shL.+l from the speaker's I st person in order to report as well as comment 

about the speakers/speeches/situations. He often used reported speech to inform his 

listeners about the causes of the interruptions in his delivery (such as problems with 

the microphones, overlapping speech, speaker's own difficulties in expressing 

themselves, German quotations on the floor, etc.). Interpreter A opted to become 

directly involved in solving the problems related to SI. He did not hesitate to call his 

listeners to warn the speakers to use a microphone, leave the booth to arrange the 

distribution of headsets and stop the speakers to repeat their questions and comments. 

Moreover, he was significantly more assertive in reflecting his attitude and did not 

refrain from using 'charged' remarks against the speakers, their speeches and the 

communicative context in general. Thus, Interpreter B did not hesitate to deviate from 

the speaker's 'I' and gain 'visibility' as an interpreter. 

Interpreter A, on the other hand, was more inclined to insert her own 'I' into 

the speaker's 'I'. Even in fairly long chunks of speech made without a microphone, 

she preferred inserting brief remarks such as ''Microphone please" and then stopping 
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her delivery for as long as nobody took action. She tended to make her corrections 

and apologies in the 1 st person singular and making her own compensatory remarks in 

the speaker's 1st persdn as in Ix. Thus, Interpreter A was more inclined to blend her 

own T into the speaker's reinforcing both the image of the original speaker as the 

'speaking subject' in the delivery as well as her own 'invisibility'. 

Despite individual variations, both interpreters seemed aware of the power of 

regulating the 'speaking subject' in the delivery whether for the purpose of imposing 

or disguising their own T s. The analysis clearly showed that the 'original speaker' 

was only one of the 'speaking subjects' represented in the delivery. Changing as well 

as manipulating the 'speaking subject' was the interpreter's prerogative and this 

prerogative transposed the position of simultaneous interpreters from the seemingly 

passive 'subjects in communication' to active and strong 'agents of communication'. 

4.7 What does the Analysis of Conference Transcriptions Tell about the Meta

Discourse on Interpreting? By demonstrating the complexity and hybridity of the 

actual interpreting performance and the role of the interpreter as the regulator of the 

multiple identities in the delivery, the analysis of actual interpreting behaviour pointed 

at the purposeful and mythical nature of the meta-discourse on SI. 

4.7.1 The meta-discourse on SI as a site of 'myths' - The (re)presentation of the 

simultaneous interpreter at the meta-discursive level as the profession( al) who could 

access and transfer the original meanings completely, fluently and intelligibly was 

simply too reductionist, essentialist and unproblematic. In that :sense, the meta

discourse on SI worked to build 'myths' around its object by 'naturalizing' its 

complexity. 
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As Roland Barthes argued, myths did not deny things, on the contrary, their 

function was to talk about them but in a way that purified them "giving them a natural 

and eternal justification" (Barthes 1991: 143). Similarly, the meta-discourse on SI 

naturalised and purified its 'object' (i.e., the process and product of SI) by erasing out 

its historicity and subjectivity. It replaced the object's historical reality with a 

naturalised image of that reality because as Barthes argued myths worked by way of 

abolishing the complexity of human acts and doing away with all the dialectics. 

4.7.2 The meta-discourse on SI as an ideological construct - Naturally the meta

discourse depicted SI in such unproblematic and essentialist tenns for a purpose. The 

'ideological' element in discourse served two functions: First, that of sustaining the 

interests of the 'object' represented (i.e., symbolic power) and, second, that of 

organising and monitoring the socially shared mental representations regarding the 

'object' in hand (i.e., shaping powert. 

4.7.2.1 'Symbolic power' of the meta-discourse on SI - The meta-discursive 

representation of simultaneous interpreters as 'competent professionals who could 

access the meanings intended by the speakers and transfer those meanings completely, 

fluently, intelligibly to another language' bestowed simultaneous interpreters with a 

'natural and eternal justification' by reinforcing their status as professionals with 

unique competencies that non-professionals did not possess. Moreover, such a 

representation confirmed and reinforced the value of SI as a 'commodity' since S1 as 

a profession functioning and surviving in a market-place derived its 'value' not so 

much from a precisely quantifiable assessment of its 'utility' but more so from its 

'symbolic power' as a social and discursive constructs. From a Foucauldian point of 

view, the meta-discourse on SI - just like any other discourse - rarefied itself in the 
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language of truth., rationality, professionalism, authority and utilitarian value6
. After 

all, would there still be as much demand for simultaneous interpreters it: alternatively, 

they were presented as professionals who rendered their subjective interpretation of 

the original speakers with a delivery that reflected the social and communicative 

conditions and constraints of the contexts they functioned in? Would not potential 

employers be more inclined to recruit interpreters if they were capable of delivering a 

perfectly fluent, coherent, and completely loyal throughput all the time? 

4.7.2.2 Shaping power of the meta-discourse on SI - In addition to justifYing the 

presence and performance of simultaneous interpreters to the outside world, the 

general meta-discourse on SI also worked to formulate and impose specific 

'performance instructions' on the insiders (i.e., the practicing interpreters). By 

depicting and foregrounding an 'ahistorical' and 'ideal' interpreter, it sought to 

enforce uniform codes of conduct and bring 'actual behaviour' closer to the 'socio

culturally and commercially viable' image of the simultaneous interpreter and 

interpreting. 

4.7.3 (Re)production of the meta-discourse as an ideological construct - This is 

not to say that each and every actor/institution adopting the meta-discourse did so 

with an explicit motivation to promote the symbolic and material value of SI or to 

consciously further their interests. Rather the meta-discourse on SI as a profession 

came to be construed in time by a "selection and hierarchisation process of shared 

social norms and values, viz. as a function of interests (identity, goals, tasks, mutual 

relationships and resources) of the group" (van Dijk 1996: 16). That is to say, the 

representation of SI in discourse was shaped and reshaped gradually according to the 

prevailing expectations and demands from the profession(al). That is also to say that it 
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is being moulded and remoulded with each instance of discourse. As Said (1994: 113) 

argues "the goal of discourse is to maintain itself and, more important, to manufacture 

its material continually". Thus, we cannot talk of finalised representations of 'objects' 

in meta-discourse (or, a finalised representation of SI in language for that matter) 

because those representations are always in the making - even at this very moment! 
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Notes: 

1. The Key of Symbols and the definitions with which they are used in the present 

study are listed in the first page of the Appendi.x. 

2. Some of the examples are counted in both Point 2 and 3 because drawing a clear 

line between 'reporting' and 'commenting' is not only difficult but, in some cases, also 

impossible. In fact 'reporting' and 'commenting' are not such distinct categories 

because whereas 'commenting' foregrounds the presence of the one commenting, 

'reporting' effaces it. Moreover, categorising each example into a single category has 

not been my aim in this study. Rather than discussing whether a certain instance was a 

case of 'reporting' or 'commenting', I was interested in showing that the interpreters 

shifted the speaking subject as a general strategy to deal with the 

requirements/constraints of the situation. 

3. My analysis probably missed many other instances of these kinds of 'shifts in the 

speaking subject' because I concentrated on the shifts I could comment on by looking 

at the delivery (i.e., the target text). Had I undertaken a comparison of all additions, I 

would certainly have detected more of such blends into the speaker's' l' . 

4. I have adapted these two categories from Teun van Dijk's approach to ideologies in 

discourse in Discourse and Ideology (1996). However, I have placed the emphasis on 

the 'object' rather than the 'group'. That is to say, while van Dijk argued that the 

ideological element in discourse served the function of "sustaining the group's 

interest" (i.e., the group that (re)produces the discourse), I preferred to call it "the 

interest of the 'object' represented in the meta-discourse" because I believe placing the 

focus on the 'group' gives a misleading impression of a 'homogenous group' adopting 

a 'homogeneous' discourse (which is also what Fairclough criticisizes in van Dijk) 
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whereas I would argue that it is the interests of the 'object' taken up in the meta

discourse that is sustained by its (re)production in discourse. As I later argue, 

however, even there we cannot talk about an identical reproduction because discourse 

continuously shapes and reshapes its 'object'. 

5. See the discussion in "Grounding Theories and Key Concepts" in Chapter 1 on the 

concept of Pierre Bourdieu's 'symbolic power'. For Bourdieu's OWll discussion see 

Bourdieu (1992) For a discussion on 'commodification' in social theory see Lash 

(1990: 43-54). 

6. Michel Foucault has argued that the will to exercise domination in society has 

clothed and rarefied itself in the language of truth, rationality, professionalism and 

authority. His views on discourse can be found in his article "The Discourse on 

Language" appendixed to his book The Archaeology of Knowledge (1972). For an 

illuminating discussion of Foucault's views on discourse see Said (1994). 
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CONCLUSION 

Aims of the Study - The current literature on interpreting has placed an overarching 

emphasis on the cognitive and neurolinguistic aspects of SI with considerable research 

devoted to topics such as the role of memory and attention, lateralisation of brain 

hemispheres, information processing models, etc.. Interestingly enough, a substantial 

amount of work has gone into analysis of the active involvement of the interpreter in 

shaping the delivery and the socio-cultural and interactional contexts in all other 

modes of interpreting except simultaneous interpreting. For various reasons also 

explored in this study (such as the salience of cognitive operations, the difficulty in 

accessing and analysing actual SI instances, the belief in an unproblematic 

identification with the speaker's intended meaning, the assumption of homogeneous 

settings, etc.), SI has come to be seen as distinct from these other modes of 

interpreting and not taken up from a more critical sociological perspective. 

Against this background, I set out to analyse the nature of the relationship 

between the presence and the performance of simultaneous interpreters and the 

broader as well as the more immediate socio-cultural and interactional contexts 

around them. Within this framework, I took the meta-discourse on SI to represent the 

broader social, cultural and ideological context around simultaneous interpreters and 

interpreting and took the analysis of a particular conference held on "Heidegger and 

Arendt: Metaphysics and Politics" at the Bogaziyi University in Istanbul between May 

29-30, 2000 to represent the immediate socio-cultural and interactional context 

around the professional interpreters working at the conference. 

What the Analysis of the IVleta-Discourse Suggests - In analysing the meta-

discourse on SI (i.e., the larger socio-cultural context around SI), I looked at the way 
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simultaneous interpreters and interpreting were (re)presented in the written/recorded 

discourse in a variety of sources such as in the ethical codes, general reference books, 

professional organisations, academic literature, a popular book and the printed and 

electronic media (both in the discourse of the media on SI and the discourse of the 

professional interpreters addressing the media). 

My analysis of the meta-discourse pointed to two levels of discourse in 

(re)presenting simultaneous interpreters and interpreting: The first were instances of 

generallde-contextualised discourse which treated SI as a 'universal' phenomenon 

without referring to the particularities of specific interpreting contexts. Such general 

representations seemed to abound in the written and recorded materials analysed in 

this study and appeared in the discourse of the professional associations, ethical 

codes, general reference books and to some extent in the academic literature. The 

second were instances of specific/contextualised discourse which referred to SI in 

real-life situations. Such representations of SI occurred less frequently in the written 

and recorded materials and surfaced most visibly in the anecdotal accounts of the 

interpreters regarding their personal professional experiences. In the present corpus, 

they emerged in the popular book and when interpreters were specifically asked to 

talk about "interesting moments" in their professional lives. 

General and de-contextualised discourse - In the general and de-contextualised 

discourse, simultaneous interpreters were depicted as competent professionals who 

could unproblematically identify with the speaker, access and transfer the meaning in 

the original speech. According to such representations, simultaneous interpreters 

would never interfere with the 'content' though they w<'uld improve the 'package' by 

erasing out the impurities such as distinct accents, grammatical mistakes, 
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regionalisms, flawed formulations, etc .. Improving the 'package' of the original was 

seen as a natural and, in fact, essential part of the interpreter's task and not considered 

contradictory to the principle of absolute fidelity to the meaning intended by the 

speaker because 'meaning' in language was assumed to be independent of its word

carrier and considered to flow uni-directionally from the speaker to the recipients in 

line with a monological view of language. It was argued that since simultaneous 

interpreters worked in homogeneous conference settings hosting participants with 

similar backgrounds and interests exchanging information on a topic they were all 

familiar with, they could concentrate on what the speakers said rather than how they 

said it. 

Specific and contextualised discourse - On the other hand, in the more specific and 

contextualised discourse, that is, especially when simultaneous interpreters recounted 

their personal professional experiences, the subjective involvement of the interpreters 

in shaping the 'meaning' to be transferred became very obvious. In such anecdotal 

accounts, simultaneous interpreters hinted at the personal interventions they made in 

formulating the 'meaning' and challenged the ease with which the general discourse 

claimed they accessed and reproduced the meanings intended by the speakers with a 

transparent, immediately intelligible and fluent delivery. In addition to being less 

frequent, anecdotal accounts were usually sLuTounded by features of the mainstream 

de-contextualised representation of SI and relegated to the marginal moments 

("interesting events") in the lives of professional interpreters. 

Interesting enough, the simultaneous interpreters who actually told the 

anecdotes that hinted at their subjective involvement in shaping the message were 

quite careful to reconcile the gap between the quests for objectivity and accounts of 
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subjectivity. While depicting SI, they underlined that SI inherently implied an 

'interpretation' of the meaning by the interpreter but also underscored that the 

'interpretations' undertaken by the 'professional' interpreters ultimately always 

coincided with the meanings intended by the original speakers and hence were not 

'subjective' . 

. What the Analysis of the Interviews during the Conference on Heidegger and 

Arendt Suggests - As opposed to the general representation of simultaneous 

interpreters as professionals capable of identifying with the speakers and the meanings 

intended by them in homogeneous settings, the interviews with the interlocutors of the 

conference on "Heidegger and Arendt: Metaphysics and Politics" held in Istanbul 

demonstrated that the particular setting at hand was hardly homogeneous and 

identifying with the speaker's messages was more complex than it seemed. 

Interviews with the users oj SI - First of all, the interviews with the users showed that 

in contrast to the general belief of a homogeneous group of participants in 

international conferences, the participants were from highly diverse backgrounds. 

Among the users of SI there was an author, a political activist, students writing a term 

paper on Heidegger, publishers and members of a spiritual organisation. 

Moreover, the diversity of their backgrounds had clear repercussions on their 

expectations from and assessments of SI. Even though the users of SI looked like they 

were referring to the same criteria when expressing their expectations from and 

assessments of SI (such as 'loyalty to the original meaning', 'familiar terminology', 

'fluency', etc.) there were considerable differences in how they individually defined 

them. To cite an example, although 'transferring the meaning intended by the original 

speaker completely' was mentioned by 7 out of 13 interviewees in response to an 
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open-ended interview question regarding their expectations from simultaneous 

interpreters, there were as many definitions of 'the meaning m the original' as 

respondents. Thus, for the members of a spiritual organisation, 'the meaning in the 

original' was the 'spiritual world of the philosophers' and that is what they expected 

the interpreter to render, whereas for the political activist it was the 'feelings behind 

the concepts' and he wanted the interpreters to render precisely that. Some 

respondents believed 'the meaning in the original' could best be rendered with a 

compact summary using familiar and daily terms others believed 'the meaning in the 

original' could only be conveyed with precise philosophical terms in Turkish. Some 

users believed the meaning was best preserved by keeping the German and Latin 

terms while others thought these were unintelligible and wanted to hear them in 

Turkish, etc .. 

Thus, the interviews with the users revealed the fuzziness of the categories 

with which simultaneous interpreters were (re)presented in the meta-discourse and 

assessed in actual performance. They basically showed that categories such as 

'complete loyalty to the original meaning/message', 'fluent and intelligible delivery', 

'familiar register' could not be taken for granted and that the interpreters were 

required to function amidst complex expectations and assessments in actual situations. 

Interviews with the organiser and speakers - The interviews with the organiser a..'1d 

speakers showed that the interpreters were required to function in a context that was 

not designed to accommodate their needs and demands. The interviews clearly 

showed that neither the organiser -cum-speaker nor the other speakers had thought 

about the implications of SI during their preparations. In the end, all of them had 
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prepared very structured academic papers with many quotations and footnotes and 

intended to read them during the conference. 

During the interviews, both the speakers and the organiser said they expected 

the interpreters to 'convey the general meaning in the speeches without getting stuck 

to the words'. Although they admitted the difficulty of the topic, most were convinced 

that, with adequate prior knowledge and preparation, this was largely possible. They 

did not really problematise how, at a two-day conference devoted to interpreting the 

meaning in the words and works of two philosophers, the interpreters would 'convey 

the meaning in the original without getting stuck to the words'. 

Interviews with the interpreters - The interviews with the interpreters showed that the 

interpreters did not stand neutral towards the human, social and interactional factors 

around them either. Both interpreters had complaints about various aspects of the 

organisation and the flow of communication at the conference. They mentioned that 

despite his best intentions the organiser had been inefficient in sending them all of the 

papers, even the basic infrastructure such as chairs and water had not arrived until the 

last minute, the speakers had not shown up for a briefing, they had not taken SI into 

account in the preparation of the speeches, most of the speeches were very condensed 

academic papers full of footnotes, the speakers were reading them without paying 

attention to the constraints of an interlinguallcultural transfer, they were exceptionally 

long, there were a lot of non-English (especially German) terms and quotations, a 

considerable number of comments were made without a microphone, etc .. 

Despite intersubjective variations between the interpreters regarding the 

degree of importance they attached to these factors, both were convinced these 

factors were influencing their delivery. One of the interpreters admitted feeling 
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exceptionally 'tense' at the conference and said his voice reflected it while the other 

interpreter said she did not 'tear herself apart' when she was not treated like a 

communication partner. 

In addition to not remaining neutral to the social and interactional context, the 

interpreters were also not altogether passive against these factors. For instance, even 

though their presence was not a determining factor until the start of the conference, 

the interpreters were quite effective in shaping the context with their presence during 

the conference. One of the ways they imposed their presence was by talking to the 

speakers before they took the floor so as to create an awareness to their needs. 

Perhaps, the most striking example of how the interpreters did that was in one 

interpreter's sarcastic remark to a speaker when she said ''How are you going to 

explain to Heidegger when you see him in the other world that you read his texts to a 

Turkish lady who had not heard them before and she had to interpret them 

simultaneously?". Although these brief encounters did not seem to turn the speakers 

into 'impeccable' orators to charm the interpreters, the speakers mentioned becoming 

more attentive to the interpreters and admitted that, after talking to the interpreters, 

they spoke more slowly, explained the quotations rather than reading them, and tried 

to look at the interpreters during their talk to see if they were following. 

What the Analysis of the Conference Transcriptions Suggests - Against this 

background, my analysis of the transcribed conference recordings focused on the 

'shifts in the speaking subject' in the deliverj. 

At various points during my observations of the conference, I had been 

intrigued by fact that the 'delivery' of the interpreters was not a site where 

interpreters only interpreted the speeches of the speakers. During the conference, the 
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interpreters had used the 'delivery' to warn the speakers to use a microphone, to ask 

the users of sr to alert the speakers to the need for a microphone, to comment on the 

nature of the interaction on the floor, to respond to the accusations of 

misinterpretation, etc .. 

My initial observations were reinforced during the transcription stage when I 

easily entered a new conversation line for each new speaker in transcribing the 

recordings of the floor (i.e., the 'original' speeches) but could not do the same when 

transcribing the recordings of the booth (i.e., the 'interpretation')' At certain 

moments, a single sentence seemed to represent more than one speaker such as the 

interpreter speaking on behalf of the original speaker, the interpreter reporting the 

speaker, the interpreter commenting on the speaker not to mention the occasional 

interference of the original speaker's voice in the delivery when the interpreters 

switched off their microphones. 

The multiplicity of the speakers in the 'delivery' was striking because it ran 

against the general assumption that the delivery of the interpreters exclusively 

represented the original speakers. In sr, the person occupying the speaker-position on 

the floor (i.e., the 'I' on the floor) was expected to occupy the speaker-position in the 

delivery (i.e., the'!, h'1 the delivery). In fact; as Harris (1990) mentioned, adopting the 

speaker's 1 st person was a 'norm' in SI and in the meta-discourse on SI simultaneous 

interpreters were generally presented as 'professionals' who could unproblematically 

identify with the speaker's 1st person (i.e., speaker's '1'). 

Against this background, analysing the shifts from the seeming use of the 

speaker's 1 st person - what r preferred to call 'the shifts in the speaking subject in the 

delivery' - could bring an insight into when and why simultaneous interpreters did not 
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adopt the T of the speakers and highlight some of the particularities of actual SI 

behaviour and contexts. 

'Shifts in the speaking subject' in the delivery - My analysis of the conference 

transcriptions indeed pointed to various shifts from the speaker's 1 st person in the 

delivery. The interpreters seemed to shift from the 1st person of the speaker either by 

rendering the original utterance with reported speech, by explicitly assuming the 

speaker-position and inserting their own remarks/commentsicorrections/apologies 

into the delivery or by blending their own remarks/comments/corrections/apologies 

into the delivery without explicitly assuming the speaker-position. 

In the present corpus, the interpreters tended to shift from the 1 st person of 

the speaker most obviously when they had to handle their own apologies or the 

apologies of the speakers, their own mistakes or the mistakes of the speakers, 

overlapping speech on the floor, semi-verbal interaction on the floor, problems with 

the transmission of their own voice or the voice of the speakers, challenging segments 

in the original speech and accusations of misinterpretation on the floor. 

'Hybridity' of the delivery - In all these instances, it came out clearly that the 

'delivery' was not (neither could be) a site exclusively reserved for the interpretation 

and reflection of the speaker on the floor. 

In fact, the 'delivery' of the interpreters was quite a rich and polyphonic site. 

In it and with it, simultaneous interpreters not only interpreted the speakers but also 

regulated the tum-ta.1cing, hindered overlapping speech, addressed their listeners 

directly, prompted them to take action, disclosed the source of the problems and 

interruptions to their performance, blended explanatory or compensatory remarks into 

the speaker's words, divulged their attitudes, voiced their comments and even 
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criticisms towards the speakers or other aspects of the interaction and responded in 

self-defense to the accusations of misinterpretation. 

It followed that in the 'delivery' the interpreters did not only speak on behalf 

of the original speakers. They also spoke about the original speakers, spoke on their 

own behalf, spoke on their own behalfbut presented it as the original speakers', etc .. 

In fact, the identities and voices (interpreter/speaker/reportericommentator) 

represented by the interpreters in the delivery seemed to be so intertwined that the 

'delivery' could at best be characterised as a 'hybrid construct'. 

The tension and vulnerability of co-existing with an alien 'I' - While pointing to the 

hybridity of the delivery, my analysis of the conference transcriptions also pointed to 

the tension and vulnerability inherent in co-existing with another speaker in the same 

'I' for the interpreters. 

Interpreters were already vulnerable in their position as intermediaries because 

conference interlocutors were strikingly more inclined to hold the interpreters 

responsible for instances of miscommunication arising in an interpreter-mediated 

communication than in instances of miscommunication arising within the same 

language where they refrained from blaming any specific party. 

Co-existing with the representation of another speaker in the same utterance 

seemed to aggravate the situation because simultaneous interpreters became prone to 

being held responsible not only from their own words and deeds but also from those 

of the speakers and even from the general misunderstandings between conference 

interlocutors as was twice the case during this particular conference. 

Assuming an alien 'I' was clearly a source of tension for the interpreters 

because it meant establishing a vaguely defined co-existance with another person in 
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the same utterance. It meant temporarily uniting under an 'I' which no longer only 

represented the speaker or the interpreter but hinted at both as a 'hybrid' construct. 

The 'strength' of the simultaneous interpreter - While pointing to the vulnerability 

and tension inherent in co-existing with another speaker in the same utterance, the 

analysis also showed that the hybridity of the 'I' in the delivery was at the same time a 

source of strength for simultaneous interpreters. As the ones always (omni-) present 

in the delivery, simultaneous interpreters had options: they could remain in the 

speaker's 'I' (as they mostly did), exclude the original speakers from the delivery and 

assume the 'I' (as they so forcefully did when accused of misinterpreting, when they 

warned the speaker to use microphones, asked the listeners to take action on their 

behalf, commented on the challenging aspects of the original speech ... ), assume the 'I' 

in the delivery but blend it into the speaker's 1st person (as they so subtly did when 

they corrected their own mistakes, compensated for the unanticipated consequences 

of the corrections they undertook in the speaker's utterances, made the original more 

coherent and complete ... ) or report the floor (as they tactfully did to account for the 

mistakes of the speakers, semi-verbal interaction, overlapping speeches on the 

floor ... ). 

Despite the various challenges of SI, the strength of the interpreters was in 

their control over the 'delivery' and in how they could use that site to foreground or 

downplay their presence according to the particularities and constraints of the 

moment. Clearly, 'identifying with the speakers' and 'delivering the original meanings 

completely, fluently, intelligibly' were not 'intrinsic performance standards' 

simultaneous interpreters applied to different inputs independent of their own bodies, 
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time and context, but rather 'performance instructions' whose actual turnout was 

negotiated by the interpreters according to the particularities of the actual situation. 

Juxtaposing the Meta-Discourse with the Actual Conference Analysis - By 

pointing to the complexity and hybridity of the 'delivery' and the role of the 

interpreter as the regulator of the representation of the multiple identities in the 

'delivery', my analysis suggested that actual SI behaviour was more akin to its 

representation in the anecdotal discourse rather than in the general and de

contextualised discourse. Thus, my analysis challenged the simplicity and normativity 

of the general and de-contextualised meta-discourse on SI and pointed to its mythical 

and purposeful nature. 

Mythical nature of the meta-discOluse on S1 - The (re)presentarion of the 

simultaneous interpreters as professionals who could identify with the speakers, 

access and transfer their intended meanings completely, fluently and intelligibly was 

not fake, it was simply too reductionist and essentialist. In that sense~ the meta

discourse on SI worked to build 'myths' around its object by 'naturalizing' its 

complexity. 

The meta-discourse on SI naturalised and purified the process and product of 

SI by erasing out the historicity (i.e., their boundedness with time and space) and 

subjectivity (i.e., their boundedness with the human agents). It bestowed SI with a 

'natural justification'by doing away with the dialectics and tensions so that the role of 

the human agent and socio-cultural and interactional factors in shaping the meaning 

and the flow of communication were downplayed while the belief in 'absolute loyalty 

to the original speaker's meaning' became foregrounded. 
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Purposeful nature of the meta-discourse on 81 - In addition to pointing to its mythical 

nature, my analysis also hinted at the 'purposeful' nature of the meta-discourse: 

Giving S1 an eternal and natural justification confirmed and reinforced the value of SI 

as a 'commodity' whose value resided not so much in a precisely quantifiable 

assessment of its 'utility' but more so in its 'symbolic power' as a social and 

discursive construct. After all, would there still be as much demand for simultaneous 

interpreters if, alternatively, they were presented as professionals who rendered their 

subjective interpretation of the original speakers with a delivery that reflected the 

social and communicative conditions and constraints of the contexts they functioned 

in? Would not their profession and services be generally more appealing if 

simultaneous interpreters were known to deliver the meaning in the original as 

intended by the speakers completely, fluently and intelligibly 'untainted' by the human, 

social and interactional factors? 

The Implications of the Study Findings for SI Research - While demonstrating the 

mythical and purposeful nature of the meta-discourse on SI and highlighting the 

dialectical relationship between the interpreters, original speakers' utterances as well 

as the socio-cultural and interactional contexts surrounding them, the present study 

also underscored the need to revise some of the seemingly universal and 

unproblematic presumptions with which researchers in Translation and Interpreting 

Studies approached SI. 

To start with, the findings of this study defied the typical argument that 

conference interpreters worked in homogeneous settings where participants shared 

compatible social and technical backgrounds. It came out clearly that even at a 

conference on "Heidegger and Arendt: Metaphysics and Politics" where one would 
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expect a fairly homogeneous audience consisting mostly of scholars and students, 

participants had very diverse backgrounds and interests which ultimately also shaped 

th~ir expectations from and assessments of SI. 

Similarly, the study pointed to the fuzziness of the assessment criteria 

repeatedly used in a number of user surveys without being problematised (such as 

'sense consistency with the original message', 'fluency and· completeness of 

interpretation" 'use of correct terminology', etc.). It came out clearly that these 

categories were defined subjectively by the individual users and even if, for instance, 

'sense consistency' was marked as the most important expectation in the 

questionnaires, the definition of the 'sense' that the interpreters would be expected to 

be consistent with could vary significantly. In that sense, the study showed that the 

user surveys based on closed questions with unproblematised and pre-determined 

quality criteria rendered a very partial understanding of the complexity of the contexts 

simultaneous interpreters had to survive in. 

Last but not least, by showing that the interpreted utterance was not the 

reproduction of 'the meaning intended by the original speaker' but the presentation of 

'the meaning negotiated by the simultaneous interpreter' in a dialectical relationship 

with the source utterance, hislher own subjectivity as well as the socio-cultural and 

interactional factors, the study challenged the purist cognitive paradigm in SI research 

which sought to explain isolated interpreted utterances with reference to mental 

processes only and the mono logical theory of language still prevalent in the meta

discourse on SI which assumed the possibility of accessing and transferring the 

meanings intended by the speakers without becoming involved in shaping the meaning 

to be transferred. 
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Final Remarks ... 

It is quite typical to conclude by saying that a single study can do no more than raise 

questions and propose certain hypotheses regarding its object of study. This single 

study, as an initial attempt to view SI in a more holistic fashion by concentrating on 

the presence and performance of simultaneous interpreters in relation to the broader 
.' 

and more immediate socio-cultural and interactional contexts, cannot claim to have 

gone beyond those limits either. However, I truly hope that some of the findings of 

this study can prompt an interest in the analysis of actual interpreting behaviour and 

underline the need for developing more complex theories and research methods that 

can link discourse, cognition and social contexts together. Thus, if this study can 

challenge the general disinterest prevailing in SI research to viewing SI as situated 

action and interpreters as agents of communication, and call for a more concerted 

effort to analysing actual SI behaviour it will have served its purpose. 

Who knows maybe then we will have a slightly better view of the Tower! 
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APPENDIX 



Key of Symbols 

Symbol 

+ 

{italics }X 

[ ] 

(German) 

bold 

uh. urn. 

uh .. urn .. 

eh. em. 

eh .. em .. 
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Explanation 

pause (5 seconds each) 

section taken up for detailed analysis 

complementary information to the transcription 

interference from the speaker's native tongue 

original speaker's voice mixing into the delivery 

short filled pause in English 

long filled pause in English 

short filled pause in Turkish 

long filled pause in Turkish 
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BOOTH: 

Interpreter B: .. . gurur duyuyorum ve eh. onde gelen akademisyen ve felsefecileri 

memleke, ul, ~ehrimize eh. ho~geldiniz diyorum. Bunlar <;ok onemli ~e, eh. konular. 

Eh. bunlar arasmdaki ili~kileri eh .. de~ecek bir toplantl yaplyoruz. Uzun bir konu~ma 

yapmak istemiyorum ama bu konunun beni neden buyUledigini anlatmak istiyorum. 

Her~eyden once ben bir siyasal en. bilimciyim. Ben biraz farkh yaplYorum bu i~i. Biraz 

ol<;uyorum eh. hesaphyorum. Eh. ingiltere'de Ii sans <;ah~maffil yaptlm ama en. siyasal 

davraru~l nicel eh. olyulerle eh. ara~tmyorum. ikincisi eh. bu eh. <;atl altmda eh. 

gelecegimizin politikacllanm ve gelecegimizin bazl felsefecilerini yeti~tirdigimize 

inaruyorum. Eh. bugfrn eh. politikacl eh. olan eh. mezunlanffilz altffil~h ytllardaki ve 

yetmi~li Yillann ba~mdaki prograffilffilzm zaytfllglm ortaya koyuyorlar. iyi felsefe 

dersleri alamaffil~lardl ama samyorum bu eh. Felsefe Bolumumuziin olgunla~maslyla 

birlikte sorun olarak ortadan kalktl. Umuyorum ki bu kolokyum gelecekteki 

politikacIlanIDlza felsefeyi ihmal etmemeleri gerektigini hatlrlatlT ve tabii eh. 

gelecekteki felsefi, felsefecilerimize de politikaYl eh. hame almamalaTInl ogreter. Eh. 

Felsefe Bolumumuz, sosyal eh. eh. bilimler eh. prograffilffilzm enterdisipliner 

karakterini saghyor. Ben bunu soyluyorum <;unkU felsefenin, demokrasinin onemli bir 

en. unsuru oldugunu soyluyorum ve aym zamanda ~una da inamyorum. Felsefeyle 

politika ulusal slmrlar iyinde kalamaz ve dolaYlslyla Turk genyligi i<;in uluslararasl bir 

arenada yall~lyor olma duygusu yok onernlidir. Bu sadece globalizasyon su eh. 

olgusuyla ilgili degil. Hepimiz bunu tamyoruz. Aym zamanda eh .. hem fe1sefenin hem 

politikamn ele aldlgl sorunlann uluslararasl karakteriyle ilgili. Hannah Arendt eh. es 

eh. a Antik Yunan demokrasisinin hayram idi ve aym zamanda eh. kamu ortaIDlnda eh. 

politika yap maya da davet eden yaplSlm gok begeniyordu. yirmibirinci ytizyllm ba~mda 

bizim polisimiz eh. po lisimiz uluslararasl eh. topluluktur. DolaYlslyla uluslararasl 
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alandan fel eh. onde gelen feisefecilerin one eh. buraya gelerek eh. kamu alarunda eh. 

konu~ma eh. konusunda konu~acak olmalan yok, son derece onemli bizim iyin. 

Programa baktIglfll zaman iki ~ey benim dikkatimi yekiyor. Biri yogulluk, birisi 

hatlrlama. Eh. kendi kendime soruyorum. Hatlrlamarun politikasl ne demek? Bu 

umanm ~u anlama geIiyor umanm. Eh. bazI politikactlar geymi~te yaptlklan hatalan 

farkederler, hatlrlarlar ve gelecekte tilrklI davrarurlar ama korkanm + ki eh. 

miraslrruzm olumlu ve olumsuz eh. yanlanyia ve tarihle eh. eh. kar~l kar~lya kaldlglffilZ 

zaman bamba~ka bir eh. yakla~lma sahip olufUZ. Eh. burda yok farklt eh. ulkelerden 

insanlara gelen, eh. farkh ulkelerden gelen insanlann biraraya getiren bu kolokyum 

benim iyin yok onemli. Daha yok uzatmadan som sm eh. is size istanbul'umuza 

ho~geldiniz diyorum. Bu toplantmm yok onemli oldugunu du~unuyorum sadece 

akademik dunya iyin degil ayru zamanda daha geni~ 01 olarak top toplumsal ayldan eh. 

onemli oldugunu du~unuyorum. Burdayken eh. hazlr size bu eh. salon konusunda bilgi 

vermek istiyorum. Biz bundan yok onur duyuyoruz. Bu salon son zamanlarda 

yenilendi [sneezes into microphone and then switches it off] led by Hillary Clinton 

last November yenilendikten sonra ilk etkinlik Hillary Clinton'm ziyareti ile oldu. Em. 

bina 1890 Yillannda 90'11 Yll1arda bir bilim binasl olarak eh. eh. in~a edildi. Burasl bir 

kiliseydi bu salon. 0 zamandan beri a~agtdaki eh. eh. bolUmler degi~tirildi, degi~ik 

odalar yaplldl, laboratuarlar yapddl ve bi bina biraz kotU durumdaydl dolaYlslyla eh. 

binaYI eh. renove etmeye karar verdik. Bir ytl surdu eh. bugtin eh. yapmak, bu yeni 

durumunda yapmakta oldugumuz ilk konferanslardan biri bu. Daha fazla eh. bilgi 

vermek istemiyorum size ama eh. bilgiler eh. bilgi duvarlarda eh. astlmt~ durumda. Bu 

org son ktrk yIldlr yalmmlYor. Eh. bozuktu. Simdi hemen hemen tamir edilmi~ 

durumda. Uyte ikisi tamir olmu~ durumda. Eh. so eh. onumuzdeki ay saruyorum ilk 

konseri verecegiz. Eger bu buralardaysaruz ve bu eh. bu salonda konferans yoksa 
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Ingiliz eh. org tamircilerinin orgculanrun bu tamiratl eh. yaptJ.~ru gorebilirsiniz. Bu da 

konferansl daha ilginv hale getirebilir. ~imdi bu nrsatl bu olana bu vesilevle Goethe , , -

Enstitiisiine, FranslZ Kiiltiir Merkezi'ne 'Ie Italyan Kiiltiir Merkezi'ne ve Adam 

Yaymevi'ne destekleri ve eh. katkIlan dolaYlslyla te~ekh..iir etmek istiyorum. Ayru 

zamanda felsefe boliimiindeki meslekda~lanma ozellikle Protesor Sozer'e te~eld..-ur 

etmek istiyorum [applause] Thank you very much for the [interpreter with a 

laughing tone] <;ok te~ekkiir ederim. Now I'd like to introduce you Professor Ay~e 

SoysaI, the Dean of Literature and Science Faculty ~imdi Fen Fah.-ultesinin Dekaru 

Saym Ay~e SOySal'l davet ediyorum. Dear rector eh. sevgili eh. re rektoriim, eh. 

meslekda~lanm, eh. saym rnisafirler. Sizi eh. Edebiyat ve Fen Fakiiltesinin Felsefe 

Boliimiiniin diizenledigi Felsefe Kolokyumune ho~geldiniz diyorum. Eh. Felsefe 

Departmaru eh. ikibin, yeni yilzylla yok buyilk bir ca.nlilik iyinde girdi. Eh. hemen 

hemen her hafta felsefe konusunda kampuste bir eh. etkinlik oluyor. Bugunk.-u 

kolokyum ~u ayldan eh. ik bir ilk tabii. YUZYlhffilZln iki onemli felsefecisi metafizik ve 

politika baglamI konusunda ele almacak. Kolokyum ayru zamanda da ~u bakImdan da 

ozel. Eh. ktta eh. Avrupa kttasmdan Alman, FranslL Isviyre, italyan ge~itli 

konu~macllan buraya getirmi~ bulunuyoruz ve bugun ve yann yapilacak eh. 

tartl~malann eh. gelecekte eh. ba~ka faaliyetlerin yolunu ayacaglru umuyoruz. Eh. 

sponsorlara eh. cornert katktlan dolaylSlyla te~ekkiir etmek istiyorum ve nihayet ama 

en az onemli olarak degil eh. or orgiitlenme komitesine ozellikle lisans yilksek, 

lisansiistii ogrencilerimize bu toplantlrun diizeulenmesi bakrrnmdan katktlan dolaYlslyla 

90k te~ekkiir ediyorum. T e~ekkiirler ~imdi ~imdi meslekda~lffi Gur eh. Profesor Gural 

Irzlk'l davet ediyorum. Mesele nedir? Ve Saym Barash'l da birlikte. Meslekda~lm 

Gural Irzlk bu oturumu ba~kanllglru yapacak. Simdi sam kendisine blraktyorum. 

Te~ekkiirler. Uh. we'll begin this morning's uh. session with uh. Professor uh. Bu 
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bu sabahki oturuma Jeffrey Andrew Barash'm ko konu~maslyla ba~layacagtz. Kendisi 

hakkmda bir iki ~ey soylemek istiyorum. Kendisini tamtmak istiyorum. Profesor 

Barash, eh. Stanford Universitesi'nde felsefe okudu. Chicago Universitesi'nde M.A. 

(English) ve Universite de Paris, uni, Paris Universitesi On Nanterre'de de eh. egi eh. 

doktora yaptl. Sonra eh. ~imdilerde kendisi eh. siyasal felsefe ogretim uyesi. Amiens 

Picardie Universitesi'nde siyaset felsefesi profesorlugu yaplYOf. Biryok kitabl Vardlf. 

Eh. sadece bunlardan iki tanesinden soz edecegim. Bugi.inki.i konferansa la ili~kili 

oldugu i9in. Bir tanesi Martin Heidegger ve Tarihsel Anlam Sorunu, 6teki de 

Heidegger ve YUZYlh: Varh~n Zamam, Tarihin Zamam. Eh. Profesor Barash ~imdi ~u 

slralarda yirminci yi.izyll politik felsefesi iizerine bir eh. kitap uzerine yall~lYOf. FranslZ, 

FranSlZ eh. Bilimsel Ara~tlrmalar Kurumu'ndan aldlgt bir eh. bursla. Bugunkil 

konu~masmm ba~hgl Martin Heidegger, Hannah Arendt ve Hatlrlama Politikasl. 

Buyrun. 
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Interpreter A: Te~ekkiir ederim efendim. Ben de Sayrn Sozer'e beni buraya davet 

ettikleri is:in aynca Bogazi<;:i Universitesi'nin eh. RektoIiine, Sosyal Bilimler 

FakUltesinin Dekaruna ve bu toplantlYI miimkiln kIlan butUn organizator kurulu~lara 

te~ekkUr etmek istiyorum. Aslrnda yazdIklanmI okumak eh. suretiyle size eh.. hitap 

edebilirdim eh. fakat mumkUn mertebe serbest eh. olmaya da yah~aca~. Evvela yok 

gens: olanlara araruzda ~oyle bir hatlrlatma bulmak, bulunmak istiyorum. Acaba eh. 

Heidegger'le kariz eh. Arendt'in arasmdaki tat mektuplar ne ~ekilde yaymlandL 

Hatlrhyorum bu altrru~larda yetmi~lerde fevkalalde eh. gizli tutuluyordu. Marbach'ta 

bir kutuda bunlan eh. sakh tutuyorlardl ve sadece uzmanlar eh. bakabiliyorlardl. 

Hanegger eh. eh. Heidegger'le Arendt arasmdaki bu mektuplar biliyorsunuz oldukya 

hassas konulara eh. deginmekteydi. Heidegger'in ailesi de zaten insanlann kapI eh. 

zIrkapI gelip, butiln bu mektuplan incelemelerinden pek haz etmiyorlardl. Hannah 

Arendt'in eh. mirasmdan sorumlu olanlar ve Heidegger'in ailesi en sonunda bu 

mektuplan yaYlnlamak gibi son derece dogru ve bilgece bir karar aldIlar ve nihayet 

yaYlnlandl. DolaYlslyla son y1l1arda biz buman artlk okuyabiliyoruz. Bu mektuplar yeni 

eh. degil aslmda bu mektuplar hakkmdaki bilgilerimiz. Mesela on sene once bu konuda 

bir konferans yapllffil~t1. Arthur PIiigler'le ben bu konuyu 0 zaman konu~mu~tum ve 0 

zaman demi~ti ki 0 'aa imkanslZ, yirmi1erde aralarmda bir a~k ili~kisi olmu~ olsun bu 

ikisinin' ama ~imdi bu mektuplan okudugumuzda da olmu~ anla~llan oldukya yakm bir 

ili~ki ve bu da artlk bir SIr degil. Hepimiz biliyoruz. Evet bu ama bizi ba~ka bir 

meseleye getiriyor ve bence bu esas zor mesele bana soracak olursaIllZ. Evet ~ogru, 

son derece yakmdIlar ve kar~Ihkh olarak birbirlerini etkilediler. Daha dogrusu 

Heidegger a~ikar halde Hannah Arendt'i etkiledi fakat eh. bu acaba felsefe alarurunda 

da olan bir e etki miydi? Hannah Arendt'in felsefesi, Heidegger'in felsefesine ne olyude 

baghdlr? Tabii bu konuda buyilk bir tart1~ma olmu~tur eh. biltiin dunyada. Fransa'da, 
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Amerika Birle~ik Devletleri'nde ve Tiirkiye'de de anladIgun kadanyla ~imdi boyle bir 

tartl~ma sfumekte. Ozellikle Fransa'da ki ben Fransa'daki durumu en iyi biliyorum, pek 

yok yazl yaymlandl ve Arendt'in dogrudan dogruya Heidegger'in bir ogrencisi, bir tilr 

miiridi oldugu ~eklinde, tlrnak iyinde elbette, bir kanaat ah. ileri siiriildii. 

Heideggercilik eh. gi yeniden yorumladl~ soylendi. Ama mesela Almanya'ya 

baktlgmlzda, Ernst Nolte'nin, tarih9idir kendisi ki Heidegger'in de ogrencisi olmu~tur, 

eserlerine baknglmtzda, gayet a91k bir iddia ile bunu ortaya onun da koydugunu 

goriiriiz. Ama ~imdi ben eh. bunun aksine iddia edecegim. Ozellikle ellilerde 

yazdlklanru Hannah Arendt'in okursaruz ve iki en biiyiik yapltl olan ge Geymi~le 

Gelecek Arasmda ve insanhk Durumunu dikkatlice okuyacak olursaruz, Heidegger'in 

son derece keskin bir dille ve son derece onemli bir ayldan ele~tirdigini goriiriiz. 

Ozellikle politika konusunda, 9iinkii Heidegger politika konusunda farkh idi. Tabii 

ilgileniyordu, otuzIarda politikaya katIlmadl~ru iddia etmiyorum ama son derece 

kuramsal, teorik bir ayldan bu politikaya ilginin anlamI iizerinde durmamt~trr ve kendi 

pa politik faaliyetinin anlamtru dolaYlslyla bence anlamamt~tlr. Ote taraftan a91kya 

bildigimiz ~ey, Hannah Arendt'in butiln hayatl boyunca ve ozellikle 0 donemde politik 

onemi olan konular iizerinde, bzellikle yUzylhn konulan iizerinde derinlemesine 

durdugu gergegidir. ~imdi bence bunu hatrrda tutarak eh. size soyleyeceklerimi 

dinleyelim. Ben burada kendime konu olarak ~unu seytim. Oldukya eh. biraz eksantrik 

belki size gelebilir. Olduk9a degi~ik eh. ba~ka bir eh. konu. Bu da arumsamarun 

politikasl. Mesela Heidegger'in ilk donemini, Sein und Zeit'!, Varhk ve Zaman 

okursaruz, Heidegger'in eh. daha soma + kendi yall~malarmda eh. bu dii~iinceyi devam 

ettirmekle birlikte aylkya ~u goziikiir. Arumsama prob1emi bnemli bir ro1 oynamaz 

Heidegger'in dii~iincesinde, tlpkr politikarun da onemli bir rol oynamadl~ gibi. 

Arendt'in dii~iincesine bakahm. Orda a91kya g6ziiken ise ~udur. Birden bire hem 
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politika hem de ammsama, ammsamamn kendisi yok onemlidir. Ozellikle insanhk 

Durumu'nun hele ilk birkay sayfasmdan beri bunu anlamak miimkiindur. DolaYlslyla 

ben bugiin ~oyle bir soru iizerinde durmak istiyorum tebligimde. Bu ikisi arasmdaki 

ili~ki, bi tarafta bellek, ammsama ote tarafta politika arasmdaki ili~ki. Be eh. Sein und 

Zeit'ta doneminde ham, ammsamayla politi..~a arasmdaki i1i~kinin teorik olarak 

geli~tirilmemesi gibi, daha sonra da politika ile bu ili~kinin kurulmu~ olmamaslmn 

arasmdaki bag bir Arendt'le Heidegger arasmdaki fark. In my paper, I cited one of 

the letters, one of the most interesting letters eh. ben eh. size sunac~ metnimde 

bilhassa mektuplar uzerinde durdum zira eh. biliyorsunuz eh. yirmib~en eh. sonraki 

eh. yirmibe~te Marburg'da Heidegger'in seminerlerine A.rendt katI1mt~. Daha sonraki 

mektupla~malarmda eh. arasmda yani otuzii<;: ile ne zat-nandl durun 0 mektup un 

yazilmasl elli. Demek ki biitun bu aradan ge<;:en donemde aralannda hiybir ili~ki 

olmanu~ ve hi<;: buyiik bir suskunluk olmu~ ve bu suskunlugun kmlmasmdan birkay ay 

sonra Heidegger henne Hannah Arendt'e ~oyle bir~ey yaznn~. Ben ~imdi bunu Alman, 

ingilizce'ye tercume etmeye yall~acagrm ve size okuyacaglITl yani ozeUikle burda 

seytigim pasajl okumak istiyorum. Heidegger ~oyle yaztyor. Ellide Heide, Hannah 

Arendt 'e ya.'1i aralanndaki ili~ki yeniden ba~ladlktan soma. Mektupla tabii yeni bir 

ili~ki oluyor bu. Soyle yazlyor, 'belki' de diyor, 'belki de bu jurnalizm + her tur 

ba~langlcm yo, ortadan kaldmlmasmdan sonraki ilk ~oktur. Acaba bundan dolaYl buna 

bir karamsarhk, pesimizm vehayut da yaresizlik, despair (English), diyebilir miyiz? 

l-layrr ama adeta ta ta historiyografik bir ~ekilde sunulan tarih oziinde insan olmaYI 

belirleyen bir du~uncedir dersek 0 zaman insanm bu varhga hazlr oimasl gerektigini de 

soyleyebiliriz. Ba~ka bir bellek ogrenmek zorundadrr insan der Heidegger ve 

doiaYlslyla bu Yahudilerle Almanlann eh. kaderinin bizim tarihi eh. 

kalkiilasyonlaruruza, dii~uncelerimize uymadlgr, onun dl~ma 91kt1grm soyler. Burda 
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gordugunliz gibi Heidegger ba~ka bir bellekten, em anderes Gedaechtnis, another 

memory'den sozeder. Bu ba~ka bellek nedir? <;unkU Varhk ve eh. Zaman'da 

Erinnerrung, ammsamadan sozetmektedir paper is that urn. compared to Busserl or 

Mark Husserl'le yahut Mark Scheler'le kar~Ila~tm1d1~nda eh. bellegin periferde 

kaldl~ru goruyoruz. Bunun yok aylk bir sebebi var eh. zira ~rda yani Sein, Varhk ve 

Zamanda lizerinde durdugu unutma [due to the power cut, a large part of Barash's 

speech is erased] ... olumsUzluk, arumsamaya dayaruyor ise ve bu da ancak ve ancak bu 

onceden soylenemeyen ve gelip geyici diinyada bir istikrar ve kallClhk olyuSU olarak 

politik yaratl~a bagh ise bu i~te tlpkl Homeros'da ve Herodotus'ta buldugumuz 

anlaYl~tlr, yoneli~tir, der. Hannah Arendt, nitekim Heraklitus'tan bir ahntlya gonderme 

yapar ve kendi politika, anIffisama politikasmm da buna dayandlgmt soyler. 

Heraklitus'dan ahntl ~udur. Zira bir tek ~ey vardlr en iyilerin otekilere la.yaslan tercih 

ettikleri, 0 da, 0 da ebedi undur. Ebedi un eh. kaybolup giden ~eylere tercih edilir 

onlar tarafindan zira yogu, ba~kalan, yogu + ki onlar kendilerini bu gelip geyici ~eylere 

kaptlfffil~lardlr, tlpla slglflar gibi, gevi~ getiren sl~rlar gibi yaYlrda yayilirlar, demi~ 

Heraklitus. 

Interpreter B: There is a small change in ProgramlflllZda kUyuk bir degi~iklik var. 

Profesor Martin Rueff maalesef katilamayacak toplantlffilza dolaYlslyla ~imdi 

Professor (English) Christina Schues'u kendi sunu~unu yapmak uzere davet ediyorum. 

Eh. Professor (English) Christina Schues + Hamburg Dniversitesi'nde felsefe, siyaset 

bilimi ve edebiyat okudu. Bundan soma doktora, doktoraslll1 Philadelphia'daki Temple 

Universitesinden ald!. Simdi Hamburg ve Liineburg Dniversitelerinde ders veriyor. 

Biryok kitabl ve makalesi var ama sadece bir kitabmdan sozedecegim. En Anpirik ve 

Transandental Oznellik Muammah Bir i1i~ki mi? Bu sabahki konu~maSlll1n ba~h~ eh. 
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Politik Dogurnlulugun Anlanu. Te~ekkiirler. Ayru zamanda bu davet iyin yok te~ekkiir 

ederim. C;ok eh. memnunum burda eh. olmaktan. Eh. Profesor Sozer'e, eh. Goethe 

Ensitusu'ne ve Bogaziyi Universitesi'ne yok te~ekkiir ederim, ozellikle. Bugu.nkU 

konu~manun ba~h~ eh. Dogurnlulugun Politik Anlarm. Bir geyi~ doneminde 

ya~lyoruz. Geride blfaktl~ffilZ metafizigin tarihidir. Metafizik ilk ba~langtytan ortaya 

Ylkmt~tlf. Yunan felsefesindeki ilk ba~langt9tan ortaya 9lkarak insan uygarh~n eh. 

imhasl ve y6kU~u ytiZYlhyla eh. doruguna 91kmt~tlr. Hannah Arendt ve Martin 

Heidegger, dunyarun eh. temel yogullugunun ve insanlararasmdaki diinyarun ve eh. 

haklara sahip olmanm eh. geryekliginin imha edildigi bir yagda ya~adI1ar. Dii~iinmenin 

ve yargJamalann eh. temel kategorilerinin ne olmu~ oldugunu ve diinyarnn nastl 

yokmii~ oldugunu anlatmak iyin yeterli olmadlgl bir zamandt bu. Zeminin kaydl~, eh. 

hepimiz iyine dogmu~ oldugumuz bu bu donemin eh. ruhu dan kaynaklamr. Heidegger 

bunu eh. oluruna blrakmak konusundaki eh. konferansmda aYlklanu~tlr. A vrupa'mn 

imhasl ve ozellikle de insanlann yani Yahudilelin ortadan kaldmlmasl konusundaki 

kararh giri~im eh. olgulann diinyaslm bir uyuruma donii~tiirmii~tii. Ayru zamanda, bu 

zamanlarda Arendt anlamak iyin yeni bir eh. ba~langJ.9 yapmaYl oneriyordu ve 

Heidegger de eh. bir eh.. ba~langI9 dii~uncesi oneriyordu. Bugu.n de, bugu.n ve 

ge9mi~te siyan, bilimsel bir teknolojik dii~iince eh. tarafindan yonlendiriliyoruz. Bu 

doruguna bir tabm eh. komplolarla eri~iyor yani eh. orarla olma biirokrasisinin eh. 

organize teknik, ekonomik yakla~lffil. Heidegger'in kaygrsl oldugu gibi eh. bizim 

du~iincemizi ve eylemimizin anlanuru ortadan kaldrran bir eh. varh~n unutmaslyla 

kar~l kar~lyaYlz ve eh. diinyarun eh. kiireselle~me siireyleriyle eh. donu~tUgu bir eh. 

donemde ya~lyoruz. Onumiizde eh. ku~kulandlgtffilz gelecekte Heidegger'e gore 

du~uncenin yeni bir ba~langtcl yatlyor. Bu reflektif bir dii~iinmedir, Almanca 

Besinnung. Burada vurgu eh. he hesaplamdan ve bilmeden farkh olarak bir anlam 
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vennedir. Hem Heidegger ve Arendt eh. anlam vermek eh. pe~indedirler. Her ikisi de 

eh. kendi dii~iincelerini bir ba~langIcl katmaya katmanm yollanru aramaktadlrlar. Bu 

sunu~ta yeni bir ba~langIcl, ba~langIy iyin kapasite ve hazIrh~n eh. nasll 

dii~iiniilebilecegini ara~t1mak istiyorum. Bunu ozellikle eh. Heidegger'in daha eh. gey 

zamamndaki eh. projeksiyonuna, ozellikle de eh. ba Beitraege zur Philo sophie eh. 

ba~lI~yla yazdl~ yazllara ve oluruna brrak.TJ1a konusunda bindokuzyi.izellibe~te 

Mesge~'de verilmi~ olan konferansma yaslanaca~m. Hannah Arendt konusunda da eh. 

daha gey yapltlanna eh. donecegim. Ozellikle Geymi~le Gelecek Arasmda ve Akhn 

y a~amI konusunda yazdlklanna. Eh. me tekstlere gelince eh. inanclm ~udur ki eh. her 

iki yazarm da daha gey ~amalarda yazdl~ yazliar birbirlerini tamamlaYlcl niteliktedir. 

Gostennek istedigirn gibi eh. her ikisi dii~iiniir de eh. fenorn, yeni bir du~iince tarZlrun 

ba~langlcma olanak verebilrnek iyin eh. olanak verecek bir fenornenoIojik terneI 

sunmak iyin dogumIuga referans yaprnak zorundadlrlar. Tezim ~udur Arendt eh. 

dogumlulugun farkll eh. anlamlan ternelinde eh. klfllmI~ bir eylernciligin eh. ternel 

olarak eh. ternel biyirniDj eh. ortaya koyrnaya 9all~rnaktadlr. Bu eh. diinyadan eh. 

kopu~un eh. ba~lamasma ve diinyamn iyersine dalrnaya eh. temel olmaktadlr. 

Heidegger ise bir klflhru~ bekleyi~, beklernecilik eh. fikrini ileri surmektedir. Bu ise 

iradi olarak veri1mi~ bir karardlr ve esas olarak kendini tutrnaya baglamak, eh. baghdlf. 

Aym zamanda da bir oluruna blrakma, beklemeci bir olumna blrakI-na soz...1conusudur. 

Heidegger'in eh. tarzlar kavranu eh. dogumIuluk kavrmruyla kar~lla~tmhrsa 0 zaman 

nerede ba~layaca~z sorusunu oteki ba~langIcl eh. run, oteki ba~langIca ili~kisini 

ara~rrabi1iriz. Her iki biyimde yam eylemcilik ve beklernecilik, farkh politi.lc eh. kon 

sonuylara sahiptir. Ama burada tartl~amayaca~m bunlan. Sonradan tartl~abiliriz. 

Tartl~mam slrasmda once eh. dogumIulugu genel olarak: ele alaca~. Sonra eh. 

Arendt'in eh. eylern eh. anlama ve dii~unme kavramlanna donecegirn. Bu tartl~ma 
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daha soma Heidegger'in eh. ba~ka bir ba~langJ.<;: kavramma eh. doni.i~e olanak 

saglayacak. Eh. yani dogu, hakikatm du~uni.ilmesi eh. konusuna donme ve ve varbk 

projeksiyonu eh. ve Da-Sein'm varhk projeksiyonuna eh. d6nmeme olanak: saglayacak. 

Once eh. dogurnluluk kavranuyla ba~hyorum. Eh.. yani dogumu insamn ilk ba~langJ.cI 

olarak eh. ele alaca~. Eh. once eh. ~u tezi ileri surecegim. Varhk ve gom, gortini.i~ 

eh. gortingil birle~mi~tir. Eh. dogurnluluk ka"l,Tarnt, dogrnak anlammda doguma 

bag11dlf. Eh. insanlarm varolu~unun eh. varolan i<;:in eh. + insanla...-m varolu~unun 

varolan oimasl eh. ya~h Heidegger i<;:in eh. kendi ozi.ine en. gore varhgm hakikatinin 

one yIkmasIdlr arna varhgm bu yorurnlasl eh. varhgrn eh. bir dogum olarak ortaya 

ylkmaslill gormezlikten gormek eh. gelmektedir. Eh. dogmu~ olan birisi dunyaya bir 

erkek gi, bir oglan veya kIz olarak eh. do gar boylece eh. bir bedensel yarhk olarak ilk 

defa ortaya yIkar ve eh. boyle kahr hayatlmn sonuna kadar. Bu yorurnun bir sonucu 

vardlf. VarlIkla g6rtinu~ arasmdaki ikilik eh. rededilmi~ olur. Eh. bu ikisinin birligi 

kavranmt~ olur. ikincisi, ikinci tez ~u. Eh. ba~langI<;: ili~kidedir. Dogmu~ olma olgusu 

eh. sadece eh. Arendt'in s6yledigi gibi hiybir yerden ge1mi~ olmak anlarnma gelmez, 

birinden gelmi~ olmak anlamma ge1ir. Eh. var varolu~ eh. birinden olma..1.c yani anneden 

olmak anlammadlf. DolaYlslyla eh. dogum yapmah..1:a olan anne a~:1smdan do gum dogal 

dogum olarak gortilmelidir. Eh. dogum bir fizyolojik su s11rey olarak dana ba~mdan bir 

soyutlarnaYl varsayar. Ba~ do gum yapmakta ol~ yeni birwi dogurmakta olan birisinin 

olmaSI eh. ve yeni insamn varolu~unu eh. bu insanm en. garanti etmesi eh. var 

varolu~un esas olarak bir ili~ki olarak ele ahnmasllli gerektirir. iyinden <;:Iktlan yani 

anne, yani <;:tkt~m e~igidir bu insan aym zamanda dunyaya giri~ eh. burada yeni gelen 

i<;:in eh. bir varolu~ olarak tarurnlamr. Bu da bir ili~kinin zorunlulug.mu yani Latince 

soylersek cum, 'ile'nin gerekliligini ortaya koyar. Ba~langI9t.a varolamn en. varolan i<;:in 

bir ili~ki vardIr. Daha da iyi soylersek diyor Arendt, en. ili~ki b~lang1<;:tlr. Burada 
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somut, nihai bir i1i~ki vardlf bir varolana. Bu olumsaldlf ama yerine ba~ka bir~ey 

konulamaz. Bu sadece anne i9in degildir eh. ge ge gergekte anne 90cuk iIi~kisi i9in 

ama bOtUn ku~ak i9in gegerlidir. U9iincii tez, b~langI9 farkhhktrr. Varolu~un, 

varolanm varolu~unun ilk ortaya 91kI~1 ile eh. birlikte soyledigimiz, genel olarak 

insandan bahseden gelenegi, felsefi gelenegi eh. ortadan kaldrrnu~ oluyoruz. Dogum 

eh. ilk, bir omn ilk varolu~ ve goriinU~ tarZldlf. Burada tekiI, tekrarlanamaz, cinsiyetli 

ve eh. bedensel bir gergekten bahsediyoruz. Ba~ka insanlar i9in ve ba~ka insanlar ile 

birlikte. Bu olgu eh. temel bir eh., insanlar arasmda temel bir farklthgm ve i1i~kinin 

ortaya 91kl~ldrr. insanlar bir baklma onemsiz bir anlamda e~itsi, e~ittirler ama insanlar 

olarak her bir insan digerlerinden eh. fark, farkhdrr. Arendt'in Huma, insan insanllk 

Durumu'nda soyledigi gibi, ya~affil~ olan, ya~amI~ olacak eh. eh. herkesten farkll. 

DordiincOsii eh. ba~lamak en. ayru zamanda ba~lama kapasitesine sahip olmak 

demektir. Dogmu~ olmak eh. diinyaya dogmu~ olmak eh. eh. zamarundan itibaren, 

sosyal ve maddi diinyarun eh. kaslth olarak, bilin9li olarak ke~fedilebilmesi demektir. 

Eh. kaslthhk ya da bi bilin91ilik eh. genel olarak fenomenolojiden bgrendigimize gore, 

diinya diinyada olmarun esas yaplsldlr. Eh. nesnelere ve insanlara eh. alglsal olarak 

yonelmi~ olmak demektir. Bunun anlamI, konu~ma ve eylemde ba~ka insanlarla ili~ki 

i9inde olmak eh .. anlamlara, go~evlere ve olaylara yonelmek demektir. Entansiyonalite 

yani kaslthhk, veya bilin91ilik, yonelmi~ligi igerir ama aym zamanda birini veya bir~eyi 

eh. bir~eye anlam vermek anlamma gelir. Eh. bir insan eh. bu eh. 9abalamaYl eh. bir 

i9sel eh. diirtiiye indirgemezse 0 zaman eh. bir olanaklthk ve ozgOrliik diinyasma 

a9tlffil~ demi~ a91lmt$ oluruz. Boylece eh. ba$langtcm olanakliliglru ortaya 91ktmca, 

dogumluluk eh. her bir insarun ozelligidir. Bunun arast eh. aracthgtyla eh. bu 

araclhg,.yla in her bir insan insiyatif alabilir. Eh. be$ir:1 i tez, dogum, bir temel 

s19ramadtr yahut da ilkesel bir s19ramadlr. Ba$lan eh. ba$langt9 kapasitesi kendi eh. 
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temellerini bu ilkese ya da ilkesel sIYrayl~lm eh. dog-urn oncesi varolu<:tan doo-um 't , b , 

dogal varolu~a. dogum sonraSl varolu~a ge9i~ olarak ele ahnabilir. Satz bir yandan bir 

varolu~ tarzmdan bir ba~kasma ge9i~ anlamma gelir. Bunun esas eh. ozelligi eh. bilin9, 

eh. kaslthhktlf. isteyerek yapma..1ctlr. DolaYlsl eh. ve dolaylSlyla eh. eh. isteyerek 

yapmak Da-Sein'm eh. olu~turucu unsurlanndan biridir ve dogumdan eh. ortaya 

9tkmt~tlr. ate yandan Satz + bu tur eh. daha oncenin ve daha sonrarnn bu tiir anlam 

eh. bolgeleri arasmda bir aktarma veya dolayunlama anlamma gelir. Bu eh. rahim dl~l 

ve rahim i9i hayatm fizyolojik anlamma ancak ikincel bir referansdlr. Daha onemlisi eh. 

bu Da-Sein'm olu~umunun aktanmma ve eh. ku~aklar araSI bir aktarmaya referans 

yapar, gonderme yapar. Eh. ku~aklararasl anlamm genel aktanlmasl ve tarihin 

olu~masl bu noktada ylkl~lm bulur ve ku~aklararasmda anlamm aktanlmasl kar~lllkli 

olabilse bile yine de eh. dogumun eh. dogmu~ olmarnn ya da dogmamn e~iginde 

buldugumuz bir asimetri kalmaktadlr. Eh. Da-Sein'm eh. ba~langlY olarak yorumu ile 

birlikte eh. eh. ba~langlcm sonuna ge9i~in e~iginin hiybir zaman tamamlanmadlglm da 

varsayffil~ oluruz. Da-Sein eh. dogum oncesi ve dogum Slfasmdaki varolu~ eh. 

arasmdaki e~igi geytigimizi varsayar ama aym zamfuida eh. Da-Sein, dogum aym 

zamanda Da-Sein'Iffilzda izlerini blraklr ve boylece ba~laffil~ olan ba~langwla olmaYI ta 

olarak onu tasvir eder. Eh. dolaytslyla eh. dogum hakklndaki fikirlerimizi ezetlersek 

dogum, eh, insanlararasmda temel bir 90gullugu ortaya koyar. Eh. ba~langIcm ili~ il 

i1i~ki oldugunu ortaya koyar ve dogmu~ olmarnn ba~langI9 i9in bir kapasite oldugunu 

gosterir ama eh. bu kapasitesinin eh. nasll gergekle~ecegini de sormahylZ. Eh. Hannah 

Arendt eh. politik eylemi dunyaya ikinci bir dogu~ olarak verir. Heidegger eh. dogumu 

eh. eh. Varhk ve Zaman'da b~langl9 olarak degil ge9mi~lik olarak ele aidl ve eh. 

varolan Da-Sein'm dogumlulugunu kabul etti. Aym zamanda herkesin kendi yagmda 

deo-du doo-duillindan da sozedivor ama bunun sonu9lanm pek 91kartffilyor hatta eh. o , 1::1 0 J 
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ama buna kar~tllk Arendt, eh. eh. ikin dogumun ikinci dogumun kategorik kurulmasl 

eh. i9in oneminin abartlyor bile yani iyerisine, iyerisinde eylemde bulunma. Eh. 

Arendt'in eh. ba~langIyla ilgili olarak eh. ortaya koydugu en onemli eh. faaliyet 

eylemdir. Eger eylem diyor A.rendt eh. ba~langIy olarak eh. dogum olgusuna kar~tllk 

verirse eh. eger insan eh. insanhk Durumu'nun dogumluluk eh. dogumluluk, 

dogumlululugunu, geryekle~tirilmesi [power cut] eh. alarun bu orta gori.i!ii~ii ve 

yogulluk em. ve insanlann tekilligi eh. dogumluluk perspektifini geryekle~tirir. 

Arendt'in eh. eylemcilik kay eh. politik eylemcilik kavrarrum yeniden canlandmnasl eh. 

Heidegger'deki bir bo~lugu dolduruyor <;:iinkii Heidegger i<;:in eh. eh. eyleme eh. 

e~deger bir kavram yoktur <;iinkii eh. yog <;:ok yok ki~inin yogullugundan ku~ku duyar 

ve onu biriD, tekin anonimligi iyinde eritir. DolaYlslyla birlikte eylem iyin bir yontem 

bulamaz. Eh. dolaytslyla oyle goriiniiyor ki eh. eylem yapmarun ve konu~manm 

olanakllhgt diinyada belli kovuklan eh. varsaytyor. Bu kovuklar, eh. kar~lhkll eh. etki 

etkilemin, etkile~irnin eh. politik alanlanna donii~tiiriilebilir. Ayru zamanda da bu 

diinyada bir gUven varsaYlYOr. Bu da eh. diinyada a~km eh. onko~uludur ve bir asgari 

biyimde varolur. Eh. ikinci ko§ul, bu birinci kovuklar ko~ulun eh. eh. bir iilkenin 

politik eh. durumuna eh. temel olarak bagildrr. tkinci ko§ul eh. iiz bu sunu§umda eh. 

izlemek istedigim eh. konudur. Eh. bu yukarda sorulan sorulann ve diinyaya gUven in 

eh. temel olarak naSI! ortadan kaldmldlgtrun dii~iiniilmesini ve anla~t1masml eh. nasIl 

yapacagtmIz konusuyla ilgilidir. Eh. anlama ve dii~iinme konusunda yeni bir ba;langu; 

mz diye somyor eh. konufmacl. Arendt eh. eh. siirgiiniinde cehennem€ ragmen ayakta 

kaldl. Ondan sonra da eh. insanltk Durumu hakkmda geni~ sorular eh. so sormaya eh. 

ba~ladl. Eh. bu kadar tuhaf ve tarumadlk bir diinyada eh. amor mundi'nin miimkiin 

olmadlgt bir dunyada eh. insan nasIl ya~lyabilir. Eh. bu diinya konusunda konu~mak 

bile miimkiin goriinmemektedir. Bir ba~ bir ba ba~ka ~ekilde soylersek, Arendt'in 
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kayglsl eh. affetmek degil ama total, totaliterligi affetmek degil ama nasil 

varolabildigini anlamaktadir yani eh. diinyayla uzla~acagmuz bir~ey eh. anlaY1~ degil, 

onu anlamak eh. istiyor eh. yo yoniinde bir geli~e istemektedir. .A.nlaY1~, kavraY1~ta 

anlayl~ta uzla~mak ne affetmek ne de sempati demek anlamma ae anlamma o , 

gelmemektedir. Eh. eger eh. uzla~ma istiyorsak 0 zaman yeni bir b~langtcm miimkiin 

oldugunu dii~iinmeliyiz ya yani ba~langw hiybir zaman mutlak degildir. Eh. ba~ka bir 

~ekilde soylersek anlama yani anlam arama eh. eh. fualiyeti sadece bugiiniin eh. 

~imdinin bakt~ aylsmdan geriye dogru bakarak olur. Arendt eh. anlamaYl eh. ba, 

dogurnla ba~layan ve oliirnle biten anlamayla benze~tirir. Sayle yanyor, anlama eh. eh. 

in insanhgm eh. hayatta olu~unun ozel tarZldlf ~iinkii her bir insan eh .. iyine du, bir 

yabancl olarak diinyayla uzla~mak zorundadlr eh. yani dogum anlamayla b~lar. Bana 

oyle geliyor ki burada Arendt eh. iki eh. anlama kavrarrnru yok iyi birbirine baghyor. 

Eh. eh. yeni dogan insanm et yevresindeki tuhafhk eh. diinyayla diinyaya temel bir 

gUvenle elele gidebilir. Bu bilinmeyen ama merak i<;:inde, ~~ktnllk i9inde eh. ve eh. 

insanlararasl ili~kilere gUven iizerinde ke~fedilebilecek eh. bir diinyadlf. Oteki tUhafllk 

kavraffil ise tam da eh. tarihsel olaylar dolay1sIyla or-radan kalkml~ bir gUvenle 

ili~kilidir. $a~ktnllk kavramma Heidegger'le de donecegh""Il eh. ~a~kmhk eh. bir bii 

yocugun gozleriyle ~a~ktnhk burada tahammiil edilemez hale gelmi~tir. Eh. kotUciil bir 

diinyada insan kor bir ~ekilde el yordanuyla yiirumektedir. Eski dii~iince eh. yapIlan 

artlk eh. yet yeterIi degildir. Arendt'in dedigi gibi eh. anl~llamaz olan ~eyi politik ve 

felsefi olarak eh. anlamak zOTImdadlr eh. yani bu anlayt~ta insanlar eh. diinyaya 

yakla~makta ve eh. dii~iince kategorilerini diinyaya yerle~irmeye eh. yah~maktadlflar. 

Bu bir mal miilk edinme siirecidir ve diinyarun eh. eh. tuhafugmm, garipliginin bir 

asktya ahnma siiresidir ama eh. eh. burada eh. gelenegin ortak mirasl en. eh. ktrIlnu~sa 

o zaman eh. em. an anla~a 9abasmm acaba umutsuz bir giri~im olup olmadl~m da 
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sormak mumkiindur. Daha evvel arnor mundi'den sozetmi~tik. Ama dunyaya olan 

gilven eh. bo kmlIlli~sa eh. 0 zaman eh. ay eh. dunyaya sevginin de eh. bir temeli 

kalmaIlli~ de demektir ama eh. anlama eh. du~ [problems with the sound] biraz yardun 

alabilir [power cut] sort of broken understanding maybe [laughs] Sizin iyin 

anlamak gUy oluyor biraz eh. la.n1Iru.~ anlamadan bahsediyorduk. Biraz ona benziyor. 

Aniama, eh. motivasyonu bala.Illindan eh. dii~uncenin Ro, Romab. eh. saikleriyle 

yala.ndan ili~kilidir. Almtl yaplyornz. Du~unce, 0 tak, bu takdirde du~unce geryekligin 

yokU~unden ve bunun sonucunda insanla eh. dunya arasmdaki bir eh. kopmadan 

kaynaklanIlli~tlr. Eh. bundan da ba~ka bir dunyarun daha uyumlu ve anlam1l bir 

dunyanm ihtiyacl kaynaklanmaktadlr. Dii~unme ve anlama eh. birbirini destekler. Eh. 

~u ~u olc;ude, her ikisi de en. hakikat veya bilgi pe~inde degildir arna eh. ya~am 

surecimize i1i~kin eh. bir anlamla ilgilidir yunkU burada kendimizi eh. ey eylemimizle 

veya ba~lIlliza gelenle uzl~maya eh. uzla~ma yabaSl iyinde buluyoruz. Ancak bu iki 

kavram eh. du zihinsel faaliye eh. faaliyetin fark, kar~lt hareketlerine dayanmaktadrr. 

Bu da eh. anlamanm diinyaya 91kmasl eh. du~unmenin ise dunyadan kopma c;abasl 

iyinde olmasl dolaYlslyla olmaktadlr. DolaYlslyla eh. eh. anlama daha yok eh. doguma 

eh. du~iinrne ise daha c;ok eh. daha 61iime yala.ndlr. Reflektif du~unce yani bilimsel 

dii~unrne degil ve anlama eh. du~unme eh. dunyadan koptugu ve dunyadan geri 

yekildigi, politik alandan geri yekildigi ve diinyaYl eh. belirtik olarak tuhaf buldugu 

olyude farklIdlr. Eh. du~unme kapasitesi Atendt'in Kahtyll1gma gore antropolojik 

o;·arak temel bir ihtiyaytrr ama bu eh. anlak d-uzeyiyie dogrudan dogruya ili~kili 

degildir. Eh. daha yok vicdan duzeyinde ortaya yIkar. Bu da iyiyle kotu arasmda bir 

yarglya olanak verir. Eh. anla...T.a gibi dii~unmede de eh. uzla~ma kavraIDl eh. onemlidir 

ama burda kendi kendiyle bir uzla~ma so sozkonusudur. Eh. du~unme gOflJ.niir olanla 

ilgilenir. Eh. varolmayan ~eylerin gOrUnii~leriyle. Yargtlama eh. her zaman tikellerie 'Ie 
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elimize ya i9inde olan ~eylerle ilgildir. Eh. her ama ikisi birbiriyle ili~kilidir. Burda ahntl 

yapIlli~ oluyoruz ~imdi. Eh. bilin9 ve vicdamn eh. eh. ili~kili oldugu gibi. Eger ikisini 

bir i9in bir olarak du~unme, se eger sessiz diyalogun ikisini bir i9inde bir olarak 

du~unme eh. sinde eh. veril bilincimizde verilmi~ olamn eh. kimligimizdeki fark eh. 

farklru gergekle~tiriyorsak ve bundan eh. bir yan umn olarak vicdan doguyorsa, eh. 

yargtlamamn eh. yargllama eh. du~unmenin ozgiirle~tirici etkisinin yan iliiinu eh. 

du~unmeyi gergekle~tirir. Eh. ge goriinu~ler dunyasmda onu ortaya koyar. Burada 

hi9bir zaman yalruz degilim ve her zaman du~unmek i9in yok me~gilim. Politik 

dunyaya girmenin bir eh. ba~ka yontemi de dolayslz, dolayh olarak olur. Herkesi eh. 

herkes eh. ba~kalanmn yaptlgl ve inandl~ ~eyler tarafindan du~uncesiz bir ~ekilde 

kenara atlhrsa eh. du~unenler eh. eh. du~unenler saklandlklan yerden dl~an ylkmak 

zorunda kahrlar yunkii eh. katllma eh. red redetmeleri yok ortaya <;:lkar ve dolaYlslyla 

bir eylem haline gelir. Hiy kimse du~unmuyorsa du~ununlerin hali eylem haline gelir. 

DolaYlslY bu bunun otesinde du~unme politik eh. hale gelebilir yunkii eh. degerleri, 

fikirleri ve doktrinleri sorgulayan bir kritik an iyerir. DolaYlslyle bir yok etme eh. yok 

edici ve dolaYlslyla oZgUr1e~tirici veyhesi vardlr eh. du~unmenin. Du~unce, du~unme, 

dunyadan kendisini kurtardl~ ve dolaYlslyla ~imdiki andan kurtardl~ i9in eh .. du 

geymi~le gelecek arasmda bir yeri vardlr. DolaylSlyla du~unen insan eh. + eh. ge9mi~le 

gelecek arasmda ya~ar. Bu alan eh. ~i henliz olmaffil~ eh. ve artlk olmayacak olan eh. 

run bu ~imdiki anda doruguna ula~tlgl bir zaman otesi ~imdiliktir. DolaYlslyla Arendt 

~unu ileri surebilmektedir. Du~unme eh. kendisini gergekle~tirmek iyin kendisinden 

ba~ka hi9bir~eye ihtiyacl olmayan tek faaliyettir ve dolaYlSlyla "Ie aym zamanda 

Heidegger'de bir anda eh. eh. aylkladlglffilZl soyler. Du~unmede eh. sadece bir SH;rama 

yoluyla bir yere vannz. Heidegger eh. unutma eh. den deneyimini eh. varh~n unutma 

deneyimini ve ba~langt9 deneyimini ileri surer. Eh. varhgm eh. zorunlu olarak varhgm 
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unutulmaslyla ba~ladJ.~rn ileri surer 9unkii du~unme, eh. ilk ba~langIyta du~unme, eh. 

inceleme ve toplamadlf. DolaYlslyla du~unme logosa ve ~im ~imdiki ana, ~imdi, 

~imdilige eh. tabi durumdadrr. Eh. eh. metafizik bilimsel teknik dU~Uncede bilim, 

varolmakhk eh. eh. varhgm varolmakhgmm eh. bu du~en, bu hesaplayan dU~Unmeye 

nin gUcune tabi olmasldrr. DolaYlslyla eh. varhk, buyUk harfle, bizden geri ye, almrr ve 

varhgm unutulma zamarnnda, doneminde ya~amakta oluruz. Eh. aym zamanda geriye 

yekilmenin kendisi bizden saklanmt~ oluf. Eh. Heidegger 01 bu bu bunun bu deneyimin 

sanatta ve ~iirde, ozellikle Holderlin'deki olanakhhgmdan bahseder eh. metafizik 

sonraSl reflektif eh. du~unce iyinde. Ben eh. bunun uzerinde duraca~m ve ayrn 

zamanda eh. bir politik toplacl, toplulugun kurulmasl eh. yok ikircikli gorunuf. Yeni 

ba~langIy eh. eh. ~imdiligiri eh. ve yoklugun eh. kar~Ihkll bir oyunu iyinde yeralan 

zamarnn kendisi tarafindan eh. karakterize edilir. Eh. bu yokluk eh. bulunmu~ olmarnn 

ve onceden ye gelecegin bulunmu~ olmas1illn ve onceden yekilmesinin rededilmesine 

baghdlr. Orad a varh~n aylkhgl olan zaman, mekan iyinde yerahr bu eh. oyun ve bir 

olay olmadlf. Varhgm dogmluduf. Eh. varhgu'1 ayIkll@rnn eh. saklanmam1~hk 

olmasmdan yani aylkhk olmasmdan eh. ve bunun iyinde saklanm1~hgm oyna oynuyor 

olmasmdan kaynaklarur bu. Olay, ba~langly olarak, eh. yeni bir l§lnmanm l~lnmaSl 

iyinde varh~ eh. serbest blrakrr. Olay eh. eh. no Nazilige, Nazilige bir tarihsel 

alternatif olarak da bir halk iyin, kendisi hakkmda reflektif olarak du~unen bir halk iyin 

ayIk eh. kal kalIr. Heidegger bir eh. insan eh. operasyonunu eh. belirli bir insan 

operasyonunun doktrinlerinin ilanmI istememektedir ama insanlann eh. geregi 

olmamanm eh. yerinden etme eh. sine kar~l eh. et en w;:ta gerekliligin gerek gereginin 

uzerinde durmaktadrr. Burda bir s19rama sozkonusudur. + Heidegger'den bir almtl 

sozkonusu. Bu eh. aimtlrun eh. a~llma eh. anla~llmasl zor olabilir. Burada soyledigi zo 

zo ~oyle ozetleyebiliriz. Eh. bunun bir slYrama oldugunu varsaymahYlz. Bu slYrama 
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sadece insanlann giiylii bir dii~iinmesiyle eh. iradesiyle olmaz. Birdenbire eh. 

Slyrayahm demekle olmaz. Ayru zamanda eh. bir bir Sein'dan bir eh. yagn olmasl 

lwmdrr burada. Eh. sahici eh. ~imdiligin eh. alam eh. geryegin birligin eh. varhgm 

geryeginin eh. istenecegi tekil andir. Simdi bir almh geliyor. Eger varhgm hakikati 

istenmiyorsa veya degi~tiril eh. eh. bilginin ve deneyimin eh. iradesinde 

degi~tirilmiyorsa 0 zaman eh. eh. biitiin zaman mekan eh. ot, sahici ~imdilikten geri 

yekilir eh. hiybir zaman hesaplanamayacak basit olaym siirekliliginden eh. varhgm eh. 

yekili~i gibi. Simdiye kadar olamn olandan eh. ota, sahici varhk ~imdiye kadar olandan 

bir kopu~tur ve Heidegger ic;in ~u soru 0 ortada kahr. Sahici eh. va eh. varhk, ~imdilik 

eh. nasll devam edecektir yani siireklilik nasil olu~acaktlf. i eh. insanm olaya eh. olayla 

ili~kisi eh. varhk za zaman mekanla ili~kisi ikircikliklidir yi.i.nh..i.i bir taraftan Heidegger 

orada temelli eh. olmarun nasil eh. insarun i~birligini eh. eh. gerektirdigini eh. ortaya 

eh. den sozeder. insamn kendisinin geryeklige eh. hazir olmaSI gerekmektedir. Gte 

yandan in insan kendisi eh. olmakta olan eh. olaym bir eh. iyinde eh. eh. ona aittir. 

Olmakta olan olaya aittir. Eh. burda insan eh. orada varhgm iireticisi olarak hatta eh. 

ara~tmcisl hakikat eh. tIm muhafaza eden bekyisi konumuna girer. Heidegger burada 

eh. eh. hayvan eh. rasyoneline geri donme gerekliliginden bile eh. sozeder. Eh. benlik 

burada hem in~a edeni, eh. olaym yerinin hem in~a edeni hem eh. muhafizIdlr. 

Heidegger eh. eh. Da-Sein'm eh. temellendirilmesi araciliglyia insarnn kendini 

donii~tiirdiigunii eh. soylese bile. Ayru zamanda, ayru zamanda insanm karar vermesi 

gerektigini ve bir iiretici oldugunu· da soyler. Gteki ba~langtyta eh. varhgtn eh. eh. 

hakikati ya yani olay eh.. ku~ ku~ku altmdadir ve eh. dii~, eh. Da-Sein'm 

dii~iiniilmesinin temeli olarak riske edilmelidir. Eh. eh. in~a edici olarak karakterize 

edilmesi insam eh. olaym dl~ma koyar ve boylece olay eh. insan ayl aylsmdan 

baklldlgtnda ve da onceden belirlenmi~ olarak goriiliir ve insarun muhafiz olarak eh. 
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tern ternel almaz gibi gonlniir. Heidegger burda iki hareket oldugunu dii~iiniir. Cifte 

hareket oldugunu gonlr. Bi tanesi bir tanesinde olaym om eh. varhk eh. eh. tarafindan 

dii~iiniiliir ve tersi. DolaYlslyla eh. tek tek varhgm, biiyiik harth eh. eh. varhkla hi<;bir 

zaman ili~kisiz olrnadlguu kabul etmek zorunda kahr. Heidegger eh. insanm eh. insaru 

Da-Sein olarak a<;lk eh. a<;lkladl~ iyin eh. temel ruhdurumlarmt vurgulayabilir. Bu 

temel ruh durumlan eh. diinyada eh. ki, tarihsel durumdaki eh. durumumuza eh. l~lk 

tutar. 0 Da-Sein, en tern ternel ruh durumlan aracIh~yla diinyaya a<;lktlf. Eh. bu ruh 

durumlan eh. insanm temel eh. var varh~ temel ko~ulunu olu~turur. Eh. dii eh. Da

Sein a<;lsmdan. Heidegger bunu se sevmezdi muhtemelen <;iinkti antropornorfizm 

tehlikesi i<;eriyor. Eh. bu eh. ~u soruyu [cassette change] Eh. eh. sahici olmama ve terk 

e, gii giinliik diinyarun terketme ve sahici olmama eh. yl terketme eh. kapasitesi ve 

hazlrliglru eh. ne itmektedir? Yani eh. ba~langly dii~iincesi nerededir? Eh. oteki 

ba~langlcl nerede eh. bulaca~? Heidegger eh. her bir Da-Sein'm eh. belirli bir ruh eh. 

donemine dogdugunu eh. belirli bir zihin durumuna eh. ayarlandlguu dii~iinmektedir. 

bteki varolu~sal eh. olu~um, Zaman ve eh. Varhk ve Zaman'dan bildigimiz gibi 

anlarnadlr. Bu ikili yapl ayru zamanda faktisite varolu~ eh. ba~h~ altmda ele almabilir. 

Burada eh. bir ahntl yaplYoruz eh. Zaman eh. Varhk ve Zaman'da. Eh. varolu~sal 

a<;ldan eh. bir eh. zihin durumu eh. diinyaya eh. ortaya y!kancl bir tabi olmayl ima 

eder. Bunun iyinden bize onem ta~lyan biqeye rastlayabiliriz. Buna kar~lt olarak eh. 

anlama eh. Heidegger ne zaman Da-Sein'm varhk iyi.."'1 potansiyelitesinden soz eh. 

bahsetrnek istese kullarullf. Eh. anlama eh. varhk iyin orta, potansiyeli ortaya 91kancl 

eh. eh. bir~eydir. Eh. bunun i9in de Da-Sein eh. kendi varh~run olanaklanna varabilir 

ve bunun i<;in de eh. kendi eh. varhk iyin potansiyelitesinin en yiiksek derecesini 

projeksiyonla eh. bulabilir. Bu eh. Da-Sein'm bu iki eh. Da-Sein'm bu yifte yaplS! ve 

ruh durumlanrun analizi eh. Heidegger'in daha sonraki yapltmda da eh .. eh. sahici eh. 
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varilgm, ~imdiligin ruh durumunu kabul ettigi ol9iide ortaya eh .. g'.!ni~lemesini bulur. 

Burada eh. zihin durumu kendini ilan eder ve tarihsel olarak ili~kili olmak zorundadlr. 

Eh .. Da-Sein'm 'da'Sl yani oradasl, orada olmanm oradasl eh. eh. otantik, sahici ruh 

durumunda kendini tarihsel olarak eh. degi~tirebilir. Metafizigin tarihi, farkh 

y6nlendirici ruh durumlannm eh. bir dizisidir. Birisi .Angst yani eh. kaygthhktlr. Bu nu 

eh. eh. Heidegger eh. Varhk ve Zaman'da eh. tarif etmektedir. Dteki deh~ete eh. U<;, 

eh. varhgm terkinin U9urumunun deh~etidir eh. ama eh. kendi ba~ma deh~et eh. Da

Sein'l hi9 bir kara kararhhga getiremez. Tam tersine onun fe19 oimasllli ve 

kapanmt~hgma yol a9ar. Sunu hayal edebilirsiniz bir insan deh~et i9indeyse mesela 

sava~ dolaYlslyla veya ba~ka bir tarihsel durumda eh. bu i insaru fe19 edebilir ve 

hiybir~ey yapamayabilir. Eh. ancak eh. bu felyde olay, oteki ba~lang19 eh., eh, varhktan 

geriye gekilmenin deneyimlendigi eh. geriye yekilmenin Slm gibi bir bir~ey 0 oz olarak 

ortaya 9lkabilir. Dolaytslyla eh. Betrege'nin ruhuyla ele ahrsak eh. eh. d6nii~tiiren 

insam insamn kendisini eh. kontrol etmesi ve daha sonra eh. eh. oluruna blrak, eh. 

kaslth olarak eh. beklemci oluruna blrakmasldlf. Eh. bu insamn kendini kontrol altma 

almasl temel eh .. ruh durumuna giri~ konusundaki hazlrhk eh. Da-Sein'l eh. tarihsel eh. 

sahici varhga eh. S19rama hazlrhgma getirir. Bu da eh. eh. kendini kontrol altma alma 

eh. temel ruh durumuyla eh. tutarh gibi g6riinmemektedir. Eh. eh. bur ada karar eh. 

bir~ey i9in karar degildir ama eh. varhgrn terkedilmesi ve koksiizliigune kar~l biqeydir. 

Heidegger eh. eh. 6teki ba~langtcl, iradenin iizerine yerle~tirmenin zorlugunu 

g6rmii~tii. Eh. eh. irade kavramt konusundaki gU91iik eh. reflektif dii~iinmeyi 

engellemesinden . gelir 9unkii bir telosa ihtiyacl vard!r yani ba~ka tiirlii s6ylersek, 

dii~iinme i9in iradeye ihtiyaclIDz yard!. Eh. insanlarm katasmda bir son var demektir. 

DolaYlslyla dii~iinme arttk a9lk degil demektir. Telos, ama9, eh. eh. esas olarak i~lem 

yapan ya da hesap yapan bir dii~iinme tarZl i9in eh. bir ozelliktir. Eh. doia eh. eh. yeni 
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bir ba~langIC;: buradan yapIlamaz. Heidegger'in eh. eh. bu en azmdan bu yapltta esas 

tema eh. yakla~mll eh. eh. iradenin eh. kahramanca aznesinin bir red dine dayamyor 

gibi goIi.inmektedir. Eh. irade kavramt eh. kendini eh. bekleme ruh durumuna eh. iradi 

olarak blrakmak anlamma belki brraktlabilir eh. almabilir belki. Bi 9ii firlatlcl eh. 

projeksiyon yaptI8I ic;:in eh. ac;:tkhk ae;:llrr diyor Heidegger. Eh. Heidegger bunu 

Beitraege'de soyliiyor. Dolay!slyla bir yandan eh. biqey atlyor bir fulatlcl, ate aym 

zamanda bir kar~l eh. eh. hareket olacaktrr varllkta. DolaYlslyla Heidegger eh. Da

Sein'l burada beklemeci bir tavra ge9mi~tir. Peki bu eh. k.endini komrel eh. ruh temel 

ruh durumu motiv, saigini nerede bulur, saikini nerede bulur. Eh. tarihten ve eh. 

dogumun eh. tarifinden bildigimiz bir en. ruh durumu merak. veya ~a~kmhktrr. 

Taumedsein, Alman gr Yunan kelimesi Platon, Plato 'Ie Aris, Eflarun ve Aristo'nun 

ba~langIC;: olarak. aldlgl bir ba~langt9tl. Eh. ve ic;:inde eh. b~langtcm gUcilnii ta~lyordu. 

Heidegger, eh. bunu retorik bir soruyla eh. eh. kabul ecler. Eger bu ilk ba~langlcm 

mirasl1lln biiyiikliigii olmas zorunlu, zorunlulugu olmasaydl eh. b~ka otekinin, eh. 

oteki ba~langIcm ha hazlrh8Irun gereklili0nin gilcii nereden almrrdl. Eh. bu ilk 

ba~langH( sadece gee;: degildir, ge<;mi~li1iktir. Eh. tarihsel olarak. gU<;liidilr. Eh. Aristo 

eh. ken zaten em. tarudlk olam eh. eh. yabancl olfu'1a eh. degi~tiren ~a~kInllgl 

tammaktadlr. Dii diinya dolaYlslyla yeni bir diinya gibi gori.lnmektedir burada. Ama 

Heidegger eh. ~a~kInllktaki a<;l~ garmektedir eh. c;:unkil eh. ~e merak edeni, ~a~kInllga 

dii~eni eh. dii~menin eh. sahici olmama durumuna dii~iirebilir. Eh. burada Held'in ileri 

siirdiigu gibi eh. eh. mah mahcubiyetin eh. kar~l eh. eylemi eh. ~~kmh8I ba~langIcm 

kapasitesi haline getirebilir. Eh. bu eh. mahcup bir merak veya ~a~krnhga yolae;:abilir. 

.A.rendt, c;:ok keskin olarak ~oyle eh. eh. sayler. Eh. menoo. veya ~a~kml.1gI takdir etmek 

eh. ba~langIe;: nokta, felsefenin ba~langtcl olarak, ba~langtC;: noktasl olarak almak eh. eh. 

uyumsuzlugun, c;:irkinligin ve eh. katil nihayet eh. kati.llugiln eh. olgusal varlI~ru na 
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yer buakmaz. Burada ~a~kml1k eh. mumktin olmayabilir yunkii eh. dunyamn eh. 

tarudlk, her gO eh. hergOndeligini, giindelikligini varsayar. Eh. eh. yonelmi~ligin 

gOcune sahip olan oteki ruh durumu kendi iyinde ~phedir ve eh. Da-Sein'm yaplsmda 

eh. yatan bir aYlkilktlr. Eh. Da-Sein eh. ilk ayilimIDl eh. dlinyamn aytklJ.gma 

s19ramaslyla elde etmi~tir ve bu eh. da varolu, dogum oncesi varolu~un kapa kapahh~ 

ile kar~lttlr tabii ki. Eh. dola)t1slyla ayIkhk eh. eh. Da-Sein iyin aylkbk eh. Da-Sein'm 

yaplsffiln kendisinde vardrr. Da-Sein eger eh. eh. olurnle dogurnla olUm arasmda bir 

uzantl olarak eh. varh~na eh. ayarlanIDl~sa dol kendisinin geymi~liligi yani olmu~lugu 

ve gelecegi eh. arasmda bir var, uzan eh. uzantulhga eh. ayarlanIDl~sa en. + eh. dogal 

dogum eh. te ternel yapllann eh. tekrarlanrnasma hazrrhgI eh. eh. dognlU~ olmamn 

temel yaptlanrun tekrarlanrnI~ olmasma hazIrll~ eh. verir bize. Eh. geri yekilrne olarak 

deneyirnlenen geri yekilrnenin gizi konusundaki aylldlk ve bu konudaki ku~ku eh. 

kendi iyinde oteki ba~langlcl eh. iyerir. Arendt eh. eylerni ve anlamaYl, dunyaya girrne 

ve bir yeni ba~larna olarak eh. yorurnladl. Heidegger eh. ba~lama kapasitesi aylsmdan 

eh. Heidegger iyin ba~larna kapasitesi iyin ben tekilim ama eh. sahici eh. ~irndi ortak 

dunyaYl, sahici ~imdi, ortak dunyayl ortaya ylkarrr. Arendt'in eh. Arendt'in eh. 

Arendt'in optimizmi eh. yeni bir ba~langJ.9 konusundaki, ~u inanca dayamr. Her bir 

ku~ak, her bir yeni insan eh. sonsuz bir geyrni~ ve sonsuz bir gelecek arasma 

yerle~tirildigine, konusunda bilince eh. eh. kavu~tukya eh. ke~fetmek ve eh. yeni bir 

y01, du~unce yolu aymak eh. zorundadlr. <::ok te~ekkiirler. [Applause] 

Interpreter A: Sirndi 15 dakikallk bir kahve araSI verecegiz efendirn. Daha sonra 

burada toplarup tartl~maIDlZa devam edecegiz [coffee break] politik olam ele almaz 

deIPj~tiniz. Aynca Arendt'le Heidegger arasmdaki aymm yaparken, c;:izerken, eylern 

konusunda eh. burda politikle ey eylern olam bir anlamda eh. e~ anlarnda tuttugunuzu 

du~unuyorum. Evvela ~unu soyleyirn. Heidegger'de bence eh. Hei, politik olana 
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tematik eh. olarak egiliyor. Mesela Nietzsche derslerinde ve teknoloji konusundaki 

konu~malannda, politik olan, tematize edilmese dahi en azmdan onerilmektedir. Yani 

metafizigin eh. teknoloji olarak eh. ele ortaya 91kmasl, soyut bir siije olarak ortaya 

91kmaslyia, soyut bir nesne olarak ortaya 91kmaslyla teknoloji olarak mutlak konunun 

eh. take up was what you mutlakh~ olarak ele ahrur. Evet biliyorum bu konuda tam 

eh. bir kesin aynm yapmadlruz. Eh. burda bence A Arendt'in eh. politik eh. yoneli~inin 

ve metafizik bi bu oliime dogru varlIk konusunda bir metafizik tutum oldugunu 

soyleyi~inize gelince, ben ~oyle bir itirazda bulunmak istiyorum. Aristoteles hakkmdaki 

ko derslerinde Heidegger ve hii hiimanizm konusundaki mektubunda ozellikle de 

hiimanizma konusundaki mektubunda veyahut da tamam peki Aristoteles'in 

Yuasis'inde de oz, tOziiyle ilgili dersinde de, Aristoteles'in eh. Von Endung Almanca 

yani miikkemele van~ olarak intelektiya olarak, miikkemele van~ olarak eh. ele 

ahndlglru soyler. Hara Hannah Arendt, Aristoteles gibi bakmaz eh. eyleme bir 

miikemmelike van~ olarak bakmaz. Metafizigi a~ma ya da a~mama meselesi bence 

degil. Onemli olan metafizigin ne ~ekilde ele a1mdl~ zaman igersine bakmak lazIm. 

Daha ge9 eh. eserlerinde, metafizigi ne ~ekilde anIadl~run daha orijinal bir bi9imde 

ogrenebiliyoruz. Ama peki bu a91dan baktl~ffilzda acaba sakm Hannah Arendt 

eylemin ozii, esaSl eh. konusunda kendisi bizzat bu metafizik anIayl~l tekrar ediyor 

degil midir? Arendt'le Heidegger'in, Aristoteles'i nasll em. yorumladlk1anna bakmak 

gerekir diye dii~iiniiyorum ve eh. Heidegger'in eh. hiimanizma konusundaki 

mektubunun eh. da bu a91dan ele ahnmasl gerektigini dii~iiniiyorum. Arendt'in eh. 

Heidegger'e boyle iistii kapah bir ele~tiri yonelttigini soylemenizde bence bu 

problemler yok mu? Giizel bir soru sordunuz. ikinci sorunuzu cevaplamakla 

ba~layac~m enough time to put into my talk. What I when Arendt uses the 

word action, she is referring to eylemden sozettigi zaman eh. 90k dogru siz hak11 
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olarak dile getirdiniz. Heidegger de ey eyleme kastediyor ve tabii Hannah Arendt de 

Aristotelese den almakta. Eh. bence onemli bir fark var her ikisi arasmda. 

Bindokuzytizyirrnibe~ metnine baktIgmnzda, eylem eh. Aristoteles'deki eylem konusu, 

olumsal olanla ilgilidir, onceden soylenemez olan ve olumsal olano Yani olumsal olamn 

alanmda gerekli olan bir tarafdan sofia ve bilaiye ve prudence bilaeliae mantia~ .:=r-- eo, e-, 

usluluga tekabul etmektedir. Eh. Sofis eh. dersinde baktlg1ffi1Zda Heidegger'in 

geryekten inamlmazdrr yani Aristoteles konusunda yazdIgJ. heqey tam olarak eh. 

argfunanm politik taraflafllll tamamen bir tarafa blra1am~t1r. Mesela onuncu kitapta, 

olumsuzlugun esas olarak em. zamansal kahclhk oldugunu sayler ve bu da metafizik 

eh. eh. gelenekte vita kontempli vamn bir par<;asl olarak baklldlgmda dogrudur fakat 

bazl erdemler dogrudan dogruya po Aristoteles'in politikayla ilgili argiimamndaki bu 

erdemler ele ahnmaz yani eh. be~inci kitaptaki argumanlann hi<;biri tartl~Ilmaz 

Heidegger taraf1ndan. F oneysis ele ahnmaz ve metafizik etige ili~kili, etik politikaya 

ili~kili ve butun bunlar hepsi bir arada ve i<; i<;e ama Heidegger'in argiimamnda banim 

i<;in inamlmaz olan onun burada herhangi bir argiiman yani bir koherant, kendi i<;inde 

tutarh argiiman i<;inden eh. eh. politik domeni dl~ tutarak bazl klslmlan almasldlr ve 

tam da esas olarak politik olan nedir eh. Aristoteles'in teorisinde diye sordugumuzda 

bence Arendt'in buradaki esas farkh olan tutumu Aristoteles'in politik olan domeni 

uzerinde ozellkikle durarak Heidegger'e ve hatta Aristotel'in kendisine kaql bir 

du~unce geli~tirmesidir. Zira peki def pi<;in Aristoteles metafizige bunca, kontemplatif 

olana neden bunca onem verip, oncelik verip, eh. pratik olam arka planda tutyor. 

Metafizik gelenek budur der. Evet belki hakhsllllZ ama daha sonraki eh. mektuplarda 

em. yazIlarda belki daha farkh bir sonu<; geli~tiri1ebilir ama ben de tam emin degilim 

ama size musaadenizle bir soru sormak istiyorum. Heidegger, humanizma 

konusundaki mektubunda eylemle ilgili s6ylediklerinde, Marksl genel olarak Baildaki 
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politik gelenek hakkmda soyledikleriIlde, acaba aslmda bir eh. ~ekilde Hannah 

Arendt'in kendisine yonelttigi ustii kapah ele~tiriyi mi yUrUtiime yabasmda? Eh. hatta 

kendisi i\ristoteles'ten sozettigi zaman, Foneysisten sozettigi zaman ve politik olan 

adalet mesel, konusundan sozettigi zaman butUn bunlann hiybir ~ekilde tartI~Ilmadlgtm 

goruyoruz. Hiybir ~ekilde eserlerinde bunlann tartl~masma rastlamtyoruz. Heidegger 

hatta filia'dan eh. dostluktan sozettigi zaman dahi burada bunu ta eh. Aristoteles'in 

politigindeki merkezi onem ta~lyan politik dozlu, ozel bir dostluk degil, politik olarak 

oze ili~kin dostlugu da hiybir ~ekilde tartI~madl8mt goruyoruz. Oysa Aristoteles'de son 

derece merkezi onem ta~lyan bir meseledir. Dolaytslyla ben bunlara bakarak bu 

sonuc;lara vardlm. Bu birinci sorunuzla ilgili konu su, cevaptl. ikinci noktaya gelince, 

gUzel bir soru sordunuz zira Heidegger'in eh. politik faaliyetlerine ben deginmek 

istemedim. OtuzUc;lu, otuzdortlu ytllarda. Ben bundan sadece eh. eh. sozedip gec;tim 

fakat bunlar da zaten yeterince bilinmiyor. Bu konuda yeterince eh. + bir yaym da yok. 

Otuzdortte bir eh. seminer eh. yaptl. Hegel tiber den Staat, Devlet Hakkmda Hegel ve 

Hegel'in pi politik teorisine Eric W olfla birlikte ele aidl ve burada bir politik teori 

geli~tirmeye yalt~lYOr. Bu Heidegger'in en ac;tk seyik te yabaSldlf politik teori 

geli~tirme konusunda. Burada bir Auseinandersetzung eh. du yani Karl Schmidt'le bir 

hesapla~ma, bir tartl~ma temelinde bu geli~mi~tir. Dost ve du~man arasmdaki, friend 

F eind Verhaeltnis dedigi eh. dost dii~man ili~kisi tizerinde durur. Polisi ve polemus 

arasmda bir fark gozetir. Bu yok onemli bir argiimandlf. A.yTll zamanda onem, bu mek 

bu derste onemli olan bir ba~ka husus ~udur. Heidegger Batl politik geleneginde iki 

aknndan sozeder. Bunlardan bir tanesi Iiberalizmdir ve kendisi eh. ve Karl Schmidt eh. 

A vrupa liberalizmine ve liberal teorilere son derece ters eh. du~gu halde. 

Rousseau'ya eh. em. soyut eh. insan hakIan, eh. Rousseau'dan kaynakIanan soyut 

insan haklanna vesaireye eh. kar~l 91kt1gt haide, kar~l Ylkar. bteki eh. aklm ise 
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Hegel'den kaynaklarur ve burada tarihi ayldan babhr bu politik eh. gelenekte 

politikaya ve bu dogrudan dogruya Yunan eh. polis teorisinden kaynaklamr ve Rus 

Rousseau'nun liberalizmi soyuttur ve Karl Schmidt ayru zamanda gen?ek eh. Yunan 

kaynaklanna Kadim Yunan kaynaklarma bu politik eh. anlaY1~la inmeyi onerir. Eh. 

umanm cevaplandrrabildim eh. sorunuzu. Ben de Hannah Arendt'in eylem 

konusundaki du~unceleri ile ilgili birkay ~ey soylemek istiyorum. Arendt'in de 

Aristoteles'e geri donup eylemin bir eh. ko mukemmellik olarak ele almmadlgIlli 

soylediniz. Eylem eh. kay konsepti konusunda ey Hannah Arendt Devrimle ilgili 

kitabmda ~unu hatlrlamak zorundaYlz der. Devletin kurulu~u ve her buttin bu ba~langH; 

eh. idesi ve onu antmsama yani yeni eh. olan duzeni hatlrlamak zorundaylZ. Bu aslmda 

Aristoteles'den degil Romahlardan gelen onlara ozgii bir~eydir ve Arendt'in getirdigi 

yeni ~ey eh. son derece orijinaldir. a very short one, yes Eh. mikroJon eJelldim. + 

MikroJon ne yazlk ki ar;zk depl. I don't see in Being and Time, the tech, what you 

say, wha what argues about techno Eh. teknolojiyle ilgili argiimanlar daha gey bir 

doneme aittir eh. evet tamamen sizinle ayru fikirdeyim ama burdaki bu eh. olume 

dogru varhk bence tamamen buna aykm ama esas olarak insan kendisi karar verir eh. 

eh. ama gelecekle ilgili olan ~eylere insan karar ve karar veremez, gelecek 

Ereignislere, olaylara ama politik eylem teknolojiye bir eh. cevap verebilir. Politikle 

ilgili, politikayla ilgili du~en eh. politikayla ilgili olan durum, teknolojik cevabm 

verilmesi gerekliligidir. T eknolojik eh. soruya. Sorunun kendisi burda eh. yanh~ olarak 

anla~llrm~tlr ama sizin dediginize ben katiliyorum. Simdi Arendt bu konuda ne eh. 

~ekilde du~undti, bu bamba~ka bir sorudur. kfikroJon a~lk de[;il eJendim. Eh. 

kiirsudeki mikroJon ne yazzk ki ar;zk degil. Hala. Ben de sizin eh. dikkatinizi Barash'm 

metnindeki bir pasaja takmak istiyorum. Sein und Zeit'm dilinde 0 a ammsama 

degildir, yineleme, Wiederholung'dur. Esas olan insamn eh. varolu~un eh. zaman 
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iyersindeki sonlu varolu~una dikkati «eker. Bence bu yineleme yok problemli bir 

kavram ozellikle Heidegger «en;:evesinde, baglanunda. Zira, evvela ~oyle diyeyim. Siz 

nasll olur da yineleme konseptini izole edersiniz ve bunu bellek ve ammsamadan 

kopanrSlTI1Z, aymrsllliZ. Arumsama zaten etimolojik olarak dahl bir yineleme banndmr. 

Remembrance'daki re'ye dikkat «elanek istiyorum ama yine de ~unu soylemek 

istiyorum. Yineleme, repetition, Wiederholung ayru eh. zaman unutma olarak, 

forgetfulness, Vergisslichkeit olarak ortaya ytkabilir. Ben geymi~imi unuttugum iyin 

onu belli bir biyimde yineliyorum. Bu miimki.indiir ama unutma da sahici olmayan bir 

varolu~ demektir. Bu Derrida tarafl.ndan parlak bir ~eki1de ger«ekten gOriildil, te~his 

edildi. Billlin bu yineleme eh. konseptinin eh. sahici olan varolu~la, sahici olmayan 

varolu~un arasmda bir Slmr olmadlgma dikkat «eken Derrida oldu. Bence 

Heidegger'de biitiin bu yineleme konsepti son derece problematiktir ama eger Arendt'e 

gelecek olursak 0 zaman bence Arendt yinelemeyi, belli bir transformasyonla ili~kili 

olarak goriir. Dogum ve ikinci dogum yani eylem. Bu yineleme i«ersinde, 

transformasyon, donil~ilm vardtr. Bence Arendt, bu konsepte ozerklik kazandlflf bu 

aylklamaSI ile. Saym Barash'a bu soylediklerime katdlp katllmadlg1m sormak istiyorum 

ve aym zamanda Christina Schiles'e de ~unu soyleyecegim. Son derece eh. zengin bir 

konu~ma sundunuz. 

Interpreter B: Bir tour de force olarak goriilmeli yiinkii geli~tirdigi, ele aldl~ 

problemler eh. «ok aglr problemler. Konu~masmm eh. metninin sonu beni «ok 

ilgilendirdi. Benim iyin sorun orda ba~hyor ashnda. Onun tekstinin tam bittigi yerde 

sorun ortaya eh. ba~hyor esas. Bu metin beni eh. bfu1.a ilham vermi~ durumda 

dolaYlslyla kendisine sormak istiyorum ~u eh. ~u soruyu. 0 zaman yogullukla varhk 

arasmdaki ili~ki nedir? Kendisi «ogullugun varhk yanma, varhgm yarnna ffil konabilir 

eh. yoksa varhklann yamna ffil konabilir ve belki ~unu da sormak isterim. DolaYls1yla 
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Arendt'te eh. farklIhgm yeni bir tarurrn nn ortaya yooyor? Thank you uh. Professor 

<;ok te~ekkiirler eh. Profeser Sezer. <;ok zor bir soru sordunuz. Tam da benim 

sorunumun yliregme eh. deginmi~ oldunuz. Cevap olarak ~unu soyiemek isterim. 

Wiederholung yani tekrarlama kavrarm Heidegger'de Kieerkegard'dan kIsmen eh. 

almrru~tlf. Kieerkegard eh. tekrarlama, Wiederholung ba~hgnn ta~lyan bir kitap 

yazrm~t1. Danimarkaca kelimenin ne oldugunu bilmiyorum Bu kitapta eh. Yunanca 

anamnesis eh. yani bellek kavrarm ile kendi Wiederholung kavrarm arasmdaki ili~kiyi 

ele alrru~tlr ve yok farklldlr bu eh. kendi kavraml. Heidegger burda artlk eski eh. antik, 

Platonik ve Agustin geleneginde varolmayan bu Wiederholung kavrarmyla yok 

ilgilenir. Ba~ka bir yone geli~ir ve bu bu ba~ka yon de yok problematiktir. Sizinle aym 

kamdaytm. Eh. ba~ka bir~ey daha var. Burda tabii Almancanm bir sorunu var yine. 

Almanca'da yok cid, ince aynmlar yapabiliyorsunuz. ingilizcede yapmak yok zor 

bunlan. Eh. Almanca'da Tak Tatsache bir tarafdan, Faktisitaet, bu iki kavram 

arasmdaki aymm. ingilizce'de bu aymnn Tatseklikayt ile yani basit bir olgudur bu. 

Basit bir geryektir. Ba bas ba basit bir olaydrr yani kazara olamu~ olabilirdi, ba~ka 

tiirhl olmu~ olabilirdi. Boyle boyle bir~ey eh. ~urda ve ~u zamanda oldu diyelim. 

Faktisite ise eh. bunu anlann, yananlarm ba~ka bir~ey. Da-Sein'm eh. ozsel varhgma 

referans yapar. Bu olumsalhk tarafindan eh. damgalanmI~tlr. Eh. olumsalhk Da-Seimn 

dogasmda vard!f. Bu veya ~u olguya referans yapnnyoruz burda ~u veya ~u zamanda 

olano Eh. olumsalhk tarafindan damgalanmI~ olmaya referans yaplyoruz. Siz 

Tlirkiye'de dogdunuz. Ben Amerika'da dogdum. Birisi Fransa'da, birisi Ameri, 

Almanya'da. Biz hepimiz bu anlamda teklil tekil olmak baklmmdan karakterize, 

damgalannn~ oinn olmalIylZ. T ahsa, burda eh. sizin burda, sizin burda benim burda 

dogup dogmu~ olmarmzdlr ama faktisite burda tekil olmamIZ ve bir tekil kiiltlire ait 

olmarruzdlr. Eh. burda Heidegger'in yok onemli bir aymm bu. Eh. bu samyorum 
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iredung ile ba~ka bir kavram arasmdaki aynnnna eh. tekabtil eder. Bu bu Tatsektung 

eh. a kar~ilik verir. [the interpreter laughs] Wiederholung ise eh. bizim belirli bir 

toplulugun eh. uyesi olmanuza referans verir. Bu tabii olumsal bir noktadrr. Siz <;tinkii 

Amerika'da dogmu~ olabilirdiniz. Ben de eh. Ttirkiye'de dogmu~ olabilirdirn. Pro, 

Heidegger'in problemi bu ikisini eh. bu iki dtizeyi birbiriyle ili~kilendirmektedir. Benirn 

a91mdan eh. benim ele~tirirn olurdu bu aslmda. Or ortaya r;lkan eh. problem ~u. 

Faktised, Faktisitaet uzerine bu yani ozsel olurnsalligm hepimizin tekil insanlar olarak 

eh. oztinde varolan olumsalilk tizerinde <;ok durmasl, Tatsahlihkayt is, eh. kavraml ise 

eh. <;ok daha az ozsel bir~ey. Cok daha az onemli bir alan gibi gortinuyor ona a ama 

ben ise tam tersine bir fark oldugunu ikisi arasmda kabul ediyorum arna bu ikisi 

arasmda «ok daha buytik bir eh. ozde~lik veya benzerlik oldugunu du~untiyorurn. Ama 

bu benim cevablm Heidegger!in degil. Tarn da Fektisitet tizerine bu vurgu 

Tatsaechlichkeittan farkh olarak ~u anlam geliyor. Ge«mi~in btitun 0 unsurlan, bil eh. 

ogeleri bize ait olan ogeleri arna eh. bilincinde olmayabilecegimiz ogeleri bu te 

tikellikleri, tekillikleri iyinde bize birey olarak damgalafllll vuran bu olaylar tarihsel 

olarak eh. analiz edilebilir. Derin katmanlara gidilerek bunlar ortaya r;Ik1labilir ve 

butUn bu tekil eh. ozellikler eh. belirtik olmayabilir. Hatta bilin<; altmda olabilir. Biliny 

dl~mda olabilir. Sadece Faktisitaeti vurgulamak hepimizin olumsal oldugunu 

vurgulayan eh. arna bu olumsalhk degildir. bnemli olan burada bu vurgu 

Tatsaechlichk:eit boyutunu eh. arka plana itmektedir, kazara olanm eh. olumsal olanm 

her bir olay konusunda eh. ka kazara olanm eh. arka plana itilmesine yol aymaktadlr. 

Bu eh. bir yanda Fakt ve Tatsake i ile ote yanda ontolojiki, on ontolojik ve ontik 

arasmdaki bu aynm Erinnerrung eh. yani bellek ile eh. tekrarlarna arasmdaki aynm 

bence sorun eh. karakterizasyon yani bu aynrn bence onemli takat aralafl.ndaki rnesafe 

benirn ele~tirdigim ~ey. Umanrn bu sizin eh. sorunuzu cevaplandlrml~ oluyor. Sorunuz 
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iyin yok te§ekkiir ederim. <;ok onemli bir soru bu yunkii benim du§uncemin bir yaruru 

eh. vurgulamanu§ oldugum bir yaruru ortaya ylkartmama olanak taruyor. Eh. eh. 

varhgm yogullugu ve varhklann eh. ili§kisi eh. yogullukla tekilligin eh. ya da eh. 

evrenselligin eh. ili§kisini soruyorsunuz. Eger insam ele ahrsak ve eh. insamn yani 0 

ozgul olarak bir evrensel om var Iill sorusunu sorarsak, ba§lan81ylar iyin olanagnnm 

kapatffil§ olufUZ. Eh. kafamIZda bir eh. sabit eh. eh. tablo vardlr. Bu bir soyutlamadlf. 

Burada dogum fikri insanlararasmda yeni bir farkhhga ortaya Ylkanr. Bu sadece bir 

farkhhk degildir. Ayrn zamanda e§itlik kavrarru da i§in iyine girer. Bir yanda fark va, 

yogullugun yarnnda yatmaktadlr fark ve eh. ay insanlar arasmda aylkhklar eh. aym 

zamanda ku§aklar arasmda da eh. zamansal bir eh. ayl yaratlr. Daha onceki ku~aga 

ili§kin ve gel eh. gelecekte ayrn zamanda da insanlararasmda eh. bir ayl vardlr burda 

ama sadece yogul degildir bu yiinkii kendi ba~ma ahndlgtnda yogulluk relativizme 

gotiiriir bizi. Goreli, gore, gore, gorececilige ve samyorum ki ayrn zamanda eh. daha 

ileriye, ileri bir anlama ve du§unme biyiminin de oniinii kapatlf. DolaYlslyla ayrn 

zamanda e§itlik kavraIruna deginmi§ oluyoruz. insanlar bazI yonlerden ayrndlrlar ama 

burada insan ay sadece sadece e§it oldugunu insanlara soyleyemezsiniz. DolayISlyla bu 

tur bir ikirciklilik farkla e§itlik arasmda, ayru zamanda, nas!l soylenir bu acaba? Eh. 

sahici olanla sahici olmayan arasmda eh. bir eh. aylhma eh. olanak saglar. Yani 

Heidegger iyin eh. 0 sahici olmayandan bir slyramayla gilnliik hayatm sahici 

olmayandan eh. olmayarundan slyramayla sahici olana geymeye olanak saglar. Sonuy 

olarak bu yeni farkllhk kavrarru bir ay1kh...1c eh. olanagt yaratlf. Bu da bizim zeminimizi 

olu§turur. Ote yandan da eh. ruh durumu, Heidegger'in ruh durumu kavrarruyla da 

ilintiyi kurar. Thank you, I've really (ok te§ekkiirler. (ok basit bir soru sormak 

istiyorum ben. Once Profesor Barash'a sormak istiyorum. Eh. belki Profesor Schiies 

de bu soruya cevap vermek isteyebilir. 01dukya basit bir soru. + Hattrlama kavraIDlyla 
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eh. a~k kavrarm arasmda bir ili~ki hatta zorunlu bir ili~ki goriiyor musunuz? Eh. a~k 

burda eh. dunyaya olan sevgi, animamundi de olabi, amor e mundi de olabilir. Daha 

ba~ka anlamlarda da olabilir. Eh. Arendt'in, eh. eh. Saint Augustine'de eh. a~k eh. 

kavrarm iizerine olan eh. doktora yall~masmda eh. hem hanrlama hem de sevgi, a~k 

konusundaki Heideggerci kavramlann bir eh. ele~tiri gormek mumkiin mudur farkh 

duzeylerde yunkii ben ~oyle babyorum. Eh. Heideggerde dostluk konusundaki 

unutkanlIk kavrammdan sozettiniz. Bu a fortiori, daha da onemlisi, eh. eh. a~k 

kavrarmnm metinlerde eh. tamamen bir kenara brrakllmaslyla ilgili olarak 

soylenebilecek bir~ey degil midir? Varhk ve Zaman'da eh. a~k veya sevgi eh. sozcusu 

sozcugu hiy geymez. Eh. ve ba~kalanna dogru varhk aC;lsmdan bunun bir sorun olup 

olmadlglfll sorabiliriz belki Arendt'in Heidegger'e eh. ele~irisi nin bir paryaSl olabilir 

mi? Burda tabii ki~isel boyutu unutamaYlz ili~kideki. Eh. Ya Jaspers'e veya kansma 

yaptl~ eh. eh. its a very interesting question anmalarda da bu kelimeyi kuilanm1Y0r. 

Eh. yok zor bir kelime, eh. soru bu. Bir cevap vermek isterim ama bunun cevablm eh. 

pek bilmiyorum ama bulabildigim en iyi cevabl size verecegim. Heidegger, 

bindokuzyiizyirmibirdeki dersinde eh. Saint Augustine ve Neo-Platonizm uzerineydi 

bu biliyorsunuz, iki terim arasmda eh. uh. c;ok ciddi bir aymm yapar. Eh. Augustine'in 

kitabmda uti kavraml, bir~ey kuilanmak, fui ise tam bir tercume bulmak zor ingilizce 

buna eh. bir eh. zevk almak ama bir baklma sevgi eh. nin yok derin anlammda zevk 

almak. insamn payla~tlgl bir sevgi sozkonusu burda. Augustine'in fuitsio dei yani eh. 

Tannnm Tanndan zevk almak gibi c;eviremiyorum bunu eh. ingilizce'ye belki kutsal 

~eylerden aldlglmz zevk diyebiliriz. Aynen eh. a~lk olmadan aldlglmz buyiik derin zevk 

gibi. Bir a uti ise bir aray gibi. Eh. uti ve fui eh. ise fui kuilan, fui ise kuilanmak 

anlamma degil. Bu ~imdi bu Saint Augustine'den geliyor. Bindokuzyiizyirmibirde bu 

kay bu aynnu geli~tiriyor. Bu Hannah Arendt'in St. Augustine uzerine yazdlgl doktora 
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tezinde tam da bu konuyu ele almasl kazara degil herhalde. Eh. ~k konusunu ele 

allyor ve eh. burda yok dikkatli bir aymm yaplYOr. Uti ve fui eh. birisi arae; gibi 

kullamhyor. bteki ise eh. yok daha derin eh. bir ilham kayna~ oluyor. DolaYlslyla e;ok 

hakllSIDlZ. Bu yok onemli bir eh. argiiman ama eh. ben cevabl bilmiyorum tam olarak. 

E En iyi verebilecegim cevap bu. Ben de Hannah Arendt'in a«;:1smdan eh. bir~ey 

soyleyebilirim. Ritativ burda bir boltim var eh. a~ktan bahsediyor ve ozel odada eh. ya 

yerle~tiriliyor diyor. Insan a~k ic;inde, bir ~k ili~kisinde bir insan bir insana eh. onemli 

gortintiyor. DolaYlslyla burada gortinti~ kavramt eh. hatrrlama kavramtyla ili~kili C;tinkii 

hatrrlamada da bir~ey gortintiyor, ortaya c;IkIyor, goztimtize gortintiyor. Eh. eger a~k 

ie;inde bir ki~i, tekil bir ki~i olarak kar~lma eh. ontime g6riintiyorsa, bana g6rtintiyorsa, 

o zaman eh. hatlrlamada da bu var. Dolaytslyla eh. bu ikisini yani eh. hatlrlamayla a~k 

arasmdaki ili~kiyi kuran eh. gori.inti~ oluyor. Burada bir paradoks oluyor Arendt'in 

dti~tincesinde. Bu eh. dostluktan farkh diyor. Eh. eh. kamu alaruna yUcanldlgl andan 

itibaren ortadan, g6zden kaybolmaya ba~ladlg1fl1 s6yledigi zama..'1 bir paradoks yok 

mu? Sanki evlilik icin bir alan eh. tarumlVOr. Eh. san sanki a~k sadece gizli oldugu , -

olc;ude varolabilir gibi so, du~uniiyor. Bu eger duygular gibi eh. veya venne duygusu 

gibi eh. ozel duygular eh. kamu l~lgma eh. da l~lga yUcarsa burada onlan tahrip eden 

bir~ey var diye du~tiniiyor. Belki onu ~oyle ele~tirebiliriz. Eh. ozel alanda bir ki~inin 

goriinii~ti ic;in bir pek olanak yok diye ele~irebiliriz ama saruyorum ~u konuda ham 

var. Belirli duygular veya belirli davraru~ tarzlan birbiriyle eh. ozel kalmah eh. diye 

du~uniiyor. Orda hak verebiliriz. Son bir soru alabiliriz, saruyorum. I want to thank 

the Konu~macIlara e;ok gUzel sunu~lan ie;in te~ekktir etmek istiyorum. Benim iki tane 

sorum var size sorulacak ve bir de gorti~ belirtmek istiyorum. S6z, Saym Sozer'in eh. 

s6yledikleriyle ilgili olarak. ingilizcem iyin omr dilerim. Krrk yll boyunca Ingilizceyi 

hie; kullanmad1Ill question is and I address Ilk sorum size yonelik. Eger Hannah 
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Arendt, Heidegger'in daha ge9 donemine i1i~kin yapltlanm ili~kin, bilip bilmedigine 

ili~kin bu. Eh. Da-Sein konusundaki kar~lth~ alahm. Arendt Arendt eh. Varhk ve 

Zamam varolu~9u dii~iincenin bir par9aSl olarak yorumluyor. Dolaytslyia ~oyle bir 

kar~lthk kurabiliyor. Eh. so eh. kendi iyinde yaht1.lrrn~h~ eh. i9inde Da-Sein'l, ote 

yanda da eh. politik dii~iince ve toplulugu ele ahvor. Ama avm zamanda eh. oliimiin - -
on on onceligi, dogumun onceligi olmamasl filan. Ama Heidegger'in Varhk ve 

Zaman'da soyledigi ~eyler eger bu yaplu daha sonraki dii~cesiyle bir arada ele 

[cassette change] Eh. oteki soru ~u. Heidegger'in eh. dogum hakkmda yeteri kadar 

dii~iinmedigi dogru. Hannah Arendt'in eh. dogum konusunda yok dii~iindiigu dogru 

ama Hannah Arendt'in dogum konusunda soyledigi ~eyleri, Heidegger'in eh. 

eh.dii~iincesinin iyine biitiin1e~tirirsek ne olurdu, nastl bir biitiinsellige nasil bir etki 

yapardl? Bir g6Ii.i~ belirtmek istiyorum eh. Saym Sozer'in soyledikleriyle. 

Wiederholung ve iner eh. Erinerrung konusunda eh. benim eh. Varhk ve Zaman 

konusunda soyleyecegim ~eylerde bu ikisi ayrudlr. Almanca olarak Wiede, 

Wiederholungu apklzyor yani yani sadece bir tekrarlamadan yok ote bir~eydir. Eh. bu 

sadece bir tekrarlama degildir, Errinerungdur. Aym zamanda eh. bunu etimolojik 

anlamtyla ahp bir~eyin iyine girmeye olarak gormemiz ve i9ini kavramak olarak 

gormemiz olarak eh. anlamalTIlZ lazun. Eh. bu metafizik i~e. $imdi Almanca olarak 

anlatlyor c;unku yoktur diyor. DolaYlslyla bence diyor ikisi ayrudir c;:iinkii Heidegger 

tekrarlamaYl eh. Varhk ve Zaman'm ikinci klsIIlmda Erinnerrung gibi aylkhyor. Var 

zaten varolan her~eye ele~tirel bir cevap. Sadece bir tekrarlama degil yani. Bu aym 

zamanda Almanca di diliyle de ilgili bir sorun. Tamam. Eh. once Wiederholung ve 

Erinnerrung'un aym ~ey olduguna ili~kin eh. noktaruza deginmek istiyorum. Heidegger 

eh. Erinnerrung'u Varhk ve Zaman'da pek soziinii etmiyor. Da-Sein ve Alltaeglichkeit 

aras iizerindeki b61iimde ele allY or. Eh. bu eh .. da burada Wiederholungdan my 
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bahsetmemesi eh. yok anlamh. Kendisi bir terminolojik ve kavramsal aynm yaplyor 

ikisi arasmda. DolaYlslyla benim aylslm benim aylffidan ikisi farkh bence. Ben + daha 

sonraki du~uncesini soyluyorum. Erinnerungun In der Metaphysik, Metafizik iyinde 

Erinnerung, Wiederholungla eh. eh. yani tekrarlamayla aym oldugunu du~iinuyorum. 

Ben sizi an yanll~ anladlm. Varilk ve Zaman uzerine konu~uyorsunuz zannettim. 

Sizinle aym fikirdeyim bu konuda. Eh. ve bu yok onemli so, ilgin9 bir nokta. Sorunuza 

cevap eh. vermek istiyorum. Ona da gelmek istiyorum bu arada yUnkii bu ikisi ili~kili 

asilnda. Arendt eh. Heidegger'in ikinci du~uncesini pek iyi bilmiyordu. Eh. mesela 

ftJclm Hayatma bakarsaruz Heidegger'le olan, ilgili olan bolum eh. ikincil eh. literature 

dayamyor bUyiik olyude. Ba~ka eh. yazarlann Heidegger hakkmda ne soylediklerine 

devamll deginiyor ve pek rahat hissetmiyor kendi argiimamyla ili~kili olarak. Bu aym 

zamanda daha erken bir a~amada Jaspers'le yazl~mada da goriinuyor. Heidegger'in eh. 

yeni orijinal terminolojisi Arendt iyin yok zor. Eh. yok terminoloji kar~lsmda yok 

ele~tirel belki yunkii bindokuzyuzlmkyedi-la.rksekizde daha yok yeni bu terminoloji 

onun i<;in ve hayatmm sonuna kadar eh. eh. daha sonraki Heidegger Ar Arendt i<;ll 

hep zor oldu ama oz ozellikle bir Yazl, Erinnerungla yok ilgi1i. Identitaet und Differanz 

yazlSI, eh. bzde~lik ve de Fark yazlSl. Siz buna degindiniz. En onernli ~ey eh. 

Heidegger'in gey a~amasmdaki du~uncesinde Erinnerung problemi eh. du~uncesine 

yok daha merkezi bir konum kazaruyor. Boyle oluyor yunkil tam da eh. eh. varhgm za 

tarihi kavrarruru daha ki bu kavram daha evvel eh. eksplisit olarak yoktu. Bu eh. 

a~amada ortaya ylk1yor belirtik olarak ve identitaet und Differanz'da bu yok aYlktlf. 

Bu, Erinnerung kavrarrum yeniden du~unmesine eh. ni gerekli kIhyor ve dolaYlslyla 

burada eh. eh. Hegel'in ruhun fenomenolojisiyle ugra~maya b~hyor. Eh. ve 

Erinnerung'un fenomenoloji, eh. ruh ruhun fenomenolojisinde de yer tuttugunu 

biliyoruz. Burada Heidegger, Hegel, Erinnerung'u Hegel'in Tin'in F enomenolojisiyle 
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kar~l kar~lya getirdigi zaman eh. eh. Varhk ve Zaman'da oynayamayaca~ bir merkezi 

rolii burda oynuyor ve Arendt bunu bilmiyordu dolayts1yla kabul edemezdi. 

Heidegger'e eh. eh. dogum kavrarrnrn met, Heidegger'in metnine soksak Heidegger'in 

dii~iincesine ne olurdu di diye sordunuz. Eh. biliyorsunuz Varhk ve Zaman'da eh. 

dogumu bir a~amada eh. dogumun soziinii ediyor ama sonra unutuyor onu. Bana oyle 

geliyor ki bu noktada niye unuttu. Eger eh. dogum da eh. bir, varolu~un yok onemli 

bir boyutu olsayd1, 0 0 zaman biitiin yapltl, Varhk ve Zaman'l yeniden diizenlemek 

zorunda kahrdl. Ay sahicilik kavrarrnna, otantisite kavrarrnna eh. ge eh. kavrarrnna 

gelirsek, 0 da eh. oliime oncelik veriyor. DolaYlslyla top tiimiiyle yokerdi. Dolaytslyla 

eh. Varhk ve Zaman eh. iyine dogum kavrarrnrnn yokluguna ancak ele~tirel olarak 

bakabilirim. Simdi daha sonraki yaplt1ll1 ele ahrsak, burda bir farkhhk goriiniiyor. 

Her~eyden once eh. olUme do, yonelmi~likten bahsetmiyor yok faz fazla. Eh. 

oliimliiliikten bahsediyor. Bu bir sorun degil. Tabii ki hepimiz faniyiz, oliimliiytiz 

insanlar olarak. Eh. ama ayrn zamanda dogumlu insanlar olarak kendimize bakarsak 0 

zaman kendimizi once yaplsal bir anlamda ve aynca davrarn~lar ve ruh durumlan 

ay1smdan baktl~m zaman Heidegger, ilk ba~lang191a yani eh. Yunanc, Yunandaki, 

Antik Yunandaki ba, ilk ba~langly ile bu yeni eh. yeni ba~langlY arasmda ili~ki 

oldugunu dii~iiniiyor. Burada tarihsel giiylii bir ba~langlY me me metafizigin 

ba~langtcma don donii~ gibi oluyor ve ben bunu bu tar t1, birin ilk ba~langlcm tari, ilk 

ba~langty konusundaki tarihsel eh. eh. olay1, her bir bireyin ya~amak zorunda oldugu 

ilk eh. ba~langtyla ili~kilendirmek istedim. Herkes dogmu~tur 9iinkii. Bu bir ilk 

ba~langtytlf onlar iyin. Bu ilk ba~langty yaplsal olarak bir baklma oteki ilk ba~lan oteki 

ba~langtca, yeni ba~langlca benzemektedir. Bunla ayrn fikirdeyseniz 0 zaman 

Heidegger'in eh. Gestimmtheiten yani ruh durumu, tavlf konusunda klsmen eh. a 

ay1khk tavn burda onemli. Ama Heidegger'in dii~iincesinde bir yok eh. boyut ta eh. bu 
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fikri biitiinsle~tirerek eh. ele almak istemezdim, istemezdim. Biliyorum 90k so, daha 

90k soru ve eh. eh. gorii~ var ama zaman basmCI altmdaYIz. Bu oturumu kapatmak 

zorundaYIZ. Konu!iimacIlaruruza te~ekkiir etmek zo eh. istiyorum. Siz sizin 

soylediginize cevap verebilir miyim? <;ok kIsa liitfen anay Bey yoksa eh. ayhktan 

olecegiz. Bence Ingeborg Schiissler 90k onemli bir soruna degindi. Bu sorun belki 

bugiin ogleden soma da bizi me~gul edecek. Ama r;ok kIsa bir cevap vermek 

istiyorum. Evet elbette tekrarlama, yineleme Wiederholen'm tam kar~IlI~ olamaz 

terciime olarak. Sizinle tam tamamen ayru fikirdeyim bu konuda. Ama problematik 

olan ~u. Wiederholen kelimesinin etkisi problematik r;iinkii bir yandan soylediginiz gibi 

bir kavrama, bir holen ama bu kavrama bir tekrarlamadan, yinelemeden ba~slz 

olarak varolamaz. Wieder yani. Ve ta bu durumda eger bu ili~kiyi kabul ederseniz, 

tanIrsarnz, + eh. bu kavram yok problematik hale gelir r;iinkii eh. kavrama bir 

tekrarlamadan bagIffislz olarak miimkiin degildir. Bizim gorevimiz, Heidegger'in 

gorevi de belki buydu, ~udur. Bu tekrarlamadan, yinelemeden, bu tekrarlamaya, 

yinelemeye ragmen nasil ayakta kalabiliriz, nasll bunu a~abiliriz. Bir ba~ka ba~langly 

diyordu Heidegger biliyorsunuz. Sorun, esas olarak burda. Aym fikirdeyim eh. Saym 

Sozer. Vu vurguyu Holung iizerine koydum Wiederholenda. Eh. wieder, eh. wieder'i 

biraz ihmal ettim ama bu oneki soyledigim ~eye katlp, bu eh. ~u ~ekilde de ifade 

edebilirim soyledigimi. Bunu geni~ tarihsel boyut ir;inde anlayabilirsiniz ve anlamak 

zorundasllllZ. Eh. Batl dii~iincesini yoneten eh. yoneli~, anlam kendini PreSokratik, 

Sokrat oncesi dii§iincede gostermi§tir ve ortadan gor, ortadan kalktlmI~tlr. Hemen 

hemen kalknn§tlf ama eh. kelimeyi soylemeye 9alz~lyor onun h;in bekliyoruz, jngilizce 

telaffuzurm bulamadl ama hala kayboldugu halde ortadan eh. Batl dii~iincesini 

yonlendirmeye devam etmektedir. Bu anlam veya yon ba~langlyta Bat! dii~iincesini 

yonlendiren bu anlam hala varhglrn hissettirmektedir ama + bi biraz ortiilii bir biyimde 
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dolaYlslyla eh. onu gene de onu kavravabilirsiniz cunkii var. Bu da Wiederholendtr 
- > • 

Te~ekkiir ederim. Tamam eh. konu~macIlanrrnza zengin ve eh. uyancl kat..1a.lan 

dolaytslyla te~ekkiir ederek oturumumuzu kapatabiliriz. 

Interpreter B: Profesor Schussler ve Profesor Sozer lu-rfen her ikinizi de buraya 

davet edebilir miyim? + Right Professor Ingeborg Schiissler who's going to talk 

about Simdi Profesor Schussler, Heidegger'de Dil Ve Diyalog hakkmda konu~acak. 

Kendisi Koln ve Sorbonne Universitelerinde Romanisti.ic. Germanistik ve Feisefe 

okudu. Simdi Lausanne Universitesi, Edebiyat Fakiiltesi, Felsefe Bolumiinde <;agda~ 

ve Modern F elsefe: Bat! Du~uncesinin Soykiitiigu kiirsuSllnde profesor olarak ders 

vermektedir. Batl Dii~uncesi diye duzeltiyor kendini ba~ka:n. <;ok eh. yaytrn var ama 

hepsini eh. size okuyamayacagun yUnkii Almanca bilmiyorurn ben. Bi bir iki 

yaytrnrnzdan sozeder misiniz ba~lamadan once liitfen? Soz sizin. Eh. :\lrnan idealizrn 

ozel olarak Fichte hakkmda yaz eh. yaymlanrn var. Kant hakkInda yaymlanrn var. 

Habilitasyon tezirni, bunun onemli bir boliirniinii A.risto'ya aYlrarak yazdlffi. Buyrun. 

Ba~layabilir miyim diyor konu~acl. Sozlerime ba~larken Bogaziyi Universitesi..TJ.e 

te~ekkiir etrnek istiyorurn. Aynca beni buraya davet eden aiitiin kurumlara te~ekkiir 

ediyorum. Saym Sozer'e de te~ekkiir ederirn. <;ok eski bir arkada~lffi kendisi benim. 

ilk defa Koln'de tarn~tlk. 0 zaman geny ogrencilerdik. <;ok te~ekkiir ediyorurn 

kendisine. Bildiginiz gibi, sunu~umun b~ltgt Heidegger'e gore dil ve diyalog. Benim in 

ingilizcemden dolaYl ozel ozi.i.r dilernem gom gerekiyof. Kirk yIl sonra ilk defa 

Ingilizce konu~uyorum. Geryekten dogru bu. (ok geni~ air eh. kabul goren bir 

du~unce Vardlf. Heidegger eh. insam kendi iyine kaparum~ bir tekellik olarak yani Da-

Sein olarak du~iiniir. Eh. sadece kendisiyle ilgilenir eu Da-Sein ve dola~11S1yla 

ba~kalanyla ili~kiden rnuaf1lr. Heidegger boylece rnonadoiojik bir dii~iincenin eh. 
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temsilcisidir. Otekiyle ili~kinin eh. ilk ana yapltl olan Varhk ve Zaman'da 90k 

geli~tirilmemi~ oldugu dogrudur. Ama bu ba~ oteki i9m, oteki ile hiC;bir iI, otekine 

hic;bir ili~ ilgi duymadl~ anlamma gelmez ne de ahlaki sorunlara ilgi duymad1~ 

gosterir. Ashnda meselenin esaSI Heidegger'in eh. sormak istedigi sorulann dogasIyla 

ilgilidir. Bildigimiz gibi bu ques bu sorun eh. varh~n anlam1yla ilgilidir. Olan ~eyin eh. 

bize eh. onu anlayabilecegimiz ~ekilde anla~llabilir hale gelmesi ve ona eh. ili~kimizi 

kurmam1Z eh. soruyor ve bunun varhgm bu durumunda nasII miimkiin oldugunu 

kavramaya yah~lYor. Bu sorunun cevabml verebilmek iC; bu soruyu sorabilmek i9in 

yani bu soruya bir cevap vermemize olanak kazandlrabilmek iyin Varhk ve Zaman'da 

Heidegger eh. eh. insan varh, varolu~unun bir analitigini geli~tirmeye 9ah~lYOr. <;iinkU 

diinyada olu~umuzun, Da-Sein'lffilZl anla~llmasl her~eyden once bize dii~iiyor ve bunun 

araclhglyla eh. ola her~eyin varhgml anlamak yine bizim g6revimiz. Eger kendi Da

Sein'lffilZ1 anlamak ve dola)'lslyla olan her~eyin varhgtm anlayabilmek i9in eh. 0 varhga 

a91k olan bir tavnffilZ olmasI gerekiyor ya da daha kesin bir ~ekilde soy soylersek, 0 

varhk bize aylk olmah eh. ve eh. orada olmah, bir aC;lk mekanda. Sirndi biz kendimiz 

her zaman 0 ac;lk mekam eh. kontrol etmi~izdir. byle bir tarzdaki vecd ic;inde 0 aC;lk 

eh. mekan eh. bu Ida' yani orada eh. vardlr yani bu Da-Sein oradan tiirer. Kendi 

varhgmda eh. tran ge ge ge9i~li olarak ve ver eh. eh. aktif olarak eh. varhk i9in eh. 

vecd ic;inde 'da' olur. Da-Sein'm varolu~9u analitiginin varolan heqeyin varll~nm 

anlaffil konusundaki soruya bir cevap vermemizin temelini olu~turmaslllin nedeni 

budur. Biitiin miimkiin sorunlar sorulardan bu soru eh. en evrensel ve en temel 

olamdlr aYlkya. DolaYlslyla bu soru yani eh. varolan her~eyin varhgmm anlaffil sorusu 

insana birine insana eh. herhangi bir ozel ili~kisinin eh. Da-Sein'm sorusunun 

sorulmaslllin iznini vermez. MiimkUn oldugu kadar dogrodan bir bic;imde bu analitigi, 

varh~n bu evrensel sorusuna yoneltmek gerekebilir. Eger otekiyie ili~ki, Varhk ve 
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Zaman'm eh. varolu~yu analitiginde az geli~mi~se bu aslmda Heideg Heidegger'in 0 

yapltta sordugu soruyla ilgilidir. Y oksa monadolojik bir dii~iinceye yani kendi iyine 

kapanan bir dii.~iinceye bagh degildir. Tam tersine eh. Varhk ve Zaman'm eh. 

varolu~yu analiti da Da-sein'm varolu~yu analitigi den itibaren Heidegger eh. Da

Sein'm eh. temel bir ozelligi olarak eh. dunyada olmanm vecde eh. vecd halinde bir 

aylh~lru eh. taruffil~tlr. Bir ba~ka ~ekilde soylersek Da-Sein'm kendi varh~ Gziir diliyor 

konu~acl tekrar baJlzyor. Gte te yani eh. Da-Sein'm varh~run esasl eh. ba~kalarla, 

ba~kalanyla birlikte olmaktlr, Mitsein, hatta oyle bir bunu gerektirmektedir ki ba~kasl, 

Da-Sein'in kendi varhglru anlayabilmesine izin veren otekini dinlemektir. Varhk ve 

Zaman'da ~unu okuyoruz. Ahntl bu. Dinlemek Da-Sein'm eh. varolu~sal aylk olu~udur. 

Bu da ba~kalanyla alma olyiisiinde dogrudur. Dinlemek Da-sein'm eh. kendi eh. varhk 

potansiyeli baktffilndan en temel ve en sahici aYlh~tlr. Bir dosttur ki bu Da-Sein kendi 

iyinde onu ta~lr. Almtl burda bitiyor. Da-Sein'm otekine vecd iyinde, ekstatik a<;:lhffil 

eh. eh .. ku~kusuz bir ~ekilde dolaYlslyla eh. kendi diinyada eh. varolu~una ekstatik 

a<;:lh~mdan farkslZdlf. Bir bakIma onun dorugudur. Gte yandan Heidegger'in Varhk ve 

Zaman'da Da-Sein'm varolu~sal analitigini <;:er<;:evesinde otekini, otekiyle ili~kiyi 

derinle~tirmedigi dogruduf. Ama eh. eh. Da-Sein'm bu ekstatik a<;:Ihmmm soyledigimiz 

yapIsmda otekine a<;:lltmm bu ekstatik bi9iminin eh. i<;:erildigini gorilr ve boylece ba~ka, 

otekiyle ili~kinin temellerini buIur insan. Bu varsaymllann tam anlamt Heidegger'in 

daha sonraki du~iincesinde a<;:lk<;:a ortaya <;:1kar. Bu dii~unce dolay1mslZ bir bir ~eki1de 

baJtan 6ziir dilerim bu dii~ii.nce eh. Varilk ve Dii~unce uzerine verdigi master 

dersleriyle hemen ara eh. ardmdan b~lar. Bundan soma metafizik nedir eh. eh. 

dersleriyle ba~lar eh. devam eder Fribourg im Bras Brisgau'da ve nihayet eh. Beitraege 

zur Philo sophie eh. eh. Betrage zur Philosophie adh ikinci yapltmda ikinci bir doruga 

eh. eri~ir. Bu ay <;:0 Alman idealizminin son ifadesini olu~turan Friedrich 01 Holderlin'le 
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ortaya <;Ikar. Eh. <;ok iyi bilindigi gibi Heidegger bu du~iince i<;inde, giderek daha 

anlamh bir bi<;imde, eh. Da-Sein'dan varhga doner artIk ba~langI<; noktasl eh. Da

Sein'm ke eh. eh. kendi varhgtm ele almaz. Biitiin olanm d-unyadaki varh8Iru ele w. 

Eh. burada ama<; bunun yapIS! aracIh8Iyla Da-Sein'm varh8Iru, varh8J.ru da eh. eh. 

yorumlamaktrr <;unkU sonuncusu ilkinin par<;aSl haline gelmi~tir. Da-Sein'm eh. vecd 

i<;indeki a<;lllITIl sadece dunyadaki varhgl i<;in degil, varolan her~eyin varh8I i<;indir. 

U stelik varlIgm kendisidir ki ustelik buron geni~ligiyle eh. a<;lllITIlyla eh. da 0 za 

bundan soma Da-Sein'l vecd i<;inde a<;ar. Boylece Da-Sein bu varugtmn a<;Ihnuru 

buron geni~ligi i<;inde ustlenebilir. Ayru zamanda Da-Sein'l otekine de a<;rru~, a<;ar. 

Her~ey a<;rru~ olur. Her~ey tersine donmu~tiif. Bu otekine a<;l1mada dil elbette temel 

bir ral oynar ama soru ~duf. Eh. dilin ozii nedir peki? Heidegger buna bir cevap 

vermek i<;in ~air Friedrich Holderlin'in dil hakkmda ne soyledigine kulak veriL Burada 

Heidegger tarafindan Roma'da bindokuzyiizotuzaltl ytlmda verilen ve Ho Holderlin ve 

Siirin Om ba~lI8Im ta~lyan bir konferans lizerine yogunla~aca8Iz. Bu konferensda, 

Holderlin hakkmdaki ara~tlrmalanm derinle~tirir. Da bunu daha evvel Brisgau 

Universitesinde bindokuzyUzotuzdort-otuzbe~ k1~ somestirinde yaptl81 bir master 

dersinde ashnda yaprru~ eh. ele a1rru~tl ve bunun adlm eh. eh. Holderlin'in eh. Baladlan 

eh. Almanya ve Rhein diye eh. adlandlrrru~t1. Peki ~imdi ~air ne diyor dil hakklnda? Bi 

bindokuzylizde eh. eh. duzeltiyor kendisini komi.rmacl binsekizyUzde eh. son bi<;imi 

verilmi§ bir pan;:ada Holderlin dilin insan i<;in bir iyilik oldugunu, ein gut fuer den 

Menschen oldugunu soyluyor ama ne anlamdadlr ki dil insan i<;in iyiliktir, iyidir? 

Her§eyden once bir ara<; oidugunu, organon oldugunu so eh. soyleyebiliriz. Insan buna 

sahiptir ve otekiyle ileti~im kurar. Bu antropolojik ve ara<;~:t kaYTayt~ geleneksel 

kaVrayI§tlf. Yunanltlar bildiginiz gibi eh. insaru eh. insaru eh. dile sahip bir hayvan eh. 

olarak ilan etmi~lerdir ama bu kavrayl~ dili insan ic;:in gen;:ek 6ziiyle kavrayabilir mi? 
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Elbette dil bir ileti~im sagIar. Dileti~im veya diyalog, Gespraech, das Gespraech, eh. 

kendini en hakiki bi9imde gen;ekle~tirdigi alandlr .ama 0 zaman diyalogu nasll 

anlayaca~. Heidegger burada eh. Holderlin'in bazt ffilsralarma kulak verir. Almh. Bu 

bu iinlii ~iir, Friedensfeier adh bu tinlti ~iirin eh. ~iirden ffilsralardlr yani Ban~a bVgii. 

Almanya'yla Fransa arasmdaki ban~a ovgii. Binsekizyiizbir y1lmdaki ban~. Simdi 

almtlyt yaplyoruz. insarun ba~mdan 90k ~ey ge9ti ve 90k se semavi ~eye ad verdi. Biz 

bir diyalog oldugumuza gore ve birbirimizi duyabildigimize gore. Burda almtl bitiyor. 

Bu sa, ffilsralan bir eh. ip gibi tutarak Heidegger bu di diyalogu, fenomeno 

fenomenolojik bir analize tabi tutar. Sonu9 ~udur. btekiyle gergek bir diyaloga 

girdigimiz zaman en geni~ bir bi9imde ekstatik bir a<;lhma, vecd i<;inde bir a<;lhma eh. 

girmi~ oluyoruz. Burada en sahici, otantik bir ~ekilde kendimiziz. Bu a91hm kutsal 

olana ili~kimizi i<; eh. fa fayn, igerir. Ve nihayet esas ozsel kelimeyi ortaya koyar. Dil 

boylece insani Da-Sein'lffilzm en tist olaym! olu~turuf. Almancaszlll dinlediniz. Simdi 

Heidegger'le birlikte diyalogu esas unsurlanna ayn~ ayn~allm. B~lang19 sorusu 

basittir. Bir diyalog yapmak ne anlama geiir? Was heisst nun ein Gespraech? Ba~lan 

eh. ilk ba1a~ta anlarm ~udur bunun. Eh. kar~lhkll i iki muhatap birbir birbirleriyle eh. 

bir~ey hakkmda konu~urlar. Birbirlerine kon konu~an konu~arak, insanlar birbirlerine 

birbirleriyle konu~arak bu ~ekilde birbirlerine daha yakIn hale gelirler yani birbirleriyle 

konu~mak Heidegger'in ifade ettigi gibi bi birbirimizi kaqlhklI olarak buldugumuz bir 

siirecin mediyat6rii, araCISldlf. Das Spreeh vermittelt das suveynanderkommen. Bu 

anlamda konu~ma eh. edimi, diyalogda oncelik eh. ta~lr ama birbirimizle konu~mak 

i9in birbirimize eh. anlayabilecegi biqey vermek eh. vermemiz anlamma gelir ama eh. 

otekinin bir~ey anlamaslID eh. saglayan edim, eger oteki kendisine soylenene bunu 

dinleyerek a9Ik oldugunu gostermezse, bo~una olur. byleyse kaqIhkh anlamaYl i<;eren 

birbiriyle konu~ma edimi degildir, kar~IlIkll dinlemedir, birbiriyle kar~Illkll olarak 
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konu~maYI olanakh lalan. Muhataplann birbirlerine vecd i9inde, ekstatik a91hrru, eh. 

kar~lhkh dinleme bi9iminde ortaya 9Iktl~ zaman diyalogda oncelik ahr. Konu~ma degil 

ve an analiz ~oyle devam ediyor. Ama birbiri birbirini dinlemek i9in ve birbirini 

anlayabilmek 19m dinlemekte olanm, dinleyicinin, her~eyden once otekinin 

konu~abilecegi esas sozciige dikkat etmesi gereklidir. bteki ise eh. uygun olan 

kelimeye dikkat etmek zorundadlr. Bu anIamda onceligi alan yine sozciik olmaktadlr. 

Ama bu sozciik sa sadece konu~ma ediminden ibaret degildir. Tam tersine bu kelime 

ya da bu eh. ozsel esas dil her zaman hazIr olarak muhatabm, muhataplarm ki 

konu~tuklan eh. m birbirlerinin anIamalanm a91smdan eh. miimkiin kdan budur. 

Boylece konu~ma ve dinleme aym kokten gelmektedir. E~ kokenlidir ve ba~mhdlr 

olanakhklan baklrrundan. Aym dile ba~mhdlf. Aslmda muhataplar temel olarak hep 

beraber eh. bir noktada yogunla~rru~lardlr larsa ancak bu o19iide, yani aym ozsel dilin 

olanakhklan i9inde top bir arya gelmi~lerse yani birbirlerine ekstatik olarak a91klarsa, 0 

zaman toplu olarak toplam olarak birbirleriyle kar~dlkh olarak konu~abilirler. Bu aym 

ozsel dilin eh. olanagl i9inde bir ara ekstatik biraraya gelme eh. diyalogun yaplsmda 

oncelik am. Bu aym ozsel dilde biraraya gelmeye Heidegger Holderlin'le birlikte 

Gespraech adllli verir. Bradaki onek 'ge' Almancada biraraya gelmeyi im imler. 0 

zaman bu a~amasmda analizin, oyleyse, Gespraech biraraya gelme 'ge', Gesprache, 

aym ozsel aym ozsel dilde Gespraech, diyalogda oncelik ta~lr. Bu muhataplann 

kar~IlIkh dinleme ve konu~masma konu~maya a91k olmas1lli olanakh lalar. Holderlin 

bunu ~oyle ifade ediyor. Biz bir diyalog oldugumuza yani biz bir Gespraech 

oldugumuza gore yani ozsel dilde bulu~abildigimize gore ve kend birbirimizi 

duyabildigimize gore, so almtmm sonu. Ama bu kelimeler daha da 90k ~ey 

soylemektedir. Bize diyalog i9inde ve diyalogun birliginden sozetmektedirler 9iinkti 

biz bir diyalog oldugumuza gore diyor Holderlin. Ashnda Gespraech yani 
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muhataplann aym ozsel dilde bulu~masl, aym ozsel dilde bulu~masl, eh. bu ikisinin 

aym eh. dilde ortak biraraya gelmesi kendilerini eh. ba~ kendi aralannda ba~langIc;tan 

biraraya getirmi~tir. byle bir bic;imde ki bunlar artlk izole, yallttlffil~ ozneler degildir. 

Bu kendilerini tam tersine temel olarak biz olan 0 cemaatte veya toplulukta birle~, 

dolaYlmslZ olarak birle~mi~lerdir. Aym ozse1 dilde bulu~ma 0 zaman biz aC;lsmdan 

kurucu ogedir. Diyaloga, aynen diyaloga, kendi birligini verdigi gibi. Bu birlik ken 

diyaloga ozsel olarak gereklidir c;unkii daglima diyalogu bo~ konu~ma, gevezelik 

haline getirir, Gerede. Ama diyalogun birligiyle ilgili olan ba~langIc;ta eh. konu~ma ve 

dinleme edimleri degildir. Bu edimler, b~ta soylendigi gibi, her bir ~eyle ili~kilidir. Bu 

ili~ki arac1l1~yladlf ki yani ~eye ya da ~eyler burunune, sozkonusu ~eyler biituniine 

ili~ki ic;indedir ki diyalog eh. birligini kamtlar. Eh. vecd ic;inde bir~eye aC;lk olmak, 

diyalog 6ziir diliyor konu~macl bu ~eyin kendi birliginde ve ozde~liginde ortaya 

c;tla~ldlr. Burada eh. bu bu ozsel kelimenin yani diyalogun birligini tern olu~turan bu 

ozsel kelimenffi yetenegi sayesinde olur. DolaYlslyla muhataplar aslmda kar~1l1kh 

birliklerini eh. elde etmek ic;in eh. ~e ~e soz..lmnusu olan ~eyin birlik ve ozde~ligi ic;ine 

bagIldlrlar. Kendi eh. varhklanndan yabanclla~mak bir eh. yana bu ili~ki ic;inde otantik 

ha eh. en otantik hale gelirler yani Holderlin'in dedigi gibi; biz bir diyalogu, biz bir diya 

Gespraech'iz. <;arp ~a~lrtlcl bir~ey diyalog ve birligi ozsel kel sozciigun yetenegine 

ekstatik ac;tl1I111Il1J.Zdlr ki Heideggerean (English) formulada oldugu gibi, Heidegger'in 

formulesinde oldugu gibi bizim Da-Sein'lffilZa etki yapar. Peki som ~udur: Neden 

boyle? Holderlin sadece bizim bir diyalog oldugumuzu soylememi~tir yani varhglffilzm, 

sahici, otantik varhglffilzm diyalogun birliginde oldugunu soylememi~tir sadece. Aym 

zamanda biz bir diyaloa oldufulmuza aore demi~tir. Diyalog bu ayIk1anan anlaffilyla . e e e 

her zaman gerc;eklez gerc;ekle~mez. Belirli bir anda ortaya ylkar ve oradan uzatlr 

kendini. Bir ba~ka ~ekilde soylenirse, za diyalogun zamam vardlr. Peki zaman burada 
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i~in i<;ine nasil girer? Heidegger bunu diyalog analit, diyalog analitiginin sonucunu 

derin derinle~tirere.k, onun i<;erdiklerini l~lga <;lkararak g;Osterir. Heideg;ger buradan an 
~ ~~ 

felsefi du~i.incenin, eh. du~iince diizeyinde yer alan bir ve kendi felsefi <;ah~masmm en 

onemli i<;gorUlerine referans yapan bir meditasyon araciligyia ilerIer. DolaylSlyla bizim 

a<;nruzdan zorluklar ta~lmaktadrr bu C;i.i.nki.i eh. an felsefi dii~unceye girmeyi rnizi 

gerektirir. Eh. diyalog anali eh. diyalogun analitiginin sonucu, diyalogun ta ana 

analizinin sonucu ~udur. Da diyalogun birligi ~eyin birligine baghdrr ya da ~eyler 

toplarrunm birligine. BirIik, diyalog iC;in mutlak olarak gerekli olduguna gore bu 

sonuncusu her zaman birlik iC;in, ~e ~eyle birligi ic;inde bir i1i~kiye sahip olmahdrr. 

Bunsuz diyalog ger<;ek anlamtyla miimkiin olmazdl. Hatta tam kar~ltl ic;in, bi kIhgmda 

bile yani tartl~ma, ko kontrovers, polemik bic;iminde bile C;iinkii bu tartl~anlarda eh. 

tartl~Ilan ~eyin birligine bir ili~kiyi gerekli kIlardl. Ote yandan sozkonusu ~eyin c;ogu 

zaman kendi birligi ic;inde gizli oldugu dogruduf. Kendini bu birlikte her giiniin 

gevezelikleri ic;inde gostermez. DolaYlslyla bu ~ey kendini ortaya koymahdlr, sich 

ofl'enbaren. Bu birlik ic;inde ortaya koymahdlr ama bu ~ey kendini bir kendi birligi 

ic;inde eh. eh. ken ancak kendi varhgmm clear, ac;, l~lmaSl yani Lichtung'u araclhglyla 

gosterir. <;iinkii eski eh. Anti.l( Yunan tarnmlanna gore, eh. kendi ic;inde bir eh. birlik 

ta~1Yan ~eydir ancak bunu yapabilen. Palmelidis'e donersek. Eh. Palmelidis'de eh. 

orad a kalma ve eh. stasis olarak siirekli orada kalma eh. kaydlyla Plato bir kez eh. 

kendi l~IIDaSmm aC;lhmmda bir gori.ingii olarak gori.indiigu zaman. I~l l~lmamn, l~IIDa 

olgusununun burada eh. varhgmm gerekli oldugunun kaydetmemiz lazIm. <;iinkii ~eyin 

kendi birliginden c;ok daha temel olan kendi varhgldlf. Bu ise yogu zaman gizlidir. Eh. 

varhk eh. oyleyse varhk kendini ancak eh. em. bir l~lma yoIuyla ele verir ve gori.iniir. 

Bu l~lmadlr ki sadece aylhIDl araciligtyla kendini gostermez, gostermesini ve 

gori.inmesini saglamaz ayru zamanda daha da temel olarak onu bir ate~ gibi harekete 
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ge<;irir. Onu ate~ler ve oyle bir ~ekildedir ki bu kendini verir ve gosterir. Peki 0 zaman 

bu varhgm bu l~lmaslru nastl du~unebiliriz? Biraz once gorduk ki varhk bir ki bir kez 

kendini 0 l~lffianm a<;I1uruna, a91khgrna verdigi takdirde orada kaIma egilimine sahip 

olur ve surekli olarak kalma egilimine. Palmelides yani eh. ilk kaIma, surekli kaIma, 

Plato. Simdi bu ozellikler yani kalma, bleiben ve eh. sfueklilik, Bestaendigkeit, yok 

aylktlr ki bir zamansal yan anlama sahiptir. Bu da gosteriyor ki varhk ki bu zamansal 

ozellikler tarafindan belirlendigine gore bir a<;tltm tarafindan l~lfllf. Bu a<;tltmm boyutu 

da esas olarak zamansal bir duzen eh. bir duzeydedir, bir. Aslmda eh. varhk, kalan ve 

orada surekli duran ~ey olarak l~mabilir eh. l~lyabilir. Presence ya yani ~imdiki za, 

~imdilik yani Gegenwart boyutu hatta daha kesin olarak soylersek eh. belirli bir sebat 

yani Beharriichkeit gos da sahip olan eh. eh. ~imdilik boyutu l~lr, l~ldlgt takdirde. Bu 

eh. ~imdilik, bu varltk, oyleyse ~i basit bir ~imdi diizeyinde bir~ey degilidir. Bu varhk 

veya ~imdilik daha ziyade bir ruhsal varhk, bir ruhsal durum, Geistesgegenwart eh. tan 

sozettigimiz zaman eh. du~undugumuz bir varltktlr. Ail1a burada bir fark vardlr. 

Burada sozkonusu olan presence, varhk, eh. sadece kendinizin a<;:llmu degildir eh. 

varhgm ke eh. a<;lltffildlr. DolaYlslyla varhgm a<;Illffil olan eh. 0 a<;:tllffil l~lttIgt zaman 

kendi Da-Sein'lffilz da vecd halinde varhga a<;ar. Soru ~udur. Bu presence'm, 

~imdiligin, varhgm a<;Ik boyutu, daha da kesin olarak soylersek, bu Beharren eden, 

sebat gosteren se presence eh. ne zaman l~lr? Soru budur. Heidegger ~oyle diyor. 

Zamanm kendi uzantllannda a<;tldlgl an olarak geryekle~ir. Zaman butiin boyutlanyla 

patladlgt zaman ge<;mi~, gelecek ve eh.. ~imdiki zaman hepsi birden i~ eh. i~lerken 0 

zaman Heidegaer Varhk ve Zaman'daki ara~tmnasma referansla soyluyor, o , 

ekstansiyonlar, uzanttlar Erstreckungen olarak ortaya <;Ikar. Eh. gelecek eh. boyutu 

a\:Ildlgl olyude yani burada fu eh. gelecek bir bakuna bir aylhmdrr yani bu a<;Illffi 

ankommt ettigi kadar yani a~tlgl ya da ba~ ba~a <;lktl~ ol<;i.ide bu ayru zamanda ge<;mi~ 
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boyutunu ayar. Bu ise daha once olmu~ olan her~eydir. Bu eh. gelecegin dimansiyonu, 

boyutu, uyandlr, uyandlill. Bir boyut kazandlill. Geymi~inkini ve bu ancak ki kendini 

geymi~e, geymi~ boyutuna ve iyine kendine uzattl~ olyude. Aym ~ekilde geymi~in 

boyutu bunun tarafindan aylldl~ zaman kendini gelecek boyutuna kadar ve onun iyine 

kadar uzamr ve onu daha da ayar. Bu iki boyut, gelecek ve geymi~, kar~lhkh olarak 

ayarak, birbirini ayarak ve boyutlayarak, onlann kar~t11kh oyunuyla nihayet ~imdiki 

zaman boyutunu ayarlar. Her ikisi de eh. ona kadar ve onun iyine kadar uzamr ve bu 

~ekilde onu ona eri~irler. Heidegger'in eh. Zaman ve V arhk ba~hkh, eh. Gey Zama.1J. 

eh. eh. denemesine gore, eh. ba~a ylkmak ya da tizerinden gelmek eh. heniiz varhk, 

~imdilik degildir. Eh. artlk olmayan, arttk ~imdilik olmayana da ortaya dogru yonelir 

ve onu ortaya yIkar yam olmu~ olana vetersine bu aym yani vaktiyle olmu~ olan 

gelecege dogru uzarnr. Bu ikisinin eh. kaqtlIkh ili~kisi ayrn zamanda eh" birbirine 

dogru uzarnr ve ~imdiligi ortaya Ylkaill. Almtmm sonu. Bu ~imdilik, oteki iki boyuta 

dogru eh. uzarnr yani geymi~e ve gelecege ve onlara eri~tigi zaman onlan ayar, kendini 

onlara ayarken. 0 zaman ge<;mi~i geIer, ge ge ge9mi~i koruyarak ve gelecegi 

bekleyerek, erharren, ve boylece eh. bu soziinii ettigimiz sebatl elde ederek, 

Beharrlichkeit. Oyleyse, zam zamamn biittin boyutlan arasmda kar~1l1kh oyun yani 

gelecek, ge9mi~ ve ~imdiki arasmdaki kar~lhkll oyun mutlu an olan eh. bu am ve anlIk 

varhgl ayar, Augenblick, Kairos, Aristo Aristoteles'in deyimiyle. Diyalogun kairosu. 

Bu an sozkonusu olan ~eyin kendisini ortaya koymasmm ve eh. bunun ke birligi iyinde 

varolmasmm o-erC'ek varhfumn na izin verir. Eger zamanm boyutlan eh. ozellikleri 
:::> l' ~ 

baklrrnndan bu uz_a eh. sahiplerse, ekstensiyona eh. yani eh. eh. birbirlerine kadar 

ve i<;ine birbirlerinin uzanma ozelligini ta~lyorlarsa dolaylSlyla bu en. diyaloga izin 

veren bu mutlu an varolabiliyorsa ve bu devam ediyorsa sebat iyinde. Ustelik varhk 

kendini verdigi zaman eh. kalma egilimini gosteriyorsa, zamarnn bir ba~ka ozelligi 
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ku~kusuz ka<;lcI, elden kayan bir ozellige sahip olmak eh. tir yani zaman zaman kopan 

bir~eydir. Zaman F ohtriss'tir. Varhgm kendisinin de her zaman geri yekilmeye ve 

kendini yeniden saklamaya yeniden egilim gosterdigi gibi. Bu ozel bu son ozellik yani 

kopmasl zamarun, zamana zamana tekrarlryor konu~acl kendini. Bu ozellik zamana, 

boyutlannm sebat etme egiliminin kokeninde olan ay ayru hareketi ile eh. doner. Eh. 

geryekte bu eh. hareket ba~ka bir boyutu ortaya koyar. Bu eh. sessiz olmayan geyi~i, 

hi<;bir dinlenme veya duraksama bilmeden geyi~i ni bir boyutun digerine, oyle ki 

hi<;birisi sabit degildir. Istikrarh degildir. Slirekli olarak a<;lldlkya kendini kendinden 

kopanr. Heidegger'in Holderlin'le payla~gt formlile gore zaman ylrtlyor, kopuyor, 

reissend. Sadece eh. eh. boyutlanrun eh. oyunuyla a aylldlgt anlammda aufreissen 

degil, ayru zamanda ayru oyun iyinde eh. ileri dogru, uzaga dogru koptugu gibi. 

Aufreissend degil sadece fortreissend. Bir ba, bir ba~ka ~ekilde soylersek, za diyalogun 

zamaru sadece kairosun dtizeni degildir ayru zamanda kaostur. Yani zaman her zaman 

ortadan kaybolmaya yatkmdir. Dolaytslyla anhalten, kairotik zaman, bi eh. varhgm 

ortaya ylkl~1 iyin gereklidir. Bu da ona belirli bir istikrar, belirli bir stireklilik 

kazandmr. Bu nasIl mtimktin? Kendini ortaya koyacak olan varhgt dogul uygun 

kelimeyle yakalayarak tam da. Kelime tam da dogasl ger geregi bun buna yeteneklidir. 

Bun buna muktedirdir. Bir yandan SemaYllen eh. yani varhgt imleyerek, kelime onu 

aylk tutar. Hatta onu aylhffil iyinde konu~landmr. ate yandan bu imlemeyi fonetik 

bedende eh. maddele~tirerek kelime ona bir kahcIhk saglar. 0 zaman diyalogu olanakh 

ktlanla aym olan ozsel dil zamarun geyiciligi, uyuculugu iyinde hem beha, kay kairotik 

arun bir sebatlmn slirekliligini miimktin olmaslru ayru zamanda eh. varhgm bir 

kahclhgmm mlimkiin olmaslru bu sagIar. Bu anlamda dil varhgtn kurucusudur. Yani 

biz insanlar ozsel dili dinlemek tizere bulu~mu~ olan insanlar eh. diyalog araclhglyla 

varhgm temelini eh. listie eh. kavrayacagIz ve eh. aylhma tabi tutacaglZ. Simdi bir kez 
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varhk bu ~ekilde yerle~tiri1dikten sonra zamanm oteki boyutu yani kopma uzakla~ma, 

bize kendini farkh ~ekilde sunar. Gen;:ekte biz fani insanlar, ~i kendimizi zamamn 

uc;:uculugu tarafindan altiist edilmi~ olarak bulmu~ olmaktan yok uzak bir yerde ~imdi 

eh. varhgtn ac;:lk mekamnda kalmz. Oyle kalrnz ki eh. varhgm Kendi eh. t~lj'1ClSmda 

aC;:lk olarak ba~langIc;:ta sadece eh. ge gelecekle gec;:mi~ birbirine geyi~inin, kar~illkh 

gec;:i~i konusunda huzursuz oldugumuz halde gec;:mi~en gelen olarak, ~imdi olmu~ 

olaron transformasyonu, Wandeli, olarak goriiIiiz. Yani za hay Heidegger'in soyledigi 

gibi bize, sadece kahCl olan yani sebatkar olan degi~ebilir. Yani gelecege ac;:lk olan ve 

gec;:mi~e aC;:lk olan ~ey ~imdilik degi~iktir. Eh. almtmm sonu. Eh. e evinde varhgtn 

varh~ varhgm ~imdiliginde sebat gostererek aym zamanda eh. geymi~ ve gelecege 

aC;:lk olan bu varhk ancak 0 zaman, bu varhk kar~lsmda ancak 0 zaman eh. ge ooraya 

ge ge9mi~te olan ve ge9II'i~e dogru olan eh. mn ge9i~i olarak iddia edilen ~ey eh. 

gelecek [cassette change] Bu tarihte eh. Alman kelimesini kullamrsak Geschichte'de, 

Geschick biliyorsunuz burda eh. kokeni onun, eh. Ge schick, yani geschick ashnda 

almYazIsl demek. Eh. Geschick beraber gondermek demek. Bu tabii boyut, zamansal 

boyutlanmn eh. gosterir bize. Hediye schickung eh. varhgm hediyesi ve biraraya 

gelme, zamansal boyut. Simdi bu eh. es ozsel kelime eh. diyalog iyinde etrafina 

toplandlgtIDlz ozsel degi~me burda belirleyicidir. Bu varh~n tarihinin aC;:IK mekamnda 

ve bulunmak ve diyalog iyinde olmak eh. oyleyse, Heidegger'in formiihinde oldugu 

gibimrni, e~it derecede temeldir, Gleichalt, yani aym y~n eh.~eyleridir. <;agda~tlrlar. 

Bunlar aym kairotik zamamn eh. benzersiz anmda birarada bilirler eh. bu bulu~uriar. 

Geryekten, eh. hakikaten soylendigi gibi gibi eh. so soylenirse, diyalog sadece tarihin 

eh. varh~n tarihinin a<;:1k mekanmI saglamla~tmr ve ayar. Holderlin'in satrrlarmdan 

hareket eden diyalog analitiki burda ortaya Ylkar. <;i.inh.ii bi Biz bir diyalog 

oldugumuza gore .. A.ma eh. Holderlin'in kelimelerinin anla anialll1Dl tamamen ri.iketmi~ 
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degiliz hala. Orda diyordu ki, yeniden ahntl yaplyoruZ. insamn b~mdan yok ~ey geyti. 

Bir yok semavi ~eyleri isimlendirdi. Biz bir diyalog oldugumuza gore. Ahntlmn sonu. 

Varhgm eh. aylga c;:IkI~mm kairotik time (English) eh. zamam patlamI~ eh. olduguna 

gore, kairotik zaman eh. tabii ki diyalogun zamarudrr. Eh. bu zamandan bu yana insan 

eh. biyo ba~mdan bir c;:ok ~ey geymi~tir, viel erhafen. Bu Holderlin'in bu kelimeleri 

Sofokles'in kelimelerini eh. tabi yankthyor. Eh .. -\ntigone'nin eh. korosu ~oyle soyluyor 

eh. almt!. i insandan daha huzursuz eh. huzursuzluk yaratlcl bir~ey yoktur yunkii 

yunkii insan pantoporostur yani her~eyin deneyimini y~yan ve her~eyde deneyimi 

ya~anan. Eh. Yunan eh. kelimesi poros, yolda eh. Almanca'daki vor, kelim, fahren, 

erfaren ve eh. Latin edatl eh. pere eh. mesela experience'da kelimesindeki pere kar~IlIk 

veren bu eh. ili~, kelime, insan en bUyiik eh. uc;:u~lara gec;mi~rir. Burun dunyayl 

dola~ffil~tlr, denizi ve eh. denize da dalIDl~tlr, havaya ~lknu~trr hatta uzaya 9lkml~tlr 

bugiin. Bu uzaydadlr ki korunmu~ bir kapall yer eh. olu~turmu~ yani devleti ve 

bunu bir anayasayla korumu~tur. Gerc;:ekten de insan m ba~mdan 90k ~ey ge9mi~tir. 

Simdi bu mekan, bu uc;:u~lara ge9i~in, yollannm burununde bu mekan bizim dunya 

adlm verdigirniz g6rungiidur. Biz bir diyalog oldugumuza gore 0 zaman gorunen bir 

dunyadlr bu. Dunya, kairotik zamanla ac;:Ilan eh. aym mekandrr yani zamamn, eh. 

varhgm zamammn eh. oziiyle aymdlf. Simdi kendisini mekansal eh. gorunu~uyle ortaya 

koymakta koymaktadlr ve bu da eh. kelime veya dil tarafindan anikUle edilir, dile 

getirilir ve saglamla~tlflhr. Yani eh. ba~langt9ta ozsel dil ic;inde bir en. bulu~an diyalog 

aracIh~yladlf ki eh. bu mekan kendini dunya haline getirir. Diyalogda eh. dunyamn, 

mekamn ic;:ina ekstatik bir bic;:imde aC;l~drr. Her zaman daha buyiik, her zaman daha 

geni~, her zaman daha geni~ sadece bi birbirine a ac;11mak anlammda degil, sa sadece 

ozsel dile ac;:Ilmak anlammda degil, ama burun tarihe ve burun tarihin boyutlanna, 

burun dunyaya eh. ac;llmak eh. anlammda. Ve nihayet ~imdi biz bir biz bir diyalog 
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oldugumuza gore diyor Holderlin, insan biryok semavi ~eyi isimlendirmi~tir. Diyalogda 

sadece diinyayt dile getirmiyoruz ve bu ~ekilde onu diinya lclmtyoruz ayru ~ekilde 

Tannlan da adlandmyoruz. Eh. diinyaYl dile getirerek ve tannlan isimlendirerek bu bu 

getirme getirmede, yani tam da bunda, diyor Heidegger eh. kelimenin geryek 

aniamryla diyalog 0 ortaya ylkmaktadlr. Sadece ama tannlan eh. dile getirebilmek ve 

onlan eh. isimlendirmek ve onlan dile getirebilmek iyin once onlar bizi bi ya eh. 

<;agnrlarsa ve onlann <;agnsl altma girersek, wenn sie selbst uns ansprechen und unter 

ihren Anspruch stellen. Eh. once onlar bize bir kelime gonderirlerse. Peki burada eh. 

Tannlann kelimeleri ne demek? <::ogu zaman Sakll olan ~eyin varhgt eh. dan 

bahsediyorsak, kendini ortaya <;lkarmak i<;in bir I~lffiaya ihtiyacl varsa, bu l~lffia an 

ancak bir Ylldmmla eh. nn eylemiyle ortaya Ylkar. Bu da heqeyi varhk gecesinde se oz 

oZgUr blraklr, serbestle~tirir. Simdi Yunanlllann deneyimine gore bu ytldmm, Zeus'un 

yani eh. en biiyiik eh. ilahm eh. ortaya <;IkI~ldlr. Oyleyse burda eh. varhgm l~lmaslyla 

beraber ilahi i~in i<;ine girer. Eh. mesele, so sonuy olarak, bir eh. ilahi yetenekten 

bahsediyoruz demektir. Ama bu ilahilik eh. eh. eh. bu i ilahtlr ki bizi eh. bize ba~ta 

soziinii eh. bizi hit eh. muhatap alIr soziiyle ve dolaYlslyla eh bize eh. kelime eh. 

araclhglyla varbgl eh. l~m eh. l~lmamrZl soyler kairotik zaman iyinde. Oyleyse dil eh. 

varhgm kurucusu ise bu dil bizim kendi iiriiniimiiz degildir. Bu ilahi bir armagandrr 

bize. Ancak bu eh.. armagan sonucunda dilimiz vardlr ve eh. diyaloga girebiliriz ve 

onun aracI1I~yla kendi diinyamrzm mekaruru olu~turabiliriz. Boylece diyalogun, vecde 

da dayah a<;Illflllnda eh. ke ger<;ekten, hakikaten kendimiz oldugumuz ortaya Ylklyor. 

Bunun bir kar~lthk oldugu goriine, dii~unulebilir. Eh. biz tamamen a<;l~. Bu a<;lllm 

i<;inde eh. ancak sahici olarak kendimiz olabiliyoruz. Bizi eh. dile ta~lyan, konu~maya 

ta~lyan. bir ilahi kelime tarafindan yagnlmr~ olarak eh. varhgm eh. l~lffiasmm eh. 

a9111ffilru tarihsel diinya olarak olu~turmamrz gerekiyor. <::unkii varhgtn kendisi eh. 
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zamarun geyi, uyuculugu iyinde buna ihtiyay var. Ondan eh. nihayet varhk kendisi eh. 

ilahi yagnmn miidahalesi sayesinde bizi eh. ke kendi servisine koymanuza yonlendirir 

ve boylece eh. kahCl olabilmek i<;in eh. dilin l~lmaSl mekanmda eh. mekaruru 

kurmarrnzt sagIar. Boylece eh. ona istedigi hizmeti vererek, ona ait hale gelebiliriz, en 

propre (French). Varhk eh. ilahi bir <;agnyla birlikte eh. onun eh. miilkiyeti, Eigentum, 

olmamIZl ister. Eh. bizim en yiiksek almyazrrruz Heidegger'e eh. Heidegger'e gore 

bizim en yiiksek ahnyazrrruzi olu~turan Da-Sein haline geliriz. Eh. ~imdi bu Gespraech 

yani dialog (English) aracth~yla, diyalog aracthgIyla olabildigine gore eh. bu <;agnYl 

diyalog araclhglyla cevaplandmTIZ. Yani eh. tam da diyalog araclllgIyladrr ki sahici 

olarak kendimizizdir. Eh. yani ~i varhk kendisi Ereignis olarak, patlayarak, yani olaYl 

miilk edinerek, bizi eh. kendisinin mun....ii hale gelir, getirir. Eh. ama aym zamanda da 

hakikaten, properment (French) kendimiz olmam1Zl sag saglar. Bu eh. mekan zamanm 

uyuculugu iyinde varolabilecegimiz yerin yerde kalmaffilZl saglar. Bu ~ekilde baktlglmz 

zaman eh. dil konusundaki ilahi eh. hed, armagan, Heidegger'in dedigi gibi eh. das 

hochste Ereignis des menschlichen Da-Seins yani eh. insani Da-Sein'm olay eh. mulk 

edinilmesinin en ust biyimidir. Bu eh. olaydrr ki insamn eh. varhgm l~lmaSlmn 

aylhffilnda kalmaslm ve aym zamanda ken geryekten, hakikaten kendisi olabilmesini 

mumkiin kIlmaktadlr. Boylece dil, insan iyin bir iyiliktir dil. Sadece antropo

enstrumental anlaffilnda degil yani ileti~im kurmak anlammda degil ama tamamen insan 

eh. farkh bir anlaYl~la, bu anlaYl~l biz ontolojik-tarihsel adlffi verebiliriz. C::ok te~ekki.ir 

ederim. 

Interpreter A: Well thank you very much to Professor Schussler and before we 

go C::ok te~ekki.irler efendim eh. Profesor Sozer'in konu~masmdan once bir be~ dakika 

ara verecegiz. Soyle bir eh. kallap, hareket edip, kendimize gelmek i<;:in. Tabii 

terciimanlanmlzm da biraz kendilerine gelmeleri gerekiyor. Eh. ama lutfen sahiden 
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be~ dakika oisun ve kusura bakmaym bundan dolay! da kahve servisi yapamayaca~. 

Bu oturumda Profesor Gnay Sozer'in sunu~nu dinleyecegiz. Bu konu~marun ba~il81 

Metafizigin S6kUmii ve Politik eh. Tarihin Aradaki. Eh. kendisini birka<; sozle size 

tanttmak istiyorum. Profesor Sozer istanbul Universitesi'nden mezun oldu eh. ve 

iiniversite sonrasl egitimini de orada tamamladl. Bundan eh. sonra eh. Koln'de, 

HusserI ar~ivinde, Profesor Ludwig Dangriebe ile <;ail~. Edmund Husserl'de '~eyin 

kendisi' konusu iizerinde 9all~tl. Eh. seksenyedide Bochum Universitesi'nde hocalIk 

yaptl, Alexander von Humboldt Vakfi'nm davetlisi olarak. Paris'te College 

International de Philosophie'de seksenyedide seminerler yaptl ve ~ esnada kendisi 

Bogazi<;i Universitesinde si eh. fe!sefe sistematigi hocasldrr. Eh. ama ben onun da 

kendi problemleri, eh. kendi eh. yay onun da kendi yaymlanyla Almanca yazdlgl i9in 

ciddi problernler ya~lyorum, bunu da hemen belirteyim. Eh. te~ekkUr ederim efendim. 

Lehre und Fiille ba~mh bir kitap var fenomenolojik semiyotik konusunda bir essay bu. 

Seksensekizde yazdl81m bir kitap eh. Almanca oldugu i9in kendim eh. size bunlan 

okuyorum two recent articles of me. One of them is Grenze Grenze und Schrank 

Bir tanesi Grenze und Schranke isirnli Hegel konusunda bir makalem. Gtekisi ise 

Hanner ve Martin Heidegger'de Zwischen ara problemi. Blirun bu kitap eh. bu da son, 

bu sene 91ktl. Evet buyrun efendim. Hannah Arendt writes in her book the Life of 

the Ha Hannah Arendt eh. Tinin Y a~amI isimli kitablllda dii~iinceyi eh. politik eh. 

filozofik faaliyet olarak kabul eh. ettigi kitabmda ~oyle yazar. Dii~unce kognitif 

olmayan ve spesiyalize olmayan anlamda insan hayatmm dogal bir ihtiyacldrr ve far 

aynmm gergekle~tirilmesi eh. sadece birka9 ki~inin degil fakat herkesin sahip oldugu 

bir yetenektir. Dii~iince ya~ama e~lik eder, maddesi alm!I1l~ OZ olarak. V e ya~ canlI 

OLllanID quintessence'i, oziidur. Du~unme olmayan bir ya~am mumkiindur fakat bu 

durumda kendi omnii gel1i~tiremez, anlamslZ olmakla kalmaz, tam olarak canil da 
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olamaz. Du~unmeyen insanlar uyurgezerlerdir. Hannah Arendt'in 9ifte bir tutumu var 

ve bu 9ifte tutum du~uncenin canh olmak ve uyamk olmakla alan i9 akrabah~m 

gosteriyor ve du~unmenin sadece fila, felsefenin bir eh. pri privileji, ay ayncahgt 

olmachgtm gosteriyor. Bu da metafizigin sokUmunde ilk: adlmdlr zira du~unceyi 

ya~amm topragtfia oturtur, hem ozel hem de politik y~amm topragtna. Bu tutumu 

eger Heidegger kabul etseydi, hi9 ~uphesiz, birka9 gekince ile ancak kabul ederdi, 

ozeIlikle de ya~am konsepti a91smdan. Gene de Arendt'in dU~Unce hakkmdaki 

du~uncesileri Heidegger'in Besinnen'in, Besinnen dedigi ni mer. TlpkI Heidegger gibi 

Hannah Arendt de du~unceyi bir anlam olu~turan faaliyet olarak tanImlar ve bilme ve 

bilin9ten aymr. Kant'tan Heidegger'e kadar olu~an genel ge eh. gelenegin dl~mda tutar. 

Ha Heidegger ~oyle yazmI~t1. Anlam aramak refleksiyonun oziidur. Bu bi1in9 olmamn, 

bilim; sahibi olmamn, bir~eyin bilincine varmamn otesinde bir~eydir. Refleksiyon 

sadece siz bilin9lisiniz diye ortaya 9Ikmaz. Refleksiyon bunun otesinde bir~eydir ve 

sorulmaya deger olana sukunetle ve denetimli bir ~ekilde teslim olmaktlr. Daha da eh. 

spesifik olarak baktlgtffilzda, sorulmaya deger olan Heidegger'e gore, varllktrr ki bu da 

Da-Sein'a a91khg1 ongorur. Eu Da-Sein'a a91khk, bir arada varoldugu i9in ancak 

mumkUndur. Burada gene hem Heidegger hem de ortak bir motife geliyoruz. Heid 

Heidego-er'de Da-Sein varhihn varolanlardan aynffil ile vardlr. Eh. Da-Sein bu 1.....<0 ,z::,A , 

'ara'dadrr ama Arendt'te aradaki yeni bir y~amla dii~iincenin aynffil igersinde, 

du~unmenin yeniden tarif edilmesini zorunlu ruar. DolaYlSlyla ben bu fe fels 

filozoflarm 'ara' ve 'aradaki' motifleri iizerinde duracagtffi. Eu motif eh. Heidegger'in 

ontolojisinden yeni sonu91ar 91kartmannza yola9abilir ve Ha Arendt'in ele~tirip daha 

fazla derinle~tirmedigi noktalan bizi gotUrebilir. Bu siire9 igerisinde ontolojinin 

sokUma gorevi bile, gorecegimiz gibi, ozel bir anlamda, dekonstruksiyonu anlamIm dl~ 

tutmayacak takat belki de onu somutlayacaktlr. Evvela Heidegger'de ontolojik aynffil 
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iizerinde duraca~m, aramn. Heidegger'in ara problemine yakla~lInmda iki anlam 

arasmda bir eh. ayrun gozetiyoruz. Biri her her eh. ikisi de Da-Sein'la ilgili fakat farkll 

problem eh. ba baglamlanna oturturuyorlar Da-Sein'l. Birinci anlamda Varhk ve 

Zaman'da Da-Sein, kaygJ. olarak aradrr. 1kinci anlamda ise ki bu daha gey yaztiannda 

kar~nruza ylkmaktadlr, varb.k ve varolanlann arasmda ara yer ab.r ve Da-Sein'm 

ontolojik vorteksini temsil eder. Birinci anlamda eh. Da-Sein'm elde bulunan eh. ve 

zamarun ardardahgl iyersinde elde bulunan ill, bulunan oldugu 01 ontolojik olgusuna 

gonderme vardtr. Yani olum ve do gum ve olum arasmda. Bunun anlamt da ara, 

araclhk, ararun araC1l1k etmesidir yani he hem ba~langJ.y hem de son arasmda ve bu 

aym zamanda ara Da-Sein'ill varh~mn iyinde de yeralrr. Eh. Da-Sein varoldugu 

muddetye uylar a aramn uylan vardrr ve aneak bu ~ekilde Da-Sein'm kaygt olarak 

varhgl mumki.indur. Bu eh. yaba eh. araYI varhkbilimselle~tirme yabaSldlr ve burada 

vurgu olgusalhk uzerindedif. 0lgusalhk, dogum ve olumu, geymi~ ve geleeek 

aylsmdan varolan anlaY1~nruZ1n yerine geyer. Dogan eh. 01 eh. olgusal Da-Sein, bu 

dogmu~ olarak vardlr ve dogduktan soma da olume dogru varhk anlamtna olmeye 

ba~lar. Her an ben olmekteyim fakat aym zamanda heniiz olmedim. Her ne kadar 

dogumuma geri done, hiybir zaman geri donemeyeceksem de. Bu kullarulan eh. 

ifadenin olgusal eh. anlarm, Hannah Arendt tarafindan Insanllk Durumu isimli 

kitabmda daha da derinlemesine ele almacaktlr. ikinci anlam ise, Heidegger'in daha 

gey yaztiannda kaqnlliza yIkar veontolojik aynmm bir ta ta~lYlelsldrr. Da-Sein aradrr. 

Kayglda oldugu gibi. Fakat burda aym zamanda varhk ve varolanlar arasmda da bir 

aradrr. Aynrrun, varolanlar ve varlIk arasmdaki aynmdrr. Ara buradaki anahtar 

sozcuktur. Heidegger ~oyle def. Ara nereden gelir? Aynmm iyine sokulmasl gereken 

ara nereden gelir? Heidegger'in bu soruya verdigi eevabl ~udur. Ara ki burada 

sozkonusu edilen ara, aynrmn kendinden gelir yani sokul eh. bir~eyi iyersine sokulan 
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~ey, lyme sokuldugu ~eyi tarumlar. Ama varhk ve varolanlar aynm nedeniyle 

goriinurler yani varhk ancak aynm iyinde varolanlarla goriinur ve varhk ve varolanlar 

ara ve aralama ile mumkiindurler. Aralama., ayrunlama., varhgrn ve varolu~un, varhgm 

varolanlara van~mm yer aldtgr aray! hem miimkiin kIlar hem de onu ayn tutar. Van~ 

ve eh. van~ terimi He Heidegger'in bir terimidir ve varhgm ve varolanlann kar~Illkh bir 

ili~ki iyersinde, hareket iyersinde olduklanru gosterir ve ontolojik aynmm sadece 

varhga d6nii~, van~ sozkonusu ise mumkiin oldugunu gosterir. Varhk bir geyi~tir ve 

geyi~in eh. yeri aradlr. Burda Almanca Unterschied sozcugu, aralama sozcugu ile dile 

getirilir. Eski kokeni Almanca Unterschied sozcugunun unter hem interden gelen 

Latince 'iyinde', hem de 'alt' anlarruru. ta~lf. Bu anlamda ara onIann dl~lll da aylran 

aymyl daha derin bir duzeyde biraraya getirir. Eh. ~i ~imdi, Da-Sein'lll ontolojik 

aynmlllda araya bakahm. The Age of the World Picture, Diinya Resrni isimli 

makalesinde Heidegger, Da-Sein'm insanm gelecegi anlamlllda yeniden tammlar ve 

burada vurguyu sahici refleksiyon giicu iizerine korar. Bu refleksiyon bizim, tevazu, 

alyakgonulluluk ve iddiallhk eh. kombinezonu dan olu~an bir gelenege kayl~lffilZl 

engeller, bunu yasaklar. Zira bu bizi ancak tarihi ana kar~l bir korluk, korluge ve 

kendimizi aldatmaya gottiriir idi. Bu anIamda refleksiyon insam gelecege ta~lr ve ara 

iyersinde yine de yabancl olarak insa kalmaktadrr. Holderlin bunu bilirdi der 

Heidegger. Bunu tekrar etmek istiyorum. Gelecegin insamm aym refleksiyon, 0 

refleksiyon gelecegin insaruru araya ta~lr. 0 araya ta~lf ki, 0 arada, ins an varhga ait 

olabilir. Yine de yine de bu yine de yok onernli ileride gorecegiz. Yine de onun 

iyersinde bir yabancl olarak kalir. Holderlin bunu biliyordu. Bu cumlede onemli alan 

ve ilginy olan Da-Sein'lll varhga olan aidiyeti ile eh. varolanlar arasllldaki yabanclla~ma 

arasmdaki kontrasttlr. Bu kontrastl eh. ise bu iser kantrastl ise Almanyada Almancada 

Doch, yet, yine de ile hemen duzeltiyor Heidegger. Heidegger hiy ~uphesiz Da-Sein'm 
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varolanlar arasmda aslmda kendisini evinde hissetmesi gerektigini zira onlann hepsinin 

v~rhga ait olduklar:ru, yine de Da-Sein'm bunu hissetmedigini zira yaguruzda insarun 

bir ozne, bir siibje oldugunu ve diinyaYl eh. bilim ve teknolojinin hegemonyasl aras 

altmda bir resme, Bilde, donii~tiirmek durumunda oidugunu soyler. 'Yine de' ifadesi, 

bize eh. ayrumn ontolojik aynm iyindeki ayru oldugunu gosterir yani arada, iyindeki 

pozisyonu ki bu da varhga aYlkhktlr. Burada yabancIllk, kendisiyle aynmdrr. Bu nokta 

Holderlin'e yapllan gonderme ile eh. pe~tirilir. Heidegger'in Holderlin hakkmdaki 

doku, bindokuzyiizotuzaltI yllmda verdigi bir derste, Holderlin'in eh. ~iirini, Hayderl 

eh. Heidegger tannlararasmda olarak tarif etmi~tir. Beda Alleman'm eh. Holderlin 

hakkmda yazdlgmI Almanca eh. orijinalinden okumak istiyorum. Kusura bakmaym 

terciimesini bulamadlm + Ara eve donti~te kendini ayar + Bunu ben yorumlayaca~m 

ve yorumladlglm zaman belki daha iyi anla~Ilacak. Holderlin'in donti~ motifi burda ele 

ahruyor. Vaterlaendische Umkehr. Anavatana donti~. Holderlin'in vatana donti~ motifi 

geri donen ki~inin ki bu onemli. Geri donen ki~inin anavatana donen ki~inin zaten 

anavatandan geldigini ongortir ve boylece bu ki~i kendisini bir arada buiur, bir ayru 

iyindeki aralanmada bulur. Heideggerian (English), Heidegger'in metafizikden 

ayrumasl ayru yizgiyi izler. Eh. zira kokene gidi~, kokenden geli~, kendi iyindeki aynm 

ile varolan bir gidi~ ve geli~tir. Kendi iyindeki aynm, eh. kendisi ile ayn olma eh. 

Hannah Arendt tarafindan ele~tirilir ve rededilir eh. Between Past and Future, Geymi~ 

ve Gelecek Arasmdaki kitabmm 6nsoztinde. Bu eh. giri~ bizim problemimiz iyin yok 

onemli bir katktdrr ve daha soma bunu eh. Tinin Y a~amI isimli, Life of the Mind isimli 

kitabma al1TI1§trr. Burada birinci klSlmda dti~tince ba~hkh, 'dti§tinme' ba~hkh klSIm 

ktslm dii~iindiiguntiz zaman neredeyiz sorusunu sorar fakat bu b61timti analiz etmeden 

once size ayru kitabm 'birin iyindeki iki' isimli klsmma dikkat yekmek istiyorum. 

Ontolojik aynmm ele~tirisi olarak. Bu sadece eh. ustii 6rttilti olarak yapllan bir 
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ele~tiridir. Bu ele~tirinin esas noktasl Hannah Arendt'in Heidego-er'in iddiasma 
.... 0 

iddiaslyla aym fikirde olmamasl yani 'biT' eh. Plato'nun eh. ongordugu biyimde 'bir' 

kavrammI Heidegger'in yorumu ile ayrn fikirde olmamasldrr. Eh. buna gore ayrub.k, 

kendi iyin varhle, kendisi ile araclhgm bir sonucu olarak ylkar. Arendt der ki, eh. 

bir~eyi kendi baglamIrufl iyersinden ylkartarak ve otekilerle olan ili~kisi arasmdan 

ylkartarak, ona sadece kendisiyle olan ili~kide baktlguruz zaman, onun ozde~ligine yani 

onun ozde~ligine baktlgrrruZ zaman eh. bu bir farkh, bir aynm bir b~kallk ortaya 

koymaz yunkU eh. geryeklikten kopar ve garip bir tekim olmama ozelligi kazarnr 

yunkU hiybir ~ey hem kendisi hem de kendisi iyin ~eyi aym anda olamaz. Ama 

Sokrates'in du~uncenin om olarak ke~fettigi 'bir iyinde iki' ve if, Plato'nun benimle 

kendim arasmdaki sessiz diyalog olarak terciime ettigi ~ey olamaz. Teorik olarak 

burada yapdan ~udur. Hannah Arendt, varhgm varolanlara geyi~ini kabul etmez. 

Heidegger oysa bunun var, miimkUn oldugunu kabul eder. Mesela Heidegger'in 

varolanlann varhgt varolanlara geyen varllktlr ~eklindeki ciimlesi evet belki yorumlu 

bir tercume fakat varolanlann varh~, bu genitif partitikustur, varolanlara geyen 

varhktlr. Bu varolanlann varhgl bu ~ekilde bence bu ciimleyi anlayabiliriz. Su anlama 

geliyor. Varhk varolanlardlr ama bu biyim varhgm varolanlar olmasl, Heidegger 

tarafindan bir datif olarak anla yorumlanmaktadrr. Kendi bir datif olarak anla 

anla~llmaktadlr. Ama Arendt iyin bu ciimlenin bir geyerligi, degeri yoktur zira 

cumlenin ilk klsrrn her ne kadar aynma, bir genitif biyiminde yer verse dahi, ikinci 

klsrrn aynm, varhgm birligi ya da aymb.gma bap k1hnmaktadrr. Ay Arendt burada 

ele~tirel olarak bunu tersine do~ donii~rtir. Evvela dii~iinme, Heidegger'e gore 

varhgm bir varhktlr, birle~tirici degildir. 'Bir'i, bu yok onemli, 'biri ikiye donii~rme' 

yaplsma sahiptir. Dii~unce biri ikiye donii~tiirme yaplsma sahiptir ve biz gortinii~lerin 

dl~ardaki birligini, Heidegger'e gore, boryluyuzdur ama bellek gortinii~lerin ch~ardaki 
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biyimi yani doksadrr. Varhktlr Heidegger'e gore ama bu ben bir ba~ka ben ancak 

ba~kalannm gozO.nde birim. Bu tersine yevirrne yok muhim yUnkU eger onu iyi 

duyabilirsek zira burada aym ya da bir artlk eh. du~unceye nin tamamen ozilnde olan 

bir~ey degildir fakat ba~ka ile olan aynm ve araclllktan kaynaklamr. Kendisiylr 

aynmdan kaynaklamr. Birden aynmdan kaynaklamr. Birdeki ikidir ve buna paralel 

olarak ara anlarrurn degi~tirir. Degi~tirmek zorundadlr. Eh. zira du~unme, bir birligi, 

bir birlik yaratma fonksiyonuna sarup degildir. Aynm burda ozgUrle~mektedir. Arendt, 

Soiaat, derki, Sokrates bir olmaktan ve bundan dolay! kendisiyle harmoni, uyum 

iyersinde olmamak riskinden sozer eder fa.lcat hiybir ~ey yUzde eh. tam anlamIyla 

idantik degildir, ozde~ degildir bir ile. A eh. bir a adlr der gibi. Bir uyum armonu 

yapabilmek i<;in he her zaman iki en az iki farklt sese ihtiyay vardrr. Aynm benim 

birliginmin i<;ine sokulmu~tur. Birligin iyine aynm sokulmu~tlr. Biitun bunun so eh. 

vardlgl netice aynm birligin kayragldrr ve ayrn da varolanlann kaynagldIr. 

Heidegger'deki anlamma gore Unterschied'deki unter yerine ara, ayrn iyindeki yanktan 

tm yolunu bulup evine donebilir? yartk ifadesi, bize dti~unme surecimiz iyersinde 

hiybir zaman biri bulamayacaglITIlZl, belki de bu bizim hedefimiz de degildir ama 

sadece ara iyersinde ya~amak suretiyle bir armoni, uyum yaratabilecegimizi mi seyler? 

Ama her~eyden once aynm benim birligimin iyine sokulacaksa bunun anlatm ararnn 

zaten birlik i<;ersinde oldugunu aynca belirtmez ve bu birlik ba~kalanrnn, yogullugun 

a<;lsmdan, Arendt'e gore dunyanm kurulu~unu ve eylem ve anlamm kaynagl olarak 

ya~amm kamu ya~atmnm kurulu~unu mu acaba olu~turur? Aradakinin zamansalhgt 

usttinde duracaglm Arendt'te ve saha sonra bir sonuca varacagIm. Zannedersem 

sorulan biittin bu sorular Hannah Arendt'teki aradaki sorusuna bizi getirir. Yukanda 

gordiigumiiz gibi aranm eh. zamansal ~artl, eh. gelenek ve gelecek arasmdaki bir 

9atl~ma olarak Heidegger tarafindan Da-Sein'm analizinde buyiik elyude 
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ongoriilmu~tur. Arendt'te ise bu artlk bir eh .. oneri degildir. Aradaki gele, ge<;mi~ ile 

ge1ecek arasmda yerahr. Arendt bunu anlatmak i<;in Kafka'nm bir la.sa oykiisunden 

ornek verir. Eh. 'a' ba~hkh bir aforizmadrr hikaye. Simdi hikayeyi anlatmak istiyorum. 

0, kendisi bu oykiiniin antagonisti. onun iki antagonisti vardir. Eh. 0, pardon, 

antagonist dedim yanlz~. a bu hikayenin kahramamdrr ve Onun iki antagonisti vardrr. 

Bunlardan birincisi Onu arkadan eh. Ona kokeninden, arkadan basla. yapar. Ot ikinci 

blok ise, Onun oniinde yeralmaktadrr. Her iki ile de sava~rr. Aslmda birincisi Onu 

ikincisiyle olan sava~mda destekler zira Onu one dogru itmek ister. Ayru ~eki1de 

ikincisi de Onu birincisiyle olan sava~mda destekler zira Onu geri <;eker ama bu sadece 

teorik olarak boyledir zira orada varolan sadece bu iki antagonist degildir. Onun 

kendisi de vardir ve Onun niyetinin ne oldugunu kim bilebilir. Ne ki onun riiyasl 

~oyledir. Bazen kendisinin beklemedi0 bir anda ki hemen itiraf edelirn eh. boyle bir 

riiya gorebilmesi i<;in bugiine kadar goriilmii~ olan biitiin gecelerden de daha karanlik 

bir geceye ihtiya<; vardir. Bu sava~ 9izzisinin dl~ma <;Ikmak ve kendi antagonistlerinin 

iizerinde, onlarm birbirleriyle sava~maSlill seyredecegi bir pozisyona geL.'1lektir. Hikaye 

bu. Hannah Arendt'e gore bu parabol, zamanla ilgili bir parabol yani ge9mi~le gelecek 

arasmdaki sava~la ilgili. Fakat eh. burada SIr slfadan bir zaman tecriibesi sozkonusu 

degil. Siklik bi<;imde yahut da ardardallk bi<;iminde, burada dii~iinen egonun zamaru 

hissedi~i, dii~iinii~ii var. Eh. hikayenin kay kahramam dii~iiniir 9iinkii dii~iinebilir ve 

dolaYlslyla kendisini goriinii~lerin dl~ma geker. Kendisini iki orada olmaYI~, 

bulunmaYl~, ge9mi~ ve gelecek lizerine konsantre olmaz fakat kendisinin ge9mi~ ve 

gelecek iizerindeki faaliyetine konsantre olur. Slfadan insan da, kendi::;ini, biyografisi 

vesaireyle ge9mi~ ve gelecek arasmda bulmaktadlr ama dii~iinen ego onun oradaki 

varhgimn farkmdadlr ve bu iki giiciin antagonist oldugunu anlar. Bunlar sadece 

kar~lthk olsalardl, birbirleriyle sava~maz1ardl. Bu sava~ Onun orada olmasmdan ottirii 
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vanllr. Sava~ sava~a kar~tdtr. Belki de sa bu zamarun kendisine kar~t bir sava~ mtdtr? 

Onun oradaki, halihaztrdaki varh~ru aytran da bu yankur. Arendt'e gore, Kafka'run 

onerdigi yoziim yani onun ruyaslrun geryekle~mesi, sav~ yizgisinin dt~ma atlamak ve 

netr bir yargty olmak ruyasl Batt fei Batl metafiziginin eski ruyasma tekabul eder. 

Zaman olmayan bir yer ve eh. mutlak sukunet iyersinde ebediyen varolmak, insanlann 

zaman ve takvimlerinin otesinde, sadece du~unce halinde varolmak. Arendt'in onerisi 

ise ~udur. 0 yani hikayenin kahramaru, kendi bulundugu yerde pekala varh~m 

surdurebilir. Zira geymi~le gelecegin bu iki gUcu 0 noktada Onun varhglmn temelinde 

ancak ortadan kalkarlar. Zira kendi varhk [cassette change] 

Interpreter A: ... olabilecekti. Kendi zaman ve mekandaki yerinde bulunup zamana 

kar~t sava~lm surdurmek zorundadlf. Olumsuzluk ve du~uncesinin sonsuzlugu ugruna. 

Kafka'run parabolundaki bu fikir aym zaman Arendt'le Heidegger arasmdaki 

mektuplarda da eh. yerini buluyof. Y etmi~altl'daki meh.'tUplannda bunu goruyoruz. 

Heidegger burada, aradakinin zamansalhglru Ingeborg Schussler'in bahsettigi ayldan 

ele ahyor yani l~m, l~lma, l~lma, Da-Sein'm l~lmaSl olarak ele ahyor ve aradakini eh. 

subje, suje ve obje arasmdaki i1i~ki olarak redediyor ve Heidegger ~eyle seyltiyor. 

Ahntl yapmak istiyorum. Insarun erleuchtet, illumine oimasI, l~m, kendi iyinde 

l~lffiasma bagl1dlf. Ba~ka bir birim tarafindan degil fakat kendisinin bizatihi l~lma 

olmasma bagh. I~lma eh. Da-Sein'm olgusal olarak var hguu zorunlu kIlar. Heidegger 

Arendt'e yazdlgt mektubunda bu konsepte gonderme yapar ve Kafka'run bu 

parabolunun kasteder. Simdi Heidegger'i kendi yeviri..'11den size okurnak istiyorum. 

Heidegger eh. der ki, I~lma eh. dan beni ilgi, l~lmada beni ilgilendiren eh. sadece 

zaman ve mekandan ozgiirle~mi~ olan degildir ama aym zamanda, bu onemli bir 

kelime, Almancasma bir dakika, dogru kelimesine bakmak istiyorum, gewaehren, 
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Gewaehrung, afforded to space and time ama bu ancak zaman mekan olarak eh. 

verilen, sunulan, gewaehrt, afforded bir ~eydir that the transposition of the 

dii~iincenin a~kmb.gmm, aradakinde yeraldIguu goruyoruz. Bu aradakinde, Arendt'e 

gore, aradaki eylemle de yani Da-Sein'm eh. faktikalite eh. olgusalhgr ona da baghdrr. 

Ama benim anlaY1~Ima gore bu yorum ve Heidegger'in l~ l~lma dedigi ~ey daha ziyade 

onun tamamlanmasl ile ilgilidir. Biz ge9mi~in ne zaman ba~ladlgnu hiy bir zaman 

bilemeyiz. Onun kokeninin ne oldugunu bilemeyiz. Ayru ~ekilde de gelecegrn ne 

zaman bitecegini bilemeyiz fakat onlarm burada bit eh. bir bir 9at yatl~ma halinde 

kar~Ila~malan bizim + eh. arada olmamIZa, orada olmamtzla miimkiindiir. Simdi 

sonuca gelmek istiyorum. Kafka'mn, A Arendt tarafmdan yapdan analizinde esas 

nokta, dii~iinme faaliyetinin, etkinliginin, zamana kar~l bir sava~, zaman iyerisinde 

zamana kar~l bir sava~ olarak anla~tlmasmda yatar. Bu ayru zamanda iiyiincii bir sava~ 

olarak da dii~iinebilir. Birinci sava~, geymi~in gelecege kar~l olan sava~l, ikincisi 

gelecegin geymi~e kar~l olan sava~ldlr. Ama bu sava~lar arasmda belli bir birlik de 

vardlr ve hiy ~iiphesiz bunlar sadece rastlann alarak orada degillerdir. Geryekten de 

biz bu sava~lan birin iyinde iki aylsmdan yarumlayabiliriz. Hem ge9mi~ hem de gelecek 

birlik a ke yoneliktirler. N e bire eri~mek isterler. Hem geymi~ hem de gelecek 

yogulluktan birlik yaratmak ister yani sava~ alarum otekisinin aleyhine a mutlak olarak 

sav~ alaruna sa egemen almak isterler. Eger bu amaca ula~amaz1arsa, birbirlerini 

tahrip edemezlerse bu onlann arasmda Onun almasma baghdrr. Ve onlann basit 

kar~lthglm Onun varhgr bir antagonizmaya yevirir. Bu birlik aru, Onun ana kar~l 

sava~ma kar~lttrr .. Onun varhgl iki olara.1(, iki alarak var olma dii~iincesinden 

kaynaklarur ve birlige kar~l alan sava~mdan kaynaklarur. Burada onun bulundugu yerin 

yifte kalifikasyonu vardlr. Hem bir sava~ alamdrr hem de dii~iinmenin halihazlrdaki 

yeridir. Nonk stans'm lokalitesidir. Zamanm yeri birliginde, ikiye ayrllir. Zaman birligi 
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hedefler ve za boylece bir aynnu beraberinde getirir. Geymi~in gelecekten aynhgt ve 

tersi. iki olma bu farka bir basit ilave to degildir. Si halihazmn buglinun geymi~ten 

olan aynrm ve ge9mi~in gelecekten olan ayruru ve bunun tersidir. Aynmm aynnudrr. 

Eger Heidegger terminolojisiyle bunu ifade etmek istersek, biraz tarkh olmak 

suretiyle, Da-Sein'm varhkla, var olunla, varolanlarm aynmmdan aynm oldugunu 

soyleyebiliriz yani varhkla varolanlann aynnundan aynmdlr Da-Sein diyebiliriz. Yani 

ara, aradaki olarak, aradaki olarak ara boylece aynrmn aynnudlr. :tlk aynm ikinci 

aynmm i9ine sokulmu~tur ve ancak oraya rut, sokulmu~ oldugundan otiirtidiir ki 

ondan ayndlf ya da ba~ka bir ifadeyle ikinci aynm varhklann var olanlarm aynmmdan 

ayrun, onlarm yoklugundan aynmdlf. Birinci aynm insanlann kendilerinden aynrm aym 

zamanda da aynm eh. aynmlafl..ll eh. varolanlann arasmdaki aynmmdan ayrurudlr. 

Ancak bu ~ekilde, aradakinde varolmak suretiyle Da-Sein varolanlara geri ve varhga 

dogru ileri birarada kalmak suretiyle varhgm yolunu ae;:ar ve varhga dogru ilerier. 

Sadece ge9rni~ ya da gelecek degil ama bugiin de bize yifte bir hayatta kalma olana~ 

tanrr sadece ge9rni~i degil aym zamanda gelecegin ge9mi~ini de eh. eger biz sanki 

ge9rni~ gelmi~ gibi yerle~tiririz. Bu gee;: gelecekten survivala gore, gelecegin ie;:inde bir 

gelecegin biz pe~inen ie;:indeyizdir. Maurice Merleau-Ponty eh. Hegel diyalektigini eh. 

sokiimiinde, Ylkmunda, eh. differance de differance, aynmm aynmmdan sozetmi~tir. 

Soyle yazar. Burada ozellikle negasyonun negasyonu iizerinde durur ve benim aym ve 

ayn olan problernine getirdigim nedir: Bu aym ba~kasmdan ba~ka alma ve aynm 

ie;:inde aynm ozde~ligidir. Bir bu Hegel anlamda bir diyalektigi acaba geryekle~tirir mi? 

ikinci olarak da bu bir kavu~ma, bir yogunluk ve bir uzaysallik temelinde mi 

gere;:ekle~ir? Heidegger ve Arendt'in ae;:lsmdan uzaysalhgm sadece zaman ie;:inde yer 

anlarmna aelebileceifuri biliriz yani varhgm zaman ufkunu iyerir ve aym zamanda da I::> _ 

aradaki arayt gosterir. Eger Merleau-Ponty'nin dii~uncesini bu yonde !amarrJayacak 
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olursak: 0 zaman aynmm ayrururun eh. degerini anlanz ve sadece Hegel diyalektigi 

a<;lsmdan degil ayru zamanda Heidegger'in ontolojik eh. ayruru aC;:Ismdan sonucunu 

kavranz. Sentezi olmayan diyalektik, Merleau-Ponty'ye gore Hegel diyalektiginin eh. 

eh. yIkmunda ve ontolojik aynmm dogru anla~Ilmasl, 'bir i<;inde iki' l~lgmda Merleau

Ponty'nin otek ba~ka dan ba~ka yahut da bir eh. mesafeden ay, kendini ka ni bir 

mesafeden aym olarak: adlandrrdl8I ~eyi 6ngoriiriirler. Aynm ba~ka olduguna gore, 

ba~ka bir ifadeyle, aym olan ayndlr ama metafizigin sokiimiinde artlk ayruyt burada bir 

acil eh. burda bir politik eh. anlanu olan bir durum olarak anlamak bir paradoks 

degildir. Yani bu durumda felsefeci, filozof ve eh. slradan insanlar eylem ihtiyacf 

i<;inde, bir du~uniilmu~ eylem ihtiyacl i<;:inde biraraya gelirler. Arendt'e gore bu tur 

durumlarda, emergency durumlarmda, du~unme Jaspers'in ifadesiyle bir Slmr i~i, bir 

slmrda eh. faaliyet olmaktan 9lkar. Jaspers'in sozleriyle: Ben burada Kendi ya~affilmm 

slmrlanm a~tlglmda ve ge<;mi~ uzerinde refleksiyon yaptl8Imda, onu yargIladlglmda ve 

bu gelecegi yargdadlglmda, du~unce, politik, marjinal bir etkinlik olmaktan <;:lkar ve bu 

tur refleksiyonlar ister istemez politik + olu~urnlara goturiirler. Bu eh. sokiim yeni, bu 

destriiksiyon yeni bir anlam kazamr, dismantling ve sokiim anlaffil kazamr. Hannah 

Arendt'ten ahntt yapmak istiyorum: Eu 'dismantling, sokiirn, ancak gelenegin eh. 

kmlmasl ve onu yenilemeyecegirniz varsaYlffil temelinde murnkiindur. Eh. sokiim 

surecinin kendisi destriiktif degildir sadece bir kaYlptan, so olgu olan bir kaYlptan 

sonu<;:lar <;lkartrr ve bu bi<;imiyle idelerin tarihinin bir par<;:asl degil politik tarihin, 

dunyaIDlzm tarihinin bir par<;:asldlr. [applause] 

Interpreter B: Te~ekkUrler. Ger<;:ekten de Profesor Sozer'e bu <;:ok ilgin<; ve <;:ok 

du~unduriicu sunu~ i<;:in te~ekki.ir ederiz. Samyorum onbe~ dakikarnIZ Ill1 var tartl~mak 

i<;:in? En a en az onbe~ dakika diyor Sayzn Sozer. Doiaytslyla tartl~mamIZa devam 

ederiz, edelim. Onbe~ yirmi dakika. Simdi dolaylS1yla eh. sOzU, soz almak isteyen var 
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rm acaba. Buyrun Profesor Barash. Her ikinize de yok ilginy konu~malanmz iyin 

te~ekkiir etmek isterim. ik her ikinize de birer tane som var, biraz kI~lGftlCl sorular 

ama sizin konu~maruz bende bunlan uyardl. ilkini Profesor Schiissler'e soracagun. 

Diyorsunuz ki Holderlin'in giizel eh. rmsralan eh. bunu yorum1aYl~lillZl yok begendim. 

Eh. yok ayru fikirdeyim ama ama Heidegger'in ileti~im kavrarmyla, ba~kalanyla eh. 

Mitsein, ba~kalanyla ileti~im eh. fikriyle yok giizel bagIadlmz. Heidegger'in an 

anlayt~tmlZa yok onemli bir katkI oldugunu dii~iiniiyorum bunu. Belki bu konuda 

birkay ~ey daha soyleyebilirsin. Tam da eh. bunun bunun bir bo~lugu, bir bo~lugu nasll 

doldurdugunu anlatabilir misiniz? Eh. Holderlin'deki bu eh. Holderlin'in bu fikrinin eh. 

ba~mda soyJediginiz gibi kendi iyine donen bir felsefe eh. oldugu izlenimi ge eh. var 

Heidegger konusunda. Bu nasIl degi~tiriyor durumu? Burada sorum biraz kI~kIrtlCl 

hale gelecek Eh. Heidegger'in eh. eh. Almanya ve Rhein dersinde, Holderin eh. den 

bir ~iir daha var. Holderlin diyor ki Maalesef Almanca c;eviremeyecetfim yani diyor 

'biz yorumlanmasl miimkiin olmayan bir sembo1iiz' diyor Holderlin. Bunu Heidegger 

konusunda kendi yorumunuz, ozellikie, Mitsein, yani ileti~im sorusuyla nasI1 

ili~kilendirirsiniz? Simdi eh. Almanca olarak Holderlin'j yeniden okudu. Eh. biz eh. 

imiz ama amlaru anlaml olmayan bir im. ~ok zor bir sorn. Eh. saruyorum ikinci ahntl 

sizin ku yaptlglruz abntl nihilizm yagmda insanm ozelligine referans yaplyor. 

Dolaytslyla evet 0 bir im. Bir muamma. Bir anlamI var. Bir~ey imIiyor ama ne 

imIedigini bilmiyor yunkU dilini yitirmi~ ya da dili yitirmi~. Ama Heidegger diyor ki, ke 

kendi ikindi en biiyiik eh. eh. ka katkIsmda ~unu soyliiyor. Ben felsefeye iki katkI 

yaptIm, Ereignis'den, Da-Sein kavrarm tarih dl~l bir kavram degildir. insaru tarih dl~l 

bir ~eki1de tarum1amaz. Yanll~ yomm, Varhk ve Zaman'a dayamr. Kendisi 9unkU bu 

kavrarmn tarihsel degerini ortaya koy koymaID1~tlr. Beitraege zug Philosophie'de ise, 

eh. Da-Sein olmak insan iyin bir ge gorevdir. Gelecekte Da-Sein olmak zorundasdadlr 
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insan diyor. Bu bir kar~lthk iyine koydugunuz iki terimin sorunudur. Bir yanda eh. 

varhga aytk olan Da-Sein ve dil, eh. dil burada varhgt sag1amla~tlflnak, 

temellendirmek, zamarun uyuculugu iyinde brr varltgt temellendirmek gereviyle kar~l 

kar~lyaydtr. Burun bu diyalog felsefesi, gelecek i9in bir projedir. Asltnda bugiin dili 

tamamen yi yitirdigimiz brr durumla kar~l kar~lyay1Z. Eh. peki ilginy. tkinci yenu 

vurguluyorsunuz yani. Profesor Sezer. Eh. Eh. A a aradaIlli.'1 eh. a aradak aradakinin 

eh. zamansll zamansal eh. boyutuyla yok ilgilendim. En. ozellikle Arendt'te yok 

vurguladIDlZ. Ozel olarak insanltk Durumunda, belli yerlerde, eh. eh. 

mekanlararasmdan sezediyor. Sizin seziinu ettiginiz parabUla ilgilendim yunkii eh. 

mekanlararasmdan insanhk Durumunda ba..~sediyor A.rendt. Eger bunun sizin 

soylediginizi dogrulaYlp dolamap dogrulamadlgmt bilmek istiyorum. Eh. onun dunya 

eh. tammt Heidegger'inkinden yok farkh yani 0 mekansal olarak eh tammhyor Raum 

terirnleriyle. Bunun sizin eh. aradakini zamansal terimlerle tarumtIIIZla baglantlsl 

konusunda ne du~unuyorsunuz? Arendt aradakinin aradaki konusunda eh. bir~eyler 

soyluyor. Eh. Almancada Dazvet~m olarak ge, Dazwischen olarak ge9iyor bu. Eh. 

insanhk Durumunda bundan eh. bahsederken iki anlam var bence. Bu parabl, bu 

masal, Kafka'nm eh. pa p parabolunu nun uyuncu bir anlam getirdigini du~unuyorum. 

Bunlan ayrrmahYlz. insanllk Durumundaki birinci anla.ra sizin eh. mekanlararasl 

dediginiz eh. alan eh. an kavram. Burada in Latince inter ve esse'den geliyor. Bu 

birinci anlamt sonra bir insani aradaki var yani insanlararasmdaki bir aradaki bu. Bu bu 

bunlar kendilerini insan i1eti~iminin, insan ili~ki1erinin agtilda ~ebekesi eh. buluyorlar. 

Bu iki aradaki arasmda bir fark var. Birincisi belir1enmi~ bir aradaki mesela ekonomik 

hayat. Faiz. AIDa ikincisi bumnuyle eh. de belirlenmemi~ ve bngortilemez biqeydir. 

insan ili~kilerinde ne olacak, onceden bunu soyleyemeyiz. Belirli bir belirsizlik hep 

kalacakttr. Arendt bu konuda yok lsrarhdlf. Bu ikinci aradakidir. Uyuncu aradaki, bu 
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zamansal aradakidir ama bence bu eh. yine Heidegger'den gelen bir ilhamdrr eh. 

analizinde aradakinin zamansal boyutunu vurguluyor. Tabii gelecekle, ge9mi~le 

gelecek arasmdaki aradaki. Bu onemli. Balan bir de ~u var. Bu onemli. Eh. bu eh. 

mekan i9indeki aradaki ancak zamansalhk dolaytslyla varolabilir. Mek, zaman i9inde 

mekan yani burda hence ilgin9. Bilmiyorum cevabl verdim mi? Eh. bence mekanla 

zaman arasmdaki bu i, bu ozel ili~ki gen;ekten c;ok aydznlatlcl diyor eh Profesor 

Barash Evet. Bence de aydmlatlcl yani mekan zamansalltktan bagnnslZ olarak e1e 

almamaz. Zamansal mekam tammlar ve yeniden tammlar. Mesele zaman i9inde bir 

mekan bulmaktrr yoksa belki de za mekarun hi9bir anlamt yoktur. Te~ekkiirler. Biz ben 

te~ekkiir ederim. Ba~ka soru var ffil acaba? Her iki sunu~la ilgili bir sorum var. 

C;ogullukla ilgili ama samyorum her iki sunu~ iki sunu~u farkh ~ekillerde 

ilgilendiriyor. Profesor Schussler'e ~u soruyu sormak istiyorum. Heidegger'in sizin 

Heidegger'i konusundaki Heideggerin diyalog kavramt konusundaki soylediklerinizin 

ben ve oteki olarak, oteki konusundaki etkisi nedir? Diyalogu ahrsak eh. bir ve grup 

i9inde diyalog alrrsanlZ bir 90gulluk i9inde du~unmek zorundasIDlZ. C;ogulluk 

duyarmyorlar. Eh. otekini, bir b~kasl, bir oteki olarak blraktr bu diyalog. Otekini bir 

mulk edinmeye girmeye, bir eh. kafasmm, zihninin a9tlmasma izin vermez. Bir 

yabanctllk i9inde blraktr yani burda bir asimetri olabilir ben ile oteki arasmda 

dolaytslyla eh. Heidegger konusunda ve eh. Heidegger a91smdan veya sizin 

Heidegger'e bakt~llllZ a91smdan 90gulluk nasll, 90gulluga nasll yakla~llabilir burda. 

Profesor Sozer'e ise ~unu 30rmak istiyorum, gene 90gulluk hakkmda sorum. Eh. haklt 

olarak farkltltk konusunda eh. farkh kavramlar geli~irdiniz ve ozellikle Unterschied, 

Almanca Unterschied anlammdaki farklilik konusunda soylediklerinizi 90k se sevdim. 

Unterschied, yukarda veya a, ustunde veya altmda olabilir. Ve eh. 90k emin olamadlm 

ondan sonra eh. bu Unterschied kavramtndan kurtulmak istediginizi soylediniz fakat 
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eh. farkhhkla eh. farkhh~ tutmak istediginizi soylediniz. Ctinkii bu haya hiyerar~ik 

olmayan bir kavram oiacakti ytinkii Almanca eh. Unterschied bir hiyerar~i 

iyermektedir. Eh. ve ozellikle de Tannyla insan arasmda. Mesela Holderlin'in ~iirinde 

eh. ortaya yIkan bir~eydir. Dolaytslyia differance (French) kavrammm Mer Merleau

Ponty'nin di:tferance'm (French) yani ay, fark, farkm farkhh~ aynmm eh. 

Unterschied gibi bir asimetp i iyerip iyermedigini eh. sadece yoksa sadece sadece iki 

kutbun birbirinden aynlmasIru mI sagIadI~, ben ve oteki arasmdaki kutbun 

birbirinden mi aynlmasIru sagladI~ dti~tinti.yorsunuz? Ben bence sorunuz ba~ka bir 

ufuk iyinden sorulmu~ durumda. Sizin utkunuz ozne felsefesi ve iki insan diyalog 

i9indeyse siz birinin ozne oldugunu dti~tintiyorsunuz. Otekinin ise bu ozne tarafmdan 

eh. kendine tabi kIlmabilecegini den korkuyorsunuz. Bu eh. oznellik utkunun iyinden 

geli~tirilmi~ bir felsefi bakI~. Heidegger ise farkh bir, ba~ka ttir bir ufuktan hareket 

ediyor. Bu ufuk varhgm kendisinin eh. eh. varhk gecesinde nihilizmde kendisine l~ltlf, 

aydmlatlf ve eh. btitiin insanlar bu eh. varhgm aydmlatIlmasma hizmet ederler. Bunlar 

bunlar eh. varlIk kar~Ismda e~ittirler. DolaylSlyla birinin otekine hakim oimasl riski 

yoktur. Hepsi ya da ikisi de hizmet etmektedirler. ikisi de eh. mtim mtimktin olan i 

ilahi olan tarafmdan ileri sti, one stirtilmti~ olan eh. ozsel kelimeyi dinlemektedirler. 

Durum, eh. burda durum yok ciddidir. Bu eh. burda eh. risk btiytikttir 9tinkii yok bir 

zorlu bir sorun vardrr. Bu ba~ka bir boyuttur ama e~itlik konusu degildir bu. ikisi 

arasmdaki ili~ki, ikis ikisinin de ortak olarak kelimeye kulak vermeleridir ve otekine 

kulak vermeleridir. Burda hakimiyet riski yoktur ytinkii ben otekini dinlemekteyim. 

Benim cevabim bu. First of aU thank you very much Oncelikle sorunuz veya 

sorularmtz iyin yok te~ek..Jrur ederim. Sadece bir soru degildi ytinkii sordugunuz. Bu 

sorular bizi belir belirli noktalara, daha daha yok geli~iri1mesi gerektigini soylemi~ 

oldugum noktalara yonlendiriyor. Bunu yapmaya yaba gosterebilirim burada, 
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deneyebilirim ama ancak bir noktaya kadar. Birlikte du~eliyiz butiin bu meseleyi. 

Eh. her ~eyden once dediniz ki Unterschied kavramma veda etmek istiyorsunuz 

dediniz bana 9iinkii Unterschied eh. ~a~da, altta olan b~eyi iyeriyor yunkii kavra.rn, 

bu kavram ve ik iki tarafi birarada tutuyor. Bence eh. bu bu kavramda normal algIlaYl~ 

bu samyorum.Unterschied kavrammda. Samyorum ki Hannah Arendt'ten ahyorum 

~imdi ve geli~tirmeye 9ah~lYOrum, eh. aradaki aradaki Almanca'daki Unterschied'in 

anlammm otesine geyiyor 9ilnkii burda vurgu farkhh~ differance'm, difference'm 

ilzerinde, birarada tutma ilzerinde degi1. Bu durumda aynm, farkhhk, radikalize 

oluyor. Oyle bir noktaya geliyor ki art1k geyerli olannyor ama yine de varh~ 

surduriiyor. Samyorum burdaki nok eh. nokta bu. Bu aym zamanda, buf bu formulil 

ilstelik metnimde kullandlm. Ne 0 ne 0 for, fikrinde de ortaya 900yor eh. Bu bir arada 

tutma eh. vurgusunu koruyor hiy olmazsa ve bu arada eh. olumsuz yan one Ylklyor. 

Difference if you think that neither nor is ne 0 ne 0 dersek, bu farkhh~ ifade 

ediyor. Ondan sonra aradaki, Arendt anlammda aradaki bu basit bir eh. kavga degildir. 

Eh. yani geymi~le gelecek arasmdaki eh. say eh. kavgadan bahsediyoruz. Eh. geymi~ 

ve gelecek i~te fark bu. Burada farkln farklndan bahsediyoruz, aynmm aynrmndan 

bahsediyoruz. Bu aynm eski, birinci aynma katillmyor sadece bu. Gnun i9in 

yerle~tiriliyor. Ben Arendt'i boyle anllYorum. Sonra bana Merleau-Ponty'nin yapltlan 

iyinde bir yogulluk, pluralite bulup bulamayacagmuZl sordunuz. Bu yok bilyilk bir 

sorun eh. bu sorun. Bunu sormadlm. Eh. tamam 0 zaman mesele yok. Ama Merleau

Ponty, 0 kitapta, GOriinebilir ve Gortinmeyen ba~h~ t~lyan kitap, bu kitabl bilen 

ba~ka, yok iyi bilen ba~ka meslekda~larumz da var burda. Samyorum Gorilnen ve 

Goriinmeyen kitabl, Merleau-Ponty'nin yok deney yaptl~ bir kitaptlf. Bu aldl~m eh. 

tesadilfen eh. buldugum bir al bolilmdilr. Orada gerc;ekten aymmm aynmmdan, 

farkhh~n farkhhgmdan sozediyor. Ne demek istiyor orda? Bunu Merleau-Ponty'nin 
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genel du~uncesi baglammda anlamak lazun. Bilmem ikinci sorunuza cevap verdim mi? 

[inaudible remarks from the floor] But I mean that ~Ierleau-Ponty has A1aalesef 

salondan konu~an konu~acl mikrofon kullanmadzgz i9in geviremiyornz. +++ Ama 

bence diyor Gnay Bey eh. bu konularda yazrm~trr Merleau-Ponty ve tabii erken ehimu 

de yapltnn yar, yapltnnn tam tamamlanmadan kalmasma yol a9mI~. Eh. Merleau

Ponty'nin bir90k deyimini eh. Derrida devrahru~trr tabii siz bu meseleyi ga benden de 

iyi biliyorsunuz. Peki son bir sorn. Ordan konu~rlarsa geviremeyiz. Lutfen uyarm. 

Mikrofona gelmeleri gerekiyor aksi takdirde Turkfeye c;evrilemeyecek. H I Eger 

yanll~ anlamadIysam Profeser Onay Sezer, aynmm ayrurumn eh. eklenmedigini i9ine 

yerle~tirildigini seyledi. Ben bunu seylemedim. ikinci fa aynm yani ayrumn aynnu 

birinci aynma eklenmiyor. Dnun i9ine yerle~tiriliyor. Ama eh. i9ine yerle~tirilen eh. bir 

aynmIn nasI! aynmlararasl aynm olmadl~ru seyliiyorsunuz. Gnu anlayamIyornm. 

Aynmm aynmIdrr dedim ben sadece. Aynm degildir demedim. Evet ama aynmIll 

aynmIdrr ama bir aynmdrr. Peki, peld. Bir soru daha alabiliriz. Eh. yok te~ekkiirler 

sunu~lanruz i9in. Ben eh. her iki profesere de bir soru sormak istiyorum. Ozellikle 

Arendt i9in bir ii9uncii boyut var. Eh. seylemin bir ii9iincii boyutu var. Eh. hikaye 

anlatlclyle eh. hikaye anlatlclyla eh. dinleyen arasmda devam ediyor bu boyut. Eger bu 

eh. tarih i9in ko~ulsa, her iki profesere de ~unu sormak istiyorum. Eh. akteriin, ak, 

oyuncunun kimligiyle, aktoriin kimligiyle eh. ve teklige ili~kisi Sozer'in yugzdugu 

[slight laugh], Sezer, Profesor Sozer'in kullandl~ anlamda eh. aktoriin kimligi ve 

bunun eh. teklikle ya da birlikle eh. ili~kisi. Be1ki daha sonra bu soruyu Profesor 

Barash'a soracagtm. Belki kimlikle hatlrlama ya da anma arasmdaki ili~ki bakImmdan. 

In so much as I understand the question Soruyu anlayabildigim kadanyla Sanem 

y azIClOglU a~a~daki noktalan vurgulamaya 9ah~lYor. Bunlar tabii sorgulanabilir 

~eyler. Eger eh. hikaye anlatmaYl eh. konu ahrsak 0 zaman bunlar tartl~ma konusu 
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olabilir. Hannah Arendt'te bu 90k temel bir temadrr. Bir hikaye birisine anlatma 

anlatilmaktadir tabii ki biriki biri tarafindan. Ondan onra eger sorunuzu dogru 

anladlYsam, Sa Sanem Hantm ~unu soruyor. Eger eh. bir hikaye anlatlml oluyorsa 0 

zaman bu bu durum bu durum bu hik eh. bu hikayenin hakkmda anl, hikaye anlatllan 

ki~inin kimligiyle nasil ili~kildir? Bunu mu soruyorsunuz? Burdan sorulursa maalesej 

geviremeyiz [knocks on the booth's window] I mean that ~unu demek istedim. i 

benimle eh. ben benimle kendim ikinci olarak se benimle siz eh. ve ii9iincu olarak eh. 

hikaye anIatlcl, oteki ve oteki arasmdaki diyalog. Bu u9 iiy tane diyalog var bence. 

Peki siz bunlar arasmdaki ili~kilerin ne oldugunu mu soruyorsunuz? Ben ~unu 

soruyorum. Eger eger bu ii9iinii diyalog yam hikaye anlatlclyla eh. bunu dinleyen 

arasmdaki diyalog eh. tarihin ko~ulu bu, eger bu tarihin ko~uluysa eh. aktoriin kimligi 

hakkmda ne diyebiliriz? <;iinkU bu kimlik eh kendini eh. ben ile siz araruzda, Arendt'te 

ben ile siz arasmdaki diyalogda ortaya koyuyor ve onun si sizin kullandlgmtz anlamda 

birlikle, teklikle ili~kisi ne? Belki kts ktsa bir cevap verebilirim. Eh. anlayabildigim 

kadanyla soruyu. Bir iki ki~i hakkmda eh .. hikayeler vardrr diyelim, hayatl hakkmda. 

Burada burada bir birlik Vardlf. Bir hayat hikayesi konusunda insanlann anlatt1~ 

konusunda bir birlik Vardlf. Bu bir birlik ya da teklik am gibi gOriilebilir. [slight laugh] 

Sorunuzdaki iiginy yan biz ~udur ya anlatlcl gelir hikayeyi anlatrr. Bu sadece bir 

hikayedir miimkUn olan hikayeler arasmda ama esas olarak tek bir hikaye degildir 

9unkii birine anlatllmaktadrr ve her zaman bu anlatllan ki~inin varlt~ eh. halde varhgl 

sozkonusudur. 0 zaman bu durumla eh. Hannah Arendt'ffi be benim kendime dedigi 

durum arasmda bir paralel yizebilirsiniz, gekebilirsiniz. Sorunuz miikkemel. Ben ~imdi 

anIadlm sorunuzu. Heidegger'i izleyecek olursak demisti ki, kimlik terimi veya 

kavrarru ba~tan a~agl yeniden yorumlanmak zorundadrr. Das selbst eh. ke, ozde~lik, 

kendisi. Kendi kendi olmak. Bu yeniden ba~tan a~~ yorumlanmahdlf. Ve bu eh. 
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Varhk: ve Zaman'dan kti9uk bir aImtl yapnu~t1ID. Burda eh. arkada~m sesi eh. benim 

kendimi, ke kendim olmanu saghyor. Dolaytslyla farkhhk: eh. yani insamn kendi 

olabilmesinde bu buron fark! bu yaratlyor. Ve bu durumda size sundugum ~ey ortaya 

900yor. On eh. sadece eh. vee vecd halindeki a9ilim eh. kendi olmaya saghyor ya da 

ekstatik a9ilim. Ereignis, bu olay miilklenilmesi, olay olmak, sadece bu eh. durumda 

sahici bi9imde, otantik olarak kendisi oluyor. Sadece bu yoldan kendisi olabiliyor. (ok 

te~ekktirler. Biraz daha zamamnuz olsaydl son soylediginizin we'll discuss it some 

other time. Yes, yes, sure, there is Derrida'yla bir ili~kisi var nu diye sormak 

isterdim. (ok bUyiik bir akrabah~ var elbette. [cassette change] eh ben ben bunu 

boyle goruyorum. Belki ba~ka1an ba~ka tiirlu goriiyordur ama eh. otekinin imlemesi 

eh. Levinas'da omr dilerim Derrida degilmi~ Levinas. Levinas'daki bu otekinin 

imlenmesi eh. eh. var Heidegger'de varhgm oteki gibi du~uniilmesinden kaynaklarur. 

Eh. bir bak!ma antropolojik bir yeniden yorumlamadrr. Heidegger'in temel 

du~iincesinin antropolojik bir yeniden yorumlanmasldlf. Levinas'i boyle goriiyorum. 

Oturumu her~eyden once iki konu~maclnuza te~ekkiir ederek ardmdan da eh. katklda 

bulunmu~ ve dinlenmi~ alan insanlara te~ekkiir ederek bi kapataYIm. Yarm iki tane 

oturumumuz daha var. Sabah sabah oturumunda Profesor Profesor Courtine-Denamy 

Hannah Arendt bi Etki Altmda Bir Kadm eh.. Heidegger ve Arendt'in felsefelerinde 

eh. ~efkat ve diinya kavramlan. ikincisi Arldreas Grossman .eh. nin eh. eh. sunu~u, 
.. 

Anlamak istiyorum Hannah Arendt'in eh. po politik yo yorumbilgisi ve sonra, og1eden 

sonra da bir tar panel tartl~masL Ho~c;:akahn. 

Interpreter B: .•. eh. eylem ic;:in bir alan ac;:abildigi olC;:iidedir. Bunun bu ise Arendt'in 

gOziinde eh. pol. eh. po politik faaliyet par ekselanstlr. Eylemin c;:unkii eylem eh. 

insarun eh. hayatla ili~kili gereklilek ler ve arac;:salhgtn tahditlerinden kurtulmu~ bir 
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biyimde ilk: deta Kendi benzersizligini, biricikligini ortaya koyabildigi faaliyettir. Sadece 

eh. emek ve i~ten farkll olarak sadece eylemde ozgurliikle ili~kileniriz. insan 

yogullugunun eh. temel eh. geryegiyle bagIantlli olarak eh. eh. eylemin yeri msam 

arada.lllik kiliktir. Profesor Sozer eh. bu yok onemli aymmdan bahsetmi~tir. Annah 

Harendt'in de olan bu aynmdan bahsetmi~tir 9iinki.i eh. eylem siireyleri eh. hiybir 

kavranabilir sonuylara ve nihai ilriinlere sahip deaildir ve hicbir zaman ongoriilemez 
~ . ~ 

bir sona ve eh. hiy bir amaca sahip eh. hiy bir zaman ongoriilemez sonuylan ve amaca, 

kesinlikle izlenebilir bir amaca sahip degildir. Eh. eylem eh. eh. a .-\rendt iyin eh. 

diinyevi veya slradan sureyleri otomatik siireyleri eh. beklenmedik \'e diizensiz bir 

~ekilde keser. Boylece eh. oZgiirliik alaru eh. emek ve 6zgzlrlz"igz"i11 dedi konu§macl eh. 

ait oldugu gereklilik alanmdan kesin olarak ayndlr. The ontology insanllk 

Durumu'nun ontolojisi ~imdiye Kadar ozetledigim kadanyla eh. a Arendt'in kamu ve 

ozel arasmda eylem ve emek, i~ arasmda, oZgiirliik ve gereklilik arasmda ve ozel 

olarak eh. eh. eylemin eh. mucize tipi bir taaIiyet olarak eh. eh. biiyiikliik ve 

sonsuzlukla kavramsal1a~tmlilll~ eh. imgesi konusunda belirli itirazlara aYlktlr. Bana 

benim kulaklanma tuhaf geliyor dogrusu bu en azmdan ama arkada~l eh. ~air Herman 

Brock'un bir defasmda Arendt'e yazdlgl pek itiraz edilemeyecek gibi goriinmektedir. 

Bir insarun dii~iincesi bu Kadar kesinlikli aylk ve diiriistse seninki gibi 0 zaman eh. her 

zaman kontrol edilmemi~ romen romantik ko~eleri vardlr bunun. Almanca s6yli(vor 

~imdi aynz §eyi kOllU§macz. E Eger bu eger farkh faaliyetlerin, ozgiirliigun ve 

gereklilikligin farkll alanlan olarak goriiliirse, insanhk Durumunda ortaya koyan 

analizler pek anlam goster eh. ifade etmez hatta en iyisinden eski moda gibi 

gOriinebilir. Arendt'in bu eh. eh. keskin aynmlanrun aslmda eh. yok ilgilenmi~ oldugu 

kamu alarum aydlnlatmaktan ziyade karanhga si.iriiklemedigini sorup sormak sormak 

bile mumki.in. Ben bu eh. yaygm ele~tiri a eh. yolu yolunu izlemek yerille bir altematif 
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okuma onerecegim. Eh. burada alternatif yol bizi Martin Heidegger'e Arendt'in eski 

hocasma gotiiriiyor. Eh. Heidegger'in eh. Arendt'in ontolojisinin ye~itli boyutlannda 

eh. ortaya ylkan ve Jacques Taminiaux ve Dana Villa gibi eh. ara~tlrmacI1ar tarafindan 

derinlemesine ara~tlTIIID1~ olan Heideg eh. mirasl eh. eh. m ele almayaca~m. Benim 

soylemek istedigim eh. metodolojik bir dtizeyde Heidegger'in for formale Anzeyge 

dedigi eh. biyimsel i~aret etme eh. arka plaru. Heidegger'e gore eh. Heidegger'in erken 

eh. yorumbilgisine dayanan fenomenolojisi iyin bu terim yok eh. onemli bir rol 

oynuyor. Eh. burada Theodore Kiesel bunun yok tizerinde durmu~tur. Heidegger'in 

yapltlmn eh. ruhu ve kalbi der bunun iyin. Simdi biyimsel eh. i~aret etme kavramma 

gore eh. felsefenin teme1 kavramlan i~aret edici bir karaktere sahiptirler yani felsefi 

kavram.lar eh. olgusal varolu~un sahiciligi iyinde oldugu ~eye sadece i~aret eh. 

edebilirler. Eh. sa sanki yani olma yoniine bir i~aret ederler ama eh. iyerik anlamm 

tamamlanmasma veya aktiializayonuru eh. brraktrlar buna kar~lhk her bir Da-Sein'm 

anlamasma anla~tlmasma i~aret ederler Heidegger'e gore. DolaYlslyla Da-Sein'm 

vazgeyilmez gorevi em. olamn en. aktiializasyonda ak-rualizasyonunda 

somutla~tlTIlmaSldlr. Eh. dolaYlslyla en. felsefenin eh. formel biyimsel i~aret edilmesi 

genel eh. sabitle~tirilrni~ bir onenne degildir. Heidegger tam tersine en. belirsizden 

ba~layarak bir ~ekilde anla~lhr bir iyerige i~aret edildigini soylemektedir. Heidegger 

kendisi eh. biyimsel i~aret etmeyle en. bagIl olarak politikaya ili~kin ne soylemek 

istedigini aylkya ortaya koymaffil~tlr. Bunu daha yok dil ve teoloji aylsmdan alffil~tlr. 

Daha sonra Hannah Arendt'e soyledigi gibi kendini eh. politika alanmda ne deneyimli 

ne de yetenekli gordiigunii soylerni~tir. Bu "Yladam Courtine-Denamy bu nok mektuba 

deginrni~tir, daha degindi, daha evvel. Bindokuzytizelli yllmda yaZ1lffil~ bu mektup. Eh. 

Arendt'in politik eh. yorumbilgisinin biyimsel i~aret eh. etmesi, i~aret etme kavraffil 

dolaYlslyla yok radikal olarak eh. donii~mii~ bir baglamla ili~kilidir. Heidegger 
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muhtemelen bununla ayru fikirde olmayacaktl. Bu bagIarrun donu~mesi eh. 

yeryevesinde Arendt'in temel kavrarru bence eh. herhangi bir insan faaliyetinde iykin 

olan eh. momentlere veya olanaklan i~aret eder eh. ama buna kar~llik eh. aynlrru~ 

alanlar, biiyiiyen aynlrru~ farkh alanlanndaki farkh faaliyetlere i~aret etmez. Eh. sonu9 

olarak Arendt eh. bunlara ideal tip olarak da referans yaprru~tlr. Ayru zamanda ~u 

yonde eh. yok onemli ciimleleri de vardlr. Eh. ozgiirliik momenti biitiin insan 

faaliyetlerine i9kindir ve eh. eylemin bir unsuru biitiin insan faaliyetlerinde eh. 

mevcuttur. Bir eylem unsurunun ayru zamanda emege ait oldugunu eh. belli ki 

anlayarnarru~tlr arna eh. Heidegger'in soyledigi gibi biyimsel bir i~aret etme eh. etme 

eh. sabit sabitle~tirilrni~ bir onermeyle ayru ~ey olmadlgma gore eh. Arendt'in metinleri, 

herhangi bir metin gibi son kelimeler olarak almmamahdlr. Eh. onun daha ziyade ~oyle 

dii~iiniilrnelidir. Onun dii~iincesi anlama eh. yabaSI olarak eh. herkesin politik 

yargI1arna ve anlarnasma bir yagn olarak goriilmek gOriilmelidir. Em. insani ili~kiler 

alarunda ve eylernde onemli olarun ne oldugunu anlamaya bir yagn. Hannah A.rendt 

muhternelen eh. sadece bu iygoriiye if eh. deginmek istiyordu samyorum. Eh. eh. kendi 

onerrnelerinin eh. kesin eh. yozlimler ortaya ylkaramayacagml sadece eylernin dogas! 

ve irnkanlan hakkmda dii~iinmernize bizi cesaretlendirmek istedigini ve boylece politik 

politikarun zarnamrruza donernirnize ve deneyirnimize uygun bir felsefesini, birgiin bizi 

gotiirebilecek bir dii~iince oldugunu vurguluyordu. Te~ekki.ir ederirn. Simdi onbe~ 

dakikahk bir tartl~rnarruz var yiinkii eh. onikide yemege gitmerniz gerekiyor. 

DolaYlslyla sam eh. tartl~maya aylyorurn. 

Interpreter A: I thank you very much. <;ok te~ekki.ir ederirn efendim. Ha her her iki 

konu~macl da son derce ilginy iki teblig sundular. Size hr soru yoneitecegim. Hannah 

Arendt'in Kant'la olan ili~kisi konusunda ~oyle dediniz. Hannah Arendt yargl teorisini 

Kant'tan devralrru~tl. Kant'm Uyiincii Kritiginden yargl ele~tirisinden devralml~t1. 
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Acaba bu konuda biraz daha, bu konuya biraz daha berrakhk getirebilir misiniz? Ne 

tiir bir eh. yargldlr bu? Etik yargI ITli, teleolojik yargI ITli, estetik yargI ITli pardon yoksa 

teleolojik yargI ITli? Hangisidir Hannah Arendt'in devraldIgt bu veyahut da ii<;iincii bir 

ihtimal de tabii daha genel bir yargI rrn? Birinci eh. sorum bu. ikinciye de eh. size yo 

yoneltecegim. Sunu tam a<;lk olarak anIayamadun acaba Hannah Arendt sizce anlam 

terimi ile yargIlama terimini nasI! bir araya getiriyordu <;iinkii gelenege bakacak 

olursak anlama bamba~ka bir~eydir. YargIlamadan farkhdrr. Benim size soraca~m iki 

sual bunlar please afedersiniz bir~ey daha var bu da acaba which concerns the 

individual situation ili~ki var ITli? Aristoteles'in Froyensesiyle bir ili~ki var ITli? Y oksa 

yok mu? Te~ekki.irler. In the text urn. Aristotle, indeed the reference by Arendt to 

Kant is Te~ekki.ir ederim efendim. Simdi eh. Arendt'in Kant'a gonderdigin eh. bence 

esas olarak estetik yargl yani ~unu mu dediniz. Arendt estetik yargmm eh. ikinci amm 

devraldl. Evet. Yani estetik yargIYJ analiz ettiginizde dort an vardlr. Dort moment 

vard!r ve ikincisi bunlann Kant'la beraber soyliiyorum: Schon ist das was ohne Begriff 

allgemein gefaellt. Bu mu? Kavram olmadan herkesin ho~na giden ~ey gUzeldir. Bu 

mu Arendt aldl? Evet. Ilgi insanlann bir ilgi veyahut da <;lkar gozetmeksizin 

ho~lanmasl bunu alITli~, bunu kastediyor. Ama bu ikincisi, birincisi yani eh. i~te bu. 

<";lkarslz, ilgilenmeksizin eh ho~una gitmek ama ben sizin burada ne kastettiginizi tam 

olarak anlaffilyorum. Ama siz bir ahnt! yaptllliz. Kendi metninize, ikinciden ahntl, 

ikinci momentten bir almtl yaptmlz. Y argdamak, bir~eyi, b~ka biqey hakkInda bir~eyi 

eh. ger<;ek1e~tirmek, anlamaktlr yani kural o1madan, ohne Regel, bunu yapmaktrr. Bu 

zaten yargImn eh. dogasl degil mi efendim? but only aesthetical judgement yani 

estetik yargl ITli Sirf burda kastettigin. Estetik yargt eh. Kant'ta reflektif yargtmn bir 

par<;asl. T abi oyle 0 zaman yani bu konuyu biraz a<;:m istiyorum ben <;unkii 

anlamryorum. Mesela bir ornek verin. brnek verin. Har Hannah Arendt bunu Kant'la 
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bunu tartl~lrken estetik baglammda tartl~rruyor yani estetik varhklar lizerine bir yargt 

olarak ele almIyor. Bunu ba~ka bir baglama aktanyor yani diyor ki Arendt biz her 

ba~ka ki~inin yerine adma dii~unmeliyiz ve genelleyi olu~tu elde etmeliyiz. Bunu ahyor 

Kant'tan ama oteki sorunuza ~imdi gelmek istiyorum. ilginy olan Arendt'in yok kIsa 0 

olarak Aristoteles'in eh. Froneysis kavrarruna gonderme yapmasl ve zannedersem bu 

onun teorisine yok daha iyi uymakta. Evlemi eh. temel bir eh. nitelik olarak elecek 

ahrsarnz ve genellik hatta evrensellik aylsmdan bakmak onun kendi konsepsiyonuna da 

bence tam uymaz. DolaYlslyla ben kendim de bu konuda tam iy huzuruna sahip 

degilim. Yani Kant'l uyarhyor, oyle mi? Ahyor, kendine ozgU bir ~ekiIde, kendi 

dii~uncesine onu bir tiir adapte ediyor, uyarhyor, oyle mi? Evet. Any other question? 

Ba~ka eh. soru var rru efendim. Thank you for both uh. talks yok te~ekkiirler 

efendim. Son derece zengin iyerikli iki konu~ma dinledik. Evvela ben bir soru 

yoneltmek istiyorum eh. Madam Courtine-Denamy'ye. Zannedersem bu deney 

konsepti yok onernli Hannah Arendt'te. Eh. bu deneyim konseptinin aylklanmasl 

gerekiyor ve ba~ka deneyim konseptleriyle kar~l kan~tmlmamasl gerekiyor. Ozellikle 

Arendt'in bu deneyim konseptine gonderme yaptlgl baglam iyersinde ele aImmasl 

gerekiyor. Acaba bu konuda biraz daha aylklama getirir misiniz? Deneyim Hannah 

Arendt'te neyi simgelemektedir ve ne olc;iide dii~unmeden aynlamaz. Size sorum bu. 

Andreas Grossman'a sorumu yoneltmek istiyorum. Bence Andreas Grossman'm 

burada yaptl~ son derece oZgUn zira biz esasmda Hannah Arendt'in du~unce!erini 

~oyle yorumlamaya ah~lg1Zdlf. Kendi teorik aIl~kanllklanrruza gore bir ontoloji idesi 

du~uncesine ili~kilendirerek yorumlanz ama Andreas Grossman bize ~oyle bir oneri 

getirdi. Hannah Arendt'in felsefesini okurken forme! endikasyon konseptine gore bunu 

yapmahYlz. Bu konsept biliyorsunuz Husserl'den bize gelmi~tir ve Husser! bu tur bir 

yakla~lmm ipuylanru birinci dii~iincesin aydealannda zaten vermi~tir. Heidegger de 
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bunu devralrru~ ve kullaruru~tlr. ~imdi bence kiiyuk bir soruncuk var baglamda yani 

Grossman bu konsepti bir baglam iyerisinde ele ahyor. Grosmann konu~maslmn 

ba~lasmda ba~mda ~unu sdyluyor. iki farkh anlama problemi vardlr. Birisi eylemin bir 

paryaSl olarak dteki problems must not be iki yG.zii olarak. Oburu ise yorum bilgi 

aylsmdan yani bu ikisini birbiriyle kar~Ila~ kan~trrIl kan~tm1mamasl gerekir der ama 

formel endikasyon konsepti bence burada bize yardImcl olacaktlr ozellikle yorumbilgi 

aYlsmdan. Politik olam yorumbilgi aylSlndan ele almada yardImcl olacaktlr ama birinci 

eh. soruya bakacak probleme bakacak olursak buna gore anlama eylemin oteki yfrzU 

olarak yoru tarif edilir. Bunun pek yok nedeni vardrr. Bunlardan bir tanesini 

hatlrhyorum. Schroder eh. bir kere btitun eh. seyir seyircilerin aym zamanda oyuncu 

aktor oldugunu soylemi~ti. Bununla da ~unu kastetmi~ti. Bilim adamI ve filozofu 

kasetmi~ti. Bilimadaml ve 00 filozof kendini sadece seyirci samrlar fakat onlar ashnda 

pekala sahnenin tizerindedirler. ~imdi benim de Hannah Arendt'e yonelttigim ele~tiri 

bu olacak. Bu anlaYl~ kendisinde eksik. Siz bu noktaYl yok gtizel bir ~ekilde izah 

ettiniz. Eh. daha ne dersiniz? Te~ekkiir ederim. Eh. deneyimle ilgili olarak sorunuza 

cevap verecegim to my kendi anladlgtm ~ekilde bunu eh. size izah etmek istyorum. 

Bence deneyim, olay uzerinde, olan biten tizerinde dti~unme yetenegidir yani teorik 

olarak sovut kalmamlz aerektiaini eh. sovlemi<:ti. Christina Schties ile de demin 
.I ;::) l::) J "'f 

konu~tuk. Bunu eh. ye~itli interviewlaPillda da soylemi~. Mesela 

bindokuzyiizotuzUyteki bir takIm dti~untir1erin bir takun olagandl~l teorik eh. 

soyutlamalar yani fanteziler geli~tirmi~ olduklanm soylemi~ ve bunu bUilun tizerinde 

duruyor. Totaliterizmin kokenleri tizerinde yazarken tiy meselenin kendisine yol 

gosterdigini soyliiyor ve bunlan teker teker ele ahp cevapverlamaya yah~lyor ve olan 

biteni anlama i<;in onun ba~vurdugu yol bu. Ama tabii bunu btitun onun eh. eserinin 

btitiin her tarafinda bu ~ekilde goremezsiniz. Mesela altl kitabml mesela eh. Musevilik 
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Yahudilik rneselesi usrunde Judaizm meselesi iizerinde yazrru~tl. insanhk Dururnu, 

T otalitarinizm ama ins an olmak gUnumuzde modem <;agda ne demektir, deneyimin eh. 

rolu nedir vesaire gibi. Yani eh. bizirn ya~amumzm zemini eh. onu besleyen toprak 

olarak bunu ele alnu~tl. Hannah Arendt eh. daima eylemlerimizi yo yonlendiren ilkenin 

pe~inde, onu anyor. Eger sizi dogru anladlrnsa burda bir gonl~ bildirdiniz. Bir sorudan 

daha ziyade. ikisini de yaptlrn aslmda. Hem soru hem gonl~ ama cevaplandmrsarnz 

sevinirim. Heidegger'in formel endikasyonuna yaptl~ gonderme ger<;ekten de 

Arendt'in teorik <;ah~masma da l~lk tutuyordu yani Kendi eserini politik olan uzerindeki 

Kendi eserini de bize izah ediyordu. Herme eh. yorumbilginin iki boyutu vardlr. Birisi 

eylemin eh. yorurnbilgisi yani herbir aktonln i<;i i<;inde yeraldlgl eylem ha eylemi 

anlamasL btekisi ise fe du~ununln filozof olamn boyutu yani Arendt'in dedigi gibi 

eh .. biz aktif oldugumuz zaman eylem i<;erisinde oldugumuz zaman ne yaplYoruz bunun 

farkmda olmanuz gerekir. Ben esas olarak bu ikinci nokta uzerinde durmu~ idirn. 

Te~ekkiir ederim. I would like to thank the speakers and Ben de konu~macllara ve 

dinleyenlere te~ekkiir ediyorum. Simdi ogle araSl verecegiz. Eh. ogleden sonraki panel 

tartl~manuz saat tam ikide ba~layacak. T e~ekkUr ederim. Bu ogleden sonraki son 

oturumumuz olan panel tartl~masml a<;maktan onur duyuyorum. ilkin som Profesor 

Fatrna Gul Berktay'a vermek istiyorum. Eh. politikbilimci. Ankara Universitesi Siyasal 

Bilimler F akiiltesi mezunu. Eh. York Universitesi'nde Kadm incelemeleri alarnnda da 

ara~tlrmalar yapnu~ ve derece alnu~tlr. Hakeza istanbul Dniversitesi Siyasal Bilimler 

FakUltesinde Siyasal Du~unce Tarihi, Modem Siyasal ideolojiler ve Feminist Teori 

dersleri vermektedir. Esas olara..1c utopyacl oge, koktenci demokrasi ve modern ile 

postmodern cinsiyet teorileri uzerinde yogunla~ffil~tlr. Eh. yaYlnlan, Kadm ve Din: 

Kar~lla~tlrmah Bir inceleme, E~itlik veya Denklik, islam islami Cinsiyet Kavramlan ve 

bteki Tarafindan Bakmak, Kulturel Gorececilik Bir (lla~ Yolu mu? Simdi som 
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Profesor Berktay'a blraiGyorum. Te~ekkiir ederim efendim. Kay dakikam var? Evvela 

onu bir ogreneyim + Tekrar te~ekkiir ederim. Eh. bizim toplantullizm da gordiigu gibi 

tarih bir eh. tarukhk. yapar. Ha Hannah Arendt'in ve Heidegger'in dii~iincelerinde 

rededemeyecegimiz baglanttlar vardlr. Dii~iince eh. tarihi, biiyiik dii~iiniirler arasmda 

biiyiik bir sohbet, bir muhaveredir diye dii~iinecek olursak bu da yok yarultlCl olmasa 

gerekir. Hem felsefe filozofinn filozofun dii~iincesi hem de ona verilen cevaplar 

aylsmdan baktl8tmtzda bence Saym Barash'm ~u yargtsma hepimiz kattlmz. Hannah 

Arendt'in sadece bir ogrencisi olduguna Heidegger'in dii~iinmek bence Heid Hannah 

Arendt'in eserinin orijinalligini insarun SITtISI SrrtIru donmesi demektir ki bu bence 

dogru degildir. Eh. kar~lhkh olarak entelektUel bir etkile~im olduklan aYIktIf. Ayru 

zamanda Hannah Arendt'in politikaYI ani am, 6zde~lik, kimlik, sorumluluk ve deger 

gibi kavramlann merkezi onem kazandlklan tartI~malar aylsmdan Hannah Arendt 

bence yok biiyiik ve onemli, degerli bir kaynaktIf. Hannah Arendt'in yah~maSl insan 

yogullugunu ciddiye almak isteyen kamu ya~amIru sadece bir seyim vesilesi olarak 

degil ama ayru zamanda farklI insaniann diinyaYI ortak bir alana donii~tiirmek, ortak 

bir alan iGlmak yabalan iyin de bir vesile olarak goren insanlar iyin degerlidir. Boylece 

insan ya~arrnrun 0 en yiiksek ve aYlrdedici ozellikleri yerine getirilmi~ olur. Bir politik 

bilimci olarak ben esas olarak iitopya unsuru ile ilgiliyim. Politik teori ve pratiginde ve 

bu sorulara verilecek olan cevaplar olumlu cevaplar beni geryekten yok 

heyecanlandmyof. Eh. yogulluk, komiinikasyon, ileti~im ve diyalog, dogumluluk ve 

ozgtirliik Butun bu kavramlar zaten eh. konu~maciiar tarafindan etraili bir ~ekilde dile 
~ . 

getirildi. Arendt'in politik alaru geryekten de bir iitopya alarudlr zira heqeyden once 

onu belirleyen ozellik ~iddetin yoldugudur. Pek yok yaza...rm da deginmi§ oldugu gibi 

Hannah Arendt butun kariyeri boyunca politik eylemi ~iddetten aylrma iyin yaba 

gostermi~tir ve bu da gene omegin Kalhu'nun da gosterdigi gibi Klauselis ve 
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Kissinger'den daha bilge idi. Arendt ~iddetin politikamn ba~ka vasltlarla siirdiirtilmesi 

degil yokmesidir dedigi iyin. Peb Arendt'in kamusal politik alarum bunca heyecan 

verici lalan ba~ka ogeler hangileridir? Hannah Arendt politikaYl ad adalet yargt 

ili~kileri aylsmdan gormedigi iyin bu alaru iktidar muktedir klIma ve muktedir klima 

aylsmdan gordiigu iyin radikal bir farklIhk sergiler Heidegger' den. Ozellikle 

Heidegger'le Arendt arasmda tlpkl Barash Profesor Barash'm da degindigi gibi radikal 

bir farkhbk vardlr. Heidegger eh. kamu alarum insamn Kendi sonlu varb~m unutma 

yoniinde sahici olmayan bir yaba olarak yorumlar. Buna kar~ilik fundamental ontoloji 

ayl yeryevesi aylsmdan buna kar~1l1k Hannah Arendt iyin kamu alaru gortiniir olarun 

alarudlr ve bu sa geryek sahici kamusal alaru olu~turur. Hannah Arendt iyin politik 

olarak insanlar e~siz olduklanndan dolaYl diinyaYl yeniden yaratlrlar ve bu e~sizligi 

siirdiirdiikleri oranda insanllk durumu iyinde yogul olam uretirler. Hannah Arendt 

politik alaru esas olarak bir far aynm alaru olarak gortir. Biz ortak eh. ya~aIIll hem ozel 

hem de kamusal ogeler olarak ya~anz ve ken birbirimizle olan ili~kimizde onlara yer 

veririz ve komiinaliteyi tam da bu nedenle yani eh. aynIIl1 uretme ve aynma ozen 

gosterme suretiyle gergekle~tiririz. Biz hangi biz hiybir ~eyden yokluktan varolur ve 

yokluga hiybir yere gideriz ve birarada oldugumuz siire iyersinde rastlantlsal olarak bir 

arada oldugumuz siirece birbirimizle ili~ki iyerisindeyizdir. Eh. bu eh. yerytiztinde 

ya~ayanlar eh. insanlardrr ve bu yerytiztiniin, bu diinyarun yasasl yogulluktur. Ben 

dogrusu bu sozti yok seviyorum. <;ogulluk diinyanm yasasldlf. Aktor, oyuncu mudur, 

seyir gozlemci midir, seyirci rnidir, spektator miidiir insan! <;ogulluk i~e olarun olaru 

var blar ve diinyanm yasasl yogulluk olduguna gore ve biz siirekli olarak bir gozlemci, 

bir seyirciyi oynadl~a gore Profesor Grosmann'm bu sabah belirttigi politik 

eylemin olu~masma yol ac;:anz ama dil geryekten de insanhk iyin butlin insanlar iyin 

dun Profesor Schiissier'in dedigi gibi burda anahtar rol oynar. Hannah Arendt bize 
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dunyamn insani olmadlgmI, Sirf insanlar tarafindan yapIldl diye illaki insani 

oimayacagim veyahut da insan sesleri iyinde yeraldl~ iyin insani olmadlguu ancak ve' 

ancak bir soylem nesnesi olarak insanile~ecegini soyler. Dunyada olan her~ey bizi 

derinden etkileyebilir. U Uyarabilir, yoneltebilir. Bizim iyin ancak 0 oranda yani biz 

onlan ba~ka insanlarla tartl~abildigimiz olyiide insarJa~lflar, bizim olurlar. Demek k:i 

bu dunyada olan biten ve bizim i<;imizde olan biten her~ey onlar hakkmda 

konu§tugumuz oranda, bu konu~ma siireci i<;ersinde bizi insan kIlarlar. Biz 0 ~ekilde 

insan olmaYl ogreniriz. Isaac Dinasson'dan naklen heqey eh. dogabilir eger bir ~ey 

hikayeye onu yerle~tirebilirseniz derni~tir. Bu da bana Habermas'm soyiem ve soylemin 

bir komiinikatif eylem olarak rolii hakkmda soylediklerini hatlrlattl. Arendt'in 

yakla§lffil ve Arendt'in vita kontem komplantiva ile vita aktiva arasmdaki ayruru 

insamn eylem yapan bir insan olan olarak politik e fiili olu~turmasma gohi.riir yani bu 

da gene plu yogulluk iyersinde miimkiindiir. Profesor Barash'm yaptl~ almtlYa gore 

Arendt dogumluluk, natalite ile eylem arasmda bir iysel bag, akrabaltk goriir. Politik 

eylem eh. poli eh. eh. miikemmel bir eylem olduguna gore eh. politik eylem burada 

metafizik du~unceden aynlrr. Burda aynml gOriiyoruz Heidegger'le Arendt arasmda. 

Ama ben konu~maml bu noktada bitirmek istemiyorum eh. bir uzla~ma ile daha ziyade 

bitirmeyi tercih ediyorum. Ozgiirliik eh. kavraYl~l konsepti bence burda tam yerinde. 

OZgiirluk yahut da rasyonalite yahut ussalltk hepimizin de bildigi gibi Batl 

du~iincesinin ve politik geleneginin birincil ilkeleridir. Ozgiirlugiin aran ozgiirlugu 

arayl~ eh. modern bir yaba olarak go bilinmekle birlikte yok uzun Kadim Yunan'dan bu 

yana gelen suregelen bir geyrni~e sahiptir. Batl politik dii~iincesinde eh. libertenin 

ozgiirlugunun iki farkll anlaffil vardlr. Biri pozitif oteki ise negatif ozgilrliik liberte. 

Negatif oZgiirluk liberte genel olarak bireylerin kurallanru ve onun beden ve akluu 

iyerir ve beden birey ki~isel miilkli ve yevresi ilzerinde tasarruf edebilmelidir yani ill<; 
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kimse bu a SI alamrun Slmnm geyemez. Onun miilkii olan Slllin geyemez. Buna 

mukabil pozitif eh. olumluluk ise bir slmrlama veyahut da miidahaleyi one C;lkartmaz. 

Pozitif anlamada ozgtir olmak ancak insarun kendisine yonelik kendi iradesini 

gerc;ekle~tirebilme yetenegisidir. Isiah Berlin mesela pozitif ozgtirltigu insamn kendisi 

tizerinde egemen olmasma bagltyor. Bu bir bu tiir egemenlik bu fur ha sahip olabilme, 

insamn kendi tutkulanru denetleyerek kendisini gerc;ekle~tirmesini mtimkiin blar ama 

eh. negatif ozgtirliikC;iiler de bu fur bir egemenlikten sozederler. Demek ki eh. negatif 

eh. oZgiirliikyiiler aylsmdan birey su bir suvereniteyi uygular. Oysa pozitif 

ozgiirliikc;iiler aylsmdan bu kolektifin ozgtirliikyii tutumu ile kaindir ama her iki taraf 

da ozgiirliigu hedefler. Bence burada bir tehlike var. Bu da bu sahip olma, efendi, 

egemen olmamn sonsuza kadar uygulanmasl tehlikesidir. Dogal yevrede baktlgtmIzda 

insanltk giiciinti gittikye eh. yerytiziiniin topraklanna, suI anna, havasma SlmrSlZ bir 

~ekilde uygulama ve geni~letme egilimi iyindedir. Kendi bedeni de buna dahildir. Bu 

yevrenin bu ~ekiide tar.np oimasl da dogrudan dogruya ozgiirliigu ilgilendiren bir sual 

ortaya 91byor zira insamn egemenIigi ile bir sorun te~ki1 ediyor. Demek ki ozgiirliigii 

biz dogrudan dogruya denetim veyahut da egemen olma ile e~it ktlamaytz ve bu bize 

Martin Heidegger'in oZgiirliik kavraYl~ma gOfurmektedir. Martin Heidegger modern 

teknolojinin tahripkar etkisi tizennde durmu~ ve ozgtirliik kavrayl~lru hem pozitif hem 

de negatif eh. liberte 6zgiirliik kavraYI~lanna ters onIara ZIt olarak geli~tirmi~tir. 

Profesor Schiies de nitekim bunun uzerinde durdu. Heidegger iye eh. in ozgtirltik bir 

denetim biC;imi degildir fakat kendi haline blrakmadlr. bZgiirliik insa..'1lartn ve ~eylerin 

kendi kendilerini geli~tirmelerini, kendi birey tekilliklerini, e~sizliklerini ya~amalanru 

miimki.in blar. Heidegger'e gore ozgtirliik, denetimden, kontrolden ziyade bir fur 

gdzetim kavramt ile guardianship ile izah edilebilir. Bildigim kadarlyia Heidegger bu fe 

fe OZ oZgiirliigun bu feisefeyle anIa~l1manm politik eh. sonuylanna deginmemi~ti ama 
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Hannah Arendt Heidegger'in konulanm poli OZgiirliigun politik anlamnu bu egemen 

olma a<;lsmdan ele alml~ ve geleneksel Batl liberte, ozgiirliik nosyonlan, kavramlan ile 

bir arada ele~tirmi~tir. Egemenlik degildir eh. OZgiirliik. Ne negatif oZgiirliikyiilerin 

iddia ettigi gibi insanm kendi iizerindeki denetimini ne de insamn kendi tutkulaTllll 

pozitif liberten eh. oZgiirliikyillerin dedigi gibi denetleyen bir~ey degildir. Arendt'e 

gore tam tersine oZgiirliik bir bireysel ya da kolektif ba~ansl degildir iradenin. Bu bir 

kamusal olaydlr ve bireyin ve kolektifin de denetiminin dl~mda bir~eydir. Arendt i<;in 

oZgiirliik esas olarak politik alandaki aytk1tklarda olu~ur. insanIann biraraya gelip yeni 

ili~kiler kurdugu yerlerde. Bu yaratlcl interaksiyon, ili~ki hem istikrarslzdlr, stabil 

degildir hem de onceden soylenemez. Bu sabah iistiinde du konu~mu~ oldugumuz gibi. 

insanlar ra gore ozgiirliik hem sonuylar hem de ili~kilerde hem de eylemde ortaya 

Ylkar. Eylem iyerisinde oZgiirliik sayesinde yeni ve onceden bilinemeyen, 

soylenemeyen gergekle~ebilir. Politik ozel oZgiirliik Heidegger'in felsefi oZgiirliik 

anlaYl~mm politik alana terciime edilmesidir. Hannah Arendt'in eh. eh. gorii~iine gore 

oZgiirliik, politik oZgiirliik fundamental olarak temel olarak, alaruna bir res publika 

gibi ozen gostermesi [cassette change] kontrol kurmaya indirgemek dogru degildir. 

Ozgiirliik beklenilmeyenin olu~maslm miimkiin kllar ve gelecegi kendi haline blrakmak 

ve boylece potansiyel olarak yenilikleri miimkiin kllmaktrr. i~te iitopya ele unsuru 

bence Arendt'in dii~iincesinde tarn da bu. Daha dogrusu hem Heidegger'in hem de 

Arendt'in dii~iincesindeki utopya unsuru bence bu. Ben eh. burada Phillip Hansen'in 

yarglsilli ve eh. sozlerini size tekrar etmek istiyorum. Hansen ~oyle soyliiyor. Hannah 

Arendt, Kant, Marx, Nietzsche, Heidegger ve Jaspers'den eh. etkilendigi hal de onlarm 

hiybirinin ogrencisi olmaITIl~tlf. Hannah Arendt onlann ~all~malanndaki 91kmazlan, 

dilemalan ele ahr ve onlan yeni bir l~Ik altmda inceler. Bu anlamda Hansen'in dedigine 

gore Arendt'in kullandlgI metaforlar Alman sosyal eh. teoristi Ban Walter Benjamin'i 
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tarif etmekte kullandl~ sozler Arendt'in kendisini de tarif eder. 0 da bir inci aVClSl 

sozciigudiir yani derinlere dalar ve 0 ana kadar karanhlcta, kuytuda kalm1~, gizli kalmI~ 

miicevherleri yiizeye ylkartrr ve boylece zengin ve garip olam yiizeye ylkanr. Bu 

sayede bizirn an1aY1~lffilZ1 da geni~letir. T e~ekki.ir ederim. 

Interpreter B: I would Simdi eh. ~oyle devam edelim. Once eh. her bir eh. 

katilimcmm eh. yuvarlak masaya katlhp soru sormas1ll1, gorii~ belirtmesini saglayahm. 

Bunun ardmdan hepinize soz verebiliriz. Soma ikinci konu~maclya geyebiliriz. Simdi 

Profesor Sozer'e veriyorum sow. <;ok sempatik bir sergi sergileme yapt1ll1z. <;ok 

te~ekkiir ederim. Benim iyin yok aylk oldu aynca. Bence ~imdiye hadar hiybirimizin de 

deginmemi~ oldugu oZgiirliik sorunu yok onemli bir sorun ve Heidegger'de de bu 

boyle. GUnther Fiegel yok yazdI bu sorun Qzerine. tki yazar arasmda bir kar~lla~tlfffia 

yok saghkh olurdu metinlerini kavramamIZ balrnnmdan. Bu belki gelecek.1:e yapllabilir. 

Bu bana iyi bir fikir vermi~ oldu ama bir soru sormam miimh.iinse eger, Saym Barash 

bir soru sorabilir miyim? Eh. benim bu sergilemede, Berktay'in sergilemesinde eh. 

anlayamadIglm bir~ey var. Gelenek ile ozgurluk arasmdaki ili~ki. Bu bUyiik bir sorun 

olabilir. Bu soruyu sorma ciiretini gosteriyorum 9unkU eh. Arendt gelenekle epeyce 

ugra~lYor. DolaYlslyla belki eh. gelecek turda bize belki bir~ey soyleyebilirsiniz bu 

konuda. <;ok ho~ bir sunu~tu. <;ok te~ek.1Qjr ederim. bzellikle daha onceki sunu~larda 

da deginilen ama derinlemesine giri1meyen bw kavramlara degindiniz. Eh. Profesor 

Sozer'in soyledigini soyleyecektim ama soylemeyecegim tabii. Biraz oZgiirluk 

kavranuru tartl~maffilZ gerekiyor yiinkU konferans1ffilZffi konusu politika olduguna 

gore burda eh. oZgiirliik yok temel biT yere tutuyor. Burada gordugum diger sorun ve 

tartl~mak istedigim diger sonu sorun eh. ff diinya kavrarnlcn. Eh. Arendt'te eh. ye~itli 

kavramlar var, hayat diinyasl, politik dunya vesaire. Heidegger'de de en. farkh di.i.nya 

kavramlan var. Genellikle eh. Da-Sein'la ilgili olarak eh. dunyadan sozediyor. 
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Dunyada olmak yani. Ayru zamanda du~meyle ilgili olarak diinyadan bahsediyor. 

DolaYlslyla dunya kavramt, ozellikle politik dunya, eh. kavramlan bunlann birbirine 

kar~lt. Bunlan eh. acaba oZgiirluk kavramtyla nasll btitUnle~dik? Aynca in insan 

dun dtinya ins dtinya insanlar tarafindan yaplldt diye ilIa insanidir demek mtimkiin degil 

konusundaki almtlll1Z beni <;ok ilgilendirdi. Belki bu biraz daha tartl~abilecegimiz bir 

kavralll1 gtin gtindeme getiriyor. Eh. i 12m vermek thank you for your 

communication kendi haline brrakmak.. Eh. Heid ben Heideggerci degilim. 

Dolaytstyla ozgtirluk eh. eh. den sozetmeyecegim. Ben sadece eh. yazardan yaptlg1lll1Z 

son alInttYl vurgulamak istiyorum. Hannah Arendt'in kimsenin ogrencisi olmadlgtru 

soyleyen almtlruz. Benim ilk sunu~umun ilk ba~h~ Etki eh. Altmda Bir Kadmdl. Bu 

Cassavetes'in eh. bir eh. ovgtiydti, saygl gostermi~tim ama tabii sinema kongresi degil 

burasl. Tabii buttin sorun Cassavetes'i kastediyor konu~acl eh. Amehkalz sinemaCI 

biraz once Jeffrey Barash'la konu~uyorduk. Eh. eh. bir eh. ki~inin kendi ustasma kar~l 

yaz du~unmesi, bir ogrenci olmaslru ortadan kaldmr mt? Heidegger tizerine bu sabahm 

sunu~u i<;in biraz <;ah~tlktan soma bence ~u sonuca vanyorum ben. <;ok tepkili bir 

ogrenci olmasa bile, Heidegger'in bir ogrencisi olmasa bile dti~tincesi yok ona tepkiyle 

~artlanmt~ durumda. <;ok te~ekk:Urler sunu~unuz i<;in. Ben de Hannah Arendt'in eh. 

yalruz bir du~unur oldugunu, geleneklerin hepsinden slynlrru~ oldugunu soylemek 

biraz belirsiz. Bence daha dogrusu yok gelenegin yok farklt damarlarmt biraraya 

getirdigini soylemek mtimkiin. Tabii sadece Heidegger degil ama Heidegger'in onun 

tistiinde <;ok bUyiik bir etkisi oldugunu soylemek mumkUn. An ayru zamanda 

Montesqieu, Tockville, Marx bu degi~ik insanlar ba~kalannm da soziinti edebiliriz 

etkide bulunmu~ Heid Arendt iizerinde. Ozgtirliik sorununa geri donur donersek evet 

bence eh. Heidegger'in ozgiirliik fikrini kendi halinde brrakmak olarak ve Hannah 

Arendt'in ozgiirlugtinu eh. sadece insanltk Durumunda oldugu gibi de gil eh. Ge<;mi~le 
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Gelecek Arasmdaki baZJ. makalelerde de Arendt kamu alanma eh. siyasi alana 

deginmekte. Burada bunlara bunlan ele ah~l insanlIk Durumundan bile daha derin bir 

ele ah~. Mesela kiilrurle politika arasmdaki ili~ki ve aynca Karl Schmidt gibi ve onun 

eh. eh. egemenlik kavramI gibi noktalara da bagIaruyor Hannah Arendt'in du~uncesi. 

Yani bence eh. politikaya sadece iitopik bir yak:la~lm degil burda sozkonusu olano 

Daha ziyade bizim politik hayatm temel unsurlarma clikkat dikkatimizi yeken bir 

yakla~lm. Sadece du~unur Hannah Arendt'in fantezisinin bir iiriinleri degil bunlar. 

Bunlan yeniden ke~fetmemiz gerekiyor. C;ok te~ekkiirler yok giizel bir sunu~tu. Bir 

soru sormak istiyorum. Arendt'in di eh. i~aret ettigi gibi kamu alaru eh. toplumsal alan 

tarafindan zaten eh. eh. yekilip ahnmI~, kendi iyine ahnmI~tlf. 0 zaman 6zgtirliik 

hakkmda ne diyebiliriz? OZgtirluk e~it ve benzersiz ya da biricik varWdar arasmda bir 

ili~ki midir? Bu mumkiin miidiir hal a? Sosyal alanda eh. 6zgiirce hareket etmek ve eh. 

konu~mak mumkiin mudiir oZgiirluk yeryevesinde. Sorunum sizinkiyle ilgili ve 

Christina Schues'un sordugu soruyla ilgili. Eh. eh. 6zgtirliik yok onemli tabii ama ayru 

zamanda Arendt'in dii~uncesinin iitopik oldugunu soylemenizie de yok ilgilendim. 

Burada bir eh. somutla~tlrma iyi olurdu. Eh. eh. Arendt'in dii~tincesinin iitopik 

oldugunu soyleyen diger ki~i Habermas'tl. 0 a~lk9a onun eh. antik Yunan'dan geldigini 

soyluyordu bu utopya kavrarmrun. Eh. 6te yandan eh. bik bir bakIma da Arendt'ten 

eh. daha fazla anti-utopik olan ~ok az dti~unur vardlr <;tinkil eh. anti PIa Platoniktir 

yani anti anti Cumhuriyet Plat Platon Cumhuriyeti. DolaYlslyla eh. ~ogulluk eh. ii 

geleneksel anlamda titopyayl oianakslZ kIhyor. DolaYlslyla iki tane eh. yo rum olanagt 

var. Bir tanesi Hab Habermas, Arendt'ffi titopyaslill 0 ~ekilde ili~kilendirir. Eh. 6teki de 

eh. Platon'a kar~l oldugum i9in du~tincesinin anti-iitopik oldugunu soyleyebilir. Eh. en 

aZJ.ndan U tit utopyayl ge eh. PIa eh. Platon'un Cumhuriyeti tiiriinden geleneksel bir 

bivimde alabilir miyiz? Bu eh. olaslhklar yelpazesinde sizin konumunuz nedir? 
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Interpreter A: Okay because I think this is Unutmadan once ~unu soyiemek 

istiyorum zira eh. oteki sonllanruza tamamen katiliyorum. Bu ya~am eh. dun diinya ve 

politik diinya kavramlan bizi sosyal ve ekonomik alana ve ozel alana ve eh. kamusal 

ve politik alana, bunlann birbirinden aynlmasma gotiirtiyor. Ben bunlara konu~mamda 

deginmemi~tim ama tabii ki ben de bu konuda son derece ele~tirel bir bakI§ sahibiyirn. 

Butun du§uncelerimi Hannah Arendt konusunda tabii ki burada dile getiremedim. Bu 

ba§ka bir§ey ama bu utopya unsuru ben yok gU<;:lu olarak du~undugum bir§ey. Zira 

konvansiyonel anlamda utopyaYl tabii ki kastetmiyorum ama Hannah i\rendt'in koli 

politik alanla ilgi1i burun anlaY1§lan, konsepsiyonlan ki tabii dogru bu bir ~ekilde 

Habermas'la da baglantllidrr, utopikti, utopyacldrr eh. zira mesela pratikte bunu hiybir 

~ekilde goreymi gormuyoruz yani ~iddetin olmadlgl bir alan. Bu zaten ba~h ba~ma 

kendi i<;:inde bence bir utopyadrr. <;ogulluk ve Hannah Arendt'in aynrru kavraYl~l, 

Profesor Sozer bunu dun yok giize1 temellendirdi. Ustunde duramadlID ama anllyorum 

yani aynm yogulluk, ~iddetin olmamasl ve ve du§gUcu, katlhm, entiiisyon. i~te butiin 

bunlan getirir Hannah Arendt politik alana ve butun bunlann mucadeleye deger 

olduklanru soyler. Benim soyleyecegim bundan ibaret. Bu giizel kat1amzda Hannah 

Arendt'i eh. du~iincesinin ana ilkelerini yok gUzel anlattilliz, karakterize ettiniz. 

Musaadenizle ben yok kIsa olarak Heidegger konusunda ve eh. onu ve politik du~iince 

uzerinde durmak istiyorum. Normal olarak ~u soylenir. Politika ve digerinden devalue 

edilerek Da-Sein'm sahici varolu~una dahil edilir. Eh. kamu Offentlichkeit bu sahici 

olmayan Da-Sein ile ozde~le~irilir. Zannedersem bu yargr yok genel bir yargr. 

Heidegger politikaYl, politik boyutu Offentlichkeit kamu ile 6zde~le~tirmez zira 

Heidegger sizin ya sahici bir bi<;:imde ba~kaslyla beraber oldugunuzu veyahut da sahici 

olmayan bir ~ekilde ba~kaslyla beraber oldugunuzu soyler. Bunun arasma bir aynm 

kor ve her ikisinin de mumkiin oldugunu bunun bir aylk alanda mumkUn oldugunu 
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soyler. Varhk ve Zaman'da da Heidegger eh. politik olamn sahici varhgmdan sozeder. 

Bir eh. ae;lk alanda, mekanda, Heidegger'in ikinci buytik eh. kitabmda eserinde Of the 

Event isimli eserinde Heidegger aym ~ekilde devletin temellerini de karakterize eder. 

Bu onun ge gee; d6nem eserleri.nde onemli bir temadlf. DolaYlSlyla burada uc; temel 

figiiIii goIiiyoruz. Devletin kurulu~unda rol alan. Birincisi ozandrr, poet, Homeros 

gibi. Onlann i~levi eh. esa insan toplulugu ic;in temel bir dil uretmektir ama bu «ok 

karma~lk ve 90k zordur ozanlarm yaratffil~ oldugu bic;imde. DolaYlslyla bir «evirrnene 

ihtiyac; vardlr ve bunun «evirmeni de, birinci «evirmenleri de filozoflardlr. Onlardan 

soma politik insanlar gelirler, filozofdan soma. Bence Heidegger eh. rektorluk 

gorevinden aynldtktan soma eh. dogrudan dogruya Hoiderlin'le ilgi1i yaptl~ 

9all~malarda da halk, deviet gibi kavramlar uzerinde derinlemesine durmu~tur ve bence 

biraz daha sablrh davranmaruz lazlm Heidegger'i degerlendirirken onun politik boyut 

konusundaki tutumunu degerlendirirken. Te~ekki.irler Fatma GUI guzel konu~man i9in. 

Benim «ok basit bir sualim olacak. Dtopya unsuru konusunda Profesor Barash'm da 

dedigi gibi. Siz de benim gibi politik ideolojiler dersi veriyorsunuz. Eh. bir konservatif 

utopyacl ffil yoksa radikal utopyacl nn Hannah Arendt buna gore? Aynffil kavraY1~l 

a91smdan bence radikal utopyacl. Aynm ve 90gulluk, modern pa kamu alarurun, 

postmodern eh. tabii demek icab ederse kamu alamnm en onemli sorunlan. Bence 

bugiin biz artlk ayrunla bir ~eki1de ba~a 91kmahylZ. Onunla ba ban~mal1ylZ ve aynm 

araclhglyia kavramaYl ogrenmeliyiz. Ama bunun i9Lll arae;lar yok elimizde dolaYlslyla 

burada herhangi bir yerde analitik ara91ar arama hakkrna sahibiz ve bu araylan, anaiitik 

araylan her yerde bulabilecegimiz gibi, ozellikle Arendt'te daha 90k bulabiliriz. Ben bir 

felsefeci degilim, Heidegger uzmaru da degilim. DolaYlslyla ben bu konuda fazla biqey 

soyleyecek durumda degilim. Hakllslmz ama benim ilgi1endigim ~. Demokratik, 

c;ogulcu bir kamu alam nasll yaratillf? Tabii ki bu benim kendi kayg~ ozenimle ilgili 
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yani ya~adl~m iilkede bu problemin gen;ekten onemli oldugu oimasl ile ilgili. Ben bir 

hem politik eh. bilimciyim hem politik aktivistim dolaYlslyla ilgileniyorum. 

Bilemiyorum dogru mu ama ~unu soylemek istiyorum. Arendt radikal mi yoksa 

muhafazakar bir iitopyaci mt? Tabii bu kavramlan nastl anladI~ITIlZa biraz da bagll 

bunun cevabl. Eger biz konservatif muhafazakan, sagcl, sag kanattan biri olarak 

anlarsak tabii dediginiz dogru ama pekala muhafazakarh~ ~oyle de anlayabiliriz. 

Mesela gey . Gelecekle Geymi~ Arasmdaki kitapta buldugumuz ~ekliyle de bir 

muhafazakarhk olabilir. Otorite, egitim konusunda yazdtklan Hannah Arendt'in 

geymi~i anlamamtZ laznndrr ki gelecegi anlayabilelim demesi yani bir anlamda 

gelenekselin efen Ii sahip olmamtz, ona hakim oimamtZ laznn demesi ve ayru ~ekilde 

egitim konusunda da yeniyi mua yocuklanmtz iyin muhafaza etmeliyiz demesi, 

konserve etmeliyiz demesi dolaYlslyla egitimin konservatif oimasl gerekir bu anlamda 

yani yeniyi muhafaza etmesi, yeniyi conserve etmesi, yeni ku~aklarm yaratttklarml 

konserv etmesi ayIsmdan bu boyle oimahdir dedigi zaman burda bence <;:ok onemli bir 

nokta ortaya <;:IktyOr. Gelecegi, demokrasi yoniinde tamamtyle radikalize etmeye 

<;:abalarken ge<;:mi~i de anlamah ve ge<;:mi~i de ya~amah ve ondan soma ne 

yapabilecegimizi dii~iinmeliyiz derken muhafazakardlr. Acaba ~unu da sorabilir miyiz? 

Radikal mi konservatif bir iitopyacl mt? Ashnda kendisi zaten ben hi<;:bir yere uymam 

derdi ve herhangi bir ~ekilde etiketleri, etiketle arulmaYl redederdi. Bu konuda soz 

almak isteyen var mt? Siz mi? Buyrun. b bZgiirliik eh. tarurmru Hannah Arendt'in 

burda bize aktardrmz ve eger dogru hatlrhyorsam ~unu dediniz. bzgiirliik, 

beklenmeyenin dogmasma izin vermektir oZgiirliik ve bunu Heidegger'e bagladlruz. 

Dogru mu? Evet Yani Heidegger'de 6zgiirhik kavramtrun olmaya brrakma oldugunu, 

6zgiir blrakma oldugunu soylediniz. Ama bu sadece Heidgger'le kurulacak bir bag 

degil ayru zamanda Bakhunin'le de bu bagr kurabiliriz [ slight laugh] Bakhunin'in 
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Hegel'in diyalektigini ele~tirisinde bunu goriiyoruz. Hegel de devTimin mumkiin 

olmadlglru soyler zira her ~ey zaten ba~tan Zlffillen mutlaga gonderilmi~ir ve eh. eh. ve 

ozde~lik araclh~yla geri gelir ve boylece bu dongiinun kmlmasl gerekif. Yani bir 

negatif kategorisi olu~turmak gerekir der Bakhunin. Bunu duydugum zaman bu bence 

yok ilginy bir sentez. Heidegger, Heidegger'le Bakhunin'in bir sentezi bu dogru mu? 

Evet, yok ilginc; bu soylediginiz. Ben de dogrusu bir Hannah Arendt'in iitopyacl olarak 

yorumlanmasmda bir problem goriiyorum. Bence Hannah Aret bir siruasvonalist 

du~urdu ve duruma gore siruasyona, politik siruasyona duruma gore du~unurdii. Bu 

aC;ldan bak:tl~ruz zaman bir ta iitopiler gormezsiniz ama du~giicu ki zaten bundan 

sozettiniz du~gUcu politik ya~amm bir pan;asldrr, olmak da zorundadlf. Dii~gUcu 

yeterli degildir bence Hannah Arendt'i anla sa bir iitopyaci iitopyacl dii~iinur olarak 

nitelemek ic;in. Bu noktada benim problemlerim var. Benim ic;in Hannah ;'\rendt esas 

olarak bir siruasyonalist dii~uncedif. Bundan sonra eh. Schiies'iin soylediklerine de 

klsaca deginecegim evet duruma gore, siruasyona gore muhafazakar olabiliyor Hannah 

Arendt. Bunu biliyoruz ama Hannah Arendt bence gelenegin arttk varolmadl~m, 

gelenegin klnldlglru goren c;ok ender du~uniirlerden biridir ve bence bu yok onemli. 

Bu da bize bir kere daha ~unu gosteriyor. Gen;ekten de duruma gore du~iinmektedir 

Hannah Arendt. Evet eh. yok te~ekkiirler. Bu konuda eh. panelistlerden ba~ka sual 

gelmedigine gore sizlerden rica etsem eh. belki yiiriiyen mikrofonu dol~t1fmakta yarar 

var. 

Interpreter B: Cok ilginy 9unkii benim eh. ortaya atacagun sOfUpJar tam da Profesor 

Berktay tarfindan ortaya atlldl. Eh. Berktay'm soyledigi ~eyleri biraz daha ileriye itmek 

istiyorum. Eger bu konferans eh. klsmen Heidegger, metafizik ve politikayla ilgili ise 

eh. Heidegger'in ve Arendt'in eh. oZgiirliik kavramlanndan sozediyorsak bir a~amada 

~unu ele almak zorundaylZ. Eh. Heidegger eh. ozgiirluk kaVramllli bir a~amadan soma 
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terk etti. Ozellikle Shelling konferanslanndan soma Heidegger eh. oZgiirliik 

kavrannmn a ayakta kalabilir bir ~ey olmadlgrru art1k dii~iiniiyor. Eger bir diyalog 

olu~turacaksak ya da Heidegger'le eh. politik alan arasmda bir ili~ki kuracaksak 0 

zaman bu soruyu giindeme getirmek zorundaYlz. Ben klsaca eh. bir~eyler soylemek 

istiyorum eh. ve soma soru soracagrm. Bu konuya deginen birisi Jean Luc Nancy'dir. 

Experience de la Liberte yani Ozgiirlilk Deneyimi kitabmda Nancy'nin yaptlgl ~u. Esas 

olarak eh. Heidegger'in erken yapltmdaki ozgiirliik kavramtn1 ~oyle yorumlar. 

OZgiirliik belki burda okuyorum. Maalesef Frans1Zca yok elimde. Belki varh varhgm 

kendisinden ne daha az ne de daha yok bir~eyi gosterir. Varolu~ kendinden kopanlmt~ 

varhgm ekstazl eh. run eh. vokabiilerinden daha ba~ka bir~ey degildir yani sonsuz e 

ebedi eh. ozsUzliik eh. sonluluk haline gelir. Bu Nancy'nin 6zgiirlilgun ne anlama 

geldigini Heidegger'e gore yorumlamasIdlf. Benim soylemek istedigim, Nancy'nin 

soyledigine bagh olarak eh. Heidegger'in terkettigi liberal 6zgiirlilk kavramt ya da 

liberalizm degildir yani ayru zamanda metafizik kavramdlr yani metafizik ozgiirliik 

kavrann Kant'tan gelir. Esas olarak son tahlilde Kant'ta anla~tlamaz. Heidegger'in 

Shelling konferanslannda soyledigi bun kimsenin bunun otesine gegemeyecektir yani 

6zgilrliigun anla~llamazhgldlr. Heideger'den bir almtl yapacagrm ~imdi. Heidegger ayru 

zaman da ~u bunu terketmek zorunda. Simdi Shelling konferanslanndan bir dipnotunu 

aktanyorum. OZgiirliik metafizik ayldan kendisi ile slllirh eh. eh. kendiligindenlik, 

geryek metafizigin merkezine girdigimiz girdigi zaman neden Ursache ve kendiligi 

arasmdaki ili~kiyi belirler yani 6znelligi. Yani sonuy olarak 6zgiirlilk eh. kayIrulmaz 

oiarak kendini aldatmaktlr yani kendi kendine eh. neden eh. alan hareket olarak 

kendini anlamak bir ya yarulmadlr. Eh. esas olarak varlLk eh. varltkl1ktan ve oznellikten 

daha teme1dir. Heidegger burda ashnda ~unu soyliiyor. Eger metafizik oZgiirliik ken 

insarun kendisinin bir neden oimaSI anlamma geliyorsa, Kant'tan gelen buysa 0 zaman 
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bu ge~itli konu~macllann boyle ~eyler soyledigini duyuyomm geryi aralannda farklar 

var. Bu eh. politik ozgiirliigun temeli olarak allfllrsa yani insanlar eh. tek tek ve 

kolektif olarak kendi nedenieri olabilirler. Kendi kendilerine neden olabilirler. 0 zaman 

Heidegger bunu yaparsarnz oznellikten kayamazsmlZ diyor. Eger bu da dogruysa insan 

eh. insarun varllkla ili~kisini dii~iinemezsiniz demektir bu da. Sormak istedigim ~u eh. 

araruz eh. Arendt'ten hareketlenizle baztlannm bzgiirliik konusunda soylediklerini 

dogru duyduysam, Arendt ozgiirliigu bu ~ekillerde yomrnladlysa Nancy'nin soniu 

olmarun sonsuz onemsizligi konusunda soylediklerini gormezlikten mi gelmi~ oluyor? 

Fatma Giil sen bir noktaya degindin. Arendt'te aslmda eh. res publika eh. Roma 

kavramma geri dondiigunii eh. soyledin model olarak. Ben de bunu merak ediyomm 

ona bir model olarak degil de bir politik eylemin bir ilhaffil ilham kaynagl olarak 

gidiyorsa Roma'run res publika kavramlfll eh. hakim pietas kavraffilru eh. ru dan 

aytramazslfllZ. Tabu pietasl gorev olarak terciime etmek ingilizce'ye pek hak yeterli 

degildir ama eh. bi res publikaYl yani ortak kamu ~eyini eh. bu kavrama referansa 

imperium kavramma bile varabilirsiniz. DolaYlslyla res publika ve imperium arasmda 

bir aynm yapabilir mis yapabilir miyiz bu kadar kesin bir ~ekilde. 0 anlamda. 

DolaYlslyla eger burda bir som var nu bilmiyorum ama i~te burda blfakacagun. 

Salondan ba~ka som var nn acaba? Now I'm going to speak in Turkish but you need 

headphones. You need headphones [this last sentence is basically shouted to the 

panelists since they don't have a headset to hear the interpretation and then the 

meeting stops, the interpreter goes out of the booth to organize the distribution of 

headphones - a pause of 25 seconds] Okay? Eh ~imdi Now the topic is very 

complex. Therefore I don't think I'm going I'll be able to express myself with one or 

two sentences but nonetheless I will uh. ask certain questions. Of course uh. I wasn't 

educated in philosophy. I just read it on my own. I'm a self-made man in philosophy 
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but this is sometimes an advantage because when I when I'm confronted with certain 

concepts when I'm confronted with certain concepts uh. then I can [knocks on the 

window] Channel two, channel two, channel two. Can you find it? lki. Okay? [to the 

Turkish speaker from the side of the booth] ampirike geri doniln ampirike [laughs] so 

I come from a more empirical viewpoint because I don't have references to who said 

what in philosophy. I'm not interested in this because I don't have an academic worry 

and I don't have a political, economic, psychic worry. I just think about these things. I 

have a small question. If we're debating on freedom, this is disappearing. This means 

its disappearing. If it weren't disappearing we wouldn't have discussed it. If it were 

there we wouldn't have discussed it so the the question is when did it disappear? We 

look at human history it it has disappeared for along time but for a long time not much 

has changed in the world. In relations among humans and in socio-economic structure 

there hasn't been much change which means if this is true we can not reappropriate 

freedom. We first have to change this structure. If this structure which has existed for 

such a long time eh. survives then we can not reach freedom. Then why do we have to 

discuss this over and over again? This is what I think. I mean the following comes to 

my mind. We are in the wrong path because we constantly talk about the freedom of 

the individual. How did we get there to this concept I think there is a political, 

economic trap here. Now emphasizing this trap constantly I wonder if we are not 

being the spokespe aren't we I wonder if we are not acting as agents forming this 

infrastructure of a socio-economic, political, psychological, etcetera, infrastructure? 

Thank you. Thank you very much for the question. Uh. will any of the Kimsenin 

buna cevap vermek istiyor mu acaba? Ben cevap vermek istiyorum. Saruyorum 

sorunuz yok ilginy bence. Eh. ozglirlugu kaybetmi~ bulunuyoruz. DolayJ.slyia sadece 

ozgurluk sorununu tartl~lyoruZ. OZgtirluk sorununu sadece tartl~lYoruZ. Modern 
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gelenek ozgiirliigu her zaman eh. bireyin ozgtirliiguyle ozde~le~tirmi~tir dediniz ama 

eh. Hannah Arendt'le Heidegger'in gosterdigi gibi bu eh. ozgtirltik kavrarm yeterli 

degil.. <;ok daha geni~ bir ozgtirliik kavramrna ihtiyacllllZ var bugUn ytinkti burda 

dogaYl da i~in iyine sokmak lazlm ve bu anlamda eh. eh. 0 eh. 0 insanlan ve ~eyleri 

oluruna brrakmak kavrarm da yok onemli. Bu da yeni bir ozgtirliik kavrarm. Bu 

kavram eh. mekan kavraffilyla eh. besleniyor. Mekan her bir~eyin kendi oimasl 

olaslilguu doguruyor gerek insanlann gerek ba~ka ~eylerin. Soru bu. Sorunuz yok iyi 

ve yok geni~. Tabii hepimiz bu soruya zaman zaman donecegiz. <;e~itli eh. 

mudahalelerimizle. Eh. mil izin verirseniz ben de sizin sorunuza cevap vermek 

istiyorum yunkii yok ilginy buluyorum sorunuzu. b ozellikle bazlffilZln bazlianffilZln 

soyleyecegi gibi geymi~i mulk etmeye yail~an ve eh. bugtin ge9mi~i yeniden 

ya~atmamn degerli olup olmayacaglm soran biz filozoflar iyin yok ilginy. Eh. zaman 

hiybir zaman ortadan kalkmadl ve bunu yeniden eh. mtilk edinmek eh. anlamh ama 

bugiin eh. ozgiirluk eh. insamn bizi yok onemli eh. ama tekil insamn ozgtirltigu de 

sorguianmasl gereken bir~ey. Kim insan sorusu veya yogulluk sozkonusuysa eh. 

insanlar kimdir sorusu ozgllrluk sorununu derhal gtindeme getiriyor yllnkti bu ~unu 

gosteriyor ban insanlann ba~ka insanlardan daha fazla ozgtirltigu olabilir. DolaYlslyla 

eh. bir bakIma biz biz dedigimiz zaman som biz kim bi mesela biz kadm, ba~ka kadm 

[cassette change] 

Interpreter B: Erkeklerle kar~lia~tlrlldIklan zaman daha eh.yeteri kadar ozgiir 

olmadlklanm goruyorlar. DolaYlslyla degi~ik ozgtirltik kavramlan var ve ekonomik 

yapl konusunda soyledikleriniz eh. burada da bir hakh oldugunuz bir yon var yunkii. 

birey kavramI eh. ekonomik ktireselle~meye yok destek oluyor ve bu aslmda belirli 

Batl'dan belirli. ~irketler tarafindan ba~latIlffil~ bir hareket. DolaYlslyla eh. tartI~mamn 

bu diizeyinde geryekte eh. geryekten bireyin kendisini sorgulamaya ba~layabiliriz. Hi<; 
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olmazsa boyle ba~larm~ olur. KIsaca bir~ey soylemek gerekirse, insan bireyciligin ne 

oldugunu sorabilir tabii eger bireycilik atomistik bir eh. bireycilikse yani i izole olmu~, 

yahtlhru~ bireyler eh. bir ~ekilde biraraya gelmek zornndaysa bu bak:I~ gore, 0 zaman 

burada bir problem var ama ben derdirn ki bu yok problematik bir eh. bireycilik 

kavrarrndrr. Dii~iinceler tarihinde ba~ka rur eh. bireycilik kavramlan vardrr. Bu 

yakla~mllar bireyciligi, bir cemaatin veya toplumun hayatma baglarlar. Bir toplumun 

diyelirn ya da. Hannah Arendt bu aYldan 0 onun iyin bireycilik bir sorun degildir yi.i.nkii 

eh. insanlar yogulluklan iyinde zaten eh. goIii~ alamrun iyindedirler Arendt'in. Sa 

sadece eh. biitiin dunyadan eh. yahtllmI~ tekil insanlar degil. Sizin eh. bireyciligin 

tamammt birakmamtz gerekir fikrinizle eh. eh. ayrn fikirde olurdum ama bi

biliyorsunuz insan haklan vesaire gibi eh. konular ashnda 6nenili politik konular. Bu 

ayldan bakarsak. bu ayldan baktlglrnz zaman, bireycilik bir sornn degildir ama sizin 

be1ki sorunuzda varsaydlg1illZ ba~ka bir bireycilik kavramt var ki 0 zaman tabii mesele 

ayn. I'll ask a very short question. I've wa listened to all of you uh. with pleasure. 

These are philosophers that I like very much Heidegger, Habermas, Levinas and all 

the others but I think in this colloquium uh. the danger the threat arising from the 

relationship between the human and technology was dwellt on very little. Dh. the 

individual, the freedom of the individual, the the uh. the uh. the individual being 

himself or herself is under threat from technology today. This was just said in passing 

for instance in uh. Heidegger, in the presentation of Heidegger. Only a week ago, we 

heard something. As you know, before the Soviet system collapsed, there was this 

thing of the Star Wars. Gorbachov, Reagan and other American presidents Bush urn. 

uh. talked about this and this was postponed then. Then the Soviet system collapsed. 

A week ago we heard that A.merica is trying to build a a missile uh. base in space uh. 

for defence. If George Bush Junior uh. wins the American elections then this base will 
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be much greater and much more sophisticated and according to some authors, this is a 

step to Star to to to the Star Wars of the past. If in my opinion, philosophers should 

see the threat to human kind first and say it. If these projects are realised, as we 

discussed today, Da-Sein, individualism, the individuality of the human being, the self 

of t~ individp~l, we will have won't we have to revise the co the con all this 
". . < <V' 

conception related to individualism and individuality? (ok te~ekki.ir sorula sorunuz 

iyin. I think you are being unjust to me in the following sense. Perhaps I didn't dwell 

on it very long but I didn't want to talk too long but uh. I talked about the conception, 

diff different conceptions of Heidegger and Arendt which are different from uh. the 

liberal conception of freedom and I said this is utopian and this is exactly, the reason I 

did this was exactly your point of view because this was a conception of freedom 

which wasn't based on domination or mastery or being someone being master of 

another. This is why I did it so you're being unjust to me. Urnrur. Bi sadece bir kelime 

soylemek istiyorum. Birazclk bir~ey soylemek istiyorum. lki soru aslrnda birbiriyle 

ili~kili bence. Heidegger'in eh. ortaya attlgr en onem en on eh. en ciddi eh. sorunlardan 

biri teknolojiydi ve bunun uzerinde daha fazla durabilirdik. Biz ama durmadlk. 

T eknoloji konusu geryekten onemli. Heidegger'in kendisi sorunu ~oyle koydu 

koyuyordu; teknoloji sorununa hiybir sorun teknik cevap yoktur yani cevap 

teknolojinin kendi iyinde degildir. Bence bu yok sorunlu bir eh. onerme ama iyinde 

yok biiyiik bir geryeklik var. Heidegger'in soyledigine kar~l olsarnz da taraftar olsaruz 

da eh. teknolojiye politeknik ya da politik bir cevap eh. yoziim var ffil yok mu bunu bir 

yana blraksak bile eh. ortaya attlgr sorun iizerine dii~unmek gerekir. Eh. eh. teknoloji 

sorununu, teknolojik veya hatta bilimse1 bir ~ekilde 6ziinu du~unebilir rnisiniz'7 Bu tiir 

eh. sorunun cevabrna eh. deginince ilk soruna geri donmu~ oluyoruz yunkii bunlar ikisi 

birbirine eh. bagh, yok yakrndan bagh. Eh. bireyler eger biiyiik kuresel ekonornik eh. 
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soru sorunlardan ay kopanhrsa mesela Bush'un belirleyecegi politikalardan 0 zaman 

geryekten etkin bir ~ekilde etkili bir ~ekilde hareket etmeleri ne 61yilde mi.imki.indilr? 

Bu da 6zgiirlilk sorunu nedIT? Bugilnkil dilnyada ne 61yilde 6zgilrlilk sorunundan 

bahsedebiliriz sorusu ortaya yIkar. Bunlar yok karma~lk sorunlar ve bence 6zgilrlilk 

kavralTIlmn etrafinda, bugilnkU dilnyada 6zgilrlilk kavrammm etrafinda bir dizi ba~ka 

toplant! yapilmasl gerekir. Tilrkye konu~acagun. Uh. my friend Demir Oz1ti 

participated in the debate and I was very happy. He is right in his criticism because 

this question was not really taken up but this does not mean that Hannah Arendt 

ignores this problem. On the contrary, Hannah Arendt eh. sees this problem at a very 

profound level, especially in The Human Condition He says uh. she says the 

following: The uh. the the the point by .Auchimedes 'Let. Give me a falcrum and I'll rai 

I'll move the world' to a certain sense this is like the Star Wars that you mentioned 

and uh. in Hannah Arendt's words the abandonment of the world. This is the 

beginning of the question. Arendt saw this problem. Dh. if we did not were not able to 

bring this on the agenda here uh. this is our fault. Of course we could not have taken 

everything uh. up at the same uh. in the same meeting. Mr Barash, there is another. 

Sadece iki kelime s6ylemek istiyormu~. Hannah Arendt'in yaruslra bu dilnyarun tehdit 

altmda olmasl konusunda ah. Hannah Arendt'in yaruslra Hans Jonas'! okursaruz daha 

az eh. dil~kmkhgma ug ugrarslTIlz. Martin Heidegger konusunda yaztyor. Eh. esas eh. 

ilk eh. sorurnluluk der prinzip Verantwortung. tngi1izce'de bulunuyor bu kitap. Hans 

Jonas sizi saruyorum tatmin edecektir. un. with your permission, I want to speak in 

Turkish too. As Mr. S6zer said Arendt uh. saw this in the fifties and she called it 

alienation to from the global from the world and this is not only the world that we 

have constructed but the world into which we were born and alienation from both. 

And this is uh. related to technology in a roundabout way but it also has to do with reI 
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relations of production. So the problems of capitalism and globalization had to be 

discussed in order to be able to respond to your question. In this colloquium uh. or 

even if we had taken up the question that you mentioned uh. we could not have 

responded. This this would have been uh. not the appropriate framework for that kind 

of thing because today in this colloquium we are trying to dwell on the relationship 

between metaphysics and politics. Thank you. Te~ekktirier belki zaman eh. sorunlan 

aylsmdan eh. bir soru daha var. Afe aziir dilerim. 

Interpreter A: Well my question is a bit Ben korkanm biraz retorik bir soru 

soracagIm. Ben gerc;ekten katIldl~m kadanyia bu toplantIlardan bUyiik bir zevk aldlm. 

<;ok yararlandlm. Arendt'le Heidegger arasmdaki bu ili~kinin bu ~ekilde ele ahnmasl 

geryekten hem yok isabetli hem de eh. bu bizim iyin de yok heyecan verici ve bizi 

ufkumuzu ayan bir konu. Benim soracaglm soru ~u acaba neden sadece Heidegger ile 

Arendt uzerine bir toplantl yaplyorsunuz? Bence bu bir problem. Eh. retorik sorum da 

~u eger bu eh. aralanndaki mektuplar eh. yaYlnlanmI~ olmasaydl hala Arendt'le 

Heidegger hakkmda bir toplant! yapmaYl dU~Unur muyduni.iz? Tabii ~imdi diyeceksiniz 

ki 'Elbette du~unurduk' ama bunu yaptlillz, 0 zaman 0 zaman bir takun problemler 

ortaya ylkar idi. Ya 0 takdirde J aspers'i veyahut da ba~kalartnl bun a dahil etmek 

zorunda kahrdlillz veyahut da arkada~mnn da burada anerdigi gibi eh. ben sosyoloji 

bolumunun ba~kaillYlm eh. tabii bu meseleye sosyolojik yakla~mllarla da her zaman eh. 

yok memnun degilim. Fakat ya bir sosyolojik eh. soru sorardlk ve meseleyi banal bir 

hale getirirdik veyahut da uretim ili~ikleri, bireycilik vesaire gibi meseleleri butUn 

bunlar zaten sosyolojik teori de yeralan paradigmeler amayok gUylu paradigmeler de 

sanki degi1. 0 zaman bu boyle yapacak olsaydlillz bizjrn burada arkada~lmIZm da 

deginmi~ oldugu soru daha geni~ bir eh. eh. geni~ gergeve iyerisinde ele ahnml~ olurdu. 

Mesela Adorno'nun da burada eh. ki gUylu bir paradigmadlr rolu olurdu. Horkheimer 
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ve Adorno'yu ve eh. Jaspers zaten eh. ama Horkheimer'le ve Adorno'yu bu toplantlya 

dahil etmek gerekirdi ama bu Heidegger Arendt toplantlsl 0 zaman biraz istikrarslZ 

olurdu. Ttrnak: iyinde soyliiyorum. Yani ben dolaYlslyla ilk sordugum soruyu tekrar 

etmek istiyorum. Mesela sadece Horkheimer ve Adorno hakkmda bir konu~ma bir 

toplantl ffil yaplhrdt eger bu bahsettiginiz mek."tuplar yaymlamt~ Olmasaydl veyahut da 

acaba boyle bir toplantlYl sadece bu muhaberatm bu mektuplann bize getirdigi ozel 

ili~kilere dayandlrmak: yararh olur muydu? In the first day there were an effort to 

build bridge Tabu bir tabm kopriilerin kurulmasl gerekir. Fakat bu kurulan ya da 

kurulmu~ olan kopriilerin busbutiin e~siz kopriiler degil diye dii~unuyorum. 

Bilmiyorum yeterli aylkhkta oldu mu bu sorulaL May I say one thing just one thing 

very briefly (ok ktsaca bir~ey soylemek istiyorum. Evet dogru hakhSlfilZ tabii bu her 

toplantl iyin geyerli. Ne diye bu toplantlYl ~u konuda yaptlfilZ da veyahut iyersine ~u 

kadar ki~iyi darnl ettiniz gibi ama tek sebep bu mektuplann yaymlanIDl~ olmasl degiL 

Eh. tabii Arendt ve Heidegger hakkmda belki ba~ka bir ayldan ba~ka ba~hk altmda 

bakmaYl onlm ba~ka bir ayldan ele almaYl istedik Ama it is appropriate to speak 

ama bence esas tartl~marnn konusu felsefede politigin yerin uzerinde yiiriituldu. Ve 

bence A Arendt bu konuda yok onemli ~eyler soylemi~tir. Madam Courtine'in de 

soyledigi gibi. Heidegger'e cevap olarak, Heidegger'e kar~l olarak zlInni bile olsa ~unu 

soyledi. Heid politigin onemini one Ylkarta..'l ~eyler soyledi ve dolaYlslyla Heidegger'le 

Arendt'in burada ele ahnmasl cok onemli. Bu felsefe gelenegine kar~l bir tutum zira 

geryek politik meselenin kendisi hep gozden kaylTIlmaya yah~llmI~tlf. Heidegger 

bunun bence en tipik orneklerindendir ve dolaYlslyla bu iki ki~inin bu toplantlda konu 

edilmesi felsefede politikarun yeri aylsmdan onemli. Aynca ~unu cia soyleyecegim 

Arendt Heidegger'e bu reaksiyonunda eh. aynca hocasma kar~l eh. du~unce geli~tiren 

bir ogrencinin de ((ok ilginy ve orijinal bir 6rnegi yani bir 6grenci hocasma kar~l bir 
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reaksiyon g6stermede ve bu da yok onemli ama tabii ben bu konuya ~imdi 

deginmeyeyim. Evet. Dogru ama problem ~u Heidegger hiybir zaman Hannah 

Arendt'in kitaplanm kaale ahp onlar hakkmda biqey yazmaITIlFrr. Reaksiyon 

gostermemi~tir. Bence esas sinirlendiren de Hannah Arendt'i buydu. isterseniz ba~ka 

sorulan da toplayahm. Bir som daha alahm. Her halukarda zaten biitiin 

konu~macIlardan sonra bir tartl~ma ayacagtz. Ben miihendis Mahmut Atantiirk. 

I'm an engineer. By petition. Mahmut Atantiirk. Well, of course such philosophical 

debates should actually remain in their own framework and they have their original 

contents. Of course you know much better than I do and we don't have much time so 

I'll be as brief as possible. In the world, theology, that is and that is positive sciences 

on the universal became dominant on the universal platform of the world and but they 

could not fill the vacuum of the religions so the ideologies just jumped and we know 

know theology is still there and still an important and dominant factor in our days so 

philosophy from what time on I don't know but has really become orphanized. I 

would say philosophy is an orphan. I don't know since when. May be we can find out 

together. I'm always I'm always on the part of the weak and in that case on the part 

of the orphan philosophy and therefore I try to do cert to I do try to put questions. 

The my question is directed to Fatma Giil Berktay. The question is political the in the 

relationship between the political sphere and the philosophical sphere, is there a just 

and fair to and fro? As far as I could understand, because I know Fatma GUI Berktay 

and her past political involvement, there is a difference. So I have this impression that 

is from the ideological sphere from the ideological sphere there are certain factors 

which do influence the philosophy and I think the thinking philosophical thinking thus 

is exposed to certain pressure from ideology. Well of course pluralism is wonderful 

but it is not something which will be there for eternity. The differences have been 
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there since man has been created. Well wonderful, we see that and \ve know that but 

how are these differences going to change undergo changes in time and space? I 

would like to say the following thing. Well sure human rights, freedoms. Wonderful, 

they are they are eternal. They are universal. Of course but there is also the pressure 

by the state. Of course. But also the organizations do have uh. pressure on us. The 

political organizations and they and they don't free the peoples. We know that 

peoples also, nations also do make mistakes and because so they should not be turned 

into myths and may be it is not on my part to say so uh. but I would like to say we 

should also open such windows so that we also understand also this dimension better. 

Thank you. Biz size «ok te~ekki.ir ederiz efendim. Hemen mi cevap vereyim? Tam 

soruyu tam ne yani kadar anladlglml Well I don't know whether or not I could 

understand your question. I really did not understand it. Quite fr well I'm afraid but I 

think that of course it's a good thing that we make such meetings and talk about 

pluralism and difference and and. So I think the idea that \ve have such meeting to talk 

about these topics is a window in itself. To my mind, I would answer your comments 

in that manner. Well of course we can not talk about all types of topics and subjects 

under one single title but the fact that we talk about difference for example from both 

political and philosophical points of view and such public such a public sphere which 

is based on difference and plural plurality is very important and essential. To my mind 

and therefore I'm very much interested in Arendt's work for example. I don't know 

whether or not I could have answered your question. As far as I could understand it. 

Eh. T e~ekkiir ederiz efendim. ikinci ve uyuncu konu~macllann da sunu~lanru 

dinledikten sonra yeniden tartl~ma yapacagtz. Lutfen sorula.n.ntZl unutmaym. 

Hatmruzda tutun ve daha sonra da soz alabilirsiniz. Simdi bundan eh. sonraki ikinci 

panelistimizi Saym Ali Vahit Turhan'a soz vermek istiyorum. Kendisi Provence 
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Dniversitesinde felsefe ve Aix-en-Provence'da da politik bilim ta tahsili yaptl. Siyasi 

du~unce tarihi ve siyaset fenomenolojisi alarunda yah~maktadlr. ~u esnada Doktor 

Turhan istanbul'da Marmara Universitesinde og hocahk yapmaktadrr. Esas ala 

yaymlan Pratik Felsefe Olarak Bir Siyaset Felsefesi Sonlulugun bir Felsefesi. Politika 

dela Fenomenolojiya: Etos e Aydos'tur. E-.... ·et ~imdi sow kendisine veriyorum. Buyrun 

efendim. Pardon thought which seems ah. ben ~imdi Arendt'in kendimce onemli 

gordugLim birkay du~uncesini sunacagun. Sistematik degil sadece akhma geldigi 

~ekilde bazl ~eyleri S1falayaca~m. Hepimiz ~una mutlak surette katllmaktaYlz. Bizim 

toplantlITIlZm amaCl her halukarda felsefe politika arasmdaki ambivalent olan ili~kiyi 

bir ~ekilde ele almaktlr. Arendt's thought ve bu bence .-\rendt'in du~uncesinde de 

merkezi rol oynamaktadrr. Arendt pek yok eh. yontem uygulayarak ayru soruya bir 

cevap bulmaya yah~lr yani felsefe ve politika birbiriyle bir ili~ki iyine girerler. Nastl bir 

ili~kidir bu? Politika, dunyada, hareke de eylemde eh. felsefe ile felsefe ise du~ 

sozlerde kendini gosterir. Du~unce ve eh. eylem arasmdaki ay aynm uyurum bo~luk 

burada onemlidir ve eylem ya~arru eylemin ya~arru ile aklm ya~arru arasmda bir 

halkarnn eksik oldugunu soyler Arendt ve Arendt ama kendisi bir yandan da ~unu 

soylemek suretiyle ya yargt dedigimiz gizemli fakulteden sozetmekle bence bu halkaYl 

olu~turur. Ha niyin yargt gizemli olsun ki? A ama ne yazIk ki bunu sonuna kadar 

i~lememi~tir bu tikri. .Arendt eh. yargmm yargtlamarun eh. politik fakiiltenin en 

mukemme1 bi9imi oldugunu soyler ve insanlann eh. en geyirmi~ oldugu en onemli 

fakUlte oldugunu soyier. Kudus'te Eichmann isimli kitabmda Eichmann'l inceler ve 

du~unce ile du~unme ile yargtlama arasmda bir ili~ki oldugunu g6ri.ir, du~i.inmenin 

olmadl~ yerde yargllama da yoktur der ve dogrudan dogruya politik olan 

ara~tITmalann yazllannda yargl fakiiltesini yargtlamaYl di.i~unme ile eylem arasmda da 

bir alk halka olarak kavrar. Buna ragmen bu ili~kiyi, bu ili~ki uzerinde durmakla 
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birlikte Arendt bu iki yetkinligi dii~iinme ve eylemi birbirinden farkh olarak ele ahr. 

Simdi ben bu problemi burada neden tekrar ele almaktaYlm? Bundan amaeIm ~u ~udur. 

Arendt'in yargdama teorisi dedigimiz ~ey politikayla dii felsefe arasmdaki bagt 

olu~turur ve felsefe ve politika birbiriyle nastl bir ili~ki ic;:erisindedir sorusuna bir eevap 

te~kil eder. Ben kendim bu c;:oziim kar~lsmda dogrusu skeptik ~iipheei bir tutum 

ic;:ersindeyim. Zira dii~iinee ve eylem arasmdaki ili~ki tam da Arendt'in tehlikeli 

bulundugu bir ~eydir ve ele~tirdigi bir ~ey ~eydir. Bu Batl'run metafizik gelenegi 

oldugunu sayler. Plato'dan bu yana ve ondan Arendt ic;:in dogrudan dogruya 

yargtlamarun azerkligini otonomisini tehdit etmektedir. Zira eylem eh. vasltasl eylem 

ic;:erisinde yargllama partikUler olarun teorik olarak geli~tirilmi~ olan evrensele tabi 

kIlamaz ve Arendt ic;:in yargdama fakUltesi burada karanllkla~tmlffil~tlf bu metafizik 

gelenekler yUzu.nden. Zira burada esas olarak bir de diksiyon ili~kisi teorik ile pratik 

arasmda ve evrensel ile partikUler arasmda kurulmu~tur. Eger Arendt, yargdama 

fakUltesi ni yetenegini bu bu teorik bilgeligin hakimiyetinden kurtarmak ister ise 0 

zaman bunu bir kamutsal karar verme eh. Habermas'm Sheila Benhabib'm vesairenin 

gordiikleri ~ekilde ele allnmasma kar~l <;lkmak suretiyle bunu yapar yani yargtrun 

bagtmslzhgtnm altIm yizer. BagImSlZ yargt der. Bildigimiz eh. gibi Kent Kant'm Kant 

hakkmdaki derslerinde eh. yargllamarun en politik insan yetenegi olarak eh. 

Grosmann'la da bunu tartl~tlk ak insaru aktor olmak konumundan yikartlP spe ganl 

seyirei durumuna getirdigini yani a eylem sahnesinden uzakla~tlfdl~m sayler ve 

Arendt hatta ~u ~U' kadar ileri ~ayle ileriye dahi gider. Kamu alaru ele~tirel ve 

ele~tiren1erden ve seyredenlerden olu~ur a aktor1erden olu~maz. Bu tabii yok ~a~lrtlel 

bir degi~im. Zira aktor ve seyireiyi birbirinden aymyor. Farm noktalara getiriyor. 

Pardon pardon eh. Arendt'in aktor ve oyuncu ve seyirei arasmda yaptl~ bu yer 

d . k kl siv ola bir bie, imde vita degi~tinne manevraSl vita aktivamn an vazgeC;:lp e s u 
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kontemplativaya rru gittigini insana dU~ii.ndUriiyor. Zira daha erken eserlerinde Arendt 

yargtlamaYl eh. temsili politik aktorlerin temsili du~uncesinin bir fonksiyonu olarak eh. 

yorgularru~ yor yorumlardl ama Kant Derslerinde bana oyle geliyor ki Hannah Arendt 

kontemplativ olan ve eh. dogrudan dogruya ilgi duymayan dezenterese boyutunu one 

ylkartmaktadrr ve Kant'm begeni yargIslll1 tarafslZ seyircinin yargIsl olarak kof. Seyirci 

tarafslZdIr. Her tUrlu her tUr olumsal ~artm dI~mda bulunur ve kendi perspektifini 

biitiin otekilerin perspektiviyle perspektifleriyle degi~ toku~ eder ve gene! bir noktaYl 

nazara ula~lr ama peki 0 zaman en ozel anlamda begeni nastl olur da yargIlamada bir 

mental bir us sal ara9 haline gelebilir? Bir anlamda Arendt'in yargllama konusundaki 

du~uncesinde bir gerilimin oldugunu soyleyebiliriz eh. yani iki farkh perspektifin 

yanyana yeraldlgtru soyleyebiliriz. Bu ussal mental fakUIte konusunda iki farkh 

perspektif vardrr Burada artik yargllama bir politik fakUIte yetenek degildir. Ama daha 

ziyade insanm kendisiyle ilgili olarak dii~iindiigu ba~k doksamn dii~iincelerine baglmh 

olmakslZlll dii~undiigudiir ama ikinci anlarru yargIlamamn gene bir anlamda politiktir 

fakat bu sefer politik olmasmm sebebi bir sagduyunun bir sensus komunisin 

olmamasldlr yani Arendt'in bu politikarun unutulmasl..da dile getirmi~ oldugu gibi yani 

zannedersem burada ilk yarg1lama tipiyle ikinci yargtlama tipi arasmda yani aktor ve 

seyirci arasmda bir siireklilik var. Eger ~unu hesaba katar isek yaglffilzda kamuoyunun 

eh. iddiaslru hesaba kamu alarurun pardon iddiaslll1 hesaba katar isek. Pardon ~oyle 

diyim klsmi aktor butUn aktorler eh. zaten pardon tarafu aktor veyahut da tarafslZ 

yargI(( aslmda bagtmslz yargIilln iki eksenini olu~turur1ar. Bir tarafta tarafll aktor ote 

tarafta ise tarafslz yargI((. Eger biz yargllamayt politik teori ile eh. politik pratik 

arasmda bir koprii olarak gorecek olursak. 0 zaman acaba eh. yargtlama fakUItesi 

kritik dii~iincede genel kurallan uygulamakSlZln ffil kendini gergekle~tirir yani 

ah~kanhga donii~ eh. me mi~ haliyle mi bu kurallan bir tarafa blrala.r veyahut da 
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politika ile felsefe arasmdaki ili~kiye baktlgmuzda ozellikle de eh. eylem du~unce ve 

yarguama ili~kileri aylsmdan baktlgnIDzda zannedersem onemli olan burada tarafh 

aktor olma ile filozofun izolasyonu seyirci olarak izolasyonu arasmda bir seyim 

yapmak gibi bir tuzaga du~memeye gayret etmek zorundayu:, durumun ihtiyacma 

gore. 

Interpreter B: Thank you very much Professor Turhan. I will then begin once 

again Cok te~ekkiirler Saym Turhan. Simdi once so Profesor Sozer'e soraca~m. Bir 

~ey var ffil, herhangi bir goru~u var ffil? Thank you T e~ekkUrler very detailed 

explana aynntlh ama eh. esas noktalara ozse1 noktalara deginen sunu~unuz iyin yok 

te~ekkiir ederim. Yar Hannah Arendt'te eh. yargt kavraffil sozkonusu olunca eh. 

yarglian eh. metafizigin elinden nasIl kurtarabiliriz? Bu geryekten onemli bir sorun. 

Aynca Ali Vahit Turhan'm sozii.nu ettigi gibi ve bu zaten Arendt'ten bir almtldl. 

Ba~ka1anmn yerini du~unmek. Bu nasll mumkiindur? Ve bunun dlyutii nedir? Bu 

geryekten eh. onemli bir sorun, geryek bir sorun. Ben eh. Ali Vahit Turhan'la ayru 

fikirdeyim bu konuda ama bence eh. ozellikle akhn hayatmda da tinsel hayatta bazl 

bolumler veya eh. pasajlar gosteriyor ki Arendt kendisi bu sorun konusunda sorunun 

farkmdaydl ve bu gUylukleri a~maya yah~lyordu. Bu sorun iyin mumkUn olan 

yoztimlerden biri, aradaki kavrarrundan kaynaklaruyor. Bu kavram yeni bir biyimde 

du~unrnenin kayna~ bence. Eh. metafizik bir du~uncenin degil. Aynca du~unu~ten 

yargtya vesaire geyebilirsiniz. Peki oyleyse eger bu bo~lukta bu arahkta eh. ka eh. bu 

yankta durursarnz geymi~le gelecek arasmda ve za zamansal boyutunu ele allrsaruz 

sorunun 0 zaman aradakini du~unrnek zorudaslillZ yunkti aradakinde y~amaktaslrnz 

ve yargtlamak zorundasmlZ. Bu bu bir zorunluluk yani ~unu demek istiyorum. Bu 

sadece an teori yargt teorisi an yargt teorisi degil eh. Arendt'in ileri surdugu an bir 
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yargl teorisi degil. Arendt bize sorunun yeri konusunda lieu de problem konusunda 

bazI ipuylan veriyor. Arnacl oydu ve bu bakIrndan Fatma Gill Berktay'la aym 

fikirdeyim. Kendisi bir farkhhk, aynm mekarundan sozetti. Bu farkhhk mekaru 

tartl~mamlZln iyine sokulmak zorunda. 0 zaman yargt sorunu bu a91dan yeniden ele 

ahnabilir. <;ok te~ekki.irler eh. sergilemeniz i9in. <;ok aydmlatlcl buldum yil yiinki.i eh. 

tartl~mamlZ gereken bazl ba§ka alanlara deginrn.i§ oldu ve alan veya mekan kavramma 

degindigirn i9in §oyle devam etmek istiyorurn. Bence iki mekan var. Biri yargtyla ilgili. 

Yargmm eh. Hannah Arendt'te il9 ozelligi var. Ozerktir, ba§kalarrnm yerine du§unmek 

var. Siz de bundan soz ettiniz. Ve aym zamanda eh. hi9 kendi kendiyle yeli§kiye 

du~memek gerektirir. Ben bu yok onemli, bence bu yok onernli 9lli'1kil eh. yargI 

kapasitesi sozkonusu oldugu zaman kendi iyinizde ve kendi araruzda bir mekan alan 

ayrru~ oluyorsunuz. Burada bir insan basit bir oznellik ku§ tuzagma eh. dil~milyor. 

Burada eh. eh. yogullugu gozonilne alan bir insan sozkonusu. Eh. tabii varhk 

sozkonusu oldugu zaman onunla baglantlli ola olarak eh. gorilnil~ de sozkonusu. 

Burada ki~i kendini yeniden kuraL Burada yani eh. yargt kapasitesi sozkonusu 

oldugunda mekan ya da alan kavraIDl i~in i<;:ine girer. Eh. mekarun sozkonusu oldugu 

bir ba~ka konu dunyadlf. Biz dunyaya eger dilnyadan ytlayorsak girebiliriz. DolaYlslyla 

du~ilnrne du§uncesi bizi dunyadan ylkartlyor ve yargI kavraIDl en azmdan eh. yargI 

kavramlrun bir boyutu eh. eylernle ele almdlgI zaman eh. dilnyaya yeniden girmemize 

ve dunyaYl yeniden kurrnanuza olanak eh. taruyor yani bir aylhrn, a<;:1kllk sozkonusu 

burada. Te§ekkilrler. Benim yok soyleyecek bir~eyirn yok. Sadece bir~ey hatlrlatmak 

istiyorum. Ki§isel bir yargmm gerekliligi, Hannah Arendt'in bu konuda, bu kapasite 

konusundaki isran, gelenegin surekliliginin eh. ebediyen kopmu~ olrnasldrr ve yargr 

burada eh. sa sogukta eh. a 91fl191plak kalrn1~ durumdaylZ. DolaYlslyla yargl gerekli. 

<;ok te~ekkilrler sunu§unuz i9in ve eh. sizin soyledikleriniz bir baknna benim de 
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sunu~umda soylemeye yah~tI1danmla ilgili. Eh. birincisi eh. yargt neden eh. muamma? 

Eh.ci. niye ciddi olarak ele alma, niye ciddi bir biyimde ele ahnmall? Arendt eh. bunu 

bu yargt kavrarmru yok ciddi bir ~ekilde vurguluyor ama eger Arendt'in yakla~lmmda 

dii~iinme her zaman deneyimler alaruyla ili~kili olarak eh. ele almdlgtna gore 

tekrarlzyorum k011U§11lacl duymuyor Oteld runkii 0 zaman Eichmann eh. vakasl bir 

eksik yargt eh. yargt vakasl olarak gOri.ilmeli. Heidegger'in otuzlu yillardaki 

yakla~lmmdan hareket edersek eh. Arendt'te bu bir eksik yargt, eksik dii~iinme olarak 

goriilmeli. Eh. bunu temsili dii~iince olarak da adlandmyor. Oteki noktarnza da 

gelirsek, geryekten ta Arendt'in yapltmda farkll yargt kavramlan var elbette. Ben de 

Kant Konferanslarm [cassette change] Bu Hannah Arendt'in yarglyl ele all~mda bir 

d6nii~iim sozkonusu. Y arglyt dl~Sal bir yargt olarak ele almak miimkiin degildir. Bence 

yargl eh. eylem alaruna yerle~tirilmelidir ve her aktorde her oyuncuda oldugu kabul 

edilmelidir. Daha once boyle ele ahyordu sorunu Arendt. Belki eh. bunu hepimizin 

aktorler olarak aym zamanda ba~kalanna hikayeler anlattlgtmlZl dii~iini.irseniz 

anlayabilirsiniz. DolaYlslyla diinya hakkmda bir yargl veriyoruz. Dolaytslyla her 

defasmda yarglda bir aradaki vardlr. Dolaytslyla tekrar vurgulamak isterim ki bu eh. 

Arendt'e kar~l Arendt'le birlikte dii~iinmektir yani dii~iincesinin bir kIsmmI 

dii~iincesinin ba~ka bir kIsITIlmn kar~lsma <;Ikartmaktrr. For me its very interesting to 

yok ilginy bir deneyirn oldu benim iyin. Biliyordum ama burada daha somut olarak 

ya~adlm. 0 da ~u; Hannah Arendt esas vurguyu yargtya koymaktadlr. Politikada esas 

vurgu yargt iizerirIdedir. Grossmann'la bir tartl~ma yaptun. Eh. tabii Harmah Arendt'in 

yargtYl nastl temellendirdigi yok bilmek yok zor bu yok ki~ise1 bir konu. lira eh. tabii 

ke kendinizi ba~kasmm yerine koyabileceginizi soyleyebilirsiniz ama bu tamamen bir 

hipotezdir. Eh. dolaYlslyla bu yargtnm nasll olu~turuldugu ve temellendirildigi yok 

onemli sadece siibiektif olabilir. Burda bir tehlike oidugunu du~unuyorum. DolaYlslyla 
, J 
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~oyle bir soru sormak istiyorum. Acaba Hannah Arendt mym Aristoteles'in de 

liberasyonunu duloyosis, buloyestaylum e~anj, kar~lllkh bir degi~toku~, echange 

entre'yi niyin bir kategori olarak almamal1:a? Yani farkh insanlann yargdan eh. 

biraraya geliyorlar, temas ediyoriar, birbirlerine dokunuyorlar ve bir degi~toku~ oluyor 

yani bunu mu kastetmi~tir acaba? Deliberation bir kategori degildir. Bu son derece 

siibjektif bir yargt. Kant'ta da oyledir: siibjektiftir. that point precisely eh. Profesor 

Schiissler'in daha once de degindigine ben burada deginmek istiyorum. Mesela ben, 

Arendt'in yargl konusunda yargdama konusunda her zaman eh. yekinceye sahip 

olmu~tum. Siz de bu problemi yok giizel adllli koyarak burada sundunuz. Sunu 

sormak istiyorum. Ozellikle Hannah Arendt'in Kiiltiiriin Krizi isimli makalesini 

hatlrlatmak istiyorum. Yargtlama meselesini esas olarak ~rda ilk ele ahr. Eger dogru 

hatrrhyorsam ~unu demi~tiniz: Refleksif statik yargl eh. esas olarak taraf olmayan, bir 

ilgi se serdetmeyen yargtdlf. Ya ashnda politik yargt ozii itibanyla hiybir zaman 

tarafslz, ylkarSlz olamaz. (:Ikarslz olamaz. Zira eh. burada esas olan ylkardlr yani ben 

politikada bence yok onemli bir nokta bu. Ben de bu eh. ba~kaslmn yerine dii~iinme 

konusuna bir~ey soylemek istiyorum. A buna Hannah Arendt eh. mantalitanin zihnin 

geni~lemesi, biiyiimesi adlm veriyor. Otekisi gibi ba~kasl gibi dii~iinmek degil, onlann 

kaynaklanm, dii~iince kaynaklanru da kendi dii~iincesi iyersine allP, onu temsil etmek 

yi dir kastettigi. Bence bu yok onemli ve yok ilginy bir husus. Onemli zira aynm ve 

yogulluk iizerinde teoriIer geli~tirdiginizde bunun onemini gbriiyorsunuz. Bir nokta 

buydu otekisi ise aktor mii seyirci rni, hangisini..T1 gozii? Bence bu ikisinin arasmdaki 

aynm oldukya yiizeysel bir aynm zira bildigimiz gibi hem eh. aktbr hem de seyirci 

sahnede beraberce bulunurlar ve birlikte kendilerini dUnyaya sunarlar. Eh. bunu 

belirtmek istedirn. Ele~tirmenler veyahut da Hannah Arendt'in yargllama teorisi 

iizerinde gbrii~ bildirenler aylsmdan baktlgtmda eh. ben bunu dogrusu bu yabaYI 
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anlayanuyorum zira Hannah Arendt'in zaten bir yargt teorisi yoktur ki bu bir eh. Well 

in Arendt's sense but may be kendi ic;:inde c;:eli~kili bir terimdir c;:i.inki.i boyle bir 

teorisi yoktur. Yargt teorisi yoktur Arendt'in. Simdi bu seyirci mi aktor mii meselesine 

gelince. Bu da zaten dogrudan yargtyla ilgili. Kant'Ia konusundaki derslere bakalun. 

Orada tarafslZ, ytkarslZ yargt sozkonusu eh. ye seyirci konumundaki yargty aC;:lsmdan 

bakI soyluyorum bunu. Doksaya gore dii~iincesini olu~turan ki~i vesaire yani bir 

noktayt nazar anyor ama Jeffrey Barash'm dedigi gibi biraz once bu yok zor bir~ey. 

Dogrusu benim eh. bu konuda hazrr bir CeVablffi, c;:oziimiim yok. Hannah Arendt'te 

boyle bir yargt teorisi var rm? Dogrusu ben emin degilim. Yargt ama yok onemli. 

Butun eh. i~ eserlerinde Hannah Arendt'in yargIlamaya geliyor doniip dola~lp her~ey 

yani bir yargty var. DuyamzyoTlJ.m ki 9llnkii mikrofon kapalz. Profesor Schues'iin de 

dedigi gibi duruma gore yargl meselesine donersek belki yoziime yak1a~mz. Zira burda 

onemli olan eylem ve C;:lkarh eylem. Evet eh. eger bu konu~ma iizerine panelistlerin 

soyleyecegi ba~ka bir~ey kalmadl ise ben gene dinleyenlere doniip soz vermek 

istiyorum. Buyrun efendim. Thank you, I will Te~ekkiirler. Her~eyden once Profesor 

Turhan' a Eichmann ve Kudus'ten bahsettigi i<;in yok te~ekkiir ederim. Ben bu da 

benim akhmda bir metin olarak duruyordu ve aym zamanda sadece metin olarak degil 

metnin arkasmdaki bir olay olarak. Eh. panelden bunu soracaktlm. Bunu bu bir suru 

politik soruna l~tk tutabilecek bir~eydi. Benim i<;in bir c;:ok baklmdan yok rahatslZ edici 

bir metin. Ben Eichmann'l eh. savunmayl hiy tabii dii~iinmedim ama eh. bu her~eyden 

once an anlak veya anlama ile yargt konusunda bir mahal bir yer olarak ele almabilir. 

Eh. Eichmann ve Kudus konusunda anlama ve yargt ko meselesi once eh. hiikiim 

sonra mahkeme gibi gorunuyor. DolaYlslyla Arendt de Eichmann'l belirli bir bi<;imde 

bir ~ekilde anlamak istiyor. Bir canavar olarak degil, eh. hepimizin ic;:inde bir Eichmann 

vardlr gibi de degil. eh. em. bu ey soykInm skandah i<;in onu mahkum edebilmenin 
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yolunu anYOL Eh. bu var sonra ikincisi yargJlarla eh. anlama arasmda zorunlu bir ili~ki 

var lTI1? yani ikinci soru Eichan Eichmann'm eh. sUylannm eh. kapsalTIl hamizin. 

Heidegger burda eh. tabii ki Heidegger'in de SUyU var. Eichmann'la Heidegger 

arasmda belirli bir ili~ki var tabii. Her ikisi de yoldan ytknu~. DolaYlSlyla eh. bunu daha 

da biiylik bir eh. skandal var burda eh bir fel felsefecinin bu rur hata yapmasl bir 

filozofun kiiyiik bir burokratm yapmasl yok daha iyi anla~llabilir. Heidegger de suylu. 

Uyiinciisii Arendt'in eh. to topluluk veya toplum veya cemaat iizerine sorusu. Eh. Gio 

Giorgio Argamben araclh~yla okuyorum Arendt'i. 0, onun ogrencisiydi. Burda 

egemen gi.i~ ve ylplak hayat eh. Arendt'in eh. yapltmdaki dios'tan geliyor ve ylplak 

hayat eh. ksorunu homo saker bu. Eichmann aslmda bu pozisyona manevrayla 

sokuluyoL Bu metin iyinde ve yargtlandl~ biyim yok anlamlt yunkii bu bir dl~lama 

biyirninde yaplhyor. Eh. ve bu soylemden dl~laruyor. DolaYlslyla kendi davaslrun usulu 

eh. nu bi anlayalTIlyor yunkii yargJlamada Almanca kaslth olarak eh. dl~larnyor. Eh. 

yargl~ eh. biz yahudilerle dunyayt payla~mak istemedin. Biz de seni dunyaYl payla~mak 

isterniyoruz diyor. Mahkum ediliyor. Eh. infaz ediliyor. Ya eh. ki.il eh. yakIhyor. 

Kulleri eh. israil'in aylklannda denize atlhyor. Eh. soykInm eh. i~leyen herhangi bir 

insan iyin hi~ kimse eh. vicdaruru rahatslz edemez. Bu yok rahatslZ edici bir~ey. Eh. 

affedilebilir ~eylerle affedilemez ~eylerle ara ~eyler arasmda eh. bir aynm soru sorusu 

var burda. Bir SUy, bir skandal diizeyindeyse ne yapacaglZ? Yani eh. su~ i~ledigi 

topluluk tarafindan yahtllan insanlar durumu burda sozkonusu. Agamben konusunu 

Onay'a blfakacaglm. Lutfen konu~acryl uyanr mlSlmz mikrofomi eline aism. 

Agamben benim arkada~lm degil. Bunu Agamben'i Onay'a blfakIyorum. Bu u.<;:uncu 

soruyu ona blrakIyorum ben. Ben Agamben'in yakla~lmmt bilmiyorum. Eger sizi 

anlayabildiysem, Arendt'in Eichhan'l Eichmann'l anlaylp anlamadl~ soruyorsunuz 

saruyorum. Konu~a, salondan yapllan konu~ma mikrofonSlc oldugu if;in 
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~eviremiyoruz. Well, my English is not that good to understand Benim ingilizcem 

sizi anlayacak kadar iyi degil. Eh. soylediginizi yok aylk anlayamadlm. Acaba Hannah 

Arendt Eichmann'l anllyor mu anlamIyor mu bilmiyorum. iki tiir anlama Vardlf. Birinci 

tiir, 0 birincisine gelicem. ikincisi Ana Hannah Arendt bir yerde unutmadan veya 

Franslzca soylersek aldan af etmekten, af ne zaman gelir? Forgiveness yani affetme. 

Unutkanhk kelimesiyle affetme kelimesini karl§tlrdl bu koml§macl. Bu ~imdi iki tiir 

iki tiir anlama var. Bir~eyi anlayabilirim, bir~eyi u eh. affedebilirim. Eh. noktaYl tam 

anlamadlm. Size sonra veririm. Eichmann'la Heidegger arasmdaki ili~ki? Boyle giderse 

konjeranszn ~ogu ~evrilmeden kalacak isterseniz uyarm. Eh. dii~iincesiz, dii~iincenin 

eksikligi Frans1Zca. FIr exces de pense yani eh. fazla dii~iince bu sefer de dendi ama 

niye deniyor bunlar tam ben anlamadzm. Heidegger tarafindan yok fazla dii~iinme eh. 

Eichmann tarafindan da yok az dii~iinme ge eh. yokluk. Aym hataya gotiiriiyOf. Bir 

tarafta yok dii~iinme bir tarafta az dii~iinme. Ayru hataya gotiiriiyOf. Heidegger 

kimseyi eh. gaz oda1arma gondermedi. Tabii bildigim kadanyla. Bildigimiz kadanyla. 

Perhaps just a few words because Ali Vahit Turhan has passed me the question 

Soylediginiz ~ey biraz beni a~tl. Geyen sene, Jacques Derrida'Yl eh. istanbul'da 

dinledik. Cok gUzeldi. Bu konuda eh. affetme konusunda. Bagl~lama konusunda. Eh. 

ama Derrida ayru sorunun Hannah Arendt'te ortaya 911a~ biyiminden bahsetmedi. 

insanllk Durumu kitabmda Arendt i9in affetmek, ba8I~lamak bir uzla~ma biyimidir ya 

da eh. ban~ eh. yaratma. Eh. her hikayenin benzersizligi oliim geldikten sonra anla~Illr. 

y ani degi~tiremezsiniz. DolaYlSlyla bu geryekle nasIl uzla~abilirsiniz? Bu bir eh. hem 

tarihsel bir geryekliktir hem de ebediyen geymi~te kalffi1~lf. Bu i~te bir aftIr, bir 

ba~~lamadlr Arendt'e gore. Simdi eger Agamben'i bu b~_gIamda i~in iyine getirmek 

isterseniz. Homo Saker, me e Clplak Hayat vesaire. Biitiin bu sorunlar. Peki niye 

getirmeyelim derdim, ni9in olmasm derdim. Uz1a~ma orad a da olmasl gereken bir ~ey. 
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Her yerde olmah ban~ma, uzla~ma. Rayat hikayesinin eh. umutsuz bir ~ekilde sona 

erdigi her yerde. Biiyiik bir tehlike, biiyiik bir tehdit var insan hayatma, insan 

dii~iincesine, arada olma durumuna bu ko~ar altmda ama bir uzl~ma ya da ban~ma, 

reconciliation zor bir kelime ingilizce uzl~ma veya ban~ma olmalI. 

Interpreter A: When you ask how to reconcile oneself with what happen 

Diinyada olanlarla ve diinyada olanlardan sorumlu olanlarla nasii ban~Ilacak yani bu 

bence tabii anlamm anlamarun bize Mikrojon by questioning like she does in The 

Origin of Totalitarianism, she questions like anlama tabii burada yardlmcl 

olacaktrr. Mikrofon lutfen + Zannedersem eh. affetmekle ban~mak farkll iki ~eylerdir. 

Affetmek bir insana yonelir yani eger bir insan sizden onu affetmenizi istiyorsa onu 

affedersiniz ama ban~mak, rekonsiliasyon bamba~ka bir ~eydir. Burda pardon yani 

affetme sozkonusu degildir. Ozel bir ki~iye yonelmiyor. Ban~ma ""bA.rojon liitfen ++ 

Bu dediginizden emin degilim. Siz eh. sizden af dilemeyen bir insana af niye afedesiniz 

ki? Bunu ancak azizler ya da papaziar yapar. Ama gene de bu iyi bir sorudur diye 

dii~iiniiyorum. Ba~ka bir iyi soru bence ~u olabilirdi: Hannah Arendt ve Martin 

Heidegger acaba birbirlerini bindokuzyiizyedide ilk gordiiklerinde ne oldu acaba? 

Heidegger Arendt'e eh. bana beni bagt~la, beni airet dedi mi? Bana rru soruyorsunuz? 

Tamam size sorahm. Eh. ama ge ama maalesef ben ~imdi zamana da dii zamam da 

dii~iinmek zorundaytz diye hatlrlatmak durumundayun. Yanm saatimiz kaldl 

korkarlffi. isterseniz eh. sorulan uryiincu konu~mamn arkasmdan alahm ki iiryiin<;ii 

konu~maclImza da yeterli zaman kalsm. Uryiincii konu~mac1ffilZ Sanem YazlCIOg;lu. Eh. 

Sanem Y 8.Z1ClOglU, ~u esnada ank istanbul Universitesinde Hannah Arendt'te eylem 

teorisi iizerine doktora tezini biti~ bitirmek uzere. Evet buyrunuz Saym Sanem 

YazlCIOgIU. 
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Interpreter B: Dear participants and dear guests Evet saym katilimctlar, saym eh. 

dinleyiciler. iyi haberim var 9iinkii konu~mam on dakkahk bir konu~ma olarak 

hazrrlanrru~t1. Burada herkesin biraz yorgun oldugunu gozoniine alarak ~imdi 

konu~mama ba~hyorum. Ki~isel amacrrn felsefeyle politikayt aYlrmak olmadI~ i9in 

Arendt ve Heidegger tarafindan ortak olarak kullantlan bazI kavramlan ele alca~m. 

Bu eh. kavramlara veya tematik il baglara donersek, Arendt'in Rayd. eh. e a~ma, 

transandans ve eh. giindeliklilik dinarnigini eh. Arendt'in varo1u~sal bir alandan eh. 

politik bir kavrama donu~ti.irdugunu gorfuUz. Eh. bu eh. donu~Urn aslmda en onernli 

ilgi konulanndan biriydi onun yani du du~unceyle eylem, felsefeyle politika. 

Konu~mam slfasmda eh. du~unce, komu~ma ve e eylem iizerine yerle~mi~ insan 

kirnligini ele alaca~ ve bunlarm logosla ili~kisine deginecegim. Eger felsefe ve 

politika ya da daha genel olarak du~unce ve eylem eh. bagda~maz degilse 0 zaman 

aralarmdaki ili~ki nedir? Eh. hem Arendt hem de Reidegger i9in onemli olan bir 

soruyla ba~lamak istiyorum. Si sen kimsin? Eh. in insanhk Durumunda Arendt eh. eh. 

oznenin aianm etmenin kim1ifunin eh. ifsa edilmesini tartl"-lr. Ern. eh. insanlann ,:J , '-''' "'f 

kendilerini eh. benzersiz, biricik bireyler olarak ortaya koyduklarmt ve dunyaya eh. 

benzersiz ki~iliklerini eh. if~a ettiklerini soyler. Arendt eh. bir insamn kim oldugun 

sorusunu ne oldugu sorusundan aymr.· Kendisinin soyledigi gibi konu~mada ve 

eylemde insanlar kim olduklanru ortaya koyarlar. Eh. ki benzersiz ki~isel kimliklerini 

eh. if~a ederler ve boylece diinya insan dunyasma girerler. Bu if~a eh. kimlik konusu 

kim olma konusunda bu ii in~a bir insanm ne oldugundan farklldlf yani ozellikleri, 

yetenekleri vesaireylen. Heidegger'e dondugumuz an Da-Sein eh. eh. elde hazIr olan 

bir varhk degildir yani bir ne degildir bir kimdir. Eh. kim sorusunun cevabl 

H 'd 1° d dO vo °b' eh ben araclhgVlVla, benin kendisi araclllfuyla, ozne. benlik el eggerm e 19J. gt 1 .• ~ . 

• 1 v I '1° E' h Da ~el'n'1n kimi' al"'lsmdan baklldl~ zaman dunvada oima bir araculglY a yen If. n, e, -~, y • 
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Mitwelt yani diinyayla olmaktlr. Eh. ve eh. il'inde olmaktrr Heideaaer'e aore yani '( :::::.0 e 

ba~kalanyla oimak. Eh. eger Varhk ve Zaman'm egzistansiyel analitikine g6re insan 

varhgI kendisine ayru zamanda varhgm eh. ba~ka varhklarm arasmda ve ile olmasmm 

if~a edilmesidir. Eh. Da-Sein'm eh. tasviri eh. bir if~a bi9imini alrr yani 6rtUsiinii 

kaldlrma veya ke~fetme bi9imini alrr. Su ana kadar ortaya koydumaya yall~tlgrrn ~ey 

kim sorusunun if~a ile ili~kili oidugudur. if~a em. eh. Arendt'te eyleyen ve konu~an 

ajana, ozneye y6nelmi~tir. Burada eh. ve Da-Sein, He Heidegger'e gore Da-sein 

hakikat i1i~kisine y6nelmi~tir. Eh. eh. hakikat ve politika Uzerine eh. denemesinde 

Arendt a iki rur dii~iinmeyi eh. aymr. Birincisi eh.sahici, otantik bir ~ekilde politiktir. 

ikincisi ise eh. otantik olarak felsefidir yiinkii birincisi eh. ortak diinya ile il il ilgili olan 

olarak ortaya ylkan degi~ik g6rii~lerle ilgilidir. ikincisi yalruz ve hakikate yoneliktir. 

Eh. Arendt bir eh. bu konudaki makalesinin adma kasti olarak ne kalmaktadlr eh. dil 

kalmaktadlr. Diin Profesor Schiissler'e bu konuda dinledik. Eh. hem Arendt hem de 

eh. eh. Heidegger iyin dil eh. bir ortak paydadlr ve her ikisi iyin de temel bir rol oynar, 

Schiissler'in s6yledigi gibi. ~agldaki ahntl eh. za Varhk ve Zaman'dadrr ve her ikisi 

ic;:in de gec;:erli ge<;erlidir <;iinkii dil hakkmda genel dii~iinceler belirtmektedir. AImtl 

ba~hyor. Dil eh. Da-Sein'm eh. if~as edilmi~liginin varolu~sal kurulu~unda bulur 

kaynaklanru. Eh. konu~tugu zaman Da-sein kendini ifade eder. Eh. bu eh. bu ahntl 

ba~ka bir baglamda eh. eh. logos tOr teriminin kendine yoneliktif. Bu ise eh. bu ins fi 

filozoflann projelerinde eh. kilit bir kavramdlf. Eh. Varhk ve Zaman'da logo sun esas 

anlamt soylemdir ama yorumlarla eh. aktl, yargl, kavram, tanlffi eh. zemin veya ili~ki 

olarak da eh. c;:evrilir. Eh. ki ayru kitabm altlnCl eh. b6himiinde logosun eh. 

yorumbilgisinin eh. daha koklii bir ~ekilde varhk sorununu kavramayr miimkiin kIldlgI 

soylenir. Heidegger ic;:in eh. bu olanak m bu olanagm nedeni aletheya ile logos 

arasmdaki bagIantl ile ilgilidir. AIetheya genellikle eh. eh. ge hakikat olarak terciime 
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edilir. Eh. anlarm artlk eh. gizli olmamak: ya da if~a edilmek, aylklanmak: anlamma 

gelir. Heidegger burdaki a eh. ba~ onekinin yani bi bi bir kar~lthk ve bir~eyden yoksun 

la.lmnu~hk oneki oldugunu soyler yani bir~ey ahnmt~, gotiirillmii~, yahruru~trr ondan 

yani aletheya artlk hiy gizli olmamak:, if~a edilmi~ olmak anlamma gelmektedir. Eh. 

aletheya ile bagIantl iyinde aletheyun eh. if~ etmek demektir eh. gizliligi ortadan eh. 

kaldmnak eh. demektir. Eh. bununla ilgili olarak: ayru kitaptan bir abntl yapar iz 

yaparsak em eh. aylga ylkarmamn, if~a etmenin en dolaytmslZ biyimi eh. ~eyler 

hakkmda konu~maktlr. Eh. bi bilmek veya dii~iinmek her zaman bir eh. konu~maktlr. 

Ses ses telleriyle dile gelse de gelmese de. Burada Heidegger'in semantik ve apofantik 

logos arasmda yaptlgl aynffil ha hatlrlayabiliriz. Taminiaux'nun yok aylkya belirttigi 

gibi sematik logos ile Heidegger eh. her logosun anla~dabilir bir ~eyi ortaya 

koydugunu soyler. Eh. apofantik ile ise soylenilen ~udur; em. ken bir ~eyin kend kendi 

iyinde, kendinden goriinmesi ve bunu bir teorayna sunmaSI kastedilir. Arendt logos 

terimini eh. eh. konu~manm ve dii~iincenin primordiyal yani temel eh. birligine 

referansla ele alrr. Bu birlik eh. erken eh. Yunan polis hayatl iyin karakteristik degildi 

eh. ve eh. aym zamanda logos eh. vatanda~lann sonsuz konu~masmda eh. eyleminde 

dii~iincenin ortaya y1ktl8t anlaffilna geliyordu. Eh. dii~iincenin kendisi ise eh. 

vatanda~lann eh. ey birbirlerini iknasl iyinde eylernlerini yonlendiriyordu. Eh. hayatm 

akhnda veya tin eh. p 6zur dilerim akhn hayatmda veya tinsel hayatta Arendt bunu 

~oyle koyar: Logos kriteri, tutarh konu~ma eh. eh. ge ha.1dkat veya ya eh. hata degildir 

anlamdrr. Kelimeler kendi ic;:inde anlarnll olarak: ve dii~iinceler birbirine benzerler. 

DolaYlslyla konu~ma eh. anlarnll ses bile olsa eh. zorunlu olarak apofantikos degildir. 

Bir onerme eh. i9inde aleytelyum veya pseodestay olan bir onerme eh. yani hakikat ve 

hata iyeren bir onerme eh. veya varllk veya varhk olmayam iyeren bir onerme 

sozkonusudur burda. DolaylSlyla ortiilii diirtii burada konu~ma konusundaki ortiilii 
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durtU anlama yonelrnedir. Mutlaka hakikata yonelrnek degildir. He her ikisinin logos 

anlaYI~mda eh. logos bir if~a etrne, a91ga 91karrna, ortUyli iizerinden gekme, daha once 

gizli olam ortaya 9tkanna anlarnma gelmektedir. DolaYlslyla eh. burada soz sozkonusu 

olan eh. her zaman usfu kaparum~ bir ~eydir. Eh. biz bir b~ka ~ekilde soylersek bir 

~eyin a91ga <;tkrnasl i9in daha once gizli Olrnasl eh. laztrndrr. Bu logos tarifleri eh. 

Arendt'in eh. ozel ve kamu alanlm arasmdaki aynmm aynrnla ust uste gelir. Kamu 

alam her zaman eh. ozel alana ihtiya9 duyar. Bu eh. bir~eyin ge ~kilmi~ i9inden, 

ahllffil~ anlarnmda ne olarak bir gizlenme nedeni olarak ve ozel alan da eh. eh. 

kamunun l~l~ altma 9tkrnak isteyen birisi i9m gereklidir. Arendt'te eh. bu eh. gtz 

gizlenrne gizlerneyle a91ga 91karrna veya kapahyla if~a edilrni~ arasmdaki bu ili~ki eh. 

sadece eh. ozel ve kamu aynmm ile ilgili degildir aym zamanda dogrudan dogruya 

ba~langt9 terirniyle de ilgilidir. Eh. ba~langt<; eh. insarun dogurniulugunun 

gergekle~rnesi olduguna gore dunyaya yeni gelen eh. eh. her zaman sonsuz 

olanaklanyla eh. kapatl1nu~, ustU kapatdffil~ bir varolu~tur. Arendt'e gore bu olanaklar 

eh. eylern ve konu~rna araciliglyla ger<;ekle~ebilir. Eylem ve konu~ma eh. eh. in insanm 

eh. ins giri~irn yap rna, inisiyatif alma kapasitesin uzerinde temellenmi~ir. Eh. inisiyatif 

alarak eh. insan dunyaya insani dunyaya bir ba~langt9 yapar. Bunu Arendt ikinci 

dogum eh. olarak adlandmr. Eh. onun i9in eh. insiyatif eh. yargtlama eh. gUcunun eh. 

eylem gUcunun ve konu~ma gucunun bir toplaffildrr. Bunlar eh. a91 a91ga <;lkana kadar 

eh. usfu kapalldlr1ar. Yani Arendt'in eh. ajarun veya oznenin if~a edilmesi adlru verdigi 

~ey eh. gizlenrneden veya kapattlmadan eh. a91ga bir ba~langt<;trr. A91ga <;lkma veya 

if~a edilmeyene. Heidegger eger'in deyimiyle letes aretes araclhgyla. Bu ~ekilde 

du~unerek eh. hakikat yoneli~li ve anlarnlI politika veya felsefe arasmdaki eh. ay 

arasmdaki ili~ki baktw . .mdan ortaya <;tkan zorluklan ayak eh. eh. eh. a<;lkllga 
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kavu~turabiliriz 9iinkii bu ikisi ayru madalyonun iki yi.izii olarak ortaya 9Ik:ar. Once 

Profesor Sozer'e vericem sow. 

Interpreter A: In so much as eh. sizin eh. tebliginizi anladlgun kadanyla ~unu 

yaptmlZ. Logos konseptinin iki dekonstruksiyonuna yer verdiniz. Bir, Heidegger'deki 

haliyle. He Heidegger eski logos konseptini dekonstruksiyonunu yapar. Onu saker ve 

bu logosu aleteya konseptine daha yakml~r. Zannedersem, Heidegger'in 

dekonstriiksiyonu bu. Logos, aleteyaya gore yorumlanabilir ise ve bunun miimkiin 

oldugu o19iide degerlidir, deger kazarur. Arendt'in ya ayru konuda yaptlgt 

dekonstriiksiyon ise belki ba~ka bir yol izler vani bunu mu diyorsunuz? Daha - . 

dogrusunu daha dogrusu bunu size soruyorum. Dii~iinme ve 10 logos bir arada, 

dii~iinme ve konu~maYl beraberinde getirir ama Heidegger'e gore konu~ma ve eylem 

bir birlik olu~tururlar. 0 za zira eylem, 0 zaman dekonstrtiksiyonun ajaru olur. Hannah 

Arendt'te oysa geryek, hakikat Heidegger'de bu sefer ayru dekonstruksiyon roliinii 

iistlenmi~tir. Simdi dogru aPJarm~ rmytm, boyle mi? Sorumu tekrar edeyim mi efendim 

yoksa yeterince aylk rm? Sunu soruyorum tekrar ediyorum. Her iki dii~iiniir de biT 

dekonstriiksiyon denemesi yaptIlar logos kavrarmndan. Ka katlhyor musunuz? Evet 

fakat iki ayn yol izlediler. Eh. Heidegger, logosu konseptinin dekonstruksiyonunu 

yaparken aleteya kavrarmru kullarur. Oyle diyelim ama A Arendt ise tam tersine logos 

konseptinin dekonstruksiyonunu eylem konseptinin yardtrmyla yapar. Dogru mu, 

dogru anlann~ rmytm? Kim isterse cevap versin, buyrun. Ba~kan bilir kimin cevap 

verecegini. Dogrudan cevap vermek istiyor musunuz? Evet. Ever tam da bunu 

soylemek istiyorum. Sadece eylem degil. Sunu soylemek istemi~tim ey eylem eh. 

sahneye 91ktp herhangi bir ~ey yapmaktan ibaret degildir. Eylemin bir backgroundunun 

olmasl gerekiyor. Bir hazlrlanma a~amaslilln olmasl gerekiyor ve bu background sizin 

kendi ba~mlza yaptlgmlz, yalruz ba~lruza, solitiid igersinde yaptlgtruz biqeydir. Eyiem, 
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hem du~unmeyi hem de eylemi bir araya getirerek, logos pardon, hem eylemle 

du~unmeyi bir araya getirerek if~a eder, a<;lga <;1kanr. Aleteyada ise eh. logos, 

Heidegger'in yorumuna gore aleteya ile ili~kisinde logos eh. haki hakikat anlarnmdadlf. 

Olduk<;a yogun ve ilgin<; bir eh. teblig sundunuz. Size te~ekkiir ederim. Eh. ba~langI<;ta 

sordugunuz siz kimsiniz sorusundan hareketle ben birka<; ~ey soylemek istiyorum. Kim 

uzerinde size soru sormak istiyorum yunkil zira bir taraftan kim hem konu~mada hem 

de eylemde ortaya 91kar. A.rendt de bunu soyluyor ama kim bizirn iizerinde 

konu~abilecegimiz bir objeye donu~tiirebilecegimiz bir kimse degildir zira ayrn 

zamanda siz dili merkezine oturttunuz yorumunuzun. Bunu bir tarafa koyalIm. Aynca 

bence S12 acaba S12m goIii~uniize gore acaba Arendt ne ol<;ude bir 

dekonstruksiyonisttir varhk ve goIii~u bir araya getirdigine gore. Yani ko ustiinde 

konu~ulan kim olarak degil, konu~an kim olarak. Levinas'ta da boyle bir aynm 

goruyoruz. Sagen ve saying ve bir~ey uzerine konu~ma arasmda boyle bir aynffil 

Levinas'ta da buluyoruz. Konu~marnzm eh. sonunda yok dogru olarak antropolojik 

temeline Hannah Arendt'in degindiniz. Dogumluluk, nataliteden sozetmek suretiyle. 

Ve burda ama kimin konstIiiksiyonu bence gozden kayboldu. Size onun i<;in ~unu 

sormak istiyorum. Acaba sizce Arendt'in kim nosyonu dilde kendini kurma ya ffil 

baghdlr ve eger evet ise Heidegger'den sozettigimizde ayrn ayncaltkh konumunu dilin 

buluyor muyuz? Yani acaba Heidegger'de de benzer bir antropolojik temelden 

sozedilebilir mi? Hannah Arendt iyin soylediginiz gibi. Konu~manlzm ikinci lasffilrn 

tekrar eder misiniz? Peki tekrar edeyim. Konu~marmn ikinci laSITll ~u. Heidegger i9in 

de logosun dekonstruksiyonundan sozettiniz ve dilin ayncalIkh bir konuma 

geldiginden sozettiniz. Sizden ~unu ogrenmek istiyorum. Acaba sizce Heidegger'e de 

de du~un kendi Da-Sein nosyonu, du~tincesi i<;in bir antropolojik teme! verecek miyiz? 

Tlpla Hannah Arendt'te natalite ve dogumluluk arasmda siz burda vaka 
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sozetmediginiz hal de olan ili~ki i9in yaptlguuz gibi. Peki. Evvela kimsiniz sorusuna 

gelince bence bu soru bu sorunuzu iki ~ekilde cevaplayabilirim. Belki de kimsiniz 

sorusu ile ozde~lik sorusunu soruyorsunuz. Kimsiniz di diye sorusunu kendimize 

sordugumuz zaman ben kimim diye sordugumuz zaman bu benim Arendt'e gore benim 

cevaplayabilecegim bir soru degildir. lira bu soru benim kim oldugum sorusu 

ba~kasma yoneliktir. Her zaman oyledir. Benim kim oldugum, benim ozde~ligim 

kimligim daima ba~kasma ba~kasmda a91ga 9Ikar. DolaylSlyla bu noktada ~unu 

soylemek gerekiyor. Ben ba~kasl ile sadece dil ile bag kuranm ve bunun tizerinde 

durmu~tur Hannah Arendt. Heidegger konusunda ise dogrusu sizin tam olarak ne 

kastettiginizi anlamadlm. N e anlamda soruyorsunuz bu soruyu anlamadlm. Yani eh. 

if~a etme a91smdan ffil soruyorsunuz, diskloslr a91s~dan ffil soruyorsunuz? Sunu 

soruyorum [cassette change] Konu~maruzda deginmediginiz i9in belki size hakslzhk 

ediyorum ama merak ettigim i9in soruyorum. Haytr, hayrr. Btisbtittin de ilgisiz bir soru 

degil. Bu sorun eh. 90k onemli bence. Son derece ka kanna~lk konulardan 

sozediyoruz. Terimlerden sozediyoruz. Daha once de bahsettigim gibi varolu~un 

varolu~ Heidegger'de de kendisini ba~kalanyla olan varhkta gosterir. Being with 

others. Varh8J.n, eh. varhk kendisine ba~kasmda yani ben kimim sorusunda oldugu gibi 

ba~kasmda gosterir. DolaYlslyla bu iki dti~tintir arasmda bir bag var. Aym soruyu 

soruyorlar. Ama bu soruyu aym no yere yoneltmiyorlar. Arendt akt6rti anlamaya 

9ah~lYor. Heidegger ise sorunun cevabllli gergek ile vennek istiyor. Thank you very 

much for your presentation uh. <;ok te~ekktir1er efendim. Ben de di1i.n yeri tizerinde 

duracainm Heideg:aer'de ve Arendt'te. Bana oyle geliyor ki konu~ma olmadan eylem o· ~O 

olmaz eh. bunu soylemek 90k eh. mannkh. Bunu anlayabiliyorum ve konu~ma 

olmadan da anlama olmaz. ilgin9 olan insanllk Durumu'nda Hannah Arendt'in bir 

primordiyalitiden bir praym bir primordiyaliteden sozeder yani eylem ile konu~ma 
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arasmda aym anda kaynaklanrna yani GleichurspIiinglichkeit praymordialiteden 

sozeder. Bu noktada benim soylemek istedigim ~u. Benim anladlglma gore 

Heidegger'e bir znnni tepkidir ve ele~tiridir zira Arendt Heidegger'in aymmru 

yapmIYor. Sprache dile ve rede konu~ma arasmda. Rede, Rede. ingilizce'deki fark 

ba~la. Talk degil, talk degil. Konu~ speech and discourse diye terciime ettiler 

tngilizceye. Sprache ve rede, speech ve discourse. Yani burda ontolojik eh. zemin ini 

kaybediyor yani konu~mada aktor olarak bulunmaYL Tabii burda Madam SchUssler 

bunu gene siibjektivizm olarak niteleyebilir ama tabii siibjekLivizmin yamnda bir ba~ka 

sebep de bence ontoloji ve metafizik meselesidir. Bence bu yok ilginy bir nokta zira 

Arendt'in bir biyimde metafizik bir sistem geli~tirmek istemedigini eh. tlpkI eh. Sein 

und Zeit Zaman ve Varhk'ta oldugu gibi bir metafizik sistem geli~tirmek istemedigini 

goruyoruz. isterseniz evvela sorulan toplayalun. 

Interpreter B: <;ok kIsaca soyle soracagun. Ktsmen bir soru kIsmen bir goru~ 

belirtecegim. AletheyaYl kullam~m1Z1 yok begendim. Aletheya, Arendt'in felsefesinde 

nasIl e1e almabilir bunu gosterdiniz. Biitiin soylemek istedigim ~uydu. Plato da 

aletheya kelimesiyle oynuyor dur eh. Cumhuriyet'te, Cumhuriyet kitabmda. Lethe 

kitabma eh. nehrine gidiyor. Lethe tabii biliyorsunuz unutmaYI demek ve eh. hatlrlama 

bir baktma eh. ortiilmii~ bir ~eyi ortaya ytkarma anlamma geliyor tabii. Eh. 0 ~ekilde 

bakabilirsek eh. benim soyledigimle sizin soylediginizi birle~tirebilirsek eh. aym 

zamanda eh. aktor konusundaki kim sorusunu hatlflarsak ve bu 0 zaman kimligi 

ortaya koymak, politik hatlriama, ve ve ko kolektif bir kimligin eh. yeniden kurulu~u 

ve kamu ortamInda eh. ortaya 91kr~. Hepsi bir arada ele almabilir. Her ~eyden once eh. 

konu~mamzl yok begendim. Eh. konu~marnn eylem1e ili~klsini eh. ve tabii eh. eylemin 

en ileri biyimi olan politik eylemin arasmdaki ili~kiyi vurgulamak istedim. Buna kar~lhk 

~iddetin dilsiz ya da konu~maslz oldugunu vurgulamak lazlm. Ben biraz metod 
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konusunda Arendt'in eh. dekonstruksiyonunun metodu konusunda biraz eh. bilgi rica 

ediyorum. Dekonstruksiyon eh. logos, dekonstrUksiyon Arendt'te de var. Logosu, 

konu~maYI ve eh. Sozer'in soyledigi gibi eh. amay nihai olarak praksis 

dekonstruksiyonde ama bunu yok iyi anlayanuyorum ve dolaytslyla biraz daha 

kesinlikli bir~ey soylemenizi rica ediyorum. Biraz kesinle~tirmenizi istiyorum there are 

no comments basically to Arendt, not I'm I'm not Ben logosu Arendt'in anlaYl~ma 

gore yorumluyorum. Aletheya ise benim yorumum olabilir. Heidegger ile Arendt 

arasmda bir ili~ bag kurabilmek iyin. Eh. insarun insanllk Durumu'nda eh. tinsel hayat 

veya aklm hayatmda da logos kelimesini Arendt burun du~unme, konu~ma ve eylem 

yapma eh. kapasitemiz iyin kullaruyor ve eh. bu arada yargt kapasitesi de logosun 

altma giriyor. Ama bu bir dekonstruksiyon degil ki, bu bir dekonstruksiyon sureci 

degil ki, logosun dekonstruksiyonu degil ki bu. Ben logosun bir dekonstruksiyonunu 

yapilllyorum. Ben sadece logosu iki fey filozofun nasll alglladlgI konusunda bir 

kar~lla~tlrma yaptlffi. Soru var nu? I don't know if my Eger bilmiyorum sorum 

Andreas Grossmann'm sorusuyla ayrn nu? Tam duyamadlffi. TaIn aylk duyamadlm 

9unkii soylediklerini Grossmann'm. Benim s6yiemek istedigim ~u. Em. yimid6rduncu 

bolumiinde insanhk Durumu'nun bu eh. ortaya 9lkarma mese1esini ele aldlgI eh. eylem 

ve konu~manm ajan iyin yok 6nemli oldugunu bu ikisinin e1ele yiirumesi gerektigini 

soyliiyor. Eger konu~ma yoksa eylem eh. olmaz. Eh. konu~marnn eylemin yarnnda 

konu~mamn olmasl gerekir diyor. Dolaytslyla belli eylemin konu~ma aC;lsmdan 

onemini belli bu sezgisel bir soru olacak. Bundan ~u sonucu 9lkara.bilir miyim? Eh. 

eylemin eh. konu~maya kendisini ortaya kor koymak iC;in ihtiyacl var nudrr? HaYlr 

9iinkii Arendt'i anlayabildigim kadanyla hayrr yu 9u bu ,yunkU bu ikisi yok yakmdan 

ili~kili ama eh. sizin soylediginiz kadar anlamda birbirine baglmh degi1. Bir ba~ka 

kitapta eger yarulilllyorsam Siddet uzerine kitabmda Arendt, oturma da mesela bir 
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eylemdir ama konu~ma yoktur mesela bir yerde i~gaI i9in oturdugunuz zaman bu bir 

eylemdir. Konu~ma yoktur. Bu ikisi arasmdaki ili~ki diyor, konu~maslz eylemin kendi 

oznesini kaybetmesidir. If.Ja yoktur burda galiba. Arendt ayru zamanda bu eh. 

bolilmde, insanhk Durumu'nda robotlarm da konu~mas1Z eylem yapabilecegini 

soylilyor. Eh. bu konuyla ilgili mi bilmiyorum ama eh. sorumu degi~tireyim. Ba~ka bir 

eh. soru soraylm. Daha genel bir anIamda. Eh. peki eylemin ozel ihtiyacl nedir 

konu~maya? Ne ne gi ne gibi bir ozel ihtiyacl vardlr konu~maya eylemin? <;ilnkU eh. 

9ilnkU ajan boylece kendini ortaya koyuyor. Eh. ileti~im kullanmak terimini kullanmak 

istemiyorum ama sizinle ba~ka nasII ileti~im kurabilirim? Ben konu~maml Tiirk.;e 

yapa I'm going to speak in Turkish. Thank you for your uh. excellent presentations. 

You enlightened us. I'm not going to sp dwell on names here. As far as possible, I will 

try to be as simple as possible. I would like to dwell on the relationship between 

philosophy and truth. I'm going to touch upon your presentation and I'll ask you 

certain questions. I uh. consider philosophy to be thinking of a certain kind. Thinking 

is a brainstorm and this brainstorm takes a person to truth. These are dimensions and 

stages you can not reach truth immediately. From the micro level to the macro level 

uh. a person uh. reaches different stages and opens their wing towards the unknown. 

Now when we come to the question of who, I never accept philosophers one by one, 

by their names. I take them as a source to I I connect them to Descartes as a source. I 

think therefore I am this is the whole truth. Now a moment ago, you talked about a , 

second life. I think so. Perhaps you talked about reincarnation here. Yes please talk 

about, will you please talk about this? This is not the second life. I I said the second 

birth. You used the word second life. This is not true. The translators very clearly 

said second birth. This is misconception, misperception. Arendt talks about two 

births. The first one is physiological birth. That's the first birth. The second birth, the 
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second birth is uh. is our birth uh. into into human relationship. Perhaps the 

confrontation that face to face here in talking. Perhaps eh. this is matured in politics or 

rebirth in the public realm. There is no other explanation. One is not talking about rein 

reincarnation here. Of course philosophy brings us to this uh. frontier in our life 

world. Dh. to go beyond this is to go beyond frontiers. So you say let us remain here. 

Then let us remain here. Thank you. Tekrar aym konuya da IsrarhYlm Yes, I insist 

on the same topic. I insist on the same topic. Now I'm quoting you. Between between 

philosophy and politics, I don't see a distinction. This is what I understood. Now 

here, urn. passionate ideologies can dive into politics. But philosophy is more cautious 

and its frontiers are thicker. Is this what you wanted to say? Political philosophy for 

instance there is uh. this philosophy of science but we consider politics to be science. 

Are you talking about political philosophy') And connected to this I don't know how I 

can introduce here. This is very difficult but I'll be try to be courageous enough. Now 

let's see for instance uh. thought, action and speech. If I understand Heidegger, if I 

don't misunderstand him Heidegger sets up very converging relations. Then freedom 

of thought can be banned. There can be prohibitions with respect to the freedom of 

expression, thought, thought. Because uh. in action, this is universal. In action there 

are uh. constraints, limits on the basis of laws. In this situation uh. there is the 

information society. A rationale brought by the inforrfiation society which means that 

we can this is a matter open for debate. This is not very certain but but according to 

these theses, thought .can not, may not be free. Thank you. I suppose I wasn't able to 

express myself very well. Because I don't understand how you can draw these 

conclusions from my presentation. But I did not say, let me correct something I did 

not say politics and philosophy are the same thing. Uh. I said they are the sa, the two 

sides of the same coin. These when you well think of a coin that turns around its edge 
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when you throw it on the floor and you see one side at a certain moment and then the 

other side at the other moment. Unfonunately this can't be translated. The translation 

may be wrong. Of course it is always the fault af the translator. Yes! I did use 

expressly the word mada{vonun iki yiizii which means the two sides af the cain in 

Turkish. Oh my God! [long laughter anl0ng all foreign guests listening to the English 

interpretation, someone from the audience of English speakers says "Poor translator" 

and the whole discussion stops with laughter and comments on what the interpreter 

said. Some English speakers tell their Turkish colleagues what has happened. One of 

the Turkish panel members says to another panelist "Turkiye'de bulabilecegimiz en iyi 

yevirmenler" (liThe best translators we can find in Turkey") 2-3 minutes break] I I 

think I like to say one Ben kUyti~ eh. son eh. iki konu~maclya kU<;tictik bir~ey 

s6ylemek istiyorum. Heidegger'in ve Arendt'in ortak bir yam her iki ikisinin de politik 

felsefeci olmadan ka<;mmasldlr, redetmesidir. Her ikisi de felsefe alalllll1 aymrlar. 

Burada felsefe kavramlann anlammm ara~tmlmasl mesela s6z eh. kavraffil eh. 

kavrarrun anlammm anla~tlmasllll, farkh somlar somlur. Bu alandan ba~ka bir alana 

nasii geyebiliriz ve ay bence bu iki alan aym fikirdeyim ay ayru. Bir madalyonun iki 

ytiztid"tir. Ama mtihim olan burda ne rur som soruldugudur. Eh. Tiirk~e 

konu~uyorum I'm going to speak in Turkish. First I would like to address Sanem 

Hamm a question. lJh. the fact that action manifests itself through speech in the public 

realm the age means that the agent puts forth his, discloses his or her identity through 

speech. But logos in your context is another aspect of reaching truth if I'm not 

mistaken. Let me put it the following way. In public realm, in the public realm uh. in 

the manifestation of action through speech then the the question with the question of 

who uh. there is disclosure. Then there is another context of reaching truth through 

thinking. This is only uh. true for Heidegger. This is not Arendt. Perhaps this may be 
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misunderstood but I did not say this. For Hannah Arendt uh. truth I interrupted you. I 

I'm sorry I interrupted you. No no go ahead, says the person. lJh. in uh. in the final 

analysis, Arendt's philosophy is meaning-centered not truth-centered. Therefore 

Arendt has does not have a problem of reaching truth. Then the uh. fact of thinking is 

realized in the public realm too or reflection is a phenomenon that takes place in the 

public sphere. Meditation, contemplation sorry. Uh. no no. Hannah Arendt 

distinguishes between the private realm and the public realm. Uh. the private realm is 

the sphere where we can talk to ourselves and at the same time between the public 

and private spheres, there is a connection which uh. which uh. makes which creates a 

situation where they both require each other. They can not exist without each other 

without each other. Arendt says this very clearly. In a situation uh. they can only 

disappear together or transformation into the social uh. in the same realm. Let me add 

something, Arendt I read The Human Condition from the Turkish translation. Earlier I 

had read Arendt partially in the eight in the late eighties. I would like to contribute 

something on labor. If this is a contribution. In many of the Western languages or in 

Hebrew or in Sanskrite, uh. at the etymological root of the concept labor there is pain, 

there is worry and that kind of connotations. This is what she said. And I thought of 

the uh. etymological root of the word labor in Turkish emek but I could not find the 

etymological root but then I found an Uygur a book addressed to the Uygur Turks. I 

found the root of this word emgek it was in Uygur but but emgek is also the root and 

so is emek of course. But ismet Zeki Eytiboglu in his Etymological dic Dictionary, in 

Mongolian, it comes uh. the word emek labor in Turkish comes from the Mongolian 

uh. then there was no no real real relation established so its debatable. ~ow with 

respect to the Van Le Cook nineteenfortyone edition, emgek uh. uh. is used in the 

same connotation mentioned by Arendt. That is to say it con connotes pain. When I 
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went on looking into this I found a survey dictionary of uh. the agricultural terms of 

the Turkish Language Institutes Institute and I found there emgek is used as emek in 

certain regions. Emgek the uygur word is used as emek the Turkish word. Of course I 

said urn. but when when I I compare Uygur Turkish and in the Uygur Turkish uh. its 

used exactly in the same manner as Arendt says uh. as a connotation of pain. I uh. 

accept this as a contribution because I had not been able to reach the etymology of the 

word labor emek uh. in Turkish but you used the same thing on Arendt. Uh. you it 

was translated as insanhk Durumu eh. The Human Condition but I think: it should be 

insanhk Ko~ulu. This is a sematic or morphological well lexical debate in TurA:ish so 

I don't think it would interest our foreign guests. KOJId means condition while durum 

means situation. Eh. so Sanem Hamm says kOJ1JI is better for condition in TurA:ish. 

Its not true This is not do eh. eh. Bu dogru degil. Heidegger'in son tahlilde dille 

hakikati 6zde~le~tirdigi dogru degildir. Tam tersine, bu if~arun ilk a~amalannda 

ge<;erlidir. Daha sonra bir ba~ka y6nde eh. hareket eder Heidegger. Mesela Sofislerde 

is so less edit ettigim bu derledigim bu sofiste em. Heidegger ~byle def. Eh. dil 

hakikate degil yanh~a gbtuIilr. Logos hakikate degil yanll~a gbtiiIilr der yunkii logos 

yunkii 'it' yani '0' sentetiktir. Hakikat mI logos mu bilemiyoruz. <;:unkii sentetiktir. 

DolaYlslyla logos zorunlu olarak hakikatin mekaru yeri degildir ve bu ilginytir. Daha 

geni~ bir anlamda logas, logos zemaynendir. Zemayneyn Aristotel es aletheyadan 

farkhdlr. Bu ayru zamanda bir anlam ta~If. Ba~ka bir~ey degil. Bu sadece i~aret eder, 

ifade etmez. Sadece i~aret etmek i<;in. Tann ve ~eyin eh. gizi SlID. Hakikat degil. Bir 

bir ek yapmak istiyorum. <;:ok yaygm bir fikir Heidegger'in logosla hakikatl 

6zde~le~tirdigi fikri ama eh. ~imdi Sanem Hanzm konu~llyor. Logosla legeyi 

birbirinden ayzrzyor. 
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Interpreter A: OK. I would uh. Ama toplantlIlliZl bitirmeden once ben bu 

sempozyuma katllanlar adma ozellikle yurt dl~mdan gelenler adma ~unu soylemek 

istiyorum. Burada bize gosterdiginiz konukseverlik i9in ozellikle size yok te~ekkiir 

ederiz Saym Profesor Sozer, herkese Bogazi9i, Universitesi yonetimine de te~ekkiir 

ederiz. Keza sizlere de 90k te~ekkiir ederiz. Ayru ~ekilde. Bu topianuyt miimkiin klian, 

bizim buraya gelmemizi miimkiin ktlan biitiin kurulu~lara da comertlikleri ve 

konukseverIikleri i9in aynca te~ekki.ir ederiz. <;ok istifade ettik. Kurulu~lan saymak 

istiyorum. Goethe Enstitiitiisii, Franslz Ara~lfffia Enstitiisii, italyan Kiiltiir Enstitiisii 

ve Adam Publishing eh. Yaymevi. Biitiin bu kurulu~lar bizim bu toplantlyt gelmemizi 

ve toplantmm yaplimaslm miimkiin ktldIlar. Hem onlara hem de biitiin katlhmctlara bir 

kere daha te~ekkiirler. Aynca terciimanlara da te~ekkiir etmek isterim. Geryekten 

inamlmaz bir i~ becerdiler [Applause] Ve onlar da tabii bu sempozyumu miimkiin 

kIlddar aksi halde birbirimizin ne dedigini anlamayacaktIk. G6rdiiguniiz gibi dil yok 

onemlidir. Eh. ben de son olarak miisaadenizle bir kay ~ey soylemek istiyorum. 

Umanm ho~unuza gitmi~tir bu kolokyumumuz. Bunu yaparken amaylanmlzdan biri de 

~uydu. Kendimizi kamuya aymak ve galiba yaptlk. BazI problemler yok degildi fakat 

bunlar esas olarak teknolojik problemlerdi. Diinkii elektrik ktsmtl kesilmelerini 

kastediyorum ama neticede iistesinden gelmeyi ba~ardlk. Bugiin bu tiir problem biraz 

daha az oldu. Profesor Barash dogrusu bana soyleyecek pek bir soz blrakmadl ama 

ben de ozellikle katlhmcdara te~eld.iir etmek isterim. Sabzrlarz i~il1. Dilim siir~tii 

sabzrszzIzk dedim. Ama sabzr demek istemi~tim. Eh. c;ak sabzrlz sablrlz bize 

zamammZZl a~amlZ baklmzndan tahammiil gosterdiniz. Tabii aynca Bogaziyi 

Universitesine da te~ekkiir etmek isterim. Bogaziyi Universitesi bu organizasyonu 

miimkiin kIhm~tlf. Ozellikle Organizasyon Komitesine yiire1..'1en te~ekh.iirler efendim. 
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Floor: 

- ... one of the first conferences that we are holding in this building. lJh. I won't take 

much of your time giving you more details of the building. We have them, we have 

the history on the walls. Uh. but this organ that you see here has been quiet for the 

past forty years. It it was not being used and it was out of ordeL it is now almost 

fixed, two-thirds fixed and we hope to have the first concert in the next uh. month or 

so, in the next month or so. If you have time when you're around here, if you do not 

have the meeting in this hall, you will see the English organists. organ repairers 

working on the organ. They could, you could hear the sound of it if you ask them. So 

that's extra information that might make the conference more interesting. Uh. I would 

like to take this opportunity to thank the Goethe Institute, the French Cultural 

Institute, the Italian Cultural Institute and the Adam publishing house for their support 

and collaboration. Uh. I also would like to thank my colleagues in the Department of 

Philosophy and especially Professor S6zer for holding this uh. for holding this 

conference and for bringing you all all to our campus. Have a good time. 

- Thank you very much for the opening address. Now I would like to introduce you 

Professor Ay~e Soysal, the Dean of Literature and Science Faculty. 

- Dear Rector CollealZUes Distinguished Guests, I would like to welcome you to the , I:? , 

International Philosophy Colloquium organized by the Department of Philosophy of 

the School of Arts and Sciences. The Philosophy Department has entered the new 

millennium with tremendous energy and vigor. Almost every week, there seems to be 

some interesting event taking place on campus in the realm of philosophy. Today's 

colloquium is a first in the sense that uh. two important philosophers of the twentieth 

century, Heidegger and Arendt, are to be discussed within the context of metaphysics 
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and politics. The colloquium is also special III the sense that it brings many 

participants from the continent, German, French, Italian, Swiss to our campus. And I 

sincerely hope that the discussions and deliberations which will take place today and 

tomorrow will pave the way way for similar activities in the future. I would like to 

thank our sponsors for their generous contributions and last but not least I would also 

like to thank our organizing committee, especially our graduate students for the time 

and effort that they have put into the organization of this meeting. Thank you. 

- Thank you very much. I'm inviting now my colleague Professor Gurol IrZIk as, what 

is the problem? Yes, first of all you and Mr. Barash together. Uh. GuroL my colleague 

Gurol IrzIk will uh. moderate the session. He's the chief of the session and uh. I I 

leave the word to him. 

- Uh. We'll begin this morning's uh. session with uh. Professor uh. Jeffrey Andrew 

Barash's uh. talk. I would like to say a few words about him uh. by way of uh. 

introduction. Uh. Professor Barash received his B.A. degree from Stanford uh. 

University, his M.A. and Ph.D. from University of uh. Chicago and then urn. became 

uh. received uh. did his Habi1itat uh. at the University of Paris 10 ~anterre. Uh. 

currently he teaches uh. political uh. philosophy uh. in the department of University 

Picardie, Amiens. Uh. he's the author of uh. many books and articles. I will only 

mention uh. two which are relevant uh. to uh. today's con conference. Uh. Martin 

Heidegger and the Problem of Historical Meaning is one and another is rna Heidegger 

in His uh. uh. Century: The Time of Being and the Time of uh. llistory. Professor 

B h · h t1 workina on a book on twentieth centurY political uh. aras IS u . curren y 0 -

philosophy uh. with a grant from the French Natio:lal Center of Scientific uh. 
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Research. The title of his uh. talk this morning is Martin uh. Heidegger, Hannah 

Arendt and the Politics of Remembrance. Monsieur Barash. 

- Thank you. Thank you very much uh. I'd like to begin by thanking Professor Sezer 

for this invitation, also uh. the rector, the dean and all of the different cultural 

institutes that made possible this uh. colloquium. I'm very pleased and honored to be 

here. Urn. I could start offby by reading what I wrote but I think maybe I'll speak uh. 

more extemporaneously and uh. to introduce my remarks. Urn. by reminding you uh. 

especially those of you who are very young how odd it was when the correspondence 

between uh. Hannah Arendt and Martin Heidegger was published recently. Because I 

could remember in the nineteenseventies or in the nineteeneighties uh. how secret this 

correspondence was. Un. it was locked kept locked in a box in Marbach and nobody 

could consult it. I mean there were many manuscripts of Heidegger that were open to 

the public or to specialists but the correspondence between Heidegger and Arendt uh. 

partly because it was very sen sensitive, as we can now see, and the Heidegger family 

was not too happy about having people come in and pry into the these documents and 

so until very recently it was impossible to consult this correspondence and then uh. 

Herman Heidegger and uh. the uh. uh. those responsible for Hannah .--\rend!' s estate 

made a very wise decision to make them public and to bring out uh. an edition which 

we now have uh. uh. is is available, has been available for the last two or three years. 

And the correspondence uh. confirmed what we pretty much knew but urn. there was 

some doubt. I mean I can remember ten years ago being at a conference and talking 

with Otto Prugler about about this and having him say; oh its impossible that they 

could have a love affair innineteentwenties. So you that tbis was something that was 

open to a lot of speculation. Now after reading the correspondence, it's rather evident 

that they did have a very intimate uh. relationship and uh. its no secret anymore. But 
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this brings us to another question and that's the the really difficult question to my 

mind. We know that they were really close that there was uh. an influence, uh. 

obvious influence of Heidegger on Hannah Arendt but the question is to what extent 

this influence uh. is really a philosophical influence. To what extent in fact the 

philosophy of Hannah Arendt depends upon the philosophy of Heidegger. And this' s 

been a matter of great debate throughout the world especially in in France, Germany, 

United States a ardently uh. in Turkey as well there is debate urn. and especially in 

France, the situation with which I am most familiar, urn. a number of writing have 

come out in which the claim has been made that Arendt is simply a disciple of 

Heidegger. There's, that her thinking's nothing more than uh. a sort of 

Heideggerianism which has been re-interpreted and there're a number of writings, I 

mean, when you look in Germany for example, a recent work by Ernst No Ita, the 

historian who's a a student ofHeidegger. Urn. he he makes this claim in uh. very clear 

terms urn. and is well argued but my purpose today will be to show that if you read 

Hannah Arendt carefully, her writings of the nineteenfifties especially and above all 

her two greatest works urn. Between Past and Future and The Human Condition, it 

seems to me that uh. there's also a very very sharp and important critique of 

Heidegger above all in what concerns uh. politics cause Heidegger had no very clearly 

developed theory of politics. Urn. obviously he was involved in politics in 

nineteenthirtythree-thirtyfour but there is very little theoretical understanding of what 

this involvement uh. entailed. And nor does he try later on to account for or 

understand what his own uh. political activity meant. Urn. on the other hand its clear 

that un. Hannah Arendt, throughout her life and especially in the period, uh. the her 

main question centers on the political implications of what went on in the twentieth 

century and I think that we must bear this in mind as an introduction to the problem. 
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What I've chosen to speak: about uh. it's a bit odd really, its a bit unusual I should say, 

eccentric perhaps uh. is the politics of remembrance. And anybody who reads 

Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, the first period of Heidegger, the one with which Arendt 

was most clearly familiar, uh. and certainly in in these two texts of the fifties cause 

Heidegger at that time was still only elaborating his later thought, uh. although it was 

pretty clearly uh. in his mind at least in certain of his writino-s like the Letter on 
'" 

Humanism, it'd already been uh. somewhat developed. Urn. It's quite clear that the 

problem of remembrance doesn't play an important role in Heidegger's thinking, 

exactly like politics doesn't play an important role and so uh. when we look at 

Arendt's thinking, its clear that uh. all of a sudden not only politics but also 

remembrance, the problem of memory, if you look at uh. the very first pages of The 

Human Condition, it comes out very clearly that the two are related. And so the 

question that I have today and which I would like to develop in my paper is precisely 

uh. the question concerning this relation between the two, between memory on one 

hand, politics on the other. Between the absence of a developed theory of memory in 

the period of Sein und Zeit and the absence of a political philosophy in Heidegger. On 

the other hand A Arendt's insistence on both of these and the link between the two of , 

them as an implicit critique ofHeidegger's fundamental orientation. In my paper, I uh. 

cited one of the letters, one of the most interesting letters, I think uh. because you 

know that after nineteemhirty1hree, uh. although there is an important correspondence 

between the two, uh.. following nineteentwentyfive, when Arendt participated in 

Heidegger's seminar in Marburg on uh. Sophistes, Plato's Sophistes, urn there was a 

long silence between them. Between nineteenthirtythree and urn when this letter was 

written the the year this letter was written, nineteenfifty. Seventeen years of silence. 

And several months after uh. breaking this silence Heidegger wrote the following to 
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Hannah Arendt and I will, I translated the letter into English and I will urn. read it to 

you. The little passage that I have excerpted. Heidegger ""TItes to Hannah Arendt, 

nineteenfifiy, few months after uh. resuming relations with her, epistolary relations 

and also after seeing her in Frei in Freiburg, Heidegger writes: Perhaps planetary 

journalism is the first shock relating to the coming devastation of all initiations and of 

their posterity. Is this therefore pessimism? Is this therefore despair? No. But thought 

which thinks to what extent merely historiographically represented history does not. 

necessarily determine essential human being. The continuity and its length is hardly a 

measure of what is essential. That half a moment marking the instant can be still more 

fully, that man must prepare himself for this being and learn another memory and with 

all of this stands before him what is highest. That the destiny of Jews and Germans 

possesses possesses its own truth which our hist hist which our historiographical 

calculations can not reach. So we see here Heidegger refers in this letter to another 

memory, Ein anderes Gedaechtnis. What does this mean? What is this other memory 

to which he only briefly refers in Sein und Zeit, in Being and Time, because there are 

references to memory, he talks of Erinnerung. And the point that I tried to make in 

my paper is that urn. compared to Husserl or Max Scheler in Sein und Zeit, the uh. 

problem of memory is entirely peripheral for a very clear reason. Its because the 

essential problem of Sein und Zeit is the problem of forgetfulness, Vergessenheit 

(???A LONG INTERVAL LACKS IN THE INTERPRETATION SO I OMIT THE 

ORIGINAL AS WELL.) Immortality has to do with the political domain, with the 

political significance of permanence which is not the same thing as eternity and and it 

is this immortaiity, immortality in this sense, which she finds in the Presocratic world 

of Homer of Herodotus and of Heraclitus. If immortality depends upon remembrance , 

it can only be in the political creation of a measure of stability and permanence in the 
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unpredictable and fluctuating world of human affairs. This is the common intention 

that motivated the work of the poet Homer and the historian Herodotus and also 

Heraclitus. And I'll conclude with a quote from the fragment of Heraclitus that she 

cites from the Diels Collection: Then there is one which the best prefer to all others. It 

is eternal glory which is preferred to things which parish. Because the many lie 

dependent upon this finitude or this Vergaenglichkeit, this uh. impermenance, eating 

up like calfs. Thank you. 

- Okay yes. There is a small change in our uh. uh. program. Professor Martin Rueff 

unfortunately will not be able to attend so uh. I invite now Professor Christina Schiies 

to give her uh. lecture. U11. Professor Christina Schiies uh. studied uh. Philosophy, 

Literature and uh. Political Sciences uh. at the University of uh. Hamburg after which 

she received her Ph.D. degree from Temple University, uh. Philadelphia. She's 

currently teaching uh. at the University of Hamburg and Luneburg. She's the author 

of many books and articles. Again uh. I'll mention uh. uh. her book Empirical and 

Transcendental Subjectivity: An Enigmatic Relation and uh. the uh. title of her talk 

this morning is The Meaning of Political uh. Natality. Professor Schiies. 

- Thank you very much. I also like to thank urn. for this invitation. I'm very pleased to 

be here. I'm especially thanking Professor S6zer, the Goethe Institut and the 

Bosphorus University. Urn. the topic of the paper today will be The Political Meaning 

of Natality. We live in a period of transition. In the back we have the history of 

metaphysics which arose from the first beginning in Greek philosophy and which 

culminated in the hist, century of destruction and the breakdoVvll of human 

civilization. Hannah Arendt as well as Martin Heidegger wrote in a time in which the 

recognition of the fundamental plurality of and world between human beings and the 
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realization of the right to have, right to have rights, were abrogated. It was a time in 

which the fundamental categories of thinking and judging were not sufficient in order 

to describe what had happened and how the world was collapsed. The loss of the 

ground grew out of the spirit of the epoch in which we are all born into, as Heidegger 

formulates in his lecture on Gelassenheit, deliberateness. The destruction of Europe, 

and foremost the, as Aqrendt says, determinant attempt of the extermination of human 

beings, the Jews, had transformed the ground offacts into an abyss. Around that time, 

Arendt asked for a way to begin to understand and to think and Heidegger proposed a 

beginning thinking. In the present and also in the past, we are guided by a scientific

technological thinking which culminate culminates in the machinations, that is the 

organized technical economic being there bureaucracy. We are guided by as it is 

Heidegger's concern, a forgetting of being which withdra\lis the sense of our thinking 

and doing. We are guided by the restructuring of the world by the processes of 

globalization. In front of us in the future, in the suspected future, so Heidegger, lies a 

new beginning of thinking. It is a thinking which is a reflective thinking, in German 

eine Besinnung, which emphasis, as which emphasis, of sense, of a making sense in 

distinction to calculation and cognition. Both Heidegger and Arendt, are searching for 

a making-sense. Both are searching for ways to incorporate beginning in their 

respective modes of thinking. In this presentation I will try to investigate how the 

capacities and readiness for a new beginning can be thought. I will do this particularly 

on the basis of the later projection by Martin Heidegger, especially what is called Die 

Beitraege zur Philosophie written nineteemhirtysix till eight, and his lecture on 

attentive deliberateness delivered in fiftyfive in Messkirch. Concerning Hannah 

Arendt, I will base my question especially on her later works, such as In Between Past 

and Future and The Life of the Mind. In regard :0 the text material, it is my belief that 
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aspects of the later texts of both thinkers can be complementarily related to each 

other. 

As I intend to show both need the reference to natality in order to present a 

phenomenological basis which allows a beginning of a new mode of thinking. It is my 

thesis that Arendt presents on the ground of different senses of natality, basically fo a 

form of broken actionism which explicitly initiate breaks from the world and breakings 

into the world. And Heidegger puts forward a form of broken attentism which is 

based upon a decision by will and the basic mood of restraint and later on on attentive 

de deliberateness. If Heidegger's concept of moods is confronted with the notion of 

natality then his question of where shall we begin the way to the other beginning can 

be approached. Both forms, actionism and attentism, have different political 

consequenches, consequences which I can not spell out in my paper but which \ve 

might discuss later. In my discussion I will first layout the general idea of the notion 

of natality then I will turn to Arendt's concept of action, understanding and thinking_ 

The result of these discussions open further questions and lay the ground to 

Heidegger's propagation of another beginning as the thinking of trutlL That is, sense 

of the Being and the occuring Being projection of the being there. I begin with the 

notion of nat natality or the idea of the birth as first beginning of a human being_ I 
, J 

will shortly spell out five theses. The first is Being and appearance are united. The 

notion of natality is based on birth in the sense of being born. The idea that existance 

of human beings is an ex-isting means for the late Heidegger the, quote, standing out 

in the truth of the being in regard to its content. However, this interpretation of 

. h.c: h th ·o-inal appearance of the existance of an eXIstence does not regard t e lact t at e aDo -

existing is the birth, and hence, falls together with the first appearance in the world_ 

Someone who is born enters the world as a girl or boy, by appearing as bodily reality 
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for the first time and appears as such until his or her death. This interpretation has the 

consequence that the philosophical dichotomy between Being and appearance is 

rejected and the unity of both could be grasped. Second thesis; the relation is the 

beginning. The fact of being-born does not only mean to come from the nowhere as 

Arendt suggests but to come from somebody. Existence means to be from somebody, 

the mother. Hence, with regard to the delivering mother, birth should be taken to 

mean generative birth. Birth in the sense of physiological process already presumes an 

abstraction. The fact that there was some other who has been delivering somebody 

new and who guarantees the constitutive aspect of being existent in the world means 

that existence should be primarily defined as relation. The 'ex', the from the mother 

who is the threshold of an exit from, as well as being the entrance to the world, 

together with the newcomer who is defined ilS existance, asserts the necessity of the 

relation, that is a 'cum' in Latin, the 'with'. In the beginning stands for the existent the 

relation. Or better, the relation is the beginning: a concrete, final relation to another 

existent. A contingent, but at the same time unreplacable relation .. And this idea of the 

relation does certainly not only hold for the mother, this concrete child-mother 

relation but also for the generation which had been before everybody who is born. 

Third the beginning is difference. With the reference to the primal occurrence of the 

existance of the existent we undermine a philosophical tradition which speak, speaks 

of the human in generaL Birth is the first primal appearance of an essence, a singular, 

unrepeatable, gendered, and bodily reality for and with other human beings. This 

occurrence is the manifestation of a fundamental relation and difference between 

human beings. Human beings are trivially equal in so far as they are human beings, yet 

each human being is different from another human being who ever lived, lives or will 

I" Ar dt . 'rhe Human Condition Fourth thesis to begin means having the lve as en says m 1. ., -
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capacity for beginning. Being born means that from the time of beino born into the 
::;, 

world, the social and material world can be intentionally explored. Intentionality, we 

learned generally from phenomenology, is the basic structure of being in the world. It 

is perceptually being directed towards objects or persons. It implies in speaking and 

acting, being in relation with other human beings, being directed towards meanings, 

tasks, and events. Intentionality implies directionality but also a striving for something 

or somebody for meanings or senses. Provided one does not reduce this striving tor to 

some notion of the instinctual drive, it may be regarded as opening up a sphere of 

possibilities and freedom in which initiative is anchored. If the birth is the event 

through which the condition of the possibility of beginning is achieved, then, natality 

is an essential characteristic of each born human being, through which he or she can 

be initiative. And fifth thesis, birth is a basic leap. Initiative, the capacity for beginning, 

finds its beginning in the turn, or basic leap, in German Grundsatz, from prenatal 

existance to natal existance. The German Satz has uh. better show two meanings 

which uh. uh. the word leap does not show because Satz means on the one hand a 

leap from one mode of being to another whose essential trait is intentionality. Hence 

this leap is fundamental to inten, intentionality which is always in the world and 

constitutive of the world. And intentionality is the constituent of being-there. 

Therefore being-there is natal. That is the sense-constitution of having begun-being-

there finds its entrance into the world as beginning-being-there. On the other hand, 

leap or Satz means also a transmission or mediation of sense between such meaning 

regions of the before and after. This transmission refers only secondary to the 

physiological sense of the intra- or extra-uterine life. More primarily, more important, 

it refers to the transmission of the constitution of being-there and to a transmission 

b tw th t· The oeneral transmission of sense between g;enerations and e een e genera Ions. ::;, -
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the constitution of history finds its exit at this pOIDt. Even if the transition uh. 

transmission of sense between generation can be reciprocal, there remins the 

asymmetry we also find also at the threshhold of being born. With the interpretation 

of being-there as beginning, we assume that the threshold of the of the end of 

beginning is never fully achieved. Being-there means that we have passed the 

threshold between prenatal and natal existance but at the same time birth leave it ,. , 

leaves its traces in our being there and depicts it as having begun-beginning-being. To 

summarize briet1y, the last thoughts concerning birth. Binh marks a basic difference, a 

plurality between human being. It stands for the fact that reI, the reI, the relation is the 

beginning and that being born means to have the capacity to begin. However, we must 

pose the question how this possibility or capacity of beginning can actually be 

realized. Hannah Arendt depicts political action as second birth into the world. 

Heidegger mentions birth in Being and Time not as beginning but in its pastness and 

acknowledges the natality of the existing being-there. Also he describes that 

everybody is born into his or her epoch. However, he does not draw the consequences 

of the mentioning of birth. In contrast, Arendt perhaps even overestimates the birth as 

a categorical foundation for the second birth, the acting into the \vorld. The main 

activity which Arendt mostly associates with beginning is acting. I quote from Human 

Condition. If action as beginning corresponds to the fact of birth, if it is the 

actualization of human condition of natality, then speech corresponds to the fact of 

distinctnessness and is the actualization of the human condition of plurality. That is 

living as a distinct and unique being among equals [pov.er cut for a few minutes] as 

the politization of the notion of birth is beginning with somebody into the world. It 

interrupts the course of events, opens processes, is adventurous, because other people 

may follow up on or change that which had been begun [another power cut] hence 
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actionism, the political space with their opinion. These aspects of the appearance of 

the political room and the plurality as well as the singularity of human being realize 

the perspective of natality. Arendt's resurrection of a political concept of acting is 

filling a hole in Heidegger's approach. For Heidegger has no equivalent notion to 

acting because he is rather suspicious of the plu, plurality of the many and melts it into 

the anonymity of the one. Therefore, he can not find a way to a concept of acting 

together. That's the reason why I will not uh. talk about Heid, Heideggerian notion 

of action. It seems so that the possibility of acting and speaking presupposes already 

certain niches in the world which can be transformed into political spaces of 

interaction and it presupposes already the trust in the world which settles in the love 

of the world, the the amor mundi and this must exist at least in a minimal way. And 

these first condition of small niches depends upon the actual political situation in a 

country. The second condition is actually the one which I want to follow up now and 

which deeply concerns the question posed above, how to begin to think and 

understand if the categories of thinking and if the trust into the world that is the amor 

mundi are fundamentally destroyed. This section is called a new beginning in - -' 

understanding and thinking. Arendt survived the hell in her exile, and tried then to ask 

in the large frame of human condition, how we can be at home in a world which 

became such fundamentally strange and unfamiliar that the mood, arnor mundi, is not 

possible anymore. Strange in such a way that even speaking, or the narrative, does not 

seem possible anymore. In other words, Arendt's concern is not to excuse but to 

understand how tota, totalitarianism could be possible. She is looking for a notion of 

understandino in which we become reconciled with the 'vorld but as she emphasiz~s 
I::> 

not with murderers or tyrans. The reconciliation in the understanding does neither 

t d l't mean sympathy Tf we ask for reconciliation then we mean mean 0 excuse nor oes . -
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actually the possibility of a new beginning. A new beginning is never absolute but 

always relative to the past which one must also understand in order to achieve a new 

beginning which makes sense. In other words, understanding the search for sense and 

making sense happens only retrospectively from the standpoint of the presence. 

Arendt compares understanding with the understanding which begins with the birth 

and which ends with the death. She -vvTites in In Between uh. Past and Future: 

Understanding is the specific human mode to be alive because each person must 

reconcile herself with the world in which she is born into as a stranger. Understanding 

begins with birth. It seems to me at this point however that Arendt connects two 

notion of understanding too intimately. First the strangeness which surrounds each 

person, the newborn, with the entrance into the world is one which coheres with a 

basic trust into the world. It is a world which is unknown but a world which can be 

discovered in wonder and trust based on interhuman relation. The other notion of 

strangeness, how uh. however, is precisely based on the broken trust because of 

certain historical events. Wonder to which I will return to in the context of 

Heidegger's thinking as well so wonder with the big eyes of a child becomes 

unbearable. Only blindly groping one's way seems possible in a sinister world. Old 

structures are not sufficient anymore. As Arendt says: One must try to understand 

politically and philosophically that which is not understandable that is in the 

understanding human beings try to approach the world and try to insert their 

categories of thinking in the world. This is a process of appropriation and the 

suspension of the strangeness of the world. But if the heritage of the common wisdom 

of tradition is broken down then one may ask whet~11~r understanding becomes an 

h 1 d t d rtaking Earlier we spoke of the sentiment of amor mundi ope ess un ers, un e . 

which serves for the maintenance of the world, but if the trust in the world is broken 
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then also the sentiment of love doesn't seem a ground to help in the search for sense 

and reconciliation. However, understanding i~ intimately linked to thinking, and it 

might get some help from natality. Understanding is closely connected with regard to 

its motivation [power cut] Yeah, it's okay. It's only difficult for you to follow I guess 

[laughs] sort of broken understanding which I will deliver. Understanding is closely 

connected with regard to its motivation to its impulse of thinking. Thinking then arises 

out of the disintegration of reality and the resulting dis, disunity of man and world, 

from which springs the need for another world, more harmonious and more 

meaningful as Arendt says in The Life of the Mind. Thinking and understanding 

support each other in so far as both do not aim for truth or information rather for 

sense which we generate in our life process in so far as we try to reconciliate ourself 

with whatever we act or under undergo. However, the two concepts are contrary or 

counter movements of mental activity in so far as understanding tries to go into the 

world and thinking tries to break out of the world. Hence, understanding could be 

taken to be closer to the features of birth and thinking is, as it is also in the 

philosophical tradition perhaps closer related to death. Reflective thinking so not 

scientific thinking and understanding are differentiated in so far as thinking breaks 

with the world it withdraws from the world and the political space and observes the , 

world explicitly as strange. The capacity to think according to Arendt's Kantianism is 

an anthropological basic need. But it has nothing to db with the level of intelligence. It 

rather emer emerges in the context of the conscience, Gewissen in German, which 

helps to judge between good and evil. In thinking just like in understanding the 

concept of reconciliation is relevant but here also in in thinking it is a reconciliation 

with oneself. Thinking deals with invisibles, with representations of things that are 

. . rt· 1 nd things close at hand. But the two are absent; Judgmg always concerns pa lCU ars a 
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interrelated as are conscience, no, consciousness and conscience. If thinking the two 

in one of the soundless dialogue actualizes the different within our identity as given in 

consciousness and thereby results in conscience by its by-product, then judging the 

by-product of the liberating effect of thinking, realizes thinking, makes it manifest in 

the world of appearance where never alone and always busy to be able to think as she 

says in The Life of the Mind. There is a one other way I want to mention in which 

thinking may be political indirectly that is when everybody is swept away unthinkingly 

by what everybody, as she says in The Life of the Mind, else does not and believe in 

then those who think are drawn out of hiding because their refusal to join is 

conspicuous and thereby becomes a kind of action. In other words usually urn. Arendt 

urn. says that acting and urn. thinking is very distinct but if nobody thinks but only a 

few think then this few may become really political as far as they stand out from the 

the many who just follow. Furthermore, thinking can be political because it contains a 

critical moment which questions values, opinions and doctrines. Hence it contains a 

destroying, and thereby liberating aspect. Since thinking liberates itself from the world 

and hence from the presence, it loc, its location is in-between past and future. 

Thereuore the thinkina human is not but the thinker lives in so far as she or he thinks 
, I::> ' 

in-between past and future. This room is a timeless presence in which the not-yet and 

the not-anymore culminates in the presence. Therefore Arendt can hold: Thinking is 

the only activity that needs nothing but itself for its exercise. And so so Heidegger uh. 

say as we explain in a moment. In the thinking we get only by way of a leap. 

Heidegger, now as I will tum to, propagates the experience of the forgetting of Being 

and the appearance of a beginning. He diagnosed that the beg the beg the Being began 

necessarily with the forgetting of Being because the thinking in the first beginning is 

. t" d 11 t" Therefiore thLTlkina is subordinated in the logos and the exarruna IOn an co ec mg. , I::> 
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presence. In the metaphysical, scientific, technical thinking, no, in the me, 

metaphysical, scientifical, scientific thinking, the Being is as Beinghood of the Being 

subordinated to the power of its calculated thinking. Therefore the Being, that is 

sense, is withdrawn from us and we live in a time of the forgettina of Beina or 
~ I::> 

forgetting of sense. Also the withdrawal itself is even concealed from us. The 

experience uh. to experience the withdrawal of Being as Viithdrawal would mean a 

history-grounding beginning. Heidegger res, refers to the possibility of this experience 

in the works of poesie and art in an after-metaphysical reflective thinking on which I 

will focus on and on a new establishment of political communu community which 

seems urn. I think uh. rather ambiguous and a little bit phantasmatic. The new 

beginning is characterized by the time itself which takes place as the meshing-place of 

presence and absence which is experienced in the refusal of the having been and the 

withholding of the future. the meshing-play takes place in the time-space which is the 

openness of the being there. this meshing-play is the event. It is the truth of Being in 

so far as the openness of the Being is itself unconcealed that is openness in which 

plays un uh. uh. the concealment. The event, as the new beginning, releases, if it is not 

forgotten as being concealed, the Being in the clearance of clearance. So its, its, well, 

the event remains, also as an historical alternative to the Nationalsocialism, open for a 

nation which reflectively thinks about itself. Heidegger, so this is for Heidegger 

actually somewhat a break from his uh. lecture in thirty-three. Heidegger propo 

Heidegger so this is for actually Heidegger proposes not an annOU:1cement of new 

doctrines for a determined human operation but a shifting of the human from the 

necessarylessness of fixations into the necessity of the necessaryness of, as the most 

extreme that is he claims their leap in the presencing of being. The leap, he thinks it , 

must be a leap, it can't be just a transformation, the leap is the leaping of the readiness 
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for the belonging in the event. The event cannot be forced by thinking. however, the 

openness can be thinkingly construed which as a time space makes accessible and 

stable the cleavage of the Being in the being-there. The human being for him only 

seemingly executes the event. In truth the human being occurs as historically by way 

of the occurring of the being-there. Hence the Being as the presencing of the event is 

not an empty, undenmned sea of the detenninable in which we are leaping already 

from somewhere. rather the leap lets leaping tpe there as belonging in occurrence in 

the call as the location of authentic presence from somewhere and some time. So this 

might be difficult to understand but urn. he's saying here. This the last sentence was a 

quote actually that urn. we must urn. assume there's a leap. It's not just urn. this leap 

is not done by some forceful thinking of human beings. We cannot simply decide, 

okay, we jump into thinking, into a reflective thinking but there must be also a call 

from a Sein, from a sense. The space of the authentic presence, the singular moment 

in which the truth of the Sein must be wanted. And I will uh. quote uh. present 

another quote: If the truth of being is not wanted, or or not shifted in the will of 

knowledge and experience, then all the time-space is withdrawn from the authentic 

presence as a lightening of the being from the steadiness of the simple and never 

calculable event. the authentic presence in German, der Augenblick, the authentic 

presence, is the break with the until now and it remains the question for Heidegger 

how the authentic presence might be continued. So, how a steadyness could occur. 

The relation of the human being to the event, to the time-space, is ambiguous 

because, on the one hand, Heidegger speaks of the how the occurrence of the there 

grounding requires a cooperation of the human being which requires the readiness to 

the truth, to the questioning of the essence of truth without the support in right and 

having made right by the machinations. On the other hand, the human being himself 
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belongs to the event which occurs. The Being needs the human being in order to be 

and the human being belongs to Being so that he may execute his extreme 

determination as Being-there. So in other words, a human being uh. is actually 

belongs to the Da, being itself but at the same time he cooperates. So there lies an 

ambiguity. This double movement shows itself in the description of human being who 

is by way of the grounding of being there, a producer, and is then changed into a 

searcher, a truth-keeper, a guard. Heidegger speaks here even forcefully of the need 

of the fall of the animal rationale, of the fall of the human being up to now which is 

only possible from the original truth of being. In Heidegger's approach, the human 

being shall be guided the way how he can come out of of the abandonment of need, of 

the abandonment of being back to himself and to the being self. The self is at the same 

time build, builder and the guard of the place of the event. Even though Heidegger 

tries to argue that by way of the grounding of the being there, the human being 

transforms himself so as a searcher, truth-keeper, guard, he at the same time holds 

that uh. the human being must also decide and uh. is a producer. In the other 

beoinnino the truth of Being the event is suspected and must be risked as grounding 
~:;, !:), " '-" 

in the thinking of being there. The characterization of the builder puts the human 

being outside of the event and, hence, the event seems preter, predetermined from the 

side of the human and does not ground the human being as guard. Heidegger thinks 

here a double movement in which the essence of the event is thought from the Being 

and vice versa. So he must admit that the being is never unrelated to the Being. And 

here the first being, that the being is Seiende is never unrelated to the Being uh. with 

written with an epsilon and a big'S', the Sein. Since Heidegger explicates the human 

being as being there, he can emphasize the basic moods which shed light on our 

historical situation in the world. The being there is open for the world through its 
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basic moods. The mood constitut, constitute the human existence In the basic 

condition of being in the world. Even though Heidegger would probably not have 

liked it because of the danger of anthropomorphism, I will press the question upon his 

text concerning the phenomenological basis, or the basis of the capacity and readiness 

for human beings to begin a new thinking or a new culture. In other words, what 

pushes the being there to the readiness and capacity to abandon the superficial mood 

of inauthenticity and abandonment of the daily world and to engage into the mood of 

the authentic historical presence in which lies the beginning. What constitutes the 

beginning thinking? Or to put the question differently, where shall we begin the way 

to other beginning, to the other beginning? Heidegger supposes that each being there 

is born into a determinant epoch of the spirit in which it is tuned in a certain state of 

mind. The other exist existential constitution which we already know from Being and 

Time is understanding. This twofold structure can also be found under the name of 

facticity and existance and thrownness and projection. In Being and Time, the term 

state of the mind is characterized by its relation to the world. I quote from Being and 

Time here: Existantiality, a state of mind implies [cassette change] Heidegger wishes 

to talk of Da-Sein's potentiality for Being. Understanding is a disclosive potentiality 

for Being in which being there can come to the possibilities of its own Being and 

which it can project that ownmost potentiality for Being embedded in the worldhood 

of its actual world. Thus, state of mind and understanding are two of Da-Sein's 

existantialia which characterize the primordial disclosedness of being in the world. 

This twofold structure of being there and the analysis of moods finds its expansion in 

Heidegger's later works in so far as he acknowledges that the mood of the authentic 

. hi h t' tate of the mind announces itself must itself be historically presence In w c ne s 

related. The there of being there, the location of the emergence of a common world 
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construction, changes itself historically in the authentic mood. A basic mood is not 

historically related if it is covered up by the inauthentic de derivations of itself in the 

everydayness and hence can be suspected only as possibility of an authentic mood of 

being there. The history of metaphysics is a series of different guiding moods. One is 

the anxiety which Heidegger describes in Being and Time and one related is the horror 

of the abyss of abandonment of being which is actually more important for my 

question here. However horror alone will not bring the being there to any 

resoluteness, rather it causes paralysis and closedness. I mean you might imagine if 

somebody is in horror because of a of a war or historical situation one might be that 

shocked that one is paralysis that one cannot do a thing, anything anymore. However, 

in the paralysis, the event, the other beginning is already suspected as the secret of the 

as withdrawal experienced withdrawal of Being. Thus, the mood which overcomes, or 

rather in the spirit of the Beitraege, of this later text, transforms is the mood of 

restraint, and later on the mood of the attentive deliberateness, so a form of waiting, 

which actually take over the function of the resoluteness. The readiness to enter into 

the basic mood of restraint in which the other be beginning already takes place means 

that something must bring the being there into the readiness to jump or to make the 

leap into the historical authentic presence. Heidegger refers, as I've pointed out 

already, to an heroic decision of the will which does not seem to cohere with the basic 

mood of restraint. the decision for the other beginning must be, as Heidegger 

acknowledaes at first be understood as an act of will in which the human being, that 
1::> , 

is the other beginning thinking puts itself into the presencing of being. In other words, 

the decision is not for something but rather against the abandonment and 

uprootedness of Being. Heidegger saw the difficulty of grounding the other beginning 

. . . . d h e renounced them for for example, the on wIll deCISIOn and overconung an enc ' , 
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term attentive deliberateness. The difficulty with a concept of will is that it hinders 

rather reflective thinking because it needs :l telos. In other words. uh. if you need 

will, if you need will for thinking then usually people have already an end for the mind 

and its not open anymore. The telos is rather characteristic for a calculating thinking 

where a new beginning in the beginning thinking has no end. So in calculating 

thinking, a new beginning couldn't be made. The basically approach of Heidegger, at 

least in this work, seems rather to be a renouncement of the heroic subject of will. The 

notion of will is perhaps better be used in the sense of willingly letting oneself in the 

basic mood of waiting from which the being there receives its his historical presencing 

of the event. Because the thrower projects, the openness opens. It is disclosed by way 

of the opening that he himself is the thrown and that he does not not do more as 

catching the counter swing in the Being, i.e., to enter in the event and, hence, to 

become himself the quip, keeper of the thrown projection. this he says in also 

(German) in Beitraege. So that is, on the one hand the thrower projects something but 

at the same time urn. he will receive a countermove from the Being. Hence, 

Heidegger's being there is shifted into an attentive attitude. But from where gets the 

letting oneself into and the readiness to engage oneself into the basic mood of 

restraint its motive? That is, from where gets the being there the readiness for the 

historical authentic presence for the leap into the event? One mode, one mood we do 

know from history as well as from the description of birth:js the one of wonder. 

Thaumazein, so wonder, the Greek word thaumazein, was the beginning which Platon 

and Aristotle took as beginning and with carries the force of beginning in itself. 

Heidegger acknowledges this with the following rhetorical question: Had this necess 

. f h h' f the first becinnina then from where it neceSSIty not the greatness 0 t e entage 0 ~~, 

would take the power for the necessitation in the readiness for the other. This first 
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beginning is not simply past but as pastness, as having been still historically powerfuL 

Already Aristotle knew of the wonder which changes the familiar into the unfamiliar 

as that the world emerges like a new one. However, Heidegger would see the deficit 

in the wonder because it might carry away the wonderer into the inauthenticity of 

falling. One could suggest here, as held does, the possibility of the contrary move of 

shyness which tunes the wonder into the capacity of the beginning. This would result 

in a shy wonder. However, Arendt sharply remarks: Admiring wonder conceived of as 

the starting point of philosophy leaves no place for the factual existance of 

disharmony, of ugliness, and finally of eviL So the presus, nie (German), 

presupposition was not only a familiar world since we are also thinking about the 

mood of horror in which the basic trust in the world had been broken or the necessity 

of the abandonment of the world is felt. Here, wonder might not be possible because 

it presupposes the familiar everydayness of the world. The other mood which has the 

power of its directedness in itself is the suspicion and an openness which lies in the 

structure of being there itself. Being there experienced its first opening by having 

made its basic leap into the openness, into the world as opening and from the 

closedness of prenatal existance. So here we have to look again for the basic structure 

of being there which finds itself in birth, in the structure of birth. Hence the attitude of 

openness for the sense there lies already in the structure of being there. If the being 

there is tuned in its extension between birth ai1d death, that is its own pastness, its 

own having-been and future, and between the first beginning and the other beginning 

by being generatively born in the historical epoch then generative birth gives the 

readiness of repetition of the basic structures of being born in so far as the state of 

mind of being there makes possible in the own having been the ecstatic return to the 

leap from the closedness into the openness of the world. the suspection of and the 
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openness for the secret of the withdrawal experienced as withdrawal of being contains 

the other beginning itself Arendt interpreted the acting and understanding as entering 

the world and making a beginning in the world. For Heidegger, I am singularly in the 

capacity to begin. However, the authentic presence discloses the common world. The 

mood of restraint grounds the authentity of being with other people. The feature of 

being born showed that the interhuman relation is the beginning. Arendt's optimism 

concerning the possibility of a new beginning that is grounded in the belief that each 

new generation, every new human being, as it, as he becomes conscious of being 

inserted between an infinite past and an infinite future, must discover and plodding 

pave anew the path of thought. Thus every new being there already put into a 

difference, plurality, and fundamental openness by the way of being born from which 

thinking might emerge. Thank you. 

- Thank you very much. We now uh. give a fifteen min minute coffee break and then 

we we'll reconvene for a discussion. 

- We have now tllirty minutes or so for discussion. Uh. so any questions and 

comments are welcome + Please + Sey yak mu mikrofon? 

_ Urn. I'll try and make this. I have a question for Professor Barash and in getting 

there I'll try not to be too long-winded. Urn. I wanted to take up a couple of your 

points. First of all that you when you said that Heidegger does not really address the 

political, I thought maybe you meant thematically. Uh. and also the distinction that 

you try and draw between Heidegger and Arendt uh. concerning the uh. concerning 

the question of action and I think that what you tended to do is in some sense see the 

. .. ther Urn tirst so uh let me put it this I pohtical and actlOn as synonymous to one ano .' . 

think that even though Heidegger does not take up the political thematically, I wonder 
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already a way in which the political uh. is uh. is uh. if not thematized at least 

suggested that is with the with the advent of the, of metaphysics as technology, okay, 

metaphysics as uh. and with the emergence of absolute subject, isn't Heidegger saying 

that the political itself can not be it appears through as technal as technology as as the 

absolute uh. as the absoluteness of subject. So first point. Second thing I wanted to 

take up was what you were saying about Arendt's notion of action here and the way 

you tended to I realized you didn't make a a clear distinction that you tried to quote 

problematize the distinction between the political uh. the political orientation of 

Arendt's thoughts and the way in whichHeidegger defdefines being towards death as 

metaphysical response. Urn. upon saying that I have, I was reminded of two things. 

First of all Heidegger does take up the question of action, he takes it up implicitly as 

far as I recall in his Lectures on Aristotle's Fusis and certainly very explicitly in the 

Letter on Humanism and there in the Letter on Humanism or in Aristotle'S, Lecture 

on Aristotle's Fusis, he says that in a sense the essence of action has already been uh. 

uh. explained by Aristotle as intellecia that is completion or I think the German word 

is Vollendung, isn't it? And that uh. furthermore, I mea.n, in the Letter of Humanism, 

he uh. presses that point even further. If that is the case then I'm wondering if uh. 

Hannah Arendt is not thinking action in an as in an Aristotelian way, action as 

completion and if she is doing that, isn't Heidegger's point that it's not that that we 

overcome or do not overcome metaphysics. The point is have we thought 

metaphysics and it seems to me that the thrust of Being and Time and certainly of 

those later works is that we have come to a more original understanding of what 

. . 'k b t kind of overcomina ~ow if that's the metaphYSICS 1S before we can tal a ou any o· 

case, is not Arendt herself in a sense repeating a metaphysical understanding of the 
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essence of action which Heidegger is saying if we go to Aristotle, we can already find 

and so maybe the points of discussion if you take this a little bit further would be how 

Arendt and Heidegger, how they interpret Aristotle and Nikomakeian ethics and also 

we I think we'd have to include uh. Heidegger's dis discussion of action in the Letter 

on Humanism. So in a sense what I'm asking you then is is this distinction that you're 

making between politics and metaphysics as a way this, of having Arendt as an 

implicit critique of Heidegger, isn't that very problematic if you take this into 

account? 

- Those are very good questions. Urn. let me answer the second first because the, for 

the first one I have uh. something to say about it that I didn't really have time to put 

into my talk. What I when Arendt uses the word uh. action, she's referring to the the 

notion of praxis in in Aristotle and uh. it's entirely correct to say that urn. urn. 

Heidegger does address the question of action in that sense in the Letter on 

Humanism and also that Arendt's notion of of praxis is directly taken from Aristotle 

which she herself says and obviously its not uh. simply taken from it but also its a 

question of elaborating on what he says. But I think that there nevertheless is a very 

important difference betv.leen the two urn. if we look especially at the 

nineteentwentyfive text, the Soprnes text uh. in which the course lecture in which he 

was present. Precisely because urn. when its a question of action in Aristotle, its 

precisely a question of the realm of for the contingent, uh. of what is unpredictable, 

what is contingent and therefore as you very well know there is this distinction 

between the domain of what is necessary and the domain of uh. uh. uh. which is 

contingent uh. which corresponds then to the uh .. area on one hand of of of sofia and 

knowledge and the other of uh. uh. prudence. And uh. therefore of the vita 

t I t· d th 't activas We have this double distinction but this having con emp a Iva an e VI a . 
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been said, when one looks at the Sophis Lecture of Heidegger what's incredible in this 

lecture uh. and in almost everything that he wrote about Aristotle is the extent to 

which precisely the political aspects of the argument are completely set aside. Uh .. the 

only thing that he is going to say about Book Ten, the Nikomikean Ethics is that urn. 

immortality is essentially this notion of urn. temporal permanence. The therefore that 

it is closer to the metaphysical cotrition and the vita comple templativa which he is 

completely correct but on the other hand, there is no question anywhere here and here 

we're talking about uh. after all about virtues such as fomeysis, therefore virtues 

which are directly related to the political and Aristotle's argument. Urn. he the there is 

no real discussion of this question of of fomeysis uh. there is no real discussion of the 

Fifth Book of the Nikomikean Ethics, in other words the whole problem of of justice 

which is at the center of all of Aristotle's argument. I think that you have read 

Aristotle as a totality that there is no seperation uh. no ethics and the intrinsic 

seperation between the domains. I mean the metaphysics is related to the ethics is 

related to the politics, everything is tied together. And I think that uh. what's 

incredible about Heidegger's argument is the extent to which he uh. abstracts from an 

argument which is entirely coherent and sets aside precisely, what seems to me to be 

the political domain, in talking about praxis, there is uh. very little discussion urn. 

precisely on what is essentially political urn. in Aristotle's theory. lJh. and I think that 

the the the big difference in Arendt is that she emphasizes precisely that domain. Its 

precisely that domain in Aristotle uh. which she is going to emphasize and not only 

emphasize but turn against the metaphysical tradition, tum against Heidegger and 

even against Aristotle himself because she will say then uh. why is it .Aristotle then is 

. t I h n emphasis on the metaphysical on the contemplative uh. and gomg 0 pace suc a - , 

d I h . I' condary- position This is the marked tradition. So I think an pace t e practlca ill a se .. 
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that uh. you're entirely right what you say on about the later writing. I was not 

referring to the Letter on Humanism. You're right that she knew that work uh. very 

early on even though she doesn't refer to it. I'm not sure and I'd like to ask you, uh. 

(laughs) uh. a a question and that is urn. it is whether really urn. what Heidegger says 

about action in the Letter on Humanism and what he says about Marx or what he says 

about uh. the Western political tradition in general, if in tact that anticipates and uh. 

cancels, annuls in any way the implicit critique that Hannah Arendt is directing against 

him in view of the fact that he himself has uh. not entered into the domain of the 

political even when he talks about Aristotle, even when he talks about uh. forneysis, 

even when he talks about uh. the political, the question of justice, the Fifth Book on 

Nikomikean Ethics, nowhere discussed in in in these works. I mean its the center of 

Aristotle's theory and I think that you can't deal with the political at all if, there is no 

question in Heidegger of, when even when he talks about £ilia, about fiiendship. There 

is no question. I mean exactly like all of the moderns" he simply sets aside the 

problem, central problem in Aristotle's politics of political friendship. The importance 

of friendship not as a private relationship but fiiendship as a political politically 

essential uh. way of thinking. And uh. this one finds nowhere in Heidegger. This this 

whole question that is so central to .A..ristotle and I think that for that reason that its its 

entirely legitimate to make the distinction that I was trying to draw. To address your 

second point. Urn. there I simply didn't have time to develop the argument but your 

question is very good precisely because urn. uh. as I mentioned I I didn't want to go 

into the question of Heidegger's political activity in nineteenthirtythree to thirtyfour 

which I simply mentioned in passing. What is important in what is not very well 

known uh. because it has not been published and I don't know if there's plan for 

bI" t' N" t th·.-hrf.our Heideooer uh held a seminar in common with the pu lea Ion. I me een l1HJ.l.' ::;:0' 
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Freiburg jurist Eric Wolf held a seminar uh. en entitled Hegel Uber den Staat, and in 

which he try goes into the Hegel's political theory along with Eric \Volf And there he 

attempts to develop a political theory. I mean its one, Heidegger's most explicit 

attempt to develop a theory of politics. And its very important because there there is a 

uh. an Auseinandersetzung, uh. argument engaged \\lith Karl Schmidt, a critique of 

Karl Schmidt in which he says that what is essentially political, its not the relation 

between friend and Feind, friend and foe, Freund Feind Verhaeltnis, what is really 

essential is the notion of of the polis. The political comes from polis and not from 

polemus. Uh. and so this argument is very important. To end my comment, uh. what 

I, what is also very important in this lecture is that Heidegger distinguishes between 

two strands in the Western political tradition. The one strand being the strand of 

liberalism and he, as much as Karl Schmidt, is extremely critical of uh. of European 

liberalism uh. and the liberal theories which he traces in his lecture back to Rousseau, 

uh. abstract theories of human individuality, abstract theories of human rights that 

come from Rousseau and which mark uh. liberalism needs to be criticized and is 

foreign to the Greek tradition for him. The other strand being the strand that comes 

through Hegel that thinks the political in in historical fashion. Uh. and uh. so that for 

him there is the good political tradition that comes through Hegel and is drawn 

directly from the Greek theory ofthe polis. On the other hand the very abstract theory 

uh. of Rousseau ian liberalism, as he calls it, uh. which to which uh. Karl Schmidt also 

somewhat falls prey in the sense that he does not go back into the Greek, the really 

,\ -' G k . l'ns of uh. uh. the notion of the Greek ori2ins of uh. Ancient l'wClent ree ong 
'-' 

political. I hope that answers your question. 

_ I think I I like to say one thing more about Hannah Arendt concerning the point of 

t · d d h estl'on whether or not she iust goes back to Aristotle in ac Ion an an your u . qu -
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terms of taking action as accomplishing. It seems to me that urn. the other str uh. 

strain of thought in in the concept of action goes back to the Roman spirit and uh. 

here she very strongly, for instance on her book urn. About Revolution, she makes a 

point that we need to remember uh. the the finding of of the state and uh. the idea 

well the whole idea of beginning and the whole idea of remembrance and when she 

refers to even to the American uh. dollars by by saying that uh. this novum 

olosecularum, so we have to remember the new order, then this is not Aristotelian, 

this is very Roman and in that sense urn. she she brings in something new which is neit 

neither Aristotle nor Heided, Heideggerian but actually quite original. [inaudible 

remarks from the floor] 

- A very sh short one, yes. [inaudible remarks] 

- Db. I I don't see in Being and Time that that tech what what you say. What he 

argues about technology is a much later argument. Uh. I don't, I don't see in Being 

and Time because I think I see entirely what you say and I agree with you. I mean if 

you read, I don't see that in Being and Time. I think that the argument there is uh. a 

clear neglect of the political it seems to me but if you look at the later writings on 

technology, you're right in the sense that action can not have the kind of meaning that 

it has for Arendt, precisely because its not man really who decides on the uh. on the 

advent of of future epocho cality on the coming of the Ereignis etcetera. This is not a 

human decision and therefore we can do whatever we want politically. In fact uh. uh. 

it it what what what is misguided is the fact that we think that political action can give 

an answer to technology which it can't uh. for Heidegge.r. He's saying that you know, 

precisely, its precisely the the idea that through politics we can corne to a some kind 

of resolution of the question of technology. It it is precisely the technological answer 
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to a technological question and there he says that it's not uh. correct. I mean its an 

answer that completely misunderstands uh. the question itself And there I think 

you're entirely, its entirely correct what you're saying. Whether you agree with that 

or whether Arendt could agree with that is another question. 

- [inaudible remarks, the Chairman tells the speaker "NIikrofonu biraz indirin. 

Kendinize dogru tamam"("Lower the microphone a little. Towards yourself')] and the 

other one to Christina Schues. Uh. I want to draw your attention uh. to a passage in 

the text of Barash. He says in the language of Sein und Zeit, it is not memory, 

Erinnerung, but repetition, Wiederholung, which orients authentic choice since 

repetition calls Da-Sein to the finite ground of its existance and to choice in the light 

of finitude. I think that the concept of uh. repe repetition is a very problematic 

concept uh. in the Heideggerian context because uh. if you want, first of all, how can 

you separate and isolate re and rna make it independent the concept of repetition? 

How can you separate it from memory and remembrance? Remembrance is I think is 

already repetition. Already in the etymology of this word re-memberance, member 

and this 're', its repetition. Uh. first of all this but again I would like to say the 

repetition can be also in ca can come also in the form of forgetfulness. Because uh. 

because I forget my past I repeat also it in a certain form. This is possible. And 

foraetfulness foraetfulness this means the inauthentic existance and this point un. has 
'=' ,,=, 

been seen brilliantly by Derrida, this this whole concept of repetition that that there 

there is not a sharp limit between the authentic existance and the inauthentic 

existence. that was the point of view of uh. Derrida. Then uh. I think that uh. in 

Derrida uh. in in Heidegger the whole concept of repe repetition remains very 

problematic but if we go over to Arendt then I think that Arendt sees uh. the 

. .' . . t th wI'th a certain kind of transformation. repetItIon, conSIders the repetItIOn oge er 
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What is the repetition in Arendt? This is the birth and the second birth as action and 

this is a repetition which entails transformation and then I think that Arendt uh. gives 

uh. to this concept its autonomy in that way, in that explanation. I want to ask uh. uh. 

Barash if he agrees with this remark of mine and uh. I want to say also to Christina 

Schiies, well it was a ve very a very rich exposh exposition. it was almost a tour de 

force. Urn. uh. it it should be a tour de force because really the problems uh. which 

she developed uh. are very heavy. Uh. the end of her talk, the end of her text has uh. 

has interested me very much. Uh. for me the question begins there where her text 

comes to end. And the for me the question I'm now inspired by this text and I want to 

ask uh. to her this question. What is then the relationship between plurality and 

Being? Uh. does she think that the plurality can be rather put on the side of Being or 

on the side of beings and it is and then perhaps uh. I want to ask is uh. isn't it so that 

in Arendt a new definition perhaps difference comes out also? Thank you very much. 

- Uh. thank you uh. Professor Sezer. I, you asked a very difficult question urn. that 

really is at the heart of of my problem. Urn. I would say in answer that the the notion 

of Wiederholung, of repetition in Heidegger uh. is partly taken from uh. Kieerkegard, 

is partly inspired by Kieerkegard. And you can see in Kieerkegard \>;fote a book, a 

short book en entitled repetition, Wiederholung, I forget I can't, I don't know what 

the Danish word is. l.Th .. but in any case he makes a distinction already in this book 

between the Greek uh. anamnesis, the Greek uh. notion of memory and uh. his notion 

of Wiederholung which is something very different. Uh. and I think that Heidegger in 

a sense was very much uh. uh. inspired by this notion of a a repetition which is not 

d . o. 1 ·n the regl·ster of the uh of the Ancient Greek tradition. in the oes IS IS IS no onger 1 • .. . 

Platonic and Augustinian tradition but is taken in another direction. And its this other 

do • 0 H °d hi h I agree with YOU is is verv problematic. vv'hat I would lrectlOn In el egger w c J -



say and what seems most important to me is that uh. and here again there is the 

problem of of the German language cause there're many distinctions that you can 

make in German that's very difficult to make in uh. in English. Uh. the distinction in 

German between Tatsaechlichkeit or Tatsache on the one hand and Faktizitaet on the 

other. Urn. in English we can't make the distinction between tat T atsaechlichkeit 

which is which is a simple fact, si a simple event and occurrence that's happened, 

that's accidental, that could've happened otherwise. Uh. its a fact that such and such a 

thing happened at such and such a time whereas uh. facti city uh. has a different 

connotation in the sense that it refers to the urn. essential being of uh. Da-Sein which 

in in whose essence it is to be marked by fact by by by this contingency. Contingency 

belongs to the being ofDa-Sein. It it doesn't matter whether it's this or that particular 

fact uh. that happens at this or that particular time, that's important but rather the the 

fact of being marked by contingency. So that I can say that uh. you may be born in 

Turkey, I'm born in the United States, someone else in Germany or France, we all are 

marked by the fact of being singular. In that way being singularly marked. Uh. it 

doesn't matter uh. the Tatsache would be that you're are born here. I I'm born there 

but fact, the aspect of the Faklisitaet would be that all of us, in one 'Nay or the other, 

are marked by the fact of being singular, in belonging to a singular culture and so that 

you have a a very important distinction in Heidegger that I think roughly corresponds 

to this distinction between Erinnerung which refers to the the the T atsaechlichkeit, the 

the dimension of uh. the fact that you're born in Turkey and I'm born in uh. the 

United States but uh. uh. the Wiederholung refers to the the more essential aspect of 

urn. the fact that we are uh. we belong to a particular corrmmnity a a a particular way 

of of existing that is contingent because you could've been born in the United States 

and me in Turkey. I mean this is the point and I think that uh. the problem in 
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Heidegger is the problem of the, of relating the two urn. uh. the two levels. And the 

problem that to my mind, I mean it'd be my critique to a certain extent, is that uh. 

because of the extreme emphasis on Faktisitaet, uh. on this essential dimension uh. of 

contingency that belongs to us all as singular beings, I think that the uh. the element 

of Tatsaechlichkeit which corresponds to memory urn. passes into an ontic and 

therefore a a much less essential, a much less important uh. realm whereas what I'd 

like to do is to precisely emphasize not the difference between them but uh. a much 

closer identity bet between the two domains for the following reason and I'll end my 

response with this reason which is mine and not Arendt's or Heidegger's. Its precisely 

because the emphasis on facticity to my mind, as opposed to Tatsaechlichkeit uh. 

means that all of those elements of the past that we, that belong to us but that we may 

not be aware of, that in one way or the other in their very particularity and singularity 

mark us as individual beings and it its our task in historical analysis to uncover to back 

into the deep layers of and pull out and display all of these singular aspects that that 

influence us, that make us what we are. And that mostly are not explicit and uh. even 

unconscious one could say. This this is a task that I think in emphasizing simple 

facticity, the fact that we're all contingent, but that it's like this contingency that's 

important, this particular contingency, I I that uh. tends to uh. obscure the precisely 

dimension of Tatsaechlichkeit and what is factual and more accidental and uh. singular 

sense. Uh. and so I think that uh. my argument against Heidegger or my critique of 

Heidegger be this very formal distinction between uh. fact and Tatsache on one hand, 

between uh. uh. antic or ontological and antic on the other hand, between uh. 

E . d r petl'tion on the other And I think that its the problem of nnnerung, memory an e 1 . 

the distance between them, its not the the the characterization which I think is very 



important in Heidegger's philosophy but rather the distance that's that's between 

them that I would uh. criticize. I hope- that answers your question. 

- Well I thank, oops, I thank: you for your question, a thing which is uh. very 

important because it uh. emphasize actually a part of my thought which I haven't 

really spelled out. Uh. the reality between plurality and Being or Being's entity so this 

is urn. the relation, what is the relation actually between plurality and singularity or 

one might say urn. universality. Well if we consider uh. the human being, so if we ask 

for the essence of the human being meanina some universal essence then it seems to 
~:::> , 

me that we close already uh. the possibility for beginnings. That is we have some kind 

of fixed picture in mind already which is an abstraction from what what might be uh. 

underneath. That is urn. the idea of birth opens in fact a new difference among human 

beings but which is not just a difference but is also at uh. also the notion of egality 

comes in here in so far that on the one hand we have uh. difference uh. lying on the 

side of plurality and which uh. open gaps uh. between human beings but also the gap 

uh. concerning the generations. Also (German) that is a temporary gap. So in a way 

we can speak here of a crosswise duality in terms of having a gap uh. uh against uh. 

the generation before and in the future and the gap uh. between human beings_ But at 

the same time urn. it is not just plural because urn. plurality, just plurality might uh. 

open too much a way for relativism. When you just say well, this is just the way uh. 

they speak urn. then I think: also you actually urn. close the doors for some ways of 

urn. come to further understanding and thinkings. So it is very imponant to hold at the 

same time a notion of egality which is that human beings are sa sa same in cenain 

respects but also here one can not just say that urn. we have to fall on on the side, -

h b . h ld n1 b eaal or or J'ust the same so it seems in the end this kind uman emgs S ou 0 yeo 

f b
-· hi h . d p here between difIerence and egalitv actually will also o am IgUlty w c 15 opene u ' • . 
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show uh. uh. how you'd say, urn. a openness between the authentic and inauthentic in 

Heidegger, that is, the possibility from moving or jumping from the inauthentic being 

lost in the everyday world to the authentic where you are able to step out of uh. the 

everyday world. So I'm uh. in the end, it seems that difference, this new notion of 

difference uh. produces the openness which uh. the openness of po possibilities which 

is urn. laying the ground here and when then on the other side could be approached 

with Heidegger's notion of of moods which I have tried to show. 

- Any other question? Yes, Fiona. 

- Thank you I've really a a very simple little question that 1'd like to ask to first of all 

to Professor Barash but perhaps uh. perhaps also perhaps Protessor Schues would 

also like to comment. As I said its its a fairly simple question and do do you see a a 

connection, perhaps a necessary connection between uh. the concept of remembrance 

and the concept of love. And uh. per perhaps love in the sense of amor mundi but uh. 

also in the more traditional, interpersonal sense? And uh. do you see that urn. that 

already uh. in uh. Arendt's doctoral dissertation uh. on the concept of love in 

Augustine, that there is an implied critique of Heidegger on both these concepts of 

memory and love and and perhaps functioning on a number of different levels because 

urn. as as I see it this is uh. and you you spoke of of forgetfulness of the concept of 

friendship in Heidegger and I think, I thought we already have uh. this forgetfulness of 

the concept of love and leaving his life to one side and in the texts I mean I think in 

Being and Time,. the word love never occurs and uh. I I think that this is not not an 

insignificant omission in a text that deals with with being towards others. And I I teel 

that this is uh. is part of Arendt's critique on Heidegger and obviously there's a 

personal dimension that can't be forgotten here but al also Arendt is not afraid to use 
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the word love in her dedications to Jac, Jaspers and his wife but the this is something 

which ne never occurs in Heidegger. Thank you. 

- Its a its a very interesting question. I mean you [laughs] to tell you the truth I don't I 

I'll try and give you an answer. Uh. I don't [cassette change] 

- .•• and uh. I neglected a bit the reader but I can integrate this prefix also in what I 

said and this uh. in this manner urn. you can and you I think you have to understand it 

in a large historical dimension and uh. that is to sav the sense the sense which all - , 

oriont which has orionted uh. Occidental thinking this essence has shown itself in a 

certain manner in the Presocratic thinking and then it has vanished or nearly vanished 

but it subsists, it uh. continues to oriont, to or or oriont oder (German)? To oriont, 

orionte? To oriont? (comments from the floor) Yes, thank you to toorientate 

Occidental thinking. It is present, is it present this sent, this sense which initianally 

orientated Occidental thinking continues to being present but only in manner which is 

uh. which is veiled, which is veiled and so you can grasp it again because its present in 

a certain manner and this is Wiederholung. 

- Okay, thank you. Well let me close by thanking our speakers for the rich and 

stimulating contributions. 

- I'd like to welcome you all to the afternoon session of our colloquium. {.Th. this 

afternoon we have again two very distinguished speakers with us. Professors 

Schussler and Professor Sezer. Please may I invite you here. Right urn. Professor 

Ingeborg Schussler who's going to talk about Language and Dialogue in Heidegger 

has studied Romanistic, Germanistic and Philosophy in University of Cologne and 

Sorbonne and she's currently professor at the chair of Philo sophie contemporaine et 

d G 1 · d la pense at Lausanne University [inaudible remarks] oh mo erne: enea ogle e 
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genealogie de la pense occidentale sorry and she has published widely but 

unfortunately I can not read them aloud to you as I don't know German so if you 

please introduce your uh. a few publications and then uh. start your talk:. Would you 

do that please? The floor is yours. 

- I published about German Idealism, Fichte in particular. Then about Kant and I 

wrote a thesis about hermetation in grand in an important part of it about Aristo. 

- Thank you. Please, the floor is yours. 

- Oh yes, I can be there. Thank you so much. Urn. I want to begin by address my 

thanks uh. to the Bosphorus University and to all the institutions, the iIDlitutions uh. 

which invited me. I want also to address my thanks to Mr. Sezer uh. whi who is an 

ancient friend of mine. We met the first time in Cologne when we were nearly young 

sta, students. I thank him very much. Like you know it the title of my contribution is 

Language and Dialogue according to Heidegger and I beg you to excuse a bit my 

English as I said it already I'm speaking English for the first time after forty years, its 

true but. It is a widely held opinion that Heidegger thinks of man as Da-Sein, a 

singularity isolated within itself, concerned only with its own being and therefore 

exempt from all relationships with the other. Heidegger is thus the representative of a 

monadologic thought which only carries out a monologue with itself It is true that the 

question of the relationship with the other is not very developed in his first major 

work, Being and Time. But this does not amount to a lack of regard for the other or a 

lack of interested, in the interest in questions of the ethical order. It is rather due to 

the very nature of the question which Heidegger seeks to ask in this work. As we 

know, this question is that of meaning of being, that uh. that that of knowing how it is 

all possible that being of what is should become comprehensible for us in such a way 
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that we can understand it and relate ourselves to the beings, whatever they might be, 

ourselves, the things of the world, or the others. In order to be really able to ask this 

question, that is to establish a basis which enables us to answer it, Heidegger in Being 

and Time, engagesin an analys, in an analytic of our human existence. For it is we 

ourselves who always already understand at first our own Being-in-the-world and by 

means of this, finally also the Being-of-all-that-is. Now to be able to understand our 

own Being-in-the-world and so finally the Being-of-all-that-is, we must have an 

attitude which is open to that Being or more precisely that Being must open itself to 

us and must be there, 'da', for us within within an open within an opening or an open 

space. Now we the human beings have always already taken charge of that open space 

in such a way that we are ecstatically that open space this Da for Being. In this sense 

each one of us is the Da-Sein, that is to say, one who in which in his Being, in seinem 

Sein, is ist transitively and actively the ecstatic Da for Being, at first for his own being 

in the world and through it, finally for the being of all that is. This is why the 

existantial analic, analytic of Da-Sein constitutes the basis enabling us to give a 

response to the question of the meaning of the Being-of-all-that-is. Now of ails all of 

all the possible questions, this last question, the question of the Being-of-all-that-is, is 

obviously the most universal and fundamental. Therefore this question, the question of 

meaning of Being-of-all-that-is, does not allow one to pause in the existantial analytic 

ofDa-Sein on one of its particular concerns, for example, on the relationship with the 

other, even if this may be very interesting, but it is necessary to lead as directly as 

possible all that analytic towards the answer to that universal question of Being. If the 

relationship with the other is then undeveloped in the extential analy1ic of Being and 

Time. This is in fact due to the very question which Heidegger poses in that work and 

t t d I . th ht w'ru'ch privileae closure on the self On the contrary, since no 0 mona 0 OglC oug • :0 
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the existential analytic of Da-Sein in Being and Time, Heidegger has recognised as a 

fundamental trait of Da-Sein, the ecstatic opening to its Being-in-the-world which - ~ 

necessarily involves the ecstatic opening to the other. In other words, the own being 

of Da-Sein implicates Being in the wo Un Un implicates, excuse me. In other words, 

the own being of Da-Sein implicates in so far as it is Being-in-the-world, the Being-

with-others. It even implicates it to the eA1:ent that Da-Sein is finaling, that it is finally 

the listening to the other which allows Da-Sein to understand itself in its own most 

Being. We read in Being and Time, quotation; The listening to is the existential Being 

open of Da-Sein as Being with for others. Listening constitute, constitutes the very 

primordinal and authentic authentic opening ofDa-Sein for its own most possibility of 

Being as listening to the voice of the friend which every Da-Sein carries with itself 

End of the quotation. The ecstatic openirlg of Da-Sein to the other is then certainly a 

part of its ecstatic opening to its own Being in the world, indeed in a sense of 

culmination. On the other hand, it remains true that Heidegger has not elaborated the 

reI the reiationship of the other with the other in the existantial analytic of Da-Sein in 

Being and Time. But one finds, in the said structure of the ecstatic opening of Da-

Sein, implying the ecstatic opening to the other, the presuppositions for a philosophy 

of a relationship with the other. The full significance of these presuppositions become 

apparent in the later thought of Heidegger. This thought begins immediately with the 

Masters courses that he gave after Being and Time. It continues through 'What is 

Metaphysics?' his inaugural class at Freiburg in Brisgau and reaches a second apogee 

in his second major work entitled Beitraege zur Philo sophie, Apoths to Philosophy, 

Von Ereignis, Of the Event. This was through his explication with the poet who gave 

the last expression of German idealism. Friedrich Holderlin .. ;.\5 is well known, 

. l' h . h' th ht m' ani 'ncreasinaly si01.ificant manner the Heldegger accomp IS es m t IS oug .• , I:> ~ , 
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turning, die Kehre, or the turn, from Da-Sein to Being. He no longer takes as is, as his 

point of departure the own Being-in-the-world ofDa-Sein in order to finally envisage 

the Being-of-all-that-is. But he reverses the process and starts directly from that 

Being-of-alI-that-is in order to reinterpret through its structures sose, those of the 

Being of Da-Sein, by inserting the latter's structures into the former's. The ecstatic 

opening ofDa-Sein is not then that for its own Being-in-the-World, it is immediately 

that for the Being-of-all-which-is. Moreover it is Beina itself it is Being itself das =, , 

Sein selbst, which opening itself in all its amplitude open ecstatically through that uh. 

opens Da-Sein ecstatically through that so that Da-Sein mav assume the ouenina of 
" • b 

that Being in all its amplitude whilst at the same time, opening Da-Sein also to the 

other. All is inverted now. In this opening to the other, language of course plays an 

essential role. But the question is what is then the essence of language? Heidegger 

seeks to give an answer through paying attention to what the poet Friedrich Hblderlin 

says about the language. We will focus here on a lecture given by Heidegger in Rome 

in nineteenhundredthirtysix and entitled Hblderlin and the Essence of Poetry in which 

he resumes the research about Hblderlin which he had carri.ed out in a Masters course 

at the University of Brisgau in the winter semester Nineteenthirtyfour-five, The 

Hymns of Hblderlin: Germany and Rhine. What then does the poet say about 

language? In a fragment edited in nineteenhundred, eighteen hundred, excuse me, 

Hblderlin says that language is a 'good' for man, ein Gut fur den Menschen. But in 

what sense is the language a good for man? One would say first of all that it is a tool, 

an organon, which men possesses and which enables him to communicate with the 

other. This anthropological and instrumal, instrumental conception of language is the 

. h· d ~ d ou know it man as an animal traditional conception, the GreeKS avmg enne, as y , 

. 1 logon eshon However the question is if that conception possessmg anguage, 200n . , 
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grasp language in its true essence for man. Certainly, language realise it itself in 

communication, communication, communication or dialogue, das Gespraech is even 

the place in which it realises itself in the truest manner. But how must we then 

understand dialogue? Heidegger here pays attention to some more words of 

Holderlin. Quotation. This is uh. these are words of the famous hymn entitled 

Friedensfeier uh. Celebration of the Peace, the peace between uh. Germany and 

France in eighteenhundredone. Quotation; Man has experienced much and named 

many celestial things, since we are a dialogue and can hear one another. End of the 

quotation. In taking these words as a leading thread, Heidegger submits the dialogue 

to a phenomenological analysis. The result is the following: When we are engaged in a 

real dialogue with the other, we are involved in an ecstatic opening which is the wide, 

the widest as well as being the most authentically ourselves. This opening involving 

our relationship to the divine, according finally the essential word, language proves to 

be the supreme event of our human Da-Sein, das hochste die Sprache ist das hochste 

Ereignis des menschlichen Da-Seins. Let us now with Heidegger analyse dialogue in 

its essential elements. The initial question is simple. What does it means to carry out a 

dialogue? Was heisst nun em Gespraech? At first sight that means that we, the 

interlocutors, speak to each other about something. It is speaking to each other that 

we come close and open ourselves to each other. Spea¥lJlg to each other is then, as 

Heidegger expresses it, the mediator by means of which we reciprocally find each 

other, das Sprechen vennittelt das Zueinanderkommen. In this sense, the act of 

speaking takes priority in dialogue. But to speak to each other is to give each other 

something to understand. However, such an act of making the other understand 

something would be vain if the other was not open to what is said to him by listening 

to it. It is not then the act of speaking to one another which involves reciprocal 



understanding but it is reciprocal listening which makes possible the act of speaking to 

each other. The ecstatic opening of the inter interlocutors to each other in reciprocal 

listening takes priority in the dialogue and not the act of speaking. But, and the 

analysis continues, but in order to be able to listen and to understand the other it is , 

necessary that the one who is listening, the listener is primordieally attentive to the 

essential word which the other may speak, just as the other must be attentive to the 

essential word which the other may speak, just as the other must be attentive to the 

same essential word which may be suit, suitable. In this sense it is again the word 

which take which takes priority. But this word does not now consist in the simple act 

of speaking. On the contrary, it is, this word or this essential language which always 

already makes possible that the interlocutors can can all in all, speak and make some 

thing understood to each other. Just as it makes possible that they can listen to and 

understand each other. Speaking and listening both are then co-originary, are co-

originary and dependent in their possibility on the same essential language. In fact it is 

only under the condition that the interlocutors are primordially all together assembled, 

concentrated, in the possibility of the same essential language, in other words, 

ecstatically open to the latter, then they can all in all speak and listen to each other 

reciprocally. The ecstatic gathering, die ekstatische Versarnmlung, in the possibility of 

the same essential language reveals itself then to take priority in the structure of the 

dialogue. This gathering, die Versamm1ung, in the same essential language is what 

Heidegger calls with Holderlin, the Gespraech, the prefix 'ge' expressing in German 

the gathering together. It is then and that's the state of the analysis, it is then the 

Gespraech, the gathering, 'ge', in the same central language, Gesprache, the gathering 

in the same essential language, Gespraech, which takes priority in the dialogue which 

makes possible the opening of the interlu uh. of the inter interlocutors in reciprocal 
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listening and speaking. Holderlin indicates this in saying, quotation; Since we are a 

dialogue, since we are a Gespraech that is to say, gathered in the same essential 

language and can hear one another. End of quotation. But those words say more. 

They speak of us in dialogue and of the unity of dialogue. Since we are a dialogue. In 

fact the Gespraech, the gathering of the interlocutors into the same essential language, 

being their common gathering into the latter, has always already assembled them all 

among themselves, in such a way that far from existing as isolated jub subjects, they 

find them, themselves on the contrary primordially united in that community which is 

the us. The gathering into the same essential language is then cons, constitutive of the 

us, thus just as it gives to the dialogue its own unity, a unity which is indeed essential 

to it, since dispersion transforms dialogue into idle talk, ins Gerede. But it is not the 

acts of speaking and listening which are in the first place concerned with the unity of 

dialogue. These acts always as was mentioned in the beginning relating to something, 

it is through this relationship to something that is to say uh. relation to the thing, or 

complex of things in question that dialogue proves its unity. Being ecstatically open to 

the thing, dialogue is the it, excuse me, being ecstatically open to the thing, it is the 

revelation of this thing in its own unity and own identity, thanks to the gift of the 

essential word, which constitutes, strictly speaking, the unity of dialogue. It is then by 

this unity and identity of the thing in question that the interlocutors unite in their turn 

to thus achieve their reciprocal unity, that is to say, the community that is the us. And 

it is then within this union in dialogue, thanks to the gift of the essential word, that 

each of them, far from being withdrawn or alienated from his own being, is on the 

contrary authentically himself As says Holderlin: We are a dialogue. Wir sind ein 

Gespraech. Wir sind, we are, that is our authentical meaning. An astonishing thing; 

h ·· 1 d "t 't d e to our ecstatic openina to the gift of the essential word t e ala ogue an 1 s um y u =' 
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is as in the Heideggerian fonnula that which bears our D S' D Ge h d ' a- em., as spraec un 

seine Einheit traegt unser Da-Sein. The question is why it is so. Now H61derlin does 

not simply say that we are a dialogue, that is to say that we have our being of auth 

authentical in the unity of dialogue. He says since we are a dialogue. Dialogue, in the 

sense explained, does not always take place. It finds itself engaged in a certain instant 

and it prolongs itself from that. In other word, dialogue has its time. How does time 

enter into play here? Heidegger shows it in deepening the result of his analytic of 

dialogue, in bringing to light that which is, which it implies. Heidegger will then 

proceed by a meditation which is of the order of pure philosophical thought and which 

refers to the essential insights of his own philosophical work. Therefore it is not 

without difficulty for us and requires us to also engage in pure philoloph, 

philosophical thought. And we shall try it now. I beg to do it. The result of the 

analatic, of the analytic we just have obtained, the result, excuse me of the analytic of 

dialogue we have just obtained was the following. The unity of the dialogue is due to 

the unity of the the thing or the complex of things in question. Now unity, being 

absolutely essential to dialogue, this latter must always remain in relationship with the 

thing in its unity without which a dialogue would not pe, not be, properly speaking, 

possible, not even in the form of its opposite, controversy which presupposes that the 

disputers relate to the thing they dispute in its own unity. On the other hand, it is true 

that the thing in question is most of the time hidden in its own unity. It does not show 

itself in this unity in the dispersal of the everyday chatter. So the thing must reveal 

itself, sich offenbaren, in its unity. But it can only reveal itself in its unity and remain 

present in it thanks to the clearing, Lichtung, of its own being, because it is that being 

itself which, according to the Ancient Greek definitions, originally bears in itself unity, 

the 'hem' ofPaminedes, just as it has a tendency to remain, 'meneyn', ,,,ith Paminedes, 
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and stay there constantly, it has a 'status' with Plato, once it has given itself as a 

phenomenon in the opening of its clearing. Let us note that a very event of clearing 

should take place here. Let us note that a very event of clearing should take place 

here. Because more primordial than the thing in its unity, is it, is it, is its Being which 

most of the time is hidden. Being can then only give itself and appear thanks to the 

event of clearing which not only empowers it by its opening to appear and appear and 

show itself but which is also like a fire that sets it in motion, sets it aliaht in such a 
~ , 

way that it gives itselfs and appears. How can we then think that clearing of Being? 

We have just seen that Being, once it has given itself in the opening of that clearing is 

tending to remain and to remain there constantly, 'meneyn' with Paminedes, remaip. 

there constantly, 'status' with Plato. Now these characteristics remaining, Bleiben, and 

constancy, Bestaendigkeit contain evidently a temporal connotation. This indicates 

that Being, determined by these temporal characteristics lightens by an opening whose 

dimension is also that of temporal nature. In fact, being can only lighten as as that 

which remains and stays there constantly when the dimension of presence, Gegenwart, 

and more precisely a presence possessing a certain persistence, Beharrlichkeit, flares 

up, aufleuchtet. It is evident that this presence is not identical with the simple now, 

Jetzt within the time understood as a succession of nows. This presence which occurs , 

here is rather to be understood in the sense in which we can speak of a presence of 

mind, Geistesgegenwart, meaning thereby a certain opening of our mind or of our Da

Sein but there is a difference, the presence which here is concerned is not first that of 

the opening of ourselves but that of Being itselfs, in such a way however that when it 

liahtens that presence which is the opening of Being, it opens our Da-Sein equally, 
~ , 

ecstatically to Being. The question is when that open dimension of presence, and more 

. d"' t lial..tens Heideaaer says quotation: That precIsely that of presence ten mg to perSIS ~l. ~o ' 
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occurs at the moment in which time opens in its extensions. End of the quotation. The 

dimension of presence opens at that moment when time burst out in all its dimensions , 

future, past and present, than all operating, as Heidegger expresses it in referring to 

his research in Being and Time, as extensions, als Erstreckungen. It is in fact the 

dimen when it is in fact when the dimension of the future opens and future here is like 

a, like presence a kind of opening, that is to say an opening for Being as much as it 

comes over, comes over, ankommt, that opens equally the dimension of the past 

understood at the opening of all that which has already been. The dimension of the 

future stirring up awakening, dimensioning precisely that of the past and does this is 

so far as it is extending itself up to and into the dimension of past, tending towards it 

in this way. Equally the dimension of the past opened by that will then also extend 

itself up to and into the dimension of future and open it all the more. The two 

dimensions, future and past, opening and dimensioning thus reciprocally one another. 

It is by their reciprocal play that they finally open the dimension of presence whilst 

both extending up to and into it and tending towards it in this way. As Heidegger says 

in his late essay, Time and Being, quotation: Coming over as not yet presence, 

Ankommen als noch nicht Gegenwart, at the same time tends towards and brings 

forth that which is no longer presence that which has been and inversely the latter that 

which has been tends towards the future. The reciprocal relationship between the two 

at the same time tends towards and brings forth presence. End of quotation. This 

presence extends, sich erstrecken, then in its turn into the other two dimensions, the 

present and the past, tending, reichen, towards them, opening, tending towards them, 

opening them whilst opening itself to thew., in retaining the past and awaiting, 

erharren, the future and in thus obtaining precisely the said persistence, die 

Beharrlichkeit. It is therefore finally by the reciprocal play between all the dimensions 
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of time, future, past and present which opens this instantaneous and instance present, 

instant presence which is the fortuneous instant. der Augenblick, der gluckliche 

Augenblick, the Kairos for to express it with Aristote, of dialogue, this instant which 

brings the very Being of the thing in question to reveal itself and to let the latter be 

present in its unity. But if the dimensions of time have as their own trait the said 

extension, that is to say, the movement to of extending up to and into each other, if 

thereby, the fortunate instant of dialogue tends to persist just as Being itself when is 

when it has given itself is tending to stay, another trait of time is certainly to be 

fugitive. That to say otherwise, time is that which tears away. Time is Fortriss, its 

ravishment. Just as also Being itself always tends to retire and hide itself again. This 

last trait, that of tearing away, belongs to it, to Being, to the time, excuse me, this last 

trait, that of tearing away belongs to it, to the time by the same movement of its 

dimensions as that which was at the origin of the tendency to persist, that of their 

extension up to and into another. In fact this movement represents yet another aspect, 

that of the unquiet passage, without respite or repose, of one dimension to the other, 

in such a way that none of them is stable, but itself tears itself away as soon as it open, 

opens. According to the formula that Heidegger shares with H61derlin, time is tearing, 

reissend, not only in the sense in which by the play of its dimensions, it is opening, 

aufreissend but also in the sense in which in the same play, it is tearing away, , 

fortreis·send. In other words, the time of dialogue is not only t.hat of kairos, it is only 

chaos. As this pertains in fact to a time that which initially rises and which is then the 

medium of a universal fermentation, that time is always about to vanish. Therefore it 

. t d t h Id n hal'ten, ann' alten the kairotic time of the revelation of Being IS reques e 0 0 0, " • 

d t nfi t · tabl'lity zum Stehen brino-en, a durability. How is this possible') an 0 co er 0 It as s, ::> 

P . l' " B' which is about to reveal itself by the suitable word, by the reClse y m selZmg emg . . 



suitable word. Indeed the word is, by its own nature, quite capable of that, on the one 

hand signifying, semaynen, in signifYing semaynen being, it holds it open and even 

deploys its opening and on the other hand, in materializing this signification [cassette 

change] in the phontic body, it confers to it a durability. It then will be the essential 

language, the same as that which has made dialogue possible, which makes it possible 

that within the ravishment of time, there will finally be both a certain persistence as 

well as a certain remaining, Bleiben, or dwelling of Being of the kairotic instant. In 

this sense, language will be the founder of Being. It will be precisely through dialogue 

that we, human beings, gathered in the listening of essential language, will assume and 

deploy that foundation of Being. Now, once Being is thus founded in its remaining 

and dwelling, the other aspect of time, that of tearing away, presents itself to us 

differently. In fact, we, mortal humans, far from finding ourselves carried away by the 

ravishment of time, we now stay with the open space of Being in its remaining, 

Bleiben, in its dwelling, we experience that which was at first only disquiet of the 

reciprocal passage of future and past into one another, as being a coming over, 

Ankommen, from the past, that is as being transformation, Wandel, of what has been. 

For as Heidegger says; only that which persist is mutable. Persisting, beharren, in the 

presence of Being in its dwelling, das Beharrliche, open then to the past in retaining, 

behalten, it open at the same time to the future in waiting for it, erharren, we then 

experience the claimed passing away, vergehen, of that which is towards and in the 

past as being the advent, Kommen, of the same under a transformed aspect from the 

future. In other words, we stay in the open space of the very essence of the history of 

Being, Geschichtlichkeit des Seins, this history residing precisely as the German word 

Geschichte related to Geschick, indicates in the gift, Schickung, of Being thanks to 

th 
. f't temporal dimensions But we still have not exhausted the ga enng, ge, 0 1 S . 



significance of the words of Holderlin which we quoted at the beginning. He said 

there; Man has experienced much. Named many celestial things. Since we are a 

dialogue. Since the kairotic time of the revelation of Being has burst out, kairotic time 

which is precisely at once that of the dialogue since that time man has then 

experienced much, viel erfahren. These words of Holderlin obviously echo those of 

Sophocles, who chants in the chorus of his tragedy Antigone: Nothing is more 

disquieting then man .. Because it is he who, this one who experiences all and is 

experience in6 It is he, as the Greek word ferre, path, related to related to the 

Gennan, fahre, erfahren and to the Latin preposition per, by, contained in experience 

indicates, it is he who has embarked on the widest flights. He has traveled round the 

entire earth, advanced into the sea and air, even today into the interstellar space. it is 

within that space that' he has created a protected enclosure, the state, and has 

protected it by a constitution. Truly he has experienced much. Now that space in the 

totality of its paths of flight is precisely that phenomenon which we call the world. 

Since we are a dialogue, it is then a world which appears. The world being in fact the 

same space as that which opens with kairotic time, that then of the very essence of 

history of Being with that difference however that this space now presents itself under 

its spatial aspect and is articulated and consolidated by language. It is precisely 

through dialogue, gathered in essential language, that this space makes itself world. In 

dialogue, we are then ecstatically open to the space of the world whilst constituting it 

as our stay or dwelling. And finally since we are a dialogue, says Holderlin, man has 

d . 1 t'al things ~1I1 dialogue we not onlv bring the world to speech, name many ce es 1 .' ,"' . 

constituting it by that as a world, but we also name the gods. Bringing the world to 

h d . the aods it is in this which resides, says Heidegger precisely speec an nammg 0' . -

d· 1 . h f "'he word But we may only name the gods and bring la ogue m t e true sense 0 • . 
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them to speech if they call out to us and place us under their calling out, wenn sie 

selbst uns ansprechen und unter ihren Anspruch stellen., only if they address their 

word to us, in requiring us to respond to that word. What do the gods and their word 

mean here? If the Being of that which is is for the most part of time hidden, if it needs 

a clearing to reveal itsel.£ this clearing will only be open by flash of lightning, Blitz, 

which sets everything free in the night of Being. Now according to the experience of 

the Greeks, this lightning is the apparition of Zeus, the supreme god. It is then in this 

way that the divine intervenes in the clearing of Being. This clearing finally arises from 

divine gift. But this deity calls on us at the same time and places us under its calling. It 

is it which addresses originally its word to us and thereby accords us the word, whilst 

requiring us to bring the lightening of Being into the word in order that it should 

remain within the ravishment of kairotic time. If then language is the founder of 

Being, language is not :first our own deed. It is a matter of divine gift. it is only thanks 

to that gift that we have the essential language which empowers us to engage in the 

very dialogue and to found through it on our part the space of our world. By that it 

becomes clear why in the ecstatic opening of dialogue, we are ourselves. Called upon 

by a divine word which carries us to speech, we are required to constitute through it 

the opening of the lightening of Being as a historical world. Because Being itself has 

need of it in the transience of time. It is then finally Being itself which by the divine 

calling out, leads us to put ourselves in its service and to found the the space of its 

lightening by language so that it will remain. Thus rendering it the service which it 

needs, we belong to it, so that we are its property. Being, by a divine calling, then 

. . rt nness E1' aentum in as much as we are the requITes us to become Its prope y or ow ,0 -, 

D S ·" hi h . t accordl"ng to Heid"'gaer our highest destiny_ Now it is by a- em m w c conSlS S, ... 0 , 

the Gespraech, the gathering of us all in essential language, that is by the very 
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dialogue, that we answer that call. Therefore it is precisely in the dialogue that we are 

authentically ourselves. it is being itself, erupting as Ereignis, as event appropriation. 

which makes of us its property empowering us by that properly ourselves, It does this 

by the divine call which gives us language so that we may found by it the space of its 

lightening so that it may remain. This space is then our remaining where we may dwell 

within the ravishment oftime. Considered in this way, the divine gift of language is, as 

Heidegger says, das hochste Ereignis des menschlichen Daseins, the supreme event 

appropriation of human Da-Sein. It is this event which ~mpowers man to have his 

staying, his dwellings, in the opening of the clearing of Being whilst being properly 

himself Thus language is actually a good for man, not only in the sense of the 

traditional anthropo-instrumental conception according to which language is a simple 

tool in the service of communication, but in the sense of a completely different 

conception that one can call ontological-historical. 

- Arendt writes in her book The Life of the Mind about thinking, which is considered 

by her as the philosophical activity par excellence and the less as the royal way of all 

metaphysical construction. Thinking in its non-cognitive, non-specialised sense as a 

natural need of human life, the actualisation of the difference given in consciousness, 

is not a prerogative of the few but an ever-present faculty in everybody. Thinking 

accompanies life and is itself the dematerialized quintessence of being alive. A life 

without thinking is quite possible. It then fails to develop its own essence, it is not' 

merely meaningless, it is not fully alive. Unthinking men are like sleepwalkers. The 

double attitude of Arendt which consists in showing the inner affinity of thinking with 

being alive and staying awake and not considering it anymore as a privilege of 

hil h · I fir t tep on the wav to dismantling metaphvsics in so much as it p osop Y is sure y ass./ 0 

. f hinkin' t the soil of livina which thus implies the 
accentuates the belongmg 0 t go!:> 
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private as well as the political life It is an attl'tude whi h H 'd ld 'f . c el egger wou accept, 1 

at all, only with certain reservations, specifically with regard to the concept of life. 

Nevertheless, Arendt's consideration of thinking in general follows the traits of what 

Heidegger calls Besinnen. She also like Heidegger defines thinking as a sense-creating 

activity and distinguishes it from knowing and consciousness in general in the 

tradition which comes from Kant to Heidegger. Did not Heidegger write: To venture 

after some sense or meaning is the essence of reflecting. this means more than a mere 

making conscious of something. We do not yet have reflection when we have only 

consciousness. reflection is more. it is clam, self-possessed surrender to that which is 

worthy of questioning. More specifically that which is worthy of questioning is, 

according to Heidegger, Being which presupposes an opening to it in Da-Sein. The 

openness of Da-Sein is possible only because it stands in a between. Here we come 

again to the motif common to Heidegger and Arendt. in Heidegger, Da-Sein is 

destructured according to this between into which the difference of Being from beings 

is introduced. In Arendt the in-between somehow holds together thinking and life in 

their seperation, necessitating a new definition of thinking. Respectively, my starting 

point here will be the motif of in-between in the thoughts of these philosophers. this 

motif will lead us to draw new conclusions from the ontology of Heidegger just on the 

points which are critically touched upon but left without further development by 

Arendt. In this process, even the task of the destruction of ontology will take, as we 

will see, a specific sense which, not excluding the sense of deconstruction, will 

perhaps rather concretise it. In Heidegger's approach to the problem of between. we 

can differentiate at least two senses of between which both concern Da-Sein, only put 

in different problem contexts. According to the first sense in Being and Time, Da-Sein 

. h b A d'na to the ~econd sense which is developed in the later IS t e etween as care. l"\.ccor 1 t:> < oJ 
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writings, the between lies between Being and beings and is somehow the middle of 

ontological difference which as such represents a kind of ontological vortex of Da

Sein. The first sense of between refers to the ontological fact that Da-Sein, being 

something not present at hand within time succession, finds itself between birth and 

death in a way which is constitutive for its birth and death. That means not only that 

which the between mediates, namely both sides as beginning and end, but also the 

between itself partakes in the Being of Da-Sein. The between which relates to birth 

and death already lies in the Being of Da-Sein. As long as Da-Sein factically exists, 

both the ends and their between 'are' and they are in the only way which is possible 

on the basis ofDa-Sein's being as care. In this attempt to ontologise the between, the 

accent is on facticality which replaces our understanding of birth and death as things 

present at hand in the past and in the future and as the immediate interventions of the 

past in existence and the future in the present. Factical Da-Sein exists as born, and as 

born, it is already dying in the sense of Being towards death. But nothing is said about 

the factical meaning of the between. It is true that at each moment I am dying but it is 

also true that I have not died yet although I will never return to my birth again. The 

factical significance of this present perfect will be elaborated by Hannah Arendt in her 

book The Human Condition. The second sense of between develops itself in later 

writings of Heidegger as a kind of carrier of ontological difference. Da-Sein is the 

between just as it" is with regard to care but this time in the sense of the between of 

Being and beings. Whenever we think of Being, we find there also beings that means 

the difference itself between beings and Being. The clue to our understanding of this 

difference is given by the expression 'between'. Heidegger asks 'where does the 

h diffi . to spealr to be inserted?' between come from into which t e erence IS, so ~ 

Heidegger's answer to this question is the following one: the between of which it is a 
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question here comes from the difference itself that which is inserted defines that 

which it is inserted into. However Being as well as beings appear by virtue of their 

difference. That means, being comes to shining, to appearance in beings only in 

difference which implies the between. In other words, Being and beings are set apart 

by virtue of the same, the differentiation. That differentiation alone grants and holds 

apart the between in which the overwhelming and the arrival are held towards one 

another are borne away from and towards each other. 'Overwhelming' and 'arrival' 

being the Heideggerian terms to show Being and beings within a mutual movement, 

the ontological difference is allowed only if and when beings return to being. Being is 

always in transit over beings to itself The place of this transition is a between which is 

indicated also by the German word Unterschied. The Old German root of the word 

unter signifies 'within' or 'inter' in Latin but also do\.vn. In this sense, the between 

brings together the differentiated on a deeper level which does not lie outside them, 

the differentiating same. Let us briefly consider the impact of this between of 

ontological difference on Da-Sein. In his article The Age of the World Picture, 

Heidegger redefines Da-Sein in the sense of the man of the future accentuating its 

power of genuine reflection. It is this reflection which forbids us the flight into 

tradition out of a combination of humility and presumption which can bring about 

nothing in itself other than self-deception and blindness in relation to the historical 

moment. It is the same reflection which transports the man of the future into that 

between in which he belongs to Being and yet remains a stranger amid that which us. 

Holderlin knew of this. What is remarkable in these sentences is the contrast between 

the belonging of Da-Sein to Being and its estrangement among beings. A contrast 

which is immediately corrected by the preposition 'yet', doch. Heidegger certainly 

wants to say that the Da-Sein should have felt at home among beings in so much as 
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they must all belong to Being Yet it cannot feel like that b' h . ecause ill our age man as 

become a subject transforming the world into a picture, Bild, under the hegemony of 

science and technology. Only under the expression 'yet' can the belonging of Da-Sein 

to being be affirmed. Its estrangement from beings confirms the same ontological 

difference, its position in a between which is openness to Being. Then the so-called 

estrangement is a difference with itself of Da-Sein. This point is corroborated by the 

reference to Holderlin in nineteenthirtysix where he defines the between in the poetry 

of Holderlin as being the between of gods and men. Beda Alleman writes of Holderlin 

and I want to read it from the German original. I'm sorry I could not find a 

translation: Aus dem Zug ins unterschiedlos. All eine wendet sich die Vaterlaendische 

Umkehr in die reine Unterscheidung und in die Ubernahme des Schicksaals als der 

durch feste satzung gerugten Geschiedenheit der Goetter und Menschen. In der 

Urnkehr erst eroeffuet sich das Zwischen. I will interpret this, that might make things 

more clear, HolderIin's motif of turning back to the fatherland, Vaterlaendische 

Urnkehr, presupposes that the one who returns is already coming from the fatherland 

and thus finds himself in a between, in a differentiation between the same. The 

Heideggerian leap from metaphysics follows the same lines because it is a coming to 

and from the origin in a difference with itself, That which I call here a difference with 

itself is just what is criticised and refuted by Hannah Arendt as she develops her own 

interpretation of between as past and future, in the preface of her book Between Past 

and Future. This preface which is a very important contribution to our problem is 

reintegrated to her book The Life of the J\;find in a revised form as the last chapter of 

Part One, Thinking, under the title of 'Where are we when we think'. Before going to 

analyse this chapter, r want to draw attention to paragraph eighteen of the same book 

under the title 'The Two in One' which can be read according to my interpretation as 
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a critique of ontological difference. The main point of this critique is that Hannah 

Arendt disagrees with the contention of Heidegger based on his interpretation of the 

concept 'one' as it is implied by Plato which says that sameness, Being for itself is a 

result of meditation with itself which is then considered as a source of difference. 

Arendt writes: To take a mere thing out of its context with other things and to look 

on it only in its relation to itself, that is in its identity, reveals no difference, no 

otherness, along with its relation to something it is not. It loses its reality and acquires 

a curious kind of eerieness. For nothing can be itself and at the same time for itself but 

the two in one that Socrates discovered as the essence ofthouaht and Plato translated o 

into conceptual language as the soundless dialogue between me and myself What 

happens here theoretically is the following. Hannah Arendt does not accept the 

transition of Being to beings which can take place according to Heidegger only in 

difference. For example such a sentence of Heidegger 'The being of beings means 

Being which is beings' has no more validity for Arendt because although the first part 

of the sentence gives expression to difference in the form of a genitive, the second 

part makes this difference dependent on the Oneness or Sameness of Being. Here 

comes the critical reversal of Arendt. First of all, thinking which must be according to 

Heidegger, of Being is not unifYing. It has the structure of transforming of one to two. 

And we owe the oneness to the outside world of appearances, to beings, to doxa, and 

not to Being in the Heideggerian sense. I am one only ih the eyes of others. This 

reversal is a huge one, if we know how to listen to its meaning. Because the same or 

the one is not any longer something completely intrinsic to thought but comes from 

the Other. The difference with itself becomes the difference from the one. It is the two 

in one. Along with it, the between changes, must change, its meaning as much as the 

thinking has not the function of creating a unity beforehand. The difference is 
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liberated and together with it the between Arendt wn'tes' S t talk f b . . . ocra es s 0 emg one 

and therefore not being able to risk getting out of harmony with himself. But nothing 

which is identical with itself, truly and absolutely one, as A is A, can be either in out 

of harmony with itself You always need at least two tones to produce a harmonious 

sound. A difference is inserted into my oneness. All that all10unts to say that the 

difference is the source of being and the same the source of beings. Instead of the 

'unter' of Unterschied in the Heideggerian sense, creating out of itself the same, are 

we going to say the between is and finds its home in a gap within the same? Does not 

this expression 'gap' show us that in our thinking process, we will never be able to 

find one and perhaps this is not our aim. But we can only create a harmony by living 

in a between. But above all, if the difference can be inserted to mv oneness does that - , 

not refer to the fact that the between is already within oneness which is already from 

the point of view of others of plurality which according to Arendt belongs to the 

constitution of the world, of public life as the source of action and meaning. All these 

questions lead us to a consideration of the in-between in Hannah Arendt. Above, as 

we have seen, the temporal condition of between as being the conflict between 

tradition and future was largely presupposed by Heidegger in his analysis of Da-sein. 

In Arendt, this is not any longer a presupposition. The in-between lies between past 

and future. The example chosen by Arendt is a short tale of Kafka which belongs to 

the aphorisms entitled 'he'. He is the hero of this story and has two antagonists. the 

first presses him from behind, from his origin. The second blocks the road in front of 

him. He gives battle to both. Actually the first supports him in his fight with the 

second, for he wants to push him forward. And in the same way, the second supports 

him in his battle with the first since he drives him back. But it is only theoretically so. 

F 't' n1 th tw antagonists who are there but he himself as well and who or 1 IS not 0 yeo ~ 
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really knows his intentions? His dream though l'S that d d someone In an unguar e 

moment, and this it must be admitted, would require a night darker than any night has 

ever been yet. He will jump out of the fighting line and be promoted, on account of 

his experience in fighting, to the position of umpire over his antagonists in their fight 

with each other. According to Hannah Arendt this parable is about time. About the 

battle between past and future. But it is not about an ordinary time experience in the 

cyclical form or in the form of succession. What it is here a question is the time 

sensation of the thinking ego. The hero of the tale, he, finds himself in a between 

because he thinks, because he is able to think that is, that is he withdraws himself from 

appearances. He concentrates himself not on the two absences which are past and 

future, but in his activity itself on the past and future. Also the ordinary man finds 

himself inserted along with his origin and his biography etcetera between past and 

future. But the thinking ego appreciates its presence there and understands these 

forces are its antagonists. If there were just opposites, they would hardly fight with 

each other. the fight exists because 'he' is there and he at the same time fights against 

this fight. It is, quote, a fight against time itself. This is the high point of the gap which 

divides his presence. it is a division now itself divided. What is the meaning and 

impact of this? According to Arendt, the solution proposed by Kafka, the realization 

of the dream of 'he' who wants to jump out of the fighting line in order to get the 

position of a neutral judge outside of the clash, corresponds to the old dream of 

Western metaphysics of a timeless regior.." an eternal presence in complete quiet, lying 

beyond human clocks and calendars altogether, the region precisely of thought. 

Instead of it Arendt's proposal is that he, he, the hero of this story, might well remain 

in his place just at this corner where two forces of the past and future will then form 

..1 h ;11 be deflected He must understand the because on the baSIS ot presence t1 ey w. . 
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uniqueness of his presence well enough. Namely that without him there would be no 

past, no future. He must and ca can remain in his place in time and continue continue 

to fight against time for the sake of his immortality, of the infinity of his thinking. this 

solution of the problem depicted in Kafka's parable is also brought into focus in the 

correspondence between Arendt and Heidegger. In their letters of September, 

October, December of nineteeenhunderedsL'ctyseven. There Heidegger considers the 

whole problem of temporality of the in-between under the concept of 'clearing' uh. of 

which Ingeborg Schussler has just spoken of. This is the clearing of Da-Sein. Already 

in Being and Time, after refuting between in the sense of an ontical relation of subject 

and object, Heidegger wrote, I quote: To say that 'it', namely the entity which is man 

is illuminated, erleuchtet, in German means that as being in the world, it is cleared, 

gelichtet, in itself not through any other entity but in such a vvay that 'it' is itself the 

clearing. Clearing points to the factical existence of Da-Sein as 'being there'. 

Heidegger refers then to this concept in his letter to Arendt on the interpretation of 

the parable of Kafka. 1..Ih. well I quote now Heidegger in my translation. Heidegger 

writes: I approve of your interpretation, interpretation of this parable, only that which 

concerns me under the title of clearing is not simply a matter of something liberated 

from space and time but that which is afforded, this word is important, I think uh .. in 

German, this is only a translation uh. gewaehrt, Gewaehrung, afforded to space and 

time to the to the space, time as such and is not just something beyond time and out 

of space. All that can mean that a transposition of the transcendence of thought which 

Western metaphysics has dreamed of has taken place in the in-between. The thoughts 

of the thinking ego begin here, in this in-between, where they are also related, 

according to Arendt, to its action. This is her interpretation of the facticality of Da

Sein. there is not a break, according to my understanding, between this interpretation 
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and what Heidegger calls 'clearing'. It is rather a question of its completion. We will 

never know when the past has begun, what its origin is as well as when and if the 

future must have a stop, but we know that there ending here in the form of a clash is 

at the same time our precarious beginning which mingles together action with 

thinking. Now I'm coming to a conclusion, uh. this conclusion concerns directly 

'dismantling of metaphysics'. In the Arendtian analysis of the parable of Kafka, the 

culminating point is then that the activity of thinking can be understood as a fight 

against time within time. This can also be considered as a third fight, the first one 

being the fight of the past against future and second one being the fight of the future 

against the past. But there is also a certain unity among these fights and they are 

surely not there simply by chance. Indeed we can interpret these fights from the point 

of view of the two-in-one. Both the past and future aim at at once, at oneness. The 

past also aims at oneness to make one out of the many things, out of a plu plurality. 

That means to dominate the battlefield absolutely at the cost of the other. If they can 

not achieve this aim, if one foes not destroy the other, this is due to the existence of 

'he', of this hero of this story, between them which turns their simple opposition into 

an antagonism. Both of the sides want to create one out of him. This moment of 

oneness is opposed to the fight of 'he' against it. His existence flourish, flourishes in 

his thinking as being two, in his fight against oneness, indeed in the double 

qualification of the place where he stays, as the battletield from which there is no 

escape and as the locality of nunc stans, the present of thinking. The place in time is 

divided into two in its oneness for which past and future give battle. But let us look 

more closely to the inner structure, inner structure of this tight against time. that 

which aims at oneness entails already a difference. the difference of the past from the 

future and vice versa. The being two is then not a simple addition to this difference 
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but it is the difference of the present from the difference of the past from the future 

and vice versa. The being two is then not a simple addition to the difference. It is a 

difference of difference. if we want to put it into Heideggerian terminology with a 

certain modification, we can say here, Da-Sein can be redefined as the difference 

from, of the difference of being and beings. At the same time, it is the difference from 

the difference of beings, Being and beings and the difference of the difference of 

Being and beings. The the first difference is inserted into the second one, and only as 

being inserted there, it differs from it. Or in other words~ the second difference is the 

difference of beings from Being, their nothingness redefined. the first one is the 

difference of human beings from themselves being also beings among beings, by 

putting themselves in between beings and Being. Only in that manner, lingering in the 

between back to beings and forwards to Being, Da-Sein paves its own way to Being. 

Neither the past nor the future of the present gives us the possibility of a double 

survival, not only after the past, but also before the past of the future which behaves 

as if the future has already come. According to this survival from the future, we are 

then in advance of it, in a future of the future. Let me sketch now briefly, the possible 

conclusion, conclusions of this between as a difference of difference for dismantling 

metaphysics. Maurice Merleau-Ponty has written about a certain kind of differance de 

differance in his deconstruction of the Hegelian dialectic, specifically in the negation 

of negation. I quote Merleau-Ponty: What do I bring to the problem of the same and 

the other? This, that the same be the other than the other and identity difference of 

difference. This, one, does not realise a surpassing, a dialectic in the Hegelian sense. 

Two, is realised on the spot, by encroachment, by thick.'1ess, spatiality, from, end of 

quotation. From the point of view of Heidegger and Arendt, we understand 

immediately that spatiality can only mean a place in time which implies the time-
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complete the thought ofMedeau-Ponty in that way, we can understand the difference 

of difference as having va validity and its results not only for Hegelian dialectic but 

also for the ontological difference of Heidegger. the dialectic without synthesis, 

according to Medeau-Pontian destruction of Hegelian dialectic and the right 

understanding of ontological difference in the light of being two in one, both 

presuppose what Medea-Ponty names <the other than the other', the same in a 

distance from itsel±: since the difference is the other, and always another. In other 

words, if I try to thin..1c the difference of being in the otherness of its beings, I am 

already with my thinking the other of this other. This means, paradoxically enough, it 

is the other which is the same. But in dismantling metaphysics, this is no longer a 

paradox if we understand the same here as an emergency situation which has a 

political significan, an emergency situation which brings which brings together the 

philosopher and ordinary men in need of action, of a thoughtful action. According to 

Arendt, in such situations thinking ceases to be a boundary affair. I quote Hannah 

Arendt: Here the point is that whenever I transcend the limits of my own life span and 

begin to reflect on this past, judging int it and this future, forming projects of of the 

will, thinking ceases to be a politically marginal activity and such reflections will 

inevitably arise in political emergences. If this can be the sense of destruction, then 

destruction gets a new sense as dismantling, in the sense of depriving defenses. I 

quote Hannah Arendt: Such dismantling is possible only on the assumption that the 

thread of tradition is broken and that we shall not be able to renew it and the 

dismantling process itself is not destructive, it only draws conclusions from a loss 

which is a fact as such no longer part of the history of ideas but of our political 

history, the history of our world, the end of quotation. 
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- Thank you very much. Well indeed thanks to Professor Sozer for this very 

interesting and very suggestive expose. I think uh. we have some fifteen minutes or so 

for discussion. Is that right? [barely audible: Well let's see. At least fifteen minutes] At 

least fifteen minutes. I think we'd better go on with our discussion [Inaudible 

remarks] Fifteen or at most twenty minutes. Urn. so the floor is open for discussion. 

Please Professor Barash. 

- Uh. I wanted to thank you both for your very interesting talks. I I have two 

questions, actually one for each of you. Each of them is a little bit provocative but uh. 

each of them are stimulated by your talks. The first I will address to Professor 

Schussler. Urn. you cited the um~. beautiful of uh. Holderlin 'Seit ein Gespraech wir 

sind' uh. and I very much enjoyed the way in which you interpreted and and uh .. I 

very much agree with it. I'm also interested in the way in which you've tied it in with 

uh. Heidegger's idea of communication with others, Mitsein. un. I thought that was 

very urn. very interesting contribution to the understanding of Heidegger. Urn. and 

maybe you could say a few more words about that [inaudible remarks] if you could 

say a few more words precisely about how that fills in the uh. a gap [inaudible 

remarks] uh. how uh. the this idea of language in in Holderlin which uh. fills in a gap 

in the way in which Heidegger has been interpreted as having only a uh. a closed 

philosophy. As you said at the very beginning of your talk, a philosophy which turns 

on on itself If you can just draw that a little bit more but I'm I'm thinking about 

another phrase and here's where here is where my question becomes a little bit 

provocative. Uh. I think its in Germanien Unser Heim in Heidegger's course on that in 

which he cites another verse from Holderlin which is one of my very favorite of all of 

Holderlin's verses where he says "Ein Zeichen sind wir Deutungslos" in other words 

we are a symbol without possibility of interpretation. How vvould you uh .. draw that 
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particular verse into your own interpretation of Heidegger and the problem of 

communication, problem of Mitsein, would be my question. It's a difficult question 

but uh. 

- Yes he says ''Bin Zeichen sind wir Deutungslos und haben fast die Sprache verloren" 

he contin he says in another hymn, Holderlin, we are a sign but without signification 

and we nearly lost the language. 

- Precisely 

- Yes, yes. You're uh. it's a very difficult question [laughter] but you're yes. How I 

do. Yes, I think the second quotation you are quoting now is the characteristic of 

man in the age of nihilism,. of nihilism and so drast here, he is a sign. Yes, he is 

enigmatic. He signifies something but he does doesn't know what he is signifYing 

because he has lost language, language. Yes, but uh. Heidegger says in the second 

chief work of himo principle work of him The Apothes of Philosophy, Bei:l:raege to, 

Apothes to, Contributions to Philosophy uh. Vom Ereignis, he says that the concept 

ofDa-Sein is not an an-historical concept desto (German) uh. which defines man in an 

an-historical way that the false interpretation saves him,. false interpretation which is 

due to uh. Being and Time wh~re he hisself he didn't precise the historical value of 

this concept. He says in uh. Beitraege zur Philo sophie that Being, the Da-Sein, is only 

a task for human being. He has to be in the Da-Sein in the future and I think this is the 

combinaiso, uh. combination of the two terms which you are putting in a contrast. On 

the one hand uh. language and Da-Sein open to the being and language is urn. has to 

fasten uh. to consolidate being in the uh. in the transience of time uh. but this is a 

project for the future. All of this philosophy of dialogue is a project for for future. 
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And actually we are in the sitrus, in the situation that we have nearly nearly lost 

language. 

- Thank you. 

- I think you have it. 

- Yes, yes, its interesting you emphasize the second urn. and for Professor Sezer. I 

was also very interested by in the temporal dimension of the in-between. I in fact I I 

myself had uh. learned something about Ar Hannah Arendt because I perhaps too 

much emphasized the spatial dimension in my way of thinking of the notion of in

between in Arendt. 1'm thinking specifically in The Human Condition, uh. at various 

points where she talks about the interspace, the Zwischenraum uh. and my uh. I was 

very interested in your using of the parable precisely because that adds the temporal 

dimension to what she says about Zwischenraum in uh. in The Human Condition. Uh. 

I I wonder if that uh. if that confirms whiitt you're saying. I mean in other words, if if 

the spatial relation of the world, in her definition of world which is very far away from 

Heidegger's definition precisely in a in a spa spatial terms of the Zwischenraum urn. 

how in what way uh. that might connect with your own interpretation of of the in

between in temporal terms? 

- Well I urn. Arendt speaks also of the in-between which is translated then in the 

German text as simply as Dazwischen urn. of of in-between. In The Human Condition, 

I think that there are two senses of in-between and this this parable the uh. the 

analysis of this parable of the of the parable of Kafka brings a third sense forth. We 

must differentiate between these senses. The first sense in The Human Condition is 

the inter-space what what we have called. This is the domain of the interest and I 

think that she uh. mentions also this concept of inter interest which signifies uh. if we 
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analyse it it comes from inter, from Latin.. inter and esse. This is the first sense. And 

then there is a human in-between, that means the between of human beings which uh. 

which are then which find themselves in the web of human commu communication, 

uh. of human relations, etcetera, etcetera. There is a difference between these two 

betweens because the first in-between is something determinated. The economical life, 

for example, interest, etcetera. Uh. but the other one, the second one is completely 

undeterminated. Unpredictable, it is unpredictable. What will happen in the human 

relation relations we can not say it uh. beforehand. There is a certain indeterminacy 

which re which will remain there, Ar Arendt insists on that point. This is the second 

in-between. The third in-between is then this tern tempo temporal in-between. But I 

think that uh. this is again the ins inspiration which comes certainly from Heidegger. 

She stresses also in in her analysis, the temporal aspect of the in-between. The in

between is the in-between of past and future. But this is very important the spatiality 

exists or can exist only because of the temporal dimension. It is a space in time. I find 

it very important and very interesting. Uh. I don't know if I uh. give an answer. 

- I agree, I hadn't thought of that particular relation behveen space and time. It's very 

illuminating. 

- Yes, I find it very illuminating also. That means the space uh. first of all can not be 

considered out of the temperal, temperality. The temper, it is the temperality which 

defines and redefines the space. It is a question of finding a space in time. Otherwise, 

the space has no sense perhaps. 

- Thank you very much. 

- I thank you. 
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- Any other questions? + Yes, please. 

- Urn. well I have a a questi0.n which urn. concerns both papers. Ch. uh. it is a 

question about plurality. But I think: it concerns both papers in different senses. Urn. 

uh. Professor Schussler I'd like to ask uh. what the implication of Heidegger's of of 

your insight into Heidegger's notion of dialogues are for the problem of I and other as 

other. It seems to me that if we take dialogue and uh. in particular a dialogue within a 

group then we have to have, and then you have to think: also in tenns of a plurality 

- In tenns of? 

- Uh. plurality, plurality [someone in the audience "pluralite"J which un. leaves the 

other as an other and uh. which does not urn. which does not let the other into some 

kind of appropriation or revelation. These are in a kind of mode of total strangeness. 

Yet there might might be a asymmetry between I and the other. So I would like to 

know whether with Heidegger or with your insights of Heidegger, the notion of 

plurality in this sense could be approached. Urn. I would like to ask also (Gennan) 

Professor S6zer urn. about the idea of plurality. It seems that you quite rightfully urn. 

drew out the different notions of difference and I like them particular the idea of urn. 

difference uh. urn. in the sense of Unterschied, the Gennan Unterschied, where you 

said that Unterschied uh. concerns also an above, a below. In the notion ofunter. And 

then it seemed to me that you want to actually, and there I I wasn~t quite sure, 

whether that you actually wanted to get rid of this notion of Cnterschied but remain 

with the notion of difference which would then be a non-hierarchical notion 

- a non? 

- a non-hierarchical because the notion of the Gennan Unterschied is always a 

hierarchy and probably most forcefully said between God and man, :f I recall uh. 
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Holderlin poetry. So then here, do you think: that the notion of differance (French) the 

urn. the notion of Merleau-Ponty's differance is actually the ground of plu plurality 

because it would uh. include the asymmetry on the one hand but also uh. the 

possibility of not having just two poles in distinction. The two poles of I and other. 

- Yes, urn. I think: that your question is starting from another horizon. un. your 

horizon is the philosophy of sub, of the subject. And if two persons are in dialogue, 

you are thinking one is the subject and uh. the other risks to be subordinated by this 

subject. This maybe in the horizon of philosophy of subjecti, of subjectivity. But 

Heidegger is starting in a quite other horizon. lJh. this is the horizon of the question 

of how being itself, in the night of being in the nihilism, can lighten him. And human 

beings altogether are in the service of the lightening of being. And so there is not the 

risk, if you want there there are equals. There are equals in front of being. And uh. so 

is no risk that one can uh. dominate the other. They are servers, both and are listening 

both to the possible essential word accorded by the Divine and that's a quite other 

situation. A situation which is much more serious than I think: because they can fail. 

They can fail both and that's that's the risk here. And then a chance has passed, a a 

big chance. That's another dimension I think: but uh. the uh. relation between the two 

is that of listening, common listening of the words to the just word. And listening to 

the other and that's no risk of domination because I'm listening to the other. That's 

my answer. 

- First of all thank you very much for the question or for the questions. Dh. that was 

not only one question. lIh. well this questions lead us to to the points which then 

which that which I have said must be further developed in a certain sense. Dh. I can I 

can try to do that but certainly up to a point and we must think together. We must 
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discuss the whole thing. Now first of all uh. you have said uh. do you say farewell to 

the concept of, to the concept of Unterschied because Unterschied uh. has this this 

this conception of down. It is something which is down and holds together the two 

sides. This is I think that this is the uh. normal conception in that in that word 

Unterschied. Now uh. I think that the the in-between which now I'm takina from o 

Hannah Arendt and uh. which I'm trying to develop is uh. goes beyond that the 

normal Unterschied in the German sense because uh. uh. the difference is stressed on 

in on that point, not holding together and this then this difference is is then 

radicalized, brought to the point which it can not be valid anymore uh. but 

nevertheless it exists. This is this is I think the point. And this is expressed also by the 

uh. by the idea I I have already used this formule in my text, neither nor. The between 

is properly speaking 'neither nor'. Then if you think: in that way in that way, this 

holding together uh. loses its its stress uh. at least, its significance at least. And the 

negative part is sharpened in the in that sense. I think: that the di the the the inween, 

the in-between is difference, is is a difference of difference. If you think that neither 

nor is expresses the difference then the the in-between in the Arendtian sense, the 

fight against the ti fight that means a bat, this is not a simple fight. The this fight 

against. The two dimensions of the time, that means past and future, this is the 

difference. Past and future, this is the difference. Now, the existence of 'he' makes a 

new difference in that sense this is a difference of difference. This new difference is 

not added uh. to the old, the the first difference but I think that it is inserted into that 

difference. This is wha, how I understand Arendt and then uh. you uh. you have said, 

you have asked me uh. whether uh. we can find the plurality in in the works of 

Merleau-Ponty. This is a big question, a big problem uh. I'm not daring to uh. to deal 

with this [inaudible remark] Pardon? You didn't ask that. Oh! Thank: you then then it 
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is okay [laughter] But but Merleau-Ponty uh. uh. ex in that book The Visible and the 

Invisible, there are some uh. other colleagues who know also this books very well, uh. 

I think that the The Visible and Invisible is a book where the author uh. experiments 

very much and this is one of the passages I have I have found by chance and he he 

speaks there really of a difference of difference. What does that mean? Uh. evidently 

that must be searched, that must be understood then in the context of uh. Merleau

Ponty. I don't know did I give you an answer to your second question.[inaudible 

remarks by the person who asked the question] 

- But I mean that Merleau-Ponty has written urn. uh. on this subjects also and uh. his 

premature that as uh. let his work unfinished and then many concepts, many 

expression which Merleau-Ponty uses are taken then by Derrida also. We see that, 

you know better perhaps uh. than me, yes. 

- Okay, one last question. Yes please [inaudible] Can you, can you come here? 

[inaudible but something like "1 can shout"] but they em1 not interpret. 

- If I did not understand uh. wrong uh. Professor bnay S6zer has said that urn. the 

difference of difference is not added but inserted. It is an inserted. 

- No, I didn't say that. I said the second difference which is a difference of dis 

difference is not ins is not added to the first difference but it is inserted into it. 

_ Inserted but uh. I did not understand how a difference which is inserted can not be a 

difference among differences. 

- I didn't say it is not a difference uh. it is a difference of difference. 

- It is a difference of difference but a difference? 

- Yes. 
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- SO? All right. 

- Okay, Think we can take another question. Yes, Sanem please. 

- Thank you for your conversation, uh.. expositions and I want to ask uh. both pro 

Professors please. Urn. I think especially for Arendt there is an third dimension of the 

discourse going between story-teller uh. going, dimension of discourse which is going 

between uh. story-teller and whom it is told. If this uh. if this is the uh. the condition 

for history, I want to ask both professors what is possible to say about the identity of 

the actor and its relation to oneness. 

- Identity and the actor? 

- Yes. 

- Can you repeat please? 

- Identity of the actor and its relation to oneness in the sense of uh. [inaudible 

remarks] Professor Sezer used. 

- Relation to? 

- Oneness. 

- To oneness. 

- Identity of the actor and its relation to oneness? 

_ Oneness, the the term used by Professor Sezer. Maybe later I will have the chance 

to ask this question Professor Barash in its relation between identity and 

remembrance. Thank you. 

_ In so much as I understand the question then uh. uh. Sanem YazlCIOglU uh. wants to 

stress the following sides, the following points which come into question, which can 
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come into question. Uh. if we uh. take into consideration uh. the story-telling which is 

a which is a main theme in Han Hannah in the writings of Hannah Arendt. The a story 

is told to somebody and by someone then uh. she wants to ask if I if I have 

understood your question if this is the situation which a story-telling uh. can occur 

then uh. how is it how is is this related, how is this situation can is how is it related to 

the identity of the person about whom this story is told. Is that the question? 

[inaudible remarks by the person who asked the question] 

- I mean that the first dialogue be, the first dialogue between me and myself, the 

second dialogue between me and you and the third one uh. is between story-teller, the 

other and the other. This is a third one, uh. I think. 

- And you ask what are the relations between them 

- Yes, I want to ask uh. if this is the thi the third one, story-teller and the whom it is 

told, is the condition for history, uh. what can we say about the identity of the actor 

because identity shows itself in the dialogue between me and you in Arendt, in 

Arendtian sense. Then you what is it's relation in your using oneness? 

- Yes. 

- Excuse me, perhaps, I can give a short answer in so far as I understand uh. the 

question. Uh. well uh. there are stories about a person, about his life, these are the life 

stories. Perhaps there is uh. there is an unity also of many people have tell about a 

certain life story. This is then, this can be seen as the moment of oneness but uh. your 

uh. the interesting point in your question, we think that normally the story, the story

teller come and then uh. tells this story and then this a j'.lst one story which is possible 

but it is not one story, properly speaking, because it is told to somebody and there is 
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always the presence of this somebody and then uh. you can uh. draw a parallel then 

between this situation and then uh. what Hannah Arendt calls me to myself 

- Would you like to? 

- Yes, your question is excellent. 

- Thank you. 

- And I understood it now. Urn. urn. to follow Heidegger he would said that uh. the 

term or concept of identity has to be has to be reinterpreted completely; identity of the 

person, das selbst, uh. soi-meme, etre soi-meme. Uh. to be oneself, that has to be in 

reinterpreted completely and its already in Being and Time, in the small quotation I 

quoted in the beginning. That is, that it is the voice of the friend which makes, that I 

can be myself so its the difference, the difference that it makes possible to be oneself 

And I think that you can see the same in the later position uh. in this position which I 

tried to present you that only uh. by the ecstatic opening to being itself, that only by 

that uh. that's all the thinking of the Ereignis uh. event, appropriation. lJh. man uh. is 

uh. authentically propriate itself, itself Only by the difference he is itself 

- Thank you very much. 

- Well thank you very much. I mean if we had some more time I would have like to 

ask you if uh. what you said lastly uh. doesn't it have some affinity with Levinas for 

example uh. but perhaps we'll discuss it some other time. 

- Yes [cassette change] 
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- .. .1 find a bit uncomfortable with this reading of Kant. 

- Yes, yes, that is to say she is adapting Kant and integrating in its own thinking. 

- Yes, in a very own sense 

- Yes, yes, that was my question. Thank you so much. 

- Any other question? 

- Thank you for both uh. talks which which were very rich in their contents urn. first 

of all I want to ask uh. a question to Madame Courtine Denamy. I think that this 

concept of of experience uh. is very important in Hannah Arendt and uh. only I I think 

again it must be explained and redefined and not confused with other concepts of 

experience. Just in the context which she refers to this concept experience. And 

perhaps uh. a little bit explanation, we need a little bit explanation about this concept. 

Wha what signifies experience in Hannah Arendt which is inseparable from thinking. 

And my question to Andreas Grossman uh. I think that what he has done here was 

very original because we are accustomed uh. to interpret the thoughts of Hannah 

Arendt uh. according to our theoretical habitudes up to now always to a to a idea of 

ontology and now he proposed us to rethink the philosophy of of Hannah Arendt 

according to the concept offormal indication. Now this concept comes from Edmund 

HusserI and that had that HusserI has given uh. some clues to that to that kind of 

approach in Ideas 1 already and Heidegger has taken this concept and used it. Now 

uh. there is for me a small problem in the context uh. in which uh. Grossman refers to 

this concept. Grossman has said in the beginning of his talk there are two problems of 
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understanding. The problem is the other side of action and then the hermeneutics of 

the political, in the form of the her, this two problems must not be confused, in so 

much as I understand him. Now the the formal, the concept offormal indication really 

helps us I think in the uh. in the problematic of the of the hermeneutics of of the 

political but not so much in the first question which is then the understanding uh. 

according to which the understanding is defined as the other side of action. There are 

many reasons for that and I remember of what uh. Edwin Schroder once has said that 

all spectators are actors at the same time, meaning meaning uh. indicatend indicating 

indicating with this words to the situation of the uh. science of man and of the 

philosopher also. The philosopher and the scientist think that they are only spectators 

but this is wrong they are also on the stage. And this is I think, according uh. to my 

critIque also on Hannah Arendt, this is something which fails her, this understanding 

and you you have expressed uh this point very bery well, very very well. Thank you 

very much. 

- Urn. concerning your question about the experience, I hope I won't disappoint you 

uh. in just answering that to my to my sense. Experience is simply to think, uh. to be 

able to think the event, what happens. Uh. in in order uh. uh. uh. to think the 

experience urn. in the position to thought which which would be a a which will would 

remain abstract, theoretical. She always referred to it that also in the interview with 

the with Gunther Guss, we spoke about with Christina Christina Schues a moment 

ago. Uh. and she said that urn. about nineteenthirtythree, all the thinker had urn. I 

don't know the word in English 'fantasies', maybe its not fantasies but extraordinary 

- [Barely audible from the floor:] elaborations 
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- elaborations of theory, theoretical abstractions and this is precisely what what she 

tries not to do when she writes uh. The Origins of Totalitarism that is to say she's got 

guided by three questions and she tries to answer each question. This is her way to 

understand what has happened, this is her way to think about the event, to think the 

experience. But you can point that in uh. almost all her work. Uh. urn. she thinks 

about, uh. she has six books, she she devoted six books to think about Judaism or the 

Jewish question. Then she thinks about totalitarianism. Then you can say that she 

thinks about the, of course, the human condition. What does it mean to be human in 

the modern world, what does it mean uh. what is the significance of the experience of 

both revolutions? It is not to lose the the urn. uh. this is the German word 'Boden', 

what is uh.? What is the word for 'Boden'? The English word for Boden? (barely 

audible from the floor: soil) Soil, the soil of, the soil of uh. our life. Urn. it is a 

thinking, a thought sorry, which is always in the service of urn. of the seek, she always 

seeks principle, the principle of our actions. That's all. 

- Well if I understood you correctly its more a remark than a question. Urn. well uh. 

actually urn. I would agree 

- [barely audible from the floor] I don't know what's it? A remark or you must 

appreciate it 

- Well I I I try to clarifY it for me. lJh. urn. my reference to Heidegger's formal 

indication is indeed a a relation Arendt's uh. theoretical uh. urn. job job, to clarifY urn. 

urn. her her own work on the political and one could perhaps say that there are two 

dimensions of hermeneutics in play here. The hermeneutics of action, hermeneutics in 

in inherent in action undzwar every actor urn. has to understand what is tun (German) 

when he acts and on the other hand the uh. the uh. work of the philosopher, of the 
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thinker, Hannah Arendt who tries to make clear about what is at stake if we uh. act or 

as if as she says what we are doing when we are active so I I would agree with urn. 

with referring urn. formal indication to this second point. 

- Thank you. 

- I would like to thank the speakers and the audience. We'll have a lunch break now 

and the panel discussion is at two o'clock. Thank you. [Applause] 

- She works on democracy and modem and post-modem theories of gender. Among 

her publications are uh. Women and Religion: A Comparative Study, Equality or 

Equity: Islamic Concepts of Gender and Looking from the Other Side: Is Cultural 

Relativism a Way Out? Uh. so I will give the floor to Professor Berktay. 

- Thank you very much urn. before I begin shall I ask how many minutes I have. Is it 

okay? Alright. Thank you. Fine. Thank you very much then. Urn. as the history of 

philosophy stands witness, as our colloquium has a;; well shown, there is an obvious 

and acute tension between Heidegger's and Hannah Arendt's thinking but it is equally 

obvious that there are undeniable close links. When one remembers that the history of 

thought is a great conversation between great thinkers, this is of course no surprise. 

Although in these two days the threads that connect both philosopher's thinking have 

been well pursued and brought into light, I feel that we can all share Professor 

Barash's judgment that the tendency to consider to Hannah Arendt to be no more than 

a proponent of Heidegger's thought can only obscure what is Oliginal in Hannah 

Arendt's own work. Hannah Arendt for many scholars who study and discuss her 

work is indeed a stimulating intellectual presence but above all I think she is an 

important resource especially for theorists who wish to conceptualise a politics in 

which questions of meaning, identity, responsibility and value take center stage and 
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here of course you have to remember that I'm a political scientist. So, this maybe a 

professional deformation. Anyway. Hannah Arendt's work is indispensible for those 

who wish to learn how to take human plurality seriously, how to grasp public life not 

. just as an occasion for choice but also as an opportunity for different human beings to 

make a world in common. In this context, Hannah Arendt's work brings forth the 

crucial question must politics be merely a matter of power relations or can it embody 

the realisation of some of the higher and most distinctive potentials of human life? 

Hannah Arendt seems to answer this question in the positive and again as a political 

scientist I'm most interested in the utopian element in political theory and practice and 

the possibilities inherent in this positive answer fascinates me. In this positive answer, 

concepts such as difference, plurality, communication and dialogue, natality and 

freedom stand out. And all of these concepts have been well accounted for in our 

colloquium. Arendt's political space is indeed a utopian space because first and 

foremost it is characterised by the absence of violence. As many authors point out 

Hannah Arendt struggled all through her career to entangle political action from 

violence. In this of course as uh. again uh. for example Cray Carl Huhn points out she 

was wiser than Clausowitz and Kissinger when she said that violence is the 

breakdown of politics, not its continuence by other means. What are the other 

characteristics that make the Arendtian public political space so fascinating? Hannah 

Arendt instead of conceiving of politics . too closely on the analogy of juridical 

relations emphasizes spontaneity, imagination, participation and empowerment. This 

is the mark of authentic politics whenever and wherever it occurs. And here we 

indeed get a radical difference between Hannah Arendt',:; and Heidegger's perceptions 

of politics in the public sphere. Again as Professor Barash has pointed out uh. quote; 

Heidegger's tendency to equate the public sphere with the inauthentic quest to forget 
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one's own finite being makes it indeed difficult to see how political concern for the 

public sphere might be accorded more than inauthentic status in the framework of 

fundamental ontology, unquote. Whereas at the heart of Hannah Arendt's account of 

the political is the concept of public space, a space of appearance which is the heart of 

a genuine public realm. And again according to Arendt, together politically we create 

the world because we are unique. But only so long as we can cherish and care for that 

uniqueness and endure the limits plurality sets forth for us within the human condition. 

Arendt conceives of the public sphere and the political life as a place which is first of 

all a space for difference. For her the common world we share as public and political 

agents exists only as the result of the differences we reveal in our interactions. Thus 

we get commonality precisely and only by accentuating, cherishing and producing 

evermore difference. She says in this world which we enter appearing from a nowhere 

and from which we disappear into a nowhere being in the, being and appearing 

coincide. Nothing and nobody exists in the world whose very being does not 

presuppose a spectator. Not man but men inhabit this planet, plurality is the law of the 

earth. I love this quotation (laughs). Urn. Hence plurality is the law of the earth in the 

sense that for anything to be at all, the basic unit of plurality, actor-spectator, is 

presupposed and uh. plurality thus brings into being what is. And since plulal plurality 

is the law of the earth, and since we always appear and act to a spectator, 

understanding is closely linked to political action as Professor Grossman pointed out 

this morning. But then so is discourse and dialogue, in this sense language is indeed a 

good for humanity, for all the human beings, as Professor Schussler showed us. In 

Man in Dark Times, Hannah Arendt tells US that the world is not humane just because 

it is made by human beings. And it does not become human just because the human 

voice soun"ds in it but only when it has become the object of discourse. However 
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much we are affected by the things of the world, however deeply they may stir and 

stimulate us, they become human for us only when we can discuss them with our 

fellows. And we humanize what is going on in the world and in ourselves only by 

speaking of it and in the course of speaking of it we learn to be human. And I 

remember Hannah Arendt borrowing from Isaac Dinasson for example uh. when she 

says that anything can be born if put into a story. And and of course this uh. reminds 

me of uh. of Habermas' perception of discourse that takes in communicative action 

etcetera but I'm not going into that. Now this approach of Arendt's together with her 

effort to end the seperation between vita contemplativa and vita activa, her effort to 

evoke for us the ground that unites the thinking and acting being, makes political 

thinking itself a political act because it can only be produced dialogically and in 

plurality. Again as Professor Barash quotes from Hannah Arendt when he points out 

to the inner affinity Arendt finds between natality and action, and I quote; since action 

is the political activity par excellence, natality not mortality may be the central 

category of poli political as distinguished from metaphysical thought. Here indeed we 

can find a ra radical coupure from Heidegger's thinking on the part of Hannah Arendt. 

However this is not where I wish to end uh. this paper. I'd like to end it on a more 

compromising note. And I think the concept of freedom uh. you know it seems to be 

a good point in case here and freedom or liberty, reason or rationality as we all know 

are concepts of primary importance to the Western thought and tradition of politics. 

Pursuit of liberty is often held to be a modem concern whereas it has a very long 

history, goes back to the Ancient Greece. l)h. in Western political thought two 

distinct meanings of liberty have attained pre-eminence. Positive liberty and negative 

liberty. Db. negative liberty generally includes an individual rule over his body and 

mind and the individual must also assert mastery over his immediate environment and 
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personal property. To be free means that noone is allowed to trespass on, appropriate 

or otherwise constrain one's mind, body or property. Positive liberty in contrast to 

negative liberty is not a freedom from constraint or interterence but a freedom to do 

or achieve something. To be positively free is to be self-directed and capable of 

realising one's will. For this reason, for example, Isiah Berlin identifies uh. positive 

liberty as a kind of mastery over the self Positive libertarians equate freedom with 

mastery namely one's mastery over desires, passions and other obstacles to self

realisation. But then negative libertarians too are animated by a pursuit of mastery. So 

uh. the difference is that only for negative libertarians, sovereign control is exercised 

by the individuaL For positive libertarians this collectively mediated. Thus mastery 

becomes the root to freedom for both. And here of course lies a danger. The danger 

of limitless pursuit of mastery. Now if we think for a moment on the historical effect 

of equating freedom with mastery on the natural environment, uh. as humanity 

extends its power and control across the lands and seas and skies of the planet, the 

ecological catastrophe grows undercutting the earth's capacity to support many forms 

of life including our own. No small part of this environmental devastation one might 

argue is fostered by a love of freedom that is too closely identified with mastery. Now 

opposed to both positive and negative freedom, is a third kind of freedom that can not 

be equated with control or mastery. And this is, as many authors point out, Martin 

Heidegger's concept of freedom. Heidegger who was as we all know much concerned 

with the pernicious effects of modern technology, explicitly characterizes his concept 

of freedom in opposition to both positive and negative liberty, uh. liberal concept of 

liberty. And I think Professor Schues uh. if I'm not wmng, pointed this out as welL 

Uh. for him, freedom is not a form of control but a letting be. Freedom let's things and 

people be themselves. It reveals them in their uniqueness, it constitutes a witnessing of 
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difference. According to Heidegger, freedom is closer to guardianship than control. It 

is discovered primarily in caring for the world and in caring for our place in the world. 

Now uh. Heidegger, as far as I know, did not explain the political ramifications of this 

philosophical understanding of freedom but Hannah Arendt does employ 

Heideggerian themes in the sense to develop an explicitly political understanding of 

freedom untethered to mastery. In her essay What is Freedom, she takes issue with 

traditional Wes Western notions of liberty and suggests that freedom is not a kind of 

sovereignty. It neither signifies the absence of in individual constraint as negative 

libertarians claim nor the willpower to achieve or control one's desires as positive 

libertarians claim. Arendt suggests that freedom is not at all an individual or collective 

achievement of willpower. It is the public event that escapes individual and collective 

uh. control. For her, freedom primarily appears in the open spaces of the political 

realm whenever the actions of citizens intersect and create new relationships. this 

creative interaction is inherently unstable and unpredictable, as this morning we were 

talking. Dh. what humans discover when they act in concert is that freedom becomes 

manifest in the very novelty of the results and relationships. In action, by way of 

freedom, the new and unforeseen occurs. i\rendt's notion of political freedom may be 

seen as a political translation of Heidegger's philosophical notion of freedom. Like 

Heidegger, Hannah Arendt maintains that freedom evaporates once it's possessed by 

a sovereign power. Political freedom emerges most fundamentally in the creating and 

caretaking of a public realm, a res publika. Safeguarding this public realm, 
", 

accomplished through the words and deeds of active citizens can not be reduced to 

mastery, control or sovereignty of a personal or collective nature. Rather than 

establish control or mastery over the outcome of our actions, freedom allows the 

unexpected to arise. It is a letting be of the future and its potential for novelty. Here 
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indeed we come across the utopian element in Arendt's thinking or should we say both 

in Heidegger's and Arendt's thinking. So, by way of ending uh. I I'd like to borrow 

Philip Hansen's uh. judgment and words uh. he says uh. while Hannah Arendt is 

influenced by such thinkers as Aristotle, Kant, Marx, Nietzsche, Heidegger and 

Jaspers, Arendt is no disciple of any of them. She also thinks through the dilemmas of 

their work in a way which puts this work in a new light. And uh. in this sense, he says 

that the metaphor Arendt uses to describe the German social theorist Walter Benjamin 

could as well be used to describe Arendt herself And that of a 'pearl diver' who brings 

to the surface obscure and hidden gems not merely for the purposes of excavation but 

to bring forth the rich and the strange and so further our understanding of from that 

which they came. Thank you. [Applause]. 

- I would suggest then that we proceed in the following manner. Uh. we'll first go 

round the table and ask each of the participants in the uh. roundtable to comment or 

or ask a question, uh. very briefly. And then we'll open the floor to uh. to all of you in 

the public and then begin with the second speaker. So, may I speak, may may I start 

with Professor Sezer. Yes. 

_ Uh. thank you very much for the the uh. very sympathic exposition. I mean and and 

it was a very clear uh. exposition for me. I think that the problem of freedom which 

remained untouched up to now in our discussions, is a very important one and also 

evidently in Heidegger, Gunther Figal has written much about that problem. uh. then a 

comparison uh.· between two authors could be really very helpful for our 

understanding of their texts. Uh. that can be done perhaps in future. This this gives me 

a good idea but I want uh. uh. if I may ask a question I don't know uh. Mr. Barash 

may I ask a question. Uh. then one one thing one thing uh. which lets me which fails 
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and uh. freedom. I think that this is a this can be a big problem_ I dare to ask this 

question because of the pre-occupation of Arendt with the problems of tradition. Uh. 

perhaps in the next round, you can tell us something about that matter also. Thank 

you very much. 

- Urn. yeah, thank you very much for this very nice exposition. I find urn. urn. urn. 

particular because you uh. spoke about notions which were touched but not really 

spelled out in the previous papers. And Uffi.._ uh. on the one hand I would have said 

what actually Professor S6zer said so I will not say it: But uh. I think I would like that 

we discuss a little bit more about the notion of freedom because it seems to be uh. 

since the topic of our conference is politics that freedom is very essential here so uh. I 

will not say anything more. Urn. the other problem which I see here and which I 

would find worthwhile to discuss are the different notions of world. It seems to be 

that urn. uh. already in urn. Hannah Arendt's work, you find different notions of 

world. There is a life world, a political world and the material world. And uh. they 

have to be distinguished. And then again in Heidegger we find different notions of 

world and often he uh. talks about world in connection with Da-Sein's or with the 

Being's there urn. being in the world. Uh. also the world in connection with falling so 

it seems urn. the notion of world uh. particularly the the poli political world is uh. as 

you also mentioned contrary to each other. So I wonder how you would uh. combine 

this with the notion of freedom and urn. I was uh. very intrigued by your quo plu urn. 

world is not human because just because it is made by humans so this leads me to ask 

whether the notion of freedom you have uh. actually maybe suggested, we could 

discuss further this is as a notion of letting be, respecting someone so and forth so 

force would actually lead us to a new notion of humanity. 
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- Thank you very much for your communication. Uh. I'm afraid I'm not able because 

I'm not a Heideggerian to talk about freedom by Heidegger although I tried to play 

the game, Arendt and Heidegger this morning. But uh. I just want to urn. emphasize 

or comment on dit? The your last quotation of the author you you quoted concerning 

the fact that Hannah Arendt was not di-ciple of anybody uh. ? 

- [barely audible] disciple 

- disciple [laughs] of anybody and uh. I just wonder because it was my first uh. my 

first title of my communication uh. was entitled A Woman Under Influence. This was 

an homage to Cassavetes of course although its not congress on cinema. Alas [laughs] 

It depends on what what we mean by disciple urn. the question I I I ask and we have 

we have talked about that a little before with Jeffrey Barash uh. Is it sufficient to think 

against one's master in order to be not anymore di disciple? At the moment I might 

change my mind once again urn. I'm not so in admiration as I was of Hannah Arendt 

after having working a little about uh. uh. about Heidegger for the communication this 

morning. And I think for the moment that she is very reactive uh. even if she if she is 

not a disciple it's a very reactive conditioned thinking. [inaudible comments] 

- Well uh. thank you very much urn. for your presentation. Urn. I would also suggest 

that urn. urn. it is a bit too too vague to say that Hannah Arendt is just urn. um. in a 

way solitary thinker uh. freed of all tradition. Uh. perhaps uh. it is more adequate uh. 

to say that uh. she brings together very different uh. st strains of the tradition. Uh. 

certainly it is not only Heidegger but Heidegger has had urn. I think a really urn. great 

influence on her urn. as well as other like urn. Montesqieu or Tockville, Marx. You 

can mention uh. different people but urn. to come back to your question of freedom, 

urn. yes I urn. find it very thought-provoking to bring urn. together Heidegger's notion 
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of freedom as letting-be urn. with urn. urn. Hannah Arendt's notion of freedom which 

is developed as you know not not only in The Human Condition but as well in as in 

several urn. articles in Between Past and Future. Uh. they are urn. urn. you can also 

she urn. refers the public space the political realm to the realm of Homo Faber uh. 

even more urn. urn. in a more profound way than the urn. can observe it in The 

Human Condition where they speaks about relation of culture and politics for 

example. And it could be interesting urn. furthermore urn. urn. perhaps to draw urn. 

lines of her critique towards people like Karl Schmidt and his notion of sovereignty. 

Urn. urn. well and urn .. cause I I would say that its more in my eyes more than a pure 

utopian way of approaching politics urn. but kind of urn. urn. uh. letting us pay 

attention to uh. urn. basic elements of political life urn. which are not only a fantasy of 

the thinker Hannah Arendt but should be urn. discovered once again. Thank you. 

- Thank you for your nice exposition, very brilliant exposition. {Th. I want to ask 

question urn. urn. As Arendts point out pointed out in pointed out that public realm 

had already absorbed uh. by the social realm, uh. what can we say what can we say 

about the possibilities of freedom. Uh. I mean if the freedom, if freedom is a choice of 

uh. a choice of equal and unique beings urn. is it possible anymore. Shortly. [inaudible 

remarks] Urn. in social realm, is it possible to have the possibility urn. acting and uh. 

speaking freely or the general term of freedom, yes. 

- And uh. in fact my question is related to yours and also to that of uh. Christina 

Schues uh. and around the question of freedom in general but but also utopia. I was 

very struck by what you said about uh. Arendt's thinking as being uh. utopian and I'd 

be interested in having a qualification. In other words, the other person who in a sense 

has qualified her thought as utopian was Habermas in saying that her utopia was in a 
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sense Ancient Greece, and that she was uh .. drawing her idea of politics out ofuh. a 

kind of idealized utopian notion of uh. Ancient Greece. On the other hand it'd be 

possible to say that there are few thinkers who are more anti-utopian than Hannah 

Arendt, precisely to the extent that she is anti-Platonic, against any kind of Platonic 

Republic uh. in which the philosopher could outside the realm of human affairs claim 

to govern human affairs and therefore that the very condition of plurality in politics 

makes utopia in any any conventional sense uh. impossible. And those will be two two 

possibilities of interpretation. One of them being out of Habermas who would link uh. 

Arendt utopia in that way and the others which would say precisely in her opposition 

to Plato uh. that her thought is uh. anti-utopian. At least if we take utopia in as a a 

conventional sense. Uh. uh. of Platonic Republic for example. And I wonder if you 

could qualify your idea of utopia in relation to that spectrum of possibilities? 

- Okay, well thank you. I oh. but before I forget okay because I I think this is a I I 

mean I agree with the other questions and I think this life world, political world, 

different meanings of world uh. which brings us to the social and economic and the 

private sphere and the public and political sphere uh. uh. discrimination urn. which I I 

didn't take up in my talk but I mean I am very much critical of that myself but you 

know. I I didn't think I was trying to cover you know uh. all my thoughts about 

Hannah Arendt so that's something else. But this utopian element uh. is something 

that I feel strongly about because I don't mean it utopian in the conventional sense. 

Uh. but I think whole of her conception of the political space in a way which relates 

to Habermas as well is utopian in that it is, I mean we can not see anything like that in 

practice now. Uh. a space which is uh. void of violence, for example, in itselffor me is 

utopian. Something you you know worth struggling to achieve for. Plurality and the 

way she conceives of difference uh. I think Professor S6zer uh. yesterday, I mean just 
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grounded it very well. Uh. I I couldn't dwell on it but I mean I I can feel uh. so, I 

mean, difference, plurality, lack of violence and and uh. imagination, participation, 

you know, intuition, the things she brings uh. into the political space, they are all 

utopian and uh. they are all very very worthwhile struggling for, you know, that sort 

of thing. 

- I thank you also very much for your nice contribution which has quite well 

characterized uh. characterized uh. Hannah Arendt in the trait, in the principle traits of 

her thinking. I just want uh .. to make uh. a little remark uh. concerning Heidegger and 

the place that is occup occupying in his thinking politics. Normally people say that 

politics in Being in Time is devaluated and i identified with the inauthetic existence of 

Da-Sein that the public sphere the Offentlichkeit is is identified with this inauthentic 

Da-Sein. Urn. I ~hink that this judgment is too general, is too general. Uh. Heidegger 

does not identify the politic the politics dimension with the Offentlichkeit. Because he 

makes the dixtinction you have, being with the other, either in the manner of authentic 

being with the other or in the manner of inauthentic being-with-the-other. And both 

are possible only in a space, in open space, in an open space. In Being in Time, also, 

you have the possibility, I think so, to develop, its not develop by Heidegger, of an 

authentic being of authentic being of the political. Because there is the possibility of 

authentic being-with-the-other in a space, in an open space. And then I want to say 

that uh. in the second principle work ofHeidegger, The Apothes to Philosophy or that 

the other title uh. urn. Of the Event, Of the Event that there Heidegger characterizes 

uh. also the foundation of a state. Its theme in his later thinking and there you have a 

certain serie of tree of three principle figures involv0d in the foundation of state. 

There is first the poet but you have to think in the grand poet like Homer a..l1d so on 
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uh. who have the function to create an essential language for a human community but 

this essential language for a human community is too complicated [ cassette change]. 

- Bazl ufak noktalamalar yaptldl. Simdi bir, heniiz bir hafta onceden gelen, bir hafta 

onceden gelen bir haber var. Biliyorsunuz Sovyet sistemi yI1a1madan once ytldtzlar 

Sava~l teorisi eh. askeri alanda sozkonusuydu. Gorba90v, Reagan ve ba~ka Amerikan 

cumhurba~kanlarmm Bush'un goru~meleriyle bu eh. tehir edildi ya da ortadan kaldmldl 

ama soma Sovyet sistemi de 9oktii. Bir hafta onceki haberse, Amerikanm uzayda, 

Amerikanm uzayda bir eh. roket ussu, savunmaya donelik, eh. donuk roket ussu 

kurmak projesiyle ilgili eger Amerika Birle~ik Devletlerinde se9imleri George Bush 

Junior kazamrsa bu us, bu us 90k daha komplike, 90k daha buyiik olacakmt~. Bazt 

dti~tiniirlere gore de, bazt yazarlara gore de bu bu Y tldtzlar Sav~mm bir basamagt. 

Eh. bana kalrrsa filozoflar, felsefeciler, insan gergegme yonelik tehlikeleri en once 

gorup soylemek zorundadirlar. Eh. bu gergekle~irse eger, bu projeler gergekle~irse ve 

bu bu projeler btiyiirse eh. bugtin konu~tugumuz gibi Da-Sein, eridividtializm, insan 

bireyselligi, i~te insanm soi-meme vesaire gibi buron bireysel ter terminolojiyi yeniden 

gozden ge9irmek zorunda kalmayacak ffilytz? Dunyadaki varolu~umuz a9Ismdan. 

- Thank you very much for the question. 

- I just want to say. Yes. 

_ Bana biraz hakstzlIk ettiginizi du~tinuyorum bu soruyla [laughs]. Eh. ~oyle bir~ey 

yani ben belki 90k twa uzerinde durmadtm 90k uzatmaytm diye. [inaudible remarks] 

Heidegger'in ~eyiyle eh. ve Arendt'in ozgtirhik anlayt~mm, ozgtirltik anlayt~lanmn 

daha farkh, liberal anlayl~a gore, bugtinkii ozgtirltik anlaYl~1ffilZa gore daha farkh 

oImasl ve bunun benim i9in utopyacl bir anlam ta~lffiasl tam da sizin degindiginiz 

nokta yiiztinden yani egemenlige, kontrole, mastery'ye dayanmayan bir oZgiirltik 
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an1ayI~l yiinkii bunun sonuylanm bugUn zaten feci bir ~ekilde eh. y~lyOruZ. Biraz ona 

baglamaya yall~tlfl1. [inaudible feedback]. Ah tamam peki [laughs] 

- I I I would like to say just a word. I think that the uh. in fact both questions were 

related to a certain extent. I think that one of the very real uh. issues that Heidegger 

brought up and I think that his reflection on technology is important and I think that 

you are right we didn't uh. we could have uh.. dealt more fully with the question. Is 

the question of technology in other words and the question, the way in which 

Heidegger himself phrased the problem which he said that there is no technical 

solution to the question oftechnology. In other words, its not within technology itself 

that you find an answer to the problem And that for me is a very problematic 

statement but a very real approach to it. In other words, I think that whether you're 

for or against what Heidegger said, whether you think that there is a technical or even 

political solution to technology, you're still forced to uh. think about the issue that he 

raised. In other words to what extent you can think the essence of technology by 

technological means or by scientific means which for him is the same thing. Whether 

uh. uh. we can represent or through representation arrive at an answer to this kind of 

a problem which comes back to the first question I think that it is very closely related 

uh. in the sense that as individuals, individuals cut away cut cut away, uh. set aside 

from uh. the very strong economic, global forces that determine the policies of people 

like Bush for example. Uh. to what extent its possible for us to have effective action, 

to act effectively and I think that this question and feeling somewhat of impedance 

that uh. uh .. that is often the case for individuals perhaps leads to the question what is 

freedom and to what extent can we talk about freedom in the world today and these 

are very complex issues. I think that uh. it'd be worth having another ult. set set of 
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meetings around the question of freedom itself today, in the present day context. Urn. 

yes, yes. 

- I will speak: Turkish eh. eh. Dostum Demir Ozlii'niin eh. tartJ.~maya katIlmasl beni 

sevindirdi. Eh. kendisi ele~irisinde hakh eh. burada bu konu aynca ele almamaru ama 

bu demek degil ki eh. Hannah Arendt'te tam da bu problem yok. Hayrr. Hannah 

Arendt bu eh. senin bahsettigin sorunu 90k temel bir ~eki1de gormii~ bulunuyor. 

Ozellikle The Human Condition, insanhk Ko~ulu kitabmda. Hatta ~oyle diyor. Diyor 

ki iinlii Arhimedes Noktasl yani Arhimedes'in unlii som: Bana bir dayanak noktasl 

verin, diinyayt yerinden kaldlfaytm. Bu aslmda bir anlamda senin bugUn Y Ildlzlar 

Sava~l dedigin ve Hannah Arendt'in dUnyamn terkedilmesi, diinyamn yitirilmesi, insan 

tarafindan yitirilmesi, blrakllmasl dedigi olaym, sorunun b~langIcldrr ve bu Are 

Arendt tarafindan goriilmU~tiir bunu tartl~ma giindemine getiremedikse dUn ve bugiin 

bu bir bizim bir eksikli@miz. Tabii ki her~ey bir anda ayru zamanda ele almamIyor. Uh. 

Mr. Barash there is there is another uh. 

- Yes, may I just I just say just two words. Besides Hannah Arendt who took very 

seriously this problem of the endangering, threatening of the world maybe you can be 

less disappointed if you read Hans Jonas than if you read Martin Heidegger and I just 

remind you of uh. the book The Principle Responsibility. I think its the English uh? 

Der der pren prinzip Ver Verantwortung and uh. maybe you will be more satisfied 

with Hans Jonas than with Heidegger. 

- Ben de izninizle Tiirkge konu~mak istiyorum. Eh. Arendt'in eh. Saym Sozer'in 

belirttigi gibi eh. bindokuzyiizellilerde bunu ongordiigu eh. gor gordiigunii 

soyleyebiliriz ve Arendt bunu tam da diinya, yeryiiziine yabancIla~ma diyor. Eh. ve 

buradan kastettigi eh. sadece eh. bizim dUnyaya degil yani kendi yaptlgtffilZ, in~a 
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ettigirniz diinyaya degil ayru zamanda i<;:erisinde ilkin dogdugumuz eh. yeryiiziine de 

yabancIla~matn1Z1 eh. yabancIla~ma1TI1Za i~aret ediyor. Eh. ve bu sadece eh. 

teknolojiyle ilgili bir sorun belki dolaylI olarak teknolojiyle de ilgili ancak eh. iiretim 

ili~kilerinin degi~mesiyle ilgili bir sorun olarak eh. ortaya <;:Il(1yor ve eh. ~u anda i~te 

kapitalizmin, globalizmin eh. sorunlan ru tartl~mak gerekirdi sorunuza tam olarak 

cevap verebilmek i<;:in. Eh. bizim bu kolokyumda eh. kts i<;:erisinde ktslth 

kalabilecegirniz ya da sizin i~aret ettiginiz noktaya da girseydik bizi ~acak bir eh. yeni 

.bir kolokyuma eh. kolokyum i<;:in bir konu olabilecegini dii~iiniiyorum ancak <;:iinkii bu 

kolokyumda biz daha <;:ok metafizik yani felsefe ile eh. politika arasmdaki ili~ki 

tizerinde durmaya <;:alI~tlk. Te~ekkiirler. 

- Thank you very much uh. perhaps in the interest of time we should pass on to the 

uh. Oh! there is one more question. Sorry. Yes. 

- Uh. well my question is a bit rhetorical I'm afraid. I've enjoyed, I could only attend 

part of the meetings because of my duties and obligations but I've enjoyed very much 

and obviously a meeting on Heidegger and Arendt is very illustrious and and 

wonderful, very timely and indeed very very uplifting but if I may suggest I have a 

little criticism uh. not a serious one perhaps a little playful and the question is why 

would one have a meeting only Heidegger and Arendt? Now there is a problem I 

think. Now my question rhetorical question is that if the correspondence had not been 

published in ninety seven, would you still have a meeting on only Heidegger and 

Arendt? My question. Now. you might suggest that you might do that but once you 

do that then there are problems. Either one has to go and include other people like 

Jaspers on one side or as my friends here have suggested that one could sociolo I'm 

the chairman of the Department of Sociology so I'm very unhappy with sociological 
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approaches to these questions so the two questions raised that either we appropriate it 

by sociologists and we'll become banal [laug..lJ.s] which they tend to or one could go 

towards, I think the question is, to repeat I think the problem could become you know 

relations of production all that, individualism and all this. I'm very germane to 

sociological theory and they are it is not very powerful paradigm. The more powerful 

paradigm I would think one would find in for example Horkheimer, Adorno. That is 

the question that were raised, could be much better situated and be sustained within a 

philosophical debate discourse if one were go to Horkheimer and Adorno. Now hence 

my to repeat rephrase my question. If it were before ninetyseven, one would not be 

satisfied to raise these issues with Horkheimer and Arendt one would also include 

either Jaspers if you wanna go that way or one could include Horkheimer and Adorno 

if you want to bring them to the issue direct. But certainly uh. Heidegger, Arendt 

conference would be quote unquote an unstable situation. It will gravitate somewhere. 

The only reason it might not in your eyes that could be sustained I'm afraid could be 

about the correspondence that came to surface. So my first question, would you still 

have a conference only on Horkheimer and Adorno if the correspondence had not 

come out? Question one. And if that is the case would we not really uh. violating 

some of the principles that Arendt raised if we have to have a conference based on 

interpersonal issues that the correspondence maintained? Now your opening 

statements I very much enjoyed. Uh. in the first day there were an effort to build 

bridges but those bridges were not very unique bridges I thought. So this is a long 

sort of issues. I don't think I have to summarise. Do I have to summarise? No. 

_ May I say just say one thing very briefly. I think that uh. you're rig..ht. I mean in any 

colloquium you could ask why not speak about, why why limit the colloquium t t 

these people and why not someone else. I think nonetheless that its not simple 
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because of the correspondence between them. I mean I think tha that that did uh. 

force us to think about Arendt and Heidegger once again in a different way perhaps 

because it added knowledge to uh. uh. our understanding of their relation but urn. in 

any case I think that the real debate and this is why, I think, the two it it is appropriate 

to speak of the two together, the real debate concerns the urn. the importance of 

politics in the realm of philosophy. In other words, I think that Arendt did say 

something very important. She said it and I think uh. Madame Courtine's Denamy's 

entirely right in saying that it was reactive uh. she did say it in response to Heidegger 

uh. against Heidegger even if in an implicit way. Nonetheless I I believe that the 

question itself independently of Heidegger or Hannah Arendt is a very important 

question. The question and uh. and the claim that Hannah Arendt herself made the tra, 

the phi philosophical tradition even among those philosophers who have most thought 

about politics has tended to obscure uh. the real political question itself and Heidegger 

being you know being the typical example urn. and I think this question itself is a very 

urn. very important one. But anyway that would be my answer to your question 

[inaudible remarks] Beside which also I I would say that Arendt in reacting to 

Heidegger I mean its possible for a disciple to react to the master in a very unoriginal 

way and that would be a disciple to my mind. When when a disciple, when a disciple? 

When a student reacts to the master in a very original way uh. that makes one think 

about what is missing in the master's thought I think that there is something different 

that's going on but I mean that would be my [laughs] 

- Yes but the problem is that Heidegger never reacted to to Hannah Arendt's book 

that was her problem (laughs and inaudible comments). 
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- Other questions? I think that we can take other questions from the floor. Would 

you? Okay okay we'll take an another. But in any case after each of the speakers we'll 

have an occasion to but go right ahead if you'd like to ask a question. We have time, 

certainly 

- [barely audible] In Turkish? Okay [a pause of 20 seconds while the English speakers 

get their headsets on]. 

- Ben muhendis Mahmut Atanturk. Eh. ashnda felsefi tartl~marun kendi onJm 

i<;eriginin dl~ma <;Ikmamasl gerekir <;unkU burda burasl bir felsefe topiantlSl. Eh. 

bilmiyorum. siz "sizler benden daha iyi bilirsiniz ama vakit de yok fakat <;ok ktsa 

soyleyecegim. Simdi dunyada teoloji ve yani pozitif bilimler eh. dlinyaya dunya 

evrensel platformda egemen olduktan sonra dinlerden kalan bo~lugu dolduramaymca 

ideolojiler bunun yeri al yerini yerini doldurmak istedigini biliyorsunuz. Aynca teoloji 

de suregen olarak geldigini hala glinumfude egemen et etken oldugunu goruyoruz. 

Burda felsefenin hangi tarihten nerden itibaren onu soylemiyorum ama oksuz kaldlgml 

da hep beraber anlamaya <;ah~aca~. Ben oyle anla anlamI~ gibiyim, bugline kadar da 

oyle anladlm. Bu a<;ldan zaten buraya katili~1ffi1ll nedeni de yani ben <;ogu zaman hep 

hakhdan ve garibandan yanaYlffi. F elsefenin gariban oldugunu bildim belki beni buraya 

bu iteledi. Anlamak istedigim ~u. Simdi ozellikleFatma HanIm, Fatma Hanlffia da ozel 

olarak soracaglm. ge genel soru da saytlabilir. Simdi burda yani politik politik alanla 

felsefi alan i1i~kilerinde dogru bir eh. yani hakkaniyetli bilin9li giri~ <;oo~lar yapabiliyor 

muyuz? Benim anladl~m kadanyla Fatmagiil Hanlffi kendini ge<;mi~teki siyasi erkigini 

de bildigim kadanyla yani burda farkhhk var sanki bana oyle gibi geliyor. Eh. yani 

ideolojik sferden gelen eh, etkenler eh. daya~alar, belirlemeler felsefe fuerine basktlar 

gibi gorunuyor. Burda bir duzeltmeye, bir yerden anla~llmaya gitmek gerekmez mi 
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~imdi yani yogulculuk tarnam yogunluk tabii ki arna bunlar ebedi, sonsuz, degi~mez 

yani diinya insarun belki yarachlt~mdan beri bu farkhhk var. Biz de kabul ediyoruz. 

Tabii ki kabul ediyoruz. Var bunlar yok mu? Ama bu farkhhklann nasll eh. siirecegini, 

nastl degi~im gosterecegini, zaman ve mekan boyutunda hangi oIyiilerde, hangi 

biyimlerde yeniden belirlenebilecegini ozellikle ben ~unu demek istiyorum. Balan 

bugiin elbette eh. yani ki~i hakIan, oZgiirliikleri, insan hakIan evrensel beyannarnesi. 

Dogro. Bu dogro, degi~mez biqey arna deviet baslosl i~e egemen gUy baslosl, bunlar 

da biliyoruz. Peki karde~im bu yeryiiziinde yani orgUtlerin basklsl yok mu? Sivil baslo 

yok mu? Halklan, toplumlan, kitleleri yeniden tantmlarnak, kitleleri kitleyi 

yiicelle~tirme yerine, halklan yiicele~tirme yerine, felsefi anlarnda yani onu halklan eh. 

eh. nastl siiregeldigini halklann da yogu zaman yanll~ yapabildiklerini, halklann da 

olumsuz ogeler geli~irdiklerini yani onlann hani bir eh. tapmy ogesi, bir mit olarak 

degerlendirilmemesi gerektigini bu fur felsefi toplanttlarda anlatmak belki acizane bur 

burda konu~mamla ufactk bir~ey kattlYsam mutlu olurum yoksa mutsuzlugum 

sozkonusu olabilir arna boyle aylhmlan, boyle pencereleri yeniden eh. degerlendirmek, 

anlarnak gerekmez mi? Te~ekki.ir ederim. 

- Okay, thank you very much. Would you like to respond or should we? 

_ Tarn soruyu tarn yani ne kadar anladlgtml bilmiyorum arna eh. boyle toplanttlann 

yaptlmasl ba~h b~ma ve burada i~te farkhhk konusunun, yogulluk konusunun 

konu~ulmasl eh. yani az onceki soruyu sorarun eh. yani ba~h ba~ma buna bir yamt 

olu~turabilecegini du~iiniiyorum. Bunun kendi ba~ma bir boyle bir toplantlmn kendi 

ba~ma bir pencere aytlgmt eh. dii~iiniiyorum boyle bir toplumda. Belki yani ordan 

giderek ~ey yapabilirsiniz arna her konuyu eh. bir tek ba~hk altmda ele altp konu~mak 

miimkiin degil arna bunlann konu~ulmas~ ozellikle farkllhk konusunun buna hem 
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felsefi hem politik yakla~unlann eh. nasu a9Ihm getirebilecegi konusunun konu~ulmasl 

ve boyle bir kamusal alan, farkhhga ve 90gulluga dayah bir kamusal demokratik, 

politik alan yara1:1lmast meselesi b~h b~ma 90k onemli. Ben 0 yiizden ornegin 

Arendt'le 90k ilgileniyorum. Bilmiyorum bu sorunuza cevap oldu mu ama 

- Thank you very much. Uh. I remind you that after the second and third speakers, 

we'll have time to go round once again and open the floor so remember you questions 

and keep them for urn. later. I would like to now uh. give the floor to the second of 

our participants in the round table who is Professor Ali Vahit Turhan who studied 

philosophy at the university Universite de Provence and politics at the Institute 

d'Etudes Politique of Aix-en-Provence. His main field of study is the history of 

political thought and also phenomenology of politics. Uh. Doctor Turhan is now 

teaching at Marmara University in istanbul and his principle publications are La 

philo sophie politi que comme philosophy pratique pour une politique de la finitude and 

uh. also Politike dela fenologia: Ethos e Aidos. Uh. with that I uh. give the floor to 

Professor Ali Vahit Turhan. 

- Thank you. Well I would like to make remarks and draw a attention some aspects of 

Arendt's thought which seems to me important. This is not a systematic paper just 

just remarks. Uh. we all agree, I suppose, and this is the uh. the object of our 

colloquium that there is a ambivalent uh. relation uh. between philosophy and politics 

and this relation in itself is a fundamental motive uh. in A.rendt's thought. Uh. Arendt 

tried in various ways to find an answer to a same question. Uh. how do philosophy 

and politics relate? un. politics takes place in the world while philosophy involves a 

withdrawal from the world. The gap between philosophy and politics, the gap 

between thinking and acting, draw Arendt's critics and commentators to look for a 
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missing link between the life of action and the life of the mind. This missing link seems 

to me provided by Arendt's uh. as she says uh.· the mysterious faculty of judgment. 

Vh. why judgment is that mysterious? We all know that the third volume of Arendt's 

The Life of the Mind: Judging is left regretfully unfinished. Arendt referred to the 

faculty of judgment as the the most political of all human faculties. The political 

faculty par excellence. In her book uh. Eichmann in Jemsalem, she draws 00. by her 

observation of the thoughtless of Eichm~ a close relation between thinlcing and 

judging. The absence of thinking is the absence of judging. And then in her directly 

political essays, the faculty of judgment is seen as a link or a bridge between thinking 

and acting but nevertheless while insisting on this relation, she seems to uh. keep these 

activities, thinking and acting, quite as distinct. My uh. bringing out this problem en 

voix is to see whether Arendt's, what is called Arendt's theory of judgment, closes the 

gap between philosophy and politics in a sense that it provides a sort of a solution to 

the question how do philosophy and politics relate? I myself am skeptical about this 

solution because uh. the the ideal unity of thought and action is precisely what Arendt 

finds dangerous and and criticizes. It is the Western metaphysical tradition which 

originates uh. with Plato who precisely threatens for Arendt the autonomy of 

judgment by considering action as a means through which an end given by reason is 

realized. Here judgment is nothing more than an activity of subsuming particulars 

under theoretically derived universals. For Arendt, the very faculty of judging had 

been obscured by this metaphysical tradition's insistence upon sort of a deductive 

reason, deductive relation between theory and practice and between universal and 

particular. If Arendt wants to rescue uh. the faculty of judgment uh. from this 

domination of, let's say theoretical wisdom, it is not to conceive as conceive it as as a 

method of public deliberation or decision-making we we discussed uh. this question 
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with Habermas uh. urn. Sheila Benhabib and also but she wants to, to my mind, she 

wants to restitute the the importance or the privilege of independent judgment. A 

Arendt speaks frequently of independent judgment. Donc, we know that the the 

lectures on Kant's political philosophy or Kant Lectures, judging, the most political of 

human faculties, is indeed moved, sort of moved from we discussed with Grossman 

uh. from the actor and confined to the domain of the spectator or the observer who 

has uh. withdrawn himself uh. from the scene of action. Arendt even goes as far as to 

say that the public realm is constituted by the critics and spectators and not by the 

actors and the makers. This is a surprising shift uh. in emphasis uh. but well she makes 

between the actor and the spectator. Uh. this shift makes wonder uh. or uh. the, well 

sorry, the surprising shift in emphasis she makes between the actor and the spectator 

makes critics wonder whether judgment still participates in the vita activa or it is now 

confined exclusively on the vita contamplativa. In the early works, Arendt interpret 

interpreted judgment as a function of the representative thinking. All political actors 

exchanging their political opinion, their doxa in public. In Kant Lectures, it seems to 

me Arendt emphasizes the contemplatif and disinterested dimension of judgment 

which operates like an aesthetic judgment. Uh. Arendt takes surprisingly the Kantian 

taste judgment as a model for judgment of a impartial spectator. And the spectator is 

impartial, he leaves behind all contingencies, contingent conditions of his own 

perspective and exchanges this for. the perspective of all others which gives them 

precisely his general standpoint. Uh. but how come that the taste which is uh. uh. the 

most private sense becomes uh. sort of a means of mental faculty of judgment, vehicle 

of the mental faculty of judgment which is supposed to express a non-private opinion. 

In a sense we could speak of a tension in Arendt's thought about judgment that is to 

say of a presence of two different perspectives of this uh. faculty of judgment, of this 
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mental faculty. The judgment is no more a political faculty to think in the place of 

others, but rather the faculty to think for oneself without reliance upon opinion and 

doxa. But the second sense of judgment is also in a sense political but this time it is a 

it is political because there is no common world uh. common sense uh. sensus 

communis, we are, as says Arendt, in the forgetfulness of politics or the common 

world. There is maybe a continuity, I suppose, between uh. the the first type of 

judgment and the second type of judgment, between the actor and the spectator. Uh. 

if we take into account, the decline of the public realm in our modem age, uh. I think 

we could say that the political actor, sorry, the partial actor which is actor is always 

partial and the impartial spectator or the judge are two elements or two axes of 

independent judgment, maybe. The question is whether we should consider judgment 

then as a bridge or a link between political theory and political practice. If if the 

faculty of judgment in the form of a critical thinking, it judges particulars without 

subsuming them under general rules, rules which can be thought and learnt until they 

grow until they grow into habit then judgment is the most political of men's mental 

ability or activity. In considering the relation between politics and philosophy, in the 

light of the interactions of acting, judging, and thinking, we must I suppose avoid the 

the temptations of the partial actor and the philosophical withdrawal or isolation of a 

spectator. We need always the both and as t~e time and situation demands. 

_ Thank you very much Professor Turhan. I will then begin once again with Professor 

Sezer and ask if there are comments from participants at the roundtable. 

_ Thank you for the very detailed exposition. I mean detailed but touched also the 

essential points. Re uh. with regard in regard to the concept of judgment in Hannah 

Arendt, how can we rescue the judgment from the hands of metaphysics? This is 
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really a big problem and also as Ali Vahit Turhan mentioned and this this was 

quotation uh. from Arendt, to think in the place of others. How is it how how is this 

possible and then what is the criterium for that? That makes uh. a real problem uh. I 

agree with Ali Vahit Turhan but I think that uh. there are some passages also and 

there are some chapters specifically in The Life of the Mind which shows that Hare 

Arendt herself was conscious of this problem and she wanted to overcome the 

difficulties and one of the places uh. one of the solutions possible solutions for this 

problem uh. comes I think: from the concept of the in-between. And this concept, this 

concept is the source of thinking in a new sense in a not not in a not metaphysical 

sense. Also you can uh. pass from thinking evidently to the problem of judgment 

etcetera etcetera but if you remain then in that gap in that which is called by Arendt 

the gap that means the gap between past and future. If you then accentuate the 

temporal aspect of the problem, then I think that you must think really in the in

between because you must live in the in the in the in-between and then you must judge 

also. This is this is a necessity. I mean uh. this is not just uh. uh. pure theory, pure 

pure theory of judgment which is proposed by Arendt, she uh. she uh. gave us some 

indications to the to the uh. to the place of the problem, lieu de problem, that was I 

think: her intention and in that respect I agree with Fatmagiil Berktay also, she has talk 

of a space of difference. This space of difference then must be brought into our 

problem and then perhaps the judging, judgment also all these things· G"tUst be re 

reconsidered from this point of view. Thank you. 

_ Urn. thank you very much for your uh. exposition which I find illuminating in so far 

as it opens again some other spaces we need to discllsS and uh. talking about the 

notion of space I want to continue here and say that uh. it seems to me they are in a 

way two spaces. The one the one is connected with the notion of judgment which 
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actually has two three characteristics in Hannah Arendt. Its autonomous, second 

thinking on the place of the other which you have mentioned and also it uh. it is 

means also to think urn. in tenns of no self-contradiction. I think this is very important 

because within the faculty of judgment you open the space between uh. in yourself 

and between yourself. That is uh. here we have a notion of of human being which 

does not fall onto the trap of simple uh. subjectivity as actually somebody ask here 

also. Urn. it is already uh. human being which is him or herself thought as plural and in 

connection with the idea that the being is also the appearance, we are always urn. we 

constitute him or herself So in this reconstitution which is in link to the faculty of 

judgment, we have a notion of space. The other notion of space is which was already 

brought up several times, is the one in-between urn. uh. concerning the world. Also 

the world depends upon a consti a reconstitution, a re-entering but we can only re

enter the world if we get out of the world. In other words, urn. the notion of thinking 

takes us out of the world and the notion of judgment, at least one aspect of the notion 

of judgment, in combination with action, will enable us to fe-enter the world and 

thereby reconstitute the world. So here we have another opening space. 

- Thank you. Urn. I don't have much to say except that I wanted to to remind that the 

necessity of of a personal judgment, the the insistence uh. of Hannah Arendt upon this 

faculty comes from the fact that the thread of the tradition is uh. broken forever and 

that we had, as as she says, as she puts it in to think now without any banister and she 

even says naked, in the cold. Therefore the judgment helps to to uh. against cold and 

nakedness. 

- Well thank you very much tor your presentation uh. which in some way uh. brought 

up the points I tried to make in my paper. Urn. you first asked why is the faculty of 
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judgment called or must be called that mysterious. And I think urn. if you take 

seriously that urn. urn. or why urn. it all Arendt picks up this this uh. concept of 

judgment and stresses it uh. uh. such uh. that strongly. !fyou take seriously that urn. 

urn. in her uh. approac~ thinking is always related to the realm of experiences uh. 

[inaudible remarks] that in her approach uh. thinking is essentially uh. uh. bound up 

with the realm of experiences [inaudible remarks] realm. It its bound up with realm of 

experiences [inaudible remarks] yes. Urn. urn. then the Eichmann case itself urn. urn. 

well can be urn. must be seen as an uh. example of a missing judgment as well as 

certainly uh. Heidegger's engagement urn. in urn. urn. in the uh. thirties in her 

approach must be uh. conceived as a uh. missing just missing of judgment. Urn. a 

missing of thinking uh. in terms of a critical or uh. uh. representational thinking as she 

also terms it. So urn. to come to your other point, I would say that indeed uh. 

different perspectives of judgment in her account uh. and I also see the tensions uh. 

between the Kant Lectures where the urn. somehow urn. well isolated or external 

spectator is very much stressed. Urn. uh. in comparison to uh. former account of 

judgment in the fIfties. Uh. and uh. what I intended in my paper is uh. uh. of course 

also a kind of transformation or thinking further this uh. uh. Hannah Arendt's urn. uh. 

account of judgment and I would say that it is impossible to urn. urn. urn. urn. think: of 

judgment in terms of an external judgment. I would say that judgment uh. uh. has to 

be placed in the realm of action. and hence would be attributed to every actor urn. in 

the sense she formerly uh. discussed this point. Urn. and uh. you can urn. perhaps 

illustrate it urn. if you imagine that we all as actors are also telling stories uh. to others 

and uh. so come to uh. judgment of the world and in this way always already a in

between is involved in judgment. Uh. but uh. this is again I would stress uh. a kind of 
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reading uh. well against Arendt with Arendt, well with uh. another part of her uh. 

thinking. Thank you. 

- For me its very interesting to learn here that but I knew it also but its more concrete 

here that Hannah Arendt is uh. putting the accent of on judgment in politics but I had 

a discussion with uh. Mr. Grossman, its very difficult urn. to know how she is 

founding the judgment. Its a very personal, subjective judgment. Certainly you say 

you have to place you uh. in the place uh. of the other but this is hypothetical. You 

can always say I place me in the place to the other but if you don't have categories to 

found your judgment I think there will be a big danger uh. that it can be only 

subjective, only subjective. Therefore uh. I uh. should like to put the question why 

Hannah Arendt is not integrating the category of deliberation by Aristote of Aristote 

[inaudible remarks] Deliberation. Buloyesis, buloyesis, buloyestay uh. echange 

(French). Uh. echange entre uh. You could imagine also that there are judgment of 

different persons and then they enter contact and they exchange their judgment. Does 

jee she shpeak speak about this? [inaudible remarks] No. Deliberation is no category. 

- Maybe in the uh. passum. 

- Think its very subjective judgment. In Kant also its subjective. So. 

- I'd like to take up that point precisely in relation to what uh. Professor Schussler 

said earlier. Your objection to the use of judgment in your question cause L:I I myself 

have long had reser certain reservations about Arendt's concept of judgment and I 

think you put your finger on the problem uh. in your talk. That's something that I've 

been trying to conceptualize uh. I I want to see if I've understood you correctly which 

is my question in fact goes back precisely to your comment and that is the following. 

I'm thinking especially of the essay of Hannah Arendt The Crisis of Culture in which 
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she develops this notion of judgment and then extrapolates from that later and if I 
\ 

understood you correctly [cassette change] 

- The critics I mean uh. or the commentators uh. looking for the uh. for a theory of 

judgment in Arendt a are are missing the point because is there no theory of judgment 

uh. talking about. There is no theory of judgment in Arendt. No developed theory of 

judgment because there is a contradiction in term. How could be a judgment be base 

based on theory I mean well in Arendt's sense maybe. And the uh. the shift I was 

talking about from actor to spectator is somewhat the the two aspect of judgment I 

mean the judgment in in Kant's Lectures is disinterested judgment uh. not the 

spectatator or the judge uh. urn. who is making his mind uh. urn. and with 

withdrawing himself urn. from the doxa, opinion and all that stuff uh. uh. wanting uh. 

looking for a standpoint but as Jeff Jeffrey Barash uh. said just now, that's very 

difficult also and and I have no uh. solution in my pocket [laughs] for the just I I'm 

just looking about it and I don't have, I don't know if there is a theory of judgment in 

Arendt. It is just a point but judgment is very important. And all Arendt's works is on 

judgment I mean we have to. If we are human we have to judge [inaudible voices 

from the floor] uh. no more values? Is this all value? Indispensable value. 

_ Maybe we have to get back then to our concept of uh. what Professor Sezer was 

saying before a situation and judgment in situation which would then be Aristotelian. 

Right? Uh. I mean we we uh. get back to that precise problem but it we can't resolve 

the prob the question in Kantian framework precisely because of the the necessity of 

acting and the interested action uh. which is precisely Aristotelian in that content I 

mean it might be a suggestion. Uh. if there are no other comments from the 
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participants may I ask uh. if any of you would like to ask a question. We have a 
\ 

minute or two for, yes please. 

- Thank you. First I'd like to thank Professor Turhan for mentioning Eichmann in 

Jerusalem cause I had that in mind as a text and so not only the text but also the event 

behind the text is something that I would like to ask for comments from the panel 

about as a way of concretizing the so many political questions and for me its uh. a 

very disturbing text in many ways. Not naturally that I'm in the business of defending 

Eichmann in any way but I think of firstly as as a locus for the question of uh. 

understanding and judgment cause uh. I I feel that there is a the relationship between 

uh. understanding and judgment in Eichmann in Jerusalem is in a way has some of the 

element of verdict first and trial afterwards. It seems as if Hannah Arendt is compelled 

to understand Eichmann in a certain way and neither as a monster nor as someone of 

whom we can say there is an Eichmann in all of us in order for her to be able to 

condemn him for this urn. for this scandal of genocide and urn. that is problematic in 

itself Also then comes the question of uh., I mean, should there be a necessary 

relation between judgment and understanding? And the second point that disturbs me 

is the extent which the crimes of Eichmann are in the sense the error of Heidegger 

writ large and uh. that's sort of they are that there is a certain relationship 

unfortunately between uh. between Eichmann and Heidegger uh. uh. both being led 

astray but urn. I find this in some ways more more of a scandal that a philosopher 

should make this error than that a small bureau bureaucrat should make it. A.nd urn. I 

think the third point that relates to the question of urn. Arendt and the community and 

urn. he here I was reading Arendt through Giorgio Agamben who in in a sense is like 

her disciple and urn. the considering this question of sovereign power and bare life and 

uh. which conies partly from the bios in Arendt's and urn. the question of bare life is 
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life that can be killed and uh. this this is the Homo Saker and Eichmann is maneuvered 
\ 

into this position uh. within this text and uh. the way in which he is judged I think I 

think is very significant that it is done in the sense of an exclusion and however 

justified from the community. I mean this begins with an exclusion from discourse in 

that he is not able to understand the proceedings of his own trial because the 

translation into German is so deliberately bad and finally when he is condemned and 

this is done urn. urn. he is told so very wittily by the judge and deservedly in his own 

way that you didn't want to share this earth with us Jews and therefore we don't want 

to share the earth with you and after his execution he is cremated and his ashes are 

actually thrown outside Israeli waters urn. but I think this, okay, we might say noone 

is going to feel sorry for somebody who's committed genocide. This is the ultimate 

scandal but urn. I think this then leads us back to to the question of where are we 

going to make the distinction between something which is forgivable and something 

which is unforgivable between as of crime and scandal and urn. exactly where can we 

draw the line in somebody that we would isolate from the community or execute? 

Thank you. 

_ [barely audible, without a mike] Well for the third question Agamben I'll I'll leave 

Onay to to to [laughter] Agamben is his great friend so [the interpreters shout 

'mikrofon'] Oh sorry. I I I'll leave bnay to urn. to answer urn. the third question. I 

can't do it. I don't know Agamben's uh. the if! if I understood you·Fiona uh. you you 

are asking whether uh. urn. Arendt understood Eichmann or uh. uh. did 17 wha? did? 

Uh? Well. [Fiona repeats but her remarks from the floor are inaudible] Yes + yes + 

yes + yes + + + Well my English is not that good to understand of it. I I'm sorry I 

couldn't get your point quite clearly I'm sorry. Uh. well I don't know if urn. Hannah 

Arendt understands Eichmann. There there is two two sort of understanding, uh? 
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There is one sort of understanding uh. and the second I I'll try and the second is uh. 

uh. is the Hannah Arendt speaks of the somewhere of forgetfulness or pardon 

(French). I I I haven't read in in English uh. Ie pardon et quand est-ce que Ie pardon 

arrive? When the the wha wha [inaudible remarks from the floor] pardon, forgiveness, 

when forgiveness arrives? When? I don't know. There is two concept of 

understanding. I can understand something and I can forgive something but of I didn't 

get the point and Eichmann [inaudible remarks from the floor] and the difference 

between Eichmann and Heidegger uh. well I'm sorry [inaudible remarks from the 

floor] there is no thoughtless in uh. in uh. in in in Heidegger but maybe thoughtless, 

absence de pensee [inaudible remarks] exces de pensee, exces, oui, excessive [the 

floor turns to French and the remarks are inaudible] 

- Too much thinking from one side, the side of Heidegger and absence you used 

absence or lack lack lack of thinking from the side of Eichmann leads to the same 

error. [inaudible remarks from the floor] 

- Not so worse with Heidegger uh? He never sent anybody to the the gas chamber as 

far as I know, as far as we know. 

- Perhaps just a few words cause Ali Vahit Turhan has passed me the question. Uh. to 

answer. Well we have last year we have heard so beautifully the talk of Jacques 

Derrida here in Istanbul about this problem, forgiveness, Ie pardon. And evidently uh. 

but Derrida did did not speak about the appearance of the same problem in Hannah 

Arendt. Arendt, for Arendt in the book The Human Condition foregiveness is a way 

of reconciliation. The life story uh. each life story is unique but it can be told or retold 

after the death comes. That means one can not change anything. How can you then 

how we are going to reconcile yourself with this reality which is a timely and 

historical reality at the same time and which is passe forever. This is then forgiveness. 
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The a way of reconciliation uh. according to Arendt is forgiveness. Now if you want 

to bring also uh. Agamben in that context uh. homo saker, naked life, all these 

problems well uh. I would like to say, why not? Why not? Uh. the reconciliation must 

happen also there, everywhere, properly speaking where the life story has has come to 

an end. In a hopeless way, evidently. And there is a big danger, there is a big menace 

to human life, to human thinking, to being in between uh. under these circumstances 

but a reconciliation must come. In each case. That's my how I understand it. 

- Yes, just to add when you ask uh. how to reconcile oneself with what happened in 

that world and with those people who who were responsible what happened. It's 

precisely by trying to understand what happened. Understanding is the way to 

reconcile oneself I think with with the world [inaudible remarks from the floor] No 

but by questioning like she does in The Origin of Totalitarianism she she questions 

like with a hammer like Nietzsche [laughs] in all her works. Finally the answers corne 

uh. and I think urn. to reconcile one oneselfis not quite the same thing as forgive. To 

forgive is to forgive to somebody, to forgive to somebody who asked you to forgive 

him. If somebody asks didn't doesn't ask you to forgive, there is nobody to forgive 

but to reconcile oneself is is not the same. You you reconcile yourself with the world 

and you forgive to some uh. urn. sin avec # quelq 'un particulier with urn. Somebody 

particular [inaudible remarks from the floor] I'm not sure [inaudible remarks] I'm not 

sure (inaudible remarks) I'm not sure you can forgive somebody who didn't forgive 

you, who who didn't ask you unless you are a saint ora priest but the good question 

within, one of the good question would be to to to wonder what happened the day 

when the first day when Hannah Arendt and Martin Heidegger saw themselves again 

in nineteenfifty? Did he ask her to forgive her to forgive him? 
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- Urn. I I wonder in the interest of time if we should not begin the third of our talks 

uh. since we have we have half an hour, is that correct? So if you have questions + 

almost + okay we can surpass it. Let's, why don't we hold the questions uh. then for 

uh. after the third talk uh. so that we can give sufficient time to our third participant 

urn. who is uh. Sanem YazICIOgIU uh. work working at the Philosophy Department of 

Istanbul University and who is just about to complete her Ph.D. thesis on uh. the 

theory of action in Hannah Arendt uh. she is the co-author of the Bibliography of 

Turkish Philosophical Publications and with that uh. introduction I give you the floor. 

- Urn. dear participants, dear friends. I have the good news, I have a good news for 

you because urn. my speech had already prepared as a ten minute speech. As I see that 

everyone here is a little bit tired so I'm starting my uh. urn. exposition. As my 

personal personal aim is not to separate philosophy and politics, I will try to mention 

some of the concepts which are commonly used both by Arendt and Heidegger. When 

we tum to these concepts or thematic links we can see Arendt's transposition of 

Heideggerian dynamics of transcendence and everydayness from an exis exi existential 

to a political concept. This transformation became one of her major preoccupations. 

The relation between thought and action, philosophy and politics. During my speech, I 

would like to analyse human identity which is based on thought, speech and action 

and try to elaborate on their relationship with logos. If philosophy and politics or 

more broadly thought and action are not incompatible, what then are the links 

between them? I would like to begin with a question which is importa.nt for both 

Arendt and Heidegger. Who are you? In the Human Condition, Arendt discusses the 

disclosure of the identity of the agent. She maintains individuals reveal themselves as 

unique individuals and disclose their unique personalities to the world. Arendt clearly 

distinguished the question of who from the question of what somebody is. As she 
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puts; it in acting and speaking men show who they are, reveal actively their unique 

personal identities and thus make their appearance in the human world. This 

disclosure of who and the cont contradistinction to what somebody is namely his 

qualities, gifts, talents. When we tum Heidegger, Da-Sein is not an entity present at 

hand, is not a 'what' but a 'who'. The answer to the question of the who is always as 

Heidegger says in terms of the I itseI:t: the subject, the self Considered from the 

perspective of the who of Da-Sein, the world-of-being-in-the-world is a withworld, 

Mitwelt, and being in according to Heidegger is a being-with-others. According to 

Being and Time's existantial analytic, human existence also shows itself is as a 

disclosure of being among being-with-others. The ·description of Da-Sein, as its 

disclosedness means, has the basic cha character of uncovering and or discovering, 

creating a clearing for Being. For its being a disclosedness, Da-Sein does not bring 

itself into accord with truth rather Da-Sein is always already in the truth. What I have 

invoked to emphasize so far is question of the who in its relation with disclosure. 

Disclosedness is directed towards the acting and speaking agent in Arendt while it 

was addressed to the Da-Sein-truth relation uh. in Heidegger. In her essay on Truth 

and Politics, Arendt distinguishes the two kinds of thinking. First one is authentically 

political because it is oriented towards the discourse between citizens who have 

different views of the common world whereas the second is authentically 

philosophical because it is solitary and oriented towards truth. What remains? The 

language remains. As A Arendt deliberately uh. names her article Article. Both Arendt 

and Heidegger, language is the common denominator, as is well known has a 

fundamental role. Yesterday we we all listened uh. Professor Schussler's exposition 

on this subject. The following quotation from Being and Time is valid for both of 

them as it represents their general considerations considelations considerations on 
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language. Language has its has its roots in the existantial constitution of Da-Sein. Dis 

Da-Sein's disclosedness. In talking, Da-Sein expresses itself, this 'ex' uh. emphasized 

by Heidegger but uh. itself but also this quotation is addressed in different context in 

the very very term of the logos which can be understood as a key concept in their 

projects. In Being and Time, the basic signification of logos is given as a disc 

discourse and with interpretations it gets translated as reason, judgment, concept, 

definition, ground or relationship. In the sixth section of the same book, it is said that 

in the hermeneutic of logos it becomes increasingly possible to grasp the problem of 

being in a more radical fashion. For Heidegger, the reason for that possibility comes 

from the close connection between aletheya and logos. Aletheya is is given in the 

Introductory part of the Sophes which has been edited by Ingeborg Schussler with 

this desc description; aletheya which is commonly translated as truth means to be 

hidden no longer, to be uncovered. Heidegger points out that the 'a' 'a' in aletheya is 

used in approprative sense that means something has been taken away, stolen from it 

then aletheya means to be hidden no longer, to be uncovered. In the connection with 

aletheya, alethevein means to be disclosing tru mu concealedness and coveredness of 

the world which appears in speaking or legein. Regard regarding to this uh. urn. I'm 

quoting; uh. the most immediate kind of uncor uncovering is speaking about things . 

. Knowing or considering is always a speaking whether it vocalized or not. Here we 

can remember the Heideggerian distinction of semantic and apofantic logos. As 

Taminiaux clearly indicates with the term semantic logos, Heidegger refers that every 

logos shows something understandable. By the term afopo apofantic it is meant that 

allowing something to be seen with itself and from itself and offering it to a theorein. 

Arendt uses the term logos by referring it to a pri primordial unity of speech and 

thought this unity was characteristics uh. characteristic of a of of the early Greek polis 
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life and the politics which were conducted through this logos. It also mean that in the 

citizens' endless talk, action disclosed thought while thought itself informed the 

actions of the citizens aday as they per persuaded one another. In the life of mind, as 

Arendt puts it, the criterion of logos coherent with speech is not truth or falsehood 

but meaning. Words meaningful in themselves and thoughts resemble each other. 

Hence speech though always significant sound is not necessarily apofandikos, a 

statement or pro proposition in which alethevein and pseidosdei thru thuday truth or 

falsehood, being and non-being are at stake. Thus the implicit urge to speak is the 

quest for meaning, not necessarily quest for truth at that point uh. quest for truth. At 

that point, she indicates the basic policy taking precedence over all specific 

metaphysical fallacies is to inpret interpret meaning in the model of truth. In both their 

understanding the term logos is disclosing, uncovering, unconcealing which is dis 

which is closed, covered or concealed. Therefore it is possible to say that what is at 

stake at stake at the beginning is always something covered up. In uh. in uh. in 

another words, something must be hidden before it reveals. This description about 

logos overlaps with the Arendt's desc distinction of private and public realm. As 

remember if uh. as remember public realm always needs the private realm in its uh. in 

its apprivative sense as a hiding place and the private realm is also a condition for 

someone who wants to corne into the light of the public. If this way of thinking is 

followed, the dialog wetbeen between me and myself becomes a hiding situation 

which can take place only in solitude and it constitutes a condition to be revealed by 

discourse or speech. In Arendt this connection between hiding and revealing, or the 

closed and the disclosed can be seen not only in private and public distinction but also 

in the very term of beginning. As the beginning is the actualisation of human condition 

for natality, the newcomer is an existence who is always cover up his infi infinite 
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possibilities. According to Arendt, these possibilities could be actualised in uh. 

through action and speech. Action and speech finds their ground in the in the capacity 

of to taking initiative. Taking initiative itself is a beginning through the human world 

which Arendt names second birth. By taking initiative, the acting and speaking agent 

chooses words or deeds which she he intends to do. Therefore initiative is a collection 

of power to judge, power to act and power to speak: which are al always closed till the 

dimension they exist the to others. Thus what Arendt calls the disclosure of the agent 

itself is a beginning from hiding or closed or in Heideggerian terminology lethes 

through alethes. By this way of thinking we migh not we might not overcome the 

difficulties which are originated in truth-oriented or meaning-oriented politics or 

philosophy but might fulfill the gap between theoria and praxis by not seperating them 

by but by distinguishing them as they are two different sides of the same coin. Thank 

you. 

- Thank you very much and uh. I will then ask Professor S6zer to begin the 

comments. 

- [barely audible] Uh. in so much as I understand your exposition uh. excuse me [into 

the microphone] In so much as uh. I understand your exposition, you have taken into 

consideration two destructions or deconstructions of the concept of logos. One, uh. 

as it happens in Heidegger. Heidegger deconstructs the old concept logos brinks 

bringink: by bringing it close or closer to the concept of aletheya. This is perhaps the 

decon the Heideggeria..'1 deconstruction of logos. In so far as the logos can come 

together or can be interpreted according to aletheya then it has a validity, it must have 

have val validity. The deconstruction uh. which is actualised by Arendt on the same 

topic follows perhaps other lines, do you mean it I'm. Am I, I'm asking. Thinking and 

a logos uh. brings together thinking and sp speech but according to Heidegger, speech 
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and action build up a a unity then the action is the uh. is the agent of the 

deconstruction in Arendt. Although the concept of truth in Heidegger plays the same 

role as deconstructing. Is that true? Is did I understand you true uh. should I repeat 

my question or is it clear? [inaudible remarks] Uh. yes, I am asking I have said both 

thinkers have tried to deconstruct the concept of logos, do you agree with that? Evet 

but in different ways. In the case of Heidegger, Heidegger to try uh. tries to 

deconstruct the concept oflogos with the help of the concept aletheya, let's say, but 

in the case of uh. Arendt, other way around, she tries de de deconstruct to 

deconstruct the concept of logos with the help of concept action. Is that uh. is that 

true wha what I have understood? [inaudible remarks from the floor] 

- Would you like to directly answer? 

- Maybe it is better. Urn. yes, I I'm intend to say exactly this but not uh. urn. just 

action but action I I I uh. want to I I wanted to say that action is not something urn. as 

urn. as just going out and act. It had to be something prepared, background, it has a 

background and I mean this background is always before in in your solitude then 

action is something uh. with uh. which uh. which uh. gathers both thought and action 

and reveal it by speaking and the aletheya uh. in the in connection "With Heidegger uh. 

urn. addressed uh. its urn. urn. the the logos interpretation of Heidegger is urn. in its 

connection with aletheya just uh. addressed in in the in the urn. very phenomen of 

truth uh. in in the sense of truth, sorry. 

- I think this was a very very compact and very interesting expoti exposhition so I I 

want to thank you and urn. I like to to follow up somewhat on your urn. 

introductionary question of uh. who are you and here I would urn. like to know some 

more about the who because I I think urn. on the one hand, as you say, the who 

appears in acting and in speaking, well this is also Arendt's she says. On the other 
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hand, the who is not something we can talk about. I mean we cannot tum it into an 

object. Yet at the same time you are uh. taking language as urn. uh. central uh. part of 

your exposition. When I take this and then I see also that you also seem to think as 

also your former speakers did that being and appearance are united in Arendt then I 

wonder in what way Arendt becomes a constructionist in terms ofuh. in terms doing a 

construction of the who not by speaking about but by speaking uh. which is urn. 

would be difference uh. also which we find maybe in Levinas between sagen urn. 

saying and uh. uh. talking about. I'm not sure about this precise translation here. Urn. 

when I uh. look at the end of your exposition, you uh. you referred quite uh. properly 

to the anthropological basis' of urn. Hannah Arendt by mentioning natality and, of 

course, there could be also said mortality and all the rest which seem to escape the 

idea of a construction of a who and urn. So I'd like to ask you in what way you uh. 

would you think that urn. Arendt's notion of who depends upon uh. the idea of 

constructing oneself in language and and what way when we speak about Heidegger 

urn. we find here urn. well there I'm not sure actually whether I followed everything, 

we find the same privileging of language or does Heidegger need also some sort of 

anthropological basis which you stated for Hannah Arendt? 

- [barely audible] the second part of your question seems 

- the second part of my question I'm supposed to repeat so I will try [laughs] Uh. I 

the second part of my question uh. um. is for Heidegger he for Heidegger you 

mentioned also some de deconstruction of logos which you have discussed already 

and privileging of language and I like to know of you whether you think that also 

Heidegger needs an anthropological basis for his thinking, for his notion ofDa-Sein as 

uh. well as this Arendt in her notion of natality and for that matter also thinking and 

mortality which you didn't need to mention but she also spoke. 
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- First of all the question of who are you. I I this is the question uh. always uh. occurs 

in in sorry urn. in in two sense I can answer [inaudible remarks] I can answer your 

question uh. ofthe identity, the identity qu question may be you mean uh. in the in the 

question of who are in the named named as who are you? Urn. with who are you? urn. 

if we can ask this to ourselves, who am I, like in the that form. this is uh. this is noT 

uh. not a question that I can answer according to Arendt as you know well. Uh. 

because the ques, this question, my identity is always directed to the other. Uh. My 

dis my identity always disclose itself in in the in the other. Urn. and that that shows uh. 

urn. it must be said that in that point uh. I connect with the other only uh. in terms of 

language. And Arendt clearly uh. uh. pointed out this. Urn. then urn. on Heidegger uh. 

in Heidegger's uh. point, I really uh. don't understand what you mean uh. by 

questioning it. In in what sense you ask you ask the question I didn't understand it. If 

you if you ask it on the terms of disclosedness or? 

- Well I was wondering in wha how far you could take an an analogy between Arendt 

and Heidegger? So its maybe its maybe not fair because its not part of your exposition 

but it was uh. curiosity. 

- No, I think it is not uh. not unrelated question. Uh. [laughs] this this question uh. I 

maybe this is very short exposition for such an complicated complex uh. uh. terms but 

uh. in uh. as I tried to pointed it out, the existence shows itself uh. in Heidegger also 

in being with others. Then ub, what ub, what be uh. being reveals itself in the others, 

named the question of who. So I think this is the links, link between two philosophers. 

Uh. they they are asking the same question but they are not uh. uh. directed the 

question the same place. Arendt tried to understand the self uh. the the ub, actor uh. 

as Heidegger uh. wants wants an to give the answer of the question, with truth. 
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- Thank you very much for your presentation. Urn. I just urn. would like to pick up 

urn. the place of language in urn. urn. yeah in Heidegger and Arendt. Urn. urn. well it 

seems to me very understandable and plausible that there is no action without speech 

and and as there is no urn. urn. understanding without speech and vice versa urn. it is 

urn. however remarkable in The Human Condition urn. that uh. Hannah Arendt uh. 

speaks of a prime prime ordiolity, Gleichursprunglichkeit, prime primordiality 

[inaudible remarks] Gleichursprunglichkeit, [inaudible remarks] prime ordiolity of uh. 

action and speech [inaudible remarks] Primordiality [inaudible remarks] 

Gleichursprunglichkeit. Primordiality. I think that's the English term, right? [inaudible 

remarks] Okay, okay, let's, okay, well. The point urn. I wanted to make urn. this is in 

my understanding urn. an implicit again an implicit recourse to Heidegger and at the 

same time it seems to me implicit critique because Arendt doesn't make Heidegger's 

distinction between uh. Sprache and Rede as the Rede [inaudible remarks] I think the 

English differentiation is between urn. [inaudible remarks from the floor] no not the 

talk but [inaudible remarks] but speech and discourse. I think that's the English 

translation. I'm not sure about this at the moment. Uh. so uh. she misses and certainly 

uh. uh. with a certain intention uh. misses uh. the uh. the attempt to ontologically 

ground urn. the speech urn. well the speech we have to do as urn. unl. with which we 

have to do as actors. So urn. this is in a way urn. a certain subjectivism as perhaps 

Madame Schussler would say. But again urn. urn. it has also to do of course with the 

question of urn. ontology or metaphysics urn. urn. and urn. well this is in my eyes an 

intriguing point. One can see that Arendt in a certain way urn. didn't want uh. to form 

uh. uh. a metaphysical system in the in terms as of Sein Sein and Zeit, Being and 

Time. 
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- [barely audible] May I suggest that that we go on with questions and then because 

we don't have very much .. 

- [barely audible] Okaywe'll go all the way through. I I'll be very quick. I just have, its 

more of a comment then a question but its partly a question. I like very much what 

you said about uh. the use of the term 'aletheya' and in what way the term 'aletheya' 

might be uh. interpreted in in the framework of Arendt's philosophy and all I wanted 

to say was that urn. Plato also liked to play with the term 'aletheya' in The Republic, 

especially in the part of The Republic where after death uh. the various individuals go 

to the river Lethe and the lethe has this connotation of forgetfulness or forgetting and 

that bringing out of unconcealment is also in a certain sense remembering. Its also in a 

certain sense bringing out of forgetfulness. And maybe if we look at it in that light, we 

can if I could tie together what you said with what I said, uh. it will be possible to say 

that also speaking about the who of the actor, of the agent that there is a tie between 

this notion of recovering identity between uh. political remembrance in Arendt, in 

other words, creating the conditions for a collective political identity and also 

emergence in the light of the public sphere which would be aletheya in the Arendtian 

sense uh. ifI've interpreted you correctly. 

- Just one sentence. First I I liked your expose very much and I just want to underline 

this uh. relation of speech to action and uh. action par excellence, political action 

whereas violence is mute, speechless. Just that. 

- I should want to have a better information concerning the method and the aim of 

obstruction in Ar de deconstruction in Arendt. If I understood well there is also uh. 

practiced deconstruction uh. by her that is to say she is dis deconstructing logos also, 

speech also, but as it had precised by uh. the colleague S6zer already uh. the aim is 

praxis finally but I don't understand this quite well and I want to have a precision, 
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precision, yes? a precision [inaudible remarks from the floor] I want that you precise it 

a bit [inaudible remarks] 

- Basically to Arendt? Not I I'm urn. urn. well I interpret the logos uh. according to 

Arendt's understanding but aletheya maybe my add uh. uh. my uh. interpretation. 

Using the term term logos in the sense that uh. all our ability to think, speak and act 

and also very important judge uh. is uh. uh. un understood by the term logos. 

- But this is not a process of deconstruction oflogos 

- But I I I'm not trying to make a deconstruction oflogos. 

- But [inaudible remarks from the floor] 

- I'm just try, I just try to intend to to make a a comparison maybe between two two 

philosophers understandings of logos. 

- Uhuh. 

- Are there questions? Please. 

- I don't know ifmy question is uh. quite similar with Andreas Grosmann's. I couldn't 

hear uh. exactly, clearly his remark but uh. uh. its the twentyfourth chapter of The 

Human Condition about revealing the whoness of the agent. Uh. Arendt says that uh. 

action and speech is needed to reveal the whoness of the agent uh. but these two, 

action and speech has to go together, I mean uh. action lacks something if there is no 

speech, ififuh. it it isn't accompanied by speech. Uh. so uh. maybe uh. I what what is 

the special need of action for speech? Can we conclude that, I mean, maybe its an 

intuitive question somehow, uh. can we conclude that uh. action needs speech to 

reveal itself? 

- No, because uh. as far as I understand logo a Arendt, I can say no because they are 

very closely connected with uh. the these terms are very clo closely connected but not 

not dependent as far as you uh. you think because urn. urn. in a in another book urn. 
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urn. if I'm not wrong in On Violence, she she's is she she say she say she is saying that 

the sitting ins are also an action which are speechless but uh. it is really very important 

uh. the speaking agent uh as as a disclosure agent also uh. speaking and uh. acting 

agent. Uh. the connection between these, she says, uh. speechless action lose uh. her 

urn. lose its subject. 

- Arendt also says uh. in this chapter in The Human Condition that uh. robots also can 

do action without without a speech. I mean I don't know if its its a a sentence, its a 

proposition but so maybe I change my question uh. I make it uh. I carry it to a more 

general sense. Therefore what is the special need of action for what is the special need 

of action for speech? 

- Special sorry? 

- Need of action for speech. Why action? 

- Urn. because 

- I mean 

- because it reveals its agent and how can I commu, I don't want to use the term 

communicate but how can I communicate with you otherwise uh. uh. may be. 

- Okay. 

- [barely audible] Another question? Yes. 

- Ben konu~maIlli Turkye yapacagnn. Mersi. Efendim giizel aylklamamzdan dolaYl yok 

yok te§ekkUr ederim. Hepinize, hepinizden l~tk ahyoruz. Burada ben isimler iizerinde 

durmayacagnn. Mumkiin oldugunca indirgeme olarak, konu~mamt 90k basitten almak 

istiyorum. Felsefe ve hakikat arasmda biraz durmak istiyorum. Sizin konu§maruza 

deginecegim, sizden bazl sorular rica edecegim. Seyle ki, ben felsefeyi bir du~unce 

olarak, tabii hepimiz, bunu ahyoruz ve du~unce bir beyin jimnastigidir. Bir beyin 

firtmasl yaratlf. Bu beyin firtmasl da insaru hakikate getUrtlr. Bunlar boyutlardlr, 
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kademelerdir, birdenbire hakikate ula~tlamaz. Mikrodan ba~layarak makroya kadar 

insan kademe kademe bilin9 a~amalanru yaparak bilinmeyen ufuklara kanatlanru a9ar. 

Boyle bir programm i9indeyiz insan olarak. 'Kim' sorusuna gelince ben butiin 

filozoflan isim olarak tek tek asIa kabul etmiyorum, onlan bir butiin olarak kabul 

ediyorum. Qnlan kaynak olarak ben Descartes'a bagIanm. Du~unuyorum 0 halde 

vanm, butiin hakikat burda. Evet demin konu~maruzda bir ikinci ya~amdan bahsettiniz. 

Saruyorum. Bununla bir reenkarnasyonu herhalde devreye almak istediniz. Evet, lutfen 

rica edecegim. 

- Ee bu eh. ikinci ya~am degil ikinci dogum dedim belki yanh~ eh .. 

- ikinci ya~am tabirini kuliandlll1Z da 0 bakimdan konu~uyorum. 0 tabiri kullandtruz, 

ikinci ya~am dediniz [inaudible remarks from the speaker] Ceviri oyle geldi herhalde. 

- Ceviri herhalde oyle geldi. Eh. ~unu soylemek ikinci dogum dedigi Arendt'in Arendt 

dogumu ikiye aymr. Bunlardan ilki bizim fiyolojik dogumumuzdur, annemizden belki 

dogumumuzdur. ikinci dogumumuz ise, bir birinci dogumumuz budur, ikinci 

dogumumuz ise eh. [to the panelists listening to the interpretation] am I saying 

wrong? Okay. 

- Evet. 

- Em. Eh. ikinci dogumumuz ise eh. bizim eh. insanlar arasmdaki dogumumuzdur 

belki bir anlamda eh. buradaki konu~malaIJllllzda kar~l kar~lya geli~imizdir ve 

- E gayet tabii, anhyorum. 

- ve bu tabii tam olarak belki, A Arendt bunu politik eylem igerisinde ki~inin yeniden 

dogu~u ya da kamu alarunda yeniden dogu~u olarak adlandmyor. Bunun eh. ba~ka bir 

eh. a91klamasl yok herhangi bir ba~ka reenkarnasyon ya da ba~ka spiri spirtiilistik 

a91klamasl yok. 
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- Anhyorum, anhyorum 

- A91k1amasl yok. 

- Tabii felsefe zaten dunya ya~amumzda bizi bu slfllfa kadar getirir bundan otesini 

a~mak biraz slflarl a~maktlf. Onun i9in evet burda kalalun derseniz 90k te~ekkiir 

ederim. Sagolun. 

- T ekrar aym konuda lsrarilYlm. Eh. tekrar aym konuda lsrarilytm. Eh. sizin soziiniizii 

aktarlyorum. F elsefe ile politika arasmda, bilmiyorum t~ bir aynm gormuyorum gibi 

bir~ey anladtm. Yani burda eh. politik alana tutkulu ideolojiler dall~ yapabiliyor 90k 

kolay ama felsefe burada biraz daha temkinlidir. Slllifh, slfllflan daha kalmca. 0 a9ldan 

siz ~unu mu demek istediniz yani eh. politika felsefesi 9iinkii mesela bilim felsefesi var 

eh. biz politikaYl da bilim sayarlZ. Hani politik felsefeden mi bahsetmek istediniz? 

Onunla bagIantlll olarak, Heidegger'den yani nasll boyle bir giri~ yapanm 90k zor ama 

gene cesaretimi toplayacaglffi. Simdi, mesela, ornegin, dii~iince, eylem, soz arasmda 

Heidegger anladl~m kadanyla, yanh~, 90k iyi anlam anlam anlamtyorsam, eh. 90k 

yakm yakmsak ili~kiler kurmu~ gibi geliyor. 0 zaman dii~iince ozgiirliigii eh. 

yasaklanabilir bu durumda, yani yasaklt olabilir yani dii~ce ozgiir olmayabiliyor. Bu 

durumda 9iinkii eylemde [inaudible remarks] oZgiirliik alaru kisltladlgma gore diin yani 

evrende yani ~u ya~adl~ffilZ dunyada kiSlth olduguna gore yasalarla slfllflandlgma gore 

bu durumda eh. bilgi toplumunun getirdigi de bir siire9 var. Getirdigi bir gerekge var. 

Demek ki biz dii~iinceyi de yani ashnda bu 90k eh. eh. yani politik anlamda bir 

tartl~ma konusu .. <;ok belirgin degil, belir1enmi~ degil ama burda 0 sizin 0 bu tezlere 

gore dii~iince eh. oZgUr olmayabilir de. <;ok te~ekkiir ederim. 

- Herhalde eh. ben eh. yeterince if iyi ifade edemedim 9iinkii ben benim 

konu~malarlffidan nasll bu sonu9 9tktt~ tam olarak anhyamlyorum ama eh. politika 

ve felsefe aym demedim ilkin, onu diizeltmek istiyorum. Felsefe ve politika eh. bir 
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pararun, bir bozuk pararun iki yOm gibi eh. dedim daha «ok. Eh. bunlar siirekli, bunu 

daha «ok ben eh. yere attIguuzda siirekli etrafinda donen bir para imgesini hatrrlatIyor 

bana daha «ok. Kimi zaman bir tarafim kimi zaman diger tarafim goriiyorsunuz. Eh. ve 

[inaudible remarks. The person who asks the questions says something like 

"Terciimede bu aynm yok. Bunu bilesiniz" ("In the translation there was no such 

distinction. Just for you to know")] 

- Eh. «eviri yanh~ olabilir «ii eh. ben size 0 tekstin sahibi olarak esas «evmyl 

soyliiyorum. (long and loud laughters from the floor, the organiser who is one of the 

panelists says "zavalh terciimanlar" ("poor translators"), the speaker stops, everybody 

starts talking; somebody in the panel mentions the names of the speakers to her 

colleague and then adds 'Tiirkiye'de bulabilecegimiz en iyi «evirmenler' ('They are the 

best interpreters we can find in Turkey"). Somebody else adds "Especially in this 

subject")]. 

- I I think I like to say one once more sentence to the last uh. two speakers. Uh. I 

guess the one thing uh. Heidegger and Arendt have in common that they both refuse 

to both refuse to be political philosophers which means they both try to distinguish the 

spheres of philosophy and here philosophy is taken to be the search for meaning of 

concepts. Concepts like action, speech and so and so forth. So I think urn. they are 

different questions posed and urn. then we discussed of course uh. how we can go 

from one sphere to another. But urn. sides or spheres can be taken as sides of one 

coin and I must agree but uh. for each side one must change the attitude, the the kind 

of questions. 

- Please come forth. 

- Eh. Tiirk«e konu~uyorum. Oncelikle Sanem Hamma eh. sorumu yonlendirmek 

istiyorum. Eh. kamusal alana veya kamu alamnda eylemin konu~mayla belirmesinde 
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aktoriin veya SlZm deyiminizle aJanm kimligini veya yeniden dogumunu 

gen;ekle~tirmesi eh. durumu ortaya «ytlGyor fakat yine sizin deyiminizle Arendt'te logos 

baglammda dii~iinmeyi aynca bir dii~iinme eh. hakikate ula~mada bir ba~ka boliim 

olarak soylediniz, yamhmyorsam yani ~unu soylediniz veya ~oyle soyleyeyim yani 

kamu alanmda eylemin konu~mayla belirmesinde 'kim' sorusuna verilen cevap ortaya 

«ywyor. Dogru. Bir de dii~iinme ile hakikate ula~mak diye ayn bir baglam sozkonusu. 

- Bu tamamen Heidegger'de sozkonusu olan, Arendt'te bu sozkonusu olmayan bir 

baglam yani belki ya.n.b.~ anla~tlnu~ olabilir ancak buna i~aret etmedim yani Hannah 

Arendt'in dogru dogruluk zaten sonu«y olarak onu belirtmeye «yah~tlffi. Afederseniz 

lafiruzt kestim ama daha sonraya yanh~ gitmesin diye. Eh. eh. sonuy olarak zaten eh. 

Arendt'in felsefesi anlam merkezlidir, dogru merkezli degildir. Dolaytslyla Arendt'in 

eh. dogru eh. ya ula~mak gibi bir kaygtsmdan sozedemeyiz diye dii~iiniiyorum. 

- Yani kamu eh. dii~iinme eh. eh. olgusu da yine kamusal alanda ger«yekle~en bir 

hadise 

- Haylr ben benim an anladlgun 

- Yani veya ~unu soylemek istiyorum. Eski deyimle te tefekkiir de kamusal alanda 

ger«yekle~en bir olgu mu? 

- Haylr ozel alanda ger«yeklenen bir ~eydir. Bana gore yani benim yaptlgun aynma 

gore, ozel ya~am diye ayrrdl~ Hannah Arendt'in bizim 0 kendimizle olan konu~mayt 

yapabilecegimiz alan olarak orarla bulunmaktrr ve aym zamanda eh. her iki alan 

arasmda yani ozel alan ve kamu alam arasmda birbirini gerektiren eh. bir baglantl 

vardlr yani birisi olmadan digeri olamaz. Zaten Arendt de bunu «yok a«yIk«ya eh. 

belirtiyor. Eh. her ikisinin de ortadan kalkmasl dedigi durum eh. birlikte ger«yekle~ir 

yani biri kamu alam gittiginde ozel ya~am da kalmaz diyor ya da tersi. 
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- Veya toplumsal olana donii~me aym anda geryekle~mi~ oluyor 

- Evet toplumsal alana donii~me dedigi her kesimin de ortadan kalla~ma i~aret ediyor. 

- Ben bir ilavede bulunmak istiyorum. Eh. Arendt'in insanhk: Durumu'nu Tiirkyesinden 

okudum ve daha onceden de Arendt'i seksenyedili ytllarda falan :filan yok kIsmi bir 

~ekilde okumu~tum. Eh. emek kavrarru konusunda bir katkIda bulunmak istiyorum 

eger katkIysa. Eh. belli ba~h Batl dillerinde, ibranicede olsun veya Sanskrityede olsun, 

yanh~ hatrrlarruyorsam, emek kavrarrunm etimolojisinde, kokeninde aCI eh. sIkInn, 

endi~e gibi yagn~Im1ann bulundugunu eh. soyliiyordu. Ben bunu Tiirkye'de emek 

kavrarrunm etimolojisinde merak ettim fakat yeterince kaynaga ula~amadlm herhalde 

bu konuda fakat yok enteresan bir tesadiifle eh. bindokuzyiizk:rrkbir ytll baskIsl bir 

Uygur Tiirklerine yonelik bir kitapta emek kavrarrunm kokenini rastladlgtmI 

zannediyorum. Eh. emgek olarak geyiyor.Emgek. 

- [barely audible] emgek? 

- Evet, emek kavrarru fakat eh. aym zamanda kok emgek yani emek de oyledir mesela. 

Ama i~te Ismet Zeki EyiibogIu'nin eh. Tiirkye Etimoloji Sozliigune gore Mogolca 'em' 

kokiinden geldigini soyliiyor ama pek anla~Ihr bir ifade degil yiinkii em'le emek 

arasmda bir baglantl kuramadl ve tartl§mah 01 oldugunu soyliiyor. Fakat eh. Uygur 

Tiirkyesinde, Uygur Tiirklerine yonelik eh. Maneizm Propagandasl Elkitabl, Van Le 

Cook, bindokuzyiizkrrkbir yill baskIsl. Burda emgek tam da Arendt'in bahsettigi 

anlamdaki bir yagn~lmla kullamhyor yani aCl iyeren bir yagn~lmla kullaruhyor. Eh. 

daha sonra eh. devam ettigimde, Tiirk Dil Kurumu'nun eh. Ziraat Terimleri Tarama 

Sozliigunde yaruhmyorsam yetmi~bir YIh baskIsl olsa gerek, orda eh. emgekin, bazI 

yoreierde emek olarak kullaru1dl~m gordiim. Tabii bu ikinci bahsettigim Tarama 

Sozliigunde, emgek kavrarru bir aCl eh. SIkIntl anlarrunda bir yagn~Im olarak kullantlmt 

ama Uygur Tiirkyesinden kar~I1a§tlrdlglm zaman iki terimin ayru oldugunu ve Uygur 
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Tiirkgesinde tam da Arendt'in soyledigi manada kullamldlguu gordiim. Bu belki bir 

katla. olabilir diye zikrediyorum. Te~ekkiir ederim. 

- Gergekten 90k te~ekkiir1er. Bu ger bir katla. olarak kabul ediyorum. Eh. etimolojisine 

ben Tiirkgede dogrusu ula~amann~un 9iinkii 

- E evet yani 0 StkmtlYl ben ya~ad1IIl, bir katla. oisun diye. 

- Yalmz bu arada Arendt'le ilgilenen dinleyicilerimiz oldugunu da dii~iinerek, siz de 

ayru ~eyi kullaruyorsunuz. Eh. insanhk Durumu olarak gevrildi eh. eh. The Human 

Condition ancak bunun eh. insanhk Ko~ulu olarak eh. kabul edilmesini ben 

oneriyorum. Burada ka kabul edilebilirse 9iinkii dururn., eh. her ko~l eh. bir duruma 

i~aret eder ancak her her durum bir ko~ul oIu~turmaz. Dolaytslyle bunun ko~ul olarak 

eh. kabul edilmesi daha uygun. ingilizcedeki bu situation, condition aynmtdrr. 

- Evet. Okay. 

- Bana gore. 

- Okay. 

- Its not true uh. uh. that Heidegger identifies in the last instance language with truth. 

On the contrary [inaudible remarks] No. Its only the way of this construction is a first 

uh. is a first phases only and then he goes uh. in a in another direction. So he says for 

example in The Sophestes, in this big course I had this honor to edit. Vh. he says the 

logos is so less the place of truth that in the contrary he is the place of falsity, of false, 

because logos is synthetetic, syn, synthetic, synthetic so he can combine terms which 

are not combined because he is it is synthetic. So logos is not necessarily the the place 

of truth and uh. that that's very interesting. Vh. logos in wider sense is Semainen with 

Aristotle. Semainen is not aletheyein. That's a difference. It's all, it also mean 

something and nothing more and this may be in a manner only which is indicating and 
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not expressing really something, only to indicate it. Yes urn. God, the secret of the 

thing, yes, not truth. 

- Uh. I want to uh. answer uh. I want to make a add addition. 

- [barely audible] it is a very current opinion that Heidegger identifies logos with 

truth. 

- No, no he he himself dis discriminates [inaudible remarks] 

- He he himself distinguish uh. uh. logos and legein, legein also this well we can 

[inaudible remarks] 

- I would, before Onay, I would like to say a word or two on behalf of the participants 

in this meeting, this symposium, uh. on behalf of especially those who've come from 

abroad and urn. who are extremely grateful for the urn. for the kindness and the 

hospitality of Professor Sezer of uh. for the Administration of urn. the Bogazici 

University. Uh. we would like to thank you uh. extend our thank, heartfelt thanks to 

you. Urn. we would also like to thank all of those institutions that made it possible for 

us to come from abroad and to participate in this uh. symposium and whose 

generosity and hospitality uh. were of great benefit to us and uh. namely the urn. 

Goethe Institute, the Institute d'Etude Francaise, the Istituto d'Italia di Cultura and 

also the Adam Publishing House, to all of these who have made our participation 

possible and this colloquium, symposium possible. I would like uh. to extend uh. our 

thanks on behalf of all of the participants. Urn. and urn. last but not least, I would like 

to thank the translators who did such a uh. wonderful job in translating and uh. its a 

terrible [applause] and also made this colloq, symposium possible because otherwise 

we wouldn't have ~ able to understand each other and that's an essential part of 

language so thank YPp all. 
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- Well just the very last concluding remark by my side. I hope that you have you have 

enjoyed our colloquium. One of our aims was to open us to the public and I think that 

we have done that. Uh. there were some problems but these were first of all 

technological problems with electricity yesterday but I I think that we have overcome 

it finally [laughs] and to today there were less problems in that direction. Well, uh. 

:Mr. Barash didn't leave me uh. anything more to say uh. but I want uh. to express, to 

bring into expression, specifically my thanks to the participants uh. for their 

impatience, for their [inaudible remarks] uh. uh. impatience in general because it has it 

has taken so much time. We have overpassed [inaudible remarks] impatience with 

time with with our work because we have overgone (further remarks, barely audible 

''we have patience"] yes, you have patience [laughter] we have overgone the limits of 

time but I think that that was not a problem. Well I want to thank you also in addition 

to the university, to the Bogazici University which has made possible this organization 

and specifically to the organization committee. Thank you very much. [Applause] 
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